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MARX ON THE AMERICAN
"GENERAL REDISTRIBUTION"

In V peryod No. 12,1 there was a reference to Marx's polemic
against Kriege 2 on the agrarian question. The year was not
1848, as erroneously stated in the article by Comrade-, but
1846. Hermann Kriege, a co-worker of Marx and at the time
a very young man, had gone to America in 1845 and there
started a journal, the V olkstribun, for the propaganda of communism. But he conducted this propaganda in such a manner
that Marx was obliged to protest strongly in the name of the
German Communists against Hermann Kriege's discrediting of
the Communist Party. The criticism of Kriege's trend, published
in 1846 in Westphalische Damp/boot and reprinted in Volume
II of Mehring's edition of Marx's works, is of tremendous interest to present-day Russian Social-Democrats.
The point is that the agrarian question at that time had been
brought to the fore by the course of the American social move'ment, as is the case now in Russia; it was not a question of
a developed capitalist society, but, on the contrary, of the creation of the primary and fundamental conditions for a real
development of capitalism. This circumstance is of particular
importance for drawing a parallel between Marx's attitude
towards the American ideas of "general redistribution" 3 and the
attitude of Russian Socia.I-Democrats towards the present-day
peasant movement.
Kriege gave no data in hi.s journal for a concrete study of
the distinctive f~atures of the American social system and for
defining the true character of the movement of the contempo-
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rary agrarian reformers who campaigned for the abolition of
rent. What Kriege did do, though (quite in the style of our
"Socialist-Revolutionaries"'), was to clothe the question of the
agrarian revolution in bombastic and high-sounding phrases:
"Every poor man," wrote Kriege, "will beco~e a useful member
of human society as soon as he is given an opportunity to
engage in productive work. He will be assured such an opportunity for all time if society gives him a pi~ce of land on which
he can keep himself and his family.... If 'this _immense area
(the l,400,000,000 acres of North American public domain) is
withdrawn from commerce and is secured in restricted amounts
for labour,* an end will be put to poverty in America at one
stroke...."
To this Marx replies: "One would have expected him to
understand that legislators have no power to decree that the
evolution of the patriarchal system, which Kriege desires, into
an industrial system be checked, or that the industrial and
commercial states of the East coast be thrown back to patriarchal
barbarism."
Thus, we have before us a real plan for an American general
redistribution: the withdrawal of a vast land expanse from
commerce, the securing of title to the land, limitation of the
extent of landownership or land tenure. And from the very
outset Marx subjects this utopianism to sober criticism, he points
.out that the patriarchal system evolves inevitably into the
industrial system, i.e., to use present-day idiom, he points out
the inevitability of the development of capitalism. But it would
be a great mistake to think that the utopian dreams of the participants in the movement caused Marx: to adopt a negative attitude to the movement in general. Nothing of the kind. Already
then, at the very beginning of his literary activity, Marx was
able to extract the real and progressive content of a movement

* Recall what Revolutsionnaya Rossiya, beginning with issue No. 8,
wrote on the passing of the land from capital to labour, on the importance of state lands in Russia, on equalised land tenure, on the bourgeois
idea of drawing land into commercial transactions, etc. Precisely like
Kriege!
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from its tawdry ideological trappings. In the second part of his
criticism, entitled "The Economies [i.e., the political economy]*
of the V olkstribun and I ts Attitude to Young America", Marx
wrote:
"We fully recognise the historical justification of the movement of the American National Reformers. We know that this
movement strives for a result which, true, would give a temporary impetus to the industrialism of modern bourgeois society,
but which, as a product of the proletarian movement, and as
an attack on landed property in general, especially under prevailing American conditions, must inevitably lead, by its own
consequences, to communism. Kriege, who with the German
Communists in New York joined the Anti-Rent Bewegung
[movement), clothes this simple fact in bombastic phrases, without entering into the content of the movement, thereby proving that he is quite at sea as regards the connection between
young America and American social conditions. We will cite
another example of his outpouring of enthusiasm for humanity
over the agrarians' plan for parcelling the land on an Amerjcan
scale.
"In issue No. 10 of the Volkstribun, in the artide entitled
'What We Want', we read: 'The American National Reformers
call the land the common heritage of all men . . . and demand
that the national legisl(\ture pass measures to preserve the
1,400,000,000 acres of land, not yet fallen into the hands of the
grabbing speculators, as the inalienable common property of the
whole mankind. In order to preserve for all mankind this
'i.nalienable common property', he accepts the plan of the National Reformers: 'to provide every peasant, whatever country
he may come from, with 160 acres of American land for his
subsistence'; or, a~ it is expressed in issue No. 14, in 'An Answer
to Conze': 'Of these unappropriated public lands no one is to
have. a holding in excess of 160 acres, and this only provided
~e t~ls it himself.' Thus, in order to preserve the land as
10ahenable common property', and for 'the whole of mankind'
h

* lnte~olations in square brackets (within passages quoted by Lenin)
ave been introduced by Lenin, unless otherwise indicated.- Ed.
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besides, it is necessary immediately to begin parcelling it out.
Kriege, moreover, imagines that he can rule out the necessary consequences of this allotment-concentration, industrial
and the like, by legislation. He regards 160 acres of land as
an invariable quantity, as though the value of such an area did
not vary according to its quality. The 'peasants' will have to
exchange the produce of land, if not the land itself, among
t~emselves and with others, and, having gone thus far, they
will soon find that one 'peasant', even wi!hout capital, thanks
to his labour and the greater original fertility of his 160 acres,
has reduced another to the position of his farm-hand. Besides,
what matters it whether it is 'the land' or the produce of the
land that 'falls into the hands of the grabbing speculators'?
Let us seriously examine Kriege's gift to mankind. One thousand four hundred million acres are to be preserved as the·
'inalienable common property of the whole of mankind', with
every 'peasant' g~tting 160 acres. We can therefore compute
the magnitude of Kriege's 'mankind': exactly 8,750,000 'peasants',
who, counting five to a family, represent 43,750,000 people. We
can also compute the duration of the 'for all time' during which
'the proletariat, as the representative of the whole of mankind'
~t le~t. in the U.~.A., continues to increase at its present rate:
I.e., if it doubles m 25 years; then this 'for all time' will last
so:°1ething under 40 years; by then these 1,400,000,000 acres
will have been occupied, and future generations will have
nothing to 'lay claim to'. But as the free grant· of land would
greatly increase immigration, Kriege's 'for all time' might come
to an end even sooner, particularly if it is borne in mind that
land for 44,000,000 people would not be an adequate outlet
even for the pauperism existing in Europe today: for in Europe
one out of every 10 persons is .a pauper; and the British Isles
alone account for 7,000,000 paupt:rs. A similar example of naivete in political economy is to be found in issue No. 13, in the
article 'To the Women', in which Kriege says that if the city
of. New York gave u~ its 52,000 acres of land on Long Island,
th~s w?uld suffice to nd New York of all pauperism, misery, and
cnme at one stroke' and for ever.
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"Had Kriege regarded the movement for freeing the land
as an early form of the proletarian movement, necessary under
certain conditions, as a movement which, by reason of the position in social life of the class from which it emanates, must
necessarily develop into a communist movement; had he shown
why the communist aspira!;ions in America had to manifest
themselves initially in this agrarian form, which seems to contradict all communism, the.re would have been nothing to object
to. But he declares what is merely a subordinate form of a movement of definite, real people to be a cause of mankind in
general. He represents this cause ... as the ultimate and highest
aim of ~very movement in general, thus turning the definite
aims of the movement into sheer bombastic nonsense. In
the same article (issue No. 10) he continues to chant his paean:
'And so the old dreams of the Europeans would at 19.st come
true. A place would be prepared f"or them on this side of the
ocean which they would only have to take and to fructify with
the labour of tneir hands, so as to be able proudly to declare
to ,all the tyrants of the world, "This is my cabin, which you
have not built; this is my hearth whose glow fills your hearts
with envy."'
"He might have added, This is my dunghill, which I, my
wife, my children, my manservant, and my cattle have produced. And who are the Europeans whose 'dreams' would thus
come true? Not the communist workers, but bankrupt shopkeepers and handicraftsmen, or ruined cottars, who yearn for
the good fortune of once again becoming petty bourgeois and
peasants in America. And what is the 'dream' that is to be
fulfilled by means of these 1,400,000,000 acres? No other than
that all men be converted into private owners, a dream which
is as unrealisable and as communistic as the dream to convert
all men into emperors, kings, and po~ies."
Marx's criticism is full of caustic sarcasm. He scourges Kriege
for those very aspects of his views which we now observe
among our "Socialist-Revolutionaries", namely, phrase-mongering, petty-bourgeois utopias represented as the highest revolutionary utopianism, incomprehension of the teal foundations of
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the modern economic system and its development. With remarkable penetration, Marx, who was then only the future economist, points to the role of exchange and commodity production.
The peasants, he says, will exchange the produce of the land,
if not the land itself, and that says everything! The question
is dealt with in a way that is largely applicable to the Russian
peasant movement and its petty-bourgeois "socialist" ideologists.
Marx, however, does not simply "repudiate" this pettybourgeois mo\tement, he does not dogmatically ignore it, he does
not fear to 'soil his hands by contact with the movement of the
revolutionary petty-bourgeois democrats-a fear that is charac·
teristic of many doctrinaires. While mercilessly ridiculing the
absurd ideological trappings of the movement, Marx strives in
a sober, materialist manner to determine its real historical content, the consequences that must inevitably follow from it because of objective conditions, regardless of the will and the consciousness, the dreams and the theories, of the various individuals. Marx, therefore, does not condemn, but fully approves
communist support of the movement. Adopting the dialectical
standpoint, i.e., examining the movement from every aspect,
taking into account both the past and the future, Marx notes
the revolutionary aspect of the attack on private property in
land. He recognises the petty-bourgeois movement as a peculiar
initial form of the proletarian, communist movement. You will
not achieve what you dream of by means of this movement,
says Marx to Kriege: instead of fraternity, you will get pettybourgeois exclusiveness; instead of inalienable peasant allotments, you will have the drawing of the land into commerce;
instead of a blow at the grabbing speculators, you will witness
the expansion of the basis for capitalist developmept. But the
capitalist evil you vainly hoping to avoid is a historical benefit,
for- it will accelerate social development tremendously and bring
ever so much nearer new and higher forms of the communist
movement. A blow struck at landed property will facilitate the
inevitable further blows at property in general. The revolutionary action of the lower class for a change that will temporarily
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provide a restricted prosperity, and by no means for all, will
facilitate the inevitable further revolutionary action of the very
lowest class for a change that will really ensure complete human
happiness for all toil~rs.
Marx's presentation of the case against Kriege should serve
a:s a model for us Russian Social-Democrats. That the peasant
movement in Russia today is of a really petty-bourgeois nature
there can be no doubt. We must explain this fact by every
means in our power, and we must ruthlessly and irreconcilably
combat all the illusions of all the "Socialist-Revolutionaries" or
primitive socialists on this score. The organisation of an independent party of the proletariat which, through all democratic
upheavals, will strive for the complete socialist revolution, must
be our constant aim, not to be lost sight of for a moment. But
to turn away from the peasant movement for this reason would
be sheer philistinism and pedantry. No, there is no doubt as
to the revolutionary and democratic nature of this movement,
and we must with all our might support it, develop it, make
it a politically-conscious and definitely class movement, advance
it, and go hand in hand with it to the end-for we go. much
f).IIther than the end of any peasant movement; we go to the
very end of the division of society into classes. There is hardly
another country in the world where the peasantry is experiencing such suffering, such oppression and degradation as in Russia.
The worse this oppression has been, the more powerful will
now be the peasantry's awakening, the more irresistible its revolutionary onset. The class-conscious revolutionary proletariat
should support this onset with all its might, so that it may leave
stand no stone of this old, accursed, feudal, autocratic and
slavish Russia; so that it may create a new generation of free
and courageous people, a new republican country in which
our proletarian struggle for socialism will be able freely to
expand.

Vperyod No. 15,
April 20 (7), 1905
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PREFACE TO SORGE CORRESPONDENCE

PREFACE TO THE RUSSIAN TRANSLATION
OF LETTERS BY JOHANNES BECKER, JOSEPH
DIETZGEN, FREDERICK ENGELS, KARL MARX,
AND OTHERS TO FRIEDRICH SORGE AND OTHERS

The collection of letters by Marx, Engels, Dietzgen, Becker
and other leaders of the international working-class movement
in the last century, here presented to the Russian public, is an
indisperuable complement to our advanced Marxist literature.
We shall not here dwell in detail on the importance of these
letters for the history of socialism and for a comprehensive treatment of the activities of Marx and Engels. This aspect of the
matter requires no explanation. We shall only remark that an
understanding of the letters published calls for acquaintance
with the principal works on the history of the International
(see Jaeckh, The International, Russian translation in the Znaniye edition ), and also the history of the German and the American working-class movements (see Franz Mehring, H istory of
German Social-Democracy, and Morris Hillquit, History of
Socialism in the United States), etc.
Nor do we intend here to attempt to give a general outline
of the contents of this correspondence or an appreciation of
the various historical periods to which it relates. Mehring has
done this extremely well in his article, "Der Sorgesche Briefwechsel" (Neue Zeit, 25 Jahrg., Nr. 1 und 2),* which will
probably be appended to the present translation by the publisher,
o; else will be issued as a separate Russian publication.
Of particular interest to Russian socialists in the present revolutionary period are the lessons which the militant proletariat

* "The Sorge Correspondence", Neue Zeit, 25th year, Nos.
2.-Ed.
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must draw from an acquaintance with the intimate aspects of
the activities of Marx and Engels in the course of nearly thirty
years (1867-95). It is, therefore, not surprising that the first
attempts made in our Social-Democratic literature to acquaint
readers with the letters from Marx and Engels to Sorge were
also linked up with the "burning" issues of Social-Democratic
tactics in the Russian revolution (Plekhanov's Sovremennaya
Zhizn · and the Menshevik Otkliki). And we intend to draw our
readers' attention particularly to an apprecia~ion of those passages in the published correspondence that are specially important from the viewpoint of the present tasks of the workers'
party in Russia.
.
In their letters, Marx and Engels deal most frequently with
the pressing problems of the British, American and German
working-class movements. This is natural, because they w~re
Germa~s who at that time lived in Britain and corresponded with
their American comrade. Marx expressed himself much more
frequently and in much greater detail on the French workingclass movement, and particularly the Paris Commune/ in the
letters he wrote to the German Social-Democrat Kugelmann.*
It is highly instructive to compare what Marx and Engels
said of the British, American and German working-class movements. Such comparison acquires all the greater importance
when we remember that Germany on the one hand, and Britain
and America on the other, represent different stages of capitalist
development and different forms of domination of the bourgeoisie, as a class, over the entire political life of those countries. From the scientific point of view, we have here a sample
of materialist dialectics, the ability to bring to the forefront
and stress the various points, the various aspects of the problem,
in application to the specific feature of different political and
economic conditions. From the point of view of the practical
policy and tactics of the workers' party, we have here a sample
of the way in which the creators of the Communist .Manifesto

* See Letters of Karl Marx to Dr. Kugelmann, Russian translation
edited by N. Lenin, with a .foreword by the editor. St. Petersburg, 1907.
(See Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 12, pp. 104-12.- Ed.)
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defined the tasks of the fighting proletariat in accordance with
the different stages of the national working-class movements in
the different countries.
What Marx and Engels criticise most sharply in British and
American socialism is its isolation from the working-class
movement. The burden of all their numerous comments on the
Social-Democratic Federation6 in Britain and on the American
socialists is the accusation that they have reduced Marxism to
"rigid [starte] orthodoxy'', that they consider it "a credo and
not a guide to action", 1 that they are incapable of adapting
themselves to the theoretically helpless, but living and powerful
mass working-class movement that is marching alongside them.
"Had we from 1864 to 1873 insisted on working together only
with those who openly adopted our platform," Engels exclaimed
in his letter of January 27, 1887, "where should we be today?"
And in the preceding letter (December 28, 1886), he wrote,
with reference to the influence of Henry George's ideas on the
American working class:
"A million or two of working men's votes next November for a bona
fide working men's party is worth infinitely more at present than a
hundred thousand votes for a doctrinally perfect platform."

f

These are very interesting passages. There are Social-Democrats in our country who have hastened to utilise them in defence of the idea of a "labour congress" or something in the
nature of Larin's "broad l.abour party".8 Why not in defence
of a "Left bloc"? we would ask these precipitate "utilisers" of
Engels. The letters th7 quotations are taken from refer to a
time when American workers voted at the elections for Henry
George. Mrs. Wischnewetzky-an American woman married to
a Russian and translator of Engels's works-had asked him,
as may be seen from Engels's reply, to give a thorough criticism
of Henry George. En~els wrote (December 28, 1886) that the
time had not yet arriued for that, the main thing being that the
workers' party should begin to organise itself, even if not on an
entirely pure programme. Later on, the workers would themselves come to understand what was amiss, "would learn from
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their own mistakes", but "anything that might delay or prevent
that national consolidation of the working men's party-<>n no
matter what platform-I should consider a great mistake..."·
It goes without saying that Engels had a perfect understanding of, and frequently mentioned, the absurdity a~d .reacti.onary
character of Henry George's ideas, from the socialr.s~ pomt. of
view. The Sorge correspondence contains a most mterestmg
letter from Karl Marx dated June 20, 1881, in which he characterised Henry George as an ideologist of the radical ~ourgeoisie.
"Theoretically the man is utterly backward" ( tot~l am~re), w.ro~e
Marx. yet Engels was not afraid to join with this socialist
reactionary in the elections, so long as there were people who
could tell the masses of "the consequences of their own mistakes"
(Engels, in the letter dated November 29, 18~6) ·.
Regarding the Knights of Labor,9 an orgarusati~n of American workers existing at that time, Engels wrote m the same
letter: "The weakest [literally: rottenest, faulstf] side of the
Knights of Labor was their political neutrality.... T~e fi~st great
step, of importance for every country newly entenng mt~ the
movement is always the constitution of the workers as an mdependent p~litical party, no matter how, so long as it is a distinct
workers' party."
.
It is obvious that from this nothing at all can be deduced m defence of a leap from Social-Democracy to a non-party labour
congress etc. But whoever would escape Engels's accusation of
reducin~ Marxism to a "dogma", "orthodoxy", "sectarianism",
etc. must conclude from it that a joint election campaign with
radical "social-reactionaries" is sometimes permissible.
But what is more interesting, of course, is to dwell not so
much on these American-Russian parallels (we had to refer to
them so as to reply to our opponents), as on the fundamental
features of the British and American working-class movements.
These features are: the absence of any big, nation-wide, democratic tasks facing the proletariat; the proletariat's complete
subordination to bourgeois politics; the sectarian isolation of
groups, of mere handfuls of socialists, from the proletariat; not
the slightest socialist success among the working masses at the
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elections, etc. Whoever forgets these fundamental conditions
and sets out to draw broad conclusions from "American-Russian parallels", displays the greatest superficiality.
If Engels laid so much stress on the workers' economic organisations in these conditions, it was because the most firmly
established democratic systems were under discussion, and
these confronted the proletariat with purely socialist tasks.
Engels stressed the importance of an independent workers,
party, even with a poor programme, because he was speaking
of countries where there had formerly been not even a hint of
the workers' political independence and where, in politics, the
workers mostly dragged along behind the bourgeoisie, and still
do.
It would be making mock of Marx's historical method to
attempt to apply conclusions drawn from such arguments to
countries or historical situations where the proletariat has
formed its party prior to the liberal bourgeoisie forming theirs,
where the tradition of voting for bourgeois politicians is absolutely unknown to the proletariat, and where the immediate
tasks are not socialist but bourgeois-democratic.
Our idea will become even clearer to the reader if we compare Engels's opinions on the British and American movements
with his opinions on the German movement.
Such opinions, of the greatest interest, abound in the published correspondence too. And running like a scarlet thread
through all these opinions is something vastly different-a
warning against the "Right wing" of the workers' party, a
merciless (sometimes-as with Marx in 1877-79-a furious)
war against opportunism in Social-Democracy.
Let us first corroborate this by quoting from the letters, and
then proceed to an appraisal of this fact.
First of all, we must here note the opinions expressed by
Marx on Hochberg and Co. In his article "Der Sorgesche
Briefwcchsel", Franz Mehring attempts to tone down Marx's
attacks-as well as Engcls's later attacks-against the opportunists and, in our opinion, rather overdoes it. As regards
Hochberg and Co., in particular, Mehring insists on his view
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that Marx's judgement of Lassalle and the Lassalleans10 was
wrong. But, we repeat, what interests us here. is not a~ historical assessment of whether Marx's attacks against particular socialists were correct or exaggerated, but Marx's assessment in
principle of definite trends in socialism in genera~.
,
While complaining about the German Social-Democrats
compromises with the Lassalleans and Diihring (letter of
October 19 1877), Marx also condemns the compromise "with
a whole g;ng of half-mature students and superwise diploma'd
doctors [in German "doctor" is an academic degree corresponding to our "candidate" or "university graduate, class I"], who
want to give socialism a 'higher, idealistic' orientation, that is
to say, to replace its materialistic basis (which demands serious
objective study from anyone who tries to use it) by modern
mythology with its goddesses of Justice, Liberty, Equality, and
Fraternity. Dr. Hochberg, who publishes the Zukunft, is a rep·
resentative of this tendency, and has 'bought his way' into the
Party-with the 'noblest' intentions, I assume, but I do not
give a damn for 'intentions'. Anything more miserable than his
programme of the Zukunft has seldom seen the light of day with
more 'modest presumption'." (Letter No. 70.)
In another letter, written almost two years later (September 19, 1879), Marx rebutted the gossip that Engels and he
stood behind J. Most, and gave Sorge a detailed account of
his attitude towards the opportunists in the German SocialDemocratic Party. Zukunft was run by Hochberg, Schramm
and Eduard Bernstein. Marx and Engels refused to have
anything to do with such a publication, and when the question
was raised of establishing a new Party organ with the participation of this same Hochberg and with his financial assistance,
Marx and Engels first demanded the acceptance of their nominee, Hirsch, as editor-in-chief, to exercise control over this
"mixture of doctors, students and Katheder-Socialists", and
then addressed a circular letter directly to Behel, Liebknecht
and other leaders of the Social-Democratic Party, warning
them that they would openly combat "such a vulgarisation
[Verluderung-an even stronger word in German] of Party
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and theory", if the Hochberg, Schramm and Bernstein trend
did not change.
This was the period in the German Social-Democratic
Party which Mehring described in his History11 as "A Year
of Confusion" ("Ein Jahr der Verwirrung"). After the AntiSocialist Law,12 the Party did not at once find the right path,
first swinging over to the anarchism of Most and the opportunism of Hochberg and Co. "These people," Marx wrote of the
latter, "nonentities in theory and useless in practice, want to
draw the teeth of socialism (which they have fixed up in accordance with the university recipes) and particularly of the SocialDemocratic Party, to enlighten the workers or, as they put it,
to imbue them with 'elements of education' from their confused half-knowledge, and above all to make the Party respectable in the eyes of the petty b01.:rgeoisie. They are just
wretched counter-revolutionary windbags." 13
The result of Marx's "furious" attack was that the opportunists retreated and-made themselves scarce. In a letter
dated November 19, 1879, Marx announced that Hochberg
had been removed from the editorial committee and that all
the influential leaders of the Party-Behel, Liebknecht, Bracke,
etc.-had repudiated his ideas. Sozial-Demokrat, the SocialDcmocratic Party organ, began to appear under the editorship
of Vollmar, who at that time belonged to the revolutionary
wing of the Party. A year later (November 5, 1880), Marx
related that he and Engels constantly fought the "miserable"
way in which Sozial-Demokrat was being conducted, and often
expressed their opinion sharply ("wobei's oft scharf hergeht").
Liebknecht visited Marx in 1880 and promised that there would
be an "improvement" in all respects.
Peace was restored, and the war never came out into the
open. Hochberg withdrew, and Bernstein became a revolutionary Social-Democrat-at least until the death of Engels in
1895.
In June 20, 1882, Engels wrote to Sorge and spoke of this
struggle as being a thing of the past: "In general, things in
Germany are going splendidly. It is true that the literary gen-
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tlemen in the Party tried to cause a reactionary ... swing, but
they failed miserably. The abuse to which the Social-Democratic workers are being everywhere subjected has made them
still more revolutionary than they were three years ago....
These people [the Party literary people] wanted at all costs to
beg secure the repeal of the Anti-Socialist Law by mildness
and meekness, fawning and humility, because it has made short
shrift of their literary earnings. As soon as the law is repealed
... the split will apparently become an open one, and the Vierecks and Hochbergs will form a separate Right wing, where
they can, from time to time, be treated with, until they finally
land on their backsides. We announced this immediately after
the adoption of the Anti-Socialist Law, when Hochberg and
Schramm published in the Yearbook what was a most infamous
judgement of the work of the Party and demanded more cultivated ["jebildetes" instead of gebildetes-Engels is alluding
to the Berlin accent of the German writers], refined and elegant behaviour of the Party."
This forecast of Bern.steinism, 14 made in 1882, was strikingly
confirmed in 1898 and subsequent years.
And after that, and particularly after Marx's death, Engels,
it may· be said without exaggemtion, was untiring in his efforts
to straighten out what was being distorted by the German opportunists.
The end of 1884. The "petty-bourgeois prejudices" of the
German Social-Democratic Reichstag deputies, who had voted
for the steamship subsidy10 ("Dampfersubuention", see Mehring's History), were condemned. Engels informed Sorge that
he had to ·correspond a great deal on this subject (letter of
December 31, 1884).
1885. Giving his opinion of ·the whole affair of the "Dampfersubuention'', Engels wrote (June 3) that "it almost came to
a split". The "philistinism" of the Social-Democratic deputies
was "colossal". "A petty-bourgeois socialist parliamentary group
is inevitable in a country like Germany," said Engels.
1887. Engels replied to Sorge, who had written to him, that
the Party was disgracing itself by electing such deputies as
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Viereck (a Social-Democrat of the Hochberg type). Engels
excused himself, saying that there was nothing to be done, the
workers' party could not find good deputies for the Reichstag.
"The gentlemen of the Right wing know that they are being tolerated only because of the Anti-Socialist Law, and that they
will be thrown out of the Party the very day the Party again
secures freedom of action." And, in general, it was preferable
that "the Party should be better than its parliamentary heroes,
than the other way round" (March 3, 1887). Liebknecht is a
conciliator-Engels complained-he always uses phrases to
gloss over differences. But when it comes to a split, he will be
with us at the decisive moment.
1889. Two international Social-Democratic congresses in
Paris. 16 The opportunists (headed by the French Possibilistsl1)
split away from the revolutionary Social-Democrats. Engels
(who was then sixty-eight years old) flung himself into the
fight with the ardour of youth. A number of letters (from January 12 to July 20, 1889) were devoted to the fight against
the opportunists. Not only they, but also the Germans--Liehknecht, Bebe! and others--were flagellated for their conciliatory
attitude.
The Possibilists had sold themselves to the French Government, Engels wrote on January 12, 1889. And he accused the
members of the British Social-Democratic Federation (S.D.F.)
of having allied themselves with the Possibilists. "The writing
and running about in connection with this damned congress
leave me no time for anything else" (May 11, 1889). The
Possibilists are busy, but our people are asleep, Engels wrote
angrily. Now even Auer and Schippel are demanding that we
attend the Possibilist congress. But "at last" this opened Liebk·
necht's eyes. Engels, together with Bernstein, wrote pamphlets
(they were signed by Bernstein but Engels called them "our
pamphlets") against the opportunists.
"With the exception of the S.D.F., the Possibilists have not
a single socialist organisation on their side in the whole of
Europe. [June 8, 1889.] They are consequently falling back on
the non-socialist trade unions" (this for ·the information of
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those who advocate a broad labour party, a labour congress,
etc., in our country!). "From America they will get one Knight
of Labor." The adversary was the same as in the fight against
the Bakuninists18 : "only with this difference that the banner o~
the anarchists has been replaced by the banner of the Possibilists: the selling of principles to the bourgeoisie for smallscale concessions, especially in return for well-paid jobs for the
leaders (on the city councils, labour exchanges, etc.)." Brousse
(the leader of the Possibilists) and Hyndman (the leader of
the S.D.F. which had joined with the Possibilists) attacked
"authoritarian Marxism'' and wanted to form the "nucleus of
a new International".
"You can have no idea of the naivete of the Germans. It
has cost me tremendous effort to explain even to Behel what
it all really meant" (June 8, 1889). And when the two con·
gresses met, when the revolutionary Social-Democrats outnumbered the Possibilists (who had united with the trade-unionists,
the S.D.F., a section of the Austrians, etc.), Engels was jubilant (July 17, 1889). He was glad that the conciliatory plans
and proposals of Liebknecht and others had failed (July 20,
1889). "I t seives our sentimental conciliatory brethren right
that, for all their amicableness they received a good kick in
their tenderest spot. This may cure them for some time."
... Mehring was right when he said ("Der Sorgesche Brief·
weehsel") that Marx and Engels did not have much idea of
"good manners": "If they did not think long over every blow
they dealt, neither did they whimper over every blow they
received." "If they think their needle pricks can pierce my old,
thick and well-tanned hide, they are mistaken,'' 19 Engels once
wrote. And they assumed that others possessed the impervious·
ness they had themselves acquired, Mehring said of Marx and
Engels.
1893. The chastisement of the Fabians,20 which suggests
itself when passing judgement on the Bernsteinians (for did
not Bernstein "evolve" bis opportunism in England making
use of the experience of the Ffl,hians?) . "The Fabians here in
London are a band of careerists who have understanding
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enough to realise the inevitability of the social revolution, but
who could not possibly entrust this gigantic task to the raw
proletariat alone, and are therefore kind enough to set themselves at the head. Fear of the revolution is their fundamental
principle. They are the 'educated' par excellence. Their social~sm is municipal socialism; not the nation but the community
1s to become the owner of the means of production, at any
rate for the time being. This socialism of theirs is then presented as an extreme but inevitable consequence of bourgeois liberalism; hence their tactics, not of decisively opposing the Liberals as adversaries but of pushing them on towards sociaiist
conclusions and therefore of intriguing with them, of permeating liberalism with socialism-not of putting up socialist candidates against the Liberals but of fastening them on the Liberals,. forcing them upon the Liberals, or getting them in by
cheating. They .do not of course realise that in doing this they
are either lied to and themselves deceived or else are lying
about socialism.
""Yith great industry they have published, amid all sorts of
ru~blSh, some good propagandist writing as well, this in fact
bemg the best the English have produced in this field. But as
soon as they get on to their specific tactics of hushing up the
class struggle, it all turns putrid. Hence their fanatical hatred
of Marx and all of us--because of the class struggle.
"These people have of course many bourgeois followers and
therefore money... ."n
HOW THE CLASSICS ESTIMATED
INTELLECTUALIST OPPORTUNISM
IN SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY

1894. The Peasant Question. "On the Continent," Engels
wr~te on November 10, 1894, "success is developing the appetite for more success, and catching the peasant, in the literal
~ense of the word, is becoming the fashion. First the French,
m Nantes, declare through Lafargue not only ... that it is not
our business to hasten ... the ruin of the small peasants, which
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capitalism is seeing to for us, but they add that we must directly protect the small peasant against taxation, usury, and
landlords. But we cannot co-operate in this, first because it is
stupid and second because it is impossible. Next, however,
Vollmar comes along in Frankfort and wants to bribe the
peasantry as a whole, though the peasant he has to deal with
in Upper Bavaria is not the debt-ridden small peasant of the
Rhineland, but the middle and even the big peasant, who exploits male and female farm-hands, and sells cattle and grain
i'n quantity. And that cannot be done without giving up the
whole principle."
1894, December 4. " ...The Bavarians, who have become
very, ·very opportunistic and have almost turned into an ordinary people's party (that is to say, the majority of leaders and
many of those who have recently joined the Party), voted in
the Bavarian Diet for the budget as a whole; and Vollmar in
particular has started an agitation among the peasants with
the object of winning the Upper Bavarian big peasants- people who own 25 to 80 acres of land ( 10 to 30 hectares) and
who therefore cannot. manage without wage-labourers-instead
of winning their fann-hands."
We thus see that for more than ten years Marx and Engels
systematically and unswervingly fought opportunism in the
German Social-Democratic Party, and attacked intellectualist
philistinism and the petty-bourgeois outlook in socialism. This
is an extremely important fact. The general public know that
German Social-Democracy is regarded as a model of Marxist
proletarian policy and tactics, but they do not know what
constant warfare the founders of Marxism .had to wage against
the "Right wing" (Engels's expression) of that Party. And it
is no accident that soon after Engels's death this concealed
war became an open one. This was an inevitable result of the
decades of historical development of German Social-Democracy.
And now we very clearly perceive the two lines of Engels's
(and Marx's) recommendations, directions, corrections, threats
and exhortations. The moot insistent of their appeals to the
British and American socialists was to merge with the working-
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class movement and eradicate the narrow and hidebo d
_
·
··f
un sec
~anan s~mt rom their organisations. They were most insistent
m te~chmg the. ~~r-?'1an ~ocial-Democrats to beware of succum~mg. to ph1hsttmsm, 'parliamentary idiocy" (Marx's expr~s1?n m the !etter of September 19, 1879), and petty-bourgeois mtellectuahst opportunism.
It is not typical that our Social-Democratic gossips should
h'.'1-ve be~un cac~li?g about the recommendations of the first
kmd while rematrung silent, holding their tongues about the
second? Is not such one-sidedness in appraising the letters of
~arx and Engels the best indication of a certain Russian Social-Democratic ... "one-sidedness"?
At the p~ese~t m?ment, when the international working-class
m~em~nt is displaying symptoms of profound ferment and
vacillation, when the extremes of opportunism " liam
'd·
"
d
.. .
, par
entary
l 1ocy an . phi 11stine reformism have evoked the other extremes
of revolutionary syndicalism-the general line of Marx's
and Eng~ls'.s "corrections" to British and American and to German SOCialis~ acquires exceptional importance.
I~ countnes where there are n;p Social-Democratic workers'
parties, .no Social-Democratic members of parliament, and no
systematic and steadfast Social-Democratic poli
'th
cl ti
.
h
cy fil m ~
ec ons or m t e P:1°~' etc.-in such countries, Marx and
Engels tau~h~ the socialists to rid themselves at all costs of narrow sectanamsm, and to join with the working-class movement
so as to shake .up the proletariat politically. For in the last thirty
years ~f. the. mneteenth century the proletariat displayed almost
no pohttcal
mdependence either in Bfr~:n
or Am~ca.
·
I nt~
h
.
~
countnes-:where bourgeois-democratic historical tasks were
almost entirely non-existent-the political arena was completely held by a tri~mphant and self-satisfied bourgeoisie, unequalled anywhere in the world in the art of decei ·
ing and bribing the workms.
vmg, corruptTo think that these recommendations made by Marx
d
Engels t? the British and American wo'rking-class moveme'::s,
can be si~ply an~ directly applied to Russian conditions is to
use Marxism not m order to achieve clarity on its method, not
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in order to study the concrete historical features of the workingclass movement in definite countries, but in order to pay off
petty, factional, and intellectualist scores.
On the other hand, in a country where the bourgeois-democratic revolution was still unconsummated, where "military
despotism, embellished with parliamentary forms" (Marx's expression in his Critique of the Gotha Programme), prevailed,
and still does, where the proletariat had long ago been drawn
into politics and was pursuing a Social-Democratic policy-in
such a country what Marx and Engels most of all fe~red was
parliamentary vulgarisation and philistine derogation of the
tasks and scope of the working-class movement.
It is all the more our duty to emphasise and give prominence
to this side of Marxism, in the pericxl of the bourgeois-democratic revolution in Russia, because in our country a vast, "brilliant" and rich liberal-bourgeois press is vociferously trumpeting to the proletariat the "exemplary'' loyalty, parliamentary
legality, the modesty and moderation of the neighbouring German working-class movement.
This mercenary lie of the bourgeois betrayers of the Russian
revolution is not due to accident or to the personal depravity
of certain past or future ministers in the Cadet* camp. It stems
from the profound economic interests of the Russian liberal
bourgeois. And in combating this lie, this "stupefying of the
masses" ("Massenverdummung''-Engels's expression in his letter
of November 29, 1886), the letters of Marx and Engels should
serve ~ an indispensable weapon for all Russian socialists.
The mercenary lie of the liberal bourgeois holds up to the
people the exemplary "modesty" of the German Social-Democrats.
The leaders of these Social-Democrats, the founders of the
theory of Marxism, tell us:
"The revolutionary language and action of the French have
made the hypocrisy of Viereck and Co. [the opportunist SocialDemocrats in the German Reichstag Social-Democratic group]
sound quite feeble" (this was said in reference to the formation

*
2-568

See Note 34.-Ed.
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of a labour group in the French Chamber and to the Decazeville
strike, which split the French Radicals from the French proletariat22). "Only Liebknecht and Bebel spoke in the last socialist
debate and both of them spoke well. We can with this debate
once more show ourselves in decent society, which was by no
means the case with all of them. In general it is good thing
that the Germans' leadership of the international socialist moveme~t, particularly after they sent so many philistines to the
Re1chstag (which, it is true, was unavoidable), is being chall~nged. In Germany everything becomes philistine in peaceful
times: and therefore the sting of French competition is absolutely
necessary...." (Letter of April 29, 1886.)
These are the lessons to be learnt most thoroughly by the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party, which is predominantly
under the ideological influence of German Social-Democracy.
These lessons are taught us not by any particular passage in
the correspondence of the greatest men of the nineteenth century,
but by ~~e. whole spi~it and substance of their comradely and
fra~ .c?t.lc1sm of ~he m_ten~ational experience of the proletariat,
a cntlClsm ·to which diplomacy and petty considerations were
alien.

a

How far all the letters of Marx and Engels were indeed
imbued with this spirit. may also be seen from the following
relatively specific but extremely typical passages.
In 1889 a young and fresh movement of untrained and unskilled labourers (gas-workers, .dockers, etc.) arose in Britain, a
movem:nt mark~d ?Y a new and · irevolutionary spirit. Engels
was del~ghted with 1t. He referred exultingly to the part played
by Tussy, Marx's daughter, who conducted agitation among
th:S~ workers. ''. ..The most repulsive thing here," he says,
~nting f~o.m, Lon?on on December 7, 1889, "is the bourgeois
respectability which has grown deep into the bones of the
workers. The division of society into innumerable strata each
~ec?gnised. without question, each with its own pride b~t also
its inborn respect for its 'betters' and 'superiors', is so old and
firmly .esta~lished that the bourgeois still find it fairly easy to
get their bait accepted. I am not at all sure, for instance, that John
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B rns is not secretly prouder of his popularity with Cardinal
~anning, the Lord Mayor, and the bourgeoisie in ~eneral than
of his popularity with his own class. And C_hamp1on-an . ex1. utenant-intrigued years ago with bourgeois and especially
ie conservative elements, preached socr"alism at the parsons'
with
Church Congress, etc. And even Tom Mann, whom I regard
the best of the lot, is fond of mentioning that he will be
~nching with the Lord Mayor. If one compares this with the
French, one realises what a revolution is good for after all."
No comment is needed.
Another example. In 1891 there was danger of a European
war. Engels corresponded on. the subject with Behel, and they
agreed that in the event of Russia attacking ~ermany, the
German socialists must desperately fight the Russians and any
allies of the Russians. "If Germany is crushed, then we shall
be too while at· best the struggle will be such violent one that
Geriru:ny will only be able to maintain herself by revolutionary
means, so that very possibly we shall be forced to take the
helm and stage a 1793." (Letter of October 24, 1891.)
Let this be noted by those opportunists 2 s who shouted from
the house-tops that "Jacobin" prospects for the Russian workers'
party in 1905 were un-Social-Democratic! Engels squarely suggested to Bebel the possibility of the Social-Democrats having to
participate in a provisional government.
Holding such views on the tasks of Social-Democratic workers'
parties, Marx and Engels naturally possessed the most fervent
faith in a Russian revolution and its great world significance.
We see this ardent expectation of a revolution in Russia, in
this correspondence, over a period of nearly twenty years.
Take Marx's letter of September 27, 1877. He is quite enthusiastic about the Eastern crisis2 •: "Russia has long been standing
on the threshold of an upheaval, all the elements of it are prepared.... The gallant Turks have hastened the explosion by
years with the du-ashing they have inflicted.... The upheaval
will begin secundum artem [according to the rules of the art]
with some playing at constitutionalism, et puis il y aura un beau
tapage [and then there will be a .fine row]. If Mother Nature
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is not particularly unfavourable towards us, we shall yet live
to see the fun!" (Marx was then fifty-nine years old.)
Mother Nature did not-and could not very well-permit
Mar~ to. live. "t~. see th~ f~". But he f o:etold the "playing at
const1tutionahsm , and it 1s as though his words were .written
yesterday in relation to the First and Second Russian Dumas.20
And we know th~t the warning to the people against "playing
at constitutional.ism" was the "living soul" of the boycott tactics
so detested by the liberals and opportunists....
.Or take Marx's letter of November 5, 1880. He was ddighted
with the success of Capital in Russia, and took the part of the
member_s of the Narodnaya Volya organisation against the
n~wly-arisen Gen~r~ Redistribution group. 26 Marx correctly perce1v~d the anarchistic eiei:nents in their views. Not knowing and
havmg then no opporturuty of knowing the future evolution of
the General Redistribution Narodniks into Social-Democrats
Marx attacked them with all his trenchant sarcasm:
'
"!h~e gentlemen are against all political-revolutionary action.
Russia 1s to make a somer.;ault into the anarchist-communist-atheist
mil~enniuml ~e~while, they are preparing for this leap with the most
tedious doctrmamsm, whose so-called principes courent la rue depuis le
feu Bakounine."

We.~ gather from t~s how Marx would have appreciated
the s1~nificance for Russia of 1905 and the succeeding years
of S octal-Democracy's "political-revolutionary action".*
There is a letter by Engels dated April 6, 1887: "On the other
hand, it seems as if a crisis is impending in Russia. The recent
attentates rather upset the apple-cart...." A letter of April 9, 1887,
s~ys the same thing.... "The army is full of discontented, oonspir~ng officers. [Engels at that time was impressed by the revoluti?nary struggle of the Narodnaya Volya organisation; he set
his hopes on the officers, and did not yet see the revolutionary

* Incidentally, if my memory does not deceive me Plekhanov or
V. I. Zasulich told me in 1900-03 about the existence ~f a letter from
Enge!s to Plekhanov concerning Our Differences and the character of
the impending revolution in Russia. It would be interesting to know
exac~y whether there was.such a letter, whether it still exists, and whether
the time has come to publiah it."
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spirit of the Russian soldiers and sailors, which was m~nifeste~ so
magnificently eighteen years later....] I do not thmk things
will last another year; and once it [the revolution] breaks out
[losgeht] in Russia; then hurrah!"
A letter of April 23, 1887: "In Germany there is persecution
after persecution [of socialists]. It looks as if Bismarck wants to
have everything ready, so that the moment the revolution breaks
out [losgeschlagen werden] in Russia, which is now only a
question of months, Germany could immediately follow her
example."
The months proved to be very~ ve1y long ones. No doubt,
philistines will be found who, knitting their brows and wrinkling their foreheads, will sternly condemn Engels's "revolutionism'', or will indulgently laugh at the old utopias of the
old revolutionary exile.
Yes, Marx and Engels made many and frequent mistakes in
determining the proximity of revolution, in their hopes in the
victory of revolution (e.g., in 1848 in Germany), in their faith
in the imminence of a German "republic" ("to die for the
republic", wrote Engels of that period, recalling his sentiments
as a participant in the military campaign for a Reich constitution in 1848-4928 ). They were mistaken in 1871 when they were
engaged in "raising revolt in Southern France, for which they
[Becker writes "we", referring to himself and ·his cl06est friends:
letter No. 14 of July 21, 1871] sacrificed and risked all that was
humanly possible...". The same letter says: "If we had had
more means in March and April we would have roused the
whole of Southern France and would have saved the Commune
in Paris" (p. 29). But such errors-the errors of the giants of
revolutionary thought, who sought to raise, and did raise, the
proletariat of the whole world above the level of petty, commonplace and trivial tasks-are a thousand times more noble
and magnificent and historically more valuable and true than
the trite wisdom of official liberalism, which lauds, shouts, appeals
and holds forth about the vanity of revolutionary vanities, the
futility of the revolutionary struggle and the charms of counterrevolutionary "constitutional" fantasies ....
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The
Russian working class will win the•..
·
.
.. freed om and give
~n unpetus to Europe by their revolutionary action, full though
~t be. o.f. errors-~nd let the philistines pride themselves on the
mfalhb1hty of therr revolutionary inaction.
April 6, 1907

Written on April 6 (19) 1907
Published ln 1907 in th: book
L~tters by Johannes Becker, Joseph
Dietzgen, Frederick Engels, Karl 'Marx
and Others to Friedrich Sorge and
'
Others. Published by P. G. Dauge,
St. Petersburg
Signed: N. Lenin

THE AGRARIAN PROGRAMME
OF SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY
IN THE FIRST RUSSIAN REVOLUTION, 1905-07
(Excerpts)

Vol. 12, pp. 359-78

In Volume III of Capital (2. Teil, S. 156) Marx had already
pointed out that the form of landed property with which the
incipient capitalist mode of production is confronted does not
suit capitalism. Capitalism creates for itself the required forms
of agrarian relationships out of the old forms, out of feudal
landed property, peasants' commune property, clan property,
etc. In that chapter, Marx compares the different methods by
which capital creates the required forms of landed property.
In Germany the reshaping of the medieval forms of landed
property proceeded in a reformative way, so to speak. It adapt·
ed itself to routine, to tradition, to the feudal estates that were
slowly converted into Junker estates, to the routine of indolent
peasants* who were undergoing the difficult transition from
corvee to the condition of the Knecht and Grossbauer. In Britain this reshaping proceeded in a revolutionary, violent way:
but the violence was practised for the benefit of the landlords,
it was practised on the masses of the peasants, who were taxed
to exhaustion, driven from the villages, eyicted, and who died
out, or emigrated. In America this reshaping went on in a
violent way as regards the slave farms in the Southern States.
There violence was applied against the slave-owning landlords.
Their estates were broken up, and the large feudal estates were

* Cf. Theorien uber den Mehrwert, II. Band, I. Teil, S. 280; the
condition for the capitalist mode of production in agriculture is "the
substitution of a businessman [Geschiiftsmann] for the indolent peasant''.
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transformed into small bourgeois farms.* As regards the mass
of "unappropriated" American lands, this role of creating the
new agrarian relationships to suit the new mode of production
(i. e., capitalism) was played by the "American General Redistribution", by the Anti-Rent movement (Anti-Rent Bewegung)
of the forties, the Homestead Act,29 etc. When, in 1846, Hermann Kriege, a German Communist, advocated the equal
redistribution of the land in America, Marx ridiculed the Socialist-Revolutionary prejudices and the petty-bourgeois theory
of this quasi-socialism, but he appreciated the historical importance of the American movement against landed property,**
as a movement which in a progressive way expressed the interests
of the development of the productive forces and the interests
of capitalism in America.
7. UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS CAN NATIONALISATION
BE BROUGHT ABOUT?

The view is often met with among Marxists that nationalisation is feasible only at a high stage of development of capitalism,
when it will have fully pn:pared the conditions for "divorcing
the landowners from agriculture" (by means. of renting and
mortgages). It is assumed that large-scale capitalist fanning
must have already established itself before nationalisation

* See Kautsky's Agrarian Question (p. 132, et seq. of the German
text) concerning the growth of the small farms in the American South
as a result of the abolition of slavery.
** Vperyod, 1905, No. 15 (Geneva, April 7/20), article "Marx on
the American 'General Redistribution' ". (See pp. 13-19.-Ed.) (Second
volume of Mehring's Collected Works of Marx and Engels.) "We fully
recognise," wrote Marx in 1846, "the historical justification of the movement of the American National Reformers. We know that this movement strives for a result which, true, would give a temporary impetus to
the industrial~sm of modern bourgeois society, but which, as a product
of the proletarian movement, and as an attack on landed property in general, es~ially under prevailing American conditions, must inevitably
lead, by its own consequences, to communism. Kriege, who with the
German Communists in New York joined the Anti-Rent Bewegu11g [movement), clothes this simple fact in bombastic phrases without entering
into lhe content of the movement."
'
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of the land, which cuts out rent without affecting the economic
organism, can be brought about.*
.
Is this view correct? Theoretically it cannot be substantiated;
it cannot be supported by direct references to Marx; the facts
of experience speak against it rather than for it.
Theoretically, nationalisation is the "ideall( pure development of capitalism in agriculture. The question whether such
a combination of conditions and such a relation of forces as
would permit of nationalisation in capitalist society often occur
in history is another matter. But nationalisation is not only an
effect of, but also a condition for, the rapid development of
capitalism. To think that nationalisation_ is. poss~ble on~y at a
very high stage of development of capitalism in agnculture
means, if anything, the repudiation of nationalisation as a
measure of bourgeois progress; for everywhere the high development of agricultural capitalism has already placed on the
order of the day (and will in time inevitably place on the order
of the day in other countries) the "socialisation of agricultural
production"; i. e., the socialist revolution. No measure of bourgeois progress, as a bourgeois measure, is conceivable wh:~ ~e
class struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeo1S1e ~s
very acute. Such a measure is more likdy in a "young'' bourgeois
society, which has not yet developed its strength, has not yet
developed its contradictions to the full, and has not yet cn:at~
a proletariat strong enough to strive directly towards the soc1ahst
revolution. And Marx allowed the possibility of, and sometimes
directly advocated, the nationalisation of the land, not only
in the epoch of the bourgeois revolution in Germany in 1848,
but also in 1846 for America, which, as he most accurately
pointed out at that time, was only just starting her "industrial"

* Here is one of the most exact expres5ions of this view uttered by
Comrade Borisov an advocate of the division of the land: " ...Eventually,
it [the demand for the nationalisation of the land] will be put forward
by history; it will be i:iut forward when petty-bo~~geoi~ fann.ing has
degenerated when capitalism has gained strong positions m agnculture,
and when Russia will no longer be a peasant country" (Minutes of the
Stockholm Congress, p. 127).""
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development. The experience of various capitalist countries
gives us no example of the nationalisation of the land in anything
like its pure form. We see something similar to it in New
Zealand, a young capitalist democracy, where there is no evidence of highly developed agricultural capitalism. Something
similar to it existed in America when the government passed the
Homestead Act and distributed plots of land to small farmers
at a nominal rent.
No. To associate nationalisation with the epoch of highly developed capitalism means repudiating it as a measure of bourgeois
progress; and such a repudiation directly contradicts economic
theory. It seems to me that in the following argument in Theories
of Surplus Value, Marx outlines conditions for the achievement
of nationalisation other than those usually presumed.
After pointing out that the landowner is an absolutely superfluous figure in capitalist production, that the purpose of the
latter is "fully answered" if the land belongs to the state, Marx
goes on to say:
"That is why in theory the radical bourgeois arrives at the
repudiation of private landed property.... In practice, however,
he lacks courage, since the attack on one form of property, private
property in relation to the conditions of labour, would be very
dangerous for the other form. Moreover, the bourgeois has
territorialised himself." (Theorien uber den Mehrwert, II. Band,
1. Teil, S. 208.)
Marx does not mention here, as an obstacle to the achievement
of nationalisation, the undeveloped state of capitalism in agriculture. He mentions two other obstacles, which sp~k much more
strongly in favour of the idea of achieving nationalisation in the
epoch of bourgeois revolution.
First obstacle: the radical bourgeois lacks the courage to
attack private landed property owing to the danger of a socialist
attack on all private property, i.e., the danger of a socialist
revolution.
Second obstacle: "The bourgeois has territorialised himself."
Evidently, what Marx has in mind is that the bourgeois mod~
of production has already entrenched itself in private landed
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property, i.e., that this private property h~s. become far more
bourgeois than feudal. When the bourgeolSle, as a class, has
already become bound up with landed property on a broad,
predominating scale, has already "territorialised itself:', "settled
on the land", fully subordinated landed property to itself, then
a genuine social movement of t~e . bours:eoisie in favo~r of
nationalisation is impossible. It is impossible for the simple
reason that no class ever goes against itself.
Broadly speaking, these two obstacles are removable only in
the epoch of rising and not of declining capitalism, in the
epoch of the bourgeois r~olution, ~d n~ ?n t!1e ev~ of the
socialist revolution. The view that nat1onalisatton 1s feasible only
at a high stage of development of capitalism c~nnot be call~
Marxist. It contradicts both the general preDllSes of Marx s
theory and his words as quoted above. It oversimplifies the question of the historically concrete conditions under which nationalisation is brought about by such-and-such forces and classes, and
reduces it to a schematic and bare abstraction.
The "radical bourgeois" cannot be courageous in the epoch of
strongly developed capitalism. In such an epoch this bourgeoisie,
in the mass, is inevitably counter-revolutionary. In such an epoch
the almost complete "territorialisation" of the bourgeoisie is
already inevitable. In the epoch of bourgeois revolution, however the ob1"ective conditions compel the "radical bourgeois" to
'
be courageous; for, in solving the historical problem of the given
period, the bourgeoisie, as a class, cannot yet fear the proletarian revolution. In the epoch of bourgeois revolution the bourgeoisie has not yet territorialised itself: landownership is still too
much steeped in feudaiism in such an epoch. The phenomenon
of the mass of the bourgeois farmers fighting against the principal forms of landownership and therefore arriving at the
practical achievement of the complete bourgeois "liberation of
the land'', i.e., nationalisation, becomes possible.

.

Written November-December 1907
First published in 1908 (confiscated);
published in 1917 as a separate book
by Zhizn i Znaniye Publishen

Vol. 13, pp. 275-76,
318-21

THE AGRARIAN QUESTION IN RUSSIA
TOWARDS THE CLOSE
OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

INFLAMMABLE MATERIAL
IN WORLD POLITICS

(Excerpt)

(Excerpt)

The two ways I have indicated of "solving'' the agrarian
question in developing bourgeois Russia correspond to the two
paths of development of capitalism in agriculture. I call these
two paths the Prussian and the Am~rican paths. The characteristic feature of the first is that medieval relation8 in landowning
are not liquidated at one stroke, hut are gradually adapted to
capitalism, which because of this for a long time retains semifeudal features. Prussian landlordism was not crushed by the
bourgeois revolution; it survived and became the basis of
"Junker" economy, which is essentially capitalistic, but involves
a certain degree of dependence of the rural population, such
as the Gesindeordnung,* etc. As a consequence, the social and
political domination of the Junkers was consolidated for many
decades after 1848, and the productive forces of German agriculture developed far more slowly than in America. There, on
the contrary, it was not the old slave-holding economy of the
big landowners that became the basis of capitalist agriculture
(the Civil War smashed the slave-owners' estates), hut the free
economy of the free farmer working on free land-free from all
medieval fetters, from serfdom and feudalism on the one hand
and from the fetters of private property in land, on the other'.
Land was given away in America, out of its vast resources, at
a nominal price; and it is only on a new, fully capitalist basis
that private property in land has now developed there.
First published in 1918 as a separate
pamphlet by Zhizn i Znaniye
Publishers

* Regulation for Servants.-Ed.

Vol. 15, pp. 139-40

The sharpening of the struggle between the proletariat. a~d
the bourgeoisie is to be observed in all the advanced cap1tah~t
countries. The tendency is the same everywhere, though it
manifests itself differently in accordance with the difference in
historical conditions, political systems and f~s of the la.~ur
movement. In America and Britain, where complete pohncal
liberty exists and where the proletariat has no revolutionary and
socialist traditions that could be called living traditions, this
sharpening of the struggle is expressed in the mounting 1!1°.vement against the trusts, in the extraordinary growth of sociah~m
and the increasing attention it is getting from the propertied
classes and in workers' organisations, in some cases purely economic' ones, that are beginning to enter upon sys~matic and
independent proletarian political struggle. In Austna and Germany, and partly also in the Scandinavian countries, this sharpening of the class struggle shows itself in election campaigns,
in party relationships, in the closer alignment of the bourgeoisie of all sorts and shades against their common enemy,
the proletariat, and in the hardening of judicial and police
persecution. Slowly but surely, the two opposi.n g camps are
building up their strength, consolidating their organisatio~,
drawing apart with increasing sharpness in every spher~ of pu~hc
life, as if preparing, silently and intently, for the unpend1ng
revolutionary battles. In the Latin countries, Italy and particularly France, the sharpening of the class struggle is expressed in
especially stormy, violent, and occasionally forthright revolution.ary outbreaks, when the pent-up hatred of the proletariat for
its oppressors bursts out with unexpected force, and the ''peace-
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ful" at~~phere of parliamentary struggle gives way to episodes
of real civil war.
The international revolutionary movement of the proletariat
does not and cannot d~elop evenly and in identical forms in
different . co~tries. The full and all-round utilisation of every
opporturuty m every field of activity comes only as the result
of the class struggl~ 9f the workers in the various countries.
Every country contributes its own valuable and specific features
to the common streai;i; but in each particular country the movement suffers from its own one-sidedness its own theoretic 1
' 1 shortcommgs
·
'
a
an d practJca
of the individual
socialist parties.
On. the who~e ";'e clearly see a tremendous step forward of international. so~1ahsm, the rallying of million-strong armies of the
proletanat m the course of a series of practical clashes with the
ene~y, and the approach of a decisive struggle with the bourgeome-a st~ggle for which the working class is far better prepa~ed ~an m ~e days of the Commune, that last great proletanan insurrection.

Proletary No. 33,
July 23 (August 5), 1908

Vol. 15, pp. 186-87

THE SUCCESSES
OF THE AMERICAN WORKERS

The latest issue of the American labour weekly, Appeal ro
jts circulation has
increased to 984,000 copies. The letters and demands coming
in-writes the editor (No. 875, September 7, new style)-indicate
beyond doubt that we shall exceed. one million copies in the
next few weeks.
This figure-a million copies of a socialist weekly which
is growing and gaining strength under the fire of persecutionshows more clearly than long arguments the kind of revolution
that is approaching in America.
Not long ago the sycophantic Novoye Vremya,82 a mouthpiece
of venal hacks, wrote about the "power of money" in America,
relating with malicious joy the facts about the monstrous venality of Taft, Roosevelt, Wilson and, indeed, all presidential candidates put up by the bourgeois parties. Here is a
free, democratic republic for you, hissed the venal Russian
newspaper.
The class-conscious workers will reply to that calmly and
proudly: we have no illusions about the significance of broad
democracy. No democracy in the world can eliminate the class
struggle and the omnipotence of money. It is not this that
makes democracy important and useful. The importance of
democracy is that it makes the class struggle broad, open and
conscious. And this is not a conjecture or a wish, but a fact.
At a time when the membership of the German SocialDemocratic Party ,has grown to 970,000 and when the circu-

Reason,~ 1 received in Europe reports that
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lati~n of an American socialist weekly has climbed to 984,000
copies, ~y~ne who has eyes to see must acknowledge that a
~roletanan 1s powerless when alone but that millions of prolctanans are all-powerful.
Pravda, N9. 120, September 18, 1912
Signed: M. N.

Vol. 18, pp. 335-36

THE RESULTS AND SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

Wilsori, a ''Democrat'', has been elected President of the
United States of America. He has polled over six million votes,
Roosevelt {the new National Progressive Party) over four
million, Taft ·(Republican Party) Qver three million,' and the
socialist Eugene Debs 800,000 votes.
The world significance of til< U.S. elections lies not so much
in the great increase in the number of socialist votes as in the
far-reaching crisis of the bourgeois parties, in the amazing force
with which their decay has been revealed. Lastly, the significance
of the elections lies in the unusually clear and striking revelation
of bourgeois reformism as a means of combating socialism.
In all bourgeois countries, the parties which stand for capitalism, i.e., the bourgeois parties, came into being a long time
ago, and the greater the extent of political liberty, the more
solid they are.
Freedom in the U.S.A. is most complete. And for a whole
half-century-since the Civil War over slavery in 1860-65-two
bourgeois parties have been distinguished there by remarkable
solidity and strength. The party of the former slave-owners is
the so-called Democratic Party. The capitalist party, which
favoured the emancipation of the Negroes, has developed into
the Republican Party.
Since the emancipation of the Negroes, the distinction between the two parties has been diminishing. The fight between
these two parties has been mainly over the height of customs
duties. Their fight has not had any serious importance for the
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mass of the people. The people have been deceived and diverted from their vital interests by means of spectacular and
meaningless duels between the two bourgeois parties.
This so-called bipartisan system prevailing in America and
Britain has been one of the most powerful means of preventing
the rise of an independent working-class, i.e., genuinely socialist,
party.
And now the bipartisan system has suffered a fiasco in America, the country boasting the most advanced capitalism! What
caused this fiasco?
The strength of the working-class movement, the growth of
socialism.
The old bourgeois parties (the ''Democratic" and the "Republican" parties) have been facing towards the past, the
period of the emancipation of the Negroes. The new bourgeois
party, the National Progressive Party, is facing · towards the
future. Its programme turns entirely on the question whether
capitalism is to be or not to be, on the issues, to be specific,
of protection for the workers and of "trusts", as the capitalist
associations are called in.the U.S.A.
The old parties are products of an epoch whose task was to
develop capitalism as speedily as possible. The struggle between
the parties was over the question how best to expedite and
facilitate this development.
The new party is a product of the present epoch, which raises
the issue of the very existence of capitalism.. In the U.S.A., the
freest and most advanced country, this issue is corning to the
fore more clearly and broadly than anywhere else.
The entire programme and entire agitation of Roosevelt and
the Progrt-Ssives turn on how to save capitalism by means of
bourgeois reforms.
The bourgeois reformism which in old Europe manifests
itself in the chatter of liberal professors has all at once come
forward in the free American republic as a party four millions
strong. This is American style.
We shall save capitalism by reforms, says that party. .We
shall grant the most progressive factory legislation. We shall
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establish state control over all the trusts (in the U.S.A. that
means over all industries!). We shall establish state control
over them to eliminate poverty and enable everybody to earn
a "decent" wage. We shall establish "social and industrial justice". We revere all reform~-the only "reform" we don't want
is expropriation of the capitalists!
The national wealth of the U.S.A. is now reckoned to be
J 20 billion (thousand million) dollars, i.e., about 240 billion
rubles. Approximately one-third of it, or about 80 billion .rubles,
belongs to two trusts, those of Rockefeller and Morgan, or is
subordinated to these trusts! Not more than 40,000 families
making up these two trusts are the masters of 80 million wageslaves.
Obviously, so long as these modern slave-owners are there,
all "reforms" will be nothing but a deception. Roosevelt has been
deliberately hired by the astute multimillionaires to preach this
deception. The "state control" they promise will become-if
Lh.e capitalists keep their capital-a means of combating and
crushing strikes.
But the American proletarian has already awakened and has
taken up his post. He greets Roosevelt's success with Pieerful
irony, as if to say: You lured four million people with your
promises of reform, dear impostor Roosevelt. Very well! Tomorrow those four million will see that your promises were a
fraud, and don't forget that they are following you only because
they feel that it is impossible to go on living· in the old way.

Pravda No. 164, November 9, 1912
Signed: V. I.
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AFTER THE ELECTIONS IN AMERICA

AFfER THE ELECTIONS IN AMERICA

We have already pointed out in Pravdq, the great importance of the Republican Party split in America .and the formation of Roosevelt's Progressive Party.
Now the elections are over. The Democrats have won, and
at once the consequences predicted by the socialists are beginning to tell. Roosevelt's Progressive party, with its 4.5
million votes, is a specimen of the broad bourgeois-reformist trend, which has come on the scene in sw~ping American
fashion.
What happens to this trend is of general interest because,
in one fonn or another, it exists in all capitalist countries.
In any bourgeois-reformist trend there are two main streams:
the bourgeois bigwigs and politicians, who deceive the
masses with promises of reform, and the cheated masses, who
feel that they cannot go on living in the old way, and follow
the quack with the loudest promises. And so we find the brandnew Progressive Party in America splitting at the seams right
after the elections.
The bourgeois politicians who made use of Roosevelt's
quackery to dupe the masses are already yelling about a merger
with the Republican Party. What's the idea? It is simply this:
the politicians want the cushy jobs which the victorious party
in America hands out to its supporters with especial brazenness. The Republican split gave the victory to the Democrats.
These are now ecstatically sharing out the luscious public pie.
Is it surprising that their rivals are prepared to renounce the
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Progressive Party and return to the consolidated Republican
Party, which has every chance of defeating the Democrats?
Indeed, this looks very much like a cynical cheap sale of
"party loyalties". But we see exactly the same thing in all
capitalist countries; and the kss freedom there is in a country,
the dirtier and fouler is this sale of party loyalties among the
bourgeois sharks, and the greater is the importance of backstairs intrigues and private connections in procuring concessions,
subsidies, bonanza legal cases (for the lawyers), etc.
The other wing of any bourgeois-reformist trend- the cheated masses-has now also revealed itself in the highly original,
free and lucid American style. "Scores who had voted for the
Progressive Party," writes Appeal to Reason, the New York
workers' paper, "now come to socialist editorial offices and
bureaux for all kinds of information. They are mostly young
people, trusting, inexperienced. They are the sheep shorn by
Roosevelt, without any knowledge of politics or economics.
They instinctively feel that the Socialist Party, with its one
million votes, is a more serious proposition than Roosevelt's
4.5 million, and what they want to know most is whether the
minimum reforms promised by Roosevelt can be implemented."
"Needless to say," the paper adds, "we are glad to give every
one of these 'progressives' any information, and never let any
of them leave without socialist literature."
The lot of capitalism is such that its sharpest operators cannot help "working''-for socialism!

Written before November 25
(December 8), 1912
First published in 1954
in the magazine Kommtmist No. 6
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MORE ZEAL THAN SENSE

MORE ZEAL THAN SENSE

Each has his own preoccupations: the proletariat sees the need
for peace, and the capitalists look to the "patriotic" examples
provided by the Balkan War. 33 To each his own. The workers
insist that in terms of human life a Balkan revolution would
have cost a hundred times less than the Balkan War, and would
have produced democratic results a thousand times broader and
more stable.
The capitalists-both the "Right" and the liberals, all the
way up to our Progressists and Cadets34-are straining to prove
that whereas the banded capitalists in the Balkans have pocketed so much, the banded capitalists of Britain, France and Russia, as an "entente", could have made off with ever so much
more.
One American "patriot", a patriot of the money-bag, managed to find out that some ships in the Greek navy had been
built by Greek millionaire magnates at their own expense.
This American Guchkov or Maklakov hastened to advertise
and play up the grand patriotic example in every way. He
wrote: "Now if only our country's shores and all our overseas
trade were protected by giant dreadnoughts called Morgan,
Astor, Vanderbilt and Rocke/eller! With such an example before them, the people would grlJIXlble less about the concentration of capital in the hands of billionaires and about the 'Unequal distribution of wealth!"
Patriotic, but impractical, say the American workers laughing. Gentlemen, go ahead with your splendid scheme, we're all
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for it. Until now, the Rockefellers, Morgans, etc., over here in
America have been hiring private detachments of armed men
to protect their property and fight strikers. Let the billionaires
now give the people a clear picture showing that the "external" defence of the "state" is defence of the monopolies and the
profits of the owners of our trusts! Let's see what lesson the
American workers will learn as they contemplate these superdreadnoughts named Morgan, Rockefeller, etc.: will it be patriotic emotion or socialist convictions? Will they become more
servile to the capitalists, or will they demand with greater firmness that all trusts (manufacturers' associations), all the prop·
erty of the trusts, should be handed over to the workers, to
society as a whole?
...The American "patriot" has overdone it ....

Written before November 26
(December 9), 1912
First published in 1954
in the magazine Kommunist No. 6
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IN AMERICA

IN AMERICA

The 32nd Annual Convention of the American Federation
of Labour, as the association of trade univns is called, has come
to a close in Rochester. Alongside the rapidly growing Socialist
Party, this association is a living relic of the past: of the old
craft-union, liberal-bourgeois traditions that hang full weight
over America's working-class aristocracy.
On August 31, 1911, the Federation had 1,841,268 members.
Samuel Gompers, a strong opponent of socialism, was re-elected
President. But Max Hayes, the socialist workers' candidate,
received 5,074 votes against Gompers's 11,974, whereas previously Gompers used to be elected unanimously. The struggle
of the socialists against the "trade unionists" in the American
trade union movement is slowly but surely leading to the victory
of the former over the latter.
Gompers not only fully accepts the bourgeois myth of "harmony between labour and capital", but carries on a downright
bourgeois policy in the Federation against the socialist one,
although he professes to stand for the complete political
"neutrality" of the trade unions! During the recent presidential
elections in America, Gompers reprinted in the Federation's
official publication the programmes and platforms of all three
bourgeois parties (Democrats, Republicans and Progressists)
but did not reprint the programme of the Socialist Party!!
Protests against this mode of action were voiced at the
Rochester Convention even by Gompers's own followers.
The state of affairs in the American labour movement shows
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us, as it does in Britain, the remarkably clear-cut division between purely trade unionist and socialist strivings, the split between bourgeois labour policy and socialist labour policy. For,
strange as it may seem, in capitalist society even the working
class can carry on a bourgeois policy, if it forgets about its
emancipatory aims, puts up with wage-slavery and confines
itself to seeking alliances now with one bourgeois party, now
with another, for the sake of imaginary "improvements" in its
indentured condition.
The principal historical cause of the particular prominence
and (temporary) strength of bourgeois labour policy in Britain
and America is the long-standing political liberty and the exceptionally favourable conditions, in comparison with other countries, for the deep-going and widespread development of capitalism. These conditions have tended to produce within the working class an aristocracy that has trailed after the bourgeoisie,
betraying its own class.
In the twentieth century, this peculiar situation in Britain
and America is rapidly disappearing. Other countries are catching up with Anglo-Saxon capitalism, and the mass of workers
are learning about socialism at first hand. The faster the growth
of world capitalism, the sooner will socialism triumph in America and Britain.

Wri tten not later than December 6
(19), 1912
First published in f954
in the magazine Kommunist No. 6
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RUSSIANS AND NEGROES
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What a strange comparison, the reader may think. How can
a race be compared with a nation?
It is a permissible comparison. The Negroes were the last
to be freed from slavery, and they still bear, more than
anyone else, the cruel marks of slavery-even in advanced
countries--for capitalism has no "room" for other than legal
emancipation, and even the latter it curtails in every possible
way.
With regard to the Russians, history has it that they were
"almost" freed from serf bondage in 1861. It was about the
same time, following the Civil War against the American slaveowners, that North America's Negroes were freed from slavery.
The emancipation of the American slaves took place in a
less "reformative" manner than that of the Russian slaves.
That is why today, half a century later, the Russians still
show many more traces of slavery than the Negroes. Indeed, it
would be more accurate to speak of institutions and not merely
of traces. But in this short article we shall limit ourselves to a
little illustration of what we have said, namely, the question of
literacy. It is known that illiteracy is one of the marks of slavery. In a country oppressed by pashas, Purishkeviches and
their like, the majority of the population cannot be literate.
In Russia there are 73 per cent of illiterates, exclusive of
children under nine years of age.
Among the U.S. Negroes, there were (in 1900) 44.5 per cent
of illiterates.
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Such a scandalously high percentage of illiterates is a disgrace to a civilised, advanced country like the North American
Republic. Furthermore, everyone knows that the position of the
Negroes in America in general is one unworthy of a civilised
country--capitalism cannot give either complete emancipation
or even complete equality.
It is instructive that among the whites in America the proportion of illiterates is not more than 6 per cent. But if we
divide America into what were formerly slave-holding areas (an
American "Russia") and non-slave-holding areas (an American
non-Russia), we shall find 11-12 per cent of illiterates among
the whites in the former and 4-6 per cent in the latter areas!
The proportion of illiterates among the whites is twice as
high in the former slave-holding areas. It is not only the Negroes that show traces of slavery!
Shame on America for the plight of the Negroes!

Written late January-early
February 1913
First published in Kramaya Niva
No. 3, 1925
Signed: W.
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A '·'SCIENTIFIC" SYSTEM OF SWEATING

A "SCIENTIFIC" SYSTEM
OF SWEATING

did before? Well, there are many others waiting at the gate!
In capitalist society, progress in science and technology
means progress in the art of sweating.
Here is an example from Taylor's book.
Speaking of the operation of loading cast iron on to handcarts for further processing, the author compares the old and
the new, "scientific", system:
Old

New

system

U.S. capitalism is ahead of all. The greatest development of
technology and the most rapid progress are facts which make
old Europe emulate the Yankees. But it is not the democratic
institutions that the European bourgeoisie is borrowing from
America, nor political liberty, nor yet the republican political
system, but the latest methods of exploiting the workers.
The most widely discussed topic today in Europe, and to
some extent in Russia, is the "system" of the American engineer, Frederick Taylor. Not so long ago Mr. Semyonov read a
paper on this system in the assembly hall of the Railway Engineering Institute in St. Petersburg. Taylor himself has described
his system under the title of "scientific", and his book is being
eagerly translated and promoted in Europe.
What is this "scientific system"? Its purpose is to squeeze· out
of the worker three times more labour during a working day
of the same length as before. The sturdiest and most skilful
worker is put to work; a special clock registers-in seconds and
fractions of a second-the amount of time spent on each operation and each motion; the most economical and most efficient working methods are developed; the work of the best
worker is recorded on cinematographic film, etc.
The result is that, within the same nine or ten working
hours as before, they squeeze out of the worker three times
more labour, mercilessly drain him of all his strength, and are
three times faster in sucking out every drop of the wage-slave's
nervous and physical energy. What if he dies earlier than he

Number of workers engaged in loading • • • • • • 500
i40
Average number of tons loaded by one worker (a ton
59
equals 61 poods•) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
i6
Averape earnings of worker (rubles) • • • • • • • •
2. 30
3. 75
Expenditure incurred by factory owner per ton of
load (kopeks) •• · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i4.4
6.4

The capitalist cuts his expenditure by half or more. ~is
profits grow. The bourgeoisie is delighted and cannot praise
the Taylors enough!
The workers get a w~e increase at first. But hundreds of
workers get the sack. Those who are left have to work four
times more intensivdy, doing a back-breaking job. When he
has· been drained of all his strength, the worker will be kicked
out. Only young and sturdy workers are taken on.
It is sweating in strict accordance with all the precepts of
science.

Pravda No. 60, March 13, 1913
Signed: W.
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OUR "ACHIEVEMENTS"

OUR "ACHIEVEMENTS"

The Minister of Finance, in his explanatory note on the
Budget, and all the government parties assure themselves and
others that our Budget is firmly based. They refer, among
other things, to the "achievements" of industry, which indubitably has b~n on the upgrade in the last few years.
Our mdustry, as well as our entire national economy, has
been developing along capitalist lines. That is indisputable, and
needs no proof. But anyone who limits himself to data on "de·
velopment" and to the smugly boastful statement that "there
is an increase of scrand-so many per cent" shuts his eyes to
Russia's incredible backwardness and poverty, which these data
reveal.
The output of our entire factory industry was worth 4,307
million rubles in 1908 and about 4,895 million rubles in 1911,
says the Minister of Finance exultantly.
But see what these figures mean. In America a census is
taken every ten years. To come upon a figure similar to ours,
we must go back to 1860, when America still had Negro slaves.
In 1860 the output of America's manufacturing industry was
valued at 3,771 million rubles, and in 1870 it was worth as
much as 8,464 million rubles. In 1910 its valu-e was already
as high as 41,344 million rubles, i.e., almost nine times as much
as in Russia. Russia has a population of 160 million, while
America had 92 million in 1910 and 31 million in 1860!
In 1911 the Russian factory worker earned an annual aver-
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age of 251 rubles, or 8.2 per cent more (in terms of the wages
total) than in 1910, exults the Minister of Finance.
In America the average pay of the industrial worker in 1910
was 1,036 rubles, i.e., more than four times that of his Russian
counterpart. In 1860 it was 576 rubles, i.e., double the present
amount in Russia.
Twentieth-century Russia, the Russia of the June Third
"Constitution'',30 is in a lower position than slave-owning
America.
In Russia, annual productivity per factory worker was 1,810
rubles in 1908, while in America it was 2,860 rubles in 1860
and 6, 264 rubles in 1910.
These few figures suffice as a brief illustration of modern
capitalism and of the medieval oppression of serfdom which
fetters it, and which accounts for the sorry plight of the bulk
of the peasantry.
As a matter of fact, the plight of the peasantry is inevitably
reducing the home market to miserable dimensions and dragging down the worker, who in 1911 earned half the amount
earned by the American worker in the period of slavery. Besides, the conditions of the world market confront Russia with
the alternative of either being crushed by competitors among
whom capitalism is advancing at a different rate and on a
truly broad basis, or of getting rid of all the survivals of serfdom.

Pravda No. 61, March 14, 1913
Signed: V.
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BIG ACHIEVEMENT
OF THE CHINESE REPUBLIC

We know that t9e great Chinese Republic, 86 established at
the cost of such sacrifice by progressive democrats among the
Asian masses, recently encountered very grave financial difficulties. The six "Great" Powers, which are considered civilised nations, but which in reality follow the most reactionary policies,
formed a financial consortium which suspended the granting
of a loan to China.
The point is that the Chinese revolution did not evoke among
the European bourgeoisie any enthusiasm for freedom and democracy-only the proletariat can entertain that feeling, which
is alien to the knights of profit; it gave rise to the urge to plunder China, partition her and take away some of her territories.
This "consortium" of the six Powers· (Britain, France, Russia,
Germany, Japan and the United States) was trying to make
China bankrupt in order to weaken and undermine the republic.
The collapse of this reactionary consortium is a big success
for the young republic, which enjoys the sympathy of the working masses the world over. The President of the United States
has announced that his government will no longer support the
consortium and will officially recognise the Republic of China
in the near future. The American banks have now left the
consortium, and America will give China much-needed financial support, opening the Chinese market to American capital
and thereby facilitating the introduction of reforms in China.
Influenced by America, Japan has also clianged her policy
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towards China. At first, Japan would not even allow Sun Yatsen to enter the country. Now the visit has taken place, and all
Japanese democrats enthusiastically welcome an alliance with
republican China; the conclusion of that alliance is now on
the order of the day. The Japanese bourgeoisie, like the American, has come to realise that it stands to profit more from a
policy of peace with China than from a policy of plundering
and partitioning the Chinese Republic.
The collapse of the robber consortium is, of course, a defeat
of no mean importance for Russia's reactionary foreign policy.

PravdaNo.68, March 22, 1913
Signed: W.
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THE "OIL HUNGER"

THE "OIL HUNGER"

The question of the "oil hunger", the inordinate increase in
the price of oil and the criminal conspiracy of the oil magnates
for the purpose of fleecing the consumer, has aroused quite
legitimate interest and quite understandable indignation in the
Duma, and to a still greater degree outside the Duma.
The duel between the Minister of Commerce and Industry,
who in a faintly disguised form defended the oil kings of the
syndicate, and Mr. Markov the Second, who furiously and
ardently expressed the hurt feelings of the noble feudal landowners-this duel (at the State Duma sitting on March 22) deserves the particular attention of the working class and all democrats. The duel throws a bright light on the relations as a
whole that exist between the two "ruling" classes of Russia,
the two so-called "higher" (but a;ctually very low, despicable,
plundering) classes, the class of feudal landowners and the
class of financial tycoons.
It would seem at first glance that the question of the oil
syndicate is an isolated one. But that is not so. Actually it is
only a manifestation of the general and fundamental question
of the government of Russia (or rather the plunder of Russia)
by the two commanding classes. The speech by Markov the
Second was a magnificent reply to the defender of the oil
"kings" given from the standpoint of a diehard who was
cheated when the prey was divided. No wonder Mr. Markov
the Second could not "behold himself', could not look at himself (and his landowning friends) in the mirror at the time of
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bis speech. I shall try to do Mr. Markov the Second a service
-I will place a mirror in front of him. I will draw him a portrait of himself. I will show that the "quarrel" between Markov
the Second and Khvostov, on the one hand, and the oil kings,
the tycoons of the kerosene syndicate, the millionaires of Baku,
on the other, is a domestic quarrel, a quarrel between two
plunderers of the people's property. "The falling-out of lovers
is the renewing of love." The Minister and Messrs. Nobel &
Co., on the one hand, and Messrs. Khvostov, Markov and their
friends in the Senate, the Council of State, etc., on the other,
are "lovers". But the tens of millions of workers and ruined peasants of Russia get a . rough .deal from this sweet and loving
lot!
What lies at the bottom of the oil question?
First of all it is the shameless inflation of oil prices by the oil
kings accompanied by the artifici.!11 curtailment of oil-well and
refinery productivity by these "knights" of capitalist profit.
The chief figures illustrating these points have been quoted
in the Duma, but I must repeat them in brief ·to make my
further exposition quite clear. The price of oil was six kopeks
a pood in 1902. By 1904 it had risen to fourteen kopeks. Then
the price "race" became all the merrier and, after the revolution of 1905, the price of a pood of oil rose to twenty-one kopeks in 1908-09 and to thirty-eight kopeks in 1912.
Thus the price has increased more than sixfold in ten years!
In the same period the extraction of oil has decreased from
600-700 million poods in 1900-02 to 500-585 million poods in
1908-12.
These figures are worth remembering. They deserve some
thought. A reduction of output in a decade of tremendous
upward leaps in world production, accompanied by a more
than six/old price increase.
The Minister of Commerce and Industry put forward unbelievably weak arguments in defence of these merchants and industrialists who are acting in collusion.
"There is an increased demand for fuel," he said. "There
is an increased demand for oil from the ;l.Utomobile and aircraft
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industry." And he comforted us and the Russian people by saying
that it is a "world-wide" phenomenon.
"What about America?" we ask. This is a question that
arises naturally because everybody knows that America is
Russia's only serious competitor in oil production. In 1900 Russia and America together produced over nine-tenths of the
world's oil and in 1910 they produced over eight-tenths.
If it is a matter of a "world-wide" phenomenon, Mr. Minister, the same must also be true of America. In order to create
an impression on inattentive listeners, the Minister, when defending the conspiring oil plunderers, quoted figures for America . . . but only for two years! During the two past years the
price of oil in America, and in Rumania, too, has doubled.
Very good, Mr. Minister! Why not make your comparison
complete? If you want to draw comparisons, do so properly.
Don't play with figures. You must take the figures for America
for the same period as that for which the figures for Russia
have been given. Surely it must be obvious that this is the moot
fundamental, the most elementary condition, the very ABC of
every conscientious application of statistics!
In Russia in ten years prices have increased more than sixfold as compared with the lowest price, that of 1902, quoted
by the Minister himself. And in America? Nothing like such
a rise in prices has occurred. Between 1900 and 1910 the price
in America was reduced. During recent years it has remained
firm.
What; then, js the result? The price ha.! been doubled in
America and increased sixfold in Russia. In 1900 the output of
oil in America was less than in Russia and in 1910 it was three
times greater than in Russia!
This is something the Minister, in his clumsy defence of the
oil millionaires' conspiracy, did not want to say. The fact is
there, however. Whatever figures you take, there can be no
doubt that the rise in prices in America for the past ten years
has been incomparably smaller than in Russia, while the output
has increased tremendously at a time of disgraceful stagnation
or even a step backward in Russia.

THE "OIL HUNGER"
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We see iinmediately how little truth and how much untruth
there is in our Minister's reference to the "world-wide" phenomenon of price increase. Yes, there are higher prices everywhere. Yes, there are the causes, .common to all capitalism,
that give rise to it.
The situation is intolerable in Russia, however, because in
our country it is on oil that the price increase is immeasurably
greater, and because in the oil industry we have stagnation
instead of increased output. The situation is absolutely intolerable in Russia because we see, instead of a broad, free and rapid
development of capitalism, stagnation and decay. High prices
are therefore a hundred times more malignant in Russia.
Russia has a population of 170,000,000 and America
90,000,000, i.e., a little more than half. America now extracts
three times more oil than we do and eighteen times more coal.
Judging by the wages of the workers, living standards in America are four times higher than in Russia.
Is it not clear that the Minister's statement to the effect that
the evil is a world-wide phenomenon contains a glaring untruth?
The evil bears, four times, if not ten times, more heavily on
Russia.

Written not earlier than
March 26 (April 8), 1913
First published in Pravda No. 21,
January 21, 1940
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THE QUESTION OF MINISTRY
OF EDUCATION POLICY37

(Excerpts)

America is not among the advanced countries as far as the
number of literates is concerned. There are about 11 per cent
illiterates and among the Negroes the figure is as high as 44 per
cent. But the American Negroes are more than twice as well
off in respect of public education as the Russian peasantry. The
American Negroes, no matter how much they may be, to the
shame of the American Republic, oppressed, are better off than
the Russian peasants-and they are better off because exactly
half a century ago the ;people routed the American slaveowners, crushed that serpent and completely swept away slavery and the slave-owning state system, and the political privileges of the slave-owners in America.
The Kassos, Kokovtsovs and Maklakovs will teach the Russian people to copy the American example.
In 1908 there were 17,000,000 attending school in America,
that is, 192 per 1,000 inhabitants-more than four times the
number in Russia. Forty-three years ago, in 1870, when America
had only just begun io build her free way of life after purging
the country of the diehards of slavery-forty-three years ago
there were in America 6,871,522 people attending school, i.e.,
more than in Russia in 1904 and almost as many as in 1908.
But even as far back as 1870 there were 178 (one hundred and
seventy-eight) people enrolled in schools to every 1,000 inhabitants, little short of four times the number enrolled in Russia
today.
And there, gentlemen, you have further proof that Russia
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still has to win for herself in persistent revolutionary struggle by
the people that freedom the Americans won for themrelves
half a century ago.
The estimate for the Russian Ministry of Public Miseducation is fixed at 136,700,000 rubles for 1913. This amounts to
only 80 kopeks per head of population ( 170,000,000 in 1913).
Even if we accept the "sum total of state expenditure on education" that the Minister of Finance gives us on page J09 of his
explanatory text to the budget, that
204,900,000 rubles, we
still have only 1 ruble 20 kopeks per head. In Belgium, Britain
and Germany the amount expended on education is two to three
rubles and even three rubles fifty kopeks per head of population. In 1910, America expended 426,000,000 dollars, i.e.,
852,000,000 rubles or 9 rubles 24 kopeks per head of population,
on public education. Forty-three years ago, in· 1870, the American Republic was spending 126,000,000 rubles a year on education, i.e., 3 rubles 30 kopeks per head.
The official pens of government officials and the officials themselves will object and tell us that Russia is poor, that she has
no money. That is true, Russia is not only poor, she is a beggar
when it comes to public education. To make up for it, Russia
is very "rich" when it comes to expenditure on the feudal state,
ruled by landowners, or expenditure on the police, the army,
on rents and on salaries of ten thousand rubles for landowners
who have reached "high" government posts, expenditure on
risky adventures and plunder, yesterday in Korea or on the
River Yalu, today in Mongolia or in Turkish Armenia. Russia
will always remain poor and beggarly in respect of expenditure
on public education until the public educates itself sufficiently
to cast off the yoke of feudal landowners.
Russia is poor when it comes to the salaries of school-teachers.
They are paid a miserable pittance. School-teachers starve and
freeze in unheated huts that are scarcely fit for human habitation. School-teachers live together with the cattle that the
peasants take into their huts in winter. School-teachers are
persecuted by every police sergeant, by every village adherent
of the Black Hundreds, 38 by volunteer spies or detectives, to say

is:
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nothing of the hole-picking and persecution by higher offici~.
Russia is too poor to pay · a decent salary to honest workers m
the field of public education, but Russia.~ rich e~ough to .~aste
millions and tens of millions on aristocratic parasites, on military
adventures and on hand-outs to owners of sugar refineries, oil
kings and so on.
.
.
There is one other figure, the last one taken from Amencan
life, gentlemen, that will show the peoples oppressed by ~he
Russian landowners and their government how the people live
who have been able to achieve freedom through a revolutionary
struggle. In 1870, in America there were 200,515 school-teachers
with a total salary of 37,800,000 dollars, i.e., an average of 189
dollars or ·377 ·rubles per teacher per annum. And that was
forty years ago! In America today there are 523,210 schoolteachers and their total salaries come to 253,900,000 dollars,
i.e. 483 dollars or 966 rubles per teacher per annum. And in
Ru'ssia, even at the present level of the productive forces, it
would be quite possible at this very moment to guarantee a no
less satisfactory salary to an army of school-teachers who are
helping tQ lift the people out of their ignorance, ~arkness and
oppression, if ... if the whole state system of RUssta, from top
to bottom, were reorganised on lines as democratic as the American system.

Written April 27
(May .10), 1913
First published in 1930 in the second
and third editions or Lenin's
Collected Works, Vol. XVI.
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CAPITALISM AND TAXATION

Novy Ekonomist (No. 21 for 1913), a journal published by
Mr. P. Migulin, with the Octobrists39 and Cadets jointly collab.o
orating, carries an interesting note about income-tax in the
United States.
The bill exempts from taxation all incomes up to 4,000
dollars (8,000 rubles). Taxation is envisaged at the rate of
one per cent on all incomes exceeding 4,000 dollars, two ~r
cent on all incomes exceeding 20,000 dollars and so on, with
slight increases in the percentage as incomes increase. Thus the
plan is for a progressive income-tax, but with an exceedingly slow
rate of progression, so that the owner of a million dollar income
generally pays less than three per cent.
The plan estimates that the 425,000 pe.ople whose incomes
exceed 4,000 dollars will pay 70 million dollars in taxes (about
140 million rubles) and the Octobrist-Cadet editors of Novy
Ekonomist note with reference to this·:
"Compared with the 700 million rubles import duty and the 500
million rubles excise duty, the expected revenue of 140 million rubles
from income-tax is negligible and will not change the significance of
indirect taxation."

It is a pity that our bourgeois liberal economists, who are
in words prepared to accept a progressive income-tax and h3:ve
even recorded it in their programme, have evinced no desire
to make a definite and precise sta~ment on what rates of
income-tax they consider to be obligatory.
Such rates that the signifi<;ance of indirect taxation would
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merely be changed, and if so, to what extent? Or such rates
that indirect taxation would be completely abolished?
The American statistics that Novy Ekonomist touches upon
provide an instructive illustration to this question.
It can be seen from the bill that the total income of 425,000
capitalists (if the tax provides 70 million dollars) is estimated
at 5,413,000,000 dollars. This is an obvious understatement; a
hundred persons are shown as having an income of over a million dollars and their income is shown as 150,000,000 dollars.
We know that a dozen American multimillionaires have incomes incomparably greater. The Secretary of the Treasury in
America wants to be "polite" to the multimillionaires....
But even these figures, excessively "polite" to the capitalists,
show a noteworthy picture. Statistics in America record only
16,000,000 families. Of these, therefore, less than half a million
are counted as capitalists. The remaining mass of people are
wage-slaves or petty farmers oppressed by capital, etc.
·
The statistics fix the size of the income enjoyed by the working masses in America quite accurately for a number of
categories. .For instance, 6,615,046 industrial workers received (in
1910) 3,427,000,000 dollars, i.e., 518 dollars ( 1,03~ rubles) per
worker. Then, 1,699,420 railway workers received 1,144,000,000
dollars (673 dollars per worker). Further, 523,210 public schoolteachers received 25{000,000 dollars (483 dollars per teacher).
Combining this mass of working people and rounding off
the figures we get: workers--8,800,000 with a total income of
4,800,000,000 dollars or 550 dollars each; capitalists-500,000
with a total income of 5,500,000,000 dollars or 11,000 dollars
each.
Half a million capitalist families receive an income that is
greater than that of almost 9,000,000 workers' families. What,
might we ask, is the role of indirect taxation and of the planned
income-tax?
Indirect taxation brings in 1,200,000,000 rubles, i.e.,
600, 000,000 dollars. The amount of indirect taxation is 75 rubles
(37.50 dollars) per family in America. Let us compare the
way in which the incomes of capitalists and workers are taxed:

CAPITALISM AND TAXATION
:~muon

Ues

Workers

.

<;:apitalists

8.8
0.5

faml-

75
Total
Total Indirect Per cent Of
Income
taxes
Income paid
as taus
(mlll Ion dollars)
4,800
330
7
5,500
t9
0.36

We see that the workers pay seven kopeks to the ruble in
indirect taxes while the capitalists pay" one-third of a kopek.
The workers pay, proportionally, twenty times more than the
capitalists. A system of indirect tax.es inevitably creates such
an "order" (a very disorderly order) in all capitalist countries.
If the capitalists were to pay the same percentage in taxes
a8 the workers, the tax imposed would be 385,000,000 and not
19,000,000 dollars.
Does.-a ·progressive income-tax of the sort planned in America
change much? Very little. From the capitalists 19,000,000 dollars
indirect truces plus 70,000,000 dollars income-tax would be
obtained, that is, altogether 89,000,000 dollars or only one and
a half per cent of income!
Let us divide the capitalists into middle (income 4,000 to
10,000 dollars, i.e., 8,000-20,000 rubles) and wealthy (with an
income over 20,000 rubles). We get the following: middle capitalists-304,000 families with a total income of 1,813,000,000
dollars, and wealthy capitalists-121,000 families with a total
income of 3,600,000,000 dollars.
If the middle capitalists paid as much as the workers pay,
i.e., 7 per cent of income, the revenue would be about 130,000,000
dollars. Fifteen per cent from the income of wealthy capitalists
wpuld produce 540,000,000 dollars. The total would more than
cover all indirect taxes. After the deduction of this tax the
middle capitalists would still have an income of 11,000 rubles
each and the wealthy an income of 50,000 rubles each.
We see that the demand put forward by the Social-Democrats-the complete abolition of all ·indirect taxes and their
replacement by a real progressive income-tax and not one that
merely plays at it-is fully realisable. Such a measure would,
without affecting the foundations .of capitalism, give tremendous
immediate relief to nine-tenths of the population; and, secondly,
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it would serve as a gigantic impetus to the development of the
productive forces of society by expanding the home market and
liberating the state from the nonsensical hindrances to economic life that have been introduced for the purpose of levying
indirect taxes.
The capitalists' advocates usually point to the difficulty of
assessing big incomes. Actually, with banks, savings societies,
etc., at their present level of development, this is a purely imaginary difficulty. The one difficulty is the class avarice of the
capitalists and the existence of undemocratic institutions in the
political structure of bourgeois states.

Written on June 1 (14), 1913
Published in Pravda No. 129,
June 7, 1913
Signed: V. llyin
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mE IDEAS

OF AN ADVANCED CAPITALIST

One of the richest and most eminent American merchants, a
certain Edward Albert Filene, Vice-Chairman of the International Congress of Chambers of Commerce, is now touring
Paris, Berlin and other big European centres to make personal
contact with the most influential people of the commercial
world.
At the banquets arranged, as is fitting, by the richest people
of Europe in honour of one of the American rich, the latter
is developing his "new" ideas on the world power of the merchant. Frankfurter Zeitung, the organ of German finance
capital, reports in detail the ideas of this "advanced" American
millionaire.
"We are experiencing a great historic movement," he proclaims, "that will end in the transfer of all power over the
modern world to representatives of commercial capital. We are
the people who bear the greatest responsibility in the world
and we should, therefore, be politically the most influential.
"Democracy is growing, the power of the masses is growing;"
argued Mr. Filene (rather inclined, it seems, to regard those
"masses" as simpletons). "The cost of living is rising. Parliamentarism and the newspapers, distributed in millions of copies
a day, are providing the masses of the people with ever more
detailed information.
"The masses are striving to ensure for themselves participation
in political life, the extension 0£ franchise, the introduction of
an income-tax, etc. Power over the whole world must pass. into
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the hands of the masses, that is, into the hands of our employees,"
is the conclusion drawn by this worthy orator.
"The natural leaders of the masses should be the· industrialists
and merchants, who are learning more and more to understand
the community of their interests and those of the masses." {We
note in parenthesis that the cunning Mr. Filene is the iowner
of a gigantic commercial house employing 2,500 people, and
that he has "organised" his employees in a "democratic" organisation with profit-sharing, etc. Since he considers his employees
hopeless simpletons, Mr. Filene is sure that they are completely
satisfied and infinitely grateful to their "father-benefactor" .... )
"Wage increases, the improvement of labour conditions, that
is what wiU bind our employees to us," said Mr. Filene, "that
is what will guarantee our power over the whole world. Everybody in the world who is at all talented will come to us to
enter our service.
"We need organisation and still more organisation-strong,
democratic organisation, both national and international," the
American exclaimed. He called upon the commercial world of
Paris, Berlin, etc., to reorganise international chambers of
commerce. They should unite the merchants and industrialists
of all civilised countries in a single, mighty organisation. All
important international problems should be discussed and settled
by that organisation.
Such are the ideas of an "advanced" capitalist, Mr. Filene.
'fhe reader will see that these ideas are a paltry, narrow, onesided, selfishly barren approximation to the ideas of Marxism
propounded over sixty years ago. "We" are great masters at
upsetting and refuting Marx; "we'', the civilised merchants and
professors of political economy, have refuted him completely!. ..
And at the same time we steal little bits and pieces from him
and boast to the whole world of our "progressiveness" ....
My worthy Mr. Filene! Do you really believe that the workers
of the whole world are actually such simpletons?
Rabochaya Pravda No. 4,
July 17, 1913
Signed: W.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE
FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION

There are quite a number of rotten prejudices current in the
Western countries of which Holy Mother Russia is free. They
assume there, for instance, that huge public libraries containing
hundreds of thousands and millions of volumes should certainly
not be reserved only for the handful of scholars or would-be
scholars that uses them. Over there they have set themselves
the strange, incomprehensible and barbaric aim of making these
gigantic, boundless libraries available, not to a guild of scholars,
professors and other such specialists, but to the masses, to the
crowd, to the mob!
What a desecration of the libraries! What an absence of the
"law and order" we are so justly proud of. Instead of regulations, ·
discussed and elaborated by a dozen committees of civil servants inventing hundreds of formalities and obstacles to the use
of books, they see to it that even children can make use of the
rich collections; that readers can read publicly-owned books at
home; they r~ard as the pride and glory of a public library,
not the number of rarities it contains, the number of sixteenthcentury editions or tenth-century manuscripts, but the extent
to which books are distributed among the people, the number
of new readers enrolled, the speed with which the demand for
any book is met, the number of books issued to be read at home,
the number of children attracted to reading and to the use
of the library.... These queer prejudices are widespread in the
Western states, and we must be glad that those who keep watch
and ward over us protect us with care and circumspection from
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the influence of these prejudices, protect our rich public libraries
from the mob, from the hoi polloi!
I have before me the report of the New York Public Library
for 1911.
That year the Public Library in New York was moved from
two old buildings to new premises erected by the city. The
total number of books is now about two million. It so happened
that the first book asked for when the reading~room opened its
doors was in Russian. It was a work by N. Grot, The Moral
ldeals of Our Times. The request for the book was handed in
at eight minutes past nine in the morning.
The book was
delivered to the reader at nine fifteen.
In the course of the year the library was visited by 1,658,376
people. There were 246,950 readers using the reading-room and
they took out 911,891 books.

This, however, is only a small part of the book circulation
effected by the library. Only a few jleople can visit the library.
The rational organisation of educational work is measured by
the number of books wued to be read at home, by the conveniences available to the majority of the population.
In three boroughs of New Ybrk-Manhattan, Bronx and
Richmond-the New York Public Library has forty-two
branches and will soon have a forty-third (the total population
of the three boroughs is almost three million). The aim that
is constantly pursued is to have a branch of the Public Library
within three-quarters of a verst, i.e., withi.Q ten minutes' walk
of the house of every inhabitant, the branch library being the
centre of atl kinds of institutions and establishments for public
education.
Almost eight million (7,914,882 volumes) were issued to
readers at home, 400,000 more than in 1910. To each hundred
members of the population of all ages and both sexes, 267
books were wued for reading at home in the course of the
year.
Each of the forty-two branch libraries not only provides for
the use of reference boob in the building and the issue of
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books to be read at home, it is also a place ~or evening lectures,
for ublic meetings and for rational en~rtainment.
ks
The New York Public Library c:onta.ms. aboutd 15bo,OOO 11;:;00
.
.
1
es about 20 000 m Yiddish an a ut '
m onental anguag ,
' .
d'
there are about
in the Slav languages. In the rnam rea mg-room
20 000 books standing on open. shelves for general ~·
The New York Public Library has open~d ~ special, c~tr~l,
.
for children, and similar mst1tutlons are gra
r eadmg-room
h' uaf y
being opened at all branches. The librarians. do everr mg T~r
the children's convenience and answer their questi~~S9 888e
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'
'
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o
. .
(
e than a third of the total) .
slightly under three million mor
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1 120 915
The number of. children visiting thehreaNdmg-~00;:1
Libr~
As far as losses are concemed-t e ew or
.
assesses the num ber. of books lost at 70-80-90 per 100,000 issued
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to be read at home.
d · R · ?
Such is the way things are done in New York. An m uss1a.

Ra~ochaya

Pravda, No 5,

July 18, 1913
Signed: W.
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CAPITALISM AND WORKERS' IMMIGRATION

Ten years 1821-30
"
" 1831-40
"
" 1841-50
"
" 1851-60
f86t-70
"
"
1871-80
1881-90
"'
1891-1900
1901-09
Nine
"

.. .

CAPITALISM AND WORKERS' IMMIGRATION

Capitalism has given rise to a special form of migration of
nations. The rapidly developing industrial countries, introducing
machinery on a large scale and ousting the backward countries
from the world market, raise wages at home above the average
rate and thus attract workers from the backward countries.
Hundreds of thousands of workers thus wander hundreds and
thousands of versts. Advanced capitalism drags them forcibly
into its orbit, tears them out of the backwoods in which they
live, makes them participants in the world-historical movement
and brings them face to tace with the powerful, united, international class of factory owners.
There can be no doubt that dire poverty alone compels people
to abandon their native land, and that the capitalists exploit
the immigrant workers in the most shameless manner. But only
reactionaries can shut their eyes to the progressive significance
of this modem migration of nations. Emancipation from the
yoke of capital is impossible without the further development
of capitalism, and without the class struggle that is based on
it. And it is into this struggle that capitalism is drawing the
masses of the working people of the whole world, breaking
down the musty, fusty habits of local life, breaking down nationil
barriers and prejudices, uniting workers from all countries
in huge factories and mines in America, Germany, and so
forth.
America heads the list of countries which import workers.
The following are the immigration figures for America:

99,000
·496,000
1,597,000
2,453,000
2,064,000
2,262,000
4,722,000
3,703,000
7,210,000

The growth of immigration is enormous and continues to
increase. During the five years 1905-09 the average number of
immigrants entering America (the United States alone is referred to) was over a million a year.
It is interesting to note the change in the place of origin of
those emigrating to America. Up to 1880 the so-called old
immigration prevailed, that is, immigration from the old civilised
countries, such as Great Britain, Germany and partly from
Sweden. Even up to 1890, Great Britain and Germany provided
more than half the total immigrants.
From 1880 onwards, there was an incredibly rapid increase
in what is called the new immigration from Eastern and Southern Europe, from Austria, Italy and Russia. The number of
people emigrating from these three countries to the United
States was as follows:

Ten
»
»

Nine

years 1871-80
"
1881-90
~
1891-1900
" 1901-09

201,000

927,000

1,847~000

5,127 ,000

Thus, the most backward countries in the old world, those
that more than any other retain survivals of feudalism in every
branch of social life, are, as it were, undergoing compulsory
training in civilisation. American capitalism is tearing millions
of workers of backward Eastern Europe (including Russia, which
in 1891-1900 provided 594,000 immigrants and in 1900-09,
1,410,000) out of their semi-feudal conditions and is putting
them in the ranks of the advanced, international army of the
proletariat.
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Hourwich, the author of an extremely illuminating book,
Immigration and Labour, which appeared in English last year,
makes some interesting observations. The number of people
emigrating to Amerjca grew particularly after the 1905 Revolution (1905-1,000,000; 1906---1,200,000; 1907-1,400,000;
1908 and 1909-1,900,000 respectively). Workers who had participated in various strikes in Russia introduced into America the
bolder and more aggressive spirit of the mass strike.
Russia is lagging farther and farther behind, losing some of
her best workers to foreign countries; America is advancing
more and more rapidly, taking the most vigorous and ablebodied sections of the working population of the whole world.*
Germany, which is more or less keeping pace with the United
States, is changing from a country which released workers into
one that attracts them from foreign countries. The number of
immigrants from Germany to America in the ten years 1881-90
was 1,453,000; but in the .nine years 1901-09 it dropped to
310,000. The number of foreign workers in Germany, however,
was ~95,000 in 1910-11 and 729,000 in 1911-12. Dividing these
immigrants according to occupation and country of origin we
get the following:
Foreign workem employed In Germany In
1111 H 2 (thousands)
Industry
Total

.Agriculture

From Russia • • • • • • •
"

Austria ·• •••

" other countries
Total

274
i01

22
397

34
162

135

308
263
157

331

728
The more backward the country the larger is the number
of "unskilled" agricultural labourers it supplies. The advanced
nations seize, as it were, the best paid occupations for themselves
a_nd leave the semi-barbarian countries the worst paid occupations. Europe in general ("other countries") provided Germany

* Other countries on the American Continent besides the United
States are also rapidly advancing. The number of immigrants entering
the United States last year was about 250,000, Brazil about 170,000 and
Canada over 200,000; total 620,000 for the year.
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with 157,000 workers, of whom more than eight-tenths (135,000
out of 157,000) were industrial workers. Backward ~ustria
provided only six-tenths ( 162,000 out of 263,000) o~ the m~us
trial workers. The most backward country of all, Russia, proVlded
only one-tenth of the industrial workers (34,000 out of 308,000).
Thus, Russia is punished everywhere and in everything . for
her backwardness. But compared with the rest of the population,
it is the workers of Russia who are more than any others bursting out of this state of backwardness and barbarism, mor_e
than any others combating these "delightful" features of their
native land, and more closely than any others uniting with the
workers of all countries into a single international force for
emancipation.
.
.
The bourgeoisie incites the workers of one nation against
those of another in the endeavour to keep them disunited. Classconscious workers, realising that the break-down of all .the
national barriers by ~pitalism is inevitable and progressive,
are trying to help to enlighten and organise their fellow-workers
from the backward countries.

Za Pr.avdu No. 22,
October 29, 1913
Signed: V. I.
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CRITICAL REMARKS ON THE NATIONAL QUESTION

CRITICAL REMARKS
ON TI:IE NATIONAL QUESTION
(Excerpts)

I i

.The question arises: what does our Bunclist40 mean when he
cries out to heaven against "assimilation"? He could not have
meant. the oppr~ssion of nations, or the privileges enjoyed by
a particular nation, because the word "assimilation" here does
no~ fit at all, because all Marxists, inclividually, and as an official,
umted whole, ~ave quit~ definitely and unambiguously con?emn~ the sh~htest Vlolence against and oppression and
~equalit~ of nations, and finally because this general Marxist
idea, which the Bundist has attacked, is expressed in the Severnaya Pravda article in the most emphatic ·manner.
No, evasion is impossible here. In condemning "assimilation"
Mr. L~e~man had in mind, not violence, ~ot inequality, and
n~t ~nvileges. Is th:re anYthing real left in the concept of assimilation, after all violence and all inequality have been eliminated?
. Y~, there undoubtedly is. What is left is capitalism's worldhistoncal tendency to break down national barriers obliterate
national distinctions, and to assimilate nations-~ tendency
whi<:h manifests itsel.f more and more powerfully with every
pass1~g dec~de,. an~ ts one of the greatest driving forces transforming cap1tahsm mto socialism.
'Yhoever does not recognise and champion the equality of
nations and languages, and does not :fight against all national
oppression or inequality, is not a Marxist; he is not even a democrat. That is b~yond doubt. But it is also beyond doubt that
the pseudo-Manast who heaps abuse upon a Marxist of another
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nation for being an "assimilator" is simply a nationalist philistine.
In this unhandsome category of people are all the Bundists and
(as we shall shortly see) Ukrainian nationalist-socialists such as
L. Yurkevich, Dontsov and Co.
To show concretely how reactionary the views held by these
nationalist philistines are, we shall cite· facts of three kinds.
It is the Jewish nationalists in Russia in general, and the
Bundists in particular, who vosiferate most about Russjan
orthodox Marxists being "assimilators". And yet, as the afore·
mentioned figures show, out of the ten and a half million Jews
all over the world, about half that number live in the civilised
world, where conditions favouring "assimilation" are strongest,
whereas the unhappy, downtrodden, disfranchised Jews in
Russia and Galicia, who are crushed under the heel of the· Purishkeviches (Russian and Polish), live where conditions for "assimilation" least prevail, where there is most segregation, and
even a "Pale of Settlement", a numerus clausus and other
charming features of the Purisbkevich regime.
The Jews in the civilised world are not a nation, they have
in the main become assimilated, say Karl Kautsky and Otto
Bauer. The Jews in Galicia and in Russia are not a nation;
unfortunately (through no fault of their own but through that
of the Purisbkeviches), they are still a caste here. Such is the
incontrovertible judgement of people who are undoubtedly
familiar with the history of Jewry and take the above-cited
facts into consideration.
What do these facts prove? It is that only Jewish reactionary
philistines, who want to turn back the wheel of history, and
make it proceed, not from the conditions prevailing in Russia
and Galicia to those prevailing in Paris and New York, but in
the reverse direction--only they can clamour against "assimilation".
The best Jews, those who are c'elebrated in world history,
and have given the world foremost leaders of democracy and
socialism, have never clamoured against assimilation. It is only
those who contemplate the "rear aspect" of Jewry with reverential awe that clamour against a.sSimilation.
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A rough idea of the scale which the general process of
assimilation of nations is assuming under the present conditions
of advanced capitalism may be obtained, for example, from
the immigration statistics of the United States of America.
During the decade between 1891-1900, Europe sent 3,700,000
people there, and during the nine years between 1901 and 1909,
7,200,000. The 1900 census in the United States recorded over
10,000,000 foreigners. New York State, in which, according to
the same census, there were over 78,000 Austrians, 136,000
Englishmen, 20,000 Frenchmen, 480,000 Germans, 37,000 Hungarians, 425,000 Irish, 182,000 . Italians, 70,000 Poles, 166,000
people from Russia (mostly Jews), 43,000 Swedes, etc., grinds
down national distinctions. And what is taking place on a grand,
international scale in New York is also to be seen in every big
city and industrial township.
No one unobsessed by nationalist prejudices can fail to
perceive that this process of assimilation of nations by capitalism
means the greatest historical progress, the break-down of hidebound national conservatism in the various backwoods, especially in backward countries like Russia.
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backward (44 per cent of Negroes are illiterate, and 6 per cent
of whites), and so forth. In the Northern States Negro thildren
attend the same schools as white children do. In the South
there are separate "national'', or racial, whichever you please,
schools for Negro children. I think that this is the sole instance
of actual "nationalisation" of schools.
In Eastern Europe there exists a country where things like
the Beilis case are still possible, and Jews are condemned by the
Purishkeviches to a condition worse than that of the Negroes.
In that country a scheme for nationalising Jewish schools was
recently mooted in the Ministry. Happily, this reactionary utopia
is no more likely to be realised than the utopia of the Austrian
petty bourgeoisie, who have despaired of. achiev~ng ~onsistent
democracy or of putting an end to national btckenng, and
have invented for the nations school-education compartments to
keep them from bickering over the distribution of ~~Is .. ;
but have "constituted" themselves for an eternal b1ckenng of
one "national culture" with another.

Written October-December 1913

In practice, the plan for "extra-territorial" or "culturalnational" autonomy could mean only one thing: the division of
educational affairs according to nationality, i.e., the introduction
of national curias in school affairs. Sufficient thought to the real
significance of the famous Bund plan will enable one to realise
how utterly reactionary it is even from the standpoint of democracy, let alone from that of the proletarian class struggle
for socialism.
A single instance and a single scheme for the "nationalisation"
of the school system will make this point abundantly clear.
In the United States of America the division of the States
into Northern and Southern holds to this day in all departments
of lif~; the former possess the greatest traditions of freedom and
of struggle against the slave-owners; the latter possess the
greatest traditions of slave-ownership, survivals of persecution
of the Negroes, who are economically oppressed and culturally

Published in 1913 in the journal
Prosveshcheniye Nos. 10, 11 and 12
Signed: V. Ilyin
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4,000 RUBLES A YEAR AND A 6-HOUR DAY

FOUR THOUSAND RUBLES A YEAR
AND A SIX-HOUR DAY

This is the battle-cry of the class-conscious American workers.
They say: We have only one political question before us, and that
is the question of the workers' earnings and their working day.
To Russian workers it may at first sight seem very strange
and puzzling to have all social political questions reduced to
a single one. But in the United States of America, the most
advanced country in the world, which has almost complete
political liberty, where democratic institutions are most developed, and where tremendous progress has been made in labour
productivity, it is quite natural that the question of socialism
should come to the fore.
Thanks to the existence of complete political liberty, it is
possible in America, better than in any other country, to calculate the total production of wealth and draw up a statistical
report of production. That calculation, based on reliable data,
shows that in America there are, in round numbers, 15,000,000
working-class families.
Together, these working-class families annually produce
consumers' goods to the value of sixty thousand million rubles. This works at 4,000 rubles a year per working-class
family.
But at present, under the capitalist social system, only half
this vast amount of wealth, only thirty thousand millions, goes
to the workers, who constitute nine-tenths of the population.
The other half is pocketed by the capitalists, who, with all
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their apologists and hangers-on, constitute only one-tenth of
the population.
In America, as in other countries, unemployment is rife and
the cost of living is steadily rising. . Want among the workers
is becoming more and more distressfol and intolerable. American statistics show that about half the workers are working part
time. And what an immense amount of social labour is still being
wasted owing to the preservation of senseless, backward and
scattered small production, particularly in agriculture and in
commerce!
Thanks to complete political liberty and the absence of feudal
landlords in America, machinery is employed there on a wider
scale than anywhere else in the world. The aggregate power of
the ma~hines employed in the manufacturing industry alone
amounts to eighteen million steam h.p. At the same time, an
investigation of all power resources in the form of waterfalls
showed, according to the report of March 14, 1912, that by
converting the power of waterfalls into electricity America could
immediately obtain an additional sixty million h.p. !
Already a land of boundless wealth, it can at one stroke treble
its wealth, treble the productivity of its social labour, and thereby
guarantee to all working-class families a decent standard of living
worthy of intelligent human beings, and a not excessively long
working day of six hours.
But owing to the capitalist social system we see in most of the
big cities of America-and in the rural districts too for that
matter-appalling unemployment and poverty, a wanton waste
of human labour side by side with the unprecedented luxury of
the multimillionaires, of the rich, whose fortunes run into
thousands of millions.
The American working class is rapidly becoming enlightened,
and is organising in a powerful proletarian party. Sympathy
for this party is growing among all the working people. Working
with the aid of first-class mach.ines, and seeing at every turn
marvels of engineering and the magnificent successes of labour
resulting from the organisation of large-scale production, the
wage-slaves of America are beginning clearly to realise what
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their tasks are, and are advancing the plain, obvious and immediate demands for an income of four thousand rubles a year
for every working-class family, and a six-hour day.
The aim of the American workers is quite attainable in any
civilised country in the world; but to achieve it, the country must
enjoy the fundamental conditions of freedom ....
And there is no road to a free future other than by way of
an independent working-class organisation, educational, industrial, co-operative and political.

Proletarskaya Pravda No. 19,
January 1, 1914
Signed: I.
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A LIBERAL PROFESSOR ON EQUALITY

Liberal Professor Mr. Tugan-Baranovsky is on the warpath
against so~alism. ThiS time he has approached the question,
not from the political and econolltic angle, but from that of
an abstract discl,lSSion on equality {perhaps the professor thought
such an abstract discussion more suitable for the religious and
philosophical gatherings which he has addressed?) .
"If we take socialism, not as an economic theory, but as a living
ideal," Mr. Tugan declared, "then, undoubtedly, it is associated with
the ideal of equality, but equality is a concept ... that cannot be deduced
from experience and reason."

This is the reasoning of a liberal scholar who repeats the
incredibly trite and threadbare argument that experience and
reason clearly prove that men are not equal, yet socialism bases
its ideal on equality. Hence, socialism, if you please, is an
absurdity which is contrary to experience and reason, and so
forth!
Mr. Tugan repeats the old trick of the reactionaries: first
to misinterpret socialism by making it out to be an absurdity,
and then to triumphantly refute the absurdity! When we say
that experience . and reason prove that men are n10t equal, we
mean by equality equality in abilities or similarity in physical
strength and mental ability.
It goes without saying that \n this respect men are not equal.
No sensible person and no socialist forgets this. But this kind
of ,equality. has nothing whatever to do with socialism. If Mr.
Tugan is quite unable to think, he is at least able to read;
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were he to take the well-known work of one of the founders
of scientific socialism, Frederick Engels, directed against Diihring,41 he would find there a special section explaining ~he
absurdity of imagining that economic equality means anythmg
else than the abolition of classes. But when professors set out
to refute socialism, one .never knows what to wonder at mosttheir stupidity, their ignorance, or their unscrupulousness,
Since we have Mr. Tugan to deal with, we shall have to
start with the rudiments.
By political equality Social-Democrats mean equal rights, and
by economic equality, as we hav~ ~ready said, they .me~n the
abolition of classes. As for estabhshmg human equality m the
sense of equality of strength and abilities (physical and mental),
socialists do not even think of such things.
Political equality is a demand for equal political rights for
all citizens of a country who have reached a certain age and
who do not suffer from either ordinary or liberal-professorial
feeble-mindedness. This demand was first advanced, not by the
socialists, not by the proletariat, but by the bourgeoisie. The
well-known historical experience of all countries of the world
proves this, and Mr. Tugan could easily have ~ered this
had he not called "experience" to witness solely m order to
dupe students and workers, and please the powers that be by
"abolishing" socialism.
The bourgeoisie put forward the demand for equal rights for
all citizens in the struggle against medieval, feudal,. serf-owner
and caste privileges. In Russia, for example, unlike America,
Switzerland and other countries, the privileges of the nobility
are preserved to this day in all spheres of political life, in elections to th~ Council of State, in elections to .the Duma, in
municipal administration, in taxation, and many other things.
Even the most dull-witted and ignorant person can grasp
the fact that individual members of the nobility are not equal
in physical and mental abilities any more than are people
belonging to the "tax-paying", "base", "low-bom" or "non·
privileged" peasant class. But in rights all nobles are equal, just
as all the peasants are equal in their lack of rights.

A LIBERAL PROFESSOR ON EQUALITY
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Does our learned liberal Professor Tugan now understand
the difference between equality in the sense of equal rights,
and equality in the sense of equal strength and abilities? .
We shall now deal with economic equality. In the United
States of America, as in other advanced countries, there are no
medieval privileges. All citizens are equal in political rights. But
are they equal as regards their position in social production?
No, Mr. Tugan, they are not. Some own land, factories and
capital and live on the unpaid labour of the workers; these
form an insignificant minority. Others, namely, the vast mass
of the population, own no means of production and live only
by selling their labour-power; these are proletarians.
In the United States of America there is no aristocracy, and
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat enjoy equal political rights.
But they are not equal in class status; one class, the capitalists,
own the means of production and live on the unpaid labour
of the workers. The other class, the wage-workers, the proletariat, own no means of production and live by selling their
labour-power in the market.
The abolition of classes means placing all citizens on an equal
footing with regard to the means of production belonging to
society as a whole. It means giving· all citizens equal opportunities
of working on the publicly-owned means of production, on the
publicly-owned land, at the publicly-owned factories and so
forth.
This explanation of socialism has been necessary to enlighten
our learned liberal professor, Mr. Tugan, who may, if he tries
hard, now grasp the fact that it is absurd to expect equality
of strength and abilities in socialist society.
In brief, when socialists speak of equality they always mean
social equality, equality of social status, and not by any means
the physical and mental equality of individuals.
The puzzled reader may ask: how could a learned liberal
professor have forgotten these elementary axioms familiar to
anybody who has read any exposition of the views of socialism?
The answer is simple: the personal qualities of present-day
professors are such that we may find among them even excep·
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tionally stupid people like Tugan. But the social status of
professors in bourgeois society ·is such that only those are allowed
to hold such posts who sell science to serve the interests of
capital, and agree to utter the most fatuous nonsense, the
most unscrupulous drivel and twaddle against the socialists. The
bourgeoisie will forgive the professors all this as long as they go
on "abolishing" socialism.

Put Pravdy No. 33,
March 11, 1914

THE TAYLOR SYSTEM-MAN'S ENSLAVEMENT
BY mE MACHINE

Vol. 20, pp. 144-47

Capitalism cannot he at standstill for a single mome11t. It
must forever he moving forward. Competition, which is keenest
in a period of crisis like the present, calls for the invention of an
increasing number of new devices to reduce the cost of produc·
tion. But the domination of capital converts all these devices
into instruments for the further exploitation of the workers.
The Taylor system is one of these devices.
Advocates of this system recently used the following techniques
in America.
An electric lamp was attached to a worker's arm, the worker's
movements were photographed and the movements of the lamp
studied. Certain movements were found to he "superfluous" and
the worker was made to avoid them, i.e., to work more intensively, without losing a second for rest.
The layout of new factory buildings is planned in such a
way that not a moment will he lost in delivering materials to
the factory, in conveying them from one shop to another, and
in dispatching the finished products. The cinema is systematically employed for studying the work of the best operatives and
increasing its intensity, i.e., "spe~ding up" the workers.
For example, a mechanic's operations were filmed in the
course of a whole day. After studying the mechanic's movements
the efficiency experts provided him with a bench high enough
to enable him to avoid losing time in bending down. He was
given a boy to assist him. This boy had to hand up each part
of the machine in a definite and most efficient way. Within a
4- 568
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few days the mechanic performed the work of assembling the
given type of machine in one-/ourth of the time it had taken
before!
What an enormous gain in labour productivity! ... But the
worker's pay is not increased fourfold, but only half as much
again, at the very most, and only for a short period at that.
As soon as the workers get used to the new system their pay is
cut to the former level. The capitalist obtains an enormous
profit, but the workers toil four times as hard as before and
wear down their nerves and muscles four times as fast as before.
A newly engaged worker is taken to the factory cinema where
he is· shown a "model" performance of his job; the worker is
made to "catch up" with that performance. A week later he
is taken to the cinema again and shown pictures of his own
performance, which is then compared with the "model".
All these vast improvements are introduced to the detriment
of the workers, for they lead to their still greater oppression .and
exploitation. Moreover, this rational and efficient distribution of
labour is confined to each factory.
The question naturally arises: What about the distribution of
labour in society as a whole? What a vast · amount of labour is
wasted at present owing to the disorganised and chaotic character of capitalist production as a whole! How much time is
wasted as the raw materials pass to the factory through the
hands of hundreds of buyers and middlemen, while the requirements of the market are unknown! Not only time, but the
actual products are wasted and damaged. And what about
the waste of time and labour in delivering the finished goods
to the consumers through a host of small middlemen who, too,
cannot know the requirements of their customers and perform
not only a host of superfluous movements, but also make a host
of superfluous purchases, journeys, and so on and so forth!
Capital organises and rationalises labour within the factory
for the purpose of increasing the exploitation ·of the workers
and increasing profit. In social production as a whole, however,
chaos continues to reign and grow, leading to crises when the
accumulated wealth cannot find purchasers, and millions of
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workers starve and die because they are unable to find employment.
The Taylor system-without its initiators knowing or wishing
it-is preparing the time when the proletariat will take . over
all social production and appoint its own workers' comrmttees
for the purpose of properly distributing and rationalising all
social labour. Large-scale production, machinery, railways, telephone-all provide thousands of opportunities to cut by threefourths the working time of the organised workers and make
them four times better off than they are today.
And these workers' committees, assisted by the workers' unions,
will be able to apply these principles of rational distribution
of social labour when the latter is freed from its enslavement
by capital.

Put Pravdy No. 35,
March 13, 1914
Signed: MM.
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FROM THE GERMAN LABOUR MOVEMENT

Karl Legien, one of the most prominent and responsible
representatives of the German trade unions, recently published
a report of his visit to America in the form of a rather bulky
book entitled The Labour Movement in America.
As a very prominent representative of the international as
well as German trade union movement, K. Legien gave bis
visit the nature of ·a special occasion, one of state importance,
one might say. For years he conducted negotiations on this visit
with the Socialist Party of America and the American Federation
of Labor, the labour-union organisation led by the famous (or
rather infamous) Gompers. When Legien heard that Karl
Liebknecht was going to America, he refused to go at the same
time "so as to avoid the simultaneous appearance in the United
States of two spokesmen whose views on the party's tactics
and on the importance and value of certain branches of the
labour movement did 'not entirely coincide".
K. Legien collected a vast amount of material on the labourunion movement in America, but failed to digest it in his
book, which is cluttered up with patchy descriptions of his
journey, trivial in content. and trite in style. Even the labourunion rules of America, in which Legien was particularly interested, are not studied or analysed, but merely translated incompletely and without system.
There was a highly instructive episode in Legien's tour, which
strikingly revealed the two tendencies in the international and
particularly in the German labour movement.
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Legien visited the chamber of deputies of the United States,
known as the Congress. Brought up in the police-ridden Prussian
state, he was favourably impressed by the democratic customs
of the Republic, and he remarks with understandable pleasure
that in America the government provides every Congressman
not only with a private office fitted with all modern conveniences,
but also with a paid secretary to help him cope with a
Congressman's manifold duties. The simplicity and easy manners of the Congressmen and the Speaker of the House were in
striking contrast with what Legien had seen in European parlia~ents, and especially in Germany. In Europe, a Social-Democrat could not even think of delivering to a bourgeois parliament at an official session a speech of greeting! But in America
this was done very simply, and the name of Social-Democrat
did not frighten anybody . . . except that Social-Democrat
himself!
We have here an example of the American bourgeois method ·
of killing unsteady socialists with kindness, and the German
opportunist method of renouncing -socialism in deference to
the "kindly", suave and democratic bourgeoisie.
Legien's speech of greeting was translated into English (democracy was not in the least averse to hearing a "foreign" language spoken in its parliament); all two hundred odd Congressmen shook hands in turn with Legien as the "guest" of the
Republic, and the Speaker expressed his thanks.
"The form and content of my speech of greeting," writes Legien,
"were sympathetically received by the socialist press both in the United
States and Germany. Certain editors in Germany, however, could not
resist pointing out that my speech proved once again what an impossible
task it is for a Social-Democrat to deliver a Social-Democratic speech to
a bourgeois audience. Well, in my place, these editors would, no doubt,
have delivered a speech against capitalism and in favour of a mass
strike, but I considered it important to emphasise to this parliament
that the Social-Democratic and industrially organised workers of Germany
want peace among the nations, and through peace, the development of
culture to the highest degree attainable."

Poor "editors", whom our Legien has annihilated with his
"statesmanlike" speech! The opportunism of trade union leaders
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in general, and of Legien in particular, has long been common
knowledge in the German labour movement, and has been duly
appraised by a great many class-conscious workers. But with
us in Russia, where far too much is spoken about the "model"
of European socialism with precisely the worst, most objectionable features of this "model" being chosen, it would be
advisable to deal with Legien's speech in somewhat greater detail.
When he addressed the highest body of representatives of
capitalist America, this leader of a two-million-strong army of
German trade unionists-namely, the Social-Democratic group
in the German Reichstag, delivered a purely liberal, bourgeois
speech. Needless to say, not a single liberal, not even an Octo·
brist, would hesitate to subscribe to a speech about "peace" and
"culture".
And when German socialists remarked that this was not a
Social-Democratic speech, this "leader" of capital's wage-slaves
treated them with scathing contempt. What are "editors" compared to a "practical politician" and collector of workers'
pennies! Our philistine Narcissus has the same contempt for
editors as the police panjandrums in a certain country have for
the third element. 42
"These editors" would no doubt have delivered a speech
"against capitalism".
Just think what this quasi-socialist is sneering at! He is sneering at the idea that a socialist should think it necessary to
speak against capitalism. To the "statesmen" of German opportunism such an idea is utterly alien; they talk in such a way
as n~t to offend "capitalism". Disgracing themselves by this
servile renunciation of socialism, they brag of their disgrace.
Legien is not just anybody. He is a representative of the
army of trade unions, or rather, the officers' corps of that army.
His speech was no accident, no slip of the tongue, no casual
whimsy, no blunder of a provincial German office clerk overawed by American capitalists, who were polite and revealed
no trace of police arrogance. If it were only thi-s, Legien's
speech would not be worthy of note.
But it was obviously not that.

WHAT SHOULD NOT BE COPIED ...
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At the International Congress in Stuttgart,43 half the German
delegation turned out to be lsham socialists of this type, who
voted for the ~ultra-opportunist resolution on the colonial
question.
Take the German magazine Sozialistische (??) Monatshefte
and you will always find in .it utterances by men like Legien,
which are thoroughly opportunist, and have nothing in common
with socialism, utterances touching on all the vital issues of
the labour movement.
The "official" explanation of the "official" German party is
that "nobody reads" Sozialistische Monatshefte, that it has no
influence, etc.; but that is not true. The Stuttgart "incident" ·
proved that it is not true. The most prominent and responsible
people, members of parliament and trade union leaders who
write for Sozialistische M onatshefte, constantly and undeviatingly propagate their views among the masses.
The "official optimism" of the German party has long been
noted in its own camp by those people who earned Legien's
appellation of "these editors"-an appellation contemptuous
from the point of view of the bourgeois and honourable from
the point of view of a socialist. And the more often the liberals
and the liquidatorsu in Russia (inclu~ing Trotsky, of course)
attempt to transplant this amiable characteristic to our soil,
the more determinedly must they be resisted.
German Social-Democracy has many great services to its
credit. Thanks to Mane's struggle against all the H&hbergs,
Diihrings and Co., it possesses a strictly formulated theory,
which our Narodniks vainly try to evade or touch up along
opportunist Jines. It has a mass organisation, newspapers, trade
unions, political associations-that same mass organisation which
is so definitely building up in our country in the shape of the
victories the Pravda Marxists are winning everywhere-in Duma
elections, in the daily pres&, in Insurance Board elections, and in
the trade unions. The attempts of our liquidators, whom the
workers have "removed from office", to evade the question of
the growth of this mass organisation in Russia in a form adapted
to Russian conditions arc as vain as those of the Narodniks, and
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imply a similar intellectualist 6reakaway from the working-class
movement.
But the merits of German Social-Democracy are merits, not
because of shameful speeches like those delivered by Legien or
the "utterances" (in the press) by the contributors to S ozialistische Monatshefte, but despite them. We must not try to play
down the disease which the German party is undoubtedly suffering from, and which reveals itself in phenomena of this kind;
nor must we play it down with "officially optimistic" phrases.
We must lay it bare to the Russian workers, so that we may
learn from the experience of the older movement, learn what
should not be copied from it.·

Prosveshche11iye No. 4,
April 1914
Signed: V. I.
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BRITISH PACIFISM
AND THE BRITISH DISLIKE OF THEORY

(Excerpt)

With their dislike of abstract theory and their pride in their
practicality, the British often pose political issues more directly,
thus helping the socialists of other countries to discover the
actual content beneath the husk of wording of every kind
(including the "Marxist"). Instructive in this respect, is the
pamphlet Socialism and War,* published before the war by
the jingoist paper, The Clarion. The pamphlet contains an antiwar "manifesto" by Upton Sinclair, the U.S. socialist, and also
a reply to him from the jingoist Robert Blatchford, who has
long adopted Hyndman's imperialist viewpoint.
Sinclair is a socialist of the emotions, without any theoretical
training. He states the issue in "simple" fashion; incensed by
the approach of war, he seeks salvation from it in socialism.
"We are told," Sinclair writes, "that the socialist mov~ent
is yet too weak so that we must wait for its evolution. But
evolution is working in the hearts of men; we are its instruments,
and if we do not struggle, there is no evolution. We are told
that the movement [against war] would be crushed out; but
I declare my faith that the crushing out of any rebellion which
sought, from motive of sublime humanity, to prevent war,
would be the greatest victory that socialism has ever gainedwould shake the conscience of civilisation and rouse the workers
of the world as nothing in all history has yet done. Let us not

* Socialism and War.
London, E. C.

The Clarion Press, 44 Worship Street,
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be too fearful for our movement, nor put too much stress upon
numbers and the outward appearances of power. A thousand
men aglow with faith and determination are stronger than a
million grown cautious and respec~able; and there is no danger
to the socialist movement so great as the danger of becoming
an established institution."
This, as can be seen, is a naive, theoretically unreasoned, but
profoundly correct warning against any vulgarising of socialism,
and a call to revolutionary struggle.
What does Blatchford say in reply to Sinclair?
"It is capitalists and militarists who make wars. That is
true...", he says. !Blatchford i's as anxious for peace and for
socialism taking the place of capitalism as any socialist in the
world. But Sinclair will not convince him, or do away with
the facts with "rhetoric and fine phrases". "Facts, my dear
Sinclair, are obstinate things, and the German danger is a fact.''
~either the British nor the German socialists are strong enough
to prevent war, and "Sinclair greatly exaggerates the power of
British socialism. The British socialists . .'. are not united; they
have no money, no arms, no discipline". The only thing they
can do is to help the British (}ovemment build up the navy;
there is not, nor can there be, any other guarantee of peace.
Neither before nor since the outbreak of the war have the
chauvinists ever been so outspoken in Continental Europe. In
Germany it is not frankness that is prevalent, but Kautsky's
hypocrisy and playing at sophistry. The same is true of Plekhanov. That is why it is so instructive to cast a glance at the
situation in a more advanced country, where nobody will be
taken in with sophisms or a travesty of Marxism. Here issues
are stated in a more ·Straightforward and truthful manner. Let
us learn from the "advanced" British.
Sinclair is naive in his appeal, although fundamentally it is
a very correct one; he is naive because he ignores the development of mass socialism over the last fifty years and the struggle
of trends within socialism: he ignores the conditions for "the
growth of revolutionary action when an objectively revolutionary
situation and a revolutionary organisation exist. The "emotional"
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approach cannot make up for that. The intense and bitter
struggle between powerful trends in socialism, between the
opportunist and revolutionary trends, cannot be evaded by the
use of rhetoric.
Blatchford speaks out undisguisedly, revealing the most covert
argument of the Kautskyites and Co., who aie afraid to tell the
truth. We are still weak, that is all, says 'Blatchford; but his
outspokenness at once lays bare his opportunism, his jingoism.
It at once becomes obvious that he serves the bourgeoisie and
the opportunists. By declaring that socialism is "weak" he himself
weakens it by preaching an anti-socialist, bourgeois, policy.
Like Sinclair, but conversely, like -a coward and not like a
fighter, like a traitor and not like the recklessly brave, he, too,
ignores the conditions making for a revolutionary situation.
As for his practical conclusions, his policy (the rejection of
revolutionary action, of propaganda for such action and prep!J.ration of it), Blatchford, the vulgar jingoist, is in complete accord
with Plekhanov and Kautsky.
Marxist words have in our days become a cover for a total
renunciation of Marxism; to be a Marxist, one must expose the
"Marxist hypocrisy" of the leaders of the Second· International,
fearlessly .recognise the struggle of the two trends in socialism,
and get to the bottom of the problems relating to that struggle.
Such is the conclusion to be drawn from British relationships,
which show us the Marxist essence of the matter, without Marxist words.

Written in June 1915
First published in Pravda No. 169,
July 27, 1924
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SOCIALISM AND WAR
Partition of the World Among
the "Great" siave-Holding Powers

SOCIALISM AND WAR
THE ATTITUDE OF THE R.S.D.L.P.
TOWARDS THE WAR

"Great• Powers

T~ make the significance of imperialism clear, we will quote
precise figures showing the partition of the world among the
so-called "Great" Powers (i.e., those successful in great plunder).
(See table on p. 109.-Ed.)
Hence it will be seen that, since 1876, most of the nations
which were foremost fighters for freedom in 1789-1871 have
on the basis of a highly developed and "ovennature" capitalism:
become oppressors and enslavers of most of the population and
the nations of the globe. From 1876 to 1914, six "Gi:eat" Powers grabbed 25 million square kilometres, i.e., an area two and
a half times that of Europe! Six Powers have enslaved 523
million people in the colonies. For every four inhabitants in the
"Great" Powers there are five in "their" colonies. It is common
knowledge that colonies are conquered with fire and sword
that the populatio.n of. the colonies are brutally treated, ~nd
that they are exploited m a thousand ways (by exporting capital,
t~rou~h concessions, et~.! cheating in the sale of goods, subordmatlon to the authorities of the "ruling" nation, and so on
and so forth) .•The Anglo-French bourgeoisie are deceiving the
people when they say that they are waging a war for the freedom of nations and of Belgium;-in fact they are waging a war
for the purpos': of r~ta~ning the huge colonies they have grabbed.
The German 1mpenahsts would free Belgium etc. at once if
the ~ritish. and French would agree to "fai~ly'' 'share their
colomes with them. A feature of the situation is that in this
war the fate of the colonies is being decided by a war on the
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millions
mlUlon.1

22.5 251.9 33.5 393.5 0.3
Britain
17.0 15.9 17.4 33.2 5.4
Russia
0.9 . 6.0 10.6 55.5 0.5
France ••
2.9 12.3 0.5
Germany • • • • • •
0.3 19.2 0.4
Japan • • • • . • • • _
0.3 9.7 9.4
United States of America -

46.5
136.2
39.6
64.9
53.0
97.0

Total

., ....,~ ~
.. a :.;
OI

~!o

~

~

p,

millions

33.8
22.8
U.1
3.4
0.7
9.7

440.0
169.4
95.1
77.2
72.2
106.7

Total for the six
"Great" Powers
40.4 273.8 65.0 523.4 16.5 437 .2 81.5 960.6
Colonies belonging to
other than Great Powers
(Belgium, Holland and
other states). • • • •
9.9 45.3
9.9
Three "semi-colonial" countries (Turkey, China and Persia) t4 .5

45.3
361.2

Total • • • • • • 105.9 1,367.1

Other states and countries • • • • • • • • • • • • • 28.0

289.9

Entire globe (exclu.~ive of Arctic and Antarctic regions)
Grand Total • •• 133.9 t,657 .0

Continent. From the standpoint of bourgeois justice and national freedom (or the right of nations to existence), Germany
might be considered absolutely in the right as against Britain
and France, for she has been "done out" of colonies, her
enemies are oppressing an immeasurably far larger number of
nations than she is, and the Slavs that are being oppressed by
her ally, Austria, undoubtedly enjoy .far more freedom than
those of tsarist Russia, that veritable "prison of nations". Ger-
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many, however, is pghting, not for the ·liberation of nations,
but for their oppression. It is not the business of socialists to
help the younger and stronger robber (Germany) to plunder
the older and overgorged robbers. Socialists must take advantage
of the struggle between the robbers to overthrow all of them.
To be able to do this, socialists must first of all tell the people
the truth, namely, that this war is, in three respects, a war
between slave-holders with the aim of consolidating slavery.
This is a war, firstly, to increase the enslavement of the colonies
by means of a "more equitable" distribution and subsequent
more concerted exploitation of them; secondly, to increase the
oppression of other nations within the "Great" Powers, since
both Austria and Russia (Russia in greater degree and with
results far worse than Austria) maintain their rule only by such
oppression, intensifying it by means of war; and thirdly, to
increase and prolong wage-slavery, since the proletariat is split
up and suppressed, while the capitalists are the gainers, making
fortunes out of the war, fanning national prejudices and intensifying reaction, which has raised its head in all countries,
even in the freest and most republican.

Written in July-Augwt 1915
Published in pamphlet form in the
autumn of .1915 by the Sotsial-Demokrat
Editorial Board in Geneva

Vol. 21, pp. 302-04

LETTER TO THE SECRETARY
OF THE SOCIALIST PROPAGANDA LEAGUE45

Dear Comrades!*
We are extremely glad to get your leaflet. Your appeal. to the
members of the Socialist Party to ·struggle for a new International, for clear-cut revolutionary socialism as taught by Marx
and Engels, and against the opportunism, especially against
those who are in favor of working class participation in a war
of defence, corresponds fully with the position our party (SocialDemocratic Labour Party of. Russia, Central Committee) has
taken from the beginning of this war and has always taken
during more than ten years.
We send you oUI sincerest greetings & best wishes of success
in our fight' for true internationalism.
In our press & in our propaganda we differ from your programme in several points & we think it is quite necessary that
we expose you briefly. these points in order to make immediate
and serious steps for the coordination of the international strife
of the incompromisingly revolutionary Socialists especially Marxists in all countries.
We criticise in the most severe manner the old, Second
( 1889-1914) International, we declare it dead and not worth
to be restored on old basis. But we never say in our press that
too great emphasis has been heretofore placed upon so-called,
"Immediate Demands", and that thereby the socialism can be
diluted: we say & we prov.e that all bourgeois parties, all parties
except the working-class revolutionary Party, are liars & hypo-

*

This letter was written by Lenin in English.-Ed.
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crites when they speak about reforms. We try to help the
working class to get the smallest possible but real improvement
(economic & political) in their situation & we add always that
no reform can be durable, sincere, serious if not seconded by
revolutionary methods of struggle of the masses. We preach
always that a socialist party not uniting this struggle for reforms
with the revolutionary methods of working-class movement can
.become a sect, can be severed from the masses, & that that is
the most pernicious menace to the success of the clear-cut
revolutionary socialism.
We defend always in our press the democracy in the party.
But we never speak against the centralisation of the party. We
are for the democratic centralism. We say that the centralisation of the German Labor movement is not a feeble but a
strong and_good feature of it. The vice of the present SocialDemocra tic Party of Germany consists not in the centralisation
but in the preponderance of the opportunists, which should be
excluded from the party especially now after their treacherous
conduct in the war. If°in any given crisis the small group (for
instance our Central Committee is a small group) can act for
directing the mighty mass in a revolutionary direction, it would
be very good. And in all crises the masses can not act immediately, the masses want to be helped by the small groups of
the central institutions of the parties. Our Central Committee
quite at the beginning of this war, in September 1914, has
directed the masses not to accept the lie about "the war of
defence" & to break off with the opportunists & the "wouldbe-socialists-jingoes" (we call so the "Socialists" who are now
in favor of the war of defence). We think that this centralistic
measure of our Central Committee was useful & necessary. .
We agree with you that we must be against craft Unionism
& · in favour of industrial Unionism, i.e., of big, centralised
Trade Unions & in favour of the most active participation of
all members of party in all economic struggles & in all trade
union & cooperative organisations of the working class. But
we consider that such people as Mr. L~gien in Germany &
Mr. Gompers in the U. St. are bourgeois and that their policy
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is not a socialist but a nationalistic, middle class policy. Mr.
Legien, Mr. Gompers & similar persons are not the representatives of the worlting class, they represent the aristocracy &
bureaucracy of the working class.
We entirely sympathise with you when in political action you
claim the "mass action" of the workers. The German revolutionary & internationalist Socialists claim it also. In our press we
try. ~o define with more details what must be understood by
political mass action, as f.i. political strikes (very usual in Rus~ia), ~tr:et demonstrations and civil war prepared by the present
imperialist war between nations.
We ·do not preach unity in the present (prevailing in the
Second International) socialist parties. On the contrary we
preach secession with the opportunists. The war is the best objectlesson. In all countries the opportunists, their leaders, their
most influential dailies & reviews are for the war, in other
words, they have in reality united with "their" national bourgeolSle (middle class, capitalists) against the proletarian masses.
You say, that in America there are also Socialists who have
expressed themselves in favour of the participation in a war
of defence. We are convinced, that unity with. such men is an
evi.l. Such unity is unity With the national middle class & capitalis~, and a division with the international revolutionary
wo~king class. And we are for secession with nationalistic opportunists and unity with international revolutionary Marxists &
working-class parties.
We never object in our press to the unity of S.P. & S.L.P.
in A~erica. 46 We alwa~s quote letters from Marx & Engels
(especially to Sorge, active member of American socialist movement), where both condemn the sectarian character of
the S.L.P.
· V-:e fully agree with you in your criticism of the old International. We have participated in the conference of Zimmerwald47 (Switzerland) 5-8.IX. 1915. We have formed theR! a
left wi~g, and have proposed our resolution & our draught of
a manifesto. We have just published these documents in German & I send them to you (with the German translation of
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our small book about "Socialism & War"), hoping that in your
League there are probably comrades, that know German. If you
could help us to publish these things in English (it is possible only
in America and later on we should send it to England), we
would gladly accept your help.
In our struggle for true internationalism & against "jing<>socialism" we always quote in our press the example of the
opportunist leaders of the S.P. in America, who are in favor of
restrictions of the immigration of Chinese and Japanese workers
(especially after the Congress of Stuttgart, 1907, & against the
decisions of Stuttgart). We think that one can not be internationalist & be at the same time in favor of such restrictions.
And we assert that Socialists in America, especially English
Socialists, belonging to the ruling, and oppressing nation, who
are not against any restrictions of immigration, against the possession of colonies (Hawaii) and for the entire freedom of
colonies, that such Socialists are in reality jingoes.
For conclusion I repeat once more best greetings & wishes
for your League. We should be very glad to have a further
information from you & to unite our struggle igainst opportunism & for the true internationalism.
Yours N.. Lenin
N.B. There are two Soc.-Dem. parties in Russia. Our party
("Central Committee") is against opportunism. The other party
("Organising Committee") is opportunist. We are against the
unity with th.em.
You can write to our official address (Bibliotheque russe. For
the C. K. 7 rue Hugo de Senger. 7. Geneve. Switzerland). But
better write to my personal address: WI. Ulianow. Seidenweg 4a,
III Berne. Switzerland.
Written in English
between October 31 and
November 9 (November 13 and
22), 1915
First published in 1924
in Lenin Miscellany Ir
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NEW DATA ON THE LAWS GOVERNING
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITALISM IN
AGRICULTURE
Part One. Capitalism and Agriculture
in the United States of America:4.8

A leading country of modern capitalism is of especial interest
to the study of the socio-economic structure and evolution of
present-day agriculture. The U.S.A. is unrivalled either in the
rate of !(levelopment of capitalism at the turn of the century,
or in the record level of capitalist development already attained;
nor has it any rival in the vastness of the territory developed
with the use of the. most up-to-date machinery, which is adapted
to the remarkable variety of natural and historical conditions,
or in the extent of the political liberty and the cultural level
of the mass of the population. That country, indeed, is in many
respects the model for our bourgeois civilisation and is its ideal.
The study of the forms and laws of agricultural .evolution
is made easier in the U.S.A. by its decennial censuses of popu·
lation, which are coupled with remarkably detailed descriptions
of all industrial and agricultural enterprises, This yields a wealth
of exact information that is unavailable in any other country;
it helps to verify many popular notions, most of which are very
loosely formulated and repeated without criticism, and usually
setve to funnel bourgeois views and prejudices.
Mr. Himmer in the June (1913) issue of Zavety gives some
data from the latest, Thirteenth ( 1910) · Census, and on this
basis reiterates the most popular and thoroughly bourgeois contention-bourgeois both as regards its theoretical basis and
political significance-that "the vast majority of farms in the
U nit.ed States employ only family labour"; that "in the more
highly developed areas agricultural capitalism is disintegrating";
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that "in the gr~t majori~y of areas ... small-scale farming by
owner-operators is becoming ever more dominant"· that it is
precisely "in the older cultivated areas with a higher level of
economic development" that "capitalist agriculture is disintegrating and production is breaking up into smaller units"; that
"there are no areas where colonisation is no longer continuing,
?r where. large-scale capitalist agriculture is not decaying and
IS not bemg replaced by family-labour farms", and so on and
so forth.
All ~es~ assertion~ are monstrously untrue. They are in direct
cont;a~1ction to reality. They are a sheer mockery of the truth.
Their mcorrectness ought to be explained in detail f~r a very
good reason: Mr. Rimmer is not the man in the street he is
not a casual contributor of a casual magazine article b~t one
of ~e most prominent economists repre~<mting the m~st democratJ.c, extreme Left-wing bourgeois trend in Russia and European social thinking. That is precisely why Mr. Himmer's views
ma~ have, and indeed a~ready have among some non-proletarian
sect.J.ons of the population, particularly wide circulation and
influence. They are not merely his personal views nor his individual mistakes, but are rather an expressio~uched in the
m~t . democratic terms and heavily embellished with pseudo-'
socialist phraseology-of general bourgeois views which in the
atmosphere of a capitalist society are most readily accepted both
by the smug professor, treading the beaten path, and the small
farmer who is more intelligent than millions of his fellows.
1:he. theo1Z' of the. non-capitalist evolution of agriculture in
capitalist society, which Mr. Rimmer advocates, is really the
th~ry of the great majority of bourgeois professors and bourgeois democrats and also of opportunists in the labour movement of the wh?le world who are the latest variety of those
sel.fsame bo~rgeoi~ de~ocrats. It is no exaggeration to say that
this theory is an 1llus1on, a dream, a delusion under which the
whol~ ?f bourgeois society is labouring. In devoting my further
exposition t~ the refutation of this theory, I shall try to give
a complete picture of capitalism in American agriculture because
one of the main mistakes made by bourgeois econon~sts is to
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isolate facts and figures, major and minor, from the general
context of politico-economic relations. All my data are taken
from official statistical publications of the United States of North
America, including above all the volumes Five, devoted ~o
agriculture, of the Twelfth and Thirteenth cen~u~es taken m
1900 and 1910 respectively,* and also the Statistical Abstract
of the United States for 1911. Having mentioned these sources,
I shall not give references to pages or tables for each separate
figure, as this would only burden the reader and . needlessly
encumber the text; anyone interested enough will easily find the
data in question from the tables of contents in these publica·
tions.
1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE THREE
MAIN SECTIONS. THE HOMESTEAD WEST

The vast area of the United States, which is only slightly
smaller than the whole of Europe, and the great diversity of
fanning conditions in the various parts of the country make
absolutely imperative a separate study of the major divisions,
each with its peculiar economic status. American statisticians
adopted five geographical divisions in 1900, and nine in 1910.
( 1) New England-six states on the Atlantic coast in the northeast (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut); (2) Middle Atlantic (New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania)-in 1900 these two divisions formed
the North Atlantic division; (3) East Norih Central (Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin); (4) West North
Central (Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North and South Dakota,
Nebraska, and Kansas )-in 1900, the last two made up the
North Central division; (5) South Atlantic (Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North and

* Census Reports. Twelfth Cenms 1900. Vol. V. Agriculture, Wash.
1902.-Thirteenth Census of the United States. Taken in the Year 1910.
Vol. V. Agriculture, Wash. 1913.
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South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida)-unchanged from 1900;
(6) East South Central (Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and
Mississippi); (7) West South Central {Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, and Texas)-in 1900, the last two made up the
South Central division; (8) Mountain (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Nevada);
and (9) Pacific {Washington, Oregon, and Califomia)~in
1900, the last two made up the Western division.
The excessive patchwork of these divisions prompted American statisticians in 1910 to compress them into three main
sections-the North (1-4), the South (5-7) ;md the West (8-9).
We shall presently see that this division into three main sections
is really most important and vital, although here, too, as in
everything else, there are transitional types, so that on some
basic points New England and the Middle Atlantic states will
have to be considered separately.
In order to define the fundamental distinction between the
three main sections, let us designate them as the industrial
North, the former slaue-owning South and the homestead West.
Here are the fiiures on their area, percentage of improved*
land, and population:
Sections

Tho North
The South
The West
The U.S.A.

Total land
area (0-00.000
acres)

Percentage ot
improved land

Population
bl910)
(0 0,000)

588
562
753

49
27
5

56
29
7

1,903

25

92

The North and the South have approximately the same area
while the West is nearly half as large again as either. The popu~
lation of the North, however, is eight times that of the West,

* The 1910 Census defines farmland as consisting of ( 1) improved
land, (2) woodland, and (3) all other unimproved land. Improved
land includes all land regularly tilled or mowed, land pastured and
cropped in rotatio~, land lying fallow, land in gardens, orchards, vineyards, and nursenes, and land occupied by farm buildings.-Tr.
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which, one might say, is hardly populated. How rapidly it is
being settled is evident from the fact that in the 10 years between
1900 and 1910, the population in the North increased by 18 per
cent; the South, by 20 per cent; and the West, by 67 pe~ cenlt!
There is hardly any increase in the number of farms m the
North: 2,874,000 in 1900, and 2,891,000 in 1910 ( +0,6 per cent);
in the South the number increased by 18 per cent, from 2,600,000
to 3,100,000; and in the West, by 54 pet cent, i.e., more than
half as much again, from 243,000 to 373,000.
How land is being settled in the West is seen from the data
on homesteads, which are parcels of land, mostly of 160 acres,
i.e., about 65 dessiatines, allocated by the government free of
charge or at a nominal price. In the 10 years between 1901 and
1910, the area occupied by homesteads in the North was 55.3
million acres (including 54.3. million, i.e., more than 98 per
cent in one division alone, namely the West North· Central);
the 'area in the South was 20 million acres (including 17 .3
million in one division, 1the West South Central), and in the
West, it was 55.3 million acres spread over both. divisions. This
means that the West is a solid homestead area, 1.e., one where
unoccupied land is given away practically £:ee-~o~ewhat similar to the squatter land tenure in the outlying distncts of ~us
sia, except that it is not regulated ~y 3: feudal stat~, but m ~
democratic manner (I very nearly said: m a Narodmk manner,
the American Republic has implemented in a capitalist way
the "Narodnik" idea of distributing unoccupied land to all
applicants). The North and the South, however, each have
only one homestead division, which may be regarded as a tran·
sitional type from the unsettled West to the settled North and
South. Let us note, by the way, that only in two divisions of
the North-the New England and the Middle Atlantic-were
there absolutely no homestead grants made in th~ last. decad~.
We shall later have to return to these two most highly m.dustnalised divisions where there is no longer any homesteading at all.
The above flgures on homesteads refer only to claims that
have been staked and not to those actually settled; we have
no figures on the latter for the various divisions. But even if
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these returns are somewhat exaggerated as absolute magnitudes,
they are, at any rate, a faithful reflection of the relative importance of homesteads in the various divisions. In the North in
1910 the farms totalled 414 million acres, so that homestead
claims in the last 10 years came to about one-eighth of the
total; in the South, about one-seventeenth (20 out of 354); and
in the West, one-half ( 55 out of 111) ! To lump together data
on areas with hardly any land ownership at all, and data on
areas where all the land is occupied, would be to make nonsense of scientific investigation.
America provides the most graphic confirmation of the truth
emphasised by Marx in Capital, Volume III, that capitalism in
agriculture does not depend on the form of land ownership or
land tenure. Capital finds the most diverse types of medieval
and patriarchal landed property-feudal "peasant allotments"
(i.e., the holdings of bonded peasants); clan, communal, state,
and other forms of land ownership. Capital takes hold of all
these, employing a variety of ways and methods. For agricultural statistics to be properly and rationally compiled, the meth'ods of investigation, tabulation, etc., would have to be modified to correspond to the forms of capitalist penetration into
agriculture; for instance, the homesteads would have to be put
into a special group and their economic fate traced. U nfortunately, however, the statistics are all too often dominated by
routine and meaningless, mechanical repetition of the same old
methods.
How extensive agriculture is in the West, as compared with
the other sections, is evident, by the way, from the data on
expenditures for artificial fertilisers. In 1909, the expenditure
per acre of improved land was 13 cents ($0.13) in the North;
50 cents, in the South, and only 6 cents in the West. The South
has the highest figure because cotton demands great quantities
of fertilisers, and the South is primarily a cotton-growing area:
cotton and tobacco account for 46.8 per ·cent of the total value
of all its farm crops; grain, only 29.3 per cent; hay and forage,
5.1 per cent. By contrast, grain leads in the North with 62.6 per
cent, followed by 18.8 per cent of hay and forage, most of which
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is cultivated. In the West, grain accounts for 33.1 per cent of
the total value of all farm crops; hay and forage, with wild
grasses predominating, 31.7 per cent, while fruits, a special
branch of- commercial farming rapidly developing on the Pacific
coast, account for 15.5 per cent of the total value.
2. THE INDUSTRIAL NORTH

By 1910, the urban population in the North reached 58.6 per
cent of the total, as compared with 22.5 per cent in the South
and 48.8 per cent in the West, The role of industry is evident
from these figures:
Value of products ($000,000.000)
in
·
.
Manufactures Wor,kers
Industry
Crops Live- Total
less cost ot
stock
raw materials (000,000)

The North
The South
The West.
'

The U.S.A.

6.9

5.2

i.9

5.2
2.6
0.8

1.f

0.5

2.1
0.7
0.3

0.5

0.3

5.5

3.f

8.6

8.5

6.6

3.1

i.1

The total crop value is here overstated because a part of
the crops, suclJ. as feed, recurs in the value of the livestock
products. But in any case these figures show conclusively that
almost five-sixths of American manufacture is concentrated in
the North, and that manufacture prevails over agriculture in
that section. The South a:nd the West, on the contrary, are predominantly agricultural.
The above table shows that the North differs from the South
and the West by a comparatively greater development of
industry, which creates a market and makes for the intensification of agriculture. The North-"industrial" in that sensenevertheless still remains the largest producer of agricultural
products. More than one-half, actually about three-fifths, of
agricultural production is concentrated in the North. How much
more intensive farming is in the North,· as compared with the
other sections, will be seen from the following figures on the
per-a~re val~e of all farm property-land, buildings, implement-;
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and machinery, and livestock. In 1910, it was $66 in the North,
as compared with $25 in the South, and $41 in the West.
The per-acre value of implements and machinery alone was $2.07
in the North, $0,83 in the South, and $1.04 in the West.
The New England and Middle Atlantic divisions stand out
in this picture. As I have already pointed out there is no new
homesteading in these parts. From 1900 to 1910, there was
an absolute decrease in the number of farms, and in the total
and in the improved acreage of the farms. Employment returns
show that only 10 per cent of the population there is engaged
in farming, as compared with a 33 per cent average for the
. U.S.A., 25 to 41 per cent for the other divi~ions of the North,
and 51 to 63 per cent for the South. Only 6 to 25 per cent
of the improved acreage in these two divisions is under cereal
crops (the average for the U.S.A. is 40 per cent, and for the
North, 46 per cent) ; 52 to 29 per cent is under grasses, mostly
cultivated (as against 15 per cent and 18 per cent); and 4.6
to 3.8 per cent is under vegetables (as against 1.5 and 1.5 per
cent). This is the area of the most intensive agriculture. The
average expenditure for fertilisers per acre of improved land
in 1909 was Sl.30 and $0.62 respectively; the former being the
U.S. maximum, and the latter, sewnd only to that of one
division in the South. The average value of implements and
machinery per acre of improved land was $2.58 and $3.88-the
maximum figures for the U.S.A. We shall later see that in these
most industrialised divisions of the industrial North, agriculture
is the most intensive and has the most pronounced capitalist
character.
!I. THE FORMER SLAVE-OWNING SOUTH

The United States of America, writes Mr. Himmer, is a
"country which has never known feudalism and is free from
its economic survivals" (p. 41 of his article). This is the very
opposite of the truth, for the economic survivals of slavery are
not in any way distinguishable from those of feudalism, and
in the former slave-owning South of the U.S.A. these survivals
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are still very powerful. It would not be worth w~ to dw~ll
on Mr. Himmer's mistake if it were merely one m a basttly
writt~n article. But all liberal and all Narodnik writings in Russia show that the very same "mistake" is being made regularly
and with unusual stubbornness with regard to the Russian
labour-service system, our own survival of feudalism.
The South of the U.S.A, was slave-owning until slavery was
swept away by the Civil War of 1861-65. To this day, the
Negroes, who make up no more than from 0.7 to 2.~ per cent
of the population in the North and the West, constitute from
22.6 to 33.7 per cent of the population in the South. For the
U.S.A. as a whole, the Negroes constitute 10.7 per cent of the
population. There is no need to ela~rate on th:. d:g~aded
social status of the Negroes: the Amencan bourgeolS1e is m no
way better in this respect than the bourgeoisie of any other
country. Having "freed" the Negroes, it took good care, un?er
"free", republican-democratic capitalism, to restore everything
possible, and do everything possible and impossible for the 1?ost
sl\ameless and despicable oppression of the Negroes. A minor
statistical fact will illustrate their cultural level. While the proportion of illiterates in 1900 among the white population of the
U,.S.A. of 10 years of age and over was 6.2 per cent, among
the Negroes it was as high as 44.5 per cent! More than seven
times as high! In the North and the West illiteracy amounted
from 4 to 6 per cent (1900), while in the South it was from
22.9 to 23.9 ·per cent! One can easily imagine the complex of
legal and social relationships that corresponds 'to this disgraceful
fact from the sphere of popular literacy.
What then is the economic basis that has produced and continues to support this fine "superstructure"?
It is the typically Russian, "purely Russian" labour-service
system, which is known as share-cropping.
In 1910, Negroes owned 920,883 farms, i.e., 14.5 per cent of
the total. Of the total number of farmers, 37 per cent were
tenants; 62.1 per cent, owners; the remaining 0.9 per cent of
the farms were run by managers. But among the whites 39.2
per cent were tenant farmers, and among the Negroes--75.3
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per cent! The typical white farmer in A!merica is an owner
the t~ical Negro fanner is a tenant. The proportion of ten~
ants .m t~e West was only 14 per cent: this section as being
settled, with new lands unoccupied, and .is an El Dorado (a
~~ort-lived and unreliable El Dorado, to be sure) for the small
mdependent farmer". In the 'North, the proportion of tenant
farmers was 26.5 per cent, and in the South, 49.6 per cent! Half
of the Southern farmers were tenants.
But that is not all. These are not even tenants in the Europe~n, civili~ed, modern-capitalist sense of the word. They are
chiefly semi-feudal or-which is the same thing in economic
terms-semi-slave share-croppers. In the "free" West share-croppers were in the minority (25,000 Qut of a total o/ 53,000 tenants). In the old North, which was settled long ago, 483,000
out of 766,000 tenant farmers, i.e., 63 per cent, were sharecrop~ers. In the South, 1,021,000 out of 1,537,000 tenant farmers, 1.e., 66 per cent, were share-croppers.
·
·
In 1910, free, republican-democratic America had 1,500,000
share-croppers, of whom more than 1)000,000 were Negroes
And the proportion of share-croppers to the total number
farmers is not decreasing, but is on the contrary steadily a:d
~ather rapidly increasing. In 1880, 17,5 per cent of the farmers
m the U.S.A. were share-croppers·, in 1890, 18 .4 percen;m
t ·
1900, 2~.2 ·per ce?t'. ~d in 1910, 24 per cent.
American statisticians draw the following conclusions from
the 1910 returns:
"In ~he South the conditions have at all times been somewhat different from those in the North, and many of the tenant
farms are parts of plantations of considerable size which date
fr~ before the Civil War." In the South, "the system of operation by tenants-chiefly coloured tenants-has succeeded the
system of operatio~ by slave labour. . . . The development of
the tenant system is most conspicuous in the South where the
large plantations formerly operated by sl,ave Iabo~ have in
many cases been broken up into small parcels or trac.ts and leased
to tenants.··· These plantations are in many cases still operated substantially as agricultural units, the tenants being sub-
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jected to a degree of supervision more or less similar to that
which hired farm labourers are subjected to in the North" {op.
cit., Vol. V, pp. 102, 104).
To show what the South is like, it is essential to add that its
population is fleeing to other capitalist areas and to the . towns,
just as the peasantry in Russia is fleeing from the most backward central ·agricultural gubernias, wh.ere the survivals of serfdom have been most greatly preserved, in order to escape the
rule of the notorious Markovs, to those areas of Russia which
have a higher level of capitalist d~velopment, to the metropolitan cities, the industrial gubernias and the South (see The Development of Capitalism in Russia*).. The share-cropping area,
both in America and in Russia, is the most stagnant area,
where the masses are subjected to the greatest degradation and
oppre:;sion. Immigrants to America, who have such an outstanding role to play in the country's economy and all its social life,
shun the South. In 1910, the foreign-born formed 14.5 per cent
of the total population of America. But in the South the figure
was only 1 to 4 per cent for the several divisions, whereas in
the other .divisions the proportion of incomers ranged from not
less than 13.9 per cent to 27.7 per cent (New England). For
the "emancipated" Negroes, th~ Amencan South is a kind of
prison where they are hemmed in, isolated and deprived of
fresh air. The South is distinguished by the immobility of its
population and by the greatest "attachment to the land": with
the exception of that division of the South which still has considerable homesteading (West South Central), 91 to 92 pei: cent
of the population in the two other divisions of the South resided
in the same division where they were born, whereas for the
United States as a whole the figure was 72.6 per cent, i.e., the
mobility of the population is much greater. In the West, which
is a solid homestead area, only 35 to 41 per cent of the population Jived in the division of their birth.
Negroes are in full flight from the two Southern divisions where there is no homesteading: in the 10 years between

* See V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 3, pp. 585-90.-Ed.
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the last two censuses, these two divisions provided other parts
of the country with almost 600,000 "black" people. The Negroes
flee mainly to the towns: in the South, 77 to 80 per cent of all
the Negroes live in rural communities; in other areas, only 8 to
32 per cent. Thus it turns out that there is a startling similarity in the economic status of the Negroes in America and the
peasants in the heart of agricultural Russia who "were formerly
landowner/ serfl'.
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by 46 acres (from 199.2 to 153.3) and the greatest change
(from 79.8 to 71.0), also a reduction, in the average acreage
of improved land.
What was the reason? Obviously, the Civil War of 1861-65
and the abolition of slavery. A decisive blow was dealt at the
latifundia of the slave-owners. Further on we shall see repeated
confirmation of this fact, but it is so generally known that it is
surprising that it needs any proof at all. Let us separate the
returns for the North and thbse for the South.
Average acreage per tarm

4. AVERAGE SIZE OF FARMS.

South

"DISINTEGRATION OF CAPlTALISM"
IN THE SOUTH

Year11

Having examined the chief distinctive features of the three
main sections of the U.S.A., as well as the general nature of
their economic conditions, we can now proceed to an analysis
of the data moot commonly referred to. These are primarily
data on the average acreage of farms. It is on the basis . of
these data that a great many economists, including Mr. Himmer, draw the most categorical conclusions.
Average acr~e per farm in
the .S.A.
Years

All farmland

Imfiroved

1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

202.6
199.2
153.3
133. 7
136.5
146.2
138.1

78.0
79.8
71.0
71.0
78.3
72.2
75.2

and

On the whole, there seems at first glance to be a reduction
in the average acreage of all farmland and an uncertain fluctuation-upward and downward-in the average improved
acreage. But there is a distinct break in the 1860-70 period and
this I have indicated_by a line. During that period there was
an enormous decrease in the average acreage of all farmland

A}l
farmland

North
Improved
land

farmland

All

Improved
land

1850
1860

332.1
335.4

101.1
101 .3

127.1
126.4

65.4
68.3

1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

214.2
153:4
139.7
138.2
114.4

69.2
56.2
58.8
48.1
48.6

117 .0
114.9
123.7
132.2
143.0

69.2
76.6
87.8
90.9
f00.3

We find that in the South the average improved acreage per
farm between 1860 and 1870 greatly decreased (from 101.3 to
69.2), and that µi the North it slightly increased (frcm 68.3 to
69.2). This means that the cause lay in the specific conditions
of evolution in the South. There we find, even after the abolition of slavery, a reduction in the average acreage of farms,
although the process is slow and not continuous.
Mr. Himril.er's deduction is that in the South "the small-scale
f~ly fam_is are extending their domination, while capital is
leaving agriculture for other spheres of investment. . . . Agricultural capitalism is rapidly disintegrating in the South Atlantic
states...".
·
This is an amusing assertion likely to be matched only in the
~ents o~ our Narodn~ks on the "disintegration of capitallSlll m Russia after 1861 m consequence of the lanalords aban·
cloning corvee for the labour service (i.e., semi-corvee!) system
5-56,j
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of economy. The break-up of the slave-worked latifundia is
called the "disintegration of capitalism". The transformation of
the unimproved land of yesterday's slave-owners into the small
fanns of Negroes, half of whom are share-croppers (it should
be borne in mind that the proportion of share-croppers has been
steadily growing from census to census!), is called the "disintegration of capitalism". ·It is hardly possible to go any further in
distorting the fundamental concepts of economics!
Chapter Twelve of the 1910 Census supplies information on
typical. Southern "plantations"-not of the old slave period,
but of our own day. On the 39,073 plantations there are 39,073
"landlord farms" and 398,905 tenant farms, or an average of
10 ·tenants per landlord or "master". Plantations average 724
acres, of which only 405 acres is improved, more than 300 acres
being unimproved; not a bad reserve for the gentlemen who
were the slave-owners of yesterday to draw on in extending their
plans of exploitation ....
Land on the average plantation is distributed as follows:
"landlord" farm-331 acres, of which 87 is improved. "Tenant"
farms, i.e., the parcels of the Negro share-croppers, who con·
ti9ue to work for the master and under his eye, average 38 acres,
of which 31 is improved land.
As the population and the demand for cotton increase, the
former slave-owners of the South begin to parcel out their
vast latifundia, nine-tenths of the land on which is still unimproved, into small tracts which ·are either sold to the Negroes
or, more frequently, leased to them on a halfcrop basis. (From
1900 to 19.10, the number of farmers in the South who were
full owners of all their farmland increased from 1,237,000 to
1,329,000, i.e., 7.5 per cent, while the number of share-croppers went up from 772,000 to 1,021,000, i.e., 32.2 per cent.)
And yet an economist has appeared who says this is· "disintegration of capitalism" ....
I designate as latifundia farms with an area of 1,000 acres
and over. In 1910, the proportion of such farms in the U.S.A.
was 0.8 per cent (50, 135 farms ), and they added up to 167.1
million acres, or 19.0 per cent of the total amount of land. This
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is an average of 3,332 acres per latifundium. Only 18. 7 per cent
of their acreage was improved while for all farms the figure was
54.4 per cent. The capitalist North has the smallest number of
latifundia: 0.5 per cent of the total 'number of farms accounting
for 6.9 P.er cent of the land, 41. l per cent of which is improved.
The West has the greatest number of latifundia: 3.9 per cent
of the tcQtal number of farms accounting for 48.3 per cent of
the land; 32.3 per cent of the land in the latifundia is improved.
But it is in the former slave-owning South that the latifundia have the highest proportion of unimproved land: 0.7 per
cent of the frums are latifundia; they account for 23.9 per cent
of the land; only 8.5 per cent of the land in the latifundia is
improved! Incidentally, these detailed statistics clearly show
that there is really no foundation for the common practice of
classifying the latifundia as capitalist enterprises, without a de·
tailed analysis of the specific data for each country and each
area.
Duri?g th.e 10 years from 1900 to 1910, the total acreage of
the lat1fund1a, but only of the latifundia, showed a decrease.
The reduction was quite substantial: from 197.8 million to
167.1 million acres, i.e., 30.7 million acres. In the South, there
was ~reduction of 31.8 million acres (in the North an increase
of 2.3 million, and in the West, a reduction of l.2 million).
Consequently, it is in the South, and in the slave-owning South
alone, that th~ latifundia, with their negligible proportion (8.5
per cent) of unproved land, are being broken up on a really
vast scale.
The inescapable conclusion is that the only exact definition
of the economic process under way is--a transition from the
slave-holding latifundia, nine-tenths of which remained unimproved, to small commercial agriculture. It is a transition to
commercial farms and not to fanns worked by family labour
as
Rimmer and the Narodniks, together with all the hour~
geois economists who sing cheap hymns to "labour'', love to say.
;he _te~ ."family l_abou~" ha.$ no politico-economic meaning
nd is mdirectly mJSleadmg. It is devoid of meaning because
the small farm er "l
. system of economy,
· a bours" un d er any social
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be it slavery, serfdom or capitalism. The term "family labour"
is just an empty phrase, pure oratory which serves to cover up
the confusion of entirely different· social forms of economic organisation-a confusion from which the bourgeoisie alone
stands to gain. The term "family labour" is misleading and· deceives the public, for it creates the impression that hired labour
is not employed.
Mr. Himmer, like all bourgeois economists, evades just these
statistics on hired labour, although they are the most important data. on the question of capitalism in agriculture and
although they are to be found in the 1900 Census report, as
well as in the 1910 Abstract-Farm Crops, by States, which
Mr. Rimmer himself quotes (note on p. 49 of his article).
The nature of the staple crop of the South shows that the
growth of small-scale agriculture in the South is nothing but
the' growth of .commercial fanning. That crop is cotton. Cereals
yield 29.3 per cent' of the total crop value in the South; hay
and forage, 5.1 per cent; and cotton, 42.7 per cent. From 1870
to 1910, the production of wool in the U.S.A. went up from
162 million lbs. to 321 million lbs., i.e., it doubled; wheat, increased from 236 million to 635 million bushels, i.e., less than
threefold; corn, from 1,094 million. to 2,886 million bushels,
also less than threefold; and cotton, from 4,000,000 bales (of
500 lbs. each) to 12,000,000, i.e., threefold. The growth of the
crop that is primarily commercial was faster than that of other,
less commercialised, crops. In addition, there was in the main
division of the South, the South Atlantic, a rather substantial
development of tobacco production ( 12.1 per cent of the crop
value in the State of Virginia); vegetables (20.1 per cent of
the total crop value in the State of Delaware, 23.2 per cent in
the State of Florida); fruits ·(21.3 per cent of the total crop
value in the State of Florida) ; etc. The nature of all these
crops implies an intensification of farming, a larger scale of
operations on smaller acreages, and greater employment of hired
labour.
·
I shall now proceed 'to a detailed analysis of the returns .on
hired labour; let us note only that the employment of hired
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labour is also growing in the SoUth, although in this respect it
behind the other sa;tions-less hired labour is employed
because of the wider practice of semi-slave share-cropping.

' tags

5. 'l1IE CAPITALIST NATURE OF AGRICULTURE

Capitalism in agriculture is usually gauged by the data on
the size of farms or the number and importance of big farms
(in terms of acreage). I have examined some of these data and
shall return to the problem later on, but it must be said that all
these are, after all, indirect indications, for acreage is not always
an indication, and not by any means a direct indication, that a
fann is really big as an economic enterprise, or that it is capitalist in character.
In this respect the data .on hired labour are far more indica·
tive and offer better proof. Agricultural censuses taken in recent
years, such as the Austrian of 1902 and the German of 1907,
which I shall examine elsewhere, show that the employment of
hired labour in present-day agriculture-and especially in smallscale farming-is much greate.r than is generally believed. Nothing so obviously and categorically refutes the petty-bourgeois
myth about small "family" farms as do these figures.
American statisticians have collected very extensive material
on this, for each farmer's individual census form asks whether
he spends anything on hired labour, and, if he does, exactly
how much. In contrast to European statistics-such as those of
the two countries just named-no record is made in American
statistics of the number of hired labourers employed at the time
by each farmer, although that could be easily discovered, and
the scientific value of such information, in addition to ·the returns on the total expenditure on hired labour, would indeed be
very great. But the worst thing is the very poor tabulation of
these returns in the 1910 Census, which is in general presented
much more poorly than the 1900 Census. The 1910 Census
groups all farms by acreage (as does the 1900 Census) but, by
contrast, it does not give any figures on the employment of hired
labour by these groilps. This makes it impossible for us to com-
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pare the employment of hired labour by farms with small and
with large acreages. The Census merely gives the average figures for the states and the sections, i.e., data lumping together
capitalist and non-capitalist farms.
I shall make a special point of going into the more elaborate
data· for 1900 later on; meanwhile, here are the figures for
1910; in fact they relate to 1899 and 1909.
sections

Increase or Expenditure on hired labour
Percentage exfiendlture
on
per acre of Improved
of farms
h
red labour
land <fl
hiring labour
t899·1909
(1909)
(per cent)
t 909
1899

The North
The South
The West.

55.i
36.6

The U.S.A.

52 .5

+70.8
+87.i
+119.0

1.26
1.07
3.25

0.82
0.69
2.07

45.9

+82.3

t.36

0.86

The first thing that is made obvious by these figures is that
agriculture is most capitalistic in the North ( 55.1 per cent of
farms employ hired labour); then follows the West (52.5 per
cent) and, lastly, the South (36.6 per cent). That 'is just as it
should be when any densely populated and industrial area is
being compared with an area still undergoing colonisation and
with an area of share-cropping. It goes without saying that figures on the proportion of farms employing hired labour are more
suitable for a precise comparison of the sections than data on
the expenditure on hired labour per acre of improved land. FQr
the latter type of data to be ·comparable, the level of wages in
the sections would have to be the same. No information on farm
wages in the U.S.A. is available but in the light of the basic
distinctions between the sections it is inconceivable that their
wage levels are the same.
Thus, in the North and in the West-the two sections which
together have two-thirds of the improved land and two-thirds
of the livestock-more than one-half the farmers cannot man·
age without hired labour. The proportion is smaller in the
South only because there the semi-feudal (alias semi-slave) system of exploitation in the form of share-cropping is still strong.
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There is no doubt that in America, as in all the other capitalist
countries, a part of the handicapped farmers have to sell their
labour-power. Unfortunately, American statistics do not contain any information about this, in contrast, for example, to the
1907 German statistics, in which these data have been collected
and worked out in detail. According to the German statistics,
hiring themselves out as labourers is the main occupation of
1,940,867 persons, i.e., over 30 per cent, of the 5,736,082 owners
of farms (a total which includes the very small "owners"). To
be sure, the mass of these farm-hands and· day-labourers with a
bit of land of their own belong to the poorest groups of farmers.
Let us assume that in the U.S.A., where the smallest farms
(of less than tlu;ee acres) are as a general rule not registered at
all, only 10 per cent of the farmers sell their labour-power. Even
then we find ·that more than one-third of the farmers are directly
exploited by the landlords and capitalists (24 per cent share·
croppers who are exploited by former slave-owners in feudal or
semi-feudal fashion, plus 10 per cent who are exploited by the
capitalists, or altogether 34 per cent). This means that of the
total number of farmers a minority, hardly more than one-fifth
or one-quarter, neither hire labourers nor hire themselves out or
sell themselves into bondage.
Such is the actual state of affairs in the country of "model
and advanced" capitalism, in the country with free distribution
of millions of dessiatines of land. Here again the famous noncapitalist, small-scale "family" farming proves to be a myth.
How many hired labourers are engaged in American agriculture? Is their number increasing or decreasing in proportion
to the total number of farmers and the total rural population?
It is regrettable that American statistics do not provide a direct
answer to these highly important questions. Let us find an
approximate answer.
Firstly, we can obtain an approximate answer from the returns
on occupations (Volume IV of the Census reports). These statistics are not an American "success". They are compiled in such
a routine, mechanical, incongruous manner that they contain
no information on the status of the persons employed, i.e., no
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distinction is made between farmers, family workers, and hired
labourers. Instead of making a precise economic classification,
the compilers were content to use "popu.lar" terminology, absurdly bracketing members of farmers' families and hired labourers
under the head of farm workers. As we know it is not only in
American statistics that there is complete chaos on this question.
The 1910 Census makes an attempt to bring some order
into this chaos, to correct the obvious mistakes and to separate
at least a part of the hired labourers (those working out) from
members of the family working on the home farm. In a series of
calculations the statisticians correct the total number of persons
engaged in farming, reducing it by 468,100 (Vol. IV, p. 27). The
number of femaI.es working ou~ is set at 220,048 for 1900, and
337,522 for 1910 (an increase of 53 per cent). The number of
males working out in 1910 was 2,299,444. Assuming that in 1900
the proportion of hired labourers to the total number of farm
workers was the same as in 1910, the number of males working
out in 1900 must have been 1,798,165. We then obtain this
picture:
1900

Total engaged in agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . 10,381,765
Number of farmers
5,674,875
Number of hired labourers
2,0t8,213

1910

Increase
(per cent)

12,099,825
5,981,522
2,566,966

+16
+s
+27

That is, the percentage increase in the number of hired labourers was over five times greater than in that of farmers ( 27
per cent and 5 per cent). The proportion of farmers in the
rural population decreased; the proportion of hired labourers
increased. The proportion of independent farm operators to the
total farming population dropped; the number of dependent,
exploited persons, increased.
In 1907, hired farm labourerli in Germany numbered 4.5 million out of a total of 15 million persons working on the home
farm and working out. Consequently, 30 per cent were hired
labourers. In America, according to the estimate given above,
the figure was 2.5 million out of 12 million, i.e., 21 per cent. It
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is p-05sible that the availability of vacant land distributed free,
and the high percentage of share-cropping tenants tended to
lower the percentage of hired labourers in America.
Secondly, an approximate answer may be provided by the
figures on expenditure on hired labour in 1899 and 1909. During the same period, the number of industrial wage-workers
increased from 4.7 million to 6.6 million, i.e., 40 per cent, and
their wages from $2,008 million to S,3,427 million, i.e., 70 per
cent. (It should be borne in mind that the rise in the cost of
living cancelled out this nominal increase in wages.)
On the strength of this we may assume that the 82 per cent
increase in expenditure on hired farm labour corresponds to
an increase of approximately 48 per cent in the number of
hired labourers. Making a similar assumption for the three
main sections we obtain the following picture:
Sections

The North
The South
The West.
The U.S.A.

Percentage increase from I 900 to 1310
Number ot
Number of
Total rural
hired labourfarms
population

t t4.8
S.9

era

+ 0.6

+40

+49.7

+18.2
+53.7

+so

-fH.2

+1.0.9

+48

+66

These figures also show that for the country as a whole the
increase in the number of farmers is not keeping pace with the
growth of the rural population, while the increase in the nwnber of hired labourers is outstripping the growth of the rural
population. In other words: the propoction of independent farm
operators is decreasing, and the proportion of dependent farm
workers is increasing.
It should be noted that the great difference between the
increase in the number of hired labourers obtained in the first
estimate ( + 27 per cent) and in the second ( + 48 per cent)
is quite possible because in the former only the professional farm
labourers were enwnerated, and in the latter, every instance of
employment of hired labour was taken into account. In farming, seasonal hired labour is highly important, and it should be
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the rule, therefore, that it is never enough to determine the
number of hired labourers, permanent and seasonal, but that an
effort must also be made to determine, . as far as possible, the
total expenditure on hired labour.
At any rate, both estimates definitely show a growth of capitalism in agriculture in the U.S.A., and an increase in the
employment of hired labour, which is proceeding at a faster
pace than the growth of the rural population and of the number of farmers.

6. AREAS OF THE MOST INTENSIVE AGRICULTURE

Having examined the general data on hired labour as the
most direct indicator of capitalism in agricult..ire, we can now
go on to a more detailed analysis of the specific forms assumed
by capitalism in this particular branch of the economy.
We have taken a look at one area with a shrinking average
acreage of farms, namely, the South, where the process signifies a transition from latifundia worked by slaves to small-scale
commercial farms. There is another area where the average
acreage of farms is diminishing-a part of the North: New
England and the Middle Atlantic states. Here are the figures
for these divisions:
Averafe acreage per farm
(improved land)

1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

New
England

Middle
Atlantic
states

66.5
66.4
66.4
63.4
56.5

70.8
70.3
69.2
68.0
67.4
63.4
62.6

42.4
38.4

The average farm in New England is smaller than in any
other division of the U.S.A. In two Southern divisions the
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average is 42 to 43 acres, and ~ the. third, t.he. West South
acres,
Cen tral ' where homesteading is still gou:ig on,· it is 61.8
. th e
·
almost as much as in the Middle Atlantic states. I t ts
i.e.,
d
d h
reduction in the average size of farm.s in New Englan an t e
Middle Atlantic states, "the areas with an older culture and a
·higher level of economic development". (Mr. Himmer, p. 60),
where homesteading is no longer taking place, that has led
Mr. Himmer, as it has very many other bourgeois eco~o~ists,
to draw the conclusion that "capitalist agriculture is dismtegrating", that "production is breaking. u~ in~o smaller units'',
that there are "no areas where colomsat1on is no longer con·
tinuing or where large-scale capitalist agriculture is not decaying
'
,,
and is not being replaced by family-labour farms .
Mr. Himmer arrived at these conclusions, which are the very
opposite of the truth, because he f orgot. a mere ". tr~'fle ,, : the
intensification of agriculture! It is incredible, but it .1s a fact.
This matter requires a particularly thorough analysis because
quite a few bourgeois economists, almost all in fact, contrive
to forget this "trifle" when dealing with small- and large-scale
production in agriculture, although "i~ theory" t~ey are. ~l
"aware" of and accept the intensification of farming. This ts
indeed one of the basic sources of all the misadventures of bourgeois (including Narodnik and opportunist) economics on th.e
question of small "family" farms. The "trifle" they forget is
this: owing to the technical peculiarities of agriculture'. the. process of its intensification frequently leads to a reduction m the
improved acreage on the farm, and at the same time expan~s
it as an economic unit, increasing its Output, and makmg It
more and more of a capitalist enterprise.
.
Let us first see whether or not there is any fundamental difference in farming techniques, in the general character of farming and degree of its intensification between New England and
the Middle Atlantic states, on the one hand, and between the
rest of the North and the country's other divisions, on the
other.
The differences in the crops grown are shown in the following table:

.
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.Average
number ot
dairy cows
per farm

Percentage of the total crop value
(1&10)

Divisions

Cereals

Hay and
to rage

Vegetables,
fruits and
similar special
crops

New England . . .
Middle Atlantic . .

7.6
29.6

41.9
31.4

33.5
31.8

East North Central
West North Central

65.4
75.4

16.5
14.6

11.0
5.9

The difference in farming conditions is fundamental. In the
first two divisions agriculture is highly intensive; in the other
two it is extensive. In the latter, cereals account for the bulk
of the total crop value; in the former, they contribute not only
a minor part, but sometimes a negligible part ( 7.6 per cent),
while the special "commercial" crops (vegetables, fruits, etc.)
yield a greater part of the crop value than cereals. Extensive
agriculture has given way to intensive agriculture. Grass cultivation has become widespread. Of the 3.8 million acres under
hay and forage in New England, 3.3 million acres were under
cultivated grasses. The figures for the Middle Atlantic states
are 8.5 and 7.9 million respectively. By contrast, of the 27.4
million acres under hay and forage in the West North Central
states (an area of colonisation and extensive agriculture), 14.5
million, i.e., the greater part, were unimproved grasslands, etc.
Yields are considerably higher in the "intensive" states:
Divisions

Now England • . .
Middle Atlantic .
East North Central
West North Central

Per-acre yield In bushels
Corn
Wheat
1909

1899

1909

1899

45.2
32.2

39.4 23.5
34.0 18.6

18.0
14.9

38.6
27.7

38.3 17.2 12.9
31.4 14.8 12.2

The same is true of commercial livestock and dairy farming,
which are especially highly developed in these divisions:
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Divisions

New England . • •
Middle Atlantic . .
East North Central •
West North Central •

The U.S.A.

1199

5.8
6.i

476
490

548
5t4

4.0
4.9

410
325

487
37t

232-286
339-475

290-395
334-470

362

424

1.9-3.i
4.7-5.1

The South (3 divisions) •
The West (2 divisions)

. . .. . . .. . . .

production
of milk per cow
(gallons)

lg()g

(1900)

..

.Anra~

3.8

This table shows that in the "intensive" states dairy farming is on a considerably larger scale than in all the others. The·
areas with the smallest farms (in terms of improved acreage)
have the largest dairies. This fact is of tremendous impo~tanc~,
for, as everyone knows, dairy farming develops .m?5t rapidly .m
suburban localities and in very highly industrialised .countries
(or areas). Statistics from Denmark, Germany an~· Switzerland,
which are dealt with elsewhere,* also show a growing concentration of dairy cattle.
As we have seen, hay and forage in the "intensive" states
constitute a considerably greater proportion of the total crop
value than cereals. Accordingly, livestock farming there develops largely on the basis of purchased feed. Here are the relevant
figures for 1909:
Divisions

New England • • • • •
Middle Atlantic • •

Receipts
from sale of
teed

Outlays on
teed

Excesa of
receipts or
outlays

+ 4.3

-34.6
-54.7

-33.t

(f000,000)

..21.6

-30.3

+t55.0
-40.6
+195 .6
+ 98.2
-76.2
+174.4
The extensive· states of the North sell feed. The intensive
states buy it. . It is clear that if feed is purchased large-scale

East North Central • • • •
West North Central ••••

*'See V. I. Lenin, Collected Wor~s, Vol. 5, pp. 205-22, and Vol. 13,
pp. 169-216.-Ed.
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..:.f

~;lt

operations of a highly capitalistic nature can be conducted on
a .rm.all tract of land.
Let us make a comparison between the two intensive divisions of
the North, New England and the Middle AtlantiC states, and the
most extensive division of the North~ the West North Central:
Divisions

New England+Middle
Atlantic •••• , ,
West North

Improved Value of Recelpta
Outlays
land
·livestock from sale on teed
(000,000 ($000,000) Of feed
($000,000)
acres)
($000,000)

36.5

447

89

26

Central • • • • • •
164.3
1,552
174
76
We find that there is more livestock per acre of improved
land in the intensive states ( 447 : 36 = $12 per acre) than
in the extensive states ( 1,552 : 164 = $9). More capital in the
form of livestock is invested in a unit of land area: And the
~otal per-acre turnover ~f the feed. trade (purchases+ sales)
IS also very much greater in the intensive states (26+89 =
= $115 million for 36 million acres) than in the extensive states
( 174+ 76= $250 million for 164 million acres). In the intensive states farming is obviously much more commercialised
than in the extensive states.
Expenditure on fertilisers and the value of implements and
machinery are the most exact statistical expression of the degree
of intensification of agriculture. Here are the figures:

....5l.., .."'

"'.
~.§~

I»

o.d~
.,.... .,

::I~

o~

....
.. ..
....
.. .. ~&

l:Otio

~ti 8

'1. ... -

New England • • • •
Middle Atlantic • •

;9

a> ....

..c: 0
E-- z

I

East North Central •
West North Central

a..;:; {South Atlantic • . •

~

5

en

East South Contral
West South Central

. ..

-g~

~

OO'tS

:;... ., a
..c:1., =
l:O'"
0
8a ... ., ...
.., ""

Divisions

...

e1>-.,...
a"" ..
= -8.
., ~!ii
., .,
::~~ .. .,
..
I>., ..'"

::::I ...

';:!

1909

I>-()
<1>.1>. <•

1899

( 1909)

60.9
57.1

82 1.30 0.53 . 38.4
68 0.62 0.37 62.6

19.6
2.1
69.2
33.8
6.4

37
41
77
37
53

0.09
0.01
1.23
0.29
0.06

0.07 79.2
0.01 148.0
0.49 43.6
0.13 42.2
0.03 61.8
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f.3
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.§ ~

...

., .,""
l:ftio

~f

~g
1899

(1909)

0.01 0.01 86.8
0.10 0.05 U6.1

'2f3. 7 63 0.24 O.i3 75.2
The U.S.A .••
This fully brings out the difference between t~e extensive
divisiops of the North, with an insignificant proportion of far~s
using purchased ·fertilisers (2-19 per cent~, and with
negligible expenditure on fertilisers per acre of tmprov~d. land
($0.01-$0.09)-and the intensive states, where the ma1onty of
farms ( 57-60 per cent) use purchased fertilisers and where expenditure on fertilisers is substantial. In New Engl~nd, for example, the per-acre expenditure is $1.30-the n_iaximum figure
for all divisions (once again a case of farms with the smallest
acreage and the Iarge8t expenditure on fertilisers!), which exceeds the figure for one of the divisions of the Sou~h (South
Atlantic). It.should be noted that in the South especially 13:1"ge
quantities of artificial fertilisers are required by cotton, on. which,
as we have seen, the labour of Negro share-croppers is most
widely employed.
In the Pacific states, we find a very small percentage of farms
using fertilisers (6.4 per cen~) but the maximum average per
farm expenditure ($189)-calculated, of c?urse, only for the
farms which used fertilisers. Here we have another example of
the growth of large-scale and capitalist agriculture with a simultaneous reduction of the farm acreage. In two of the three Pacific states-Washington and Oregon-the use of ~ertilisers. is
quite insignificant, a mere $0.01 per acre. It is only m t?e third
state, California, that the figure is relatively high: $0.08 m 18~9,
and $0.19 in 1909. In this state, the fruit crop plays a special
role, and is expanding at an extremely rapid rate along purely
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capitalist lines; in 1909, it accounted for 33.l per cent of the
total crop value, as against 18.3 per cent for cereals, and 27.6
per cent for hay and forage. The typical fruit-growing fann has
a smaller-titan-average acreage but the use of fertilisers and
hired labour is much greater than average. We shall later have
~ion t? dwell on relationships of this type, which are typiical of capitalist countries with an intensive agriculture and which
are most stubbornly ignored by statisticians and economists.
But let us return to the ('intensive" states of the North. Not
only is expenditure on fertilisers-$1.30 per acre-in New England the highest and the average farm acreage the smallest (38.4
acres); expenditure on fertilisers is increasing at an especially
~pid ~ate. In the 10 years between 1899 and 1909, this expenditure mcreased from $0.53 per acre to $1.30, i.e., two and onehalf ?mes. Con8equent~y, here intensification of agriculture,
technical pr<>s:ress and unprovement of farming techniques are
extremely rapid. To get a more graphic picture of what this
means let us compare New England, the most intensive division
of the North, with West North Central, the most extensive division. In the latter division, ~cely any artificial fertilisers are
used at all (2:1 per cent of the farms and so.01 per acre); its
farm acreage is larger than that of any other division of America (.l~~ ac~es) , and is growing at a faster rate. This particular divlSlon lS usually taken as the model of capitalism in American agriculture-and this Mr. Hirr·mer -also does. As I shall
show in detail later on, this is incorrect. It is due to the crudest
m_?St primi.tive form of extensive agriculture being confused
with techmcally progressive intensive agriculture. In the West
!'forth Central division, the average farm is four times as big as
·in N~w England ~ ~ 48 acres as against 38.4), while average expend1ture on fert1hsers per user is only half as great: $41 as
against $82.
Hence, in actual practice there are instances of a substantial
:eduction in farm acreage being accompanied by a substantial
increase in expenditure on artificial fertilisers, so that "small"
production-if we continue, as a matter of routine to regard it
as being small in terms of acreage-turns out t~ be "large"
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in terms of the capital invested in the land. This is not an exception, but the rule for any country where extensive agriculture is
giving way to intensive agriculture. And this applies to all capitalist countries, so that when this typical, essential and fundamental characteristic of agriculture is ignored, the result is the
common error of . the votaries of small-scale agriculture who base
their judgement only on farm acreage.
7. MACHINERY AND HIRED
LABOUR IN AGRICULTURE

Let us consider another form of capital investment in land
which is technically different froq'l the form examined aboveimplements and machinery. All European agricultural statistics
provide irrefutable evidence that the larger• the farm acreage,
the· greater is the proportion of farms using all types of machines a_nd the greater the number of machines used. The superiority of big farms in this highly important respect has been established · beyond doubt. In this field, too, American statisticians
have a rather unconventional approach: neither implements nor
farm machinery are recorded separately, only their total value
being given. Such data may, of course, be less exact in each individual case, but taken as a whole they allow definite comparisons between divisions and between groups of farms-comparisons which are impossible with other kinds of data.
Below are the figures for farm implements and machinery
by divisions:
Value of Implements and machinery
(1909)

Divisions

Average
per farm
($)

(I)

'1!

.C:o

E-1 Z

New England • • .
Middle Atlantic • •

I

East North Central •
'West North Central •
The South (three divisions)
The West (two divisions)
The U.S.A .•••

Average per acre
ot all tarmland

<•>

.269
358

2.58
3.88

239
332
72·88-127
?69-350

2.28
1.59
0.71-0.92·0.95
0.83.f.29

199

f.44
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The former slave-owning South, the area of share-cropping,
occupies a bottom place in the use of ma~ery. ~h~. value
of implements and machinery per acre- for its three div1s1~ns-
is one-third, one-quarter, one-fifth of the figures for the intensive states of the North. The latter lead the rest and, in particular are far ahead of. the West North Central states, America's 'most agricultural area and her granary, which sup~rfi?ial
observers still frequently regard as a model area of cap1tahsm
and of the use of machinery.
It should be noted that the American statistical method of
'determining the value of machinery, as well as of land, f(ive-stock buildings, etc., per acre of all farmland and not per acre
of ~proved land, understates t;he superiority of the "intensive"
areas of the North and cannot, in general, be considered correct. The difference between the divisions in regard to the proportion of improved acreage is very great: in the West, it is as
low as 26.7 per cent for the Mountain states, and as high as
75.4 per cent for the East North Central states in the North.
For the purposes of economic statistics, improved land is undoubtedly of much greater importance than t?tal acre~e. In
New England, improved acreage in farms and its proportion of
the total has decreased substantially, especially since 1880,
probably under the impact of competition from t~e free lands
of the West (i.e., free from ground-rent, from tribute. to ~e
landowning gentry). At the same time, the use of mac~mery m
this division is very extensive and · the value of machinery per
acre of improved land is especially high. In 1910, it amounted
to $7 per acre, while in the Middle Atlantic states it was about
$5.50 and not more than $2-3 in the other divisions.
Again, the division with the smallest farms, in terms of acre·
age, turns out to have the largest capital investments in land in
the form of machinery.
Comparing the Middle Atlantic, one .of the. "intensive" divisions of the North, with the most extensive region of the North,
the West North Central, we discover that as far as improved
acreage per farm is concerned, that of the former is less than
half that of the latter-62.6 acres as against 148.0-while the
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value of machinery used is greater-$358 per farm against
$332. The smaller farms are thus larger enterprises in terms of
machinery used.
We still have to compare the data on the intensive nature
of agriculture with the data on the employment of hired labour.
I already gave these figures in brief above, in Chapter 5. We
must now examine them in greater. detail by divisions.
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65.8

277
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4.76
2.66

2.55
1.64

+86
+62

East North Central .
West North Central.
a..;: {South Atlantic • . .
..c: g East South Central .
~tf.l West South Central .

52.7
5t.O
42.0
31.6
35.6

199
240

i07
178

0.78
0.56
0.80
0.49
0.75

+11
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f..33
0.83
1.37
0.80
1.03

Pacific .••

46.8
58.0

547
694

2.95
3.47

2.42
1.92

+22
+80

The U.S.A..

45.9

223

t.36

0.86

+~

~~

Middle Atlantic

~o

Z

Q)

~{ Mount.am • .
CD

.cl~

~

•

+48
+7i
+63
+37

This shows, firstly, that capitalism is undoubtedly much more
developed in the agriculture of · the Northern intensive states
than in that of the extensive states; secondly, that in the former,
capitalism is developing faster than in the latter; thirdly, that
the division with the smallest farms, New England, has both the
highest level of development of capitalism in agriculture and
the highest rate of its development. There the increase of expenditure on hired labour per acre of improved land is 86 per
cent; the Pacific states come second in this respect. California,
where, as I have said, "small-scale" capitalist fruit-raising is
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rapidly developing, is also the leader in this respect among the
Pacific states.
The West North Centi-al division, with the largest farm acr.e ages (an average of 148 acres in 1910, counting improved land
only) and with the most rapid and steady growth of farm acreages since 1850, is commonly regarded as the "model" capitalist region of American agriculture. We have now seen that this
contention is profoundly erroneous. The extent to which hired
labour is used is certainly the best and most direct indicator of
the development of capitalism. And it tells us that America's
"granary", the region of the much vaunted "wheat factories",
which attract so much attention, is less capitalist than the industrial and intensiv~ly farmed region, where the indication of
agricultural progress is not an increase in improved acreage but
an increase in capital investmen~s in the land, together with
a simultaneous reduction of the acreage.
It is quite possible to imagine that with the use of machinery
the improvement of the "black soil" or unploughed virgin lands
in general can proceed very rapidly despite a small increase in
the employment of hired labour. In the West North Central
states expenditure on hired labour per acre of improved land
was S0.56 in 1899, and $0.83 in 1909, an increase of only 48
per cent. In New England, where the improved area is decreasing and not increasing and where the average size of farms is
decreasing and not increasing, expenditure on hired labour was
not only very much higher both in 1899 ($2.55 per acre) and
' in 1909 ($4.76 per acre), but had grown during the ·period at
a much faster rate ( +86 per cent).
The average farm in New England is one-fourth the size of
farms in the West North Central states (38.4 as against 148
acres), yet its average expenditure on hired labour is greater:
$277 as against $240. Consequently, the reduction in the size
of farms means. in such cases that a greater amount of capital
is invested in agriculture, and that the capitalist nature of agriculture is intensified; it signifies a growth of capitalism and capitalist production.
While the West North Central states, which comprise 34.3
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per cent of the total improved acreage in the U.S.A., are the
roost typical division of "extensive" capitalist agriculture, the
Mountain states offer an example of similar extensive farming
in conditions of the most rapid colonisation. Here less hired labour is e~ployed, in terms of the proportion of farms employing
Jabour, but the average expenditure on hired labour is very
much · higher than in the West North Central division. But in
the former the employment of hired lab-Our increased at a slower rate than in any other division of America (only +22 per
cent). This type of evolution was apparently due to the following conditions. In this division, colonisation and the distribution
of homesteads are extremely widespread. The area under crops
increased more than in any other division: by 89 per cent from
1900 to 1910. The settlers, the owners of the homesteads, naturally employ little hired labour, at any rate when starting their
farms. On the other hand, hired labour must be employed on a
very large scale, firstly, by some latifundia, which are especially
numerous in this division as in the West in general; and secondly, by farms raising special and highly capitalist crops. In some
states of this division, for instance, a very high proportion of
the total crop value comes from fruits (Arizona--6 per cent,
Colorado-IO per cent), and vegetables (Colorado-11.9 per
cent, Nevada-11.2 per cent), and so forth.
In summing up, I must say the following: Mr. Himmer's
assertion that "there are no areas where colonisation is no longer continuing, or where large-scale capitalist agriculture is not
being replaced by family-labour farms", is a mockery of the
truth, and entirely contrary to the actual facts. The New England division, where there is no colonisation at all, where farms
are smallest, where farming is most intensive, shows the highest
·level of capitalism in agriculture and the highest rate of capitalist development. This conclusion is most essential and basic
~or an understanding of the process of ·capitalist development
in agriculture in general, because the .Intensification of agriculture and the reduction in the average farm acreage that goes
with it is not some accidental, local, casual phenomenon, but
""e that is common to all civilised ci:>untries. Bourgeois econom-
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ists of every stripe make a host of mistakes when considering
data on the evolution of agriculture (as in Great Britain, Den.
mark, and Germany) because they are not familiar enough
with this general phenomenon, they have not given it enough
thought and have not understood or analysed it.
8. DISPLACEMENT OF SMALL BY BIG ENTERPRISF.s.
QUANTITY OF IMPROVED LAND

We have examined the major forms of the development of
capitalism in agriculture, and have seen how extremely varied
they are. The most important are: the break·up of the slaveholding latifundia in the South; the growth of large-scale extensive farming operations in the extensive area of the North;
the most rapid development of capitalism in the intensive area
of the North, where farms are, on the average, the smallest. The
facts incontrovertibly prove that in some cases · the development
of capitalism is indicated by an increase in farm acreage and in
others by an increase in the number of farms. In view of such
a state of affairs we learn nothing from · the returns on average farm acreages summarised for the country as a whole.
What then is the net result of the various local and agricultural peculiarities? An indication is given by the data on
hired labour. The growing employment of hired labour
is a general process transcending all these peculiarities. But
in the vast majority of civilised countries agricultural statistics, paying tribute, intentionally or otherwise, to prevailing·
bourgeois notions and prejudices, either fail to furnish any systematic information on hired labour at all, or give it only for
the most recent period (e.g., German Agricultural Census of
1907), so that it is impossible to make a comparison with the
past. I shall show in detail elsewhere that in the elaboration and
tabulation of the returns of hired labour American statistics
changed markedly for the worse between 1900 and 1910.
The most common and most popular method of presenting
statistical summaries in America and most other countries is to
compare big and small farms by acreage. I shall now proceed
to a consideration of these data.
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In grouping fa.n:Ils by acreage, American statisticians take
total acreage and not just the improved area, which would, of
course, be the more correct method, and is the one employed by
German statisticians. No reason is given why seven groups
(under 20 acres, 20 to 49, 50 to 99, 100 to 174, 175 to 499, 500
to 999, 1,000 and over) are used to tabulate the returns of the
1910 Census in the United States. Statistical routine must apparently have been of paramount consideration. I shall call the
100-to-174-acre group-medium, because it consists mostly of
homesteads (the official size of a homestead is 160 acres), and
also because landholdings . of this size usually give the farmer
the greatest degree of "independence" and require the least em·
ployment of hired labour. The groups above that I shall call
large or capitalistic because, as a general rule, they do not manage without hired labour. Farms with 1,000 acres and over I
shall regard as latifundia-of ·which three-fifths is unimproved
land in the North, nine-tenths, in the South, and two-thirds,
in the West. Small farms are those with less than 100 acres;
how much economic independence they have is evident from
the fact that in three groups, from the bottom up, 51 per cent,
43 per cent and 23 per cent of the farms respectively are recorded as having no horses. It goes without saying that this characteristic should not be taken in an absolute sense and should
not be applied to all divisions or to localities with specific conditions without a special analysis.
I am unable to give here the returns for all the seven groups
in the main sections of the United States, for this would overload the, text with an excessive number of figures. I shall, therefore, merely outline the basic distinctions between the North,
the South and the West, and give the full returns only for the
United States as a whole. We should not lose sight of the fact
that three-fifths (60.6 per cent) of all the improved land is in
the North; less than one-third (31.5 per cent), in the South;
and under one-twelfth (7.9 per cent) , in the West.
The most striking distinction between the three main sections is that the capitalist North has the smallest number of latifundia, although their number, their total acreage, and their
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improved acreage are on the increase. In 1910, 0.5 per cent of
the farms in the North were of 1,000 acres and over; these big
farms had 6.9 per cent of all the land and 4.1 per cent of the
improved land. The South had 0.7 per cent of such farms, with
23.9 per cent of the total acreage and 4.8 per cent of the improved acreage. In the West there were 3.9 per cent of such
farms, owning 48.3 per cent of the total acreage, and 32.3 per
cent of the improved acreage. This is a familiar picture: the
slave-holding latifundia of the South, and the even vaster latifundia of the West, the latter being partly the foundation of
the most extensive stock-raising, and party reserve tracts of land
occupied by "settlers" and resold or (less often) leased to real
farmers improving the "Far West".
America demonstrates clearly that . it would be imprudent to
confuse the latifundia with large-scale capitalist agriculture, and
that the latifundia are frequently survivals of pre-capitalist relationships-slave-owning, feudal or patriarchal A break-up, a
parcelling out of the latifundia, is taking place both in the South
and in the West. In the North, the total farm acreage increased
by 30. 7 million acres, of which only 2.3 million is accounted for
by latifundia, while 32.2 million belongs to big, capitalist farms
(175 to 999 acres). In the South, the total acreage was reduced
by 7.5 million. The latifundia decreased by 31.8 million acres.
On the small farms there was an increase of 13 million, and on
the medium farms, 5 million acres. In the West, the total acreage increased by 17 million; among the latifundia there was a
decrease of 1.2 million; on the small farms, an increase of 2
million; medium, 5 million; large, 11 million acres.
The improved acreage increased in the latifundia of all three
sections: substantially in the North ( +3.7 million acres= +47.0
per cent), very slightly in the South ( + 0.3 million= + 5.5 per
cent), and more in the West ( + 2.8 million=+ 29.6 per cent).
But in the North, the maximum increase in the improved acreage occurred on the large farms ( 175 to 999 acres); in the
South, on the small and medium; in the West, on the large and
medium. Hence, it is the large farms that are increasing their
share of the improved land in the North, and the small and in
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part the medium farms, in the South and the West. This picture
fully corresponds to what we already know about the different
conditions in these sections. In the South, there is a growth of
small-scale commercial farming at the expense of the disintegrating slave-holding latifundia; the process is similar in the West,
except that the break-up of even larger latifundia, which had
their origin not in slave-holding but in extensive stock ranches
and pre-empted tracts, is not as pronounced. Moreover, American statisticians say the following about the Pacific division:
"The great development of small fiuit and other farms on
the Pacific coast, due, in part at least, to irrigation projects
organised in recent years, reflected in the increase in small farms
of less than 50 acres in the Pacific diviiion" (Vol. V, p. 264).
The North has neither slave-holding nor "primitive" latifundia, there is no disintegration of them, no growth of the small
farms at the expense of the large.
The process for the United States as a whole appears as
follows:
Number of
Size groups (acres)

farms
(000)

. 19()()

..

1910

Ditto
(per cent)
19()()

1910

U.7
21.9
23.8
24.8
15.1
1.8
0.8

i3 .2
22.9
22.6
23.8
15.4
2.0
0.8

Under 20
20 to 49
50 to 99
100 to 174 .
175 to 499.
500 to 999.
1,000 and over

674
839
1,258 1,415
i,366 1,438
1,422 1,516
978
868
103
125
47
50

Totals. • . • .

5, 738 6,361 100.0 iOO.O

Increase
or decrease

+1.5
+ 0.3
-1.2
-1.0
+0.3
+0.2

Thus, the number of latifundia in proportion to the total
number of farms remains unchanged. The most characteristic
change in the relationship between the other groups is the reduction in the number of medium-size farms and the strengthening
of the farms at both ends. The medium-size group ( 100 to 174
acres) and its smaller neighbour have loot ground. The smallest
and the small farms show the greatest gains, and are followed
by the large-scale capitalist farms ( 175 to 999 acres).
Let us take a look at the total acreage.
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Size groups
(acres)

All farmland
(000 acres)
1900

Ditto
(per cent)

1910

1900

1910

Under 20 • • • • . • •

20 to 49 • • • • . . •
50 to 99
100 to 174
1.75 to 499
500 to 999
1,000 and over

7 .181
41.,536
98,592
i92,680
232,955
67,864
197,784

8,794
45,378
103, 121
205,481
265,289
83,653
167,082

0.9
5.0
11.8
23.0
27.8
8.1
23.6

1,0
5.2
H.7
23.4
30.2
9.5
19.0

1'otals • • • • •

838,592

878,798 100.0 100.0

Increase
or
decrease

+0.1
+0.2
-0.1.
+0.4
+2.4
+1.4
-4.6

Here we find above all a very substantial reduction in the
share of total acreage held by the latifundia. It should be borne
in mind that an absolute reduction is taking place only in the
South and the West, where the proportion of unimproved land
in the latifundia in 1910 was 91.5 per cent and 77.1 per cent
respectively. There was also an insignificant decrease in the
share of the top small group in the total acreage (---0.1 per
cent in the 50-to-99-acre size group). The greatest increase was
shown by the large-scale capitalist groups, the 175-to-499-acre
and the 500-to-999-acre groups. There was a relatively small
increase in the share of the very small groups in the acreage.
The medium group ( 100 to 174 acres) was practically stagnant ( +0.4 per cent).
Let us now take a look at the improved acreage.

Size groups
(acres)

Under 20
20 to 49

50 to 99
100 to 174 •
175 to 499 •
500 to 999 . . • •
1.000 and over.
Totals. • • • • • • • •

ImJ?roved land
in farms
(000 acres)
1900
1910

1900

1910

6,440
7,992
33,001.
36,596
67,345 71,155
118,391 . 128,854
135,530 161,775
29,474 40,817
24;317 31,263

1.6
8.0
16.2
28.6
32.7
7.1
5.9

1.7
7.6
14.9
26.9
33.8
8.5
6.5

414,498

Ditto
(per cent)

478,452 100.0 100.0

Increase
or
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The size of the farming enterprise is indicated with some
degree of approximation and allowing for certain exceptions to
which I have referred and shall refer again below-only by
the improved and not the total acreage. Once again we find
that while the share of the total acreage held by the latifundia
substantially decreased, their share of the improved acreage
increased. In general, all the capitalistic groups gained ground,
and most of all the SOO·to-999-acre group. The largest reduction was in the medium-size group (- J.7 per cent), followed
by all the small groups, with the exception of the srnallcst, the
group under 20 acres, which showed · a negligible increase
( +0.1 per cent).
Let us note in advance that the smallest-size group (under
20 acres) . includes farms of less than 3 acres, which are not
included in American statistics unless they raise at least $250
worth of products a year. For that reason these tiny farms (of
less than 3 acres) have a greater volume of production and a
more highly developed capitalist character than the next group
up the scale. To illustrate this point here are the returns for
1900-unfortunately the corresponding returns for 1910 are not
available: .
Average per farm:
Improved
land
(acres)

Size groups
(l 900)
(acres)

Under 3.
3 to 10
0 to 20.
to 50 • •

..

1. 7
5.6
12.6
26.2

Value
or all
products

Value o f
Outlays
Imp le·
on hired ments and
labour machinery

(')

(8)

592
203
236
324

77
18
16
18

(')

53
42
41

54

Value

ot live
stock
($)

867
101
116
172

decrease

+0.1.
-0.4
-1.3
-1.7
+t.1
+1.4
+o.6

Even the 3-to--10-acre farms, to say nothing of farms with
less than 3 acres, turn out in some respects to be "larger" (outlays on hired labour, value of implements and machinery) than
the 10-to-20-acre farms.* Consequently, there is good reason to

* For 1900 we have returns by size groups for the number of
high-income farms, i.e., farms with a product valued over 2,500. Here
are these figures: among farms of less than 3 acres, the proportion of
high-income farms was 5.2 per cent; 3 to 10 acres-0.6 per cent; 10 to
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attribute the increase -in the share of the total improved land
held by farms under 20 acres to an increase in the improved
land of the pronounced capitalist-type fanns of the smallestsize group.
On the whole, the returns for 1900 and 1910 on the distribution of improved .land in the U.S.A. between small and large
farms warrant this absolutely definite and indubitable conclusion: the large farms are becoming stronger, the medium and
the .sm':1l farms, weaker. Hence, insofar as the capitalist or noncap1tahst character of agriculture can be deduced from the data
relating to farms grouped by acreage, the United States in the
last. de~ade shows, as a general rule, a growth of the large-scale,
cap1tahst farms and the obliteration of small farms.
The statistics on the increase in the number of farms and the
i~proved acreage in each group will confirm this conclusion :
Size groups

(acres)

Under 20 .
20 to 49 .
50to99.
100 to 174
175 to 499
500 to 990 . .
i,000 and over

Increase for 1900· 1o
,{per cent)
Number
Improved
o~ farms
acreage

+24.5
+12.5
+ 5.3

+ 6.6

+12.7
+22.2

+ 6.3

+24.1
+ 10.9
+ 5.7
+ 8.8
+ 19.4
+ 38.5
+28.6

9. CONTINUED. STATISTICS ON THE VALUE
OF FARMS

American statistics, unlike European statistics, determine, for
each farm and each group of farms, the value of the various
elements making up the farming enterprise-the land, buildings, implements, livestock and the enterprise as a whole. These
data are probably not quite as accurate as the data relating to
acreage, but generally speaking they are equally reliable, and in
addition give some idea of the general state of capitalism in
agriculture.
In order to supplement the above analysis I shall now take
the data relating to the total value of farms with all their agricultural property, and also the data on the value of implements
and machinery. I single out implements and machinery from
among the various elements of the enterprise because they are
a direct indication of the agricultural operations being conducted, and of how they are being conducted, i.e., whether more or
less intensively, and whether they employ technical improvements to a greater or lesser extent. Here are the figures for the
U.S.A.:
Percentage distribution of value
Size groups
(acres)

20 acres-0.4 per cent; 20 to 50 acres--0-3 per cent; 50 to 100- 0.6
per cent; 100 to 175- 1.4 per cent; 175 to 260-5.2 per cent; 260 to
500-12.7 per cent ; 500 to 1,000-24.3 per cent; 1,000 and over-39.5
per cent. We find the proportion of high-income farms in all the under20-acre groups to be g reater than in the 20-to-50 acre group.

Under 20 .
20 to 49 .
50 to 99 .
100 to 1.74 .

175 to 499 .
500 to 999 .

1, 000 and over
Total.

Increase
Increaae Implements
or
or decrease and machinery decrease
1900 t910
1910

All property

on farma

t900

Overall increase

+10.9
-j)-15.4
The_ largest percentage increase in the improved acreage took
place m the two topmost groups. The least increase occurred
in the medium-size group and the next smaller group (50 to 99
acre~). In the two smallest groups the percentage increase in
the improved acreage was less than the percentage increase in
the number of farms.
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3.8
7.9
16.8

28.0
30.5
5.9
7.8

3.7
7.3
14.6
27.1
33.3
7.1
6.9

.. 100.0 iOO.O

-0.t
-0.6
-2.1
-0.9
+2.8
+i.2
.-0.4

3.8 3.7
9.1 8.5
19.3 17.7
29.3 ·28.9
27.1 30.2
5.1 6.3
6.2 4.7

-0.1
-0.6
-1.6
-0.4
+3.1
+1.2
-1.5

100.0 iOO.O

The absolute figures show that from, 1900 to 1910 the value
of alf farm property more than. doubled; it jncreased from
$20,440 million to $40,991 million, i.e., 100.5 per cent. The rise
in the prices of farm products and rents put millions and thou-
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sands of millions of dollars into the pockets of the landowners
at the expense of the working class. What were the comparative
gains of the small and the big .£arms? The above figures supply
the answer. They show that the latifundia declined (their total
acreage fell from ~3.6 per cent to 19.0 per cent, or 4.6 per
cent), and that the small and medium-siz~ farms are bemg displaced by the large, capitalist farms ( 175 to 999 acres). Adding
up the figures for the small and medium farms we find that
their share in the total property decreased from 56.4 to 52. 7 per
cent. Adding up the figures for the large farms and the latifundia we find that their share increased from 43.7 per cent to 47.3
per cent. There were absolutely identical changes in the distribution of the total value of implements and machinery between
the small and large farms.
We also ol:>serve the phenomenon noted above in the figures
relating to the latifundia. Their decline is limited to two sections: the South and the West. It is a decline, on the one hand,
of the slave-holding latifundia, and on the other, of the primitive-squatter and the primitive-extensive latifundia. We find a
growth of latifundia in the populated industrial North: this
applies to the number of fanns of this type, their total acreage,
their improved acreage, their share in the total value of all farm
property (2.5 per cent in 1900; 2.8 per cent in 1910), and their
share in the t9tal value of all implements and machinery.
There is moreover a growth of the role of the latifundia not
only throughout the North in general but also in both the
intensive divisions of the North in particular, where there is
absolutely no colonisation, namely, New England and the Middle Atlantic states. These divisions must be analysed in greater
detail because, for one thing, they have misled Mr. Himmer and
many others by the particularly small average size of their farms
and a reduction of that size, and, for another, these most intensive divisions are most typical of the older, long settled, civilised
countries of Europe.
Between 1900 and 1910, the number of farms, the total acreage and the improved acreage decreased in both these divisions.
In New England, there was an increase only in the number of
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the smallest farms, those under 20 acres, by ~2.4 per cen~ (the
improved land on them increased by 15.5 per cent)! a~d m the
number of latifundia-by 16.3 per cent, and their rmproved
acreage by 26.8 per cent. In the Middle Atlantic states. there
was an increase in the smallest farms ( + 7.7 per cent m the.
number, and+2.5 per cent in the improved acreage) and also
in the number of the 175-to-499-acre farms ( + 1.0 per cent)
and the improved land on the 500-to-999~acre farms ( + 3.8 per
cent). In . both divisions, there was an increase in the share of
the smallest farms and the share of 1the latifundia in the total
value of all farm property and also of' implements and machi_nery. Here are some figures which give a clearer and fuller picture of each of these divisions:
Percentage increase from 1900 to 1910
Size eroups
(acres)

Middle Atlantic
New England
Value of
Value of
Value of
Value of
lmplemehta
Implements all farm
all farm
property and machinery prop~rty and macblnery

Under 20 .
20 to 49 .
50 to 99 .
100 to 174
175 to 499
500 to 999
1,000 and over, .

60.9
31.4
27.5
30.3
33.0
53.7
102.7

48.9
30.3
31.2
38.5
44.6
53.7
60.5

45.8
28.3
23.8
24.9
29.4
31.5
74.4

42.9
37.0'
39.9
43.8
54.7
50.8
65.2

Totals . . . . .

35.6

39.0

28.1

44.1

This makes it clear that in both divisions it was the latifundia
that gained most ground, showed the greatest economic gains,
and made the greatest technic~l advance. Here the .largest capitalist enterprises are displacing the others, th~ smaller farms: A
minimum increase in the value of all property and also of implements and machinery is evident in the medium-siz: ~roup
and in the small group, but not in the smallest. Hence, it is the
medium and small farms that mostly lag behind.
As for the smallest farms (under 20 acres), their advance in
both divisions is above the average, and second only to the
latifundia. We already know the reason: 31 to 33 per cent of the
crop value in both these intensive divisions comes from the
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highly capitalist crops (vegetables, and also fruits, flowers, etc.)
which yield extremely great values on very small acreages. In
these divisions, cereal crops account for only 8 to 30 per cent
of the crop value; and hay and forage, 31 to 42 per cent; there
is a growth of dairy farming which is characterised by smallerthan-average acreages, but a greater-than-average value of produce and capital outlays on hired labour.
In the most intensive divisions, there is a decrease in the
average improved acreage in farms because the average is obtained by combining the acreage of the latifundia and that of
the smallest farms, the number of which is increasing more rapidly than that of the medium-size fanns. The smallest farms are
increasing in number faster than the latifundia. But there is a
dual growth of capitalism: it increases the size of farms worked
by old technical methods; and creates new enterprises raising
special commercial crops on very small and tiny acreages, with
an extremely great volume of production and employment of
hired labour.
The net result is the greatest gains by the latifundia and the
giant farms, the obliteration of the medium and small farms,
and the growth of the smallest highly capitalist enterprises.
We shall -presently see how the net result of such contradictory-seemingly contradictory-phenomena of capitalism in agriculture can be expressed in statistical terms.
10. DEFECTS OF CONVENTIONAL MEmons
OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS.
MARX ON THE PECULIA:RITIES OF AGRICULTURE

The grouping of farms by acreage, total or improved, is the
only kind of grouping which was used in the American Census
reports for 1910, and which is · used in the great majority of
European countries. Generally speaking, it is indisputable that
apart from fiscal, bureaucratic and administrative reasons there
are scientific considerations arguing the need and correctness
of this kind of grouping. Still it is obviously inadequate for it
completely fails to take account of the intensification of agricu.1-
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ture, the increasing expenditure of capital_per unit of area in
the form of livestock, machinery, improved seeds, better methods of crop cultivation, etc. Meanwhile, with the exception of
a very few areas and countries with a primitive or purely extensive agriculture, it is this very process that is most typical of
capitalist countries everywhere. For this reason the grouping of
farms by acreage in the vast majority of cases · gives an oversimplified and entirely inadequate picture of agricultural development in general, and of capitalist development in agriculture in
particular.
When. the verbose economists and statisticians who express
the most popular bourgeois views hold forth on, the dissimilarity
of cor;iditions in agriculture and industry, the specific nature
of the former, and · so on and so forth, one is always tempted
to ~y: Gentlemen! You yourselves are most to blame for maintaining and spreading oversimplified and crude notions of evolution in agriculture! Remember Marx's Capital. In it you will
flnd references to the extreme variety of foml.s of land ownership, such as feudal, clan, communal (and primitive-squatter),
state, etc., which capitalism encounters when it makes its appearance on the historical scene. Capital subordinates to . itself
all these varied forms of land ownership and remoulds them
after its own fashion, and if one is to understand, evaluate and
express this process in statistical terms, one must learn to modify the formulation of the question and the methods of investigation in accordance with the changing form of the process.
Capitalism subordinates to itself all these forms of land ownership: communal-allotnient holdings in Russia; squatter tracts or
holdings regulated by free distribution in a democratic or a feudal state, as in Siberia or the American Far West; the slaveholding estates in the Americ'an South, and the semi-feudal landholdings of the "purely Russian" gubernias. In all these cases,
the development and victory of capitalism is similar, though
not identical in form. In order to study and understand the precise nature of the process one must go beyond the trite pettybourgeois phrases about "family farming" or_the routine methods
of comparing acreage alone.
6-568
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You will also find that Marx analyses the origin of the capitalist type of ground-rent and its relationship to its forerunners
in history, such as rent in kind, labour service ( corvee and its
survivals); money-rent (quit-rent, etc.). But who among the
bourgeois or petty-bourgeois, Narodnik, economists or statisticians has given any serious thought to applying these theoretical
guiding principles of Marx's to an investigation of the rise of
capitalism from the slave-holding economy of the American
South, or from the corvee economy in central Russia?
Finally, you will find throughout Marx's analysis of groundrent systematic references to the varied conditions of agriculture
engendered not only by the differences in quality and location
of ·t he land, but also by the differences in the amount of capital
invested in it. Now what does application of capital to land imply? It implies technical changes in agriculture, its intensification, the transition to higher systems of field cropping, increased
use of artificial fertilisers, the wider use and improvement
of implements and machinery, greater employment of hired
labour, etc. A_ record of the acreage alone will not express all
these complex and varied processes, which all combine to make
up the general process of the development of capitalism in agriculture.
Russian Zemstvo statistiCians, especially those of the "good
old" pre-revolutionary days, won universal respect because they
avoided the routine approach and took a certain scientific interest in their business, going beyond its purely fiscal, bureaucratic and administrative aspects. They were probably the first statisticians to notice the inadequacy of· grouping farms by acreage
alone, and, accordingly, introduced other methods of classification, such as by sown area, number of draught animals, employment of hired labour, etc. Unfortunately, the sporadic and scat·
tered operations of our Zemstvo statistics-in the past' ever what
you might call an oasis in the desert of feudal obscurity, bureaucratic routine, and every kind of stupid red-tapism-have not
yielded any long-term results either for Russian or European
econoniics.
It should be noted that the grouping of the returns canvassed
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in modern agricultural censuses is not such a purely technical or
highly specialised question as may appear at firs_t sight.
The returns contain an immense wealth of complete information on each enterprise as a unit, but due to the clumsy, thought·
less routine approach to tabulation and grouping, this extremely 'valuable material is all lost, wasted, and discoloured,
which often makes it practically useless for any study of the
laws of agricultural evolution. The returns make it possible to
say quite categorically whether a farm is a capitalist enterprise,
and to what extent; whether its farming operations are intensive, and to what degree, etc.; but when data relating to millions of farms are tabulated the most essential distinctions, features and characteristics-which ought to be most eflectively
brought out, determined and taken into account-tend to disap·
pear, so that all the economist gets, instead of a sensible statistical review, is routine, meaningless columns of figures, a kind
of statistical "game of digits".
The American Census of 1910 with which we are now concerned is an excellent example of how first-class material of sur·
passing wealth and completeness has been devalued and spoiled
by th~ routine approach and scientific ignorance of the statisticians. The processing is very much worse than in the 1900
Census, and even the traditional grouping of farms by acreage ·
has not been fully carried out, so that we have no possibility of
making a comparison between the enterprises in the various groups,
say, as regards their employment of hired labour, the difference
in their systems of field cropping, the use of fertilisers, etc.
I am compelled, therefore, to turn to the 1900 Census. It
gave, to my knowledge, the world's only e:Xample of the use of
three different methods, instead of one, to group or "classify"
(as the Americans say) the great abundance of material on more
than five and a half million farms, collected in a single country,
at a single time, anq under a single programme.
It is true that here, too, no classification gives all the essential
characteristics of the type and size of farm. Still the resultant
picture of capitalist agriculture an.cl the capitalist evolution of
agriculture is, as I hope to show, very much fuller, and reflects
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the real situation much more correctly than can ever be the case
when the conventional, one-sided and inadequate single method
of classification is used. ·Given the opportunity for a fuller study
of facts and trends, which may be safely considered common
to all the capitalist countries of the world, the·most serious errors
'.111d dogmas of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois, Narodnik political economy are shown up and exposed.
Since the data in question are so important I shall. have to
examine them in greater detail . and employ statistical tables
more frequently than hitherto. Realising fully that statistical tables
burden the text and make reading more diffic1,1lt, I have tried
to keep them down to a minimum, and hope the reader will
be lenient with me if I now have to increase that minimum for
on the analysis of the points examined here depends not 'only
the general conclusion on the principal question-the trend,
type, character and law of evolution of modern agriculture--but
also the general assessment of the data furnished by modern agricultural statistics which are so often cited and just as often
distorted.
The first grouping-"by acreage"-gives the following picture of American agriculture in 1900:

It is safe to say that the statistics of any capitalist countrythe inessential particulars apart-would present an absolutely
similar picture. This is confirmed by the latest censuses in Germany, Austria, Hungary, Switz.erland and Denmark. As total
farm acreage increases from group to group, there is also an
increase in the average improved acreage, the average value of
the produce, the value of implements and machinery, the value
of livestock (I have omitted these figures) and the expenditure on hired labour (earlier on I pointed out the significance
of the slight exception of the under-3-acre farms and in part of
the 3-to-10-acre farms) .
It would seem that it could not be otherwise. The increase in
expenditure on hired labour appears to confirm beyond any
doubt that the division of farms into large and small on the
strength of acreage is entirely in accord with their division into
capitalist and non-capitalist enterprises. Nine-tenths of the usual
arguments about "small-scalt( agriculture are based on identification in this way and on such data.
Let us now consider the average per acre of (all) land,
instead of per farm:
Per acre of all land in dollars

Avuage
per !arm

Slr.e groups
(acres)

Under 3
3 t.o 10 .
10 to 20.
20 to 50 .
50 to 100
100 to 175
175 to 260 ..
260 to 500
500 to 1000.
1 , 000 and over
Average for all farms -

..... .,e
~

6t

., "'
~t

'd

8";

~~
e""!:!<>

5<> .....

1:loi

Pc

Pc ...

.....
.... .....
., 0

0

-·

~.,

,_"'

.. ..
""-

c::::S

..
""'-

.,o,8
Clfotj

O.Q~

. '8w.

Size groups (acres)

.§"'~

Po>
..
oe -:i
Os;~
.,
.,_
8;

-8
::s.--. .>'d
"'::s

;: f

0.7
1.7
77
4.0 0.2 5.6
18
7.1 0.7 12.6
16
21.9 4.9 26.2 . 18
23.8 11.7 49.3
33
24.8 22.9 83.2
60
8.5 12.3 129.0, 109
6.6 15.4 191.4 166
1.8 8.1 287.5 312
0.8 23.8 520.0 1,059
72.3

• Lees than 0.1 g:;r cent.
•• Excluding pro ucc used as teed.

6

..:! 97j

"' Q)"'

>"a.El

592
53
203
.42
236
41
324
54
503 106
721
155
1,054 211
1,354 263
1,913 377
5,334 1,222
656 133
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Under 3 •
3 to
1.0.
10 to
20.
20 to
50.
50 to 100.
100 to 175.
175 to 260.
260 to 500.
500 to 1.000 •
1,000 and over

Outlays on Outl11ys on
hired lafertilisers
hour

40.30
2.95
1.12
0.55
0.46
0.45
0.52
0.48
0.47
0.25

2.36
0.60
0.33
0.20
O.i2
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.02

Value or
livestock

456.76
16.32
8.30
5.21
4.51
4.09
3.96
3.61
3.16
2.15

Value or
lmplements and
machinery

27.57 .
6.71
2.95
i.65
1.47
1.14
LOO

0.77
0.57
0.29

Allowing for some absolutely negligible exceptions we find a
uniform decline in the characteristics of intensive farming from
the lower groups to the higher.
The conclusion appears to be incontrovertible that "small-
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scale" production in agriculture is more intensive than largescale production, that the smaller the "scale" of production, the
greater the intensity and productivity of agriculture, and that,
"consequently", capitalist production in agriculture is maintained only by the extensive, primitive nature of the economy, etc.
In fact, the same conclusions are being drawn all the time, on
every hand, in all bourgeois and petty-bourgeois {opportunist"Marxist" and Narodnik) writings, for when farms are grouped
by acreage {which is not only the most common but practically
the only kind of grouping done) tht; picture will be similar for
any capitalist country, that is, it will show the same decline in
characteristics of intensive agriculture from the lower groups to
the higher. There is, for instance, the celebrated work of the
celebrated Eduard David-Socialism ·and Agriculture-a collection of bourgeois prejudices and bourgeois lies under the cover
of quasi-socialist catchwords. It uses just that kind of data to
prove the "superiority'', "viability", etc., of "small-scale" production.
One factor has especially facilitated such conclusions. It is
that data similar to the above are ordinarily available on the
quantity of livestock; but practically nowhere are data collected
on hired labour~specially in such · a summarised form as expenditure on hired labour. But it is precisely the data. on hired
labour that reveal the incorrectness of all such conclusions. Iri
effect, if the increase, say, in the value of livestock {or the total
number of animals, which is .t he same thing) per unit of area
down the scale is taken as evidence of the "superiority" of
"small-scale" agriculture, it should be borne in mind that as
we go down the scale this "superiority" turns out to be connected
with increasing expenditure on hired labour! But such an increase in the expenditure on hired labour-notice that we have
all along been dealing with values per unit of area, per acre,
per hectare, per dessiatine-signifies a growth of the capitalist
nature of the enterprise! But the capitalist nature of the enterprise clashes with the popular notion of "small-scale" production because small-scale production implies enterprise which is
not based on hired labour.
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This seems to create a knot of contradictions. The overall
acreage returns for the size groups indicate that the "small"
farms are non-capitalist, whereas the big fanns are. Yet the Very
same data show that the "smaller" the enterprise, the more intensive it is, and the larger its expenditure on hired labour per
unit of land area!
In order to explain this let us consider another type of group·
ing.
11. A MORE EXACT COMPARISON
OF SMALL AND LARGE ENTERPRISES

As I have already said, American statisticians in this case
take the value of the products raised on the fann, less those
used as feed. Taken alone, these data, which appear to be available only in American statistics, are, of course, less exact than
the figureti for acreage or livestock, and the like. But considered
as a whole, in relation to several million farms, and especially
for the purpose of determining the relative standing of the various groups of farms in the country, these data undoubtedly cannot be regarded as less suitable than the rest. At any rate, these
data are a much more direct indication than any others of the
scale of production, especially commercial operations, i.e., the
value of the. produce raised for the market. It should be borne
in mind that any discussion of agricultural evolution and its
laws centres on a consideration of small-scale and large-scale
production.
What is more, in such cases the point is always the evolution
of agriculture under capitalism, in connection with capitalism,
under its impact, or the like. To evaluate this impact the greatest efforts. must above all be made to draw a line of distinction
between "natural" and commercial economy in agriculture. It
is well known that "natural" economy, ~.e., production for consumption on the home farm and not for the market, has a relatively important part to play in agriculture, and is giving way
to commercial fanning at an extremely slow pace. If the accepted principles of political economy are not to be applied me-
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chanically but intelligently, the law of the displacement of
small-scale by large-scale production, for instance, can be applied only to commercial agriculture. It is hardly likely that
anyone will object to this proposition from the theoretical standpoint. However, it is the rare economist or statistician who will
make a special effort to bring out, trace and as far as possible
take into account the characteristics indicative of the transformation of natural into commercial agriculture. A great step
towards meeting this most important theoretical requirement is
made by the classification of farms according to the money
value produce not used for feed.
Let us note that, when considering the undeniable fact that
small-scale production is being displaced by large-scale production in industry, enterprises are always grouped according to the
value of their product or the number of wage-workers employed.
In industry, due to its technical peculiarities, the matter is much
simpler. In agriculture, because relationships are so much more
complicated and intertwined, it is a great deal harder to determine the scale of operations, the value of the product and the
extent to ~vhich hired labour is employed. For the last-named
item, it is necessary to take account of the total annual employment of hired labour and not merely the amount on hand when
a census is taken, for agricultural operations are of an especially
"seasonal" nature; in addition, it is necessary to list not"only the
penna~ent hired labourers but also the day-labourers who play
a most important part in farming. To say that this is difficult is
not to say that it is impossible. Rational methods of investigation adapted to the technical peculiarities of agriculture, including classification by output, the money value of the product, and
the frequency and amount of hired labour employed, will have
to be used on a much wider scale, in spite of the thick maze
of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois prejudices and the efforts to
embellish bourgeois realities. And it may be safely said that
any step forward in the use of rational methods of investigation will serve to confirm the truth that in capitalist society
small-scale production is being displaced by large-scale production both in industry and agriculture.
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Let us take 1900 returns for the groups of farms in America classified according to the value of their product:
Average per farm
Farms classified by value
or product(~)

0
50
1 and under
50 and under 100
iOO and under 250
250 and under 500
500 and under 1,000
i,000 and under 2,500
Over 2.soo
Average for all farms

Numher Acreage of farms
(peN·entnge
of total)

0.9
2.9
5.3
21.8
27 .9
24.0
14.5
2.7

1.8 .
1.2
2.1
10.1

18.1
23.6

23.2
1.9.9

Improved
acreage

33.4
18.2
20.0
29.2
48.2
84.0
150.5
322.3

72.3

Hired
labour

($)

24
4
4

7

18

52
158
786

Imi:lements and
machinery

($)

54
24
28
42
78
154
283
781
133

The farms reporting no income, i.e., with a $0 value of product, probably consist ·primarily of newly occupied hom~st~ads
on which their owners had not yet had time to erect bu1ldmgs,
acquire livestock or sow and raise a crop. In a country like America, where colonisation is still in progress on such a vast scale,
special importance attaches to the question of how long a farmer has been in possession of his farm.
.
.
Leaving aside the zero-income farms, we get a picture quite
similar to the one obtained above by grouping the same data according to total farm acreage. As the value of the product rai~d
on a fa~m increases, there is also an increase in the average improved acreage, the average expenditure on hired labour, and
the average value of implements and machinerr. By an? large,
the more profitable farms-in terms of gross mcome, i.e., the
value of their total product-turn out to have the larger acreage. It would appear that the new me~hod of grouping has not
yielded anything new at all.
But now let us take the averages (the value of livestock and
implements, expenditure on hired labour and fertilisers) per
acre instead of per farm:
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Per acre of all land (S)
Parma clauffled by
value ot product

(S)

i and
50 and
mo and
250 and
!JOO and
1,000 and
Over 2,500

0
under
50
under 100
under 250
under 500
under 1, 000
under 2,500

Outlays on Outlays on
hlrrd la.
fertilisers
bour

0.08
0.06
0.08
O.H

0.19
0.36
0.67
0.72

0.01
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.06

llve.~tock

Value of
Imp le.
ments And
machinery

2.97
1.78
2.01
2.46
3.00
3.75
4.63
3.98

0.19
0.38
0.48
0.62
0.82
1.07
1.21
0.72

Value of

The exceptions in some respects are the zero-income farms
which in general are in a very Special position, and the farm~
with the highest incomes, which turn out to be less intensive
than the next group, judging by three out of the four characteristics we have chosen. But on the whole we find a uniform
increase in the intensity of agriculture with the increase in the
value of the farm product.
This result is the very opposite of the one obtained when
farms were grouped by acreage.
The same figures yield diametrically different conclusions
depending on the method of grouping.
'
As the enterprise grows in size the intensity of agriculture
declines-if the criterion is acreage, and increases-if the criterion is the value of the product.
Which of these two conclusions is the correct one?
. It is cl.ear that if the land is not being improved, acreage
gives no idea at all of the scale of agricultural operations (we
must not forget that in America farms are grouped not only
according to the improved acreage, but also by the total acreage
and that in that country the proportion of the improved acreage
ranges from 19 .to 91 per cent in the farm groups, and from 27
to 75 per cent, m the geographical' divisions); it gives no correct
idea at all if besides this are so many substantial differences between farms in the methods of cultivation, the intensity of agriculture, the methods of field cropping, quantities of fertilisers,
the use of machinery, the character of livestock farming, etc.
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This is known to apply to all capitalist countries and even to
all those whose agriculture is affected by capitalism.
We see here one of the most profound and general reasons
why mistaken notions about the "superiority" of small-scale
itgriculture are so tenacious, and why bourgeois an.d pet~-bour·
geois prejudices of this type prove to be compatib~e with. t~e
great progress made in the last few decades by social statistics
in general, and agricultural statistics in particular. To be sure,
the tenacity of these mistakes and prejudices is also a matter of
the interests of the bourgeoisie, who seek to cover up the depth
of class contradictions in contemporary bourgeois society; and
everyone knows that when it comes to interests, the most incontrovertible truths are liable to be questioned.
But we are here concerned only with an examination of the
theoretical sources of the erroneous notion of the "superiority"
of small-scale agriculture. There is no doubt at all that of all
these sources the most important one is the uncritical, routine
attitude to the hackneyed methods of comparing enterprises only
by their total acreage or the improved acreage.
The U.S.A. is an exception . among capitalist countries in
that it alone has a great deal of unoccupied, unsettled land,
which is given away free. Agriculture still can and indeed does
develop here through the occupation of vacant land, through the
cultivation of virgin lands never before put to the plough-here
it does develop in the form of the most primitive and extensive
livestock and crop raising. There is nothing of the kind in ~he
old, civilised countries of capitalist Europe. In these countnes,
agriculture develops mainly through intensive methods, not by
increases in the quantity of land under cultivation, but by improvement in the quality of cultivation, by increases in the
amount of capital invested in the original acreage. Those who
compare farms by acreage alone lose sight of this principal tr~nd
in capitalist agriculture, a trend which is gradually becoming
the principal one in the United States as well.
.
The principal trend in capitalist agriculture is the conversion
of small-scale enterprise, which remains small in terms of acreage,
into large-scale enterprise in terms of output, in the development
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of livestock raising, the quantity of fertilisers, the scale on which
machinery is used, and the like.
That is why the conclusion drawn from the comparison of
the v~ous groups .of entc;rprises by acreage-that the intensity
of .agr1c~lture declmes Wlth the greater size of enterprise-is
entirely mcorrect. The only correct conclusion on the contrary
. to be dra';n from the com~arison of the various
'
is
farms by the'
value of their product-the bigger the enterprise the greater is
the intensity of agriculture.
,
'
. For acreage "is only circumstantial evidence of the scale of
agricultural operations, and the broader and more rapid the
intensification of agriculture, the less authentic is this "evidence". The value of the product of an enterprise is not circumstanti~l ~ut dir~ct evidence of the scale of its operations. Moreover, it is t~e m eve~ case. By small-scale agriculture is always
meant the kmd that 1s not based on hired labour. But the transition to the :xploitation of hired labour does not depend only
o? the ~tenSI~n of the acreage of an enterprise on its old techmcal bas1s--this .occurs only in primitive, extensive enterprises-but also on an rmprovement of equipment and techniques and
t~eir mod~mis~tion, investment in the same acreage of addition.a! capital '? the form of, say, new machinery or artificial
fertilisers, or of mcreased and improved livestock, etc.
The classification of farms by the value of their product brings
t?gether enterprises which really have the same scale of production,. regardless of acreage. Accordingly, a highly intensive enterpns~ on a small tract of land falls into the same group as
a relatively extensive enterprise on a large tract; both are actually large-scale in terms of production and the employment of
hired labour.
On the contrary, the classification by acreage throws together
large and small enterprises, because they happen to have a simil~r acr~age; it puts into the same group enterprises with an entirely d~fferent scale of opei:ations, those in which family labour
predommat~s, an~ those in which hired labour predominates.
The result is a picture of blunted class contradictions within
capitalism, a picture which is basically incorrect and entirely
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xnisleading as to the actual state of affairs, but one the bourgeoisie is very fond of. This leads to an equally fallacio~ embellishment of the condition of the small farmers, which the
bourgeoisie is just as fond of. The net result is a vindication of
capitalism.
In effect, th~ fundamental and principal trend of capitalism
is the displacement of small-scale by large-scale production, both
in industry and in agriculture. But this displacement should not
be interpreted merely as immediate expropriation. Displacement also implies the ruin of the small farmers and a worsening of conditions on their farms, a process that may go on fo.r
years and decades. This deterioration assumes a variety of
forms such as the small farmer's overwork or malnutrition, his
'
.
heavy debts, worse feed and poorer care of livestock in general,
poorer husbandry-cultivation, fertilisation, and the like-as .well
as technical stagnation on the farm, etc. If the researcher is to
be absolved from the charge of wittingly or otherwise playing
up to the bourgeoisie by giving a false impression
the cond~
tion of the small farmer, who is being ruined and oppressed, hJS
task is, first and foremost, to give a precise definition of the
symptoms of this ruination, which are not at all simple or uniform; his next task is to determine these symptoms, to analyse
and, as far as possible, to define the extent to which they have
spread and how they change with time. But present-day economists and statisticians hardly pay any attention to this vital
aspect of the matter..
Just imagine that to a group of _90 small farmers who have
no capital to improve their farms, who lag behind the times and
are . gradually being ruined the statistician adds 10 farmers
who have all the capital they need and on equally small tracts of
land start large-scale operations based on hired labour. The
net result would be an embellished picture of the· condition of
all the hundred small farmers.
The U.S. Census of 1910 produced just that kind of embellishe-d picture-and one that, objectively, favoured the bourgeoisie-primarily because it discarded the method used in 1900
of comparing the acreage grouping and the value-of-product

of
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grouping. We learn, for instance, only that expenditure on fertilisers increased immensely, namely, by 115 per cent, i.e., more
than double the previous. figure, while the expenditure on hired
labour went up by only 82 per cent, and the total crop vah.,e
by 83 per cent. This is tremendous progress. It is the progress
of national agriculture as a whole. And, I dare say, some economist is likely to draw_:__if indeed has not yet drawn-the conclusion that this is the progress of small-scale family farming,
for, generally speaking, the returns for the size groups by acreage indicate that "small-scale" agriculture has a much higher
per-acre expenditure on fertilisers.
.
But we now know that such a conclusion would be fallacious
?ecause the one thing the grouping of farms by acreage doe;
1s to. lu~p together farmers on the way to ruin, or at any rate
the md1~en~ small far~ers who cannot afford to buy fertilisers,
and capitalists (even if they are small-time capitalists) who, on
small tracts of land, start large~scale fanning operations with
the use of up-to-date, intensive methods and the employment of hired labour.
If small-scale agriculture is being generally displaced by largescale agriculture, as the figures for the total value of farm property in 1900 and 1910 show; if, as we shall presently see, the
raising ~f highly capitalist crops on small tracts developed at
an especially fast rate in this period; if, according to the general
statistics on small and large enterprises grouped by the value of
their product, expenditures for fertilisers increased proportionately with . the scale of the enterprise-then the conclusion inevitably follows that the "progress" in the use of fertilisers from
190.0 to 1910 went to increase the preponderance of capitalist
agriculture over small agriculture, which was displaced and suppressed to an even greater extent.
12. DIFFERENT TYPES OF ENTERPRISES
IN AGRI CULTURE

. ':'hat I ha~e said above about the intensive, large-scale cap1tabst enterpnses on small tracts raises this question: is there
any reason to believe that the . intensification of agriculture leads
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to a reduction of farm acreage? In other words, are there any
conditions relating to modern farming techniques as such that
require smaller farm acreage for greater intensity. of farmi~g?
No answer is provided either by general theoreucal reasonmg
or by examples. In each case it is a matter of the concrete technical level of agriculture under a given set of conditions, and
the actual amount of capital required by a given system of farming. In theory, any amount of capital can be invested in any
acreage in any possible way, but it is obvious that "this depends"
on the existing economic, technical, and cultural conditions, etc.;
and the whole point is the kind of conditions prevalent in a
given country at a given time. Examples serv~. no ?urpose at
all because in the sphere of such complex, varied, mterwoven
contradictory trends in the economics of modern agriculture, any number of examples will be found to support o~posite
views. What this calls for above all-and more so than m any
o.t her sphere-is a picture of the process as a whole, with all
the trends taken into account and summed up in the form of a
resultant.
The third method of grouping used by American statisticians
in 1900 helps to find an answer to this question. It is classification according to the principal source of income. Accordingly,
farms fall into one of the following groups: ( 1) hay and grain
as the principal source of income; · (2) miscellaneous; (3) livestock; (4) cotton; (5) vegetable; (6) fruit; (7) dairy produce;
(8) tobacco; (9) rice; (10) sugar; (11) flowers and plants;
(12) nursery products; (13) taro; and (14) coffee. The last
seven groups (8-14) together. make up only 2.2 per cent of the
total number of farms, i.e., such an i~significant share, that I
shall not consider them separately. These groups (8-14) are similar to the preceding three groups ( 5-7) in economic character·
istics and significance and constitute a single type.
Here are the data characterising the various types of farms:
(See table on p. 176.)
.
It is clear that the first two groups of enterprises (hay and
grain, and miscellaneous) may be classified as average both as
regards the degree of their capitalist development (their expen-

and
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Hay and grain .
Miscellaneous .

23.0
18.5

159.3 111.1
106.8 46.5

0.47
0.35

0.04
0.08

0.94

3.17
2.73

Livestock
Cotton.

'

27.3
18.7

226.9 86.1
83.6 42.5

0.29
0.30

0.02
0.14

0.66
0.53

4.45
2.11

Vegetables
Fruits .
Dairy produce

2.7
1.4
6.2

65.1 33.8
74.8 41.6
121.9 63.2

1.62
2.46
0.86

0.59
0.30
0.09

2.12
2.34
1.66

3.74
3.35
5.58

100.0

146.6 72.3

0.43

0.07

0.90

3.66

Average for all
farms . . . .

1.04

di~ for hired labour are nearest the average-0.35 to 0.47,

as against an average of 0.43 for the U.S.A.) and the intensive~ess of agriculture. All. the characteristics of 'intensive operat.tons--expenditures for fertilisers, the per-acre value of machinery and livestock-are near¢st to the general average for the
U.S.A.
There is no doubt that. these two groups are especially typical
of the majority of agricultural ei;tterprises in general. Hay and
grain, followed by a combination of various farm products
("miscellaneous" sources of income), are the chief types ·of agricultural enterprises in all countries. It would be extremely interesting to have more detailed data about these groups, such,
for instance, as a breakdown into more and less commercialised
enterprises, etc. But, as we have seen, the American Census,
having made one step in that direction, did not go forward, but
went back.
The next two groups, livestock and cotton, are an example
of farm.s with the least capitalistic development (th~ expenditures
for hired labour: 0.29 to 0.30 as against the average of 0.43),
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and the least intensive methods of agriculture. Their values of
implements and machinery are the lowest and considerably
lower than the average (0.66 and 0.53 as against 0.90). Farms
whose principal source of income is livestock naturally have
more livestock per acre than the average for the U.S.A. (4.45
as against 3.66), but appear to be engaged in extensive livestock
raising: their expenditures for fertilisers are the minimum, they
have the largest average acreage ( 226.9 acres) and the smallest
proportion of improved acreage (86.1 out of 226.9). The cotton
farms have a higher-than-average figure for fertilisers, but other
indexes indicative of intensive agriculture (the per-acre value
of livestock and machinery) are very low.
·Finally, the last three groups-vegetables, fruits, and dairy
produce-include farms which are, first, the smallest in acreage
( 33 to 63 acres of improved land, as against 42 to 86 .and 46 to
111 in the other groups); secondly, the most capitalist: they
have the heaviest expenditure on hired labour, from 2 to 6 times
the average; and thirdly, the most intensive. Almost all the
indexes of intensive agricuture are above the average: the expenditure on fertilisers, the value of machinery, the value of
livestock (a minor exception are the fruit-growing farms which
lag behind the average, but are well ahead of the farms which
derive their income chiefly from hay and grain) .
Let us now see what is the share of these highly capitalist
farms in the country's economy. But we must first examine their
intensive character 1n somewhat greater detail.
Take the farms whose main income is derived from vegetables. It is well known that in all capitalist countries the development of towns, factories, industrial settlements, railway stations,
ports, etc., stimulates a demand for this type of product, it
pushes up their prices, and increases the number of agricultural
enterprises raising them for the market. The average "vegetable" farm has less than one-third of the improved acreage of an
"ordinary" fartn deriving income chiefly from hay and grain:
the former is 33.8 acres, and the latter, 111.1. This means that
this particular technical level with this particular accumulation
of capital in agriculture requires "vegetable" farms of smaller
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acreage; in other words, if capital invested in agriculture is to
yield a not less-than-average profit, a vegetable-raising farm
should have, technology being what it is, a smaller acreage than
a hay-and-grain farm.
But that is not all. The growth of capitalism in agriculture
consists above all in a transition from natural agriculture to commercial agriculture. This is being constantly forgotten, and must
be brought up again ·and again. Commercial agriculture, it
should be noted, does not develop along the "simple" lines imag·
ined or projected by bourgeois economists, namely, through
an ever greater output of the same products. Not at all. Commercial agriculture very frequently develops by shifting from
one type of 'product to another, and the shift from hay and
grain to vegetables is very common. But what bearing does it
have on the question before us, that of farm acreage and the
growth of capitalism in agriculture?
Such a shift signifies the split-up of a "large" 111.1-acre farm
into more than three "small" 33.8-acre farms. The old farm
produced a value of $760--the average value of its products,
less the feed raised on the fann, whose chief source of income
is hay and grain. Each of the new farms prod4ces a value of
$665, or a total of $665 X 3 = $1,995, i.e., more than double
the original figure.
As large-scale production displaces small-scale production,
farm acreage is reduced.
The average expenditure on hired labour on the old farm
was $76: on the new farm it is $106, or almos~ half as much
again, while acreage is one-third or even less. Expenditure on
fertilisers has gone up from $0.04 per acre to $0,59, an increase
of almost 15 times; the value of implements and machinery has
doubled from $1.04 to $2.12, etc.
There will, of course, be the usual objection that the number
of such highly capitalist farms with specialised "commercial"
crops is negligible, as compared with the total. The answer is
that, first, the· ?}umber and the role, the economic role, of such
farms are much greater than is generally realised; and second·
ly-and this is the most important point-it is such crops that
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are developed more rapidly than others in the capitalist countries. That is just why a reduction in farm acreage with the
intensification of agriculture so often implies an increase and
not a reduction in the scale of operations, an increase and not
a decrease in the exploitation of hired labour.
Here are the exact American statistics for the country as a
whole. Let us take all the special, or "commercial", crops listed
above under heads 5-14, namely, vegetables, fruit, dairy produce, tobacco, rice, sugar, flowers, nursery products, taro, and
coffee. In 1900, these products were the principal source of
income for 12.5 per cent of all farms in the U.S.A. This is oneeighth, a very small minority. Their acreage was 8.6 per cent, or
·pne-twelfth, of the total. But to continue. Let us take total
~alue of the products of American agriculture (less feed). Of
this value the farms in question accounted for as much as 16
per cent, i.e., their share of the value was almost double their
share of the acreage.
This means that the productivity of labour and land on these
farms was almost double the average.
Let us take the sum total of expenditure on hired l<\bour in
American agriculture. Of this total, 26.6 per cent, i.e., over onequarter, fell to the farms in question. This is more than three
times their share of the acreage, and more than three times
the average. This means that these farms are very much more
capitalist than the average.
Their share of the total value of implements and machinery
is 20.1 per cent, and of the expenditures for fertilisers, 31.7 per
cent, i.e., slightly less than one-third of the total, and nearly
four times the average.
Consequently, an incontrovertible fact is established for the
country as a whole. It is t}lat the especially intensive farms have
an especially small acreage, especially great employment of hired
labour, and especially high productivity of labour; that the economic role of these farms in the nation's agriculture is two,
three and more times greater than their proportion of the total
number of farms, to say nothing of their share of the total acre·
age.
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As time goes on, does the role of these highly capitalist and
highly intensive crops and farms increase or decrease in comparison with other crops and farms?
The answer is provided by a comparison of the last two census reports: their role is unquestionably increasing. Let us take
the acreage planted fo the various crops. From 1900 to 1910,
the acreage under grain increased by only 3.5 per cent for the
U.S.A.; under beans, peas, and the like, 26.6 per cent; hay and
forage, 17.2 per cent; cotton, 32 per cent; vegetables, 25.5 per
cent; sugar-beets, sugar-cane, etc., 62.6 per cent.
Let uS examine the crop returns. From 1900 to 1910, the grain
crop went up only 1.7 per cent; beans, 122.2 per cent; hay and
forage, 23 per cent; sugar-beets, 395.7 per cent; sugar-cane,
48.5 per cent; potatoes, 42.4 per cent; grapes, 97.6 per cent;
there was a poor crop of berries, apples, etc., in 1910, but
the orange and lemon crops, etc., were treble those of 1900.·
Thus~ the apparently paradoxical but nevertheless proven fact
has been shown to apply to U.S. agriculture as a whole that,
generally speaking, small-scale production is not only being displaced by large-scale production, but also that this displacement
is taking place in the following form:
Small-scale production is being crowded out by large-scale
produttion through the displacement of farms which are "larg·
er" in acreage, but are less productive, less intensive and less
capitalist, by farms which are "smaller" in acreage, but are more
productive, more intensive, and more capitalist.
U. HOW THE DISPLACEMENT
OF SMALL-SCALE BY LARGE-SCALE PRODUCTION
IN AGRICULTURE IS MINIMISED

The objection may be raised that if the displacement of smallscale production "also" proceeds in the form of the intensification (and "capitalisation") of operations on the smaller-size
farms, is the gro4ping by acreage of any use at all? Is this not
a case of two contradictory tendencies which make any general
conclusion impossible?
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This objection can be met by a complete picture of American agriculture and its evolution; to meet it we must try to
compare all three methods of grouping which present, as it were,
the maximum of information social statistics has produced in
the sphere of agriculture in recent years.
Such a comparison is possible. All it calls for is a table which
may at first sight appear to be so abstract and complex that it
may "scare" the reader away. However, it takes only a little bit
of concentration to "read", understand and analyse the table.
To compare the three different groupings we need take only
their percentage ratios. All the necessary calculations are given
in the American Census report for 1900. Each grouping is tabulated under three main heads. By acreage we have: ( 1) small
farms (under 100 acres); ( 2) medium ( 100 to 17 5 acres), and
( 3) large ( 17 5 and over) . By value of product we have: ( 1)
non-capitalist farms (under $500); (2) medium ($500 to
1,000), and (3). capitalist ($1,000 and over). By the principal
source of income we take ( 1) slightlj capitalist (livestock, cotton); (2) medi~ (hay and grain; and miscellaneous), and (3)
highly capitalist (the special "commercial" crops listed above,
in Chapter 12, under heads 5 to 14).
For every group we first take the percentage of farms, i.e.,
the number of farms in a given group expressed as a percentage
ratio of the total number of farms in the U.S.A. We then take
the percentage of all land, i.e., the total acreage in a given group
expre!:sed as a percentage ratio of the total acreage of all farms
in the U.S.A. The acreage serves as an indicator of the extensive character of the enterprise (unfortunately, the only figures
available are for total acreage, instead of the improved acreage
only, which would have been more exact). If the percentage
share of the total acreage is higher than the percentage share of
the number of farms, for example, if 17 .2 per cent of the farms
have 43.1 per cent ·of the land, it is evident that we are dealing
with large farms, larger-than-average farms, which are besides
more than double the size of the average farm. The reverse is
true if the percentage of land is lower than the percentage of
farms,
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Next come the indexes of intensiveness of agriculture: the
value of implements and machinery, and the total expenditure
on fertilisers. Here, too, we take the value and the expenditure
in the given group expressed as a percentage share of the totals
for the country as a whole. Here again, if the percentage is
higher than the percentage of land, the conclusion is that intensiveness is above the average, etc.
Finally, in order to determine exactly the capitalist character
of the enterprises, the same method is applied .to the total expenditure on hired labour; while in order to determine the scale
of production this is done in relation to the total value of the
agricultural product for the entire country.
This has produced the following table, which I shall now
proceed to explain and analyse (see table on p. 183.-Ed.).
Let us consider the first grouping-according to the principal
source of income. Here farms are grouped, so to say, according
to their line of farming, which is to some extent similar to the
grouping of industrial enterprises by branches of industry. But
the picture is immensely more complex in agriculture.
The first column shows the group of ·slightly capitalist farms.
It comprises almost one-half the total number of farms--46 per
cent. They own 52.9 per cent of the total acreage, i.e., they are
larger than average (this group includes both the very large,
extensive, livestock farms and the smaller-than-ave~ge cotton
farms). Their shares of the value of machinery ( 37.2 per ce11t)
and the expenditure on fertilisers ( 36.5 per cent) are lower than
their acreage percentages, which means that their intensiven~s
is lower than the average. The same thing is true of the capitalist character of the enterprise (35.2 per cent.) and the value of
the product (45 per cent). Hence, their productivity of labour
is lower than the average.
The second column shows the medium farms. Because farms
which are "medium" in every respect fall into the medium
group by all three methods of grouping, we find here that all
their percentage ratios are closer to each other than in any of
the other groups. The fluctuations are relatively small.
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The third ~olumn sh~ws the highly capitalist farms. I gave
above a detailed analysis of what the figures in this column
mean. Be it noted that only for this type of farm do we have
accurate and comparable data both for 1900 and 1910-<fata
testifying that these highly capitalist crops have a faster-thanaverage rate of development.
In what way is this rapid development evident in the ordinary classification in use in most countries? This is shown in the
next column: the small farms grouped by acreage.
This group consists of a great number of farms (57.5 per cent
of the total). Its acreage is only 17.5 per cent of the total, i.e.,
less than one-third of the average. Hence, this is the "poorest"
group, the most "land-starved" group. But then we find that it
has a higher-than-average intensiveness of agriculture (the value
of ~~ery and expenditures for fertilisers) ; that it is more
~p1tahst (expenditures for hired labour); and that it has a
higher-than-average productivity of labour (value of product):
22.3 to 41.9 per cent with 17.5 per cent of the acreage.
What is the explanation? Obviously that an especially large
number of highly capitalist farms-see the preceding vertical
c?lumn-!all int~ this "small"-acreage group. A minority of
nch, ~ap1tal-ownmg farmers conducting large-scale r.apitalist
operations on small tracts of land are added to a majority of
really small farmers who have little land and little capital. Such
fa~~ make up only 12.5 per cent ( =the percentage of highly
cap1tal1St farms) of the total in America, which means that even
if they were all to be put into this one group of small-acreage
farins, 4~ per cent of the farmers in that group (57.5-12.5)
would still be short of land and capital. Actually, of course, a
part of the highly capitalist farms, even if only a small one
consists of medium and large-acreage farms, so that the figur~
of 45 per cent in fact understates the actual number of farmers
who have little land and no capital.
It "':ii~ be easily seen how the condition of these 45 per cent
-a mmunum of 45 per cen~-of the farmers who are poor in
land and capital is embellished by the inclusion into the same
group of some 12, 10 or so per cent of farmers who are supplied
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with higher-than-average amounts of capital, machinery, money
to buy fertilisers, hire labour, and the rest of it.
I shall not dwell separately on the medium and large farrns
of this grouping, for this would be to repeat, in slightly
different words, what has been said about the small farms. For
instance, if the data on the small-acreage farms put better
complexion on the oppressed condition of small-scale production, the data on the large-acreage farms obviously minimise
the actual concentration of agriculture by large-scale production. We shall presently see an .exact statistical expression of this
minimised concentration. ·
We thus arrive at the following general proposition which
may be formulated as a law applicable to the grouping of farms
by acreage in any capitalist country:
The broader and more rapid the intensification of agriculture, the more the classification by acreage serves to give a rosy
picture of the oppressed condition of small-scale production in
agriculture, the condition of the small farmer who is short of
both land and capital; the more it serves to blunt the real sharpness of the class contradiction between the prospering largescale producer and the small-scale producer going to the wall;
the more it serves to minimise the concentration of capital in
the hands of big operators and the displacement of the small.
This is graphically confirmed by the third, and last, classification, according to the value of product. The percentage of noncapitalistic farms (or not very profitable farms in terms of
gross income) is 58.8 per cent, i.e., even somewhat more than
the "small" farms (57.5 per cent). They have .much more land
than the group of "small" farmers ( 33.3 per cent as against 17 .5
per cent). But their share of the total value of the product is onethird smaller: 22.1 per cent as against 33.5 per cent!
What is the explanation? It is that this group does not include the highly capitalistic farms on small tracts which have
artificially and falsely inflated the small farmers' share of the
capital in the form of machinery, fertilisers, etc.
Thus, the oppression and dispossession-and hence the ruin-

a
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of the small producer in agriculture turn out to be much more
advanced than one would suppose from the data on small
farms.
The returns for the small and large fanns, grouped by acreage, take no account of the role of capital, and the failure to
reckon with this "trifle" in capitalist enterprise distorts the condition of the small producer, puts a false colour on it, for it
"could be" tolerable "but for" the existence of capital, i.e., the
power of money, and the relationship between the hired labourer and the capitalist, between the farmer and the merchant and
creditor, etc.!
For that reason the concentration of agriculture as shown by
the large farms is much lower than its concentration as shown
by large-scale, i.e., capitalist, production: 39.2 per cent of the
value of the product (slightly more than double the average) is
concentrated on 17.7 per cent of "large" fanns, while 52.3 per
cent of the total value of the product, i.e., more than three
times the average, is concentrated on 17.2 per cent capitalist
farms.
In the country which practises the free distribution of vast
tracts of unoccupied land, and which the Manilovs consider a
country of "family" farms, more than one-half of the total agricultural production is concentrated in about one-sixth ·of the
capitalist enterprises, whose expenditure on hired labour is four
times greater than the per-farm average (69.1 per cent on 17.2
per. cent of the total number of farms), and is half as great
agam as the per-acre average (69.1 per cent of the expenditure
on hired labour on farms owning 43.1 per cent of the total
amount of land).
At the other pole, more than one-half, almost three-fifths, of
the total number of farms ( 58.8 per cent) are non-capitalist.
They have one-third of the Jarid (33.3 per cent) but on it they
have less than the average quantity of machinery (25.3 per cent
of the value of machinery); they use less fertilisers than the aver·
age ( 29. l per cent of the expenditures for fertilisers) and so its
productivity is only two-thirds of the average. With one-third
of the total acreage, this immense number of farms, which
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suffer the greatest oppression under the yoke of capital, produce
Jess than one-quarter (22.1 per cent} of the total product and of
its total value.
Consequently, we arrive at a general conclusion co~ce~ning
the significance of classification by acreage, namely, that it is not
entirely useless. The one thing that should never be forgotten
is that it understates the displacement of small-scale by large·
scale production, and that the understatement increase~ with
the pace and scope of intensification of .agriculture, and with the
gap between the amounts of capital invested by th~ farms per
unit of land. With modern methods of research, which produce
an abundance of sound information about each farm, it would,
for instance, be sufficient to combine two methods of classifica·
tion-say, each of the five acreage groups could be broken down
into two or three subgroups according to the employment of
hired labour. If this is not done it is largely because of the fear
of giving a . much too naked ~ictur~ of rea~ity, a mu~h too
striking picture of the oppression, unpovenshment, ~m, . expropria.tion of . the mass of small farmers, whose cond1t1on IS so
"conveniently" and "unnoticeably" made to look better by the
"model" capitalist enterprises, which are also "small" in ac:eage
and which are a small minority within the mass of the dispossessed. From the scientific standpoint no one would dare deny
that nof only land, but also capital has a part to play in modern
agriculture. From the standpoint of statistical techniques, or the
amount of statistical work involved, a total number of 10 to 15
groups is not at all excessive in comparison, for instance, .with
the 18 plus 7 groups based on acreage given in the German statistical report of 1907. This report, which classifies an abundance of material about 5,736,082 farms into the above number
of acreage groups, is an example of bureaucratic routine, .scientific rubbish a meaningless juggling of figures, for there is not
a shadow
any reasonable, rational, theoretical or practical
ground for accepting such a number of groups as typical.

;£
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14. TIIE EXPROPRIATION
OF TIIE SMALL FARMERS

The question of the expropriation of the small farmers is imme.nsel~ imp~rtant to. an understanding and assessment of capitaltsm m agriculture m general, and it is highly characteristic of

modern political economy and statistics, which are saturated
through and through with bourgeois notions and prejudices, that
this question is either practically not considered at all or is given the least attention.
The general statistics in all capitalist countries show that the
urban population is ·growing at the expense of the rural, that
the population is abandoning the countryside. In the U.S.A.,
this process is steadily advancing. The proportion of the urban
population increased from 29.5 per cent in 1880 to 36.1 per cent
in 1890, 40.5 per cent in 1900, and 46.3 per cent in 1910. In
eve:r part of the country the urban population is growing more
rapidly than the rural population: from 1900 to 1910, the rural
population in the industrial North went up by 3.9 per cent and
the urban by 29.8 per cent; in the former slave-holding South,
the rural population increased by 14.8 per cent, and the urban,
by 41.4 per cent; in the homestead West, the figures were 49.7
and 89.6 per cent, respectively.
One should think that such a universal process would also
have to be studied in the taking of agricultural censuses. A most
important question from the scientific standpoint naturally arises
as to what sections, strata or groups of the rural population
provide the fugitives from the countryside and in what circumstances. Since highly detailed information about each agricultural enterprise and about each animal in it is collected every
ten years, it would be no trouble at all to include questions as to
how many and what kind of farms were sold or rented with an
eye to moving into town, and how many members of households
abandoned fanning temporarily or for good, and in what circumstances. But no such questions are asked: the investigation
does not go beyond the official stereotyped statement: "The
rural population decreased from 59.5 per cent in 1900 to 53.7
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per cent in 1910." The census-takers seem. to have no in~ng
of the mass of misery, oppression and rum concealed behind
these routine figures. As a general rule, bourgeois and petty·
bourgeois economists turn a blind eye to the obvious connection
between the flight of the population from the countryside and
the ruin of the small producers.
There is no alternative, therefore, but to try and bring together the relatively meagre and very badly compiled data on the
expropriation of the small farmers gleaned from the 1910
Census report.
There are the figures on the forms of farm tenure: the num·
ber of owners, subdivided into full and part owners; and the
number of share-cropping tenants · and cash-paying tenants.
These figures are tabulated for the various divisions but not the
farm groups.
Here is the first picture we get from the totals for 1900 ana
1910:
Total
Total
Total
Total

rural population increased . . .
;mmber of farms increased . . .
number of owners increased . .
number of full owners increased

H.2
10.9
8.1
.4.8

per cent
"
"
"
"
"

This picture is a clear indication of the growing expropriation of small-scale agriculture. The rural population is increasing more slowly than the urban. The numb~r of farmers is increasing more slowly than the rural population; the number of
owners is increasing more slowly than the number of farmers;
the number of full owners--more slowly than the number of
owners in general.
The proportion of owners in the total number of farmers has
been decreasing steadily over a period of several decades, as
follows:
1880
1890
1900
1910

74.0
71.6
64. 7
63.0

per cent
"
,,
..
..
,,

There is a c6rresponding growth in the proportion of tenants,
with the number of share-cropping tenants going up faster than
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that of cash-paying tenants. The number of share-cropping
tenants was 17.5 per cent in 1880; then it rose to 18.4 per cent
and 22.2 per cent, and finally to 24 per cent in 1910.
It is evident from the following figures that the decrease in
the proportion of owners and the increase in the proportion of
tenants is, on the whole, an indication of the dispossession and
displacement of the small .farmers:
Class or farm

Percentage of farms owning
'domestic animals
1900
1910 ±
i900

horses

Owners
Tenants

96.7
94.2

81.5 .....:.3.5
60.7 -7.2

'

96.1 -0.6
92.9 -1.3

85.0
67.9

1910

±

According to all the returns for both census years the owners
are economically stronger. The condition of the tenants is deteriorating more rapidly than that of the owners.
Let us examine separately the figures for the sections.
The greatest nuD:lber of tenants, as I have already said, is in
the South, and there tenancy has the fastest rate of growth: it
rose from 47 per cent in 1900 to·49.6 per cent in 1910. Capital
defeated slavery half a century ago, merely to restore it now in
a new form as share tenancy.
In the North, the number of tenants is considerably smaller
and is growing at a much slower rate: it went up from 26.2 per
cent in 1900 to only 26.5 percent in 1910. The West has the
smallest number of tenants, and it is the only section where
tenancy, instead of increasing, decreased: it fell from 16.6 per
cent in 1900 to 14.0 per cent in 1910. "A very low proportion
of tenant farms," says the Census report for 1910, "is also shown
for the Mountain and Pacific divisions [the two divisions con·
stituting "The West"], where it is doubtless attributable mainly
to the fact that those divisions have been only recently settled
and that many of the farmers in them are homesteaders who
have obtained their land from the Government" free or for a
very small price (Vol. V, p. 104).
This is a striking example of the peculiar characteristic of
the U.S.A., to which I have repeatedly referred, namely, the
availability of unoccupied, free land. This explains, on the one
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hand, the extremely rapid and extensive development of capitalism in America. The absence of private property in land in
some parts of a vast country does not exclude capitalism--0ur
Narodniks should make a note of this!--0n the contrary, it broadens its base, and accelerates its development. Upon the other
hand, this peculiarity, which is entirely unknown in the old,
long-settled capitalist countries of Europe, serves in America to
cover up the expropriation of the small farmers-a process already
under way in the settled and most industrialised parts of
the country.
Let us take the North. We get the following picture:
1900

1910

+or-per

cent

22.2
23.1 -t-3.9
2,874 2,B9t ;-o.6
2.088 ~.091 ;-o.i
1,794 1,749 -2.5
We se~ not only a relative reduction in the number of owners,
not only a decline in their proportion of the total number of
fcµniers, etc., but even an absolute decrease in the number of
owners, against a background of growing production in the
main section of the U.S.A., which embraces 60 per cent of the
country's improved acreage!
It should, besides, be borne in mind that in one of the four
divisions making up the North, namely, the West North Centra:l, the allotment of homesteads continues to this very day,
and that 54 million acres were al.Jotted in the 10 years from
1901 to 1910.
The tendency of capitalism to expropriate small-scale agriculture is so strong that the American "North" shows an absolute
decrease in the number of l<\ndowners, in spite of the distribution of tens of millions of acres of unoccupied, free land.
Only two factors still serve to paralyse this tendency in the
U.S.A.: .(1) the existence of the still unparcelled slave-holding
plantations in the South, with its oppressed and downtrodden
Negro population; and (2) the fact that the West is still partly
unsettled. Both these factors tend to widen the future base of capitalism, and so prepare the conditions for its even more extensive
Total
Total
'fotal
Total

rural population (000, 000) .
number of farms (000) . . .
number of owners (000) . . .
number of full owners (000) •
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and more rapid development. The sharpening of contradictions
and the displacement of small-scale production are not removed
but are transferred to a large arena. The capitalist fire
appears to be "damped down"......:.but at the price of an even
greater accumulation of new and more inflammable material.
Furthermore, on the question of the expropriation of smallscale agriculture, we have the returns for the number of farms
owning livestock. Here are the figures for the U.S.A.
1900

1910

+or-

.95.8
78.7
79.0

94.9
80.8
73.8

-0.9 '
+2.1
-5.2

Petcentage of fanns owning
dome.sue animals

Domestic animals in general
Dairy cows . . . . . . . .
Horses . . . . . . . . . .

These figures show, on the whole, a reduction in the number
of owners in proportion to the total number of farmers. The
increase in the percentage of those . who owned dairy cows was
smaller than the drop in the percentage of those who owned
horses.
Let us now examine the figures for farms grouped in relation
to the two major kinds of livestock.

Size

~roups

Under 20 • . .
20 to 49 .
50 to 99 · .
100 to 174 .
175 to 499 .
500 to 999 . .
1, 000 and over .
Average for the U.S.A.

(acres)

Percentage o! tarma
owning dairy cows
1900
1910

agriculture. Let us recall, however, that in farming the ownership of dairy cattle has a twofold significance: on the one hand,
i t may generally indicate a higher living standard and better
conditions of nutrition. On the other hand, it signifies-and
rather more frequently-a development of one branch of commercial farming and cattle-breeding: the production of milk for
the market in the towns and industrial centres. We saw above
that farms of this type, the "dairy" farms, were classified by
American statisticians under a special head, according to the
principal source of income. A characteristic of this group is that
it has a smaller-than-average total and improved acreage, but
a greater-than-average value of output, and a double-the-average
employment of hired labour per acre. The increasing importance of small farms in dairy farming may simply mean-and
most likely does mean-a growth of capitalist dairy farms of the
type described, on small tracts of land. For the sake of comparison here are some figures on the concentration of dairy cattle
in America:

52.9
71.2
87 .1
89.8
93.5
89.6
86.0

+3.4
+5.3
+3.o
+o.9
+o.9
-0.7
+3.1

78.7

80.8

+2.1.

We find that the greatest increase was in the number of small
farms with dairy cows, then came the latifundia, and then the
medium-size farms. There was a decrease in the percentage of
farms reporting dairy cows among the big owners, with 500 to
999 acres of land.
On the whole, this seems to indicate a gain for . small-scale

Average number
of dairy cows
per farm

Sections

The North
The South
Tne West

+or--

49.5
65.9
84.1
88.9
92.6
90.3
82.9 .
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Overall average

. .

Increase

1900

1910

4.8
2.3
5.0

5.3
2.4
5.2

+o.5
+0.1
+0.2

3.8

4.0

+0.2

We find that the North, which is richest of all in dairy cattle,
also showed the greatest increase in wealth. Here is a distribution of this increase among the groups:
The North
Size groups (acres)

Percentage Increase or decrease In
number of. dairy cows from 19JO to 1910

Under 20
20 to 49
50 to 99
100 to 174
175 to 499
500 to 999
1,000 and over

. - 4(+10.0 in the number of farms)
,,
)
. - 3(-12.6 ,," " . "
"
)
. + 9( -7.3
"
)
. +14( +2.2 ,,
"
"
)
. +18(+1.2.7 ,, "
)
. +29(+40.4
"
"
)
. +18(+f6.4
"
"

Overall increase .

. +14( +o.6

7-56R

.. ....
.

in the number of farms
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The more rapid growth in the number of small farms with
dairy cattle did not prevent its more rapid concentration in the
large enterprises.
Let us now turn to the figures on the number of farms reporting horses. This information about draught animals is an indication of the general pattern of farming and not of any special
branch of commercial farming.
Percentage of farms
reporting horses
Size groups (acres)

1900

1910

Decrease

Under 20 . .
20 to 49
50 to 99
iOO to 174
175 to 499
500 to 999 ..
1, qoo and over .

52.4
66.3
82.2

48.9

57.4
77 .6

88.6
92.0

86 .5
91.0

94.2

94.1

-3.5
-8.9
-4.6
-2.1
-1.0
-0.5

Average for the U.S.A.

79.0

93.7

93.2

-0.1

73.8 - 5.2

We find that as we go down the size-group scale there is a
rising number of farms not reporting horses. With the exception
of the smallest farms (under 20 acres) which, as we know, include
a comparatively greater number of capitalistic farms than the
neighbouring groups, we observe a rapid decrease in the number
of horseless farms and a much slower increase in their number.
The use of steam ploughs and other engines on the farms may
partly compensate for the reduction in draught animals, but such
an assumption is out of the question for the mass of the poorer
farms.
Finally, the growth of expropriation is also evident from the
returns on the number of mortgaged farms:
Sections

The North
The South
The West
AU<?rage for the U.S.A .

1890

. 40.3

5.7

Percentage of mortgaged
farms
191)()

1910

40.9

41 9
23 5

• 23.1

17.2
21.. 7

28.6

28.2

31.0

33.6
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The percentage of mortgaged farms is on a steady increase in
all sections, and it is highest in the most populous industrialised
and capitalist North. American statisticians point out (Vol. V,
P· 159) that the growth in the number of mortgagee\ farms in
the South is probably due to the "parcelling out" of the plantations, which are sold in lots to Negro and white farmers, who
pay only a part of the purchase price, the rest being covered by
a mortgage on the property. Consequently a peculiar buying-up
ojJeration is under way in the slave-holding South. Let us note
that in 1910 Negroes in the U.S.A. owned only 920,883 farms,
i.e., 14.5 per cent of the total; between 1900 and 1910, the num,
ber of white farms increased 9.5 per cent,. and that of Negro
farms, twice as fast-19.6 per cent. The Negro urge to emancipation from the "plantation owners" half a century after the
"victory" over the slave-owners is still marked by an exceptional
intensity.
The American statisticians also point out that the mortgaging
of a farm does not always indicate lack of prosperity; it is
sometimes a way of obtaining capital for land improvement; and
the like. This is indisputable, but this indisputable observatjon
should not conceal the fact-as is much too often the case with
bourgeois economists-that only a well-to-do minority are in a
p"osition to obtain capital for improvements, etc., in this way,
and to employ it productively; the majority are further impoverished and fall into the clutches of finance capital assuming
this particular form.
Researchers could-and should-have paid much more attention to the dependence of farmers on finance capital. But although this aspect of the matter is immensely important, it has
remained in the background.
The growth in the number of mortgaged farms in any case
means that the actual control over them is transferred to the
capitalists. It stands to reason that apart from officially recorded
and notarised mortgages, a considerable number of farms are
steeped in private debt, which is not covered by strict legal instrwnents and is not recorded by the census.
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15. A COMPARATIVE PICTURE OF EVOLUTION
IN INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE

American census statistics, for ~l their shortcomings, compare
favourably with those of other countries because of the completeness and uniformity of the methods used. This makes. it possible to compare the returns for industry and agriculture for
1900 and 1910, and to contrast' the overall picture of the structure of both sectors of the economy and the evolution of this
structure. One of the most popular ideas in bourgeois economics
-an idea, incidentally, which Mr. Himmer repeats-is to contrast industry and agriculture. Let us see, in the light of a mass
of precise data, what truth there is in such a contrast.
Let us begin with the number of enterprises in industry and
in agriculture.
Number ot
enterprises (000)

uoo

(per cent)

Increase

Growth of urhan
and .rural population
(per cent)

+29.4
+10.9

+34.8
+ 11.2

1910

Industry . . . .
207.5
268.5
Agriculture .. 5,737
6,361

The enterprises in agriculture are much more numerous and
much smaller. That is an expression of its backwardness, parcellisation, and dispersion.
The number of enterprises increases much more slowly in
agriculture than in industry. There are two factors in the
United States which do not exist in other leading countries, and
which greatly intensify and accelerate the growth in the number
of enterprises in agriculture. They are, first, the continued parcelling out of the slave-holding latifundia in the South and
"buying-up" by Negro and also by white farmers of ·small parcels from the "planters"; secondly, the availability of an immense quantity of unoccupied, free land, which is distributed
by the government to all applicants. Nevertheless the number of
enterprises in agriculture is increasing at a slower rate than in
industry.
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The reason is twofold. On the one hand, agriculture to a ra. the character o f a " na tural" economy,
ther large extent retains
and various operations once performed by members of a peasant household are gradually branching off from agriculture-for example, the making and repair of various implements, utensils etc.-and now constitute separate industries. On the other
~d there is a monopoly which is peculiar to agriculture and
unkn~wn to industry, and which cannot be eliminated under
capitalism-the monopoly of land ownership. Even when there
is no private property in land-in the United States none ac~
ally exists on very large areas to this. very day-:-mono~ol~ !8
created by the ownership of land and its occupation by md1v1dual private operators. In the country's most important regio~s
all the land is occupied, and an increase in the number of agn- .
cultural enterprises is possible only when exist~g enterp~ses are
broken up; the free formation of new enterpnses ~lo~gs1de the
old is impossible. The monopoly of land ownership is a drag
on the development of agriculture, and this monopoly retards
the development of capitalism in agriculture, which, therefore,
is unlike industry in this respect.
We are unable to make an accurate comparison of the
amounts of capital invested in industrial and in agricultural enterprises because ground-rent forms a part of t~e v~lue of ~e
land. Accordingly, we have to compare the capital mvested m
industry and the value of industrial products with the total
value of all farm property and the value of the major fann product. Only the percentages showing increases in the total values
on both sides are strictly comparable.
8000,000
1900

1910

Increase
(per cent)

'g....
....

~ t' { Capita1 of all enterprises . .

Value of products . . . . .

8,975
11,406

18,428
20,671

105.3
8L2

6~

Valu• of •ll form propony.
Value of all cereal crops . .
Production of cereals in
bushels (000, 000) . . . .

20,440
1,483

40,991
2,665

100.5
79.8

4,439

4,513

1.7

-' l

]...,
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We find that during the 10 years from 1900 to 1910 the value
of capital invested in industry and the value of all farm property have doubled. The great and fundamental difference between the two is that in agriculture the major product, cereals,
increased by an insignificant 1. 7 per cent-while the total population increased 21 per cent.
Agriculture lags behind industry in development; this is a
feature of all capitalist countries constituting one of the most
profound causes of disproportion between the various branches
of the economy, of crises and soaring prices.
Capital liberated agticulture from feudalism and drew it into
commodity circulation and thereby into world economic development, lifting it from medieval backwardness and patriarchal
stagnation. But capital, instead of eliminating the oppression,
exploitation and poverty of the masses, produces these calamities in a new guise and restores their old forms on a "modern"
basis. The contradiction between industry and agriculture, far
from being eliminated by capitalism, is, on the contrary, further
extended and sharpened by it. The oppression of capital, seen
primarily in the sphere of trade and industry, weighs more and
more heavily on agriculture.
The insignificant increase in the quantity of agricultural produce ( + 1.7 per cent) and the enormous increase in its value
( + 79.8 per cent) shows clearly, on the one hand, the role of
ground-rent, the tribute extorted from society by the landowners. Because of their monopolist position, they are able to take
advantage of the backwardness of agriculture, which does not
keep pace with industry, and to fill their pockets with millions
and millions of dollars. In the 10 yea'rs, the value ·of all farm
property increased by $20,500 million, of which only $5,000 million constituted the increase in the value of buildings, livestock
and equipment. The value of land--capitalised ground-rentincreased ip the 10 years by $15,000 million ( + 118.1 per cent).
On the other hand, the difference in the class status of the
small farmers and the hired labourers is here thrown into especially sharp relief. To be sure, ·both labour; to be sure, both
are subject to exploitation by capital, though in entirely diffe-
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rent forms. But only vulgar bourgeois democrats will for this
reason put the two different classes together and speak of smallscale operations by family farms. To. do so is to cover up and
disguise the social system of the economy-its bourgeois natureand push into the foreground a feature common to all earlier
formations, namely, the necessity for the petty farmer to work,
to engage in personal, physical labour, if he is to survive.
Under capitalism, the small farmer-whether he wants to
or not, whether he is aware of it or not-becomes a commodity
producer. And it is this change that is fundamental, for it alone,
even when he does not as yet exploit hired labour, makes him
a petty bourgeois and converts him into an antagonist of the
proletariat. He sells his product, while the proletarian sells his
labour-power. The small farmers, as a class, cannot but seek a
rise in the prices of agricultural products, and this is tantamount to their joining the big landowners in sharing the groundrent, and siding with the landowners against the rest of society.
& commodity production develops, the small farmer, in accordance with his class status, inevitably becomes a petty landed
proprietor.

There are cases even among wage-workers when a smaU part
of them side with their masters against the whole class of wageearners. But this is merely a small fraction of a class uniting
with its antagonists, against the entire class. It is impossible to
imagine any improvement of the condition of wage-earners as
a class, without an improvement in the living standard of the
masses, or without a sharpening of the antagonism between
them and capital, which rules contemporary society, the antagonism between them and the entire class of capitalists. But it
is quite possible, on the contrary, to imagine a state of affairs-indeed, such a situation is even typical of capitalism-where an
improvement in the condition of the smaU farmers, as a class,
results from their alliance with the big landlords, their participation in exacting a higher ground-rent from society as a whole,
the contradictions arising between them and the mass of proletarians and semi-proletarians, who depend, entirely or at least
mostly, on the sale of their labour-power.
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Here is a comparison of American statistics on the number
and position of wage-earners and of small farmers:

~
"<:)

of wage-earners
e: { Number
(000) . . . . . . . .

.E -

ti

Their wages ($000,000) .
Number of wage-earners . • .
Their wages ('000,000). .
,
Number of farmers (000) . . .
Value of their. major product,
cereal crops ($000,000) . . .

Increase
(per cent)

1900

1910

4,713
2,008
?
357

6,615
3,427
652

40.4
70.6
c.47.t
82.3

5, 737

6,361

10.9

1,483

2,665

79.8

?

The workers in industry lost, for their wages went up by only
70.6 per cent ("only'', because almost the same quantity of
cereals, 101.7 per cent of the old quanti>y, is now 179.8 per cent
of the old price!), while the number of workers increased all
of 40 per cent.
The small farmers gained, in their capacity of petty landowners, at the expense of the proletariat. The number of small farmers increased by only 10.9 per cent (even if the small commercial farms are singled out, the increase is still only 11.9 per
cent), and while the quantity of their product hardly increased
at all ( + 1.7 per cent), its value went up 79.8 per cent.
Naturally, commercial and finance capital took the lion's
share of this ground-rent, but the class status of the small farmer and the wage-earner, vis-a-vis each other, is entirely akin
to the status o~ petty bourgeois and proletarian.
The numerical growth of wage-earners outstrips the growth
of population ( +40 per cent for the former as against + 21 per
cent for the latter). There is growing expropriation of the petty
producers and small farmers. There is growing proletarisation
of the population.*
·
The increase in the number of farmers-and to an even greater extent, as we already know, in the number of proprietors

. * '!'he number of wage-earners in agriculture, or rather the growth
m their number, is obtained from the following ratio: 82.3 : 70.6 =
= x: 40.4, hence x = 47.L
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among them-lags behind the growth of the population ( 10.9
per cent, as against 21 per cent). The small farmers are increasingly converted into monopolists, into petty landed proprietors.
Let us now take a look at the relationship between smallscale and large-scale production in industry and in agriculture.
In respect of industry the figures are not for 1900 and 1910,
but for 1904 and 1910.
Industrial enterprises are divided into three main groups depending on the value of their products, the small being those
with an output of less than $20,000; the medium, from $20,000
to $100,000, and the large $100,000 and over. We have no way
of grouping agricultural enterprises except by acreage. Accordingly, small farms are thO!SC up to 100 acres; medium, from 100
to 175; and large, 175 and over.
Number or enterprises (000)

Groups
>.

j

"O

.....c

...::;e

1910

per
cent

Increase
(Pf'r
cent)

Large

180
57
31

67.2
2t.3
11.5

25.0
18.7
29. l

Total

216 !00.0

268 100.0

24.2

3,297 57.5 3,691 58.0
1,422 24.8 1,516 23.8
l,018 17.7 1,154 18.2

H.9
6.6
13.3

5,737 100.0 6,361 100.0

10.9

Small
Medium

()

Large

~

per
cent

144 66.6
48 22.2
24 1i.2

Small .
Medium

0

·;::

1900

Total

.........

The uniformity of evolution proves to be remarkable.
Both in industry and agriculture the proportion of medium
establishments is reduced, for their number grows more slowly
than that of the small and large enterprises.
Both in industry and agriculture the small enterprises increase in number at a slower rate than the large.
What are the changes in the economic strength or economic
role of the various types of enterprises? For the industrial enterprises we have the returns on the value of their products,
and for the agricultural, on the total value of ·an farm property.
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Groups

»I

$000.000
per cent

i 900

$000,000
1910
per cent

Increase
(per cent)

Large

.

927
2,129
ii, 737

Total

.

14,793

100.0

20,671

100.0

39.7

~ Small
Medium .
g Large . .

5,790
5,721
8,929

28.4
28.0
43.6

10,499
11,089
19,403

25.6
27.1
47.3

8L3
93 .8
117. 3

20,440

:100.0

40,991

100.0

i00. 5

.!:

~
"='
Q

-

Small
Medium .

~I

·~

<

Total . .

6.3
14.4
79.3

i,127
2,544
17,000

12.3
82.2

19.5
44 .8

5.5

21. 5

Once again the uniformity of evolution is remarkable.
Both in industry and agriculture the relative number of small
and medium enterprises is decreasing, and only the relative
number of the large enterprises is increasing.
In other words, the displacement of small-scale by large-scale
production is under way both in industry and in agriculture.
The difference between industry and agriculture in this case
is that the proportion of small enterprises in industry increased
somewhat more than the proportion of medium enterprises
(+ 21.5 per cent, as against +19.5 per cent), while the reverse
was true for agriculture. Of course, this difference is not" great,
and no general conclusions can be drawn from it. But the fact
remains that in the world's leading capitalist country smallscale production in industry gained more ground in the last
decade than medium-scale production, whereas the reverse was
true for agriculture. This fact shows how little importance is to
be attached to the current assertions of bourgeois economists
that the law of the displacerpent of small-scale by large-scale
production is confirmed, unconditionally and without any exception, by industry, and refuted by agriculture.
In the agriculture of the U.S.A. the displacement of smallscale by large-scale production is not. merely under way, but is
proceeding with greater uniformity than in industry.
In considering this, the fact demonstrated above should not
be forgotten, namely, that the grouping of farms by acreage
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understates the process of displacement of small-scale by largescale production.
As for the degree of concentration already achieved, agriculture is very far behind. In industry, more than eight-tenths of all
production is in the hands of the large enterprises that constitute only 11 per cent of the total number. The role of the small
enterpris~s is insignificant: two-thirds of the total number of
enterprises account for only 5.5 per cent of the total production!
By comparison, agriculture is still in a state of dispersion: small
enterprises, comprising 58 per cent of. the total number, account
for one-quarter of the total value of all farm property; while
18 per cent of large enterprises account for less than one-half
(47 per cent). The total number of agricultural enterprises is
over 20 times greater than the number in industry.
This confirms the old conclusion-if tpe evolution of agriculture is compared with that of industry, capitalism in agriculture is at a stage more akin to the manufactory stage than to
the stage of large-scale machine industry. Manual labour still
prevails in agriculture, and the use of machinery is relatively
very limited. But the data given above do not in any way prove
the impossibility of socialising agricultural production, even at
the present stage of its development. Those who control the banks
directly control one-third of America's farms, and indirectly
dominate the lot. ·1n view of the modern development of associations of every kind and of communications and transport, it
is undoubtedly possible to organise production under a single
general plan on a million farms raising more than one-half the
total value of the product.

16. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The agricultural censuses taken in the United States in 1900
and 1910 are the last word in social statistics in this sphere of
the economy. It is the best material of any available in the advanced countries, covering millions of farms and allowing precise well-founded conclusions on the evolution of agriculture
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under capitalism. One other particular reason why this material
can be used to study the laws of the evolution is that the U.S.A.
has the largest size, the greatest diversity of relationships, and
the greatest range of nuances and forms of capitalist agriculture.
We find here, on .the one hand, a transition from the slaveholding-or what is in this case the same, from the feudalstructure of agriculture to commercial and capitalist agriculture; and, on the other hand, capitalism developing with unusual breadth and speed in the freest and most advanced bours:eois cou~try: We observe alongside of this remarkably extensive colomsation conducted on democratic-capitalist lines.
~nd he:e areas which have long been settled, highly industrialised, highly intensive, and similar to most of the areas
of civilised, old-capitalist Western Europe; as well as areas of
p~tive, extensive cropping and stock-raising, like some of the
outlymg areas of Russia or parts of Siberia. We find large and
~all farms of the most diverse types: great latifundia, plantations of the former slave-holding South, and the homestead
West, and the highly capitalist North of the Atlantic seaboard·
~he. small farms of t?e Ne~ro share-croppers, and the small cap~
itahst farms producmg milk and vegetables for the market in
the industrial North or fruits on the Pacific coast· "wheat factories" employing hired labour and the homeste~ds of "independent" small farmers, still full of naive illusions about living
by the "labour of their own hands".
This is a remarkable diversity ~f relationships, embracing
both. pa~t and f~ture~ Europe and Russia. The comparison with
Russi~ is especially instructive, by the way, in regard to the
question of the consequences of a possible transfer of all land
to ~e peasants without compensation, a measure that is progressive but undoubtedly capitalist.
The U.S.A. offers the most convenient example for the study
of the general laws of capitalist development in agriculture and
the variety of forms these laws assume. A study of this kind
leads up to conclusions which may be summed up in the following brief propositions.

w:
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In agriculture, as compared with industry, manual labour
predominates over machinery to an immeasurably greater extent. But the machine is steadily advancing, improving farming
techniques, extending the scale of operations and making them
more capitalist. In modem agriculture, machinery is used in the
capitalist way.
Hired labour is the chief sign and indicator of capitalism in
agriculture. The development of hired labour, like the growing
use of machinery, is evident in all parts of the country, and in
every branch of agriculture. The growth in the number of hired
labourers outstrips the growth of the country's rural and total
population. The growth in the number of 'farmers lags behind
that of the rural population. Class contradictions are intensified
and sharpened.
The displacement of small-scale by large-scale production in
agriculture is going forward. This is fully proved by a comparison of the returns for 1900 and 1910 on total farm property.
However, this displacement is understated, and the condition
of the small farmers is shown in bright colours because statisticians in America in 1910 confined themselves-as in fact they did
almost everywhere in Europe-to grouping the farms by atreage.' The wider and faster the intensification of agriculture, the
higher is the degree of this understatement and the brighter the
colours.
Capitalism grows not only by accelerating the development of
large-acreage farms in extensive areas, but also by creating in
the intensive areas enterprises on smaller tract whose operations
are on a much larger scale and are much more capitalist.
As a result, the concen~~on of production in the large enterprises .is actually much greater-and the displacement of
small-scale production actually goes farther and deeper-than
is indicated by ordinary data about farms grouped by acreage.
The returns of the 1900 Census, compiled with greater care
and in greater detail, are more scientific and leave no doubt at
all on this score.
The expropriation of sinall-scale agriculture is advancing. In
the last few decades, the proportion of owners to the total
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number of farmers declined steadily, while the growth In th
number of farmers lagged behind population increase. The
numb~r of full owners is declining absolutely in the North the
mqst unportant section, which yields the largest volume of { e
~roducts and ~as neither any vestiges of slavery nor any ex~:
s1ve h?mes~eadmg. ~n the last decade, the proportion of farmers
reportmg hvest~ck m general decreased; in contrast to. the increased proport1~n of o~ners feporting dairy cattle there w~
~n even gre~ter mcrease m the proportion of operators without
orses, especially among the small farmers.
On the ":'hole, a comparison of corresponding data on industry an~ a?nculture for the same period shows that although the
l~tt~r ~ i~comparably more backward, there is a remarkable
s~mil~rtty. m the laws of evolution, and that small-scale productlon is being ousted from both.

Written in 1915
First publiAhed in 1917 as a
separate pamphlet by
Zhizn i Znaniye Publishers

Vol. 22, pp. 13-102

FROM A SPEECH AT AN INTERNATIONAL
MEETING IN BERNE

Comrades! You have heard speakers from various countries
who have told you about the workers' revolutionary struggle
against the war. I merely want to add another example, that of
the United States of America, the biggest and richest c6untry.
Its capitalists are now making enormous profits out of the European war. And they are also campaigning for war. They are
saying that America, too, must prepare to enter the war, and
that hundreds of millions of the people's dollars must be siphoned off into new armaments, into armaments without end. A
section of the socialists in America have also responded to this
false, criminal call. Let me read a statement by Comrade Eugene
Debs, a most popular leader of the American socialists, and the
presidential candidate of the American Socialist Party.
In the September 1.1, 1915, issue of the American weekly,
Appeal to Reason, he says: "I am not a capitalist soldier; I am
a proletarian revolutionist. I do not belong to the regular army
of the plutocracy, but . to the irregular army of the people. I
refuse to obey any command of fight from the ruling class. ...
I am opposed to every war but one; .I am for that war with
heart and soul, and that is the world-wide war of the social
revolution. In that war I am prepared to fight in any way the
ruling class may make necessary. ..."
This is what Eugene Debs, the American Bebel, the beloved
leader of the American workers, is telling them.
This goes to show once again, comrades, that the rallying of
the working class forces is truly under way
all countries of

in
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the world. War inflicts horrible sufferings on the people b
we must not, and we have no reason at all to desp · 0 'f thut
future.
'
air
e

Berner Tagwacht No. 33,
February 9, 1916

First published in Russian in 1929
in the second and third editions of
Lenin's Collected Works, Vol. XIX

Vol. 22, p. 125

SPLIT OR DECAY?

That was how Sotsial-Demokrat posed the alternative with
regard to the Gecman Social-Democratic Party, back in its issue
No. 35,'9 when it elaborated the fundamental ideas of the Manifesto on war issued by our Party's Central Committee.ao
Notice how the facts bear out this conclusion.
The German Social-Democratic Party iS clearly disintegrating.
Otto Ruhle, Karl Llebknecht's closest associate, quite apart
from the I.S.D. group (International Socialists of Germany),at
which has been consistently fighting the hypocritical Kautskyites, u has openly come out for a split. V orwarts°s had no serious, honest answer. There are actually two workers' parties
in Germany. ·
Even in Britain, a statement was made by T. Russell Williams in the moderate, pacifist Labour Leader (the Central
Organ of the Independent Labour Party), and he was sup·
ported by many local functionaries. Comrade Ornatsky, who
has done very good internationalist work in Britain, came oµt in
the conciliatory Nashe Slouo in. Paris for an immediate split
there. We are naturally in full agreement with Ornatsky in his
polemic with T. Rothstein, a correspondent of Kommunist, who
takes a Kautskyite attitude.
In France, Bourderon is a fervent opponent of any split buthas proposed to the Party Congress a resolution -calling. for out·
right disapproval both of the Party's Central Committee and
the parliamentary group! Adoption of such a resolution would
mean an immediate split in the Party.
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In America, the Socialist Party appears to be united. Actually
some of its members, like Russell and others, preach "prepared~
ness", stand for war, and want an army and navy. Others, like
E.u~ene Debs, the Party's presidential candidate, openly preach
civil war "in the event" of an imperialist war, rather, in connection with one.
There are now actually two parties all over the world. There
are in fact already two Internationals. And if the Zimmerwald
majori~ are afr~~ to recognise this, if they dream of unity with
the soc1al-chauvm1sts, and declare their readiness to have such
unity, these "pious hopes" in practice remain nothing but hopes
expressive of inconsistency and timidity of thought. Conscious~
ness lags behind reality.

Written February-April 1916
First published in 1931
in Lenin Miscellany XVII

Vol. 22, pp. 180-81

IMPERIALISM,
THE HIGHEST STAGE OF CAPITALISM
(Abridged)

During the last fifteen to twenty years, especially since the
Spanish-American War (1898) and the Anglo-Boer War
( 1899-1902) ,u the economic and also the political literature of
the two hemispheres has more and more often adopted the term
"imperialism" in order to describe the present era. In 1902, a
book by the English economist J. A. Hobson, Imperialism, was
published in London and New York. This author, whose point
of view is that of bourgeois social reformism and pacifism which,
in essence, is identical "vith the present point of view of the
ex-Marxist, Karl Kautsky, gives a very good and comprehensive
description of the principal specific economic and political features of imperialism. In 1910, there appeared in Vienna the
work of the Austrian Marxist, Rudolf Hilferding, Finance
Capital (Russian edition, Moscow, 1912). In spite of the mistake the author makes on the theory of money, and in spite of
a certain inclination on his part to reconcile Marxism with opportunism, this work giv~ a very valuable theoretical analysis
of "the latest phase of capitalist development", as the subtitle
runs. Indeed, what has been said of imperialism during the last
few years, especially in an enormous number of magazine and
newspaper articles, and also in the resolutions, for example, of
the Chemnitz and Basie congresses which took place in the autumn of 1912,55 has scarcely gone beyond the ideas expounded,
or more exactly, summed up by the two writers mentioned
above....
Later on, I shall try to show briefly, and as simply as pOBSible,
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the connection and relationships between the principal economic features of imperialism. I shaµ not be able to deal with the
non-economic aspects of the question, however much they deserve to be dealt with. References to literature and other notes,
which, perhaps, would not interest all readers, are to be .found
at the end of this pamphlet.
1. CONCENTRATION OF PRODUCTION

AND MONOPOLIES

'·

The enormous growth .of industry and the remarkably rapid
concentration of production in ever-larger enterprises are one
of the most characteristic features of capitalism. Modern production censuses give most complete and most exact data on
this process.
In Germany, for example, out of every 1,000 industrial enterprises, large enterprises, i.e., those employing more than 50
workers, numbered three in 1882, six in 1895 and nine in 1907;
and out of every 100 workers employed, this group of enter·
prises employed 22, 30 an'd 37, respectively. Concentration of
production, however, is much more intense than the concentra·
tion of workers, since labour in the large enterprises is much
more productiv~. This is shown by the figures on steam-engines
and electric motors. If we take what in Germany is called industry in the broad sense of the term, that is, including commerce,
transport, etc., we get the following picture. Large-scale enterprises, 30,588 out of a total of 3,265,623, that is to say, 0.9
per cent. These enterprises employ 5,700,000 workers out of a
total of 14,400,000, i.e., 39.4 per cent; they use 6,600,000 steam
horse power out of a total of 8,800,000, i.e.., 75,3 per cent, and
1,200,000 kilowatts of electricity out of a total of 1,500,000, i.e.,
77.2 per cent.
Less than one-hundredth of the total number of enterprises
utilise more than three-fourths of the total amount of steam and
electric power! Two million nine hundred and seventy thousand
sxµa.11 enterprises (employing up to five workers), constituting
91 per cent of the total, utilise only 7 per cent of the total
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amount of steam and electric power! Tens of thousands of h~ge
enterprises are everything; millions of small ~nes are nothing.
In 1907 there were in Germany 586 establishments employing one th~usand and more workers, nearly one-tenth ( 1,380,000)
of the total number of workers employed in industry, and they
consumed almost one-third (32 per cent) of the total amount
of steam and electric power.* As we shall see, m.oney capital
and the banks make this superiority of a handful of the largest
enterprises still more overwhelming, in the most literal sense ?f
the word, i.e., millions of small, medium and even some big
"proprietors" are in fact in complete subjection to some hundreds of millionaire financiers.
In another advanced country of modem capitalism, the United States of America, the growth of the concentration of production is still greater. Here statistics single out industry in the
narrow sense of the word and classify enterprises according to
the value of their annual output. In 1904 large-scale enterprises
with an output valued at one million dollars and over numbered
1,900 (out of 216,180, i.e., 0.9 per cent). These employed
1400 000 workers (out of 5,500,000, i.e., 25.6 per cent) and the
'
' of their output amounted to $5,600,000,000 (out of
value
$14,800,000,000, i.e.; 38 per cent). Five yeafS later, in 1909, the
corresponding figures were: 3,060 enterprises (out of 268,491,
i.e., 1.1 per cent~ employing 2,000,000 workers (out of 6,600,000,
i.e., 30.5 per cent) with an output valued at $9,000,000,000
(out of $20,700,000,000, i.e., 43.8 per cent).**
.
Almost half the total production of all the enterpnses of the
country was carried on by one-hundredth part of these enterprises! These 3,000 giant enterprises embrace 25~ branches ~f
industry. From this it can be seen that, at a certain stag~ of its
development, concentration itself, as it were, leads st~aight. to
monopoly, for a ·score or so of giant enterprises. can easily arrive
at an agreement, and on the other hand, the hmdrance to competition, the tendency towards monopoly, arises from the huge
*Figures taken from Annalen des deutschen Reichs, 1911, Zahn.
Statistical Abstract of. the United States 1912. p. 202.

**
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size of the enterprises. This transformation of competition into
monopoly is one of the most important-if not the most important-phenomena of modern capitalist economy, and we
must deal with it in greater detail. But first we must clear up
one possible misunderstanding.
American statistics speak of 3,000 giant enterprises in 250
branches of industry, as if there were only a dozen enterprises
of the largest scale for each branch of industry.
But this is not the case. Not in every branch of industry are
there large-scale enterprises; and moreover, a very important
feature of capitalism in its highest stage of development is socalled combination of production, that is to say, the grouping in
a single enterprise of different branches of industry, which either represent the consecutive stages in the processing of raw
materials {for example, the smelting of iron ore into pig-iron,
the conversion of pig-iron into steel, and then, perhaps, the manufacture of steel goods)-or are auxiliary to one another (for
example, the utilisation of scrap, or of by-products, the manufacture of packing materials, etc.).
"Combination," writes Hilferding, "levels out the fluctuations
of trade and therefore assures to the combined enterprises a
more stable rate of profit. Secondly, combination has the effect
of eliminating trade. Thirdly, it has the effect of rendering possible technical improvements, and, consequently, the acquisition
of superprofits over and above those obtained by the 'pure' [i.e.,
non-combined] enterprises. Fourthly, it strengthens the position
of the combined enterprises 'relative to the 'pure' enterprises,
strengthens them in the competitive struggle in periods of serious
depression, when the fall in prices of raw materials does not
keep pace with the fall in prices of manufactured goods."*
The German bourgeois economist, Heymann, who has written
a book especially on "mixed'', that is, combined, enterprises in
the German iron industry, says: "Pure enterprises perish, they
are crushed between the high price of raw material and the low
price of the finished product." Thus we get the following pie-

*

Finani:e Capital, Russ. ed., pp. 286-87.
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ture. "There remain, on the one hand, the big coal companies,
producing millions of tons yearly, stron~ly organised in their
coal syndicate, and on the other, the big steel plants, closely
allied to the coal mines, having their own steel syndicate. These
giant enterprises producing 400,000 tons of steel per annum,
with a tremendous output of ore and coal and producing finished steel goods employing 10,000 workers quartered in com·
pany houses, and sometimes own~ng their own rail~ays and
ports, are the typical representatives of the German iron and
steel industry. And concentration goes on further and further.
Individual enterprises are becoming larger and larger. An everincreasing number of enterprises in one or in several different
industries join together in giant enterprises, backed up and
directed by half a dozen big Berlin banks. In relation to the
German mining industry, the truth of the teachings of Karl
Marx on concentration is definitely proved; true, this applies to
a country where industry is protected by tariffs and freight rates.
The German mining industry is ripe for expropriation."*
Such is the conclusion which a bourgeois economist, who by
way of exception is conscientious, had to arrive at. It must be
noted that he seems to place Germany in a special category because her industries are protected by high tariffs. But this is a
circumstance which only accelerates concentration and the for·
mation of monopolist manufacturers' associations, cartels, syndicates, etc. It is extremely important to note that in free-trade
Britain, concentration also leads to monopoly, although somewhat
later and perhaps in another form. Professor Hermann Levy,
in his special work of research entitled Monopolies, Cartels ~nd
Trusts, based on data on British economic development, writes
as follows:
"In Great Britain it is the size of the enterprise and its high
technical level which harbour a monopolist tendency. This, for
one thing, is due to the great investment of tapital per. enterprise, which gives rise to increasing demands for new c~p1tal for
the new enterprises and thereby renders their launching more

* Hans Gideon Heymann, Die gemischten Werke
Grosseisengewerbe, Stuttgart, 1904 (S. 256, 278).

im deutschen
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dif'.ficult. Moreover (and this seems to us to be more important
p~mt)? every n~w enterprise that wants to keep pace with the
gigantic enterprises that have been formed by concentration
woul~ here pr~uce such an enormous quantity of surplus goods
that it could dispose of them only by being able to sell them
p~ofitab~y as a result of an enormous increase in demand; other.
w1se, th1s surplus would force prices down to a level that would
be unprofi!able both for the new enterprise and for the monopol
comb·
· · d"ff
f
y
. mes.." . Bntam
1 ers rom other countries where protective
tanffs facilitate the formation of cartels· in that monopolist m •
f t
,
. .
an
u ac urers associations, cartels and trusts arise in the majorit
of. cases only when the number of the chief competing ente:_
~nses has been reduced to ''a couple of dozen or so". "Here the
mfluenc~ of. concentration on the formation of large industrial
mo~opolies m a whole sphere of industry stands out with crystal
clanty."*
Half.~ century ago, when Marx was writing Capital, free
con;ipetltton appeared to the overwhelming majority of econon:iISts to ~ a "natural law". Official science tried, by a con~rracy of ~1len~e, to kill the works of Marx, who by a theoretical
histo~cal ~alysis of capitalism had proved that free
co~pen_tton gives nse to the concentration of production,
which, m turn, at a certain stage of- dev~lopment, leads to monopoly. Today, monopoly has become a fact. Economists are
writi.hg m?untains of books in which they describe the diverse
mamfestat1ons of monopoly, and continue to declare in chorus
that "Marxism is refuted". But facts are stubborn things as the
English proverb says and they have to be reckoned with .:Vhether
we. like it o~ not. Th~ facts show that differences· betw~en capitalist countnes, e.g., m the matter of protection or free trade
o~ly giv~ rise to insignificant variations in the form of monop~
ohes or m .the moment of their appearance; and that the rise
?f monopolies, as the result of the concentration of production,
is a general and fundamental law of the present stage of development of capitalism.

an?.

*

Hermann Levy, Monopole, Kartelle und Trusts, Jena, 1909,

s. 286, 290, 298.
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For Europe, the time when the new capitalism definitely su·
perseded the old can be established with fair precision; it was
the beginning of the twentieth century. In one of the latest compilations on the history of the "formation of monopolies", we
read:
"Isolated examples of capitalist monopoly could be cited from
the period preceding 1860; in these could be discerned the embryo of the forms that are so common today; but all this undoubtedly represents the prehistory of the cartels. The real beginning of modern monopoly goes back, at the earliest, to the sixties. The first important period of development of monopoly
commenced with the international industrial depression of the
seventies and lasted until the beginning of the nineties." "If we
examine the question on a European scale, we will find that
the development of free competition reached its apex in the sixties and seventies. It was then that Britain completed the con·
struction of her old-style capitalist organisation. In Germany,
this organisation had entered into a fierce struggle with handicraft and domestic industry, and had begun to create for itself
its own forms of existence."
"The great revolution commenced with the crash of 1873, or
rather, the depression which followed it and which, with hardly
discernible interruptions in the early eighties, and the unusually violent, but short-lived boom round-about 1889, marks
twenty-two years of European economic history." "During the
short boom of 1889-90, the system of cartels was widely resorted
to in ,order to take advantage of favourable business conditions.
An ill-considered policy drove prices up still more rapidly and
still higher than would have been the case if there had been
no cartels, and nearly all these cartels perished ingloriously in
the smash. Another five-year period of bad trade and low prices
followed, but a new spirit reigned in industry; the depression
was no longer regarded as something, to be taken· for granted; it
was regarded as nothing more than a pause before another
boom.
"The cartel movement entered its second epoch: instead of
being a transitory phenomenon, the cartels have become one of
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the foundations of economic life. They are winning one field of
industry after another, primarily, the raw materials industry. At
the beginning of the nineties the cartel system had already acquired-in the organisation of the coke syndicate on the model
of which the coal syndicate was later formed-a cartel technique which has hardly been improved on. For the first time the
great boom at the close of the nineteenth century and the crisis
of 1900-03 occurred entirely-in the mining and iron industries
at least- under the a~gis of the cartels. And while at that time
it appeared to be something novel, now the general public takes
it for granted that large spheres of economic life have been,
as a general rule, removed from the realm of free competition."*
Thus, the principal stages .in the history of monopolies are
the following: ( 1) 1860-70, the highest stage, the apex of development of free competition; monopoly is in the barely discernible, embryonic stage. (2) After the crisis of 1873, a lengthy
period of development of cartels; but they are still the exception. They are not yet durable. They are still a transitory phenomenon. (3) The boom at the end of the nineteenth century
and the crisis of 1900-03. Cartels become one of the foundations of the whole of economic life. Capitalism has been transformed into imperialism.
Cartels come to an agreement on the terms of sale, dates
of payment, etc. They divide the markets among themselves.
They fix the quantity of goods to be produced. They fix prices.
They divide the profits among the various enterprises, etc.
The number of cartels in Germany was estimated at about
250 in 1896 and at 385 in 1905, with about 12,000 firms participating.** But it is generally recognised that these figures are

* Th. Yogelstein, "Die finanzielle . Organisation der kapitalistischen
lndustrie und die Monopo\bildungen" in Grundriss der Sozialiikonomik,
VI. Abt., Tiibingen, 1914. Cf., also by the same author: Organisationsforme11 der Eisenindustrie und Textilindustrie in England und Amerika,
Bd. I, Lpz., 1910.
** Dr. Riesser, Die deutschen Grossbanken und ihre Konzen'ration
im Zusammenhange mit der Entwicklung der Gesamtwirtschaft in
Deutschland, 4. Ault, 1912, S. 149; Robert Liefmann, Kartelle und
Trusts und die Weiterbildung der volkswirtschaftlichen Organisation, 2.
Aufl., 1910, S. 25.
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underestimations. From the statistics of German industry for
1907 we quoted above, it is evident that even these 12,000 very
big enterprises probably consume more than half ~he steam and
lcctric power used in the country. In the Uruted States of
~erica the number of trusts in 1900 was estimated at 185
·and in l907, 250. American statistics divide all industrial enterprises into those belonging to individuat~, to private. firms or to
corporations. The latter in 1904 comprised 23.6 per cent, and
in 1909, 25.9 per cent, i.e., more than one-fourth of ~he total
industrial enterprises in the country. These employed m 1904,
70.6 per cent, and in 1909, 75.6 per cent, i.e., more than threefourths of the total wage-earners. Their output at these two
dates was valued at $10,900,000,000, and $16,300,000,000, i.e.,
73.7 per cent and 79.0 per cent of the t?tal, r~spectively.
At times cartels and trusts concentrate m their hands sevenor eight-tenths of the total output of a given br~ch of ind~s
try. The Rhine-Westphalian Coal Syndicate, at its foundation
in 1893 concentrated 86.7 per cent of the total coal output of
the are~ and in 1910 it already concentrated 95.4 per cent.*
The mo~opoly so created assures enormo~s profits, ~nd leads to
the formation of technical production umts of fo~1dable ~ag·
nitude. The famous Standard· Oil Company m the 1;Jmted
States was founded in 1900: "It has an authorised capital of
$150,000,000. It issued $100,000,000 common and. $106!0?0,000
preferred stock. From 1900 to 1907 the following d1v1dends
were paid on the latter: 48, 48, 45, 44, 36, 40, 40, 40 per cent
in the respective years, i.e., in all $367,000,000. From 1882 to
1907, out of total net profits amounting to $889,000,000,
S606,000,000 were distributed in dividends, and the rest '"'.ent
to reserve capital."** "In 1907 the various works of the Umted
States Steel Corporation employed no less than 210,180 people.

* Dr Fritz Kestner Der Organisationszwang. Eine U11tersuchun.g
uber die. Kiimpfe zwischen Kartellen und Aussenseitern, Berlin, 1912,
S. 11.
·
llsc h aft en. E 1ne
'
** R. Liefmann, Beteiligungs und Finanz1erungsgese
Studie uber den modernen Kapitalismus und das Effektenwesen, I.
Aufl., Jena, 1909, S. 212.
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The ~gest enterprise in the German mining industry, Gelsenkirchener Bergwerksgesellschaft, in 1908 had a staff of 46,048
workers and office employees."* In 1902, the United States
·Steel Corporation already produced 9,000,000 tons of
steel.** Its output constituted in 1901, 66.3 per cent, and in
1908, 56.1 per cent of the total output of steel in the United
States.*** The output of ore was 43.9 per cent and 46.3 per
cent, respectively.
The report of the American Government Commission on
Trusts states: "Their superiority over competitors is due to the
magnitude of their enterprises and their excellent technical
equipment. Since its inception, the Tobacco Trust has devoted
all its efforts to the universal substitution of mechanical for
manual labour. With this end in view it has bought up all
patents that have anything to do with the manufacture of
tobacco and has spent enormous swns for this purpose. Many
of these patents at first proved to be of no use, and had to be
modified by the engineers employed by the trust. At the end of
1906, two subsidiary companies were formed solely to acquire
patents. With the same object in view, the trust has built its
own foundries, machine shops and repair shops. One of these
establishments, that in Brooklyn, employs on the average 300
workers; here experiments are carried out on invention concerning the manufacture of cigarettes, cheroots, snuff, tinfoil
for packing, boxes, etc. Here, also, inventions are perfected." ****
"Other trusts also employ what are called development engineers whose business it is to devise new methods of production
and to test technical improvements. The United States Steel
Corporation grants big bonuses to its workers and engineers for
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1903, S. 13.

all inventions that raise technical efficiency, or reduce cost of
. "*
prod uctJ.on.
.
.
.
.
In German large-scale industry, e. g., m the chemical mdustry, which has developed so enormously during th~se last ~ew
decades, the promotion of technical improvement i~ orgarused
in the same way. By 1908 the process of concentration of production had already given rise to two main "groups" which, in
their way were also in the nature of monopolies. At first these
groups co'nstituted "dual alliances" of two pairs of big fact?~es,
each having a capital of from twenty to twenty-one nulhon
marks--on the one hand, the former Meister Factory in HOchst
and the Casella Factory in Frankfurt am Main; and on the
other hand, the aniline and soda factory at Ludwigshafen and
the former Bayer Factory at Elberfeld. Then, in' 1905, one ot
these groups, and in 1908 the other group, each concluded an
agreement with yet another big factory. The result was the
formation of the "triple alliances", each with a capital of from
forty to fifty million marks. And these "alliances': have already
begun to "approach" each other, to reach "an understanding"
about prices, etc.**
Competition becom,es transformed into monopoly: The result
is immense progress in the socialisation of production. In particular, the process of technical invention and improvement
becomes socialised.
This is something quite different from the old free co~
petition between manufacturers, scattered and out of touch with
one another, and producing for an unknown market. Concentration has reached the point at which it is possible to make an
approximate estimate of all sources of raw materials (for example, the iron ore deposits) of a country and even, as we shall
see of several countries, or of the whole world. Not only are
su~h estimates made, but these sources are captured by gigantic
monopolist associations. An approximate estimate of the capa-

Tobacco In·
dustry, Washington, 1909, p. 266, cited according to Dr. Paul Tafel Die
nordamerikanischen Trusts und ihr.e Wirkun,een auf den Fortschrit; dn
T echnik, Stuttgart, 1913, S. 48,
·

* Ibid.,-S. 49.
o Riesser, op. cit., third edition, p. 547 et seq. The ~ewspapei:s (June
1916) report the formation of a new gigantic trust which combines the
chemical industry of Germany.

* R. Liefmann, ibid., S. 218.
** Dr. S. Tschierschky, Kartell und Trust, Gottingen,
*** Th. Vogelstein, Organisationsformen, S. 275.
**** Report of the Commissioner of Corporations on the
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city of markets is also made, and the associations "divide" them
u~ amongst themselves by agreement. Skilled labour is monopolised, the best e~gineers. are engaged; the means of transport
are captured-railways m America, shipping companies in
E.urope and America. Capitalism in its imperialist stage leads
~ctly to the most comprehensive socialisation of production;
it, so to speak, drags the capitalists, against their will and
consciousness, into some sort of a new social order, a transitional
one from . complete free competition to complete socialisation.
Produ~t.ton becomes social, but appropriation remains private.
The social means of production remain the private property of
a few.. '!he genc:ral framework of .formally recognised free
competlt.ton remam~, and the yoke of_ a few monopolists on the
rest of the populat.ton becomes a hundred times heavier more
burdensome and intolerable.
.
'
. The German economist, Kest~er, has written a book especiaIJy devoted to "the struggl.e between the cartels .and outsiders", i.e., the capitalists outside the cartels. He entitled his
wor~ ?om~ul~ory Organisation, although, in order to present
capitalism m its true light, he should, of course, have written
~bout ':°mpulsory submission to monopolist associations. It is
1nstruct.tve to glance at least at the list of the methods the mon.o~~list associations resort to in the present-day, the latest, the
civilISed s~ggle ~?r "organisation": ( 1) stopping supplies of
raw materials (... one of the most important methods of compelling adherence to the cartel"); (2) stopping the supply of
labour by means of "alliances" (i.e., of agreements between the
ca~italists and t~e tiad~ ur~ons by which the latter permit
~eir me~b~ to work ~nly m cartelised enterprises) ; ( 3) stoppmg dehvenes; (4) closmg trade outlets; ( 5) agreements with
the buyers, by which the latter undertake to trade Qnly with
the cartels; ( 6) systematic price cutting (to ruin "outside"
~s, i.e., those whicl} refuse to submit to. the monopolists. Millions are spent in order to selJ goods for a certain time below
thP.ir cost price; there were instances when the price of petrol
was thus reduced from 40 to 22 marks, i.e., almost by half I)·
(7) stopping credits; (8) boycott.
'
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Here we no longer have competition between small and large,
between technically developed and backward enterprises. We
see' here the monopolists throttling those who do not submit to
them, to their yoke, to their dictation. This is how this process
is reflected in the mind of a bourgeois economist:
"Even in the purely economic sphere," writes Kestner,. "a
certain change is taking place from commercial activity in the
old sense of the word towards organisational, speculative activity. The greatest success no longer goes to the merchant whose
technical and commercial experience enables him best of all
to estimate- the needs of the buyer, and who is able to discover
and, so to speak, 'awaken' a latent demand; it goes to the speculative genius [? !] who knows how to estimate, or even only
to sense in advance, the organisational development and the
possibilities of certain connection between individual enterprises
and the banks...."
Translated into ordinary human language this means that the
development of capitalism has arrived at a stage when, although
commodity production still "reigns" and continues to be regarded as the basis of economic life, it has in reality been undermined and the bulk of the profits go to the "geniuses" of financial manipulation. At the basis of these manipulations and
swindles lies socialised production; but the immense progress
of mankind, which achieved this socialisation, goes to benefit...
the speculators. We shall see later how "on these grounds"
reactionary, petty-bourgeois critics of capitalist imperialism dream
of going back to "free", "peaceful", and "honest" competition.
"The prolonged raising of prices which results from the formation of cartels,'' says Kestner, "has hitherto been observed
only in respect of the most important means of production,
particularly coal, iron and potassium, but never in respect of
manufactured goods. Similarly, the increase in profits resulting
from this raising of prices has been limited only to the industries
which produce means of produclion. To this observation we
must add that the industries which process raw materials (and
not semi-manufacture~) not only secure advantages from the
cartel formation in the shape of high profits, to the detriment
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of the finished goods industry, but have also secured a dominating position over the latter, which did not exist under free
competition."*
The words which I have italicised reveal the essence of the
case which the bourgeois economists admit so reluctantly and
so rarely, and which the present-day defenders of opportunism, led by Kautsky, so zealously try to evade and brush
aside. Domination, and the violence that is associated with it,
such are the relationships that are typical of the "latest phase of
capitalist development";. this is what inevitably had to result,
and has resulted, from the formation of all-powerful economic
monopolies.
I shall give one more example of the methods employed by
the cartels. Where it is possible to capture all or the chief
sources of raw materials, the rise of cartels and formation of
· monopolies is particularly easy. It would be wrong, however,
to assume that monopolies do not arise in other industries in
\.\'.hich it is impossible to comer the sources of raw materials.
The cement industry, for instance, can :find its raw materials
everywhere. Yet in Germany this industry too is strongly cartelised. The cement manufacturers have formed regional syndicates: South German, Rhine-Westphalian, etc. The prices
fixed are monopoly prices: 230 to 280 marks a car-load, whert
the cost price is 180 marks! The enterprises pay a dividend of
from 12 to 16 per cent-and it must not be forgotten that the
"geniuses" of modern speculation know how to pocket big
profits besides what they draw in dividends. In .order to prevent
competition in such a· profitable industry, the monopolists even
resort to various stratagems: they spread false rumours about
the bad situation in their industry; anonymous warnings are
published in the newspapers, like the following: "Capitalists,
don't invest your capital in the cement industry!"; lastly, they
buy up "outsiders" (those outside the syndicates) and pay them
compensation of 60,000~ 80,000 and even 150,000 marks.**
* Kestner, op. cit., S. 254.
** L. Eschwegc, "Zement" in D~ Bank, 1909, 1, S. 115 et. seq.
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Monopoly hews a path for itself everywhere without scruple as
to the means, from paying a "modest" sum to buy off competitors, to the American device of employing dynamite against
them.
The statement that cartels can abolish crises is a fable spread
by bourgeois economists who at all costs desire to place capitalism in a favourable light. On the contrary, the monopoly
created in certain branches of industry increases and intensifies
the anarchy inherent in capitalist production as a whole. The
disparity between the development of agriculture and that of
industry, which is characteristic of capitalism in general, is
increased. The privileged position of the most highly cartelised,
so-called heavy industry, especially coal and iron, causes "a still
greater lack of co-ordination" in other branches of industryas Jeidels, the author of one of the best works on "the relationship of the German big banks to industry", admits.*
"The more developed an economic system is," writes Liefmann, an unblushing apologist of capitalism, "the more it resorts to risky enterprises, or enterprises in other countries, to
those which need a great deal of time to develop, or finally, to
those which are only of local importance."**The increased risk
is connected in the long run with a prodigious increase of capital, which, as it were, overflows the brim, flows abroad, etc.
At the same time the extremely rapid rate of technical progress
gives rise to increasing elements of disparity between the various
spheres of national economy, to anarchy and crises. Liefmann
is obliged to admit that: "In all probability mankind will see
further important technical revolutions in the near future which
will also affect the organisation of the economic system" ...
electricity and aviation. . . . "As a general rule, in such periods
of radical economic change, speculation develops on a large
scale." ...***
Crises of every kind~conomic crises most frequently, but

* Jeidels, Das Verhiiltnis der deutschen Orossbanken zur Industrie
mit besonderer Berucksichtigung der EisenindustTie, Leipzig, 1905, S. 271.
** Liefmann, Beteiligungs- und Finanzierungsgesellschaften, S. 434.
*** Ibid., S. 465-66.
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not only these-in their turn increase very ·considerably the
tendencr towards con~ntration and towards monopoly. In this
connection, the followmg reflections of Jeidels on the s.ignificance of the crisis of 1900, which, as we have already seen marked the turning-point in the history of modern monop~y are
exceedingly instructive:
'
"Side by side with the gigantic plants in the basis industries the
crisis of 1900.s~ill found many plants organised on lines that t~ay
wo~ld be considered ~bsolete~ the 'pure' [non-combined] plants,
which were brought into bemg at the height of the industrial
boom., The, fall in ~rice.s and the ~alling off · in demand put
these pure enterprises m a precanous position, which did not
affect the gigantic combined enterprises at all or only affected
them for a very short time. As a consequence of this the crisis
of 19~. resulted in a far greater concentration of industry than
t~e crisis of 1873: the latter crisis also produced a sort of selection ~f the best-equipped enterprises, but owing to the level of
techrucal development at that time, this selection could not
place the firms which successfully emerged from the crisis in a
P?5ition of n:ionopoly. Such a durable monopoly exists to a
high degree m the gigantic enterprises in the modern iron and
steel .and electrical industries owing to their very complicated
techmque, far-reaching o:ganisation and magnitude of capital,
and, to a lesser degree, m the engineering industry, certain
branches of the metallurgical industry, transport, etc."*
. ~onopoly! This ,,is the last word in the "latest phase of cap~tal1st development . But we shall only have a very insufficient,
incomplete, and poor notion of the real power and the significance of modern monopolies if we do not take into considerati9n the part played by the banks.

I,

V. DIVISION OF THE WORLD
AMONG CAPITALIST ASSOCIATIONS
I'
I

re or less complete possession of the industry of their own
mo
. . . bl
country. But under capitalism the home market is mev1ta y
bound up with the foreign market. Capitalism long ago created
world market. As the export of capital increased, and as the
aforeign and colonial connect.tons
·
and " sp h ~res o f J·nfluence ". of
the big monopolist associations expanded m all ways, thmgs
"naturally" gravitated towards an internationa~ agree.ment
among these associations, and towards the formation of international cartels.
This is a new stage of world concentration of capital and
production, incomparably higher than the preceding stages. Let
us see how this supermonopoly develops.
.
The electrical industry is highly typical of tl:le latest techmcal
achievements and is most typical of capitalism at the end of the
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries. This
industry has developed most in the two leaders of the new capitalist countries the United States and Germany. In Ge.rmany,
'
the crisis of 1900 gave a particularly strong impetus to its ~oncentration. During the crisis, the banks, which by that time
had become fairly well merged with industry, enormously accelerated and intensified the ruin of relatively small firms and
their absorption by the large ones. "The banks," writes Jeidels,
"refused a helping hand to the very firms in greatest need of
capital, and brought on first a frenzied boom and then the hopeless failure of the companies which have not been connected
with them closely enough."*
As a result, after 1900, concentration in Germany progre~sed
with giant strides. Up to 1900 there had been seven or eight
"groups" in the electrical industry. Each consisted of several
companies (altogether there were 28) and each was backed by
from 2 to 11 banks. Between 1908 and 1912 all these groups
were merged into two, or one. The following diagram shows
the process:

Jeidels, op. cit., S. 108.
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MonopoUst capitalist associations, cartels, syndicates and trusts
first divided the home market among themselves ·and obtained
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General Electric Company

-'-·--------....

United States:

Germany:

Thus, two electrical "great powers" were formed: "there are
no other electrical companies in the world completely independent of them," wrote Heinig in his article "The Path of the
Electric Trust". An idea, although far from complete, of the
turnover and the size of the enterprises of the two "trusts" can
be obtained from the following figures:
Turnover

'----...------ 1900
Siemens & HalskeSchuc kert

Thomson-Houston
Co. establishes a
firm in Europe

Edison Co. establishes in Europe the
French Edison Co
which transfers its
patents to the German firm

Union Electric Cc.

General Electric
Co. (A.E.G.)

General Electric Co. (A.E.G.)
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(000,000 marks)

America: General
Electric Co.
(G. E. C.)

1907

Germany: Genoral
Electric Co.
(A. E. G.)

1907

1910

1911

Number of
employees

Net profits

(000,000 marks)

252
298

28,000
32,000

35.4
45.6

216

30. 700
60,800

f4.5
21.7

362

And then, in 1907, the German and American trusts concluded an agreement by which they divided the world between
them. Competition between them ceased. The American General Electric Company (G.E.C.) "got" the United States
and Canada. The German General Electric Company
(A.E.G.) "got" Germany, Austria, Russia, Holland, Denmark,
Switzerland, Turkey and the Balkans. Special agreements, naturally secret, were concluded regarding the penetration of
"daughter ci:>mpanies" into new brahches of industry, into "new"
countries formally not yet allotted. The two trusts were to exchange inventions and experiments.*
The difficulty of competing against this trust, actually a sin-·
gle world-wide trust controlling a capital of several thousand
million, with "branches", agencies, representatives, connections,
etc., in every corner of the world, is self-evident. But the division of the world between two powerful trusts does not preclude
redivision if the relation of forces changes as a result of uneven
development, war, bankruptcy, etc.
An instructive example of an attempt at such a redivision, of
the struggle for redivision, is provided by the oil industry.

*

Riesser, op. cit; Diouritch, op. cit., p. 239; Kurt Heinig, op. cit.
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"The world oil market," wrote J eidels in 1905, "is even today
still divided between two great financial groups-Rockefeller's
American Standard Oil Co., and Rothschild and Nobel, the
controlling interests of the Russian oilfields in Baku. The two
groups are closely connected. But for several years five enemies
have been threatening their monopoly"*: ( l ) the exhaustion
of the American oilfields; (2) the competition of the firm of
Mantashev of Baku; (3) the Austrian oilfields; (4) the Rumanian oilfields; (5) the overseas oilfields, particularly in the
Dutch colonies (the extremely rich firms, Samuel, and Shell,
also connected with British capital). The three last groups are
connected with the big Gennan banks, headed by the huge
Deutsche Bank. These banks independently and systematically
developed the oil industry in Rumania, for example, in order
to have a foothold of their "own''. In 1907, the foreign capital
invested in the Rumanian oil industry was estimated at 185 million francs, of which 74 million was German capital.**
A struggle began for the "division of the world", as, in fact,
it is called in economic literature. On the one hand, the Rockefeller "oil trust" wanted to lay its hands on everything; it formed a "daughter company" right in Holland, and bought up
oilfields in the Dutch Indies, in order to strike at its principal
enemy, the Anglo-Dutch Shell trust. On the other hand, the
Deutsche Bank and the other German banks aimed at "retaining" Rumania "for themselves" and at uniting her with ·Russia
against Rockefeller. The latter possessed far more capital and
an excellent system of oil transportation and distribution. The
struggle had to end, and did end in 1907, with .the utter defeat
of the Deutsche Bank, which was confronted with the alternative: either to liquidate its "oil interests" and lose millions, or
submit. It chose to submit, and concluded a very disadvantageous agreement with the "oil trust". The Deutsche Bank
agreed "not to attempt anything which might injure American
interests". Provision was made, however, for the annulment of

*
**

Jeidels, op. cit., S. I 92-93.
Diouritch, op. cit., pp. 245-46.
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ated; a joint committee of control was set up, etc. This agreement was concluded for twenty years, with the prudent provision for its annulment in the event of war.*
Extremely instructive also is the story of the formation of the
International Rail Cartel. The first attempt of the British, Bel~
gian and German rail manufacturers to form such a cartel was
made as early as 1884, during a severe industrial depression.
The manufacturers agreed not to compete with one another in
the home markets of the countries involved, and they divided
the foreign markets in the following quotas: Great Britain, 66
per cent; Germany, 27 per cent; Belgium, 7 per cent. India
was reserved entirely for Great Britain. Joint war was declared
against a British firm which remained outside the cartel, the
cost of which was met by a percentage levy on all sales. But in
1886 the cartel collapsed when two British firms retired from
it. It is characteristic that agreement could not be achieved
during subsequent boom periods.
At the beginning of 1904, the German steel syndicate was
formed. In November 1904, the International Rail Cartel was
revived, with the following quotas: Britain, 53.5 per cent; Germany, 28.83 per cent; Belgium, 17.67 per cent. France came in
later and received 4.8 per cent, 5.8 per cent and 6.4 per cent
in the first, second and third year respectively, over and above
the 100 per cent limit, i.e., out of a total of 104.8 per cent, etc.
In 1905, the United States Steel Corporation entered the cartel;
then Austria and Spain. "At the present time," wrote Vogelstein in 1910, "the division of the world is complete, and the
!Jig consumers, primarily the state railways-since the world has
been parcelled out without consideration for their interests.can now dwell like the poet in the heavens of Jupiter."**
Let me also mention the International Zinc Syndicate which
was established in 1909 and which precisely apportioned output
among five groups of factories: German, Belgian, French, Spanish and British; and also the International Dynamite Trust,
which, Liefmann says, is "quite a modern, close alliance of the

*

388.
0

Riesser, op. cit., S. 125.
Vogelstein, Organi$atwnsformen, S. 100.
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German explosives manufacturers who, with the French and
American dynamite manufacturers, organised in a similar manner, have divided the whole world among themselves, so to
speak".*
Liefmann calculated that in 1897 there were altogether about
forty international cartels in which Germany had a share, while
in 1910 there were about a hundred.
Certain bourgeois writers (now joined by Karl Kautsky, who
has completely abandoned the Marxist position he had held,
for example, in 1909) have expressed the opinion that international cart.els, being one of the most striking expressions of
the internationalisation of capital, give the hope of peace among
nations under capitalism. Theoretically, this opinion is ab8olutely absurd, while in practice it is sophistry and a dishonest
defence of the worst opportunism. International cartels show to
what point capitalist monopolies have developed, and the object
of the struggle between the various capitalist associations. This
last circumstance is the most important; it alone shows us the
historico-economic meaning of what is taking place; for the
forms of the struggle may and do constantly change in accordance with varying, relatively specific and temporary causes, but
the substance of the struggle, its class content, positively cannot
change while classes exist. Naturally, it is in the intei;ests of, for
example, the German bourgeoisie, to whose side Kautsky has
in effect gone over in his theoretical arguments (I shall deal
with this later), to obscure the substance of the present economic struggle (the division of the 'world) and to emphasise now
this and now another form of the struggle. Kautsky makes the
same mistake. Of course, we have in mind not only the German
bourgeoisie, but the bourgeoisie all over the world. The capitalists divide the world, not out of any particular malice, but
because the degree of concentration which has been reached
forces them to adopt this method in order to obtain profits. And
they divide it "in proportion to capital", "in proportion to
strength'", because there cannot be·any other method of division

*

Liefmann, Kartelle und Trusts, 2. A., S. 161.
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For Great Britain, the period of the enormous expansion of
colonial conquests was that between 1860 and 1880, and it was
also very considerable in the last twenty years of the nineteenth century. For France and Germany this period falls precisely in the5e twenty years. We saw above that the development of pre-monopaly capitalism, of capitalism in which free
competition was predominant, reached its limit in the 1860s and
1870s. We now see that it is precisely after that period that the
tremendous "boom" in colonial conquests begins, and that the
struggle for the territorial division of the world becomes extraordinarily sharp. It is beyond doubt, therefore, that capitalism's
transition to the stage of monopoly capitalism, to finance capital, is connected with the intensification of the struggle for the
partitioning of the world.
Hobson, in his· work on imperialism, marks the years 18841900 as the epoch of intensified "expansion" of the chief European states. According to his estimate, Great Britain during
these years acquired 3, 700,000 square miles of territory with
57,000,000 inhabitants; France, 3,600,000 square miles with
36,500,000; Germany, 1,000,000 square ~iles with 14,700,000;
Belgium, 900,000 square miles with 30,000,000; Portugal,
800,000 square miles with 9,000,000 inhabitants. The scramble
for colonies by all the capitalist states at the end of the nineteenth century and particularly since the 1880s is a commonly
known fact in the history of diplomacy and of foreign policy.
In the most flourishing period of free competition in Great
Britain, i.e., between 1840 and 1860, the leading British bourgeois politicians were opposed to colonial policy and were of
the opinion that the liberation of the colonies, their complete
separation from Britain, was inevitable and desirable. M. Beer,
in an article, "Modern British Imperialism",*. published in
1898, shows that in 1852, Disraeli, a statesman who was generally inclined towards imperialism, declared: "The colonies are
millstones round our necks." But at the end of the nineteenth
century the British heroes of the hour were Cecil Rhodes and

*

Die Neue Zeit, XVI, I, 1898, S. 302.
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Joseph Chamberlain, who openly advocatecI imperialism and
applied the imperialist policy in the most cynical manner!
It is not without interest to observe that even then these leading British bourgeois politicians saw the connection between
what might be called the purely economic and the socio-political roots •of modern imperialism. Chamberlain advocated imperialism as a "true, wise and economical policy", and pointed
particularly to the German, American and Belgian competition
which Great Britain was encountering in the world market. Salvation lies in monopoly, said the capitalists as they formed cartels, syndicates and trusts. Salvation lies in monopoly, echoed
the political leaders of the bourgeoisie, hastening to appropriate
the parts ·of the world not yet shared out. And Cecil Rhodes, we
are informed by his intimate friend, the journalist Stead, expressed his imperialist views to him in 1895 in the following
terms: "I was in the East End of London [a wo~king-class quarterJ yesterday and attended a meeting of the unemployed. I listened to the wild speeches, which were just a cry for 'bread!
bread!' and on my way home I pondered over the scene and
I became more than ever convinced of the importance of imperialism.... My cherished idea is a solution for the social problem, i.e., in order to save the 40,000,000 inhabitants of ·the
United Kingdom from a bloody civil war, we colonial statesmen
must acquire new lands to settle the surplus population, to provide new markets for the goods produced in the factories and
mines. The Empire, as I have always said, is a bread and butter
question. If you want to avoid civil war, you must become imperialists."*
That was said in 1895 by Cecil Rhodes, millionaire, a king
of. finance, the man who was mainly responsible for the AngloBoer War. True, his defence of imperialism is crude and cynical, but in substance it does not differ from the "theory" a i vocated by Me~rs. Maslov, Sudekum, Potresov, David, and the
founder of Russian Marxisma 6 and others. Cecil Rhodes was a
somewhat more honest social-chauvinist. ...
To present as precise a picture as possible of the territorial

* Ibid., S. 304.
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. _We deary see from these figures how "complete" was the partitJon of the world at the turn of the twentieth century. After
1876 colonial possessions increased to enormous dimensions by
~ore than fifty per ~nt~ from 40,000,000 to 65,000,000 sq~are
kilometres, for the s1x biggest powers; the increase amounts to
25,000,000 square kilometres, fifty per cerit more than the area
of the metropolitan countries ( 16,500,000 square kilometres). In
1876 three powers had no colonies, and a fourth, France, had
s~~rcely any. By 1914 these four powers had acquired colonies
with an area of 14,100,000 square kilometres, i.e., about half as
much again as the area of Europe, with a population of nearly
100,000,000. The unevenness in the rate of expansion of colonial possessions is very gre~t. If, for instance, we compare Fi:ance,
Genna~y and Japan, which do not differ very much in area and
population, we see that the first has acquired almost three times
as much colo~al territory as the other two combined. In regard
to finan~e ~p1ta1, France, at the beginning of the period we
are cons1denng, was also, perhaps, several times richer than
Germany and Japan put together. In addition to and on the
basis ..of, purely economic conditions, geographic:il and other
conditions also affect the dimensions of colonial pos.sessions.
However st:ong the process of levelling the world, of levelling
the economic and living conditions in different countries may
have ~en in the past decades as a result of the pressure of '1argesc:aie mdust~y, exchange and finance capital, considerable
differences still remain; and among the six countries mentioned
we see, firstly, young capitalist countries (America, Germany,
Japan), ":'hose . progress has been extraordinarily rapid; secondly, countries with an old capitalist development (France and
Great Britain), whose .progress lately has been much slow~r
than that of the previously mentioned countries, and thirdly, a
country most backwa'rd economically (Russia), where modern
capitalist imperialism is enmeshed, so to speak, in a particularly
close network of pre-capitalist relations.
Alongside the colonial possessions of the great powers, we
have placed the small colonies of the small states, which are, so
to speak, the next objects of a possible and probable "redivision"
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of colonies. These small states mostly retain their coloni~ ~nly
because the big powers are torn by conflicting interests, fnctJon,
on the
etc., which Prevent them from coming to an agreement
th
·a
division of the spoils. As to the "semi-colonial" states ey pr?VJ e
n example of the transitional forms which are to be found m all
:pheres of nature and society. Finance capital is s~ch a ?reat,
such a decisive, you might say, force in all e~noI?1c and m all
international relations, that it is capable of subjeCtmg, and act~·
ally does subject, to itself even states enjoying •the fullest yohtical independence; we shall shortly see examples of th1s. Of
~"~ce capital finds most "convenient", •and derives
course, ,n. 11.<Ul
h 1~he
greatest "profit from, a form of subjection w~ich mvo1ves ~ e oss
of the political independence of the subjected ~untne~· and
peoples. In this respect, the semi-colonial countnes pr0V1de a
typical example of the "middle stage" .. It is natural fua:t the
struggle for these semi-dependent countnes should have become
particularly bitter in the epoch of finance capital, when the rest
of the world has already been divided up.
Colonial policy and imperialism existed before the latest stage
of capitalism, and even before C4pitalism. R?"1e, _foun~~ on
slavery, pursued a colonial policy ~? prac~ised. rmperiallSlll.
But "general" disquisitions on impenalism, which ignore, or ~ut
into the background, the fundamental difference betw~n SOCIO-economic formations, inevitably turn into the most vapid banality or bragging, like the comparison: "G~ater R?me and Gr~at
er Britain."* Even the capitalist colorual pohcy of p_revious
stages of capitalism is essentially different from the colomal pol·
icy of finance capital.
. .
.
The principal feature of the !at.est stage .of cap1tahsm is the
domination of monopolist assOCiations of big employers. These
monopolies are most firmly established when all the sources
of raw materials are captured by one group, and we ~ave seen
with what zeal the international capitalist ass~iat1ons exert
every effort to deprive their rivals of all opportunity of compet·

* c p Lucas Greater Rome and Greater Britain, Oxford, 1912, or
. '
. 1·ism, Lon d on, 1910•
the Earl• of• Cromer's
Ancient and Modern Imperia
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ing, to buy up, for example, ironfields, oilfields, etc. Colonial
possession alone gives the monopolies complete guarantee· against
all contingencies in the '5truggle against competitors, including
the case of the adversary wanting to be protected by a law establishing a state monopoly. The more capitalism is developed,
the more strongly the shortage of raw materials is felt, the more
intense the competition and the hunt for sources of raw materials throughout· the whole world, the more desperate the struggle for the acquisition of colonies.
"It may be asserted,'' writes Schilder, "although it may sound
paradoxical to some, that in the more or less foreseeable future
the growth of the urban and industrial population is more likely
to be hindered by a shortage of raw materials for industry than
by a shortage of food." For example, there is a growing shortage
of timber- the price of which is steadily rising-of leather, and
of raw materials for the textile industry. "Associations of manufacturers are making efforts to create an equilibrium between
agriculture and industry in the whole of world economy; as an
example of this we might mention the International Federation
of Cotton Spinners' Associatlons in several of the most important industrial ·countries, founded in 1904, and the European
Federation of Flax Spinners' Associations, founded on the same
model in 1910."*
Of course, the bourgeois refonnists, and among them particularly the present-day adherents of Kautsky, try to belittle the
importance of facts of this kind by arguing that raw materials
"could be" obtained in the open market without a "costly and
dangerous" colonial policy; and that the supply of raw materials
"could be" increased enormously by "simply" improving conditions in agriculture in general. But such arguments become an
apology for imperialism, an attempt to paint it in bright .:0lours,
because they ignore the principal feature of the latest stage of
capitalism: monopolies. The free market is becoming more and
more a thing of the past; monopolist syndicates and trusts are
restricting it with every passing day, and "simply" 1mproving

*

Schilder, op. cit., S. 38-42.
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onditions in agriculture means improving the conditions of the
c
. h
masses, raising wages and reducing profits. Where, except m t e
imagination of sentimental reformists, are there any trusts capable of concerning themselves with the condition of the masses
instead of the conquest of colonies?
Finance capital is interested not only in the already discovered sources of raw materials but · also in potential sources,
because present-day technical development is extremely rapid,
and land which is useless today may be improved tomorrow .if
new methods are devised (to this end a big bank can equip a
special expedition of engineers, agricultural ex~erts, etc.},. an~
if large amounts of capital are invested. This also applies to
prospecting for minerals, to new methods of processing up and
utilising raw materials, etc., etc. Hence, the inevitable striving
of finance capital to enlarge its spheres of influence and even
its actual territory. In the same way that the t.r:usts capitalise
their property at two or three times its value, taking into account
its "potential" (and not actual) profits and the further results
of monopoly, so finance capital in general strives to seize the
largest possible amount of land of all kinds in all places, and
by every means, taking into account potential sources of raw
materials and fearing to be left behind in the fierce struggle for
the last remnants of independent territory, or for the repartition
of those territories that have been already divided.
The British capitalists are exerting every effort to develop
cotton growing in their colony, Egypt (in 1904, out of 2,300,000
hectares of land under cultivation, 600,000, or more than onefourth, were under cotton) ; the Russians are doing the same in
their colony, Turkestan, because in this way they will be in a
better position to defeat their foreign competitors, to monopolise the source!;l of raw materials and form a more economiCal
and profitable textile trust in which all the processes of cotton
pr:oduction and manufacturing will be "combined" and concentrated in the hands of one set of owners.
The interests pursued in exporting capital also give an impetus to the conquest of colonies, for in the colonial market it
is easier to employ monopoly methods (and sometimes they are
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the only methods that can be employed) to eliminate competition, to ensure supplies, to secure the necessary "connections", etc.
The non-economic superstructure which grows up on the
basis of finance capital; its politics and its ideology, stimulates
the striving for colonial conquest. "Finance capital does not
want liberty, it wants domination," as Hilferding very truly says.
And a French bourgeois writer, developing and supplementing,
as it were, the ideas of Cecil Rhodes quoted above,* writes
that social causes should be added to the economic causes of
modem colonial policy: "owing to the growing complexities of
life and the difficulties which weigh not only on the masses of
the workers, but also on the middle classes, 'impatience, irritation and hatred are accumulating in all the countries of the old
civilisation and are becoming a menace to public order; the
energy which is being hurled out of the definite class channel
must be given employment abroad in order to avert an explosion at home'."**
Since we are speaking of colonial policy in the epoch of capi·
talist imperialism, it must be observed that finance capital and its
foreign policy, which is the struggle of the great powers for the
economic and political division of the world, give rise to a number of transitional forms of state dependence. Not only are the
two main groups of countries, those owning colonies, and the
colonies themselves, but also the diverse forms of dependent
countries which; politically, are formally independent, but, in
fact, are enmeshed in the net of financial and diplomatic dependence, are typical of this epoch. We have already referred to
one form of dependence--the semi-colony. An example of another is provided by Argentina.
"South Arllerica, and especially Argentina," writes SchulzeGaevernitz in his work on British imperialism, "is so dependent
financially on London that it ought to be described as almost a

British commercial colony."* Basing himself on the reports of the
Austro-Hungarian Consul at Buenos Aires for 1909, Schilder
estimated the amount of British capital invested in Argentina
at 8 750 million francs. It is not difficult to imagine what strong
co~ections British finance capital (and its faithful "friend'',
diplomacy) thereby acquires with the Argentine ~urgeoisi~, with
the circles that control the whole of that country s econorruc and
political life.
.
.
.
A somewhat different form of financial and diplomatic dependence, .accompanied by political independence, is presented by
Portugal. Portugal is an independent sovereign state, but actually, for more than two hundred years, since the war of the Spanish Succession ( 1701-14), it has been a British protectorate.
Great Britain has protected Portugal and her -colonies in order
to fortify her own positions in the fight against her rivals, Spain
and France. In return Great Britain has received commercial
privileges, preferential conditions for importing g~s and ~pe
cially capital into Portugal and Portuguese colorues, the nght
to use the ports and islands of Portugal, her telegraph cables,
etc., etc.** Relations of this kind have always existed between
big and little states, but in the epoch of capitalist imperialism
they become a general system, they form part of the sum total
of "divide the world" relations and become links in the chain
of operatioi;is of world finance capital.
In order to finish with the question of the division of the
world, I must make the following additional observation. This
question was raised quite openly and definitely not only in American
literature after the Spanish-American War, and in English literature after the Anglo-Boer War, at the very end of the nineteenth
century and the beginning of the twentieth; not only has German
literature, which has "most jealously" watched "British imper~al
ism", systematically given its appraisal of this fact. This question

* See pp. 236-37 .-Ed.
** Wahl, La France aux colonies quoted by Henri Russier, Le Par-

* &hulze-Gaevernitz, Britischer /mperialismus und e11glischer Freihandel zu Beginn des 20-ten fahrhunderts, Leipzig, 1906, ~· 318. ~ar
torius v. Waltershausen says the same in Das volksw1rtscha/tluhe
.System der k.apitalanla.~e im Auslande, Berlin, 1907, S. 46.
** Schilder, op. cit., Vol. I, S. 160-61.

tage de l'Oceanie, Paris, 1905, p. 165.
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has also been raised in French bourgeois literature as definitely
and broadly as is thinkable from the bourgeois point of view.
Let me quote Driault, the historian, who, in his book, Political
and Social Problems at the End of the Nineteenth Century, in
the chapter "The Great Powers and the Division of the World"
wrote the following: "During the past few years, all the free ter:
ritory of the globe, with the exception of China, has been occupied by the powers of Europe and North America. This has
already brought about several conflicts and shifts of spheres of
influence, and these foreshadow more terrible upheavals in the
near future. For it is necessary to make haste. The nations which
have not yet made provision for themselves run the risk of never
receiving their share and never participating in the tremendous
exploitation of the globe which will be one of the most essential
features of the next century (i.e., the twentieth). That is why all
Europe and America have lately been afflicted with the fever of
colonial expansion, of 'imperialism', that most noteworthy feature of the end of the nineteenth centry." And the author added:
"In this partition of the world, in this furious hunt for the treasures and the big markets of the globe, the relative .strength of
the empires founded in this nineteenth century is totally out· of
proportion to the place occupied in Europe by the nations which
founded them. The dominant powers in Europe, the arbiters. of
her destiny, are not equally preponderant in the whole world.
And, as colonial might, the hope of controlling as yet unassessed
wealth, will evidently react upon the relative strength of the European powers, the colonial question-'imperialism', if you willwhich has already modified the political conditions of Europe
itself, will modify them more and more."*
VII. IMPERIALISM, AS A SPECIAL STAGE
OF CAPITALISM

We must now try to sum up, to draw together the threads of
what has been said above on the subject of imperialism. Imperialism emerged as the development and direct continuation of

*
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the fundamental characteristics of capitalism in general. But
capitalism only became capitalist imperialism at .a definite and
very high stage of its development, when certain of its fundamental characteristics began to change into their opposites, when
the features of the epoch of transitioi: from capitalism to a higher
social and economic system had taken shapt: and revealed themselves in all spheres. Economically, the main thing in this process is the displacement of capitalist free competition by capitalist monopoly. Free competition is the basic feature of capitalism, and of commodity production generally; monopoly is the
exact opposite of free competition, but we have seen the latter
being transformed into monopoly before our eyes, creating largescale industry and forcing out small industry, replacing largescale by still larger-scale industry, and carrying concentration of
production and capital to the point where out of it has grown
and is growing monopoly: cartels, syndicates and trusts, and merging with them, the capital of a dozen or so banks, which manipulate thousands of millions. At the same time the monopolies,
which have grown out of free competition, do not eliminate the
latter, but exist above it and alongside it, and thereby give rise
to a number of very acute, intense antagonisms, frictions and
conflicts. Monopoly is the transition from capitalism to a higher
system.
If it were necessary to give the briefest possible definition of
imperialism we should have to say that imperialism is the monopoly stage of capitalism. Such a definition would include what
is most important, for, on the one hand, finance capital is the
bank capital of a few very big monopolist banks, merged with
the capital of the monopolist associations of industrialists; and,
on the other hand, the division of the world is the transition
from a . colonial policy which has extended without hindrance to
territories unseized by any capitalist power, to a colonial policy
of monopolist possession of the territory of the world which has
been completely divided up.
But very brief definitions, although convenient, for they sum
up the main points, are nevertheless inadequate, since we have
to deduce from them some especially important features of the
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phenomenon that has to be defined. And so, without forgetting
the conditional and relative value of all definitions in general,
which can never embrace all the concatenations of a phenomenon in its full development, we must give a definition of imperialism that will include the following five of its basic features:
{1) the ~oncentration of production and capital has developed
to such a high stage that it has created monopolies which play
a decisive role in economic life; (2) the merging of bank capital
with industrial capital, and the creation, on the basis of this "finance capital'', of a financial oligarchy; (3) the export of capital
as distinguished from the expot t of commodities acquires exceptional importance; (4) the formation of international monopolist
capitalist associations which share the world among themselves,
and ( 5) the territorial division of the whole world among the
biggest capitalist powers is completed. Imperialism is capitalism
at that stage of development at which the dominance of monopolies and finance capital is established; in which the export of
capital has acquired pronounced importance; in which the division of the world among the international trusts ·has begun, in
which the division of all territories of the globe among the biggest capitalist powers has been completed.
We shall see later that imperialism can and must be defined
differently if we bear in mind not only the basic, purely economic concepts-to which the above definition is limited-but also
the historical place of this stage of capitalism in relation to capitalism in general, or the relation between imperialism and the
two main trends in the working-class movement. The thing to
be noted at this point is that imperialism, as interpreted above,
undoubtedly represents a special stage in the development of
capitalism. To enable the reader to obtain the most well-grounded idea of imperialism, we deliberately .tried to quote as extensively as possible bourgeois economists who have to admit the
particularly incontrovertible facts concerning the latest stage of
capitalist economy. With the same object in view, I have quoted
detailed statistics which enable one to see to what degree bank
capital, etc., has grown, in what precisely the transformation of
quantity into quality, of developed capitalism into imperialism,

was expressed. Needless to say, of course, all boundaries i!1 n~
ture and in society are conventional and changeable, and it
ould be absurd to argue, for example, about the particular
;ar or decade in which imperialism "definitely"' became established.
In the matter of defining imperialism, however, we have .to
enter into controversy, primarily, with Karl Kautsky, the principal Marxist theoretician of the epoch of the So-called Second
International-that is, of the twenty-five years between 1899 and
1914. The fundamental ideas expressed in our definition o( imperialism were very resolutely attac~ed by ~auts~y ~n 1915, and
even in November 1914, when he said that impenahsm must ?ot
be regarded as a "phase" or stage of economy, but ~s a ~ol~cy,
a definite policy "preferred" by finance capital; that 1mper1ahsm
must not be "identified" with "present-day capitalism"; that if
imperialism is to be understood to mean. "all the phe~om~na of
present-day capitalism"-cartels, protection, the do~mat10n of
the financiers, and colonial policy-then the question as to
whether imperialism is necessary to capitalism beco~es re?u~d
to the "flattest tautology", because, in that case, 1mpenal1sm
is naturally a vital necessity for capitalism", and so on. 1:h.e best
way to present Kautsky's idea is to quote his own definition of
imperialism, which is diametrically opposed to. the subs.tance of
the ideas which I have set forth (for the objections commg fr?m
the camp of the German Marxists, who have been advocatmg
similar ideas for many years already, have been long known to
Kautsky as the objections of a definite trend in Marxism)·
Kaustky's definition is as follows:
.
.
.
"Imperialism is a product of highly develo~ed m~ustnal .ca~1talism. It consists in the striving of every mdustnal cap1tahst
nation to bring under its control or to anne~ all large area~ of
agrarian [Kautsky's italics] territoryf irrespective of what nation.~
inhabit it."*
This definition is of no use at all because it one-sidedly, i.e.,
*Die Nev.e Zeit, 1914, 2 (B. 32) , S. 909, Sept. II , 1914; cf. 1915,
2, S. 107 et seq.
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arbitrarily, singles out only the national question (although the
latter is extremely important in itself as well as in its relation to
imperialism), it arbitrarily and inaccurately connects this question only with industrial capital in the countries which annex
other nations, and in an equally arbitrary and inaccurate manner pushes into the forefront the annexation of agrarian regions.
Imperialism is a striving for annexation-this is what the
political part of Kautsky's definition amounts to. It is correct, but
very incomplete, for politically, imperialism· is, in general, a striving towards violence and reaction. For the moment, however,
we are interested in the economic aspect of the question, which
Kautsky himself introduced into his definition. The inaccuracies
in Kautsky's definition are glaring. The characteristic feature of
imperialism is not industrial but finance capital. It is not an accident that in France it was precisely the extraordinarily rapid
development of finance capital, and the weakening of industrial
capital, that from the eighties onwards gave rise to the extreme
intensification of annexationist (colonial) policy. The characteristic feature of imperialism is precisely that it strives to annex
not only agrarian territories, but even most highly industrialised regions (German appetite for Belgium; French appetite for
Lorraine), because ( 1) the fact that the world is already partitioned obliges those contemplating a redivision to reach out for
every kind of territory, and (2) an essential feature of imperialism is the rivalry between several great powers in the striving
for hegemony, i.e., for the conquest of territory, not so much
directly for themselves as to weaken the adversary and undermine his hegemony. (Belgium is particularly important for Germany as a base for operations against Britain; Britain needs
Baghdad as a base for operations against Germany, etc.)
Kautsky refers especially- and repeatedly-to English writers
who; he alleges, have given a purely political meaning to the
word "imperialism" in the sense that he, Kautsky, understands
it. We take up the work by the English writer Hobson, Imperialism, which appeared in 1902, and there we read:
"The new imperialism differs from the older, first, in substi-
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tuting for the ambition of a single growing empire the theory
and the practice of competing empires, each motivated by similar lusts of political aggrandisement and commercial gain; secondly, in the dominance of financial or investing over mercantile interests."*
We see that Kautsky is absolutely wrong in referring to English writers generally (unless he meant the vulgar English imperialists, or the avowed apologists for imperialism). We see that
Kautsky, while claiming that he continues to advocate Marxism,
as a matter of fact takes a step backward compared with the
social-liberal Hobson, who more correctly takes into account two
"historically concrete" (Kautsky's definition is a mockery of historical concreteness!) features of modern imperialism: ( 1) the
competition between several imperialisms, and (2) the predominance of the financier of the merchant. If it is chiefly a question
of the annexation of agrarian countries by industrial countries,
tnen the role of the merchant is put in the forefront.
Kautsky's definition is not only wrong and un-Marxist. It
serves as a basis for a whole system of views which signify a rup·
ture with Marxist theory and Marxist practice all along the line.
I shall refer to this later. The argument about words which
Kautsky raises as to whether the latest stage of capitalism should
be called "imperialism" or "the stage of finance capital" is not
worth serious attention. Call it what you will, it makes no difference. The essence of the matter is that Kautsky detaches the
politics of imperialism from its economics, speaks of annexations
as being a policy "preferred" by finance capital, and opposes to
it another bourgeois policy whi~h, he alleges, is possible on this
very same basis of finance capital. It follows, then, that monopolies in the economy are compatible with non-monopolistic, nonviolent, non-a.nnexationist methods in politics. It follows then, that
the territorial division of the world, which was completed during
this very epoch of finance capital, and which constitutes the ba$iS
of the present peculiar forms of rivalry between the biggest capitalist states, is compatible with a non-imperialist policy. The

*

Hobson, Imperialism, London, 1902, p. 324.
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result is a slurring-over and a blunting of the most profound
contradictions of the latest stage of capitalism, instead of an
exposure of their depth; the result is bourgeois reformism instead
of Marxism.·
Kautsky enters into controversy with the German apologist
of imperialism and annexation, Ctinow, who clumsily and cynically argues that imperialism is present-day capitalism; the development of capitalism is inevitable and progressive; therefore
imperialism is progressive; therefore, we should grovel before it
and glorify it! This is something like the caricature of the Russian
Marxist which the Narodniks drew in 1894-95. They argued: if
the Marxists believe that capitalism is inevitable in Russia,that it
is progressive, then they ought to open a tavern and begin to
implant capitalism! Kautsky' s reply to Cunow is as follows: imperialism is not present-day capitalism; it is only one of the forms
of the policy of present-day capitalism. This policy we can and
should fight, fight imperialism, annexations, etc.
The reply seems quite plausible, but in effect it is a more
subtle and more disguised (and therefore more dangerous) ·advocacy of conciliation with imperialism, because a "fight" against
the policy of the trusts and banks that does not affect the economic basis of the trusts and banks is mere bourgeois reformism
and pacifism, the benevolent and innocent expression of pious
wishes. Evasion of existing contradictions, forgetting the most important of them, instead of revealing their full depth-such is
Kautskf s theory, which has nothing in common with Marxism.
Naturally, such a "theory'' can only serve the purpose of advocating unity with the Cunows!
"From the purely economic point of view," writes Kautsky,
"it is not impossible that capitalism will yet go through a new
phase, that of the extension of the policy of the cartels to foreign policy, the phase of ultra-imperialism,"* i.e., of a superirnperialism, of a union of the imperialisms of the whole world

* Die Neue Zeit, 19l4-, 2 (B. 32), S. 921, Sept. 11 , 1914-. Cf. 1915,
2, S. 107 et seq.
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and not struggles among them, a phase wh~n :-vars shall cease
under capitalism, a phase of "the joint explo1tation of the world
by internationally united finance capital".*
.
. . ,,
We shall have to deal with this " theory of ultra-1mpenalism
later on in order to show in detail how decisively and completely it breaks with Marxism. At present, in keeping with the
general plan of the present work, we must examine th~ ~ct
economic data on this question. "From the purely econormc pomt
of view'', is "ultra-imperialism'" possible, or is it ultra-nonsense?
If the purely economic point of vi~w .is mean~ to be a "pure"
abstraction then all that can be said reduces itself to the following pr~position: development is proceeding towards mo~op
olies hence towards a single world monopoly, towards a smgle
world trust~ This is indisputable, but it is also . as completely
meaningless as is the statement that "development is proceeding'' towards the manufacture of foodstuffs in laboratories. In
this sense the "theory'' of ultra-imperialism is no less absurd
than a "theory of ultra-agriculture'' would be.
.
.
If however we are discussing the "purely economic" cond1tio~ of the :poch of finance capital as a historically concrete
epoch which began at the turn of the twentieth century, then
the best reply that one can make to the lifeless abstracti~ns of
Hultra-imperialism" (which serve exclusively a most r~~tionary
aim: that of diverting attention from the depth of exist~ng a~
tagonisms) is to contrast them with the concrete econorruc realities of the present-day world ewnomy. Kautsky's utterly
meaningless talk about ultra-imperialism encourages, am?ng oth~r
things, that profoundly mistaken. idea. V.:hich. only bnngs grist
to the mill of the apologists of-1mpenahsm, i.e., that th~ :Ule
of finance capital lessens the unevennes:i and . contradictions
inherent in the world economy, whereas m reality it increases
them.
.
R . . Calwer, in his little book, An Introduction to the World
Economy,** made an attempt to summarise the main, purely

• Du Neue Zeit,

**

1915, 1, S. 144, April _30, 1915.
.
R. Calwer, EinfUhrung in die Weltwirtschaft, Berhn, 1906.
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economic, data that ertable one to obtain a concrete picture f
the i~ternal relations of the world economy at the turn of· d:e
~wentie~~ cen;ury. He divides the world into five "main economic. areas , as ollows: • ( 1) Central Europe (the whole of Europe
wi~h. the excepti~n of Russia and Great Britain); (2) Great
Bntarn; (3) Russia; (4) Eastern Asia; (5) America· he includes
the colonies in the "areas" of .t he states to which' they bel
d "l
.
ong
an
eaves aside". a few co~ntries not distributed according to
areas, such as Persia, Afghamstan, and Arabia in Asia Morocco
and Abyssinia in Africa, etc.
'
Here. is a brief summary of the economic data he quotes .on
these reg.ions:
Industry
Output
(000.000 tons)

Tran.sport

Principal
economic
areas

1) Central
Europe
2) Britain
3) Russia
4) Eas.tern
Asia
5) America

27.6

388

(28.6)
22

(355)

(23. 6)• (146)
28.9
398

12

30

f3t

389
148

204

8

41

251

15

26

140

11

25

249

9

5f

63

1

3

16

3

7

8

1
6

2
14

245

379

8

0.02

14

2

19

We see three areas of highly developed capitalism (high development of means of transport, of trade and of industry) : the
Central European, the British and the American areas. Among
th~se. are three stat~ which dominate the world: Germany, Great
Bntam, and the Umted States. Imperialist rivalry and the struggle between these countries have become extremely keen because
Germany has only an insignificant area and few colonies; the

*

The figures in parentheses .;how the area and population of the

colonies.
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creation of "Central Europe" is still a matter for the future, it
is being born in the midst of a desperate struggle. For the moment the distinctive feature of the whole of Europe is political
disunity. In the British and American areas, on the other hand,
political concentration is very highly developed, but there is a
vast disparity between the immense colonies of the one and the
insignificant colonies of the other. In the colonies, however, capitalism is only beginning to develop. The struggle for South
America is becoming more and more acute.
.
There are two areas where capitalism is little developed:
Russia and Eastern Asia. In the former, the population 'is extremely sparse, in the latter it is extremely dense; in the former
political concentration is high, in the latter it does not exist. The
partitioning of China is only just beginning, and the struggle
for it between Japan, the U.S., etc., is continually gaining in
intensity.
.
Compare this reality-the vast diversity of economic and political conditions, the extreme disparity in the rate of development of the various countries, etc., and the violent struggles
among the imperialist states-with Kautsky's silly little fable about
"peaceful" ultra-imperialism. Is this not the reactionary attempt
of a frightened philistine to hide from stem reality? Are not the
international cartels which Kautsky imagines are the embryos of
"ultra-imperialism" (in the same way as one "can" describe the
manufacture of tablets in a laboratory as ultra-agriculture in
embryo) an example of the division and the redivision of ~~e
world the transition from peaceful division to- non-peaceful d1v1sion ~nd vice versa? Is not American and other finance capital,
which divided the whole world peacefully with Germany's participation in, for example, the international rail syndic~te, or .i~ ~he
international mercantile shipping trust, now engaged m redividing
the world on the basis of a new relation of forces that is being
changed by methods anything but peaceful?
Finance capital and the trusts do not diminish but increase
the differences in the rate of growth of the various parts of the
world economy. Once the relation of forces is changed, what
other solution of the contradictions can be found urtder capital-
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ism than that of force? Railway statistics* provide remarkably
exact data on the di~ferent rates of growth of capitalism and
~n~nce capital in world economy. In the last decades of impenahst development the total length of railways has changed as
follows:
Railways (000 kilometres)
1890
1913

E\ll'Ope

U.S.

• • . . . . • . . . • 224

. . . . . . . . , .• 268

All colonies
. . . . . . . •
Independent and semi-indepen- 82 ) 125
dent states of Asia and
America
43

Total . • . .

........

617

346
411

210 )

137

+

+122

347

+:~} +222

+ 94

1,104

Thus, the development of railways has been most rapid in the
colonies and in the independent (and semi-independent) states
of Asia and America. Here, as we know, the finance capital of
the four or five biggest capitalist states holds undisputed sway.
Two hundred thousand kilometres of new railways in the colonies
~nd in the other countries of Asia and America represent a cap1~1 of more than 40,000 million marks newly invested on particularly advantageous terms, with special guarantees of a good
return and with profitable orders for steel works, etc., etc.
Capitalism is growing with the greatest rapidity in the colonies
and in overseas countries. Among the latter, new imperialist
powers are emerging (e.g., Japan). The struggle among the world
imperialisms is becoming more acute. The tribute levied by finance
capital on the most profitable colonial and overseas enterprises
is increasing. In the division of this "booty", an exceptionally
large part goes to countries which do not always stand at the top
of the list in the rapidity of the development of their productive

. * Statistisches /ahrbuch fur das deutsche Reich, 1915; Archiv fUr
Eisenbahnwesen, 1892. Minor details for the distribution of railways
among the colonies of the various countries in 1890 had to be estimated
approximately.
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forces. In the case of the biggest countries, together with their
colonies, the total length of railways was as follows:
(000 kilometres)

U.S.
British Empire
Russia •
Germany • • .
France • ·• . •

Total for 5 powers

1890

1913

268
1'07
32

413
208
78

43
41

.... .

491

63

+145
+101
+ 46
+ 25
+ 22

830

+339

68

Thus, about 80 p~r cent of the total existing railways are oon-.
centrated in the )lands of the five biggest powers. But the c?ncentration of the ownership of these railways, the concentration
of finance capital, is immeasurably greater since the French and
British millionaires, for example, own an enom1ous. amount of
shares and bonds in American, Russian and other railways.
Thanks to her colonies, Great Britain has increased the length
of "her" railways by 100,000 kilometres, four times as much as
Germany. And yet, it is well known that the development of
productive forces in Germany, and especially the developme?t
of the coal and iron ind~tries, has been incomparably more rapid
during this period than in Britain-not to speak of Fran~ ~nd
Russia. In 1892, Germany produced 4,900,000 tons of pig-iron
and Great Britain produced 6,800,000 tons; in 1912, Germany
produced 17,600,000 tons and Great Britain, .9,~00,000 to~.
Germany, therefore, had an overwhelmin~ supenonty over Bntain in this respect.* The question is: what means oth~r th~n war
could there be under capitalism. to overcome the d1Spanty ?e·
tween the developmept of productive forces and the acc~ulation
of capital on the one side, and the division of colonies and
spheres of influence for finance capital on the other?

* Cf. also Edgar Crammond, "The Economic Relations of. t~e British and German Empires" in The Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, July 1914, p. 777 et seq.
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VIII. PARASITISM AND DECAY
OF CAPITALISM

. We. n~w have ~o examine yet another significant aspect of
impenahsm to which most of the discussion on the· subject
usually attac~ ins~fici:nt ~portance. One of the shortcomings
of the Marxist H1lferdmg 1s that on this point he has taken a
step backward compared with the non-Marxist Hobson. We
refer to parasitism, which is characteristic. of imperialism.
. ~ w~ have seen, the deepest economic foundation of imperial.ism is monopoly. This is capitalist monopoly, i. e., monopoly
wh1c.h ha.s grown out of capitalism and which exists in the general e~'?ron~ent of capitalism, commodity production and
compet1t1on, m permanent and insoluble contradiction to this
general environment. Nevertheless, like all monopoly, it inevitably eng~nders a tendency to stagnation and decay.. Since monopoly P.nces are established, even temporarily, the motive cause
of techmc:U and, consequently, of a,11 other progress disappears
to a certain extent and, further, the economic possibility arises
of deliberately retarding technical progress. For instance in
America, a certain Owens invented a machine which re~olu
tionised the manufacture of bottles. The German bottle-manufacturing cartel purchased Owens's patent, but pigeonholed it,
ref~ained from utilising it. Certainly, monopoly under capita:1s~ can never .c?mp~etely, and for a very long period of time,
~limmate competition m the world market (and this, by the by,
is one of the reasons why the theory oi ultra-imperialism is so
absu~d). Cer~ainly, .the possibility of reducing the cost of production and mcreasmg profits by introducing technical improvements ~perates in the direction of change. But the tendency to
stag~at1on and, decay, which is characteristic of monopoly,
contm~es to operate, and in some branches of industry, in some
countries, for certain periods of time, it gains the upper hand.
The monopoly ownership of very extensive, rich or well-situated ·
colonies operates in the same direction.
F.urth~r, imperialism is. an immense accumulation of money.
capital m a few countnes, amounting, as we have seen, to
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100,000-150,000 million francs in securities. Hence the extraordinary growth of a class, or rather, of a stratum of rentiers, i.e.,
people who live by "clipping coupons", who take no part in
any enterprise whatever, whose profession is idleness. The export
of capital, one of the most essential economic bases of imperialism, still more completely isolates the rentiers from production
and sets the seal of parasitism on the whole country that lives by
exploiting the labour of several overseas countries and colonies.
"In 1893,'' writes Hobson, "the British capital invested abroad
represented about 15 per cent -of the total wealth of the United
Kingdom."* Let me remind the reader that by 1915 this capital
had increased about two and a half times. "Aggressive imperialism," says Hobson further on, "which costs the tax-payer so dear,
which is of so little value to the manufacturer and trader ... is
a source of great gain to the investor. . . . The annual income
Great Britain derives from commissions in her whole foreign and
colonial trade, import and export, is estimated by Sir R. Giffen
at £ 18,000,000 [nearly 170 million rubles] for 1899, taken at
21 / 2 per cent, upon a turnover of £ 800,000,000." Great as -this
sum is, it cannot explain the aggressive imperialism of Great
~ritain, which is explained by the income of £ 90 million to
£ 100 million from "invested" capital, the income of the rentiers.
The income of the rentiers is five times greater than the income obtained from the foreign trade of the biggest "trading"
country in the world! This is the essence of imperialism and
imperialist parasitism.
For that reason the term "rentier state" (Rentnerstaat), or
usurer state, is coming into common use in the economic lite·
rature that deals with imperialism. The world has become divided into a handful of usurer states and a vast majority of debtor
states. "At the top of the list of foreign investments,'' says
Schulze-Gaevernitz, "are those placed in politically dependent
or allied oountries: Great Britain grants loans to Egypt,
Japan, China and South America. Her navy plays here the part
of bajliff in case of necessity. Great Britain's political power

*

Hobson, op. cit., pp. 59, 62.
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protects her from the indignation of her debtors."* Sartorius
von W~ltershausen in his book, The National Economic System
of Capital Investmenf.f Abroad, cites Holland as the model
"rentier state" and points out that Great .Britain and France
~re no~ becoming sueh.** Schilder is of the opinion that five
mdusU:i~. states have; become "definitely pronounced creditor
co~ntnes : Great Britain, France, Germany, Belgium and
Switzerland. He does not include Holland in this list simply
becaus~ she is. "industrially little developed".*** The United
States is a creditor only of the American countries.
. "Great Britain," says Schulze-Gaevernitz, "is gradually becomIDg transformed from an industrial into a creditor state
Notwithstanding the absolute increase in industrial output and
the export of manufactured goods, there is an increase in the
:eiative importance of income from interest and dividends
issues of securities,· commissions and speculation in the whole of
the national .economy. In my opinion it is precisely this that forms
the economic basis of imperialist ascendancy. The creditor is
more firmly attached to th~ debtor than the sell~ is to the
buyer."****
. I n. regard to Germany, A. Lansburgh, the publisher
of the ~erlm Di~, Bank, in 1911, in an article entitled "Germanya Rentier State , wrote the following: "People in Germany are
~eady to sneer at the yearning to become rentiers that is observed
m France. ~ut t?ey _forget that as far as the bourgeoisie is concerned the s1tuat1on m Germany is becoming more and more like
that in France."*****
The. re~tief state is a state of parasitic, decaying capitalism,
and this ~1.rcumstance cannot fail to influence all the socio-political conditions of the countries concerned, in general, and the
two fundamental trends in the working.class movement, in

*

Schulze-Gaevernitz, Britischer Imperialismus S. 320 et seq

** sartorius
. von Waltershausen, Das volkswirtschaftliche
'
System . etc
Berlin, 1907, Buch IV.
*** Schilder, op. cit., S. 393.
**** Schulze-Gaevemitz, op. cit., S. 122.
*****Die Bank, 1911, 1,S.10-11.
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particular. To demonstrate this in the clearest possible manner
let me quote Hobson, who is a most reliable witness, since he
cannot be suspected of leaning towards Marxist orthodoxy; on
the other hand, he is an Englishman who is very well acquainted with the situation in the country which is richest in colonies, in finance capital, and in im1perialist experience.
With the Anglo-Boer War fresh in his mind, Hobson describes
the connection between imperialism and the interests of the
"financiers'', their growing profits from contracts, supplies, etc.,
and writes: "While the directors of this definitely parasitic policy
-are capitalists, the same motives appeal to special classes of the
workers. In many towns most important trades are dependent
upon government employment or contracts; the imperialism of
the metal and shipbuilding centres is attributable in no small
degree to this fact." Two sets of circumstances, in this writer's
opinion, have weakened the old empires: ( 1) "economic para·
sitism'', and (2) the formation of armies recruited from subject
peoples. "There is first the habit of economic parasitism, by
which the ruling state has used its provinces, colonies, and dependencies in order to enrich its ruling class and to bribe its
lower classes into acquiescence." And I shall add that the economic possibility .of such bribery, whatever its form may be,
requires high monopolist profits.
As for the second circumstance, Hobson writes: "One of the
strangest symptoms of the blindness of imperialism is the reckless
indifference with which Great Britain, France and other imperial nations are embarking on this perilous dependence. Great
Britain has gone farthest. Most of the fighting by which we have
won our Indian Empire has been done by natives; in India, as
more recently in Egypt, great standing armies are placed under
British commanders; almost all the fighting associated with our
African dominions, except in the southern part, has been done
for us by natives."
Hobson gives the following economic appraisal of the prospect
of the partitioning of China: "The greater part of Western
Europe might then assume the appearance and character already
exhibited by tracts of country in the South of England, in the
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Riviera, and in the tourist-ridden or residential parts of Italy
and Switzerland, little clusters of wealthy aristocrats drawing
dividends and pensions from the Far East, with a somewhat
larger group of professional retainers and tradesmen and a
larger body of personal servants and workers in the transport
trade and in the final stages of production of the more perishable goods; all the main arterial industries would have disappeared, the staple foods and manufactures flowing in as tribute
from Asia and Africa.... We have foreshadowed the possibility
of even a larger alliance of Western states, a European federat.ion of great powers which, so far from forwarding the cause
of world civilisation, might introduce the gigantic peril of a
Western parasitism, a group of advanced industrial nations,
whose upper classes drew vast tribute from Asia and Africa
with which they supported great tame masses of retainers, n~
longer engaged in the staple industries of agriculture and manufacture, but kept in the performance. of personal or minor
industrial services under the control of a new financial aristocracy. Let those who would scout such a theory [it would be
better to say: prospect] as undeserving of consideration examine
the economic and social condition of districts in Southern
England today which are already reduced to this condition,
and reflect upon the vast extension of such a system which
'inight be rendered feasible by the subjection of China to the
economic control of similar groups of financiers, investors, and
political and business officials, draining the greatest potential
reservoir of profit the world has ever known, in order to consume it in Europe. The situation is far too complex, the play
.of world forces far too incalculable, to render this or any other
single interpretation of the future very probable; but the influences which govern the imperialism of Western Europe today are
moving in this direction and, unless counteracted or diverted,
make towards some such consummation."l<·
The author is quite right: if the forces of imperialism had

*
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.not been counteracted they would have led precisely to what he
has described. The significance of a "United States of Europe"
in the present imperialist situation is correctly appraised. He
should have added, however, that, also within the working-class
movement, the opportunists, who are for the moment victorious
in most countries, are "working" systematically and undeviatingly in this very direction. Imperialism, which means the
partitioning of the world, and the exploitation of other countries
besides China, which means high monopoly profits for a handful of very rich countries, makes it economically possible to
bribe the upper strata of the proletariat, and thereby fosters,
gives shape to, and strengthens opportunism. We must not,
however, lose sight of the forces which counteract imperialism
in general, and opportunism in particular, and which, naturally,
the social-liberal Hobson is unable to perceive.
The German opportunist, Gerhard Hildebrand, who was once
expelled from the Party for defending imperialism, and who
could today be a leader of the so-called "Social-Democratic"
Party of Germany, supplements Hobson well by his advocacy
of a "United States of Western Europe" (without Russia) for
the purpose of "joint" action . . . against the African Negroes,
against the "great Islamic movement", for the maintenance of a
"powerful army and navy", against a "Sino-Japanese coalition",* etc.
The description of "British imperialism" in Scbulze-Gaevernitz's book reveals the same parasitical traits. The national income of Great Britain approximately doubled from 1865 to
1898, while the income "from abroad" increased ninefold in
the same period. While the "merit" of imperialism is that it
"trains the Negro to habits of industry" (you cannot manage
without coercion... ) , the "danger" of imperialism lies in that
Europe will shift the burden of physical toil-first agricultural
and mining, then the rougher work in industry-on to the coloured races, and itself be content with the role of rentier, and in

* Gerhard Hildebrand, Die Erschutterung der lndustrieherrschaft.
und des lndustriesozialismus, 1910, S. 229 et seq.
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this way, perhaps, pave the way for the economic, and later,
the political emancipation of the coloured races".
An increasing proportion of land in England is being taken
out of cultivation and used for sport, for th~ diversion of the
rich. As far as Scotland-the most aristocratic place for hunting and other sports-is concerned, it is said that "it lives on
its past and on Mr. Carnegie" (the American multimillionaire).
On horse racing and fox hunting alone England annually
spends£ 14,000,000 (neary 130 million rubles). 'The number of
rentiers in England is about one million. The percentage of
the produc;tively employed population to the total pdpulation
is declining:
Population of

1851 . . . . . • .
1901 . . . . . . .

Workers
In basic
industries

England and
Wales (000,000)

(000,000)

17.9
32.5

4.1
4.9

Per cent ot
total popula tlon

23
15

And in speaking of the British working class the bourgeois
student of "British imperialism at the beginning of the twentieth century" is obliged to distinguish syste~tically between
the "upper stratum" of the workers and the "lower stratum of
the proletariat proper". The upper stratum furnishes the bulk
of the membership of co-operatives, of trade unions, of sporting clubs and of numerous religious sects. To this level is adapted
the electoral system, which in Great Britain is still "sufficiently
restricted to exclude the lower stratum of the proletariat proper"!
In order to present the condition of the British working class in
a rosy light, only this upper stratum-which constitutes a minority
of the proletariat-is usually spoken of. For instance, "the problem
of unemployment is mainly a London problem and that of the
lower proletarian stratum, to which the politicians attach little
importance...."* He should have said: to which the bourgeois
politicians and the "socialist" opportunists attach little importance.
One of the special features of imperialism connected with
the facts I am describing is the decline in emigration from im-
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perialist countries and the increase in immigration into these
countries from the more backward countries where lower wages
are paid. As Hobson observes, emigration from Great. Britain
has been declining since 1884. In that year the number of emigrants was 242,000, while in 1900, the number was 169,000.
Emigration from Germany reached the highest point between
1881 and 1890, with a total of 1,453,000 emigrants. In the
course of the following two decades, it fell to 544,000 and to
341,000. On the other hand, there was an increase in the
number of workers entering Germany from Austria, Italy, Russia and other countries. According to the 1907 census, there
were 1,:~42,294 foreigners in Germany, of whom 440,800 were
industrial workers and 257,329 agricultural workers.* In France,
the workers employed in the mining industry are, "in great part",
foreigners: Poles, I talians and Spaniards. ** In the United States,
immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe are engaged in
the most poorly paid jobs, while American workers provide the
highest percentage of overseers or of the better-paid workers.***
Imperialism has the tendency to create privileged sections also
among the workers, and to detach them from the broad masses
of the proletariat.
It must be observed that in Great Britain the tendency of
imperialism to split the workers, to strengthen opportunism
among them and to cause temporary decay in the working-class
movement, revealed itself much earlier than the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries; for two
important distinguishing features of imperialism were already
observed in Great Britain in the middle of the nineteenth century-vast colonial possession and a monopolist position in the
world market. Marx and Engels traced this connection between
opportunism in the working-class movement and the imperialist
features of British capitalism systematically, during the course of
several decades. For example, on October 7, 1858, Engels wrote
to Marx: "The English proletariat is actually becoming more

*
**

***

Statistik des Deutschen Reichs, Bd. 211.
Hcnger, Die Kapitalsanlap,e der Franzosen, Stuttgart, 1913.
Hourwich, Immigration and Labour, New York, 1913.
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and more bourgeois, so that this most bourgeois of all nations
is apparently aiming ultimately at the possession of a bo~rgeois
aristocracy and a bourgeois proletariat alongside the bourgeoisie.
For a nation which exploits the whole world this is ·of course
to a certain extent justifiable." Almost a quarter of a century
later, in a letter dated August 11, 1881, Engels speaks of the
"worst English trade unions which allow themselves· to be led by
men sold to, or at least paid by, the middle class". In a letter
to Kautsky, dated September 12, 1882, Engels wrote: "You
ask me what the English workers think about colonial policy.
Well, exactly the same as they think about politics in general.
There is no workers' party here, there are only Conservatives
and Liberal-Radicals, and the workers gaily share the feast of
England's monopoly of the world market and· the colonies."*
(Engels expressed similar ideas in the press in his preface to the
second edition of The Condition of the Working Class in England, which appeared in 1892) .
This clearly shows the causes and effects. The causes are:
( l) exploitation of the whole world ·by this country; (2) its
monopolist position in the_ world market; (3) its colonial monopoly. The effects are: (1) a section of the British proletariat
becomes bourgeois; (2) a section of the proletariat allows itself
to be led by men bought by, or at least paid by, the bourgeoisie.
The imperialism of the beginning of the twentietli century
completed the division of the world among a handful of states,
each of which today exploits (in the sense of drawing superprofits from) a part of the "whole world" only a little smaller
than that which England exploited in 1858; each of them occupies a monopolist position in the world market thanks to trusts,
cartels, finance. capital and creditor and debtor relations; each
of them enjoys to some degree a colonial monopoly (we have
seen that out of the total of 75,000,000 sq. km., which comprise
the whole colonial world, 65,000,000 sq. km., or 86 per cent,

belong to six powers; 61,000,000 sq. km., or 81 E_er cent, belong
to three powers) .
The distinctive feature of the present situation is the preval. ence of such economic and political conditions that are bound
to increase the irreconcilability between opportunism and the
general and vital interests of the working-class movement: imperialism has grown from an embryo into ·the predominant
system; capitalist monopolies occupy first place in the economics
and politics; the division of the world has been completed; on
the other hand, instead of the undivided monopoly of Great
Britain, we see a few imperialist .powers contending for the right
to share in this monopoly, and .this struggle is characteristic of
the who!e period of the early twentieth century. Opportunism
cannot now be completely triwnphant in the working-class move·
ment of one country for decades as it was in Britain in the second
half of the nineteenth century; but in a number of countries it
has grown ripe, overripe, and rotten, and has become completely
merged with bourgeois policy in the form of "social-chauvinism".*

* Bricfwechsel von Marx und Engels, Bd. II, S. 290; IV, 433,.:.._Karl
Kautsky, Soziali.imus und Kolonialpolitik, Berlin, 1907, S. 79; this pamphlet wa~ written by Kautsky 'in those infinitely distant days when he
was still a Mar~ist.

* Russian social-chauvinism in its overt form, represented by the Potresovs, Chkhenkelis, Maslovs, etc., and in its covert form (Chkheidze,
Skobelev, Axelrod, Martov, etc.), also emerged from the Russian variety
of opportunism, namely, liqnidationism.

IX. CRITIQUE OF IMPERIALISM

By the critique of imperialism, in the broad sense of the term,
we mean the attitude of the different classes of society towards
imperialist policy in connection with their general ideology.
The enormous dimensions of .finance capital concentrated in a
few hands and creating an extraordinarily dense and widespread
network of r~lationships and connections which subordinates not
only the small and medium, but also the very small capitalists
and small ·masters, on the one hand, and the increasingly intense
struggle waged against other national state groups of financiers
for the division of the world and domination over other countries, on the other hand, cause the propertied classes to go over
entirely to the side of imperialism. "General" enthusiasm over
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of imperialism, furious defence of it and painting
1t l~ ~e _brightest colours--such are the signs of the times. Impenahst ideology also penetrates the working class. No Chinese
Wall separates it from the other classes. The leaders of the
~resent-day, ~?-~Ile~ "S<><;i~-D.:mocrat~c" Party of Gem1any are
~ustly .ca.lied. soc1al-1mpenahsts , that is, socialists in words and
1m.Penahs~s ID. d:eds; but as early as 1902, Hobson noted the
existence ID Bntam of "Fabian imperialists" who belonged to the
opportunist Fabian Society.
~ourg~oi~ sc~olars and publicists usually come out in defence
of 1mpen":11s~ m a so~ewhat veiled form; they obscure its complete dommahon and its deep-going roots, strive to push specific
and .secondary d:tails into the forefront and do their very best
to distract attention from essentials by means of absolutely ridiculous schemes for "reform", such as police supervision of the
trusts or banks, etc. Cynical and frank imperialists who are bold
enough to admit the absurdity of the idea of reforming the fundamental ~haracteristics of imperialism are a rarer phenomenon.
He~ is an e~mple. The German imperialists attempt, in the
magaz~ne _Archives of World Economy, to follow the national
~manc1p~t1on movements in the colonies, particularly, of course,
m colomes other than those belonging to Germany. They note
~he unrest and the protest movements in India, the movement
m Natal (South Africa), in the Dutch East Indies, etc. One of
them, commenting on an English report o~ a conference held on
June 28-30, 1910, of representatives of various subject nations
and. races, of pe?ples of Asia, Africa and Europe who are under
foreign ru~e, writes as follows in appraising the speeches deliv~!e~. a~ this confer~nce: "We are told that we must fight impeuahsm, tha~ the ruhng states should recognise the right of subject
people~ to mdependence; that an international tribunal should
supe1v1se the fulfilment of treaties concluded between the great
P?wcrs ?ncl wc-ak peoples. Further than the expression of thescp1ous wishes they do not go. We see no trace of understanding
?f ~he f~ct. that imperialism is inseparably bound up with cap1t,alism m its present form and that, therefore [ ! !], an open
struggle against imperialism would be hopeless, unless, perhaps,

the fight were to be confined to protests against certain of its
especially abhorrent excesses."* Since the refonn of the basis of
imperialism is a deception, a "pious wish", since the bourgeois
representatives of the oppressed nations go no "further" forward,
the bourgeois representative of an oppressing nation goes "further"
backward, to servility towards imperialism under cover of the
claim to be "scientific". That is also "logic"!
The questions as to whether it is possible to reform the basis
of imperialism, whether to go forward to the further intensification and deepening of the antagonisms which it engenders, or
backward, towards allaying these antagonisms, are fundamental
questions in the critique of imperialism. Since the specific political features of imperialism are reaction everywhere and increased national oppression due to the oppression of the financial oli~
garchy and the elimination of free competition, a petty-bourgeois-democratic opposition to imperialism arose at the beginning of the twentieth century in nearly all imperialist countries.
Kautsky not only did not trouble to oppose, was not only unable
to oppose this petty-bourgeois reformist opposition, which is
really reactionary in its economic basis, but became merged with
it in practice, and this is precisely where Kautsky and the broad
international Kautskian trend deserted Marxism.
In the United States, the imperialist war waged against Spain
in 1898 stirred up the opposition of the "anti-imperialists'', the
last of the Mohicans of bourgeois democracy, who declared this
war to be "criminal", regarded the annexation of foreign territories as a violation of the Constitution, declared that the treatment of Aguinaldo, leader of the Filipinos (the Americans promised him the independence of his country, but later landed troops
and annexed it), was "Jingo treachery", and quoted the words
of Lincoln: "When the white man governs himself, that is selfgovernment; but when he governs himself and also governs
others, it is no longer self-government; it is despotism."** But as
long as all this criticism shrank from recognising the inseverable

* Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, Rd. II, S. 193.
** J. Patouillet, L'impirialisme aml1icain, Dijon,

1904, p. 272.
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bond between imperialism and the trusts, and, therefore, between
imperialism and the foundations of capital~m, while it shrank
from joining the forces engendered by large-scale capitalism and
its development-it remained a "pious wish".
This is also the main attitude taken by Hobson in his critique
of imperialism. Hobson anticipated Kautsky in protesting against
the "inevitability of imperialism" argument, and in urging the
necessity of "increasing the consuming capacity" of the people
(under capitalism!). The petty-bourgeois point of view in the·
critique of imperialism, the omnipotence of the banks, the
financial oligarchy, etc., is adopted by the authors I have often
quoted, such as Agahd, A. Lanshurgh, L. Eschwege, and among
the French writers Victor Berard, author of a superficial book
entitled England and Imperialism which appeared in 1900. All
these authors, who make no claim to be Marxists, contrast
imperialism with free competition and democracy, condemn the
Baghdad railway scheme which is leading to conflicts and war,
utter "pious wishes" for peace, etc. This applies also to the
compiler of international stock and share issue statistics,
A. Neymarck, who, after calculating the thousands of millions
of francs representing "international" securities, exclaimed in
1912: "Is it possible to believe that peace may be disturbed ...
that, in the face of these enormous figures, anyone would risk
starting a war?"*
Such simple-mindedness on the part of the bourgeois economists
is not surprising; moreover, it is in their interest to pretend to
be so naive and to talk "seriously" about peace under imperialism.
But what remains of Kautsky's Marxism, when, in 1914, 1915
and 1916, he takes up the same bourgeois-reformist point of view
and affirms that "everybody is agreed" (imperialists, pseudo-socialists and social-pacifists) on the matter of peace? Instead of
an analysis of imperialism and an exposure of the depths of its
contradictions, we have nothing but a reformist "pious wish" to
wave them aside, to evade them.

* Bulletin de l'Institut lnternatwnal de Statistique, T. XIX, livr.
II, p. 225.
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Here is a sample of Kautsky's economic criticism o~ imperialism.
He takes the statistics of the British export and. import trade
'th Egypt for 1872 and 1912; it seems that this export and
:port trade has grown more slowly than British ,~oreign trade
as a whole. From this Kautsky concludes that. we have no
reason to suppose that without military occupation ~he growth
f British trade with Egypt would have been less, simply as a
oresult of the mere operation
.
· f ac tors" . "The . urge
of economic
of capital to expand ... can be· best promoted, not ~~ the violent
methods of imperialism, but by peaceful democracy..
This argument of Kaustky's, which is .repea~ed m every key
by his Russian annour-bearer (and Russian shie~.der of the .social-chauvinists), Mr. Spectator, constitutes the basis of Kau~skia~
'ti'
of rm· perialism and that is why we must deal with it
en que
'
.
fflf d.
in greater detail: We will begin with a quotation from 1 er m~
whose conclusions Kautsky on many occasions, and notably m
April 1915, has declared. to have been "unanimously adopted by
all socialist theoreticians".
.
.
"It is not the business of the proletariat," "".rites !1ilferding,
"to contrast the more progressive capitalist policy with that of
the now bygone era of ·free trade and of hostility .towar~ the
state. The reply of the proletariat to the economic pol~c~ of
rm'perialism cannot be free trade, but socialism.
fi nance capl.tal, •o
•
'
·d I of
The aim of proletarian policy. cannot today be the 1 ~a
restoring free competition-which has now become.~ reactionary
ideal-but the complete elimination of competition by the
abolition of capitalism."**
.
.
f
Kautsky broke with Marxism by advoc;atmg m the epoch ?,
finance capital a "reactionary ideal", ' peaceful .de~ocracy.,
"the mere operation ~ economic factors", Ior ob7ectw~ly .this
ideal drags us back from monopoly to non-monopoly capitalism,
and is a reformist swindle.
.
)
Trade with Egypt (or with any other colony or ~em1-c~lony t
"would have grown more" without military occupation, w1thou

* Kautsky, Nationalstaat, t·mperialistischer Staat und Staatenbund,
Niirnbcrg, 1915, S. 72, 70.
** Finance Capital, p. 567.
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imperialism, and without finance capital. What does this mean?
That capitalism would have developed more rapidly if free
competition had not been restricted by monopolies in general,
or by the "connections", yoke (i.e., also the monopoly) of
finance capital, or by the monopolist possession of colonies by
certain countries?
Kautsky's argument can have no other meaning; and this
"meaning" is meaningless. Let us assume that free competition,
without any sort of monopoly, would have developed capitalism
· and trade more rapidly. But the more rapidly trade and capitalism
develop, the greater is the concentration of production and
capital which gives rise to monopoly. And monopolies have
already arisen-precisely out of free competition! Even if monopol~es have now begun to retard progress, ~t is not an argument
in favour of free competition, which has become impossible after
it has given rise to monopoly.
Whichever way one turns Kautsky's argument, one will find
nothing in it except reaction and bourgeois reformism.
Even if we correct this argument and say, as Spectator says,
that the trade of the colonies with Britain is now developing
more slowly than their trade with other countries, it does not
save Kautsky; for it is also monopoly, ·also imperialism that is
beating Great Britain, only it is the monopoly and imperialism
of another country (America, Germany). It is known that the
cartels have given rise to a new and pe.::11liar· .form of protective
tariffs, i.e., goods suitable for export are protected <Engels noted
this in Vol. III of Capital). It is known, too, ·t hat the cartels
and finance capital have a system peculiar to themselves, that
of "exporting goods at cut-rate prices'', or "dumping", as the
English call it: within a given country the cartel sells its goods
at high monopoly prices, but sells them abroad at a much lower
price to undercut the competitor, to enlarge its own production
to the utmost, etc. If Germany's trade with the British colonies
is developing more rapidly than Great Britain's, it only proves
that German imperialism is younger, stronger and better
organised than British imperialism, is superior to it; but it by
. no .means proves the "superiority" of free trade, for it is not
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trade and protection and colonial
a fight between free
. al . perialisms two monopolies,
but between two nv un
'
Ge
d
depen ence,
. tal The superiority of
rman
two g_ro~ps of fi~C:Ch C:~rialism is more potent than. the
impenalJ.Stll over n~
tective tariffs: to use this as
wall of colonial fronuers or of pro d
d "peaceful democ"
t" in favour of free tra e an
d
an argwnen .
f
ttin the es.5ential features an
racy" is .b~nal, it ~eans .. o~ge ~ubstituting petty-bourgeois
characteristics of unpenalism,
reformism for Marxism.
ha
the bourgeois economist,
. 'te tigtonotet teven
.
It 1S m res n
.. .
f.
.alism is as pe·tty-bourgeo1s
b h whose cnt1clSIIl o impen
. .
d f
A. L ans urg '
.
l
to a more scientific stu y o
as Kautsky's, neverth:less got c oser
ne single country, chosen
· t'
He did not compare 0
h
trade stabs ics.
.
1
with the other countries; e
at random, and one smgle cof
im rialist country: (1) with
examined the export trade 0
pe
·
d borrow
.
h'. h
financially dependent upon it, an .
.
countnes w 1c are
.
·
hich are financially mfrom it· and (2) with countnes w
;:dent. H~ obtained the following results:

:n:

. ;. I

Export Trade of Germany(OOO, 000 marks)
1889

:a

Rumania
Portugal
~-;;~ a Argentina
6 ~~ Brazil •
<> ~ G) •
Chile • •

.~ ~~

'g

~;;::~

g

Turkey

Total

·

........

.., ... ::-. \Great Britain · •
·~ ..!!;> g ~ France • • •
""«I~ a Belgium • • • ·
'<) !.~ Switzerland • • ·
<> a~
Australia • • : •
o ·- i::... - 0 Dutch East Indies
r,..-·

g

1908

Per cent

Increase

48.2 70.8
19.0 32.8
60.7 i47.0
48.7 84.5
28.3 52.4
29.9 64.0
284.8

451.5

65i.8
210.2
137.2
177.4
21.2
8.8

997.4
437.9
322.8
401.1
64.5
40.7

1,206.6 2,264.4

47
73
143
73
85
114

92

53

108

135
127
205
363

87

Total • • • • • • · • ·
.
t draw conclusions and therefore, strangely
Lansburgh did no
h t 'f the figures prove anything at all,
enough, failed to observe t a i
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they prove that he is wrong, for the exports to countries financially
dependent on Germany have grown more rapidly, if only slightly,
than exports to the countries which are financially independent.
(I emphasise the "if", for Lansburgh's figures are far from
complete.)
Tracing the connection between exports and loans, Lansburgh
wntes:
"In 189?-91, a Rumanian loan was floated through the German
banks, which had already in previous years made advances on this
loan. It was used chiefly to purchase railway materials in
Germany. In 1891, German exports. to Rumania amounted to 55
million marks.. The following year they dropped to 39.4 million
marks and, with fluctuations, to 25.4 million in 1900. Only in
very recent years have they regained the level of 1891, thanks to
two new loans.
"German exports to Portugal rose, following the loans of
1888-89, to 21,100,000 (1890), then, in the two following years,
they dropped to 16,200,000 and 7,400,000, and regained their
former level o~y in 1903.
~'1:he figures of German trade with Argentina are still more
strikmg. Loans were floated in 1888 and 1890· German exports
to Argentina reached 60,700,000 marks ( 1889)'. Two years later
they amounted to only 18,600,000 marks, less than one-third
of the previous figure. It was not until 1901 that they regained
and surpassed the level of 1889, and then only as a result of
new loans floated by the state and by municipalities, with advance~, to build power stations, and with other credit operations.
Exports to Chile, as a consequence of the loan of 1889 rose
to 45,200,000 marks (in 1892), and a year later dropp:d to
22,500'.000 marks. A new Chilean loan floated by the German
banks ~n 1906 was followed by a rise of exports to 84,700,000
marks 1Il 1907, only to fall again to 52,400,000 marks in 1908."*
From these facts Lansburgh draws the amusing petty-bourgeois
moral of how unstable and irregular export trade is when it is
bound up with loans, how bad it is to invest capital abroad

*

Die Bank, 1909, 2, S. 819 et seq.
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instead of "naturally" and "harmoniously" developing home
industry, how "costly'' are the millions in bakhshish that Krupp
has to pay in floating foreign loans, etc. But the facts tell us
clearly: the increase in exports is connected with just these
swindling tricks of finance capital, which is not concerned with
bourgeois morality, but with skinning the ox twice-first, it
pockets the profits from the loan; then it pockets other profits
from the same loan which the borrower uses to make purchases
from Krupp, or to purchase railway material from the Steel
Syndicate, etc.
I repeat that I do not by any means consider Lansburgh's figures to be perfect; but I had to quote them because they are more
scientific than Kautsky's and Spectator's and because
Lansburgh showed the correct way to approach the question.
In discussing the significance of finance capital in regard to
exports, etc., one must be able to single out the connection of
exports especially and solely with the tricks of the. financiers,
especially and solely with the sale of goods by cartels, etc. Simply
to compare colonies with non-colonies, one imperialism with
another imperialism, one semi-colony or colony (Egypt) with
all other countries, is to evade and to obscure the very essence
of the question.
Kautsky's theoretical critique of imperialism has nothing in
common with Marxism and serves only as a preamble to
propaganda for peace and unity with the opportunists and the
social-chauvinists, precisely for the reason that it evades and
obscures the very profound and fundamental contradictions of
imperialism: the contradictions between monopoly and free
competition which exists side by side with it, between the gigantic
"operations" (and gigantic profits) of finance capital and "honest"
trade in the free market, the contradiction between cartels and
trusts, on the one hand, and non-cartelised industry, on the
othe.r, etc.
The notorious theory of "ultra-imperialism'', invented by
Kautsky, is just as reactionary. Compare his arguments on this
subjectin1915, with Robson's arguments in 1902.
Kautsky: " ...Cannot the present imperialist policy be
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supplanted by a new, ultra-imperialist policy, which will introduce
the joint exploitation of the world by internationally united
finance capital in Rlace of the mutual rivalries of national
finance capitals? Such a new phase of capitalism is at any rate
conceivable. Can it be achieved? Sufficient premises are still
lacking to enable us to answer this question."*
Hobson: "Christendom thus laid out in a few great federal
empires, each with a retinue of uncivilised dependencies, seems
to many the most legitimate development of present· tendencies
and one which would offer the best hope of permanent peac~
on an assured basis of inter-Imperialism."
Kautsky called ultra-imperialism or super-imperialism what
Hobson, thirteen years earlier, described as inter-imperialism.
Except for coining a. new and clever catchword, replacing ·one
Latin prefix by another, the only progress Kautsky has made in
the sphere of "scientific" thought is that he gave out as Marxism
what Hobson, in effect, described as the cant of English parsons.
After the Angl~Boer War it was quite natural for this highly
honourable caste to exert their main efforts to console the British
middle class and the worke~ who had lost many of their relatives
on the battlefields of South Africa and who were obliged to pay
higher taxes in order to guarantee still higher profits for the
British financiers. And what better consolation could there be
than the theory that imperialism is not so bad; that it stands close
to inter- (or ultra-) imperialism, which can ensure permanent
peace? No matter what the good intentions of the English parsons,
or of sentimental Kautsky, may have been, the only objective,
i.e., real, social significance of Kautsky's "theory" is this: it is a
most reactionary method of consoling the masses with hopes of
permanent peace being possible under capitalism, by distracting
their attention from the sharp antagonisms and acute problems
of the present times, and directing it towards illusory prospects
of an imaginary "ultra-imperialism" of the future. Deception of
the masses-that is all there is in Kautsky's "Marxist" theory.
Indeed, it is enough to compare well-known and indisputable

*

Die Neue Zeit, April 30, 1915, S. 144.
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facts to become convinced of the utter falsity of the prospects
hi h Kautsky tries to conjure up before the ~nnan work~rs
(an~ the workers of all lands). Let us consider Indi~ Indo-Chin~
d China. It is known that these three colorual and semi:lonial countries, with a population . of six to seven hun~d
million are subjected to the exploitation of the finance capital
of sev:ral imperialist powers: Great Britain, France, Ja~an, the
u .S:A., etc. Let us assume that these imperialist countnes fo~
alliance9 against one another in order to pr~tec~ or enlar~e their
ossessions, their interests and their spheres ~£ m~uenc~ i~ .~hese
~siatic states; these alliances will be "mter-1mpe~iahst .' ~r
"ultra-imperialist" alliances. Let us assume that all t~e n.n~nahst
.
cl de an all1'ance for the "peaceful division of
countnes con u
·
f
th
parts of Asia; this alliance would be an alliance o
"i:rnationally united , finance capital". There are ac~ual
amples of alliances of this kind in the history of the twentieth
:Otury-the .attitude of the powers to China, ~or .instance. We
ask is it "conceivable"' assuming that the ca~1talist system reintact-and this is precisely the assumptlon that Kautsky
does make--that such alliances would
more than ten:iporary'
that they would eliminate friction, conflicts and struggle m every

mains

t:e

possible fonn?
h
The question has only to be presented clearly for any ot er
·
'bl Thi is because the
than a negative answer to be unpc;>SSL e.
~ ..
only conceivable basis under capitalism for the ~1v1s1on . of spheres
of influence, interests, colonies, etc., is a calcu~auon of ~be str.e~gth
of those participating, their general econo~u.c, fina?c1al, ~il~t~ry
strength, etc. And the strength of these part1c1pants m the d1vmon
does not change to an equal degree, for the even developme.nt
of different undertakings, trusts, branches of indu9try, or countries
is impossible under capitalism. Half a century .ag~ Germany w~s
a mis~rable, insignificant country, if her ~ap1tahst strength is
c~mpared with that of the Britain of that ume; Japan ~ompared
with Russia in the same way. Is it "conceivab~e" th~t .m ten or
twenty years' time the relative strength of the imper1ah~t powers
will have remained unchanged? It is out of the question.
.
Therefore, in the realities of the capitalist system, and not m
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the banal philistine fantasies of English parsons, or of the
German "Marxist'', Kautsky, "inter-imperialist" or "ultraimperialist" alliances, no matter what form they ·may assume,
whether of one imperialist coalition against another, or of a
general alliance embracing all the imperialist powers, are
inevitably nothing more than a "truce" in periods between wars.
Peaceful alliances prepare the ground for wars, and in their turn
grow .out of wars; the one conditions the other, producing
alternating forms of peaceful and non-peaceful struggle on one
and the same basis of imperialist connections and relations
within world economics and world poHtics. But in order to pacify
the :workers and reconcile them with the social-chauvinists who
have deserted to the side of the bourgeoisie, over-wise Kautsky
separates one link of a single chain from another, separates the
present peaceful (and ultra-imperialist, nay, ultra-ultra-imperialist) alliance of all the powers for the "pacification" of China
(remember the suppression of the Boxer Rebellion) from the
non-peaceful conflict of tomorrow, which. will prepare the ground
for another "peaceful" general alliance for the partition, say, of
Turkey, on the day after tomorrow, etc., etc. Instead of showing
the living connection between periods of imperialist peace and
periods bf imperialist war, Kautsky presents the workers with
a lifeless abstraction in order to reconcile them to their lifel~ss
leaders.
An American writer, Hill, in his A History of the Diplomacy
in the International Development of Europe refers in his preface
to the following periods in the recent history of diplomacy: ( 1)
the era of revolution; (2) the constitutional movement; (3) the
present era of "commercial imperialism".* Another writer
divides the history of Great Britain's "world policy" since 1870
into four periods: ( 1) the first Asiatic period (that of the struggle
against Russia's advance in Central Asia towards India); (2)
the African period (aJ>proximately 1885-1902): that of the
struggle against France for the partition of Africa (the "Fashoda
incident"07 of 1898 which brought her within a hair's breadth

* David Jayne Hill, A History of the Diplomacy in the International
Development of Europe, Vol. I, p. x.
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X. THE PLACE OF IMPERIALISM IN IDSTORY

European nations:. the creation of a united national state asa
to. economic and cultural freedom. This movement for
national independence threatens European capital in its most
val~able and rr,iost. pr?misin~ fields of exploitation, and European
~pt~ can mamtam its dommation only by continually increasing
its m1htary forces."*
To this must be added that it is not only in newly openedcount nes,
.
b ut ~so
l m
· the o~d, that
·
imperialism is leading up
to
annexa~ion, t~ mcre:ised national oppression, and, consequently,
also t~ 1.ncreasmg. resistance. While objecting to the intensification
of poht~cal reaction by imperialism, Kautsky leaves in the shade
a"bil'
question ·that
·
. has
. become particularly urgent, vi'z., the 1mposs1 ~ty of ~m~ with the oppe;rtunists in the epoch of imperialism.
While ObJ~Ctmg to annexations, he presents his objections in a
~orm that is most ~ptable and least offensive to the opportunists.
himself to a German audience, yet h e obscures
h He addresses
.
t e most top1ca~ and important point, for instance, the annexation
of Alsa~-~rraine by Germany. In order to appraise this "mental
aberration of Kautsky's I shall take the following example. Let
us .s~p~ose that a Japanese condemns the annexation of the
Philippmes by the Americans. The question is: will many believe
that he does so because he has a horror of annexations as such
and not because he himself h~ a Qesire to annex the Philippines?
And shall. we ~ot be constramed to admit that the "fight the
~apanese is wagmg against annexations can be regarded as being
smce~ and politically honest only if he fights against the an·
nexat1on of Korea by Japan, and urges freedom for Korea to
secede from Japan?
Kautsky's theoretical analysis of imperialism as well as his
economic and political critique of imperialism: are permeated
throu!h and through with a spirit, absolutely irreconcilable with
Marx1s1?, . of obscuring and glossing over the fundamental
contradictions of i~periali~ · a?d with a striving to preserve at
all C<_>Sts the crumbling uruty with opportunism in the European
workmg-class movement.
m~ns

*

Finance Capital, p. 487.

We have seen that in its economic essence imperialist? is monopoly capitalism. This in itself determines its place in history,
for monopoly that grows out of the soil of free competition, and
precisely out of free competition, is the transition from the capitalist system to a higher socio-economic orrler. We mu~t t.ake
special note of the four principal types of ~onopoly, or pnnc~~
manifestation of monopoly capitalism, which are charactenstlc
of the epoch we are examining.
.
.
Firstly, monopoly arose out of the concentratlo~ of p~od~ction
at a very high stage. This refers to the monopolist cap1ta~1st associations, cartels, syndicates and trusts. We have seen the important part these play in present-day economic life. At the beginning
of the twentieth. century, monopolies had acquired complete
supremacy in the advanced countries, and although the fi:-'t
steps towards the formation of the cartels were taken by cou~tnes
enjoying the protection of high tariffs (Germany, Amenca),
Great Britain, with her system of free trade, reveale~ the same
basic phenomenon, only a little later, namely, the birth of monopoly out of the concentration of production.
Secondly, monopolies have stimulated the seizure of th~ most
important sources of raw materials, especially for the basic and
most highly cartelised industries in capitalist society: the coal
and iron industries. The monopoly of the most important sources
of raw materials has enormously .increased the power of big
capital, and has sharpened the antagonism between cartelised
and non-cartelised industry.
Thirdly, monopoly has sprung from the banks. The banks have
developed from modest middleman enterprises into .the monopolists of finance capital. Some three to five of the biggest banks
in each of the foremost capitalist countries have achieved the
"personal link-up" between industrial and bank capital, and
have concentrated in their hands the control of thousands upon
thousands of millions which form .the greater part of the capital
and income of entire countries. A financial oligarchy, which throws
a close network of dependence relationships over all the econo·
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~c and politic:al instituti?ns of present-day bourgeois society
without exception-such IS the most striking manifestation of
this monopoly.
Fourthly, monopoly has grown out of colonial policy. To the
numerous "old" motives of colonial policy, finance capital has
added .the struggle for the sources of raw materials, for the export
of capital, for spheres of influence, i.e., for spheres for profitable
?eals, concessions, monopoly profits and so on, economic territory
~n general. Wh~n the colonies of the European powers, for
instance, comprised only one-tenth of the territory of Africa (as
was the case in 1876), colonial policy was able to develop by
met~~s other than those of monopoly-by the "free grabbing" of
terntones, so to speak. But when nine-tenths of Africa had been
seized (by .190?), when the whole world had been divided up,
there w~s inevitably ushered in the era of monopoly possession
of colorues and, consequently, of particularly intense struggle for
the division and the redivision of the world.
The extent to which monopolist capital has intensified all the
contradictions of capitalism is generally known. It is sufficient to
mention the high cost of living and the tyranny of the cartels.
This i?t~nsification of contradictions constitutes the most powerful dnvmg · force of the transitional period of history, which
began from the time of the final victory of world finance capital.
Monopolies, oligarchy, the striving for domination and not
for freedom, the exploitation of an increasing nwnber of small
~r we~k nations by a handful of the richest or most powerful nations--all these have given birth to those distinctive characteristics of imperialism which compel us to define it as parasitic or
decaying capitalism. More and more prominently there emerges,
as one of the tendencies of imperialism, the creation of the "rentier state", the usurer state, in which the .bourgeoisie to an everincreasing degree lives on the proceeds of capital exports and by
"clipping coupons". It would be a mistake to believe that this
tendency to decay precludes the rapid growth of capitalism. It
does not. In the epoch of imperialism, certain branches of industry, certain strata of the bourgeoisie ·and certain countries
betray, to a greater or lesser degree, now one and now another
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of these tendencies. On the whole, capitalism is growing far m?rc
rapidly than before; but this growth is not only beco~mg
more and more uneven in general, its unevenness also mamfests
itself, in particular, in the decay of the countries which are
richest in capital (Britain).
.
In regard to the rapidity of Gennany's economic development,
Riesser, the author of the book on the big Gennan bank~, states:
"The progress of the preceding p~riod ( 184~-'.0), ';'hich ~ad
not been exactly slow, compares with the rapid1t~ w~th which
the whole of Germany's national economy, and wit~ it German
banking, progressed during this period ( 187_0- 1905) m about the
same way as the speed of the mail coach m the g~ old d~ys
compares with the speed of the present-day automob~le ... wluch
is whizzing past so fast that it endangers not only mno:~nt p_cdestrians in its path, but also the occupants ?f the car. In i~s
turn this finance capital which has grown with such extraordtnary' rapidity is not unwilling, precisely because .i~ h as grown .so
quickly, to pass on to a more "tranquil" possession of colomes
hich have to be seized-and not only by peaceful methods~om richer nations. In the United States, economic development in the last decades bas been even more rapid than in Germany, and for this very reason, the parasitic f~atures of ~odern
American capitalism have stood out with particular ~rommence.
On the other hand, a comparison of, say, the republican American bourgeoisie with the monarchist Japan~~ or G_er~a~ bou~
geoisie shows that the most pr~nounced poht1~l dis~m~tion diminishes to an extreme degree m the epoch of imperialism-not
because it is unimportant in general, but because in all. these cases
we are talking about a bourgeoisie which has definite features
of parasitism.
. . .
The receipt of high monopoly profits by the capitahsts m one
of the numerous branches of industry, in one of the numer~us
countries, etc., makes it economically possib!e for th~m to b~tbe
certain sections of the workers, and for a time a fairly considerable minority of them, and win them to the side of the bourgeoisie of a given industry or given nation against a~l ~he ot~ers.
The intensification of antagonisms between impenahst nations
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for the division of the world increases this urge. And so there
is created that bond between imperialism and opportunism,
which revealed itself first and most clearly in Great Britain, owing
to the fact that certain features of imperialist development were
observable there much earlier than in other countries. Some
writers, L. Martov, for example, are prone to wave aside the
connection between imperialism and opportunism in the workingclass movement-a particularly glaring fact at the present timeby resorting to "official optimism" (a la Kautsky and Huysmans)
like the following: the cause of t;he opponents of capitalism
would be hopeless if it were progressive capitalism that led to
the increase of opportunism, or, if it were the best-paid workers
who were inclined ·towards opportunism, etc. We must have no
illusions about "optimism" of this kind. It is optimism in respect
of opportunism; it is optimism which serves to conceal opportunism. As a matter of fact the extraordinary rapidity and the particularly revolting character of the development of opportunism is by
no means a guarantee that its victory will be durable: the rapid
growth of a painful abscess on a healthy body can only cause it
to burst more quickly and thus relieve the body of it. The most
dangerous of .all in this respect are those who do not wish to
understand that the fight against imperialism is a sham and
humbug unless it is inseparably bound up with the fight against
opportunism.
From all that has been said in this book on the economic
essence of imperialism, it follows that we must define it as capitalism in transition, or, more precisely, as moribund capitalism.
It is very instructive in this respect to note that bourgeois economists, in describing modern capitalism, frequently employ
catchwords and phrases like "interlocking'', "absence of isola·
tion", etc.; "in conformity with their functions and course of
development", banks are "not purely private business enterprises;
they are more and more outgrowing the sphere of purely private
business regulation". And this very Riesser, whose words I have
just quoted, declares with all seriousness that the "prophecy"
of the Marxists concerning "socialisation" has "not come true"!
What then does this catchword "interlocking" express? It
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merely expresses the most striking feature of the process going on
before our eyes. It shows that the observer counts the separ~te
trees, but cannot see the wood. It slavishly copies the superficial,
the fortuitous, the chaotic. It reveals the ~bserver. as one w~10
is ;overwhelmed by the mass of raw matenal and IS utterly i?capable of appreciating its meaning and im~rtance. Owne~~
f shares the relations between owners of pnvate property
•
~erlock i~ a haphazard way". But underlyi°:g this interloc~ng,
·t ery base are the changing social relations of production.
lSV
>
•
•
nd
n
When a big enterprise assumes gigantic proportions, a. , o
the basis of an exact computation of mass data,_ orgamses according to plan the supply of primary raw mate~-ials to the exf two-thirds or three-fourths, of all that ts necessary f9r
t ent O
,
·ai
t
tens of millions of people; when the raw maten s are traru:por ed in a systematic and organised manner to the most swtable
places of production, sometimes situated hundreds _or thousands
f miles from each other; when a single centre directs all the
~onsecutive stages of processing the mate~ial right. up to the
manufacture of numerous varieties of firushe~ articles; when
these products are distributed according to a single plan ~ong
t ns and hundreds of millions of consumers (the marketmg of
~l · America and Germany by the American oil trust)-then
ot m
. . .
f - -·..l ti
nd
it becomes evident that we have sociabsat1on. o pniu~c on, a
not mere "interlocking"; that private econorruc and pnvat~ prop·
erty relations constitute a shell which ~ l?nger fits its. contents, a shell which must inevitably deca~ if_ its removal lS artificially delayed, a shell which may remam m a state of decay
for a fairly long period (if, at the. w~rst, th~ c~ ~f the opportunist abscess is protracted), but which will inevitably be removed.
.
·al·
Schul
The enthusiastic admirer of German unpen ism,
zeGaevernitz, exclaims:
"Once the supreme management of .the Germa~ b~s. h~
been entrusted to the hands of a dozen persons, their acuvity is
even today more significant for the public good than that of the
majority of the Ministers of 13tate. . . . [The "i~ter~ocking" of
bankers, minist.ers, magnates of industry and rentlers JS here con-
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venientl! forgotten. J If we imagine the development of tPose
te~denc1es we have noted carried to their logical conclusion w
will have: the money capital of the nation united in the bank~
~he banks themselves combined into cartels; the investment ca;:
ital of the natio~ cast ~n th: shape .of securities. Then the forecast of that gemus Sa.int-Simon will be fulfilled· 'Th
anar h f od .
.
e present
.
c ~ o pr uct1on, which corresponds to the fact that economic relations are. de~elo~ing without uniform regulation, must make
way .for orgam~atlon lfl; production. Production will no longer
be d1:ected by isolated manufacturers, independent of each other
and ignorant of man's economic needs· that will b d
b
ce t .
bl" . . .
'
e one y a
~ am pu 1c institution. A central committee of management
being able t.o survey the large field of social economy from a mor:
elevat~d poi~t of Vlew, will regulate it for the benefit of the whole
of society, will put the means of production into suitable hand
and above all will take ca.re that there be constant harm s,
be~een production and. consumption. Institutions already
which. h~ve asrumed as part of their functions a certain
orgarusauon of economic labour, the banks.' We are still a long
JNay from the fulfilment of Saint-Simon's forecast but we are
?" t~e way to~ards it: Marxism, different from' what Marx
unagmed, but different only in form.''*
A crushing "refutation" of Marx, indeed, which retreats a
step from Marx's precise, scientific analysis to Saint-Simon's
guess-work, the guess-work of a genius, but guess-work all the
same.

=

Written in January-June 1916
First published in. mid-1917
in pamphlet form, Petrograd

*

Grundriss der Sozialokonomik., S. 146.

Vol. 22, pp. 195-210,
246-304

THE JUNIUS PAMPHLET
(Excerpt)

Only a sophist can disregard the difference .between an imperialist and a national war on the grounds that one might develop into the other. Not infrequently have dialectics served-and
the history of Greek philosophy is an example-as a bridge· to
sophistry. But we remain dialecticians and we combat sophistry
not by denying the possibility of all transforrpations in _general,
but by analysing the given phenomenon in its concrete setting
and development.
Transformation of the present imperialist war of 1914-16 into
a national war is highly improbable, for the class that represents
progressive development is the proletariat which is objectively
striving to transform it into a civil war against the bourgeoisie.
Also this: there is no very considerable difference between the
forces of the two coalitions, and international finance capital
has created a reactionary bourgeoisie everywhere. But such a
transformation should not be proclaimed impossible: if the
European proletariat remains impotent, say, for twenty years;
if the present war ends in victories like Napoleon's and in the
subjugation of a number of viable national states; if the
transiti~n to socialism of non-European imperialism (primarily
Japanese and American) is also held up for twenty years by a
war between these two countries, for example, then a great
national war in Europe would be possible. It would hurl Europe
back several decades. That is improbable. But not impossible,
for it is undialectical, unscientific and theoretically wrong to
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regard the course of world history as smooth and always in a
foxward direction, without occasional gigantic leaps back.
Further. National wars waged by colonies and semi-colonies
in the imperialist era are not only probable but inevitable. About
1,000 million people, or over half of the world's population, live
in the colonies and semi-colonies (China, Turkey, Persia). The
national liberation movements there are either already .very
strong, or are growing and maturing. Every war is the continuation
of po1itics by other means. The continuation of national liberation
politics in the colonies will inevitably take the form of national
wars against imperialism. Such wars might lead to an imperialist war of the present "great" imperialist powers, but on the other
hand they might not. It will depend on many factors.
Example: Britain and France fought the Seven Years' War~8
for the possession of colonies. In other words, they waged an
imperialist war (which is possible on the basis of slavery and
primitive capitalism as well as on the basis of modern highly
developed capitalism). France suffered defeat and lost some of
her colonies. Several years later there began the . national
liberation war of the North American States against Britain
alone. France and Spain, then in possession of some parts of the
present United States, concluded a friendship treaty with the
States in rebellion against Britain. This they did out of hostility
to Britain, i.e., in their own imperialist interests. French troops
fought the British on the side of -the American forces. What we
have here is a national liberation war in which imperialist rivalry
is an auxiliary element, one that has no serious importance. This
is the very opposite to what we see in. the war of 1914-16 (the
national element in the Austro-Serbian War is of no serious importance compared with the all-determining element of imperialist rivalry): It would be absurd, therefore, to apply the
concept imperialism indiscriminately and conclude that national
wars are "impossible". A national liberation war, waged, for
example, by an alliance of Persia, India and China against one
or more of the imperialist powers, is both possible and probable,
for it would follow from the national liberation movements in
these countries. Tlie transformation of such a war into an im-
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· perialist powers wouldf
.alist war between the present-day rm
upon very many concrete factors, the emergence o
which it would be ridiculous to guarantee.

~:end

Written in July 1916
Published in Sbomik Sotsial-Demokrata
No. 1, October 1916
Signed: N. Lenin

Vol. 22, pp. 309-11

CARICATURE OF MARXISM

A CARICATURE OF MARXISM
AND IMPERIALIST ECONOMISM
(Excerpt)

. ~conomically, imperialism (or the "era" of finance capital1t is not a matter of words) is the highest stage in the
development of capitalism, one in which production has assumed
such big, immense proportions that free competition giues way
to monopoly. That is the economic essence of imperialism. Monopoly manifes.ts itself in n:ists, syndicates, etc., in the omnipotence of the giant banks, m the buying up of raw material
so~ces~ etc., in the concentration of banking capital, etc. Everythmg hmges on economic monopoly.
The ~oli~ical s~perst~~ture .of thls new economy, of monopoly capitalism (imperialism IS monopoly capitalism) is the
change from democracy to political reaction. Democracy corresponds to free competition. Political reaction corresponds to
monopoly. "Finance capital strives for domination, not freedom "
Rudo~{ Hilferding rightly remarks in his Finance Capital.
'
It is fundamentally wrong, un-Marxist and unscientific to
single out "foreign policy" from policy in general, let aione
counterp~se ~oreig? ~olicy ~o home policy. Both in foreign and
home policy 1~penahsm. stnves towards violations of democracy,
towards reaction. In this sense imperialism is indisputably the
~'negation" of democracy in general, of all democracy, and not
JUSt of one of its demands, national self-determination.
Being a "negation" of democracy in general, imperiali~m is
als~ a "negation" of democracy in the national question (i.e.,
national self-determination): it seeks to violate democracy. The
achievement of democracy is, in the same sense, and to the same
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degree, harder under imperialism (compared with pre-monopoly capitalism), as the achievement of a republic, a militia,
popular election of officials, etc. There can be no talk of democracy being "economically" unachievable.
Kievsky was probably led astray here by the fact (besides his
general lack of understanding of the requirements of economic
analysis) that the philistine regards annexation (i.e., acquisition
of foreign territories against the . will of their people, i.e.,
violation of self-determination) as equivalent to the "spread"
(expansion) of finance capital to a larger economic territory.
But theoretical problems :;hould not be approached from
philistine conceptions.
Economically, imperialism is monopoly capitalism. To acquire
full monopoly, all competition must be eliminated, and not only
on the home market (of the given state), but also on foreign
markets, in the whole world. Is it economically possible, "in the
era of finance capital", to eliminate competition even in a foreign
state? Certainly it is. It is done through a rival's financial dependence and acquisition of his sources of raw materials and
eventually of all his enterprises.
The American trusts are the supreme expression of the economics of imperialism or monopoly capitalism. They do not
confine themselves to economic means of eliminating rivals, but
constantly resort to political, even criminal, methods. It would
be the greatest mistake, however, to believe that trusts cannot
establish their monopoly .by purely economic methods. Reality
provides ample proof that this is "achievable": the trusts undermine their rivals' credit through the banks (the owners of
the trusts become the owners of the banks: buying up shares);
their supply of materials (the owners of the trusts become the
owners of the railways: buying up shares); for a certain time the
trusts sell below cost, spending millions on this in order to ruin
a competitor and then buy up his enterprises, his sources of raw
materials (mines, land, etc.).
There you have a purely economic analysis of the power of
the trusts and their expansion. There you have ·the purely eco-
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nornic path to expansion: buying up mills and factories, sources
of raw materials.
Big finance capital of one country. can always buy up competitors in another, politically independent country and constantly
does so. Econ~mically, th.is is fully achievable. Economic "annexation" is fully "achievable" without · j>olitical annexation and
is widely practised. In the literature on imperialism you will
constantly come across indication that Argentina, for example,
is in reality a "trade colony" of Britain, or that Portugal is in
reality a "vassal" of Britain, etc. And that is actually so: economic dependence upon British banks, indebtedness to Britain,
British acquisition of · their railways, mines, land, etc., enable
Britain to "annex" these countries economically without violating
their political independence.
National self-de'termination means political independence. Imperial.ism seeks to violate such independence because political
annexation often makes .economic annexation easier, cheaper
(easier to bribe officials, secure ooncessions, put through advantageous legislation, etc.), more convenient, less troublesome-just as imperialism seeks to replace democracy generally by
oligarchy. But to speak of the economic "una.chievability" of ·
self-determination under imperialism is sheer nonsense.
Kieysky gets round the theoretical difficulties by a very simple
and superficial dodge, known in German as "burschikose"
phraseology, i.e., primitive, crude phrases heard (and quite naturally) at student binges. Here is an example: "Universal
suffrage," he writes, "the eight-hour day and even the republic
are logicaUy compatible with imperialism, though imperialism
far from smiles [ !!] on them and their achievement is therefore
extremely difficult."
We would have absolutely no objections to the burschikose
statement that imperialism far from "smiles" on the republic-a
frivoloU.s word can. sometimes lend colour to a scientific polemic!-if in this polemic on a serious issue we were
given, in addition, an economic and political analysis of the
concepts involved. With Kievsky, however, the burschikose phrase
does duty for such an analysis or serves to conceal lack of it.
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What can this mean: "Imperialism far from smiles on the republic"? And why?
..
The republic is one possible form of the pohttcal superstru~~ure
of capitalist society, and, moreover, under ~resen~-~ay conditions
the most democratic form. To say that unperialism does not
"smile" on the· republic is to say that there is a contradiction
between imperialism and democracy. It may very well be that
Kievsky does not "smile" or even "far from smiles" on this
conclusion. Nevertheless it is irrefutable.
To continue. What is the nature of this contradiction between
imperialism and democracy? Is it a logical or illogical
contradiction? Kievsky uses the word "logical" without stopping
to think and therefore does not notice that in this particular
case it serves to conceal (both from the reader's and author's
eyes and mind) the very question he sets ~~t to discuss!. That
question is the relation of economics to politics: the. relat1~n. of
economic conditions and the economic content of unpenahsm
to a certain political form. To say that every "cont~d~ction'.'
revealed in human discussion is a logical contrad1ct1on is
meaningless tautology. And with the aid of this tautology
Kievsky evades the sub.$tance of the question: Is it a "l~.~,,
contradiction between two economic phenomena or propositions
( 1)? Or two political phenomena or propositions (2)? Or economic and political phenomena or propositions (3)? .
.
For that is the heart of the matter, once we are dtsCussmg
economic unachievability or achievability under one or another
political form!
Had Kievsky not evaded the heart of the matter, he would
probably have. realised that the contradiction between imper~alism
and the republic is a contradiction between the economics of
latter-day ' 'capitalism (namely, monopoly capitalism) and
political democracy in general. For Kievsky will never prove that
any major and fundamental · democratic measure (p~pu.lar
election of officials or officers, compl_ete freedom of association
and assembly, etc.) is less contradictory to imperialism (or, if
you like, more "smiled" upon) than the republic.
What we have, then, is the proposition we advanced in our
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theses: imperialism contradicts, "logically" contradicts, . all
political democrl!.cy in general. Kievsky does not "smile" on this
proposition for it demolishes all his illogical constructions. But
what can we do about it? Are we to accept a method that is
supposed to refute certain propositions, but instead secretly advances them by using such expressions as "imperialism far from
smiles on the republic"?
Further. Why does imperialism far from smile on the republic?
And how does imperialism "combine" its economics with the
repuolic?
Kievsky has given no thought to that. We would remind him
of the following words of Engels in reference to the democratic
republic. Can wealth dominate under this form of governme.nt?
The question concerns the "contradiction" between economics
and politics.
Engels replies: "The democratic republic officially knows
nothing any more of property distinctions [between citizens].
In it, wealth exercises its power indirectly, but all the more surely.
On the one hand, in the form of the direct corruption of officials,
of which America provides the classical example; on the other
hand, in the form of an alliance between government and stock
exchange...."
There you have an excellent example of economic analysis
on the question of the "achievability" of democracy under
capitalism. And the "achievability" of self-determi~tion under
imperialism is part of that question.
The democratic republic "logically" contradicts capitalis.m,
because "officially" it puts the rich and the poor on an equal
footing. That is a contradiction between the economic system
and the political superstructure. There is the same contradiction
between imperialism and the republic, deepened or aggravated
by the fact that the change-over from free competition to monop·
oly makes the realisation of political freedoms even more
"difficult".
How, then, is capitalism reconciled with democracy? By
indirect implementation of the omnipotence of capital. There
are two economic means for that: ( 1 ) direct bribery; ( 2) alliance
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of government and stock exchange. (That is stated in our ~eses-
under a bourgeois system finance capital "can freely bnbe and
buy any government and any official".)
Once we have the dominance of commodity production, of
the bourgeoisie, of the power of money-bribery (direct or
through the stock exchange) is "achievable" under any form of
government and under any kind of democracy.
What it can be asked, is altered in this respect when capitalism
gives w~y to imperialism, i.e., when pre-monopoly capitalism
is replaced by monopoly capitalism?
Only that the power of the stock exchange increases. For
finance capital is industrial capital at its highest, monopoly level
which has merged with banking capital. The big banks merge
with and absorb the stock exchange. (The literature on imperialism speaks of the declining role of the stock exchange, but
only in the sense that every giant bank is itself virtually a stock
exchange.)
Futher. If "wealth" in general is fully capable of achieving
domination over any democratic tepublic by bribery and through
the stock exchange, then how can Kievsky maintain, without
lapsing into a very curious "logical contradiction", that the immense wealth of the trusts and the banks, which have thousands
of millions at their command, cannot "achieve''. the domination
of finance capital over a foreign, i.e., politically independent,
republic??
Well? Bribery of officials is "unachievable" in a foreign state?
Or the "alliance of government and stock exchange" applies
only to one's own government?

Written in August-October 1916
First published in 1924
in Zuezda Nos. 1 and 2
Signed: V. Lenin
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IMPERIALISM AND THE SPLIT
IN SOCIALISM

(Excerpt)

Is there any connection between imperialism and the
monstrous and disgusting victory opportunism (in the form
of social-chauvinism) has gained over the labour movement in
Europe?
This is the fundamental question of modern socialism. And
having in our Party literature fully established, first, the imperialist character of our era and of the present war, and, second,
the inseparable historical connection between social-chauvinism
and opportunism, as well as the intrinsic similarity of their
political ideology, we can and must proceed to analyse this
fundamental question.
We have to begin with as precise and full a definition of
imperialism as p<>Mible. Imperialism is a specific historical stage
of capitalism. Its specific character is threefold: imperialism is
( 1) monopoly capitalism; (2) parasitic, or decaying capitalism;
(3) moribund capitalism. The supplanting of free competition
by monopoly is the fundamental economic feature, the
quintessence of imperialism. Monopoly manifests itself in five
principal forms: ( 1) cartels, syndicates and trusts-the
concentration of production has reached a degree which gives
rise to these monopolistic associations of capitalists; (2) the
monopolistic position of the big banks-three, four or five giant
banks manipulate the whol~ economic life of America, Franc.e,
Germany; (3) seizure of the sources of raw material by the
trusts and the financial oligarchy (finance capital is monopoly
industrial capital merged with bank capital) ; (4) the (econom-
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ic) partition of the world by the international cartels has begun.
There are already over one hundred such international cartels,
which command the entire world market and divide it "amicably"
among themselves-until war redivides it. The export o~ capital,
as distinct from the export of commodities under non-monopoly
capitalism, is a highly characteristic .Ph':nome~~n and ~ ~losely
linked with the economic and terntonal-pohttcal part1tton of
the world; ( 5) the territorial partition of the world (colonies)
is completed.
·
Imperialism, as the highest stage of capitalism in America ~d
Europe, and later in Asia, took final shape in the penod
1898-1914. The Spanish-American War (1898), the Anglo-Boer
War ( 1899-1902), the ·Russo-Japanese War ( 1904-05) and the
economic crisis in Europe in 1900 are the chief historical
landmarks in the new era of world history.
The fact that imperialism is parasitic or decaying capitalism
is manifested first of all in the tendency to decay, which is
characteristic of every monopoly under the system of private
ownership of the means of production. The difference between
the democratic-republican and the reactionary-monarchist im·
perialist bourgeoisie is obliterated precisely because they ar~ bo_th
rotting alive (which by no means precludes an extraordinarily
rapid development of capitalism in individual branches of industry in individual countries, and in individual periods). Sec'
.
ondly, the decay of capitalism is manifested in the creation
of a huge stratum of rentiers, capitalists who live by "clipping
coupons". In each of the four leading imperalist countries-England, U.S.A., France and Germany-capital in ~ecurities
amounts to 100,000 or 150,000 million francs, from which e.ach
country derives an annual income of no less than five to eight
thousand million. Thirdly, export of capital is parasitism raised
to a high pitch. Fourthly, "finance capital strives for domination,
not freedom". Political reaction all along the line is a
characteristic feature of imperialism. Corruption, bribery on a
huge scale and all kinds of fraud. Fifthly, the exploitation of
oppressed nations--which is inseparably connected with annexations-and especially the exploitation of colonies by a handful
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~owers, increasingly transforms the "civilised" world

mt~ ~ . paras1t~ on the body of hundreds of millions
unc1v1~1sed nations. The Roman proletarian lived at the
of soc1e~. Modern society lives at the expense of the

in the
expense
modern
proletanan. Marx specially stressed this profound observation of
Si~~ondi. 09 Imperialism somewhat changes the situation. A
pnvde?ed .upper stratwn of the proletariat in the imperialist
countries
partly
at the expense of hundreds of mi·11·ions m
•
.
. . lives
.
.
the unc1v1hsed nauons.
. It is c:1~ar why imperialism is moribund capitalism, capitalism
m t;an~itt(>n. to socialis~: mon~poly, which grows out of
cap1t~1sm, JS ~lr~ady dymg capitalism, the beginning of its
~rans1~0? to socialism. The tremendous socialisation of labour. by
rmpenalism (what its apologists--the bourgeois economists--call
"interlocking") produces the same result.

Written in October 1916
Published in Sotsial-Demokrat
No. 2, December 1916
Signed: N. Lenin
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AN OPEN LETTER TO BORIS SOUVARINE
(Excerpt)

This leads me to the question of a split, raised also by
Souvarine. A split! That is the bogy with which the socialist
leaders are trying to frighten others, and which they themselves
fear so much! "What useful purpose could now be served by
the foundation of a new International?"-Souvarine asks. "Its
activity would be blighted by sterility, for numerically it would
be very weak."
But the day-to-day facts show that, precisely because they are
afraid qf a split, the "activity" of Pressemane and Longuet in
France, Kautsky and Ledebatir in Germany, is blighted by
sterility! And precisely because Karl Liebknecht and Otto Ruhle
in Germany were not afraid of a split, openly declaring that a
split was necessary (cf. Ruble's letter in Vorwiirts, January
12, 1916), and did not hesitate to carry it out-their activity
is of vast importance for the proletariat, despite their numerical
weakness. Liebknecht and Rilhle are only two against 108. But
these two represent millions, the exploited mass, the overwhelming
majority of the population, the future of mankind, the revolution
that is mounting and maturing with every passing day. The 108,
on the other hand, represent only the servile spirit of a handful
of bourgeois flunkeys within the proletariat. Brizon's activities,
when he shares the weaknesses of the Centre or the Marsh, are
blighted by sterility. And, conversely, they cease to be sterile,
help to awaken, organise and stimulate the proletariat, when
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Brizon really demolishes "unity", when he courageously proclaims .
in parliament "Down with the war!", or when he publicly speaks
the truth, declaring that the Allies are fighting to give Russia
Constantinople.
The genuine revolutionary internationalists are numerically
weak? Nonsense! Take France in 1780, or Russia in 1900. The
politically-conscious and determined revolutionaries, who in
France represented the bourgeoisie-the revolutionary class of
that era-and in Russia today's revolutionary class-the
proletariat, were extremely weak numerically. They were only
a few, comprising at the most only. l / 10,000, or even 1/100,000,
of their class. Several years later, however, these few, this allegedly
negligible minority, led the masses, millions and tens of millions
of people. Why? Because this minority really represented the interests of these masses, because it believed in the coming
rev~lution, because it was prepared to serve it with supreme devonon.
Numerical weakness? But since when have revolutionaries
made their policies dependent on whether they are in a majority
or minority? In November 1914, when our Party called for a
split with the opportunists,* declaring that the split was the
only correct and fitting reply to their betrayal in August 1914,
to many that seemed to be a piece of insensate sectarianism
coming from men who had completely lost all contact with real
life. T~o. years have p~ssed, and what is happening? In England,
the spht is an accomplished fact. The social-chauvinist Hyndman
has been forced to leave the party. In Germany a split is developing before everyone's' eyes. The Berlin, ' Bremen and
Stuttgart organisations have even been accorded the honour of
being expelled from the party ... from the party of the Kaiser's
lackeys, the party of the German Renaudels, Sembats, Thomases,
· Guesdes and Co. And in France? On the one hand, the party
of these gentlemen states that it remains true to "fatherland
defence". On the other, the Zimmerwaldists state, in their

* See

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 21, pp. 25-34.-Ed.
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arnphlet The Zimmerwald Socialists and the War, that "defence
Isn't this a split?
And how can· men who, after two years of this greatest wo:ld
crisis, give diametrically opposite answers to the supr~me ques~1on
of modern proletarian tactics, work faithfully side by Side,
within one and the same party?
Look at America-apart from everything else a neutral
country. Haven't we the beginnings of a split here, too: Eugene
Debs, the "American Behel", declares in the socialist press that
he recognises only one type of war, civil war for the victory of
socialism, and that he would sooner be shot than vote a single
cent for American war expenditure (see Appeal to Reason No.
1032, September 11, 1915). On the other hand, the American
Renaudels and Sembats advocate "national defence" and "preparedness". The American Longuets and P~~~anes--the
poor souls!-are trying to br~ng abo~t a re~onc1~1at1on between
social-chauvinists and revolut1onary mternauonahsts.
Two Internationals already exist. One is the International of
Sembat-Siidekum-Hyndman-Plekhanov and
The other is the
International of Karl Liebknecht, MacLean (the Scottish schoolmaster whom the English bourgeoisie sentenced to hard labour
for supporting the workers' class struggle), Hoglund (the Swedish M.P. and one of the founders of the Zimmerwald Left sentenced to hard labour for his revolutionary propaganda against
the war) , the five Duma members exiled to Siberia for life for
their propaganda against the war, eo etc. o~ the o.ne hand, there
is the International of those who are helpmg their own governments wage the imperialist war, and on ~he other, the l~terna
tional of those who are waging a revolutionary fight against the
imperialist war. Neither parliamentary eloquence nor the "diplomacy" of socialist "statesmen" can unite these two lnte~a
tionals. The Second International has outlived itself. The Third
International has already been born. And if it has not yet been
baptised by ·the high priests and Popes of the Second International .but, on the contrary, has been anathemised (see Vandervelde's and Stauning's speeches), this is not preventing it from
gaining strength with every passing day. The Third International

~f the fartherland" is unsocialist.

Co.
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will enable the proletariat to rid itself of opportunists and will
l:ad the m~es to victory in the maturing and approaching social revolution.

STATISTICS AND SOCIOLOGY
(Excerpt)
Chapter 1

Written in the second half
of December (old style) 19'16

A FEW STATISTICS

First published (in abridged form)
in La V erite No. 48,
January 27, 1918
First published in full
in Russian in the magazine
Proletarskaya Revolutsia No. 7 (90),
1929
.

I
Vol. 23, pp. 199-201

For a proper survey of the whole complex of data on national
movements, we must take the whole popµlation of the earth.
And in so doing, two criteria must be established with the utmost
accuracy and examined with the utmost fullness: first, national
homogeneity or heterogeneity of the population of various states;
second., division of states (or of state-like formations in casC:S
where there is doubt that we are really dealing with a state)
into politically independent and politically dependent.
Let us take the very latest data, published in 1916, and reiy
on two sources: one German, the Geographical Statistical Tables
combined by Otto Hilbner, and one English, The Statesman's
Year-Book. The first source will have to serve as a basis, for it
contains much more comprehensive data on the question that
interests us; the second we shall use to check and in some, mostly minor, cases to correct the first.
We shall begin our ~urvey with the politically independent and
nationally most homogeneous states. First and foremost among
these is a group of West-European states, i.e., situated to the
west of Russia and Austria.
Here we have 17 states of which five, however, though very
homogeneous in national composition, are Lilliputian in size
and population. These are Luxembourg, Monaco, San Marino,
Liechtenstein and Andorra, with a combined population of only
310,000. Doubtlessly, it would be much more correct not to include them among the states under ex~ination. Of the remaining
12 states, seven are absolutely homogeneous in national
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composition: in I taly, Holland, Portugal, Sweden and Norway,
99 per cent of the population are of one and the same nationality; in Spain and Denmark the proportion is 96 per cent. Then
come three states with a nearly homogeneous national composition: France, England and Germany. In France, the Italians
make up only 1.3 per cent, in areas annexed by Napoleon III by
violating and falsifying the will of their people. England's an. nexed territory, Ireland, has a population of 4.4 million, which
is less than one-tenth of the total (46.8 million). In Germany,
out of a population of 64.9 million, the non-German element,
which in practically all cases is just as nationally oppressed as
the Irish in England, is represented by the Poles (5.47 per cent),
Danes (0.25 per cent) and the population of Alsace-Lorrain
( 1.87 million). However, part of the latter (the exact proportion
is not known) undoubtedly incline towards Germany, due not
only to language, but also to economic interests and sympathies.
All in all, about 5 million of Germany's population belong to
alien, unequal and even oppressed nations.
·
Only two small states in Western Europe are of mixed national composition: Switzerland, whose population of somewhat
less than four million consists of Germans ( 69 per cent), French
(21 per cent) and Italians (8 per cent)-and Belgiwn (popuiation less than 8 million; probably about 53 per cent Flemings
and about 47 per cent French). It should be observed, however,
that in spite of the high national heterogeneity in these countries, there can be no question of national oppression. In both
countries all nationalities are equal under the constitution; in
Switzerland this equality is fully implemented in practice; in
Belgiwn there is inequality in relation to the Flemish population,
though they make up the majority, but this inequality is insignificant compared, for instance, with what the Poles have to put
up with in Germany, or the Irish in England, not to mention
what has become customary in countries outside this group. That
is why, incidentally, the term "state of nationalities", to which
the Austrian authors Karl Renner and Otto Bauer, opportunists
on the national question, have given such wide currency, is correct only in a very restricted sense.. Namely, if, on the one
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hand, we remember the special historical place of the majority
of the countries of this type (which we shall discuss later) and,
on the other, if we do not allow this term to obscure the fundamental difference between genuine national equality and
national oppression.
Taking all the. countries we have discussed, we get a group of
12 West-European states with a total population of 242 million.
Of these 242 million only about 9.5 million, i.e., only 4 per cent,
represent oppressed nations (in England and Germany). If we add
toge.t her those sections of the population in all these countries
that do not belong to the principal nationalities, we get about
15 million, i.e., 6 per cent.
On the whole, consequently, this group of states is characterised by the following; they are the most. advanced capitalist
countries, the most developed both economically· and politically.
Their cultural level, too, is the highest. In national composition
most of these countries are hoo. ~encous or nearly homogeneous.
National inequality, as a specific political phenomenon, plays a
very insignificant part. What we have is the type of " national
state" people so often refer to, oblivious, in most cases, to th~
historically conditional and transitory character of th.is type in
the general capitalist development of mankind. But that will be
dealt with in its proper place.
It might be asked: Is this type of state confined to Weste~n
Europe? Obviously not. All its basic ch.aracteristics-econ~~1c
(high and particularly rapid capitalist development), poll ucal
(representative government), cultural and national-are to be
observed also in the advanced states of America and Asia: the
United States and Japan. The latter's national composition took
shape long ago and is absolutely homogeneous: Japanese m.ake
up more than 99 per cent of the population. In the Uruted
States, the Negroes (and also the Mulattos and Indians) account for only 11.l per cent. They should be classed as an oppressed nation, for the equality won in the Civil War of 186~65 and guaranteed by the Constitution of the republic was m
many respects increasingly curtailed in ~he chief Negro areas (.the
South) in connection with the transition from the progressive,
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pre-monopoly capitalism of 1860-70 to the reactionary, monopoly capitalism (imperialism) of the .new era, which in America
was especially sharply etched. out by the Spanish-American imperialist war of 1898 (i.e., a war between two robbers over the
division of the booty) .
The white population of the United States makes up 88.7 per
cent of the total, and of this figure 74.3 per cent are Americans
and only 14.4 per cent foreign-born, i.e., irrunigrants. We know
that the especially favourabie conditions in America for the development of capitalism and the rapidity of this cJevelopment
have produced a situation in which vast national differences are
speedily and fundamentally, as nowhere else in the world, smoothed out to form a single "American" nation.
Adding the United States and Japan to the West-European
countries enumerated above, we get 14 states with an aggregate
population of 394 million, of which 26 million, i.e., 7 per cent,
belong to unequal nationalities. Though this will be dealt with
later, l might observe that at the turn of the century, i.e., in
the period when capitalism was being transformed into imperialism, the majority of precisely these 14 advanced states made
especially great strides in colonial policy, with the result that
they now "dispose" of a population of over 500 million in dependent and colonial countries.

First published in 1935
in Bolshevik No. 2

Vol. 23, pp. 273-76

THE TASKS OF THE PROLETARIAT
IN OUR REVOLUTION
DRAFT PLATFORM FOR THE PROLETARIAN PARTY

(Excerpt)

The Situation Within the Socialist International
16. The international obligations of the working class of Russia are precisely now coming to the forefront with particular
force.
·
Only lazy people do not swear by internationalism these days.
Even the chauvinist defencists, even Plekhanov and Potresov,
even Kerensky, call themselves internationalists. It becomes the
duty of the proletarian party all the more urgently, therefore, to
clearly, precisely and definitely counterpose internationalism in
deed to internationalism in word.
Mere appeals to the workers of all countries, empty assurances of devotion to internationalism, direct or indirect attempts to
fix a "sequence" of action by the revolutionary proletariat in the
various belligerent countries, laborious efforts to conclude "agreements" between the socialists of the belligerent countries on
the question of the revolutionary struggle, all the fuss over the
summoning of socialist congresses for the purpose of a peace
campaign, etc., etc.-no matter how sincere the authors of such
ideas, attempts, and plans may be-amount, as far as their objective significance is concerned, to mere phrase-mongering, and ·
at best are innocent and pious wishes, fit only to conceal the
deception of the people by the c~auvinists. The French socialchauvinists, who are the most adroit and accomplished in methods of parliamentary hocus-pocus, have long since broken the
record for ranting and resonant pacifist and internationalist
phrases coupled with the incredibly brazen betrayal of socialism and the International, the acceptance of posts in govern-
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ments which conduct the imperialist war, the voting of credits or
loans (as Chkheidze, Skobelev, Tsereteli and Steklov have been
doing recently in Russia), opposition to the revolutionary struggle in their own country, etc., etc.
'
Good people often forget the brutal and savage setting of the
imperialist world war. This setting does not tolerate phrases,
and mocks at innocent and pious wishes.
·
_T here is one, aqd only one, kind of real internationalism, and
that is--working whole-heartedly for the development of the revolutionary movement and the revolutionary st~uggle in one's own
country, and supporting (by propaganda, sympathy, and material
aid) this struggle, this, and only this, line, in every country without exception.
Everything else is deception and Manilovism.*
During the two odd years of the war the international socialist ani;J. working-class movement in every country has ev~lved
three trends. Whoever ignores reality and refuses to recognise the
existence of these three trends, to analyse them, ro fight consistently for the trend that ·is really internationalist, is · doomed
to impotence, helplessness and errors.
The three trends are:
1) The social-chauvinists, i.e., socialists in word and chauvinists in deed, people who recognise "defence of the fatherland" in an imperialist war (and above all in the present imperialist war) .
These people are our clMs enemies. They have gone over to
the bourgeoisie.
·
They are the majority of the official leaders of the official
Social-Democratic parties in all couritries-Plekhanov and Co.
in Russia, ·the Scheidemanns in Germany, Renaudel, Guesde
and Sembat in France, Bissolati and Co. in Italy, Hyndman,
the Fabians and the Labourites (the leaders of the "Labour
Party") in Britain, Branting and Co. in Sweden, Troelstra and

* From the name Manilov, a character in Gogol's Dead Souls, represented as a type of easy-going sentimental landowner, whose name has
become a synonym for an idle weak-willed dreamer and gas-bag.-Ed.
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his party in Holland, Stauning and his party in Denmark, Victor
Berger and the other "defenders of the fatherland" in America,
and so forth.
2) The second trend, known as the "Centre", consists of.
people who vacillate between the social-chauvinists and the true
internationalists.
The "Centre" all vow and declare that they are Marxists and
internationalists, that they are for peace, for bringing every
kind of "pres5ure" to bear upon the governments, for "demanding" in every way that their own government should "ascertain
the will of the people for peace", that they are for all SQrts of
peace campaigns, for peace without annexations, etc., etc.and for peace with the social-chauvinists. The "Centre" is for
"unity", the Centre is opposed to a split.
The "Centre" is a realm of honeyed petty-bourgeois phrases,
of internationalism in word and cowardly opportunism and fawning on the social-chauvinists in deed.
The crux of the matter is that the "Centre" is not convinced
of the necessity for a revolution against one's own government;
it does .not preach revolution; it does not carry on a whole-hearted revolutionary struggle; and in order to evade such a struggle
it resorts to the tritest ultra-"Marxist"-sounding excuses.
The social-chauvinists are our class enemies, they are bourgeois
<Within the working-class movement. They represent a stratum,
or groups, or sections of the working class which objectively
have been bribed by the bourgeoisie (by better wages, ·positions
of honour, etc.), and which help their own bourgeoisie to plunder and oppress small and weak peoples and to fight for the division of· the capitalist spoils.
The "Centre" consists of routine-worshippers, eroded by the
canker of legality, corrupted by the pa_rliamentary atmosphere,
·etc., bureaucrats accustomed to snug positions and soft jobs.
Historically and economically speaking, they are not a separate
stratum but represent only a transition from a past phase of the
working-class movement-the phase between 1871 and 1914,
which gave much that is valuable to the proletariat, particularly
in the indispensable art of slow, sustained and systematic orga-
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nisational work on a large and very large scale-to a new pha.se
that became objectively essential with the outbreak of the first
imperialist world war, which inaugurated the era of social revolution.
The chief leader and spokesman of the "Cenitre" is Karl
Kautsky, the moot outstanding authority in the Second International ( 1889-1914), since August 1914 a model of utter bankruptcy as a Marxist, the embodiment of unheard-of spinelessness, and ·the most wretched vacillations and betrayals. This
"Centrist" trend includes Kautsky, Haase, Ledebour and the
so-called workers' or labour group61 in the Reichstag; in France
it includes Longuet, Pressemane and the so-called minoritaires62
(Mensheviks) in general; in Britain, Philip Snowden, Ramsay
MacDonald and many other leaders of the Independent Labour
Party,63 and some leaders of the British Socialist Party,84 Morris Hillquit and many others in the United States; Turati,
Treves, Modigliani and others in Italy; Robert Grimm and
others in Switzerland; Victor Adler and Co. in Austria; the
party of the Organising Committee, A.Xelrod, Martov, Chkheidze,
Tsereteli and others in Russia, and so forth.
Naturally, at times individuals unconsciously drift from the
social-chauvinist to the "Centrist" position, and vice versa. Every
Marxist knows that classes are distinct, even though individuals
may move freely from one class to another; similarly, trends in
political life arc distinct in spite of the fact that individuals may
change freely from one tfend to another, and in spite of all
attempts and efforts to amalgamate trends.
3) The third trend, that of the true internationalists, is best
repre.~ented by the "Zimmerwald Left". 6 G (We reprint as a supplement its manifesto of September 1915, to enable the reader
to learn of the inception of this trend at first hand).
Its distinctive feature is its complete break with both socialchauvinism and "Centrism'', an<:l its gallant revolutionary struggle against its own imperialist government and its own imperialist bourgeoisie. Its principle is: "Our chief enemy is at home."
It wages a ruthless struggle against honeyed social-pacifist
phrases (a social-pacifist is a socialist in word and a bourgeois pa-
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cifist in deed; bourgeois pacifists dream of an everlasting peace
without the overthrow of the yoke and domination of capital)
and against all subterfuges employed to deny the possibility, or
the appropriateness, or the timeliness of a proletarian revolutionary struggle and of a proletarian socialist revolution in connection with the present war.
The most outstanding representative of this trend in Germany is the Spartacus group or the Internationale group,66 to
which Karl Liebknecht belongs. Karl Liebknecht is a most
celebrated representative of this trend and of the new, and genuine,
proletarian International.
Karl Liebknecht called upon the workers and soldiers of Germany to turn their guns against their own government. Karl
Liebknecht did that openly from the rostrum of parliament (the
Reichstag). He then went to demonstration in Potsdamer Platz,
one of the largest public squares in Berlin, with illegally printed
leaflets proclaiming the slogan "Down with the Government!"
He was arrested and sentenced to hard labour. He is now serving his term in a German convict prison, like hundreds, if not
thousands, of other true German socialists who have been imprisoned for their anti-war activities.
Karl Liebknecht in his speeches and letters mercilessly attacked not only his own Plekhanovs and Potresovs (Scheidemanns, Legiens, Davids and Co.), but also his own Centrists,
his own Chkheidzes and Tseretelis (Kautsky, Haase, Ledebour
and Co.).
Karl Liebknecht and his friend Otto Riihle, two out of onP.
hundred and ten deputies, violated discipline, destroyed the
"unity" with the "Centre" and the chauvinists, and went against
all of them. Liebknecht alone represents socialism, the proletar~
ian cause, the proletarian revolution. All the rest of German
Social-Democracy, to quote the apt words of Rosa Luxemburg
(also a member and one of the leaders of the Spartacus group),
is a "stinking corpse".
Another group of. true internationalists in Germany is that of
the Bremen paper Arbeiterpolitik.
Closest to the internationalists in deed are: in France, Loriot
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and his friends ( Bourderon and Merrheim have slid down to
social-pacifism), as well as the Frenchman Henri Guilbeaux,
who publishes in Geneva the journal Demain; in Britain, the
newspaper The Trade Unionist, and some of the members of
the British Socialist Party and of the Independent Labour Party
(for instance, Russel Williams, who openly called for a break
with the leaders who have betrayed socialism), the Scottish socialist school-teacher M acLean, who was sentenced to hard labour
by the. bourgeois government of Britain for his revolutionary fight iagainst the war, and hundreds of British socialists
who are in jail for the same offence. They, and they alone, are
internationalists in deed. In the United States, the Socialist
Labour Party and thooe within the opportunist Socialist Party
who in January 1917 began publication of the paper The Internationalist; in liolland, the Party of the "Tribunists"e7 which
publishes the paper De Tribune (Pannekoek, Herman Gorter,
Wijnkoop, and Henriette Roland-Holst, who, although Centrist
at Zimmerwald, has now joined our ranks); in Sweden, the
Party of the Young, or the Left, 68 led by Lindhagen, Ture
Nerman, Carleson, Strom and Z. Hoglund, who at Zimmerwald
was personally active in the organisation of the "Zimmerwald
Left", and who is now in prison for his revolutionary fight against
the war; in Denmark, Trier and his friends who have left the
now purely bourgeois "Social-Democratic" Party of Denmark,
headed by the Minister Stauning; 1n Bulgaria, the ·"Tesnyaki"OO;
in Italy, the nearest are Constantino Lazzari, secretary of the
party, and Serrati, editor of the central organ, Auanti!; in
Poland, Radek, Hanecki and other leaders of the Social-Democrats united under the "Regional Executive", and Rosa Luxemburg, Tyszka and .o ther leaders of the Social-Democrats united
under the "Chief Executive"; in Switzerland, those of the Left
who drew up the argument for the "referendum" (January 1917)
in order to fight the social-qiauvinists and the "Centre" in their
own country and who at the Zurich Cantonal Socialist Convention, held at Toss on February 11, 1917, moved a consistently
revolutionary resolution against the war; in Austria, the young
Left-wing friends of Friedrich Adler, who acted partly through
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the Karl Marx Club in Vienna, now closed by the arch-reactionary Austrian Government, which is ruining Adler's life for
his heroic though ill-considered shooting at a minister, and so
on.
It is not a question of shades of opinion, which cer~inlr exist
even among the Lefts. It is a question of trend. The. thmg IS t~at
it is not easy to be an internationalist in deed during a temble
imperialist war. Such people are few; but it is on such people
alone that the future of socialism. depends; they alone are the
leaders of the people, and not their corrupters.
.
The distinction between the reformists and the revolutionaries among the Social-Democrats, and socialists generally, was
obj~ctively bound to undergo a change under the con,?itions of
the imperialist war. Those who confine themselves to demanding" that the bourgeois governments should conclude peace or
"ascertain the will of the peoples for peace", etc., are actually
slipping into reforms. For, objectively, the problem of the war
can be solved only in a revolutionary way.
.
There is no poosibility of this ·war ending in a democratic, noncoercive peace or of the people being relieved. of the burden of
billions paid in interest to the capitalists, who have made fort~nes
'Out of the war, except through a revolution of the proletanat.
The most varied reforms ·c an and must be demanded of the
bourgeois governnients; but one cannot, without sinking to Manilovism and reformism, demand that people and classes entangled by the thousands of threads of imperialist capital should tear
those threads. And unless they are torn, all talk of a war against
war is idle and deceitful prattle.
The "Kautskyites", the "Centre", are revolutionaries in word
and reformists in deed, they are internationalists in word and
accomplices of the social-chauvinists in deed.

First published September 1917
as a pamphlet by Priboi Publishers
Signed: N. Lenin
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"DISGRACE" AS THE CAPITALISTS
AND THE PROLETARIANS UNDERSTAND IT
I

Today's Yedinstvo 70 prints on its front page in bold type a
proclamation signed by Plekhanov, Deutsch, and Zasulich. We
read:
"Every nation has a right freely to determine its own destiny. Wilhelm
of Germany and Karl of Austria will never agree to this. In waging
war against them, we are defending our own freedom, as well as the
freedom of others. Russia cannot betray her Allies. That would bring
disgrace upon her."

That is how all capitalists argue. To them non-observance of
treaties between capitalists is a disgrace, just as to monarchs nonobservance of treaties between monarchs is a disgrace.
What about the workers? Do they regard non-observance of
treaties concluded by monarchs and capitalists a disgrace?
Of course not! Class-conscious workers are for scrapping all
such treaties, they are for recognising only such agreements
between the workers ·and soldiers of all countries as would benefit the people, i.e., not the capitalists, but the workers and
poor peasants.
The workers of the world have a treaty of their own, namely,
the Basie Manifesto of 191271 (signed, among others, by Plekhanov and betrayed by him). This workers' "treaty" calls it a
"crime" for workers of different eQuntries to shoot at each other
for the sake of the capitalists' profits.
The writers in Yedinstvo argue like capitalists (so do Rech12
and others), and not like workers.
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It is quite true that neither the German monarch nor the
Austrian will agree to freedom for every nation, as both these
monarchs are crowned brigands, and so was Nicholas II. Nor,
for one thing, are the English, Italian, and other monarchs (the
"Allies" of Nicholas II) any better. To forget this is to become
a monarchist or a defender of the monarchists.
Secondly, the uncrowned brigands, i.e., the capitalists, have
shown themselves in the present war to be no better than the
monarchs. Has not American "democracy'', i.e., the democratic
capitalists, robbed the Philippines, and does it not rob Mexico?
The Gennan Guchkovs and Milyukovs, if they were to take
the place of Wilhelm II, would be brigands, too, no better than
the British and Russian capitalists.
Third will the Russian capitalists "agree" to "freedom" for
nations ~hich they themselves oppress: Armenia, Khiva, Ukraine,
Finland?
By evading this question the Yedinstvo writers are, in effect,
turning into defenders of "our own" capitalists in their predatory
war with other capitalists.
The internationalist workers of the world stand for the overthrow of all capitalist gover~ents, for the rejection of all agreements· and understandings with any capitalists, for universal peace
concluded by the revolutionary workers of all countries, a peace
capable of giving real freedom to "every" nation.

Written on April 22 (May 5), 1917
Published in Pravda No. 39,
May 6 (April 23), 1917

Vol. 24, pp. 220-21

WAR AND REVOLUTION

MAY 22

(Excerpt from a Lecture)

On the question of America entering the war I shall say this.
People argue tliat America is a democracy, America has the
White House. I say: Slavery was abolished there half a century
ago. The anti-slave war ended in 1865. Since then multimillionaires have mushroomed. They have the whole of Am~rica. in
their financial grip. They are making ready to subdue Mexico
and will inevitably come to war with Japan over a carve-up of
the Pacific. This war has been brew'ing for several decades. All
literature speaks about it. America's real aim in entering the war
is to prepare for this future war with Japan. The American people do enjoy considerable freedom and it is difficult to conceive
them s~ding for compulsory military service, for the setting up
of an anny pursuing any aims of conquest-a struggle with
Japan, for instance. The Americans have the example of Europe
to show them what tl}.is leads to. The American caP.italists
have stepped into this war in order to have an excuse, behind a
smoke-screen of lofty ideals championing the rights of small
nations, for building up a strong standing army.

First published in Pravda No. 93.
April 2S, 1929

FROM TIIE SPEECH ON THE AGRARIAN QUESTION
AT TIIE FIRST ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS
OF PEASANTS' DEPUTIES

Vol. 24, pp. 4-16-17

UUNE

4), 1917

The second step which our Party recommends is that every
big economy, for example, every big landed estate, of which
there are 30,000 in Russia, should be organised as soon as possible into a model farm for the common cultivation of the land
jointly by agricultural labourers and scientifically trained agronomists, using the animals, implements, etc., of the landowner
for that purpose. Without this common cultivation under the
direction of the Soviets of Agricultural Labourers the land will
not go entirely to the working people. To be sure, joint cultivation is a difficult business and it would be me.dness of course
for anybody to imagine that joint cultivation of the land can
be decreed from above and imposed on people, because the
centuries-old habit ·of farming on one's own cannot suddenly
disappear, and because money will be needed for it and adaptation 'to the new mode of life. If this advice, this view, on
the common cultivation of the land with commonly owned
animals and implements to be used to the best purpose jointly
with agronorcists-if this advice were the invention of individual political parties, the case would be a bad one, beca~se
changes are not made in the life of a people on the advice
of a party, because ten& of millions of people do not make a revolution on the advice of a party, and such a change would be
much more of a revolution than the overthrow of the weak-minded Nicholas Romanov. I repeat, tens of millions of people . will
not make a revolution to order, but will do so when driven to it
by dire need, when their position is an impossible one, when the
joint pressure and determination of tens of millions of people
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break down the old barriers and are actually capable of creating
a new way of life. When we advise such a measure, and advise
caution in the handling of it, saying that it is becoming necessary, we are not drawing that conclusion from our programme,
from our socialist doctrine alone, but because we, as socialists,
have come to this conclasion by studying the life of the West-European nations. We know that there have been ·many revolutions
over there and that they have established democratic republics;
we know that in America in 1865 the slave-owners were defeated
and hundreds of millions of dessiatines of land were distributed
among the peasantry for nothing or next to nothing, and nevertheless capitalism dominates there more than anywhere else and
oppresses the mass of the working people as badly as, if not worse
than, in other countries. This is the socialist teaching, this is our
study of other nations that firmly convinces us that without the
common cultivation of the land by agricultural labourers using
the best machinery and guided by scientifically trained agronomists there is no escape from the yoke of capitalism. But if we were
to be guided only by the experience of the West-European countries it would be very bad for R ussia, because the Russian people
in the mass are only capable of taking a serious step along that
new path when the direct need arises. And we say to you: the
time has now come when that dire need for the entire Russian
people is knocking at the door. The dire need I speak of is precisely this--we cannot continue farming in the old way. If we
continue as before on our small isolated farms, albeit as free citizens on free soil, we are still faced with imminent ruin, for the
debacle is drawing nearer day by day, hour by hour. Everyone
is talking about ·it; it is a grim fact, due not to the malice of individuals but to the world war of conquest, to capitalism.
Published May 25, 1917
in Izvestia of the All-Russia
Council of Peasants' Deputies
No. 14; and in December 1917
in the pamphlet Material on the
Agrarian Question, Priboi
Publishers

Vol. 24, pp. 502-04

CLOSE TO THE TRUTII

Speaking at the Central Executive Committee meeting on
the evening of July 4, Citizen Chaikovsky came surprisingly .
close to the truth.
He objected to the Soviet taking power and, among o~her
things advanced this what we might call "decisive" argument:
we m~st carry on the war but cannot do it witho~t money,. a~d
the British and Americans won't give any money l~ power is in
the hands of "socialists"; they will only give money if the Cadets
participate in the government.
That is close to the truth.
It is impossible to participate in the imp~alis~ war without
"participating" in the capitalist business of sub1ugatmg the people
with loans from the capitalist gentlemen.
In order to really oppose the imperialist war, we must sever
all ties that fetter people and bind them to capital. The workers
and peasants must fearlessly take ov~r the supervi~ion of the
· banks and production and the regulation of p~oductio~. .
We too think that the British and Americans will give no
mone~ unl~s they have a guarantee from t~e Ca~ets. 1:he al~er
native is: either serve the Cadets, serve ·capital~ pile ~P. imperialist loans (and put up with the fitting title of im.perialist_democrats instead of claiming to be "revolutionary" democra~s);. or
break with the Cadets, break with the capitalists, b~eak with unperialism, and become real revolutionaries on war issues as well.
Chaikovsky came close to the truth.

Written July 5 (18), 1917
Published in Listok ~'Pravay",
July 19 (6), 1917

Vol. 25, p. 163
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IMPENDING CATASTROPHE AND HOW TO COMBAT IT

THE IMPENDING CATASTROPHE
AND HOW TO COMBAT IT
I

(Excerpt)

The advantages accruing to the whole people from nationalisation of the banks--not to the workers especially (for the workers
have little to do with banks) but to the mass of peasants and small
industrialists--would be enormous. The saving in labour would
be gigantic, and, assuming that the state would retain the former
number of bank employees, nationalisation would be a highly
important step towards making the use of the .banks univers;il,
towards increasing the number of their branches, putting their
operations within easier reach, etc., etc. The availability of credit
on e~ terms for the small own~rs, for the peasants, would increase unmensely. As to the state, it would for the first time be in a
position first to review all the chief monetary operations, which
would be unconcealed, then to control them, then to regulate
economic life, and finally to obtain millions and billions for major transactions, without paying the capitalist gentlemen sky-high
"commissions" for their "services". That is the reason-and the
only reason-why all the capitalists, all the bourgeois professors,
all the bourgeoisie and all the Plekhanovs, Potresovs and Co., .who
serve them, are prepared to fight tooth and nail against nationalisation of the banks and invent thousands of excuses to prevent
the adoption of this very easy and very pressing measure, although
even from the standpoint of the "defence" of the country, i.e.,
from the' military standpoint, this measure would provide a gigantic advantage and would tremendously enhance the "military
might" of the country.
The following objection might be raised: why do such 4dvanced states as Germany and the U.S.A. "regnlate economic life"
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so magnificently without even thinking of nationalising the banks?
Beca~, w~ r~ply, both these states are not merely capitalist,
but also 1mpenalist states, although one of them is a monarchy and
the other a republic. As such, they carry out the-reforms they need
by reactionary-bureaucratic methods, whereas we are speaking
here of revolutionary-democratic methods.
This "little difference" is of major importance. In most cases
it is "not the custom" to think of it. The term "revolutionary democracy" has become with us. (especially among the Socialist1:levolutionaries and Mensheviks) almost a conventional phrase,
hke the expression "thank God'', which is also used by people
who. are not so ignorant as to believe in God; or like the expression "honourable citizen", which is sometimes used even in addressing staff members of .Dyen or Y edinstvo, although nearly everybody gue~s that theSe newspapers have been founded and are
maintaine~ by the capitalists in the interests of the capitalists, and
that there ~ therefore very little "honourable" about the pseudosocialists contributing to these newspapers.
If we do not employ the phrase "revolutionary democracy" as
a stereotyped ceremonial phrase, as a conventional epithet, but
reflect on its meaning, we find that to be a democrat means reckoning in reali~ ~th the interests of the majority of the people
and not the minority, and that to be a revolutionary means destroying everything harmful and obsolete in the moot resolute and
ruthless manner,
~eith~r in America nor .in Germany; as far as we know, is any
clarm laid by either the government or the ruling classes to the
name "revolutionary democrats", to which our Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks lay claim (and which they prostitute).
I~ Ge~many there are only four very large private banks of
national 1mportance. In America there are only two. It is easier,
more convenient, more profitable for the financial magnates of
those bank& to unite privately, surreptitiously in a reactionary and
not a revolutionary way, in a bureaucratic and not a democratic
way, ~ribing ~overnment officials (this is the general rule both in
Amenca and in Germany), and preserving the private character
of the banks in order to preserve secrecy operations, to milk the
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state ~f millions upon millions in "superprofits", and to make
financial frauds possible.
Both America and Germany "regwate economic life" in such
a way as to create conditions of war-time penal servitude for the
workers (and partly for the peasants) and a paradise for the
bankers and capitalists. Their regulation consists in "squeezing"
the workers to the point of starvation, while the capitalists are
guaranteed (surreptitiously, in a reactionary-bureaucratic fashion)
profits higher than before the war.

Published at the end
of October 1917 in pamphlet
form by Priboi Publishers

Vol. 25, pp. 332-34

THE STATE AND REVOLUTION
(Excerpts)

Chapter I
CLASS S.PCIETY .AND THE STATE

2. Special Bodies of Armed Men, Prisons, etc.

Engels continues:
"As distinct from the old gentile [tribal or clan] order-the
state, first, divides its subjects according to territory . ..."
This division seems "natural" to us, but it cost a prolonged
struggle against the old organisation according to generations
or tribes.
"The second distinguishing feature is the establishment of a
public power which no longer directly coincides with the population organising itself as an armed force. This special, public power
is necessary because a self-acting armed organisation of the population has become impossible since the split into classes.... This
public power e,msts in every state; it consists not merely of armed
men but also of material adjuncts, prisons, and institutions of
coercion of all kinds, of which gentile [clan] society knew nothing...."
Engels elucidates the concept of the "power" which is called
.the state, a power which arose from society but places itself
above it and alienates itself more and more· from it. What does
this power mainly consist of? It consists of special bodies of
armed men' having prisons, etc., at their command.
We are justified in speaking of special bodies of armed men,
because the public power which is an attribute of every state
"does not directly coincide" with the armed population, with its
"self-acting armed prganisation".
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Like all great revolutionary thinkers, Engels tries to draw the
attention of the class-conscious workers to what prevailing philistinism regards as least worthy of attention, as the most habitual
thing, hallowed by prejudic.es that are not only deep-rooted but,
one might say, petrified. A standing army and police are the chief
instruments of state power. But how can it be otherwise?
From the viewpoint of the vast majority of Europeans of the
end of the nineteenth century whom Engels was addressing, and
who had not gone through or closely observed a single great revolution, it could not have been otherwise. They could not understand at all what a "self-acting armed organisation of the population" was. When asked why it became necessary to have special
bodies of armed men placed above society and alienating themselves from it (police and a standing army), the West-European
and Russian philistines are inclined to utter a few phrases borrowed from Spencer or Mikhailovsky, to refer to the growing
complexity of social life, the differentiation of functions,
and so on.
Such a reference seems "scientific", and effectively lulls the
ordinary person to sleep by obscuring the important. and basic
fact, namely, the split of society into irreconcilably antagonistic
classes.
Were it not for this split, the "self-acting armed organisation
of the population" would differ from the primitive organisation
of a stick-wielding herd of monkeys, or of primitive men, or of
men united in clans, by its complexity, its high technical level,
and so on. But such an organisation would still be possible.
It is impossible because civilised society is split into antagonistic, and, moreover, irreconcilably antagonistic, classes, whose
"self-acting" arming would lead to an armed struggle between
them. A state arises, a special power is created, special bodies of
armed men, and every revolution, by destroying the state apparatus, lays bare the class struggle and clearly shows how the ruling class strives to restore the special bodies of armed men which
serve it, and how the oppressed class strives to create a new organisation of this kind, capable of serving the exploited instead
of the exploiters.
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In the above argument, Engels raises theoretically the very
same question which every great revolution raises before us in
practice, palpably and, what is more, on a scale of mass action,
namely, the question of the relationship between "special" bodie.c;
of armed men and the "self-acting armed organisation of the
population". We shall see how this question is specifically illustrated by the experience of the European and Russian revolutions.
But to return to Engels's exposition.
He points out that sometimes-in certain parts of North America, for example-this public power is weak (he has in mind
a rare exception in capitalist society, and those parts of North
America in its pre-imperialist days where the free colonist predominated), but that, generally speaking,_ it grows stronger:

"It [the public power] grows stronger, however, in proportion
as class antagonisms within the state become more acute, and as
adjacent states become larger and more populous. We have only
to look at our present-day Europe, where class struggle and rivalry in conquest have tuned up the public power to such a pitch
that it threatens to swallow the whole of society and even the
state."
This was written not later than the early nineties of the last
century, Engels's last preface being dated June 16, 1891. The
turn towards imperialism-meaning the complete domination of
the trusts, the omnipotence of the big banks, a grand-scale colonial
policy, and so forth-was only just beginning in France, and was
even weaker in North America and in Germany. Since then "rivalry in conquest" has taken a gigantic stride, all the more because
by the beginning Qf the second decade of the twentieth century
the .world had been completely divided up among these "rivals
in conquest'', i.e., among the predatory Great Powers. Since then,
military and naval armaments have grown fantastically and the
predatory war of 1914-17 for the domination of the world by
Britain or Germany, for the division of the spoils, has brought the
"qw:i J1owing" of all the forces of society by the rapacious state
power close to complete catastrophe.
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Engels could, as early as 1891, point to "rivalry in conquest"
as one of the most important distinguishing features of the foreign
policy of the Great Powers, while the social-chauvinist scoundrels have ever since 1914, when this rivalry, many times intensified,
gave rise to an imperialist war, been covering up the defence of
the predatory interests of "their own" bourgeoisie with phrases
about "defence of the fatherland'', "defence of the republic and
the revolution'\ etc.!

Chapter III
THE STATE AND REVOLUTION. EXPERIENCE
OF THE PARIS COMMUNE OF 1871. MARX'S ANALYSIS

I. What Made the Communards' Attempt Heroic?

It is well known that in the autwnn of 1870, a few months
before the Commune, Marx warned the Paris workers that any
attempt to overthrow the government would be the folly of despair. But when, in March 1871, a decisive battle was forced upon
the workers and they accepted tt, when the uprising had become
a fact, Marx greet~d the proletarian revolution with the greatest
enthusiasm, in spite of unfavourable auguries. Marx did not pe~
sist in the pedantic attitude of condemning an "untimely" movement as did the ill-famed Russian renegade from Marxism,
Plekhanov, who in November 1905 wrote. encouragiingly about
the workers' and peasants' struggle, but after December 1905 73
cried, liberal fashion: "They should not have taken up arms."
Marx, however, was not only enthusiastic about the heroism of
the Communards, who, as he expressed it, "stormed heaven".
Although the mass revolutionary movement did not achieve its
aim, he regarded it as a historic experience of enormous importance, as a certain advance of the world proletarian revolution,
as a practical step that was more important than hundreds of
programmes and arguments. Marx endeavoured to analyse this
experiment, to draw tactical lessons from it and re-examine his
theory in the light of it.
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The only "correction" Marx thought it necessary to make to
the Communist Manifesto he made on the basis of the revolutionary experience of the Paris Communards.
.
The last preface to the new German edition of the Communist
Manifesto, signed by both its authors, is dated June 24, 1872. In
this. preface the authors, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, say
that the programme of the Communist Manifesto "has in some
details become out-of-date", and they go on to say:
" .. .One thing especially was proved b:V the Commune, viz.,
that 'the working class cannot simply lay hold ?f the readymade, state machinery and wield it for its own purposes'...."

The authors took the words that are in single quotation marks
in this passage from Marx's book, The Civil War in France.
Thus, Marx and Engels regarded one principal and fundam~n
tal lesson of the Paris Commune as being of such enormous importance that they introduced it as an important correction into
the Communist Manifesto.
Most characteristically, it· is this important correction that
has been distorted by the opportunists, and its meaning probably
is not known to nine-tenths, if not ninety-ninehundrcdths, of
the readers of the Communist Manifesto. We shall deal with this
distortion more fully farther on, in a chapter devoted specially to
distortions. Here it will. be sufficient to note that the current,
vulgar "interpretation" of Marx's famous statement just quoted
is that Marx here allegedly emphasises the idea of slow development in contradistinction to the seizure of power, and so on.
As a matter of fact the exact opposite is the case. Marx's idea
is that the working class must break up, smash the "ready-made
state machinery'', and not confine itself merely to laying hold of
it.
On April 12, 1871, i.e., just at the time of the Commune,
Marx wrote to Kugelmann:
"If you look up the last chapter of my .Eighteenth Brumaire,
you will find that I declare that the next attempt of the French
Revolution will be no longer, as before, to transfer the bureauc-
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ratic-military machine from one hand to another, but to smash
it (Marx's italics-the original is zerbrechen J, and this is the
precondition for every real people's revolution on the Continent. And this is what our heroic Patty comrades in Paris are
attempting." (Neue Zeit, Vol. XX, 1, 1901-02, p. 709.) (The
letters of Marx to Kugelmann have appeared in Russian in no
less than two editions, one of which I edited and supplied with
a preface.*)
The words, "to smash the bureaucratic-m4litary machine",
briefly express the principal lesson of Marxism regarding the
tasks of the proletariat during a revolution in.relation to the state.
And it is . this lesson that has been not only completely ignored,
but positively distorted by the prevailing, Kautskyite, "interpretation" of Marxism!
As for Marx's reference to The Eighteenth Brumaire, we have
quoted the relevant passage in full above.
It is interesting to note, in particular, two points in the abovequoted argument of Marx. First, he restricts his conclusion to
the Continent. This was understandable in 1871, when Britain was
still the "model of a purely capitalist country, but without a militarist clique and, to a considerable degree, witoout a bureaucracy. Marx therefore excluded Britain, where a revolution, even
a people's revolution, then seemed .possible, and indeed was possibl~, without the precondition of destroying the "ready-made
state machinery".
Today, in 1917, at the time of the first great imperialist war,
this restriction made by Marx is no longer valid.. Both Britain and
America, the biggest and the last representatives-in the whole
world-of Anglo-Saxon "liberty'', in the sense that they had no
militarist cliques and bureaucracy, have completely sunk into
the all-European filthy, bloody morass of bureaucratic-military
institutions which subordinate everything to themselves, and suppres.s everything. Today, in Britain and America, too, "the precondition for every real people's revolution" is the smashing,

*

See V. I. Lenin, Collu;ted Works; Vol. 12, pp. 104-12.-Ed.
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the destruction of the "ready-made state machinery'' (made and
brought up to "European", general imperialist, perfection in
those countries in the years 1914-17).
Secondly, particular attention should be paid to Marx's extremely profound remark that the destruction of the bureaucraticmilitary state machine is "the pre-condition for every real people's revolution". This idea of a "people's" revolution seems
strange coming from Marx, so that the Russian Plekhanovites
and Mensheviks, those foll9wers of Struve who wish to be regarded as Marxists, might possibly declare such an expression
to be a "slip of the pen" on Marx's part. They have reduced
Marxism to such a state of wretc~edly liberal distortion that
nothing exists for· them beyond the antithesis between bourgeois
revolution and proletarian revolution, and even this antithesis
they interpret in an utterly lifeless way.
If we take the revolutions of the twentieth century as exam-·
ples we shall, of course, have to admit that the Portuguese and
the Turkish revolutions74 are both bourgeois revolutions. Neither
of them, however, i.s a "people's" revolution, since in neither does
the mass of the people, their vast majority, come out actively,
independently, with their. own economic and political demands
to any noticeable degree. By contrast, although the Russian bourgeois revolution of 1905-07 1G displayed no such "brilliant" successes as at times fell to .the Portuguese and Turkish revolutions,
it was undoubtedly a "real people's" revolution, since the mass
of the people, their majority, the very lowest social groups, crushed by oppression and exploitation, rose independently and
stamped on the entire course of the revolution the imprint of
their own demands, their attempts to build in their own way a
new society in place of the old society that was being destroyed.
In Ei.irope, in 1871, the proletariat did not c9nstitute the majority of the people in any country on the Continent. A "people's"
revolution, one actually sweeping the majority into its stream,
could be such only if it embraced both the proletariat and the
peasants. These two classes then c9nstituted the "people". These
two classes are united by the fact that the "bureaucratic-military
state machine" oppresses, crushes,· exploits them. To smash this
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machi?e, to .br~ak it up, is truly in the interest of the "people",
of their ma1onty, of the workers and most of the peasants, is
"the precondition" for a free alliance of the poor peasants and
the proletarians, whereas without such an alliance democracy
is unstable and socialist transformation is impossible.
. As is well known, the Paris Commune was actually working
its way toward such an alliance, although it did not reach its
goal owing to a number of circumstances, internal and external.
Consequently, in speaking of a "real people's revolution" Marx
without in the least discounting the special features of th~ petty
bo~rgeoisie (he spoke a great deal about them and often)' took
stnct account of the actual balance of class forces in most of the
continental countries of Europe in 1871. On the o.ther hand, he
stated that the "smashing" of the state machine was required
by the interests of both the workers and the peasants, that it united them, that it placed before them the common task of removing the "parasite" and of replacing it by something new.
By what exactly?

Written August-September 1917
Published as a p"amphlet in 1918
by Zhizn i Znaniye Publishers

Vol. 25, pp. 388-91,
413-17

DRAFf RESOLUTION
OF THE FOURTH (EXTRAORDINARY) ALL-RUSSIA
CONGRESS OF SOVIETS ON WILSON'S MESSAGE76

The Congress expresses its gratitude to the ~merican people, and
primarily to the working and exploited classes of the United States
of America, in connection with President Wilson's expression of
his sympathy for the Russian people through the Congress of
Soviets at a time when the Soviet Socialist Republic of Russia is
passing through severe trials.
The Russian Soviet Republic, having become a neutral country,
takes advantage of the message received from President Wilson
to express to all peoples that are perishing and suffering from the
horrors of the imperialist war its profound sympathy and firm
conviction that the happy time is not far away when the working people of all bourgeois countries will throw off the yoke of
capital and establish the socialist system of society, the only system able to ensure a durable and just peace and also culture and
well-being for all working people.

Written on March 13 or 14, 1918
Published in p,.avda No. 49,
March 15, 1918

Vol. 27, p. 171

REP0RT ON FOREIGN POLICY

FROM THE REPORT ON FOREIGN POLICY
DELIVERED AT A JOINT MEETING OF THE
ALL-RUSSIA CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMl'ITEE
AND THE MOSCOW SOVIET
MAY 14, 1918

The basic contradictions between the imperialist powers have
led to such a merciless struggle that, while recognising its hopelessness, neither the one, nor the othel" group is in a position to
extricate itself at will from the iron grip of this war. The war
has brought out two main contradictions, which in their turn
have determined the socialist Soviet Republic's present international position. The first is the battle being waged on the Western front between Germany and Britain, which has reached an
extreme degree of ferocity. We have heard on more than one
occasion representatives of the two belligerent groups promise
and assure their own people and other peoples that all that is
required iis one more last effort for the enemy to be subdued, the
fatherland defended and the interests of civilisation and of the
war of liberation saved for all time. And the longer this terrible
struggle drags on and the deeper the belligerent countries become
involved, the further off is the way -out of this interminable war.
And it is the violence of this conflict that makes extremely difficult, we_ll-nigh impossible, an alliance of the great imperialist pow~rs a~amst the Soviet Republic, which in the bare half-year of
its eXIstence has won the warm regard and the most whole-hearted sympathy of the class-conscious workers of the world.
The second contradiction determining Russia's international
position is the rivalry between Japan and America. Over several
decades the economic development of these countries has produced a vast amount of inflammable material which makes in-
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evitable a desperate clash between them f?r dominati~n of_ the
Pacific Ocean and the surrounding terr.itones. The entire diplomatic and economic history of the Far East leaves no room for
d ubt that under capitalist conditions it is impossible to avert
t~e imminent conflict between Japan and America. This contradiction, temporarily concealed by the allia~ce of. J~pa~ and America against Germany, delays Japanese unpenali~m s at~ck on
Russia which was prepared for over a long penod, which was
a Jon~ time feeling its way, and which to a certain degree was
started and is being supported by counter-revolutionary forces.
The campaign which has been launched against the Soviet Republic (the landing at Vladivostok and t~e suppor t of the Semyonov bands) 11 is being held up because it. thr~tens to turn the
hidden conflict between J apan and America mto open war. It
is quite likely, of course, and we must not forget that _no matter
how solid the imperialist groupings may appear to be, they can
be broken up in a few days if the interests of sacred private property, the sacred rights of concessions, etc., demand it. It. ~ay
well be that the tiniest spark will suffice to blow up the existllng
alignment of powers, and then the afore-mentioned. contradictions will no longer protect us.

Newspaper report published
in Pravda Nos. 93 and 94,
May 15 and 16, 1918;
in Izvestia No. 95, May 15, 1918

Vol. 27, pp. 367-68

LETTER TO AMERICAN WORKERS

LEITER TO AMERICAN WORKERS78 ·

Comrades! A Russian Bolshevik who took part in the 1905 revolution, and who lived in ·your country for many years afterwards, has offered to convey my letter to you. I have accepted his
proposal all the more gladly because just at the present time the
~enican revolutionary workers have to play an exceptionally
u:n~ortant role as · uncompromising enemies of American impenaltsm-the freshest, strongest and latest .in joining in the worldwide _slaughter of nations for the division of capitalist profits.
At this very moment, the American multimillionaires, these modern slave-ow~ers, have turned an exceptionally tragic page in
the bloody hlStory of bloody imperialism by giving their approval-whether direct or indirect, open or hypocritically concealed
makes no difference-to the armed expedition launched by th~
brutal Anglo-Japanese imperialists for the purpose of throttling
the first socialist republic.
The history of modern, civilised America opened with one
of those great, really liberating, really revolutionary wars of
which there have beer:i so few compared to the vast number
of wars of conquest which, like the present imperialist war,
were cause~ .b.y squabbles among kings, landowners or capitalists
over ~e dtvlSlon of usurped lands or ill-gotten gain~. That was
the war the American people waged against the British rob·
?ers who oppressed, America and held her in colonial slavery,
m the same way as these "civilised" bloodsuckers are still oppressing and holding in colonial slavery hundreds of millions
of people in India, Egypt, and all parts of the world.
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About 150 years have passed since then. Bourgeois civilisation
has borne all its luxurious fruits. America has _taken first place
among the free educated nations in level of development of the
productive forces of collective human endeavour, in. the ~tilisa
tion of machinery and of all the wonders of modern engmeermg. At
the same time, America has become one of the foremost countries in regard to the depth of the abyss which lies between the
handful of arrogant multimillionaires who wallow in filth and
luxury, and the millions of working people who constantly live
on the verge of pauperism. The American ,people, who set the
world an example in waging a revolutionary war against feudal
slavery, now find themselves in the latest, capitalist stage of
wage-slavery to a handful of multimillionaires, and find themselves playing the role. of hired thugs who, for the benefit of wealthy
scoundrels, throttled the Philippines in 1898 on the pretext of "liberating" them, 79 and are throttling the Rus.s ian Socialist Republic
in 1918 on. the pretext of "protecting'' it from the Germans.
The four years of the imperialist slaughter of nations, however,
have not passed in vain. The deception of the people by the scoundrels of both Iobber groups, the British and the German, has
bee·n utterly exposed by indisputable and obvious facts. The results of the four years of war have rev~ed the general law of
capitalism ~s applied to war between robbers for the division of
spoils: the richest and strongest profited and grabbed most, while
the weakest were utterly robbed, tom'lented, crushed and strangled.
The British imperialist robbers were the strongest in number
of "colonial slaves". The British capitalists have not lost an inch
of "their" territory (i.e., territory they have grabbed over the
centuries), but they have grabbed all the German colonies in
Africa, they have grabbed Mesopotamia and Palestine, they have
throttled Greece, and have begun to plunder Russia.
The German imperialist robbers were the strongest in organisation and discipline of "their" armies, but weaker in regard
to colonies. They have lost all their col~nies, but plundered half
of Europe and throttled the largest number of small countries
and weak nations. What a great war of "liberation" on both
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sides! How well the robbers of both ,groups, the Anglo-French and
the ~er:zna~ capitalists, together with their lackeys, the socialchauv1rust, i.e., the socialists who went over to the side of "their
own" bourgeoisie, have "defended their country".
The American multimillionaires were, perhaps, richest of all,
and geographically the most secure. The¥ have profited more
than all the rest. They have converted all, even the richest countries into their tributaries. They have grabbed hundred~ 'of billilms of dollars. And every dollar is sullied with filth: the filth
of the secret treaties between Britain and her "allies", between
Germany and her vassals, treaties for the division of the spoils
~reaties ?f mutual "aid" for oppressing the workers and persecut:
mg the mterna~ionalist socialists. Every dollar is sullied with the
filth of "profitable" war contracts, which in every country made
the rich richer and the poor poorer. And every dollar is stained
with ~l~-~rom that ocean of blood that has been shed by the
t~n m1~hon killed and twenty million maimed in the great, noble,
hberatmg and holy war to decide whether the British or the German robbers are to get most of the spoils, whether the British
or the German thugs are to be foremost in ·throttling the weak
nations all over the world.
While the Gennan robbers broke all records in war atrocities
the ~ritish have broken all records not only in the number of
colorues they have grabbed, but also in the subtlety of their disgusting ?ypocrisy. This very day, the Anglo-French and American
bourge01S newspapers are spreading, in millions and millions of
~~ies, lie_s and slander about Russia, and are hypocritically justifymg their predatory expedition against her on the plea that they
want to "protect" Russia from the Germans!
. It does. no~ ~equire i;nany wor~ to refute th.is despicable and
hideous he; it is sufficient to pomt to one well-known fact. In
October 1917, after the Russian workers had overthrown their
imperialist go~ernment, the Soviet government, the government
of the revoluuonary workers and peasants, openly proposed a just
peace, a peace without annexations or indemnities, a peace that
fully guaranteed equal rights to all nations--and it proposed such
a peace to all the belligerent countries.80
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It was the Anglo-French and the American ·bourgeoisie who
refused to accept our proposal; it was they who even refused to
talk to us about a general peace! It was they who be~rayed. t~e
interests of all nations; it was they who prolonged the unpenahst
slaughter!
. ..
.
.
It was they who, banking on the possibility of dragging Russia
back into the imperialist war, refused to take part in the peace
negotiations and thereby gave a free hand to th~ n~ less predatory German capitalists who imposed the annexattomst and harsh
. 81
Brest Peace upon R uss1a.
.
.
It is difficult to imagine anything more disgustt.ng than the ?~
pocrisy with which the Anglo-French and Amencan bourgeo1S1e
are now. "blaming" us for the Brest Peace Treaty. The very cap·
italists of those countries which could have turned the Brest negotiations into general negotiations for a general peace a~ now -our
"accusers"! T.he Anglo-French imperialist vultures, who have ?rofited from the plunder of colonies and the slaughter of natJ.ons,
have prolonged the war ·for nearly a whole year after ~rest, and
yet they "accuse" us, the Bolsheviks, who proposed. a JUSt peace
to all countries, they accuse us, who tore up, pubhs~ed and exposed to public disgrace the secret, criminal treaties concluded
82
between the ex-tsar and the Anglo-French capitalists.
The workers of the whole world, no matter in what country
they live, greet us, sympathise with us, _ap~laud. us. for br~ak.ing
the iron ring of imperialist ties, of sordid unpenahst treaties,. of
imperialist chains-.for breaking through to fr~d~m, and ~ak.ing
heaviest sacrifices in doing so--for, as a soc1ahst republic, although tom and plundered by the imperialists, keeping out of the
imperialist war and raising the banner of peace, the banner of
socialism for the whole world to see.
Small wonder that the international imperialist gang hates us
for this, that it "accuses" us, that· all the lackeys qf the imperialists, including our Right Socialist-Revolutionaries and _Mensheviks, also "accuse" us. The lµ.tred these watchdogs of imperialism express for the Bolsheviks, and the sympathy of the classconscious workers of the world, convince us more than ever of
the justice of our cause.
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A real socialist would not fail to understand that for the sake
of a~hieving victory over the bourgeoisie, for the sake of power
passmg to the workers, for the sake of starting the world prolet. arian revolution, we cannot and must not hesitate to make the
heaviest. sacrifices, including the sacrifice of part of our territory,
the sacrifice of heavy defeats at the hands of imperialism. A real
~qcialist would have proyed by deeds his willingness for "his"
country to make the greatest sacrifice to give a real push forward
to the cause of the socialist revolution.
For the sake of "their" cause, that is, for the sake of winning
world hegemony, the imperialists of Britain and Germany have
not hesitated to- utterly ruin and throttle a whole number of countries, from Belgium and Serbia to Palestine and Mesopotamia.
But must socialists wait with "their" cause, the cause of liberating the working people of the whole world from the yoke of
capital, of winning universal and lasting peace, until a path without sacrifice is found? Must they fear to open the battle until
an easy victory is "guaranteed"? Must. they place the. integrity
and security of "their" bourgeois-created "fatherland" above the
interests of the world socialist revolution? The scoundrels in the
international socialist movement who think this way, thooe lackeys who grovel to bourgeois morality, thrice stand condemned.
The Anglo-French and American imperialist vultures "accuse"
us of concluding an "agreement" with German imperialism. What
hypocrites, what scoundrels they are to slander the workers' government while trembling because of the sympathy displayed towards us by the workers of "their own" countries! But their hypocrisy will be exposed. They pretend not to see the difference
between an agreement entered into by "socialists" with the bourgeoisie {their own or foreign) against the workers, against the
working people, and an agreement entered into for the protection of the workers who have defeated their bourgeoisie, with the
bourgeoisie of one national colour against the bourgeoisie of another colour in order that the proletariat may take advantage of
the antagonisms between the different groups of bourgeoisie.
In actual fact, every European sees this difference very well,
and, as I shall show in a moment, the American people have had
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a particularly striking "illustration" of it in their own history.
There are agreements and agreements, there are fagots et fagots,
as the French say.
When in February 1918 the German imperialist vultures hurled
their forces against unarmed, demobilised Russia, who had relied on the international solidarity of the proletariat before the
world revolution had fully matured, I did not hesitate for a moment to enter into an "agreement" with the French monarchists.
Captain Sadoul, a French army officer who, in words, sy~pa
thised with the Bolsheviks, but was in deeds a loyal and faithful
servant of French imperialism, brought the French officer de
Lubersac to see me. "I am a monarchist. My only aim is to secure
the defeat of Germany," de Lubersac declared to me. "That goes
without saying ( cela va sans dire)," I replied. But this did not
in the least prevent me from entering into an "agreement" witl~
de Lubersac concerning certain services that French army officers,
experts in explosives, were ready to render us by blowing up railway lines in order to hinder the German invasion. This is an
example of an "agreement" of which every class-conscious worker
will approve, an agreement in the interests of socialism. The
French monarchist and I shook hands, although we knew that
each of us would willingly hang his "partner". But for a time our
interests coincided. Against the advancing rapacious Germans,
we in the interests of the Russian and the world socialist revolutio~, utilised the equally rapacious counter-interests of other imperialists. In this way we served the interests of the working class
of Russia and of other countries, we strengthened the proletariat
and weakened the bourgeoisie of the whole world, we resorted
to the methods~ most legitimate and essential in every war, of
manoeuvre stratagem, retreat, in anticipation of the moment
when the rapidly maturing proletarian revolution in a number
of advanced countries completely matured . .
However much the Anglo-French and American imperialist
sharks fume with rage, however much they slander us, no matter how many millions they spend on bribing the Right SocialistRevolutionary, Menshevik and other social-patriotic newspapers,
I shall not hesitate one second to enter into a similar "agreement"
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with the German imper.ialist vultures if an attack upon Russia
by Anglo-French troops calls for it. And I know perfectly well that
my tac~cs will be approved by the class-conscious proletariat
of Russia, Germany, France, Britain, America--in short of the
whole civilised world. Such tactics will ease the task of' the socialist revolution, will hasten it, will weaken the internatioaal
bourgeoisie, will strengthen the position of the working class which
is defeating the bourgeoisie.
The American. people ~sorted to these tactics long ago to the
advantage of their revolution. When they waged their great war
of liberation against the British oppressors, they had also against
them the. French and th~ Spanish oppressors who owned a part
of what as now the United States of North America. In their
arduous war for freedom, the American people also entered into
"agreemen.ts" wi~ some oppressors against others for the purpose
of weaken~ng the oppressors and strengthening those who were
fighting in a revolutionary manner against oppression, for the
purp~ of serving the interests of the oppressed people. The
Amencan people took advantage of the strife between the French
the ~pani~h and the British; sometimes they even fought sid~
by side with the forces of the French and Spanish oppressors
against the British oppressors; first they defeated the British and
then freed themselves (partly by ransom) from the French and
the Spanish.
Historical action is not the pavement of Nevsky Prospekt said
the great Russian revolutionary Chernyshevsky.sa A revoluti~nary
~o~l~,not "~gree" to a proletarian revolution only "on the condition that it proceeds easily and smoothly, that there is from
the outset, combined action on the part of the proletari:ms of
different countries, that there are sure guarantees ~ainst defeats,. tha.t the road of the revolution is broad, free and straight,
t~t it will not be necessary during the march to victory to sus·
tam the heaviest casualties, to "bide one's time in a besieged fort' way. along extremely narrow, impassable,
re:is" '. or tmak
o
e ones
wm~1ng and dangerous mountain tracks. Such a person is no revoluttona:r,. he has not freed himself from the pedantry of the
bourgeou mtellectuals; such a person will be found constantly
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. ing into the camp of the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie,
·
·
M e~heviks
like our Right Socialist·Revolutlon:mes,
. and even
(although more rarely) Left Socialist-Revol~tionanes.
Echoing the bourgeoisie, these gentlemen like to blame us for
"chaos" of the revolution for the "destruction" of industry,
h
te
'
h
.. l
for the unemployment and the food shortage. How ypocntica
and
theSe accusations are' coming from those who . welcomed
"
supported the imperialist war, or who .entered m~o ~ . agre~ment" with Kerensky who continued this war! It· lS this unpen·
rst war that is the :cause of all these misfortunes. The revolu~~n engendered by the war cannot avoid the ter~lble difficu~ties
and suffering bequeathed it by the prolonged, ruinous, reactionary slaughter of the nations. To blame us £or th e "destrucf~on"
of industry, or for the "terror", is either hypocrisy or d~ll-witte~
pedantry; it reveals an inability to unders'3nd ~he baste conditions of the fierce dass struggle, raised to the highest degree of
intensity that is ca!Ied revolution.
Even when "accusers" of this type do "recognise" the class strug·
gle they limit themselves to verbal recognition; actually, they cons·
ta~tly slip into the philistine utopia of class "agreement" and
"collaboration"; for in revolutionary epochs the class struggle has
always, inevitably, and in every country, assumed the form of
civil war and civil war is inconceivable without the severest destruction ' terror and the restriction of formal democracy in the
interests' of this war. Only unctuous parsons-whether Christian
or "secular" in the persons of parlour, parliamentary socialists-cannot see understand and feel this necessity. Only a lifeless
"man in the muffler" 8 * can shun the revolution for this reason
instead of plunging into battle with the utmost ardour and determination at a time when history demands that the greatest
problems of h umanity be solved by struggle and war.
The American people have a revolutionary tradition which
has been adopted by the best representatives ·of the Americai_i pr?letariat, who have repeatedly expressed their co':°plet: sohda;ity
with us Bolsheviks. That tradition is the war of bberauon against
the British in the eighteenth century and the Civil ~ar in th~
nineteenth century. In some respects, if we only take mto const·
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deratio~ the "destruction" of some branches of industry and of

the national economy, America in 1870 was behind 1860. But
what a pedant, what an idiot would anyone be to deny on these
~o~nds the immense, world-historic, progressive and revolutionary
significance of the American Civil War of 1863-65 !
The representatives of the bourgeoisie understand that for the
sake of overthrowing Negro slavery, of overthrowing the rule of
the slave-o~~ers, it was worth letting the country go through long
years of CIVIi war, through the abysmal ruin, destruction and
terror that accompany every war. But now, when we are
~onfronted with the vastly greater tas~ of overthrowing capitalist wage-slavery, of overthrowing the rule of the bourgeoisie-now, the reprc:sentat.ives and ·defenders of the bourgeoisie, and
als~ ~e reformist socialists who have been frightened by the bourgeo1s1e and are shunning the ·revolution, cannot and do not
want to understand that civil. war is necessary and legitimate.
T~e Arneric~ -:-vorkers will not follow the bourgeoisie. They will
be with us, for c1v1l war against the bourgeoisie. The whole history
of the world and of the American labour movement strengthens my conviction that this is so. I also reeall the words of one
of the most belov~d leaders of the American proletariat, Eugene
Debs, who wrote m the Appeal to Reason, I believe towards the
en.cl of .1915, in the a:ticle "What Shall I Fight For" (I quoted
this arl!cle at the begmning of 1916 at a public meeting pf workers in Berne, Switzerland)*-that he, Debs, would rather be shot
than vote credits for the present criminal and reactionary war;
that he,. Debs, .k~ows of only one holy and, from the proletarian.
~tandpomt, legit~mate war, namely: the war ·against the capitalists, the war to liberate mankind from wage-slavery.
.
I am not surprised that Wilson, the head of the American multimillionaires and servant of the capitalist sharks, has thrown Debs
info prison. Let the bourgeoisie be brutal to the true internationalists, to the true representatives of the revolutionary proletariat! The more fierce and brutal they are, the nearer the day of
the victorious proletarian revolution.

*

See pp. 206-07 .-Ed.
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We are blamed for the destruction caused by our revolution....
Who are the accusers? The hangers-on of the bour~eoisi~, ?f
that very bourgeoisie who, during the four years of the impenahst
war have destroyed almost the whole of European culture and
hav~ reduced Europe to barbarism, brutality and starvation. These
bourgeoisie now den:iand we should not make a revolution on these
ruins amidst this wreckage of culture, amidst the wreckage and
ruins created by the war, nor with the people who have been
brutalised by the war. How humane and righteous the bourgeoisie are!
Their servants accuse us of resorting to terror.... The British
bourgeoisie have forgotten their 164?, the Frenc~ ?ourgeoisie have
forgotten their 1793. Terror was JUSt and leg1t~ate when. the
bourgeoisie resorted to it for their own benefit against feudalism.
Terror became monstrous and criminal when the workers and
poor peasants dared to use it against the bourgeoisie! Terr~r ';as
just and legitimate when used for the p~e ?f s.ubsututmg
one exploiting minority for another explo1tmg mmonty. Terror
became monstrous and criminal when it began to be used for
the purpose of overthrowing every explo~tin.g ~inority~ to be
used in the interests of the vast actual maJonty, m the interests
of the proletariat and semi-proletariat, the w?rking class and
the poor peasants!
The international imperialist bourgeoisie have slaughtered ten
million men and maimed twenty million in "their" war, the war
to decide whether the British or the German vultures are to rule
the world.
If our war, the war of the oppressed and exploited against the
oppressors and, the exploiter.s, results in ha)~ .a m~llion or a million casualties in all countries, the bourgeome will say that the
former casualties are justified, while the latter are criminal.
The proletariat will have something entirely different to s~y.
Now, amidst the horrors of the imperialist war, the proletariat
is receiving a most vivid and striking illustration of the great trut?
taught by all revolutions and bequeathed to t~e workers by the~r
best teachers, the founders of modern socialism. This truth is
that no revolution can be successful unless the resistance of the
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Pxploiters is crushed. When we the workers and t ilin
captured state power, it becam'e our duty to crus~ th g pe_asants,
of the exploiters. We
. e rthes~tance
. are proud we have been d 010g
is We
r~gret we are not domg it with sufficient firmness and deter~1'na
t10n.
We know that fierce resistance to the socialist re l ti
the part of th bo
.. . .
vo u on on
h.
.
e urgeome is mevitable in all countries and that
t 18 resi~tanCC: will grow with the growth of this revol~tion The
pro1eta~1~t will crush this resistance; during the stru le a . .1
the reststmg bourgeoisie it will finally mature for vict~~y a;: ~;
power.
Let ~e corrupt bourgeois press shout to the whole world about
ev.ery mistake our revolution makes. We are not daunted b our
::st~es. Pe~ple· h~~e not become saints because the revofution
s gun. he toiling classes who for centuries have been o
pressed, downtrodden and forcibly held in th
.
f
pbrut I'ty
d .
e vice o poverty
a I. an ignorance. cannot avoid mistakes when makin ~
rev~lutio~. And, as I pomted out once before, the corpse of ~ur
ge01s society cannot be nailed in a coffin and bun'ed * Th
f
·tar
·
·
e corpse
~uticapi JSI~ Is deca~ing. and disintegrating in our midst, polng the air and po1sornng our lives emneshing that hi h .
new f h ·
'
w c IS
' res ! yo~ng and virile in thous-ands of threads and bonds
of that which IS old, moribund and decaying.
For
mistakes we commit' and w h'ic h t he bour. . every
d hundred
h .
ge.olSle an. .t eir laclc:ys (~ncluding our own Mensheviks an<l
Right Soc1ahst-Revolu~ionaries) shout about to the wh~le world
10,0?6 great and hermc de.eds are performed, greater and rnor~
heroic be~ause they are simple and inconspicuous amidst the
~veryday hfe of a factory district or a remote village, performed
~ people who are not accustomed (and have no opportunity) to
s out to the whole world about their successes.
But even
· .if the contrary were true-although I k now sue11 an
assumption ts wrong-even if we committed 10 000 . t k f
every 100 correct actions we performed even '1·n thamtts a es or
1 ·
1
'
case our
revo ution wou d be great and invincible, and so it will be in the
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eyes of world history, because, for the first time, not the minority,
not the rich alone, not the educated alone, but the real people,
the vast majority of the working people, are themselues building
a new life, are by their own experience solving the most difficult
problems of socialist organisation.
Every mistake committed in the course of such work, in the
course of this most conscientious and earnedt work of tens of
millions of simple workers and peasants in reorganising their whole
life, every such mistake is worth thousands and millions of "flawless" successes achieved by the exploiting minority-successes in
swindling and duping the working people. For only through such
mistakes will the workers and peasants learn to build the new life,
learn to do without capitalists; only in this way will they hack a
path for themselves-through thousands of obstacles-to victori-

ous socialism.
Mistakes are being committed in the course of their revolutionary work by our . peasants, who at one stroke, in one night,
October 25-26 (old style), 1917, entirely abolished the private
ownership of land, and are now, month after month, overcoming
tremendous difficulties and correcting their mistakes themselves,
solving in a practical: way the most difficult tasks of organising
new conditions of economic ·life, of fighting the kulaks, providing
land for the working people (and not for the rich), and of changing to communist large-scale agriculture.
Mistakes are being committed in the course of their revolutionary work by our workers, who have already, after a few months,
nationalised almost all the biggest factories and plants, and are
learning by hard, everyday work the new task of managing whole
branches of industry, are setting the nationalised enterprises going,
overcoming the powerful resistance of inertia, petty-bourgeois
mentality and selfishness, and, brick by brick, are laying the foundation of new social ties, of a new labour discipline, of a new
influence of the workers' trade unions over their members.
Mistakes are committed in the course of their revolutionary
work by our Soviets which were created as far back as 1905 by a
mighty upsurge of the people. The So'viets of Workers and Peasants are a new type of state, a new and higher type of democracy,
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a form of the proletarian dictatorshi a m
. .
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is the meaning and content of our Soviet, our socialist Constitu-

tion!
That is why we are all so firmly convinced that no matter what
misfortunes may still be in store for it, our Republic of Soviets
is invincible.
It is invincible because every blow struck by frenzied imperialism, every defeat the international bourgeoisie inflict on us,
rouses more and more sections of the workers and peasants to
the struggle, teaches them at the cost of enormous sacrifice, steels
them and engenders new heroism on a mass scale.
We know that help from you will probably not come soon,
comrade American workers, for the revolution is developing in
different countries in different forms and at different tempos
(arid it cannot be otherwise). We know that although the European proletarian revolution bas beeh maturing very rapidly late·
ly, it may, after all, not flare up within the next few weeks. We
are .banking on the inevitability of the world revolution, but this
does not mean that we are such fools as to bank on the revolu·
tion inevitably coming on a definite and early date. We have
seen two great revolutions in our country, 1905 and 1917, and we
know revolutions a.re not made to order, or by agreement. We
know that circumstances brought our Russian detachment of the
socialist proletariat to the fore not because of our merits, but
because of the exceptional backwa'rdness of Russia, and that be/ ore the world revolution breaks out a number of separate revolutions may be defeated.
In spite of this, we are firmly convinced that we are invincibl'e,
because the spirit of mankind will not be broken by the imperialist slaughter. Mankind will vanquish it. And the first country to
break the convict chains of the imperialist war was our country.
We sustained enormously heavy casualties in the struggle to
break these chains, but we broke them. We are free from imper·
ialist dependence, we have raised the banner of struggle for the
complete overthrow of imperialism for the whole world to see.
We are now, as. it were, in a besieged fortress, waiting for the
other detachments of the world socialist revolution to come to
our relief. These detachments exist, they are more numerous
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FROM A SPEECH AT A MEETING
AT THE FORMER MICHELSON WORKS
AUGUST 30, 1918

What government replaced the tsar? The Guchkov-Milyukov
government, which set aibout convening a Constituent Assembly
in Russia.85 What was behind these activities supposed to be in
favour of the people liberated from their millenn~al oppression?
It was <that Guchkov and other champions were backed by a gang
of capitalists ,pursuing their own imperialist ends. And when Kerensky, Chernov and Co. were in the saddle, this government,
tottering and without any foundation, was only concerned with
the vested fnterests of their friends, the bourgeoisie. Power in fact
passed into the hands of the kulaks, and the working people
got nothing. We find the same thing in other ,countries. Take
America, the freest and most civilised country. There you have
a democratic republic. But what do we find? The brazen rule
of a handful, not even of millionaires, but multimillionaires, while
the people are in slavery and servitude. Where is your much-vaunted equality and fraternity if the mills, factories, banks, and all
the country's wealth belong to the capitalists, and side by side with
the democratic republic you have feudal servitude for millions
of workers and unrelieved destitution?
No, wherever "democrats" are in power, you have real, barefaced robbery. We know the true nature of the so-called democracies.

Izuestia No. l88,
September 1, 1918

Vol. 28, p. 90

REP0RT AT JOINT SESSION OF ALL-RUS$IA C.E.C.

FROM A REPORT AT A JOINT SESSION OF THE
ALL-RUSSIA CENTRAL EXECUTIVE. COMMITTEE,
.THE MOSCOW SOVIET, FACTORY COMMITTEES
AND TRADE' UNIONS
OCTOBER 22, 1918

'I

I

We know very well what an immense workers' movement
has sprung up in other countries as well. We saw how Gompers went to Italy and, with Entente ·money and the help of
all the lta'lian bourgeoisie and social-patriots, toured every town
in Italy calling upon the Italian workers to carry on the impe·
rialist war. We saw the Italian socialist papers carry articles
about this in which ~11 that was left was Gompers's name, after
the sensor had deleted everything else; or articles which jeered:
"Gompers is banqueting and tongue-wagging." And the bourgeois
papers admitted Gompers was hissed everywhere. The hour·
geois papers wrote: "The Italian workers ·are behaving as if they
would allow only Lenin and Trotsky to tour Italy." During the
war the Italian Socialist Party has made tremendous strides
forward, that is, to the left. We know there have been too many
patriots among rhe workers in France; they were told that Paris
and French territory were in grave danger. But there, too, the
workers' attitude is changing. There were cries of "Hurrah for
the Socialist Republic!" at the last oongress,86 when a letter was
read about what the Allies,. the British and Frenoh imperialists,
were doing. And yesterday news was received that a meeting had
been held in Paris attended by two thousand metalworkers, which
hailed the .Soviet Republic in Russia. We see that of the three
socialist parties in Great Britain, only one, the Independent Socialist Party, is not openly supporting the Bolsheviks, whereas
the British Socialist Party and the Sodalist Labour Party of
Scotland. have definitely proclaimed their support for the Bol-
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Newspaper reports published
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Published in full in 1919
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SPEECH ON INTERNATIONAL SITUATION

FROM THE SPEECH ON THE INTERNATIONAL
SITUATION DELIVERED AT THE SIXm
(EXTRAORDINARY) ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS
OF SOVIETS OF WORKERS', PEASANTS',
COSSACKS' AND RED ARMY DEPUTIES
NOVEMBER 8, 1918

I,
11

In repent months, and in recent weeks, the international situation has begun to change sharply; now German imperialism
is almost completely defeated. All designs on the Ukraine which
the German imperialists fostered among their working people
proved to· be empty promises. It turned out that American imperialism was ready, and a blow was struck at Germany. A totally
different situation has arisen. We have been under no illusions.
After the October Revolution we were considerably weaker. than
imperialism and even now we are weaker than international imperialism. We mwt repeat this now so as .n ot to deceive ourselves: following the October Revolution we were weaker and
could not fight. Now· we are weaker too and must do everything
we can to avoid a .clash with imperialism.
That we were able to survive a year after the October Revolution was due to the split of international imperialism into two
predatory groups: Anglo-French-American on the one hand, and
German on the other, which were locked in mortal combat, and
which had no time for us. Neither grtmp could muster large
forces against us,, which they would have done had· they been in
a position to do so. They were blinded by the bloodthirsty atmosphere of war. The material sacrifices required to carry on the
war demanded the utmost concentration of their efforts. They
had no time for us, not because by some miracle we were stronger than the imperialists-no, that would be nonsense-but only
because international imperialism had split into two predatory
groups which were at each other's throats. Only thanks to this
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the Soviet Republic was able to openly declare ';'ar on. the .imperialists of all countries, depriving them of their capital m the
shape of foreign loans, slapping them in the face and openly
emptying their plunder-laden pockets.
.
..
An end has come to the period of declarations which v:e the~
made over the correspondence started by the Germa.n unpenalists, even though world imperialism c~~d not te~r mto us ~
it should have done in line with its hostility and thmt for capitalist profit~ which had been fantastically expanded by the war.
until the m~ment of the Anglo-American imperialists' victory over
the other group they were fully occupied fightin~ .arnong• th~
selves and so had no chance to lannch a dec1s1ve campa1gn
again~ the Soviet Republic; There is no longer a second group.
Only one group of victors remains. This has ~ompletely. altered
our international position, a.nd we must take this change mto account. The facts show how this change bears on ~e d~vdopm~nt
of the international situation. The workers' revoh~t:J.on 1s now wmning in the defeated countries; everyone .can clearly se~ what tremendous advances it has made. When we took power m October
we were nothing more in Europe than a single spark. True, the
sparks began to fiy, and they flew from us. This is our greatest
achievement, but even so, these ~ere isolat~ sp~ks. ~o:-v most
countries within the sphere of German-Austrian unpenahsm are
aflame (Bulgaria, Austria and Hungary): We know that from
Bulgaria the.revolution has spread to Serbia. We know how these
·
· and reached,
worker-peasant revolutions
passed through Austr1a
Germany. Several countries are enveloped in the Barnes of workers
revolution. In this respect our efforts and sacrifices · ha~e been
justified. They were not reckless adventures, as our enemies s~an
derously claimed, 'but an essential step towards world revolutio~,
which had to be oaken by the country that had been placed m
the lead, despite its underdevelopment and backwardness. .
f
This is one result, and the most important from the pomt o
·
f the final. outcome of the imperialist war. The other
result
VlC'IN 0
•
•
is the one to which I referred earlier, that Anglo-Amencan 1mpe. l'ism is
· no'IN e""'osm·
g 1·tself in the same way
na
·-r
. as Austro-German
L'
did in its time. We can see that if, at the :tune of the Brest- i12-568
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tovsk negotiations, 88 Germany had been somewhat level-headed
able to keep herself in check and to refrain from making gambles:
she would have been able to maintain her domination and undoubtedly could have secured an advantageous position in the
West. She did not do this because when a machine like a war
involving millions and tens of millions, a war which inflamed
~hauvinist passions to the utmosti a war bound up with: capitalist
interests totalling hundreds of billions of rubles-when such a
machine has gathered full speed there are no brakes that can
stop it. This machine went farther than the German imperialists
themselves desired, and they were crushed by it. They were stuck;
they ended up like a man who had gorged himself to death. And
now, before our very eyes, British and American imperialism is
in this extremely ugly, but, from the viewpoint of the revolutionary proletariat, extremely useful position. You might have
thought they would have had much greater political experience
than Germany. Here are people used to democratic rule, not to
the rule of some Junker89 or other, people who went through the
hardest period of their history hundreds of years ago. You might
have. thought these people would have retained their presence
of mmd. If we were to speak as indivi<luals, from the point of
view of democracy in general, as bourgeois philistines, professors, who have understood nothing from the struggle between
imperialism and the working class, whether or not they were
capable of level-headedness, if we reasoned from the point of view
of democracy in general, then we would have to say that Britain
and America are countries with a centuries-old tradition of democracy, that the bourgeoisie there would be able to hold their
gr?und. If by some means they were to succeed now in holding on,
this would at any rate be for a fairly long period. But it seems
that the same thing is happening to them as happened to the
militarist-despotic Germany. In this imperialist war there is a
tremendous difference between Russia and the republican coun~
tries. The imperialist war is so steeped in blood, so predatory and bestial, that it has effaced even these important differences, and in this respect it has brought the freest democracy
of America to tile level of semi-militarist, despotic Germany.
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We see that Britain and America, countries whic~ had gre.atrtunities than others for remaining democrahc republics,
er oppo
.
d'd
have overdone things as savagely ~nd i_nsanely a~ Germany 1
· her time and so they are headmg, JUSt as quickly, and per:aPs even faster, towards the end so suc~essfully arrived at by
Gennan imperialism. It swelled out fantastically over three.-quarters of Europe, became distended and then b~rst, _Ieav1~g .behind it an awful stench. Now British and American 1mper1absm
· racing to the same end. You only have to take a cursory glance
:t the armistice and peace terms which the British. and '.'1'.1er.
the "liberators" of the people from German 1mpenahsm,
icans,
. y
Id
are presenting to the defeated ~tions. T~ke Bulgaria. ou wou
have thought that a country hke Bulgaria could hold no terror
for the Anglo-American imperialist colossus. Nevertheless, the revolution in this small, weak, absolutely helpless country ~u~
the Anglo-Americans to lose their h~ads aad ~resent arm1St1ce
terms that are tantamount to occupabon. In this country where
a peasants' republic has been ~roclai~ed, in. Sofia, an important
railway junction, the whole railway IS now m the ?an.ds of Anglo-American troops. They are for~d to _fight _th~s httle peasants' republic. From the military pomt of V:~w this 1s a walko~er.
People who take the view of ·the bourgeome~ of the old ruling
class of old military relations, merely smile -contemptuously.
W~t d-0es this pigmy Bulgaria signify in comparison with ~he
Anglo-American forces? Nothing from the roilit.ary sta?d~omt,
but a great deal from the revolutionar~ st~ndpomt. This IS not
a colony where they are used to extermmatm~ the defea.ted pe~
ple in their millions. The British a.nd. Am~r~c_ans. consider. t~1s
is only establishing law and order, bnngmg c1v1hsat1on a?d Chnstianity to African savages. But this is not Central Afnca. Here
the soldiers no matter how strong their army, become demoralised wh:n they come up against a revolution. Germ~y. is
proof enough of this. In Germany, at any rate as regards d1sc1pline the soldiers were model army men. Yet when the Germans
ma;ched into the Ukraine, factors other than discipline came
into play. The starving German soldier marched for bread, and
it would have been unrealistic to demantl that he should not steal
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too much b~ead. Moreover, we know that in this country he was
most of all infected by the spirit of the Russian revolution. The
German bourgeoisie were well aware of this and it caused Wilhelm to panic. The Hohenzollerns are mistaken if they imagine
that Germany will shed a single drop of blood for them. This is
the re.suit of the policy of bellicose German imperialism. The same
thing ~s repeating itself regard to Britain. The Anglo-American
army is already becoming d'emoralised; this began as soon as it
launch~d ~e ferocio':13 campaign against Bulgaria. And this is only
the begmnmg. Austria followed Bulgaria. Permit me to read you
some of ithe clauses of the terms dictated by the Anglo-American
imperialist victors. These are the people who most of all shouted
to .the working people that they were conducting a war of liberation, that their chief aim was to crush Prussian militarism
w?ich threatened to spread the despotic regime over all count~1es. :hey sh?uted loudest that they were conducting a war of
liberation. This .was_ a d~ception. You .know that bourgeois lawyers, these parhamentanans who have spent their whole lives
lear~ng the art of deception without blushing, find it easy to
deceiv:e ~ other~but th~y don't get away with it when they
have to deceive the workers m the same way. British and American
politicians and parliamentarians are past masters at this art. But
they ':ill. not ~et away with deception. The working people, whom
they incited m the name of freedom, will come to their senses
straight away, and even more so when, on a mass scale not
from ~roclamations (which help, but do not really mov; the
revo~ut1on), but from their own experience, they see they are being
deceived, whe~ they become aware of the peace terms with Austria.
·
.
.

!n

These. ~e pea~e terms now being forced . on a comparacively
weak, d1smtegratmg state by people who shouted that the Bolsheviks were traitors because they signed the Brest-Litovsk Peace
Treaty. When the Germans wanted to send their soldiers to Mose"':', we said we would rather all die in battle than agree to
thts. (Applause). We told ourselves great sacrifices would have
t~ be m~e in the occupied areas, but everybody knows how Soviet Russia helped and kept them supplied with necessities. Now
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democrabc troops of Britain and France will have to serve
Sovi
"maintain law and order", and this when there are
ets
~~ Workers' Deputies in Bulgaria and Serbia, when there are
Soviets of Workers' Deputies in Vienna and Budapest. We k~ow
what kind of order t:his means. It means that the ~nglo-Amencan
troops are to be the throttlers and executioners of the world rev-

the

olution.
Comrades, when the Russian serf troops were sent to suppress
the Hungarian Revolution in 1848, they were able to get aw_ay
with it ~cause they were serfs; they were able to get away with
it in rel;l.tion to Poland. But people who have kno';'n fre.ed?1°
for a century and who were incited to hate German impenahsm
because it was a .beast which had to be destroyed, must understand that Anglo-American imperialism is the same sort. of beast
whom it would be.only right to destroy as well! .
.
And now history, w~th. its usual malicious irony, has ~ved
at the point where, after the exposure of German impen~1sm,
it is the turn of Anglo-French imperialism to utterly expose itself.
We declare to the Russian, German and Austrian working ~ople
that these are not the Russian serf troops of 1848! They will not
get away with it! They are out to stop peopl~ getting from capitalism to freedom and to suppress the revolution. We are absolutely convinced that this bloated monster will fall into the same
abyss as did the Gennan imperialist monster.

Newspaper ~ports published
in Izvestia No. 244, November 9, 1918
and in Pravda No. 243, November 10,
1918
First published in full in 1919
in the book Extraordinary
Sixth All-Russia Congress of
Soviets. Verbatim Report, Moscow

Vol. 28, pp. 154-59
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naive belief in a Consistent Assembly and the naive habit of
contrasting "pure democracy" with "proletarian dictatorship"
took shape naturally and inevitably in the mind of the "democrat in general". But the experiences of the Constituent Assembly
supporters in Archangel, Samara, Siberia and the South could
90
not but destroy even the most tenacious of prejudices. The
idealised democratic republic of Wilson prov(!d in practice to be
a form of the most rabid imperialism, of the most shameless
oppression and suppression of weak and small nations. The average "democrat" in general, the Menshevik and the SocialistRevolutionary, thought: "How can we even dream of some allegedly superior type· of state, some Soviet government?· God
grant us even an ordinary democratic republic!" And; of course,
in "ordinary", comparatively peaceful times he could have kept
on cherishing this "hope" for many a long decade.
Now, however, the course of world events. and the bitter lessons derived from the alliance of all the Russian monarchists
with Anglo-French and American imperialism are proving in
practice that a democratic republic is a bourgeois-democratic
republic, which is already out of date from the point of view of
the problems which imperialism has placed before history. They
show that there is no other alternative: either Soviet government triwnphs in every advanced country in the world, or the
~ost reactionary imperialism triumphs, the most savage imperialism, which is throttling the small and weak nations and rein·
stating reaction all over the world-Anglo-American imperialism,
which has perfectly mastered the art of using the form of democratic republic.
One or the other.
There is no middle course. Until quite recently this view was
regarded as the blind fanaticism of the Bolsheviks.
But it turned out to be true.
If Pitirim Sorokin has relinquished his seat in the Consti-

tuent Assembly, it is not without reason; it is a symptom of a
change of front on the part of a whole Class, the petty-bourgeois democrats. A split among them is inevitable: one section will
come over to our side, another section will remain neutral, while
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FROM TIIE REPORT AT A .MOSCOW PARTY
WORKERS' MEETING ON THE ATTITUDE OF THE
PROLETARIAT TO PETTY-BOURGEOIS
DEMOCRATS
NOVEMBER 27, 1918

The change in international politics was inevitably followed
by a change in the position of the petty-bourgeois democrats. A
change of heart is now occurring in their camp. In the Menshevik91 appeal we find a call to renounce alliance with the propertied classes, a call to go and fight British and American imperialism addressed by the Menshevi.ks to their friends, people
from among the petty-bourgeois democrats who had concluded
an alliance with the Dutov men, the Czechs92 and the British.
I t is now clear to everybody that, except for British and American imperialism, there is no force that can put up any sort of
stand against the Bolshevik power. Similar vacillations are going on among the S.R.s9 ~ and the intellectuals, wh<;> most of all
share the prejudices of the petty-bourgeois democrats and were
swayed by patriotic sentiments. The same sort of thing is going
on among them too.
Our Party's job now is to be guided by class relations when
choosing tactics, and to be perfectly clear whether this is just
chance, spinelessness, groundless vacillation, or, on the contrary,
a process with deep social roots. The answer is quite obvious if
we examine this question as a whole from the standpoint of theoretically established relations between the proletariat and the
middle peasants, and from the standpoint of the history of our
revolution. This change of front is not due to chance or something personal. It involves millions and milli9ns of people whose
status in Russia is e.ither that of middle peasants or something
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equivalent. The change of front involves all the petty-bourgeois
democrats, who opposed us with a bitterness amounting almost
to fury because we had to break down all their patriotic sentiments: But history has veered round to bring patriotism back
towards us now. It is evident that the Bolsheviks cannot be overthrown except by foreign bayonets. Up till now the petty bourgeoisie had cherished the illusion that the British, French and
Americans stood for real democracy. But now that illusion is
being completely dispelled by the peace 'terms that are being imposed on Austria and Germany. The British are behaving as if
they had made a special point of proving the correctness of the
Bolshevik views op international imperialism.
Hence voices are being raised in the parties that fought us, as
in the Plekhanovite camp, for instance, saying: "We were mistaken, we thought that German imperialism was our chief enemy
and that the Western countries--France, Britain and Americawould bring us a democratic system." Yet now it appears that
the peace terms these Wes tern countries offer are a hundred
times more humiliating, rapacious and predatory than our peace
terms at Brest-Lil:ovsk. It appears that the British and Americans
are acting as the hangmen of Russian freedom, as gendarmes,
playing the part of the Russian butcher Nicholas I, and are doing it no less effectively than the kings who played the hangrnen
in throttling the Hungarian revolution. This part is now being
played by Wilson's agents. They are crushing the revolution in
Austria, they are playing the gendarme, they are issuing an ultimatum to Switzerland: "You'll get no bread from us if you
don't join .the fight against the Bolshevik Government." They tell
Holland: "Don't you dare allow Soviet ambassadors into your
country, or we'll blockade you." Theirs is a simple weaponthe noose of famine. That is what they are using to strangle the
peoples.
The history of recent times, of the war and· post-war period,
has developed with extraordinary speed, and it goes to show that
British and French imperialism is just as infamous as German
imperialism. Don't forget that even in America, where we have
the freest and most• democratic of all republics, that does not
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. im erialists from behaving just as brutally. Internaprevent its
p
l I h d they are dragged into the street
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~; the mob, stripped naked, tarred and burned.

Pravda Nos. 264 and 265,
December 5 and 6, 1918

Vol. 28, pp. 208-09
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TIIE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION
AND TIIE RENEGADE KAUTSKY
(Excerpt)
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gland and America exceptional in regard to what we are now
discussing? It will be obvious to anyone at all familiar
with the requirements of science in regard to .the problems
of history that this question must be put. To fail to put it is tantamount to falsifying science, to engaging in sophistry. And,
the question having been put, there can be no doubt as to the
reply: the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat is violence against the bourgeoisie; and the necessity of such violence
is particularly called for, as Marx and Engels have repeatedly
explained in detail (especially in The Civil War in France and
in the preface to it), by the existence of militarism and a bureaucracy. But it is precisely these institutions that were non-existent
in Britain and America in the seventies, when Marx made his
observations95 (they do exist in Britain and in America now) !
Kautsky has to resort to trickery literally at every step to· cover
up his apostacy!
And note how he inadvertently betrayed his cloven hoof when
he wrote: "peacefully, i.e., in a democratic way"!
In defining dictatorship, Kautsky tried his utmost to conceal
from the reader the fundamental feature of this concept, namely,
revolutionary violence. But now the truth is out: it is a question
of the contrast between peaceful and violent revolutions.
That is the crux of .the matter. Kautsky has to resort to all
these subterfuges, sophistries and falsifications only to excuse
himself from violent revolution, and to conceal his renunciation
of it, his desertion to the side of the liberal labour policy, i.e.,
to the side of the bourgeoisie. That is the crux of the matter.
Kautsky the "historian" so shamelessly falsifies history that he
"forgets" the fundamental fact that pre-monopoly capitalism- .
which actually reached its zenith in the seventies-was by virtue
of its fundamental economic traits, which found most typical
expression in Britain and in America, distinguished by a, relatively speaking, maximwn fondness for peace and freedom. Imperialism, on the other hand, i.e., monopoly capitalism, which
finally matured only in the twentieth century, is, by virtue of its
fundamental economic traits, distinguished by a minimum fond-
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Written October-November 1918
:ublished in. pamphlet form in 1918
y Kommumst Publishers, Moscow

FROM A SPEECH TO THE THIRD
WORKERS' CO-OPERATIVE CONGRESS
DECEMBER 9, 1918

Vol. 28, pp. 237-39

The Western nations once regarded us and all our revolutionary
movement as a curiosity. They used to say: "Let the people have
their fling; we shall wait and see how it all works out.... Queer
people, those Russians!" Now the "queer Russians" have shown
the world what their "'fling" means. (A.pplause.)
96
Now that the German revolution has broken out, a foreign consul said to Zinoviev: "It's hard to say at this point who
has made better use of the Brest-Litovsk Peace, you or we."
He said this because everyone was saying it. Everyone saw that
this was just the beginning of the great world revolution. And
this great revolution was started by the backward and "queer"
Russian people.... History certainly has strange ways: that a backward country should have the honour of leading a great world
movement, which is seen and understood by the bourgeoisie of
the whole world. This conflagration has swept Germany, Belgium,
Switzerland and Holland.
This movement is spreading from day to day, the revolutionary
Soviet Governmellit is daily gaining in strength. That is why the
bourgeoisie have now taken an entirely different attitude to matters. Now that the axe is about to fall on world capitalism, there
can be no question at all of any independence for individual parties. America provides the most glaring example. America is one
of the most democratic countries, it is a great democratic social
republic. Where else, if not in that country-~hich has all the
electoral rights and all the rights of a free state--cotild we expect a correct solution to all legal questions? Yet we know what
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has happened to a clergyman there, in that democratic republic:
he was tarred and whipped un~il his blood flowed in the dust.
This took place in a free country, in a democratic republic. This
was allowed to happen by the "humane'', "philanthropic" Tiger
Wilsons and Co. What are these Wilsons now doing with Germany, a defeated country? The pictures of world relations are
displayed before us in full view! We see the substance of what
the Wilsons offer their friends from these pictures, which carry
such overwhelming conviction. The Wilsons would have instantly proved our point. These gentlemen-the free multimillionaires, the "most humane" people in the world-would have instantly brqken ,their friends' habit of talking, even of dreaming, of
"independence" in any form. They would have squarely put before you the alternative: either you stand for the capitalist system or you stand for the Soviets. They would have said: do this,
because we say so, we, your friends, the British, the Americansthe Wilsons, and the French-Clemenceau's friends.
That is why it is quite hopeless to expect any vestige of independence to remain. This cannot be, and it is no use dreaming of it. There can be no middle course once it is a question
of protecting property on the one hand, and once the proletariat has found its way on the other. The branches of the tree of
life must either be closely intertwined with capital, or even more
closely with the Soviet Republic. It is absolutely clear to everyone
that socialism has entered the period of its realisation. It is quite
clear to everyone that it is absolutely impQSSible to maintain
or retain petty-bourgeois positions through universal suffrage.
The Wilsons may nurture sue~ illusions, rather they do not nurture
such illusions but try to embellish their own aims by fostering such
illusions, but you won't find many people nowadays who believ.e
these fairy-tales. If such people do exist, they are a historical rarity or a museum piece. (Applause.)
The differences you"bave had from the outset about preserving the "independence" of the co-operation movement are nothing but vain efforts which must peter out without any ho~ of a
positive solution. This struggle is not serious and it clashes with
the principles of democracy. Although this is not surprising because
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the Wilsons are also "democrats". They say that it remains for
them to establish one final union because they have so many dollars they can buy up the whole of Russia, and the whole of India,
and the whole world. Wilson presides over their company, their
pockets are bulging with dollars and that is why they talk about
buying up Russia and India and everything else. But they
forget that basic 'international issues are settled in an entirely different manner, that only some people, in a definite environment,
may be impressed by their statements. They forget that the resolutions daily adopted by the strongest class in the world-the kind
our own Congress is sure to adopt unanimously-greet only the
dictatorship- of the proletariat all over the 'world. By adopting
such a resolution our Congress takes the road which does not and
cannot lead to the kind of "independence" being discussed here
today. You are aware that Karl Liebknecht has shown some opposition not only to the petty-bourgeois· peasants, but also to the co-·
operative movement. You know that just for this Scheidemann
and company consider him a dreamer and fanatic, yet you ad~
dressed a message of greetings to him, just as you sent greetings
to MacLean. By voicing solidarity on these matters with the great
world leaders you have burnt your boats. You must keep a firm
stand because at· the moment you are standing up not only for
yourselves, not only for your own rights, but also for the rights of
Liebknecht and MacLean. I have often heard the Russian Mensheviks condemn conciliation, and inveigh against those who came
to terms with the Kaiser's lackeys. Nor were the Mensheviks alone
in erring itha:t way. The whole world pointed at us, hurling this
stern charge: "Conciliators." Now that the world revolution has
started, and they have to deal with Haase and Kautsky, we have
the right to describe our position .In the words of the good Russian
proverb: "Let's stand back, and see how well we are placed."
We know our shortcomings, and they are easily pointed out.
Bwt to the onlooker everything appear~ to be quite different
from what it actually is. At one time, you kn6w, everyone in
the other parties condemned our behaviour and our policy, and
now whole parties are siding with us, and want to work with
us. The wheel of the- world revolutionary movement has now
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turned to such an extent that we need not fear any kind of conciliati.on whatsoever. And I am sure that our Congress will find
the right way out of the situation. There is only one way out:
a JDerger of the co-operative movement with the Soviet government. You ~now that Bri~n, France, America and Spain regarded our actions as expenments; they have now changed their
tune: they now have to look to their own affairs at home. Of
course, physically, materially and financially they are considerably stronger than we are, but in spite of their outward polish
we know th~y are rotten inside; they are stronger than we are
at present With the strength that was Germany's when the BrestLitovsk Peace Treaty was concluded. But what do we see now?
~veryone rec~iled from us then. Now, every month we spend
m strengthening the Soviet Republic we spend in defending not
only ourselves, but also the cause started by Liebknecht and
MacLean, and we already see that Britain France America and
. h ave been infected with the same ' disease 'and are fired
Spam
with the same flame as Germany, the flame of the universal and
world-wide struggle of the working class against imperialism.
(Prolonged applause.)

Brief report published
in Izvestia No. 270,
December 10, 1918
Published in full in 1919

Vol. 28, pp. 334.37

FROM A SPEECH AT A PRESNYA DISTRICT
W'ORKERS' CONFERENCE
DECEMBER 14, 1918

Britain, America and Japan are now fighting for a share of
the spoils. Everything has been divided. Wilson is President of
the world's most democratic republic. But what is he saying? People there are shot in the streets by jingoist crowds for one word
in favour of peace. A clergyman who had never been a revolutionary was dragged out into the street and severely beaten (or
preaching peace. Where the wildest terror reigns troops are now
being· used to crush the revolution, to threaten suppression of the
German revolution. The revolution in Germany broke out just re.cently, only a month ago; the burning issue there is a Constituent
Assembly or Soviet government. All the bourgeoisie there are for
the Constituent Assembly, and all the socialists-those who served the Kaiser as lackeys, who did not dare start a revolutionary
war-they, too, want a Constituent Assembly. Germany is split into
two camps. The socialists now favour the Constituent Assembly,
while Liebknecht, who spent three years in prison, stands, like
91
Rosa Luxemburg, at the head of Die Rote Fahne. An issue
of the newspaper was received in Moocow yesterday.
It had a very difficult and eventful journey. In it you will find
a number of articles-all the authors, who are revolutionary leaders, describe how the bourgeoisie are cheating the people. Freedom in Germany was in the hands of the capitalists. They published only their own· newspapers, and now Die Rote Fahne says
that only the -workers have the right to . use national wealth.
Although the revolution in Germany is only a month old, the
country is split into two camps. All the traitor socialists arc cla-
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Brief report published
in Pravda No. 275,
December 18, 1918

FROM A REPORT AT THE SECOND ALL-RUSSIA
TRADE UNION CONGRESS
JANUARY 20, 1919

Vol. 28, p. 360

The trade unions have never embraced more than one-fifth of
the wage-work~rs in capitalist society, even under the most fa.
vourable circumstances, even in the most advanced countries,
after decades and sometimes even centuries of development of
bourgeois-democratic civilisation and culture. Only a small upper
section were members, and of them only a very few were lured
over and bribed by the capitalists to take their place in capitalist
society as workers' leaders. The American socialists called these
people "labour. lieutenants of the capitalist class". In rthat country
of the freest bourgeois culture, in that' most democratic of bourgeois republics, they saw most clearly the role played by this tiny
upper section of the proletariat who had virtually entered the
9el'Vlice of the bourgeoisie as its deputies, who were bribed and
bought by it, and who came to form those groups of social-patriots and defence advocates of which Ebert and Scheidemann
will always remain the perfect heroes.

Newspaper reports published
in Pravda Nos. 15 and 16,
January 22 and 24, 1919

Vol. 28, p. 421
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land and, lastly, Germany. The foundation of a genuinely proletarian, genuinely internationalist, genuinely revolutionary Third
International, the Communist International, became a fact when
the German Spartacus League, with such world-known and
world-famous leaders, with such staunch working-class champions
as Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg, Clara Zetkin and Franz Mehring, made a clean break with socialists like Scheidemann and
Sudekum, social-chauvinists (socialists in words, but chauvinists
in deeds) who have earned eternal shame by their alliance with
the predatory, imperialist German bourgeoisie and Wilhelm II.
It became a fact when the Spartacus League changed its name
to the Communist Party of Germany. Though it has not yet been
officially inaugurated, the Third International actually exists.
No class-conscious worker, no sincere socialist can now fail to
see how dastardly was the betrayal of socialism by those who,
like the Mensheviks and "Socialist~Revolutionaries" in Russia,
the Scheidemanns and Slidekums in Germany, the Renaudels and
Vanderveldes in France, the Hendersons and Webbs in Britain,
and Gompers and Co. ·in America, support:ed "their" bourgeoisie
in the 1914-18 war. That war fully exposed itself as an imperialist, reactionary, predatory war both on the part of Germany
and on the part of the capitalists of Britain, France, I taly and
America. The latter are now beginning to quarrel over the spoils,
over the division of Turkey, Russia, the African and Polynesian
colonies, the Balkans, and so on. The hypocritical phrases uttered
by Wilson and his followers about "democracy" and "union of
nations" are exposed with amazing rapidity when we see the
capture of the left bank of the Rhine by the French bourgeoisie,
the capture of Turkey (Syria, Mesopotamia) and part of Russia
(Siberia, Archangel, Baku, Krasnovodsk, Ashkhabad, and so on)
by the French, British and American capitalists, and the increasing animosity over the division of the spoils between Italy and
France, France and Britain, Britain and America, America and
Japan.
Beside >the craven, half-hearted "socialists" who are thoroughly
imbued with the ·prejudices of bourgeois democracy, who yesterday defended "their" imperialist governments and today limit
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nothing but a machine for the suppre.<;sion of one class by another. The proletarian state is a ma.chine for the suppression of the'
bourgeoisie by the proletariat. Such suppression is necessary because of the furious, desperate resistance put up by the landowners and capitalists, by the entire bourgeoisie and all their han~
gers-on, by all the exploiters, who stop at nothing when their
overthrow, when the expropriation of the expropriators, begins.
The bourgeois parliament, even the most democratic in the
mo~t democratic republic, in which the property and rule of the
capita-lists are preserved, is a machine for the suppression of the
working millions by small groups of exploiters. The socialists, the
fighters for the emancipation. of the working people from exploitation, had to utilise the bourgeois parliaments as a platform, as
a base, for propaganda, agitaotion and organisation as long as our
struggle was confined to the framework of t/1$ bourgeois system.
Now that world history has brought up the question of destroying the whole of that system, of overthrowing and suppressing
the exploiters, of passing from capitalism to socialism, it would
be a shameful betrayal of the proletariat, deserting to its class
enemy, the bourgeoisie, and being a traitor and a renegade to
confine oneself to bourgeois . parliamentarisro, to bourgeois democracy, to present it as "democracy" in general, 'to obscure its
bourgeois character, to forget that as long as capitalist property
exists universal suffrage is an instrument of the bourgeois state.
The three trends in world socialism, about which the Bolshevik
press has been speaking incessantly ·since 1915, stand out with
particular distinctness ·today, against the background of the
bloody struggle and civil war in Germany.
Karl Liebknecht's is a name known to the workers of all countries. Everywhere, and particularly in the Allied countries, it is the
symbol of a leader's devotion to the interests of the proletariat
and loyalty to the socialist revolution. It is the symbol of really
sincere, really self-sacrificing and ruthless st~uggle against capitalism. It is the symbol of uncompromising 'struggle against imperialism not in words, but in deeds, of self-sacrificing struggle
precisely in the period when "one's own" country is flushed with
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imperialist victories. With Liebknecht and the Spartacists are u
th~ German socialists who have remained honest and really r:V.
?luttonary, al~ the best and dedicated men among the proletariat, the exploited masses who are seething with indignation and
among whom there is a growing readiness for revolution.
Against Liebknecht are the Scheidemanns, the Siidekums and
the whole gang of despicable lackeys of the Kaiser and the bou _
geoisie. They are· just as much traitors to socialism as the Go~
perses and Victor Be~gers, the Hendersons and Webbs, the Renaudels and Vanderveldes. They represent that top section of
workers w~o have been bribed by the bourgeoisie, those whorn
we Bolsheviks called (applying the n<1me to the Russian Siidekums, the Mensheviks) "agents of the bourgeoisie in the workingclass mov~ment", and to whom the best socialists in America gave
the magnificently expressive and very fitting title: "labour lieutenants of the capitalist class". They represent the latest "modern"
tyte of socialist treachery, for in all the civilised, adv~nced coun~
tnes ~he bourgeoisie rob-either by colonial oppression or by
financ1~lly extr~cting "gain" from formally independent weak
countnes--they rob a population many times larger than of " their
own" country. This is the economic factor that enables the imperia~t bourgeoisie to obtain superprofits, part of which is used
to bribe the top section of the proletariat · and convert it into a
reformist, o.pportunist petty bourgeoisie that fears revolution.
Between the Spartacists and the Scheidemann men are the
wav~~ing, ~pineless "Kaut~kyites", who in words are "indepen·
dent , but m deed~ .are entirely, and all along the line, dependent
upon the b?urgeolSle and the Scheidemann men one day, upon
the Spartac1sts the next, some following the former and some the
latter. These are people without ideas, without backbone without
~olicy, without honour, without conscience, the livin~ embodiment of the bewilderment of philistines who stand for socialist
~evo.lution i~ words, but are actually incapable of understandmg 1t when it has begun and, in renegade fashion defend "dem,,.
.
'
ocracy m ge~eral, that is, actually defend bourgeois democracy.
In every capitalist country, every thinking worker will in the
situation varying with national and historical conditions, ~erceive
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these three main trends among the socialists and among the
syndicalists, for the imperialist war .and .the in~ipient _world .~ro
Jetarian revolution engender identical ideological and pohti.cal
trends all over the world.

* * *
The foregoing Jines were written before the ·brutal and dastardly murder of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg by the
Ebert and Scheidemann government. Those .;butchers, in their
servility ·to the bourgeoisie, allowed the German whiteguards,
the watchdogs of sacred capitalist property, to lynch Rosa Luxemburg, to murder Karl Liebknecht by shooting him in the back
on the patently false plea that he "attempted to escape" (Russian
tsarism often used that excuse to murder prisoners during its
bloody suppression of the 1905 revolution). At the same time
those butchers protected the whiteguards with the authority of
the government, which claims to be quite innocent and to stand
above classes! No words can describe ·the foul and abominable
character of the butchery perpetrated by alleged socialists. Evidently, history has chosen a path on which the role of "labour
lieutenants of the capitalist class" must be played to the "last
degree" of brutality, baseness and meanness. Let t~os~ simpletons, the Kautskyites, talk in their newspaper Freiheit about a
"court" of representatives of "all" "socialist" parties (those servile souls insist that the Scheidemann executioners are socialists) ! Those heroes of philistine stupidity and petty-bourgeois
cowardice even fail to understand that the courts are organs of
state power, and that the issue in the struggle and civil war no':"'
being waged in Germany is precisely one of who is to hold this
power,--the bourgeoisie, "served" by the Scheidemanns as exec~
tioners and instigators of pogroms, and by the Kautskys as glonfiers of "pure· democracy'', or the proletariat, which will overthrow the -capitalist exploiters and crush their resistance.
The blood of the best representatives of the world proletarian
International of the unforgettable leaders of the world socialist
revolution, will steel ever new masses of workers for the life-and-
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death struggle. And this struggle will lead to victory. We in
Russia, in the summer of 1917, lived through the "July days",
when the Russian Scheidemanns, the Mensheviks and SocialistRevolutionaries, also provided "state" protection for the "victory" of the whiteguards over the Bolsheviks, and when Cossacks shot the worker Voinov in the streets of Petrograd for distributing Bolshevik leaflets. We know from experience how quickly such "victories" of the bourgeoisie and their henchmen cure
the people of their illusions about bourgeois democracy, "universal suffrage", and so forth.

* * *
The bourgeoisie and the governments of the Allied countries
seem to be wavering. One section sees that demoralisation is al-

ready setting in among the Allied troops in Russia, who are helping the whiteguards and serving the blaekest monarchist and
landlord reaction. It realises that continuation of the military intervention and attempts to defeat Russia-which would mean
maintaining a million-strong army of occupation for a long timeis the surest and quickest way of carrying the proletarian revolution to the Allied· countries. The example of the German occupation forces in the Ukraine is convincing enough of that.
Another section of the Allied bourgeoisie persists in its policy
of military intervention, "economic· encirclement" (Clemenceau)
and strangulation of the Soviet Republic. The entire press in the
service of that bourgeoisie, i.e., the majority of the capitalistbought daily newspapers in Britain and France, predicts the
early collapse of the Soviet government, draws lurid pictures of
the horrors of the famine in Russia, lies about "disorders" and
the "instability" of the Soviet Government. The whiteguard armies of the landowners and capitalists, whom the Allies are helping with officers, ammunition, money and auxiliary detach·
ments, are cutting off the starving central and northern parts of
Russia from the most fertile regions, Siberia and the Don.
The distress of the starving workers in Petrograd and Moscow,
in lvanovo-Voznesensk and other industrial centres is indeed
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great. If the_ workers did not understand that they are defending
the cause of socialism in Russia and throughout the world they
would never be able to bear the hardships,. the t~~ents. of hunwhich they are doomed by the Allied military mtervenger to
dh' '
tion (often covered up by hypocritical promises not to sen t eir
"own" troops, while continuing to send "black" troops, and also
ammunition, money and officers) .
The "Allied" and whiteguard troops hold Archangel, Perm,
Orenburg, Rostov-on-Don, Baku and Ashkhabad, b~t the "Soviet movement" ·has won Riga and Kharkov. Latvia and the
Ukraine are becoming Soviet republics. The w?rkers see th.at
their great sacrifices are not in vain, ~at the v1c~o~ of Soviet
power is approaching, spreading, growrng and. gammg stre~gth
the world over. Every month of hard fightmg and sacnfice
strengthens the cause. of Soviet power throughout the world and
weakens its enemies, the exploiters.
The exploiters are still strong enough. to murder. and lyn.ch
the finest leaders of the world proletarian rev~lution, ~o mcrease the sacrifices and suffering of the workers m occupied or
conquered countries and regions. But the exp~oiters all over the
world are not strong enough to prevent the victory of the world
proletarian revolution, which will free mankin~. fro~ ~he yoke
of capital and the eternal menace of new unpenahst wars,
which are inevitable under capitalism.

N. Lenin
January 21, 1919

Pravda No. 16,
January 24, 1919

Vol. 28, pp. 429-36

BOURGEOIS DEMOC. & DICTATORSHIP OF PROLET.

THESES AND REPORT ON BOURGEOIS
DEMOCRACY AND THE DICTATORSffiP OF THE
PROLETARIAT DELIVERED AT THE FIRST
CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
MARCH 4, 1919
(Excerpt)

8. "Freedom of the press" is another of the principal slogans
of "pure democracy". And here, too, the workers know - and
socialists everywhere have admitted it millions of times - that
this freedom is a deception while the best printing-presses and
the biggest stocks of paper are appropriated by the capitalists,
and while capitalist rule over the press remains, a rule that is
manifested throughout the world all the more strikingly, sharply
and cynically the more democracy and the republican system are
developed, as in America for example. The first thing to do to
win real equality and genuine democracy for the working people, for the workers and peasants, is to deprive capital of the pos·
sibility of hiring writers, buying up publishing houses and bribing newspapers. And to do that the capitalists and exploiters
have to be overthrown and their resistance suppressed. The capitalists have always used the term "freedom". to mean freedom
for the rich to get richer and for the workers to starve to death.
In capitalist usage, freedom of the press means freedom of the
rich to bribe the p.ress, freedom to use their wealth to sbape and
fabricate so-called public opinion. In this respect, too, the defenders of "pure democracy" prove to be defenders of an utterly
foul and venal system that gives the rich control over the mass
media. They prove to be deceivers of the people, who, with the
aid of plausible, fine-sounding, but thoroughly false phrases, divert them from the concrete historical task of liberating the press
from capitalist enslavement. Genuine freedom and equality will
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be embodied in the system which the Communists are building,

and in which there will be no opportunity for amassing wealth
at the expense of others, no objective opportunities for putting
the press under the direct or indirect power of money, and no
impediments in the way of any workingman (or groups of workingmen, in any numbers) for enjoying and practising equal
rights in the use of public printing-presses and public stocks of
paper.
9. The history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries demonstrated, even before the war, what this celebrated "pure democracy" really is under capitalism. Marxists have always maintained that the more developed, the "purer" democracy is, the mQre
naked, acute and merciless the class struggle becomes, and the
"purer" the .capitalist oppression and bourgeois dictatorship. The
Dreyfus case98 in republican France, the massacre of strikers by
hired bands anned by the capitalists in the free and democratic American republic-these and thousands of similar facts illustrate the truth which the bourgeoisie are vainly see~ing to conceal, namely, that actually terror and bourgeois dictatorship prevail in the most democratic of republics and are openly displayed every time the exploiters think the power of capital is being
shaken.
10. The imperialist war of 1914-18 conclusively revealed even
to backward workers the true nature of bourgeois democracy,
even in the freest republics, as being a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. Tens of millions were killed for the sake of enriching
the German or the British group of millionaires and multimillionaires, and bourgeois military dictatorships were established in
the freest republics. This military dictatorship continu~ to exist
in the Allied countries even after Germany's defeat.. It was most·
ly the war that opened the eyes of the working people, that
stripped bourgeois democracy of its camouflage and showed the
people the abyss of speculation and profiteering that existed during and because of the war. It was in the name of "freedom
and equality" that the bourgeoisie waged the war, and in the
name of "freedom and equality" that the munition manufacturers piled up fabulous fortunes. Nothing that the yellow Berne
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In~ernational 89 does can conceal from the people the now thor-

oughly exposed exploiting character of bourgeois freedom, bourgeois equality and bourgeois democracy.
11. In Germany, the most developed capitalist country of continental Europe, the very first months of full republican freedom,
established as a result of imperialist Germany's defeat, have
shown the German workers and the whole world the true class
substance of the bourgeois democratic republic. The murder of
Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg is an event of epoch-making significance not only because of the tragic death of these
finest people and leaders of the truly proletarian, Communist
International, but also because the. class nature of an advanced
European state - it can be said without exaggeration, of an advanced state on a world-wide scale - has been conclusively exposed. If th&;e arrested, i. e., those placed under state pro~ection,
could, be assassinated by officers and capitalists with impunity,
and this under a government headed by social-patriots, then the
democratic republic where such a thing was possible is a bourgeois dictatorship. Those who voice their indignation at the murder of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg but fail to understand this fact are only demonstrating their stupidity, or hypocrisy. " Freedom" in the German republic, one of the freest and
advanced republics of the world, is freedom to murder arrested
leaders of the proletariat with impunity. Nor can it be otherwise as long as capitalism remains, for the development of democracy sharpens rather than dampens the class struggle which,
by virtue of all the results and influences of the war and of its
consequences, has been brought to boiling point.
Throughout the civilised world we see Bolsheviks being exiled,
persecuted and thrown into prison. This is the case, for example, in Switzerland, one of the freest bourgeois republics, and in
America, where there have been anti-Bolshevik pogroms, etc.
From the standpoint of "democracy in general", or "pure democracy", it is really ridiculous that advanced, civilised, and democratic countrie~, which are armed to the teeth, should fear the
presence of a few score men from backward, famine-stricken and
ruined Russia, which the bourgeois papers, in tens of millions
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of copies, describe as savage, ~al, etc. Cl~ar~y, t.he. social
situation that could produce this crying contradiction 1s m fact
a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.

Theses published March 6, 1919
in Pravda No. 51; report first
published in 1920 in the German
and in 1921 in the Russian
editions of the minutes of
the First Congress of the
Communist International

Vol. 28, pp. 460-63

R.EFORT ON FOREIGN AND HOME POLICY.

FROM THE REPORT ON THE FOREIGN AND HOME
POLICY OF THE COUNCIL
OF PEOPLE'S COMMISSARS
AT A ·sESSION OF THE PETROGRAD SOVIET
MARCH 12, 1919

"We knew perfectly well", Lenin continued, "that to achieve
success in the struggle that had been started the greatest possible cohesion of the exploited masses and all elements of the entire
working population was essential, and this inevitably brought
us face to face with the question of forms of organisation.
We remembered very well the part the Soviets had played in
1905, and revived them as the most suitable means of uniting
the working people in their struggle against the exploiters. Before
the revolution in Germany we always said that the Soviets
were the most suitable organs of government for Russia. At that
time we could not say that they were equally suitable for the
West, but events have shown that they are. We see that Soviets
are gaining popularity 'in the West, and that the fight for them
is going on not only in Europe, but also in America. Soviet-type
councils are being set up everywhere, and sooner or later they
will take power into their own hands.
"The present situation in America, where such councils are
being set up, is extremely interesting. Perhaps the movement
there will not develop as it is developing in this country, but the
important thing is that there, too, the Soviet form of organisation has gained extensive popularity. This form has superseded
all other forms of proletarian organisation. The anarchists were
formerly opposed to all government but after they had got to
know the Soviet form they accepted it, and thereby demolished the whole theory of anarchism, which repudiates every form
of government. Two years ago the compromising idea of colla-
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.th the bourgeoisie was dominant in our Soviets. A
borat!ona.i::unt of time was required to clear the minds of the
certa.m .f th ld rubbish that prevented them from understandmasses o
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Severnaya Kommuna No. 58,
March 14, 1919
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In the rich countries there are more such workers because

::~ ~ork for a greater number of millionaires and multimillionaires. They served that handful and re<::e~ved ~ai:ticu~arly high
REPLIBS TO WRI'ITEN QUESTIONS AT A SESSION
OF THE PETROGRAD SOVIET
MARCH 12, 1919
(Exce~t)

Some workers, printers, for instance, say that capitalism was
good, there were a lot of newspapers whereas now there are few
in those days they earned a decent wage and they do not wan~
any socialism. There w~re quite a number of branches of industry
that depended on the nch classes or on the production of articles
o~ .lux~ry. Under capitalism quite a number · of workers in big
c1ues hved by pr.oducing articles of luxury. In the Soviet Republic
we shall have to leave these workers unemployed for a time. We
shall say to them, "Get down to some other, useful work." And
the worker will say, "I did delicate work, I was a jeweller, it
was clean work, I worked for gentlemen; now the muzhik· is in
power,_ th~ ge.~tlemen have be7n scattered and I want to go back
to capitalism. Such people will preach going back to capitalism,
or, as the Mensheviks say, going forward to healthy capitalism
and sound democracy. A few hundred workers are to be found
who will say~ "We lived well under a healthy capitalism." The
peo?le who lived well ~nder capitalism were an insignificant minonty-we. d~fend the interests of the majority that lived badly
under capitalism. (Applause.) Healthy capitalism led to world
slaughter in the coun~ries with the greatest freedom. There can
b~ ~o h7althy capitalism, there can be capitalism of the sort obtammg m ~he freest. republic, one like the American republic,
cultured, nch, technically developed; and that democratic and
most republican capitalism led to the most savage world slaughter over the plunder of the whole world. Out of fifteen million
workers you will find a few thousand who lived well under capi-

wages from them. Take hundred~ ~f Bntish millionaires-they
have accumulated thousands of millions because they have plundered India and a large number of colonies. It meant. ~othing to
them to make gifts to 10,000 or 20,000 workers, givmg them
double or higher wages so that they would. work well for them.
I once read the reminiscences of an Amencan barber whom a
multimillionaire paid a dollar a day to shave .hi?1: An? that ba~
ber wrote a whole book praising that mull:un1lhona1~e and ~is
own wonderful life. For a daily visit of one hour to this financial
majesty he received a dollar, was satisfied and did no~ want anything but capitalism. We have to be on our guard ~gamst such ~
argument. The vast majority of workers were not m such. a position. We, the Communists of the whole world, defend the m.ter~ts
of the vast majority of working people,. and ~twas~ sma~l mmonty
of working people whom the capitalists bnbed with high wages
and made them the loyal servants of capital. Under serfdom there
were people, peasants, who said to the landowners, "We are you~
slaves (that was after emancipation), we shall not leave you.
Were there many of them? An insignificant few. Can you deny
that there was a struggle against serfdom by referen~ to them?
Of course not. And today communism cannot be denied by re~e
rence to the minority of workers who earned good money on
bourgeois newspapers, on the production of articles of luxury and
for their personal services to miltimillionaires.

First published in 1950

Vol. 29, pp. 28-30

THE ACIDEVEMENTS AND DIFFICULTIBS

AN APPEAL TO TilE RED ARMY

OF THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT
(Excerpt)
(Excerpt)

The real test to which our revolution is being subjected is that
we, in a backward country, succeeded in capturing power before
the others, succeeded in establishing the Soviet form of government, the power of the working and exploited people. Shall we
be able to hold on at least until the masses in the other countries
make a move? If we are not prepared to make fresh sacrifices and
do not hold out, it will be said that our revolution was historically unjustified. But democrats in civilised countries who are
armed to the teeth dread the presence of a hundred or so Bolsheviks in a free republic with a hundred million population, in
the way America does. Bolshevism is so infectious! And it turns
out that the democrats cannot cope with a hundred ifilmigrants
from starving, ruined Russia who might talk about Bolshevism!
The masses sympathhe with us! The bourgeoiSie have only one
path of salvation, and that is, while their hand still grasps the
sword, while they still control the guns, to turn these guns against
Soviet Russia and to crush her in a few months, because later on
nothing will crush her. This is the situation we are in; this is what
determined the military policy of the Council of People's Commissars during the past year; and this is why, pointing to the
facts, to the results, we have a right to say that we have stood
the test only because the workers and peasants, though utterly
exhausted by war, are creating a new army under still more arduous conditions and are displaying new heroism.
Published in pamphlet form
by the Petrograd Soviet of Workers'
and Red Army Deputies,
March-April 1919
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end of March 1919
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ON THE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN SITUATION

FROM THE REPORT ON THE DOMESTIC
AND FOREIGN SITUATION OF THE SOVIET
REPUBLIC
EXTRAORDINARY PLENARY MEETING OF 'llfE MOSCOW
SOVIET OF WORKERS' AND RED ARMY . DEPUTIES
APRIL 3, 1919

.
• .
'th Germany· whom are we gomg
to fi ght?"
.
· an armistice
W1
'
l
~e were not told a word about th~t. !he number of peop e
whoy are asking themselves this question is day by d~y growmg
"nto millions and millions. These people have expenenced ~e
~orrors of the imperialist war, and they say: "What are we gomg
to fight for?" In th~ past, the Bolsheviks taught them "':hat t~ey
e fighting for in underground leaflets; but now the imperial: : send out wireless messages saying that Britain does ~~t agr~e
to allow France to have the coal profits. Thus, as a ~renc ~our;;ar~
ist expressed it, they are rushing fro~ room ~or~;~~: ;:0: ~ ;et
to solve the problem. They are trying to ec1 f fi
ths
most and . they have been fighting each other o: ve mon ht.
Th ' wild beasts have lost their self-control, and wall go on fig . ese ti"l
thing is left of them except their tails. And we. s~y
mg un no
.
fir
so precanous
that our international position, which at st was .
hen
that they could have crushed us in several week~, l~ now, w
and are begmmng to fly at.
they are quarrelling over the loot
.
.
. much b ett er · They prom, throats-now our position 1s
each oth er s
th
uld
. d the soldiers that if they conquered Germany ey wo
ise .
told ·benefits. They are arguing whether to compel C:erreceive un
.
. h milliar"d This is an extremely unmany to pay suety or e1g ty
.
.
portant question of principle, an extremely inte:esung ?n~h espe~
ciall if the workers or peasants are told about it. ~~t if e~ g_
on :rguing for long they will not get even one rrulhard. This is
what is most interesting.

1

'I

We now come to the international situation. I say that the
imperialists of Britain, France and America are making their last
attempt to bring us to our knees, but they will fail. Difficult as
the situation is, we can say with confidence that we shall defeat
international imperialism. We shall defeat the multimillionaires
of the whole world. There are two reasons why we shall beat
them. First, because they are wild beasts who are so absorbed in
fighting among themselves, that they rontinue to bite each other
and fail to see that they are on the brink of a precipice; secondly,
because Soviet power is growing uninterruptedly all over . the
world. Not a day passes but what we read about this in the newspapers. Today we read a message wirelessed from an American
press office in Lyons to the effect that the Committee of Ten has
now been reduced, and that there are now only four-Wilson,
Lloyd George, Clemenceau and Orlando. These are the leaders
of four nations, but even they cannot reach an.agreement. Britai!!
and America do not want France to have the coal profits. They
are wild beasts who have plundered the .whole world and are
now quarrelling over the prey. These four men have shut themselves up in close conclave so that, God forbid, rumours may not
get about- they are all such great democrats-but they themselves set rumours afloat by sending out wireless messages about
not agreeing to give up the coal profits. A French comrade who
saw the French prisoners of war told me that these prisoners say:
"We were told that we must go to Russia to fight the Germans
because the Germans had destroyed our country. But now there
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oEOBP. OF PEOPLE WITH FREE. & EQUAL. SLOGANS

DECEPTION OF THE PEOPLE WITH SLOGANS
OF FREEDOM AND EQUALITY
SPEECH AT THE FIRST ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS
ON ADULT EDUCATION
MAY 19, 1919

(Excerpt)
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they were only recently, like the word "Boxer", which we repeated without understanding what it meant. The word "Bolshevik" and the word "Soviet" are now being repeated in all the
languages of the world. Every day the class-conscious workers
see that the bourgeoisie of all countries release a flood of lies
about Soviet power in the millions of ·copies of their newspapers,
but they learn from this vituperation. Recently l read some American newspapers. I read the speech of a certain American parson who. said that the Bolsheviks were immoral, that they had
nationalised women, that they are robbers and plunderers. And
I also read the reply of the American Socialists. They are distributing at five cents a copy the Constitution of the Soviet Republic.
of Russia, of this "dictatorship", which does not provide "equality of labour democracy". They reply by quoting a clause of the
Constitution of the5e "usurpers", "robbers" and "tyrants" who
disrupt the unity of labour democracy. Incidentally, in welcoming Breshkovskaya on the day she arrived· i11 America the leading
capitalist newspaper in New York carried a headline in letters
a yard long stating: "Welcome, Granny!" The American Socialists reprinted this and wrote: "She is in favour of political democracy-is there anything surprising, American workers, in the
fact that the capitalists praise her?" She stands for political democracy. Why should they praise her? Because she is opposed to the
Soviet Constitution. "Well," said the American Socialists, "here
is a clause from the;: Constitution of these robbers." And they always
quote the same clause which says that those who exploit the
labour of others shall not have the right to elect or be elected.
This clause from our Constitution is known all over the world.
And it is because Soviet power frankly states that all must be subordinated to the dictatorship of the proletariat, that it is a new
type of state organisation-it is precisely for this reason that it
has won the sympathies of the workers all over the world. This
new state organisation is being born in travail because it is far
more difficult, a million times more difficult, to overcome our
disruptive, petty-bourgeois laxity than to suppress the tyrannical
landowners or the tyrannical capitalists, but the effort bears a
million times more fruit in creating the new organisation which
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knows no exploitation. When proletarian organisation solves this
problem, socialism will triumph completely. And it is to this that
you must devote all your activities both in the schools and in the
field of adult education. Notwithstanding the extremely difficult
conditions that prevail, and the fact that the first socialist revolution in history is taking place in a country with a very low level
of culture, notwithstanding this, Soviet power has already won
the recognition of the workers of other countries. The phrase
"dictatorship of the proletariat'; is a Latin phrase, and the
working people who heard it for the first time did not
know what it meant, and did not know how it could be instituted. Now this Latin phrase has been translated into the modern
languages and we.have shown that the dictatorship of the prolet·
ariat is Soviet power, the government under which the workers
organise themselves and say that their organisation is superior to
every other. No idler, no exploiter can belong to this organisation. This organisation has but one object, and that is, to
overthrow capitalism. No false slogans, no fetishes like "freedom"
and "equality", will deceive us. We recognise no freedom, no
· equality, no labour democracy if it conflicts with the cause of
emancipating labour from the yoke of capital. This is what we incorporated in the Soviet Constitution, and we have already won
for it the sympathies of the workers of all countries. They know
that in spite of the difficulty with which the new order is being
born, and in spite of the severe trials and even defeats which
may fall to the lot of some of the Soviet republics, no power on
earth can compel mankind to turn back. (Stormy applause.)
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a state of bandits in which liberty is unknown, and that the Bolsheviks have violated the idea of popular rule and bave even gone
so far as to disperse the Constituent Assembly. These terrible accusations against the Bolsheviks are repeated all over the world.
These accusations lead us directly to the question-what is the
state? In order to understand these accusations, in order to study
them and have a fully intelligent attitude towards them, and
not to examine them on hea:rsay but with a firm opinion of our
own, we must have a clear idea of what the state is. We have
before us capitalist states of every kind and all the theories in
defence of them which were created before the war. In order to
answer the question properly we must critically ex.amine all these
theories and vieWs.
I have· already advised you to turn for help to Engels's book
T he Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State. This.
book says that every state iil which private ownership of .the land
and means of production exists, ill which capital dominates, however democratic it may be, is a capitalist state, a machine used by
the capitalists to· keep the working class and the poor peasants
in subjection; while universal suffrage, a Constituent Asseµibly, a
parliament are merely a form, a sort of promissory note, which
does not change the real state of affairs.
The forms of domination of the state may vary : capital manifests its power in one way where one form exists, and in another
way where another form exists-but essentially the power is in
the hands of capital, whether there are voting qualifications or
some other rights or not, or whether the republic is a democratic
one or not-in fact, the more democratic it is the cruder and
more cynical is the rule of capitalism. One of the most democratic republics in the world is the United States of America, yet
nowhere (and those who have been there since 1905 probably
know it) is the power of capital, the. power of a handful 9f multimillionaires over the whole of society, so crude and so openly
corrupt as in America. Once capital exists, it dominates the whole
of society, and no democratic republic, no franchise can change
its nature.
The democratic republic and universal suffrage were an im-
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mense progressive adva~ as compared with feudalism: they h
enabled the proletariat to achieve its present unity and solida:~e
to fo~ those firm a:1d disci?lined ranks which are waging a sys:
~mane struggle agamst capital. There was nothing even approximately resembling this among the peasant serfs, not to speak of
the slaves. The slaves, as we know, revolted, rioted, started civil
wan! but they could never create a class-conscious majority and
~es. to lead the struggle, they could not clearly realise what
t~eir aims were, and even in the most revolutionary moments of
hlStory they w~re always: pawns i.n the hands of the ruling classes.
The bourgeolS republic, parliament, universal suffrag~all
represent great progress from the standpoint of the world develop~en~ of society. Mankind moved towards capitalism, and it was
capitalism alone. which, thanks to urban culture, enabled the oppressed proletanan class become conscious of itself and to create
~e world working-class movement, the millions of workers organlSed all over the world in parties-the socialist parties which are
con~ously ~eading the struggle of the masses. Without parliamentar~sm, without an electoral system, this development of the
w~rkmg class wo~d have been impossible. That is wl"!.y all these
things have acquired such great importance in the eyes of the
broa~ masses o~ people. That is why a radical change seems to be
so. difficult. It lS not only the conscious hypocrites, scientists and
priests that uphold and defend the bourgeois lie that the state
is free and that it is its mission to defend the interests of all·1 so
~ d~ a large number of people who sincerely adhere to the old
pre~u~ces an~ who cannot understand the transition from the old,
cap.ttalist society to socialism. Not only .people who aie directly
dependent on the bourgeoisie, not only those who live under the
yoke of capital or who have been bribed by capital (there are a
larg~ number ~f all sorts of scientists, artists, priests, etc., in the
service of capi1":1),. but even people who aie simply under the
sway of the prejudice of bourgeois liberty have ta.ken up arms
against . Bolshevism all over the world be~use when the Soviet
Republic was founded it rejected these bourgeois lies and openly
declared:. yo~ say your state is free, whereas in reality, as long
as there is pnvate property, your state, even if it is a democratic

THE STATE

republic, is nothing but a machine used by the capitalists to su~workers and the freer the state, the more clearly 1S
press the
•
.
·
d
this expressed. Examples
of this are Switzerland. in Europe an
the United States in Ameria. Nowhere does capital rule so c~
ically and ruthlessly, and nowhere is it so clearly ap~arent, as 1Il
these countries, although they are democratic .republi~, no matter how prettily they are painted and notwithstanding all the
talk about labour democracy and the e~uality of all. citizens.
The fact is that in Switzerland and the United States capital dominates and every attempt of the workers to achieve the sligh~~t
real ~provement in their condition is imroed~tely met .by civil
war. There are fewer soldiers, a smaller standing ~y, m these
countries-Switzerland has a militia and every SwlSs has. a ~
at home, while in America there was n~ standing anny ~til quite
recently-and so when there is a stnke the bourge?151e . arms,
hires soldiery and suppresses the strike; and nowher~ is this suppression of the working-class movement accomparued by such
ruthless severity as in Switzerland and the U._S.A.,. and nowhere
does the influence of capital in parliament manif~st tt~lf as po';erfully as in these countries. 1:he po~er of ~ap1tal is every~g,
the stock exchange .is everything, while parliament and elect1~ns
are marionettes, puppets.... But the eyes of the workers are bem~
opened more and more, and the idea of Soviet government is
spreading farther and farther afield, especially ~ter the bloody
carnage102 we have just experienced. The necessity for a relentless war on the capitalistS is becoming clearer and clearer to the
working class.
. .
Whatever guise a republic may assume, however ~emocratic it
may be, if it is a bourgeois republic, .if it. retains P.nvate ownership of the land and factories, and if. pi:ivate capital. keeps the
whole of society in wage-slavery, that 1s, if the republic does not
carry out what is proclaimed in the Progr~e of our. Party and
in the Soviet Constitution, then this state is a machine for th.e
suppression of some people by others. And we ·shall place this
machine in the hands of the class that is to overthrow the power
of capital. We shall reject all the old prejudices about the state
meaning universal equality-for that is a fraud: as long as there
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ANSWERS TO AN AMERICAN.
JOURNALIST'S QUESTIONS103

I answer the five questions put to me on condition of the fulfilment of the written promise that my answers will be printed
in full in over a hundred newspapers in the United States of
America.10•
1. The government programme of the Soviet Government was
not a reformist, but a revolutionary one. Reforms are concessions
obtained from a ruling dass that retains its rule. Revolution is
the- overthrow of the ruling class. Reformist programmes, there.fore, usually consist of many items of partial significance. Our
revolutionary programme consisted properly of one general itemremoval of the yoke of the landowners and capitalists, the overthrow of their power and the emancipation of the working people from those exploiters. This programme we have never changed. Some partial measures aimed at the realisation of the programme have often been subjected to change; their enumeration
would reqUire a whole volume. I will only mention that there is
one other general point in our governmental. programme which
has, perhaps, given rise to the greatest number of changes of partial measures. That point is-the suppression of the exploiters'
resistance. After the Revolution of October 25 (November 7), 1917
we did not close down even the bourgeois newspapers' and there
was no mention of terror' at all. We released not only many of
Kerensky's ministers, but even K.rasnov who had made war on
us. It was only after the exploiters, i.e., the capitalists, had begun
developing their resistance that we began· to crush that resistance
systematically, applying even terror. This was the proletariat's
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ly, Eastern Siberia, where the Russian peasants are offering heroic
resistance to the capitalist bandits of Japan and the United
States of America.
We have one further political and economic objective in respect of all peoples-including those of the United States and
Japan-fraternal alliance with the workers and all working people of all countries without exception.
4. We have, on many Occa.sions, given a precise, clear and written exposition of ·the terms upon which we agree to conclude
peace with Kolchak, Denikin and Mannerheim-for instance to
Bullitt100 who conducted negotiations with us (and with me personally in Moscow) on behalf of the United States. Government,
·in a letter to Nansen,1°1 etc. It is not our fault that the govern·
ments of the United States and other countries are afraid to publish those documents in full and that they hide the truth from
the people. I will mention only our basic condition; we are prepared to pay all debts to France and other countries provided
there is a real peace and not peace in words alone, i.e., if it is
formally signed and ratified by the go~rnments of Great Britain,
France, the United States, Japan and Italy-Denikin, Kolchak,
Mannerheim and the others being mere pawns in the hands of
those governments.
5. More than anything else I should like to state the following
to the American public:
Compared to feudalism, capitalism was an historical advance
along the road of "liberty", "equality", "democracy" and "civilisation". Nevertheless capitalism was, and remains, a system of
wage-slavery, of the enslavement of millions of working people,
workers and peasants, by an insignificant minority of modern
slave-owners, landowners · and capitalists. Bourgeois democracy,
as compared to feudalism, has changed the form of this economic slavery, has created a brilliant screen for it but has not, and
could not, change its essence. Capitalism and bourgeois democracy are wage-slavery.
The gigantic prqgress of technology in general, and of means
of transport in partkular, and the tremendous growth of capital
and tianks have resulted in capitalism becoming ·mature and over-
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mature. I t has outlived itself. It has become the most reactionary
hindrance to human progress. It has become reduced to the absolute power of a handful of millionaires and multimillionaires who
send whole nations into a bloodbath to decide whether the German or the Anglo-French group of plunderers is to obtain the
spoils of imperialism, power over the colonies, financial "spheres
of influence" or "mandates to rule", etc.
During the war of 1914-18 tens of millions of people were killed or mutilated for that reason and for that reason alone. Knowledge of this truth is spreading with indomitable force and rapidity
among the working people of all countries, the more so because
the war has everywhere caused unparalleled ruin, and because
interest on war debts has to be paid everywhere, even by the "victor" nations. What is this interest? It is a tribute of thousands
of millions to the millionaire gentlemen who were kind enough
to allow tens of millions of workers and peasants to kill and maim
one another to settle the question of the division of profits by the
capitalists.
The collapse of capitalism is inevitable. The revolutionary consciousness of the masses is everywhere growing; there are thou·
sands of signs of this. One small sign, unimportant, but impressive to the man in the street, is the novels written by Henri Barbusse (Le Feu, Clarte) who was a peaceful, modest, law-abiding
petty bourgeois, a philistine, a man in the street, when he went
to the war.
The capitalists, the bourgeoisie, can at "best" put off the victory of socialism in one country or another at the cost of slaughtering further hundreds of thousands of workers and peasants. But they cannot save capitalism. The Soviet Republic has
come to t:ake the place of capitalism, the Republic which gives
power to the working people and only to the working people,
which entrusts ·the proletariat with the guidance of their liberation,
which abolishes private property in land, factories and other
means of production, because this private property is the source
of the exploitation of the many by the few, the source of mass
poverty, the source of predatory wars between nations, wars that
enrich only the capitalists.
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rnit any violence, crime and atrocity in order to reinstate the
exploiters in Russia and stamp out the flames of the socialist revolution, which is now threatening even their own countries? There
is the source of terror, that is where the responsibility lies! That
is why we are sure that those who preach renunciation of terror
in Russia are nothing but conscious, or unwitting, tools and
agents of the imperialist terrorists, who are trying to crush Russia
with their blockades and aid to Denikin and Kolchak. But their
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cause is a hopeless one.
Russia is the country as~gned by history the role of trail-blazer of the socialist revolution, and that is just why so much struggle and suffering has fallen to our lot. The capitalists and impe·
rialists of other <:ountries realise that Russia is up in arms, and
that the future not only of Russian but of international capital
is being decided in Russia. That is why in all their press-in all
the bourgeois world press which they have bribed with their many
millions-they spread the most incredible slanders about the Bolsheviks.
They are attacking Russia in the name of the selfsame principles of "Liberty, Equality and Bentham". If you come across
someone in the country who thinks that when he speaks of freedom and equality and of their violation by the Bolsheviks, he
is championing something that is quite independent, the principles of democracy in general, ask him to have a look at the capitalist press of Europe. What is the screen being used by Denikin
and Kolchak, what is the screen being used by European capita·
lists and the bourgeoisie in their efforts to crush Russia? Liberty
and equality-that is all they talk about! When the Americans,
British and French seized Archangel, when they sent their troops
to the South, they did so in defence of liberty and equality. That
is the kind of slogan they use as camouflage, and that is why the
proletariat of Russia has risen against world capital in this fierce
struggle. Such is the purpose of the slogans of freedom and equality which all agents of the bourgeoisie use to deceive the people, and which intellectuals who really side with the workers and
peasants have to expose.
We see that as the attempts of the Entente imperialists become
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more desperate and vicious they meet with ever greater resistance
on the part of the proletariat of their own countries. The first attempt at an international strike by workers in Britain, France and
Italy against their governments that was made on July 21 had
as its slogan, "Hands off Russia, and an honest peace with the
Republic". This strike failed. Separate strikes broke out in Britain, France and Italy. In America and Canada, everything that
looks like Bolshevism is fiercely persecuted. In the last few years,
we have gone through two great revolutions. We know how hard
it was for the vanguard of the Russian working people in 1905
to rise in the struggle against tsarism. We know that after the
first bloody lesson of January 9, 1905, the strike movement developed slowly and laboriously until October 1905, when the mass
strike scored its first success in Russia. We know how hard the
going was. This was proved by the experience of two revolutions, although the situation in Russia was more revolutionary than
in other countries. We know with what difficulty the forces for
the struggle against capitalism are mobilised in a series of strikes.
That is why we are not surprised by the failure of this first international strike of. July 21. We know that there is much great·
er resistance and opposition to the revolution in the European
countries than over here. We know that in fixing July 21 as the
date for an international strike, the workers of Britain, France
and Italy had to overcome incredible difficulties. It was an ex·
periment unparalleled in history. It is not surprising that it failed.
But we also know that the working people of the leading and
most civilised countries are on our side despite the European hour·
geoisie's rabid hatred of us, that they understand our cause,
and whatever the hardships of the revolution and the trials ahead,
whatever the atmosphere of lies and deception in the name of
the "freedom and equality" of capital, equality of the starved
and the overfed, whatever the atmosphere, we know that our
cause is the cause of the workers of all countries, and that is why
this cause will inevitably defeat international capital.
Pra1Jda No. 170,
August 3, 1919
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terrorist and undemocratic. Such are the facts. And Kautsky,
Martov, Chernov and Co. are only singing songs about terrorism
and democracy in chorus with the bourgeoisie, for the world
bourgeoisie is singing this song to deceive the workers and strangle
the workers' revolution. The personal honesty of "socialists"
who sing the same song "sincerely", i.e., because they are extremely dull-witted, does not in any way alter the objective role
played by the song. The "honest opportunists", the Kautskys,
Martovs, Longuets and Co., have become "honest" (in their un·
precedented spinelessness) counter-revolutionaries.
Such are the facts.
An American liberal realises-not because he is theoretically
equipped to do so, but simply because he is an attentive observer
of developments in a sifficiently broad light, on a world scalethat the world bourgeoisie has organised and is waging a ciuil
war against tht: revolutionary proletariat and, accordingly, is
supporting Kolchak and Denikin in Russia, Mannerheim in
Finland, the Georgian Mensheviks, those lackeys of the hour·
geoisie, in the Caucasus, the Polish imperialists and Polish Kerenskys in Poland, the Scheidemanns in Germany, the counter-revolutionaries (Mensheviks and capitalists) in Hungary, etc., etc.
But Kautsky, like the inveterate reactionary philistine he is,
continues snivelling about the fears and horrors of civil war! All
semblance of revolutionary understanding, and all semblance of
historical realism (for it is high time the inevitability of imperialist war being turned into civil was were realised) have disap·
peared. This is, furthermore, directly abetting the bourgeoisie, it
is helping them, and Kautsky is actually on the side of the bour·
geoisie in the civil war that is being waged, or is obviously being
prepared, throughout the world.
Vol. 30, pp. 29-32
Published in September 1919
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TO THE AMERICAN WORKERS
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I am often asked whether
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TO THE AMERICAN WORKERS

.,
.,

Comrades,
About a year ago, in my letter to the American workers (dated
August 20th, 1918) 108 I exposed to you the situation in Soviet
Russia and the problems facing the latter. That was before the
German revolution. The events which since took place in the
world's history proved how right the Bolsheviks were in their estimation of the irhpei-ialist war of 1914-18 in general and of the
Entente imperialism in particular. As for. the Soviet power it has
become familiar and dear to the minds and hearts of the working
masses of the whole world. Everywhere the working people, in
spite of the influence of the old leaders with their chauvinism
and opportunism penetrating them through and through, become
aware of the rottenness of the bourgeois parliaments and of the
necessity of the Soviet power, the power of the working people,
the dictatorship of the proletariat, for the sake of the emancipation of humanity from the yoke of capital. And Soviet power
will win in the whole world, however furiously, however frantically the bourgeoisie of all countries rages and storms. The bourgeoisie inundates Russia with blood, waging war upon us and
inciting against us the counter-revolutionaries, those who wish
the yoke of capital to be restored. The bourgeoisie inflicts upon
the working masses of Russia unprecedented sufferings through
the blockade and through the help it gives to counter-revolution,
but we have already defeated Kolchak and we are carrying on
the war against Denikin with the firm assurance of our coming
victory.

N. Lenin
September 23, 1919

September 23, 1919

Published in English on
DecCillber 27, 1919 in the
magazine Soviet Russia No. 30
First published in R~ian
in Pravda No. 308,
November 7, 1930
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

PUT BY A CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
CORRESPONDENT

• ag0 Dail..,
Published in the Ch IC
r
News No. 257, October 27, 1919
First published in Russian in 1942

October 5, 1919

I beg to apologise for my bad English. I am glad to answer
your few questions.

1. What is the present policy of the Soviet Government on the
question of peace?
2. What, in general outline, are the peace terms put forward by
Soviet Russia?

Our peace policy is the former, that is, we have accepted the
peace proposition of Mr. Bullitt.109 We have never changed our
peace conditions (question 2), which are formulated with Mr.
Bullitt.
We have many times officially proposed peace to the Entente
before coming of Mr. Bullitt.
3. Is the Soviet Government prepared to guarantee absolute nonintervention in the internal affairs of foreign states?

We are willing to guarantee it.
4. Is the Soviet Government prepared to prove that it represents
the majority of the Russian people?

Yes, the Soviet Government is most democratic government of
all governments in the world. We are willing to prove it.
5. What is the position of the Soviet Government in respect of an
economic understanding with America?

We are decidedly for an economic understanding with Amerka-with all countries but especially with America.

Vol. 30, PP· 50-5l

2NO CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST ORGANISATIONS

ADDRESS TO THE SECOND ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS
OF COMMUNIST ORGANISATIONS OF THE PEOPLES
OF THE EAST
NOVEMBER 22, 1919
(Excerpt)

Everyone knows that the social revolution is maturing in Western Europe by leaps and bowids, and that the same thing is happening in America and in Britain, the countries ostensibly representing culture and civilisation, victors over the Huns, the German
imperialists. Yet when it came to the Treaty of Versailles, everyone saw that it was a hundred times more rapacious than the
Treaty of Brest which the German robbers forced upon us, and
that it was the heaviest blow the capitalists and imperialists of
those luckless victor countries could possibly have struck at themselves. The Treaty of Versailles opened the eyes of the people of
the victor nations, and showed that in the case of Britain and
France, even though they are de~ocratic states, we have before
us not representatives of culture and civilisation, but countries
ruled by imperialist predators. The internal struggle among these
predators is developing so swiftly that we may rejoice in the
knowledge that the Treaty of Versailles is only a seeming victory
for the jubilant imperialists, and that in reality it signifies the
bankruptcy of the entire imperialist world and the resolute abandonment by the working people of those socialists who during
the war allied themselves with the representatives of decaying ·
imperiaJism and defended one of the groups of belligerent pre-.
dators. The eyes of the working people have been opened because
the Treaty of Versailles was a rapacious peace and slJ.owed that
France and Britain had actually fought Germany in order to
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strengthen their rule over the colonies and to enhance their imperialist might. That internal struggle grows broader as time goes
on. J:oday I saw a wireless message from London dated November 21, in which American journalists-men who cannot be suspected of sympathising with revolutionaries-say that in France
an unprecedented outburst of hatred towards the Americans is
to be observed, because the Americans refuse to ratify the Treaty
of Versailles.
Britain and France are victors, but they are up to their ears
in debt to Arqerica, who has decided that the French and the
British may coi:isider themselves victors as much as they like, but
that she is going to skim the cream and exact usurious interest
for her assistance during the war; and the guarantee of this is to
be the American Navy which is now being built and is overtaking
the British Navy in si:ie. And the crudeness of the Americans' ra·
pacious imperialism may be seen from the fact that American
agents are buying white slaves, women and girls, and shipping th~
to America for the developm~nt of prostitution. Just think, free,
cultured America supplying white slaves for brothels! Conflicts
wit}l American agents are occurring in Poland and Belgium. That
is a tiny illustration· of what is taking place on a vas~ scale in
every little country which received assistance from the Entente.
Take Poland, for instance. You find American agents and profiteers going there and buying up all the wealth of Poland, who
boasts that· she is now an independent power. Poland is being ,
bought up by American agents. There is not a factory or branch
of industry which is not in the pockets of the Americans. The
Americans have become so brazen that they are beginning to
enslave that "great and free victor", France, who was formerly
a country of usurers, but is now deep in debt to America, because
she has lost her economic strength, and has not enough grain or
coal of her own and cannot develop her mat~rial resources on a
large scale, while ·America insists that . the tribute be paid Wlreservedly and in full. It is thus becoming increasingly apparent
that France, Britain and other p'owerful countries are· economically bankrupt. In the French elections the Clericals have gained
the upper _hand. The French pe0ple, who were deceived into de-
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voting all their strength supposedly to the defence of freedom
and democracy against Germany, have now been rewarded with
an interminable debt,. with the sneers of the rapacious American
imperialists and, on top of it, with a Clerical majority consisting
of representatives of the most savage reaction.

Bulletin of the C.C., R.C.P.(B.)
No. 9, December 20, 1919

Vol. 30, pp. 155-57

FROM THE POLITICAL REPORT
OF THE CENTRAL COMMITIEE AT THE
EIGHTH ALL-RUSSIA CONFERENCE
OF THE R.C.P.{B.)
DECEMBER 2, 1919

.. .It is specifically those countries that always have been and
still are regarded as the most democratic, civilised and cultured
that conducted a war against Russia by the most brutal means,
without even a shade of legality. The Bolsheviks are accused of
violating democracy-this is the most popular argument against
us among the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries and in
the entire European bourgeois press. But not one of those dem<>cratic states has taken or would dare to take the risk under the
laws of its own country of declaring war on Soviet Ru.">sia. Parallel to this there is a protest, outwardly unnoticeable but nevertheless a profound protest on the part of the working-class press
which asks where, in their constitution, in the constitution of
France, Britain or America, are to be found laws permitting the.
conduct of war without having declared war and without having
consulted parliament? The press of Britain, France and America
has proposed to arraign their heads of state for a crime against
the state, for declaring war without the permission of parliament.
Such proposals have been made, although it is true that it was in
papers that come out not more than once a week and are probably
confiscated not less than once a month and have a circulation of a
few hundred or a few thousand cop.\es. The leaders of the respons~
ible government parties could afford to ignore such papers. But
here we have to consider two different tendencies; the ruling classes
throughout the world publish well-known capitalist dailies in
millions of copies and these are packed with unprecedented lies
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and slander against the Bolsheviks. But down below, the workingclas.5 masses learn about the falsity of that whole campaign from
the soldiers who have returned from Russia. That is why it became
necessary for the Entente to withdraw its forces f~om Russia.

Bulletin of the C.C., R.C.P.(B.)
No. 9, December 20, 1919

Vol. 30,

pp. 172-73

DRAFT RESOLUTION
OF THE EIGHTH ALL-RUSSIA CONFERENCE
OF THE R.C.P.(B.) ON FOREIGN POLICY110

The RUS-5ian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic wishes to live
in peace with all peoples and devote all its efforts to internal development so as to put production, transport and government affairs
in order on the basis of the Soviet system; this has so far been
prevented by the intervention of the Entente and the starvation
blockade.
The workers' and peasants' government has . made repeated
peace proposals to the Entente powers--the message from the
People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs to the American representative, Mr. Poole, on August 5, 1918; to President Wilson
on October 24, 1918; to all Entente governments through representatives of neutral countries on November 3, 1918; a message
from the Sixth All-Russia Congres.5 of Soviets on November 7,
1918; Litvinov's Note in Stockholm to all Entente representatives
on December 2~, 1918; then there were the messages of January
12, January 17 and February 4, 1919, and the draft treaty drawn
up jointly with Bullitt on March 12, 1919; and a message through
Nansen on May 7, 1919.
The Seventh Congress of Soviets fully approves these many
steps taken by the Council of People's Commissars and the People's Commis.5ariat of Foreign Affairs, once more confirms its
lasting desire for peace and again proposes to the Entente powers, Britain, France, the United States of America, Italy and
Japan, individually and collectively, to begin immediately nego·
tiations on peace; the Congress instructs the Aii-Russia Executive
· Committee, the Council of People's Commissars and the People's
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Commissariat of Foreign Affairs to continue trus peace policy
systematically (or: to continue this peace policy systematically,
taking all appropriate measures to ensure its success).

Written on December 2, 1919
First published in 1932

I

I

Vol. 30, pp. 191-92

FROM THE REPORT OF THE ALL-RUSSIA CENTRAL
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND THE COUNCIL
OF PEOPLE'S COMMISSARS DELIVERED AT THE
SEVENTH ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS OF SOVIETS
DECEMBER 5,. 1919

Examining the history of the Entente intervention and its
political lesson for us from this point of view, I would say tha-t
it could be divided into three main stages, each of which has
successively given us full and lasting victory.
The first stage, naturally the most convenient and easiest for
the Entente countries, involved their attempt to settle matters
with Soviet Russia by using their own troops. Of course, after
the Entente countries had defeated Germany they had armies
of millions of men who had not yet openly declared for peace
and who did not immediately recover from the fright given them
by the bogey of German imperialism, which had been used to
scare them in all the Western countries. At that time, of course,
from the military point of view, and from the point of view of
foreign policy, it would have been easy for the Entente countries
to take a tenth part of their armies and dispatch them to Russia.
Note that they completely dominated at sea, that they had complete naval supremacy. Troop transportation and supplies were
always completely under their control. Had the Entente countries,
who hated us as only the bourgeoisie can hate the socialist revolution, then been able to fling even a tenth part of their armies
against us with any success, there cannot be the slightest doubt
that Soviet Russia would have been doomed and would have met
the same fate as Hungary.
Why did the Entente countries fail to achieve trus? They landed troops in Murmansk. The drive into Siberia was undertaken
with the aid of Entente troops, and Japanese troops continue to
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hold a distant slice of Eastern Siberia, while there were military
units, even if not big ones, from all the Entente states in all parts
of Western Siberia. Then French troops were landed in the
South of Russia. That was the first stage of international intervention in our affairs, the first attempt, so to speak, to crush the
Soviets with troops from the Entente's own countries, i.e., with
the aid of workers and peasants of the more advanced countries,
who were splendidly equipped; generally speaking the Entente
countries lacked nothing in the way of technical and material
means for the campaign. There were no obstacles confronting
them. How, then, are we to explain the failure of that attempt?
It ended in the Entente countries having to withdraw their troops,
because they proved incapable of waging a struggle against
revolutionary Soviet Russia. That, comrades, has always been
our main and principal argument. From the very outset of the
revolution we have said that we constitute a party of the international proletariat, and that, however great ithe difficulties facing the revolution, there would come a time when, at the most
decisive moment, the sympathy, the solidarity of the workers oppressed by international imperialism would make itself felt. For
this we were accused of being utopians. But ~xperience has shown
that while we cannot always and in all cases rely on action by the
proletariat, at any rate we may say that during these two years
of the world's history we have been proved correct a thousand
times. The attempt by the British and French to crush Soviet
Russia with their own troops, an attempt that promised them
certain and very easy success in a minimum of time, ended in
failure: the British troops have left Archangel, and the French
troops that had landed in the South have all been sent home.
Despite the blockade, despite the ring drawn around us, news
does reach us from Wes tern Europe, we do get British and
French newspapers, even if only sporadically, from which we
learn that letters sent by British soldiers from Archangel Region
have somehow reached Britain and been published there. We
know that the name of the Frenchwoman, Comrade Jeanne Labourbe, who engaged in communist activity among French soldiers
and workers and was shot in Odessa, became known to the entire
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French proletariat and became a battle-cry, a name around which
all French workers united for action against international imperialism despite the apparently insurmountable factional trends of
syndicalism. The words of Comrade Radek, who fortunately, as
today's reports state, h.as been liberated by Germany and whom
we shall perhaps see soon, that the soil of Russia, aflame >vith
the fire of revolution, would prove inaccessible to the Entente
troops-th~se words, which seemed to be just a writer's flight of
fancy, were actually realised. Despite all our backwardness, despite all the burden of our struggle1 the troops of Britain and
France proved incapable of fighting us on our own soil. The result was a victory for us. The first time that they tried to send masswe military forces against us-and without them victory is impossible-the only result was that, thanks to their correct class instinct, the French and British soldiers brought home from Russia
the very ulcer of Bolshevism that the German imperialists were
fighting when they expelled our envoys from Berlin. They
thought they would protect themselves in this way against the
ulcer of Bolshevism, which now spreads over the whole of Germany in the shape of a strengthened labour movement. The victory we won in compelling the .evacuation of the British and
French troops was the greatest of our victories over the Entente
countries. We deprived them of their soldiers. Our response to the
unlimlted military and technical superiority of the Entente
countries was to deprive them of it through the solidarity of
the working people against the imperialist governments.
This revealed how sup~rficial and uncertain it is to. judge
these so-called democratic countries by accepted criteria. Their
parliaments have stable bourgeois majorities. This they call
"democracy". Capital dominates and weighs down everything
and they still resort to military censorship. And they call that
"democracy". Among the millions of copies of their newspapers and magazines you would be hard put to find any but an
insignificant few that contain even a hint of anything favourable about the Bolsheviks. That is why they say: "We are protected against the Bolsheviks, there is order in our countries",
and they call it "democrac.y". How could it happen that a
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small section of British soldiers and French sailors were able to
compel the withdrawal of the Entente troops from Russia?
There is something wrong here. It means that even in Britain,
Franee and America the mass of the people are for us; it means
that all these external features, as socialists who refuse to betray socialism have always asserted, are deception; it means that
the bourgeois parliamentary system, bourgeois democracy, bourgeois freedom of the press are merely freedom for the capitalists, freedom to bribe public opinion, to exert pressure on it by
all the power of money. That is what socialists always said until
the imperialist war scattered them to their national camps
and turned each national group of socialists into lackeys of
their own bourgeoisie. That was said by socialists before the
war, that was always said by the internationalists and Bolsheviks during the war-and it all proved to be absolutely correct.
All the external features, all the window-dressjngs, are a fraud;
and this is becoming increasingly obvious to the people. They
all shout about democracy, but in no parliament in· the world
did they dare to say that they were declaring war on Soviet Russia. That is why we read in the numerous French, British and
American publications now available the proposal to "place the
heads of state in the dock for having violated the Constitution,
for waging war on Russia without declaring war". When and
where was it sanctioned, what article of the Constitution, what
parliament sanctioned it? Where did they gather their parliamentary representatives together, even after taking the precaution to
imprison all Bolsheviks and near-Bolsheviks, to use the expression
of the French press? Even under those conditions they did not
dare to state in, their parliaments that they were fighting Russia.
That was why the splendidly armed, previously undefeated troops
of Britain and France were unable to defeat us and departed
from Archangel Region in the North, and from the South.
That was our first and chief victory, because it was not only
a military victory, it was not really a military victory at all-it
was actually a victory of that international solidarity of the working people for which we began the whole revolution, and which
we pointed to and said that, however numerous the trials we
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would have to undergo, all these sacrifices .would be repaid a
hundredfold by the development of the world revolution, which
is inevitable. It was apparent from the fact that in the sphere
where the grossest material factors play the greatest part, namely,
in the military sphere, we defeated the Entente countries by
depriving them of the workers and peasants in soldiers' uniforms.
The first victory was followed by the second period of Entente
intervention in our affairs. Each nation is headed by a group of
politicians who possess wonderful experience, and that is why,
after losing this stake, they placed another, taking advantage of
their dominant position in the world. There is not a single country,
not a single bit of the earth's surface, which is not in fact totally .
dominated by British, French and Amerkan finance capital. That
was the basis for the new attempt they made, namely, to compel
the small countries surrounding Russia, many of which had been
liberated and had been able to declare themselves independent
only during the war-Poland, Estonia, Finland, .Georgia, :the
Ukraine, etc.-to compel these small states to go to war against
Russia on British, French and American money.
You may remember, comrades, that our newspapers reported
a speech by Churchill, the well-known British Cabinet Minister,
in which he said that 14 states would attack Russia and that
September would see the fall of Petrograd, and December that of
Moscow. I heard that Churchill then disclaimed this report, but
it was taken from the Swedish Folkets Dagblad-Politiken of
August 25. But even if this source proved unreliable we know
full well that Churchill and the British imperialists acted precise·
ly in this way. We are perfectly well aware that everything was
done to exert pressure on Finland, Estonia and other small countries, in order to persuade them to wage war on Soviet Russia.
I happened to read a leading article in The Times, the most
influential bourgeois newspaper in Britain, a leader written
when Yudenich's troops, obviously supplied, equipped and conveyed on board Entente transport, were a few versts from
Petrograd, and Detskoye Selo had been taken. The article was
a veritable onslaught, in wlllch the maximum pressure was exerted-military, diplomatic and historical. British capital flung
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itself on Finland and faced her with an ultimatum: The eyes
of the whole world are on Finland, said the British capitalists, the
entire fate of Finland depends• on whether she understands
her role, whether she will help _to crush the filthy, dirty, bloody
wave of Bolshevism and liberate Russia. And in return for
this "great and moral" work, for this "noble civilised" work
Finland was promised so many million pounds, such-and-such
a piece of territory, and such-and-such benefits. And what was
the result? There was a time when Yudenich's troops ~ere a
few versts away from Petrograd, when Denikin stood to the
north of Orel, when the slightest assistance to them would have
quickly settled the fate of Petrograd to the advantage of our
enemies, in a minimum of time and at negligible cost.
The entire pressure of the Entente countries was brought
to bear on Finland, a country that is up to its neck in debt
to them. And not only in debt: Finland cannot carry on for
one month without the aid of these countries. But how did
the "miracle" of our having won the battle against such an
enemy happen? And win it we did. Finland did not enter the
war, Yudenich was defeated, so was Denikin, and that at a
time when joint action by them would most surely, most swiftly have settled the whole struggle to the advantage of international capitalism. Wt:. won the battle with international imperialism in this most serious and desperate trial of strength.
But how did we do it? How could such a "miracle" have taken
place? It took place because the Entente backed the same card
as all capitalist states, which operate wholly and solely by deception and pressure; that was why everything they did aroused
such resistance that the result was to our advantage. We were
very poorly armed, worn out, and said to the Finnish workers, whom the Finnish bourgeoisie had crushed "You must
'
.
not fight against us." 'The Entente countries appeared strong
in their armaments, with all their outward might, with the
food they were in a position to supply to these countries, and
demanded that they fight against us. We won this battle. We
won because the Entente countries had no troops of their own
to fling against us, they had to ·resort to the forces of the small
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nations, but here, not only the workers and peasants, but even
the considerable section of that very bourgeoisie that had crushed the wor~ng class did not in the end go against us.
When the Entente ·imperialists spoke of democracy and independence, these nations had the impudence from the Entente
viewpoint, and foolishness from our viewpoint, to take these
promises seriously and to understand independence as really
implying independence, and not a means of enriching the
British and French capitalists. They thought that democracy
meant living as free men, and not that all American multimillionaires would be able to· plunder their country, or that
every tinpot aristocrat of. an officer should be able to behave
like a swine and turn into a brazen blackmarketeer prepared,
for the sake of a few hundred per cent profit, to do the filthi.est of jobs. That was how we won! The Entente encountered
opposition to its pressure on these small countries, on each of
these 14 countries. The Finnish bourgeoisie who employed White
Terror to crush tens of thousands of Fiinnish workers know _that
this will not be forgotten, and that the German bayonets that
made it possible no longer exist-these Finnish bourgeois hate
the Bolsheviks as intensely as an exploiter would hate the work·
ers who kicked him out. Nevertheless the Finnish bourgeoisie
said to themselves, "If we follow the <instructions of the Entente,
that means we shall undoubtedly lose all hope of independence."
And this independence was given to them by the Bolsheviks in
November 1917, when Finland had a bourgeois government.
The attitude of wide sections. of the Finnish bourgeoisie, therefore, proved to be one of vacillation. We won the battle with the
Entente countries because they counted on the small nations a.Ild
at the same time repelled them.
This experience confirms, on an enormous, global scale, what
we have always said. There are two forces on earth that can decide the destiny of mankind. One force is international capitalism,
and should it be victorious it will display this force in countless
atrocities as may be seen from the history of every small nation's
development. The other force is the international proletariat
that is fighting for the socialist revolution through the dictator-
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ship of the proletariat, which it calls workers' d
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We witness here on a world scale the same thing that hap-
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peoed to the Siberian peasants, who believed in the Constituent
Assembly and helped the Social-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks
to join forces with Kolchak and to strike at us. When they learned to their own cost that Kolchak represented the dictatorship
of the very worst exploiters, a plunderous dictatorship of landowners .and capitalists which was worse than that of the tsar, thev
organised the tremendous number of revolts in Siberia about
which comrades have given us reliable information, and which
now . guarantee the complete return to us of Siberia, this time
politically .conscious. What happened to the Siberian peasant,
with all his backwardness and political ignorance, has now hap·
pened on a broader scale, on a world scale, to all the small na. tions. They hated the Bolsheviks; some of them had suppressed
the Bolsheviks with a bloody hand, with furious White Terror,
but when they saw their "liberators", the British officers, they
understood the meaning of British and American "democracy".
When representatives of the British and American bourgeoisie
appeared in Finland and Estonia, the acts of suppression they
began were more brazen than those of the Russian imperialists
had been, because the Russian unperialists had belonged to an
older period and did not know how to suppress properly, whereas these people do know, and go about it thoroughly.
That is why this victory at the second stage is a far more lasting one than apparent at the moment. I am not exaggerating
at all, and consider exaggerations to be extremely dangerous. I
have not the slightest doubt that further attempts will be made
by the Entente to set against us now one, now another of the
small states that are our neighbours. Such attempts will occur
because the small states are wholly dependent on the Entente,
because all this talk about freedom, indepen9ence and democracy
is sheer hypocrisy, and the Entente may compel them once again
to raise their hand against us. But if this attempt was foiled at such
a convenient moment when it was so easy to wage a struggle
against us, we may, I think, say definitely that in this respect the
main difficulty is undoubtedly behind us. We are entitled to say
this, and to say it without the slightest exaggeration, fully conscious that the Entente countries possess a tremendous advantage
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in strength. We have won a ·lasting victory. Attempts will be
made against us, but we shall defeat them with greater ease, because the small states, despite their bourgeois system, have become convinced by experience, not theory-these gentlemen are
theory-proof-that the Entente is a more brazen and predatory
brute than the one they have in their minds when they think of
the Bolsheviks, the bogey used to scare children and cultured
philistines all over Europe.
Comrades, from what I have said about our international successes it follows-and, I think, it is not necessary to dwell at
length on this-that we must repeat our peace proposal in a
manner that is calm and business-like to the maximum degree.
We must do this because it is a proposal we have made many
times, and each time we gained something in the eyes of every
·man, even if he was our enemy, tha:t made him blush with shame .
.That was the case when Bullitt came here, was received by Comrade Chicherin, talked with him and with me, and when we
concluded a preliminary agreement on peace i.n the course of a
few hours. And he assured us (those . gentlemen like to boast)
that America is everything, and who would worry about France
in face of America's strength? But when we signed the agreement
the French and British ministers did this. (Lenin makes an expressive gesture with his foot. Laughter.) Bullitt was left with a
useless piece of paper and he was told, "Who wo.uld have thought
you were naive and foolish enough to believe in the democracy
of Britain and Franc.e?" (Applause.) The result is that in the
same issue I read the full text of .the agreement with Bullitt in
French-and it was published in all the British and American
newspapers, The result is that they are showing themselves to
the whole world to be either rogues or infants-let them take
their choice! (Applause.) All the sympathies even of the petty
bourgeoisie, even of those bourgeois who have any sort of an edu·
cation. and who recall how they once fought their own tsars and
kings, are on our side, because we signed the hardest possible.
peace terms in a business-like manner and said, "The price of
the blood of ouI' workers and soldiers is too high for us; we shall
pay you businessmen a heavy tribute as the price of peaee; we
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nsent to a heavy tribute to preserve the lives of our workers
co
.
f
t
and peasants.'.' That is why I th~ there lS no reason or us o
dwell long on this, and in conclusion I shall read a draf~ resolution that will express, in the name of the Congress of Soviets, our
unwavering desire to pursue a policy of peace. (Applause.)

Published in Pravda Nos. 275,
276 and 277, December 7, 9
and 10, 1919

Vol. SO,pp. 209-17,
221-22

INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK BY JOHN REED:
TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD
INTRODUCTION TO THE AMERICAN EDmON

With the greatest interest and with never slackening attention
I read John Reed's book, Ten Days That Shook the World. Unreservedly do I recommend it to the workers of the world. Here
is a book which I should Hke to see published in millions of copies
and translated into all languages. It gives a truthful and most
vivid exposition of the. events so signifi~nt to the comprehension
of what really is the Proletarian Revolution and the Dictatorship
of the Proletariat. These problems are widely discussed, but be·
fore one can accept or reject these ideas, he must understand
the full significance of his decision. John Reed's book will un·
doubtedly help to clear this question, which is the fundamental
problem of the international labor movement.

Nikolai Lenin
Written at the end of 1919
Fint published in Russian in 1923
in the book: Dzhon Rid, 10 dn11i
kotoriy11 potryasli mir, Moscow

Vol. 36, p. 519

FROM THE REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE
ALL-RUSSIA CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
AND THE COUNCIL OF PEOPLE'S COMMISSARS
DELIVERED AT THE FIRST SESSION OF THE
ALL-RUSSIA CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
SEVENTH CONVOCATION
FEBRUARY 2, 1920
Democracy is most clearly manifested in the fun?amental q~es
tion of war and peace. All the powers are preparing a fresh im·
perialist war, and this is seen daily by t~e workers of the world.
Any day now America and Japan wil~ hurl themsel":es at each
other· Britain grabbed so many colomes after her Victory over
Gerrn'any that the other imperialist powers will never resign them·
selves to this. A new fanatical war is being prepared, and the
people are aware of this. And ju.St. at thi.s mome~t Russia, with
her huge forces, who is accused of mtendmg to fling those forces
against a small state as soon as she has finished with Y~denich,
Kolchak and Denikin-Russia has concluded a democratic peace
with Estonia.111 Furthermore, the terms of the peace treaty provide for a number of territorial concessions on our part which
do not completely correspond to the strict observ~ce of t_he
principle of self-determination of nations, and yrove m practice
that the question of frontiers is of .secondary 1mport~ce to us;
the question of pea:ceful relations, however, .t?e quest~on of our
ability to await the development of the. cond1t10~ ?f hfe. o~ each
nation is not only an important question of prmc1ple, 1t is also
a mat~r in which we have succeeded in winning the confidence
of nations hostile to us. It is no accident that we have achieved
this in relation to Estonia; it is evidexwe that the weak proletarian republic, existing in isolation and apparently heJple~s, h~ ~
gun to win to its side countries dep~n.de?t on the. impenahst
states--and they constitute the vast maJOnty. That 1s why our
peace with Estonia is of such great historical sig~ifi~ance. No
matter how the Entente strives to start a war--even 1f·1t succeeds
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in turning peace once again into war-the fa.ct will remain
firmly established in history, that despite all the pressure of in~
ternational capital we were able to inspire greater confidence
in a small country ruled by the bourgeoisie than the so-called
democratic, but in reality predatory, imperialist bourgeoisie.
We by chance came to possess some very in~eresting documents
showing how our policy compared with that of the allegedly democratic, but in actual fact predatory, powers of the whole world
which please permit me to read to you. These documents wer~
furnished by a whiteguard officer or official named Oleinikov
who was commissioned by one whiteguard government to hand
over some highly important documents to another. But he handed them over to us instead.112 (Applause.) It proved possible
to send these documents to Russia, and I shall read them to you,
although it will take some time to do so. Nevertheless, they are
very i~teresting for they very clearly reveal the hidden springs
of pohcy. The first document is a telegram to Minister Gulkevich
from Sazonov:
Paris, October 14, 1919, No. 668.
S. D. Sazonov conveys his respects to Konstantin Nikolayevich, and
has the honour to enclose for his information copies of a telegram from
B. A. Bakhmetev, No. 1050, and a telegram from I. I. Sukin, No. 23,
on the situation in the Baltic Provinces.

Then comes a more interesting document-a telegram from
Washington dated October 11:
Received October 12, 1919. File No. 3346.
Bakhmetev to the Minister.
Washington, October 11, 1919, No. 1050.
Further to my telegram No. I 045.
. (In .code). The State Department acquainted me verbally with the
mstruct1ons given to Gade. He is appointed the Commissar of the
American Government in the Baltic Provinces of Russia. He is not
accredited to any Russian Government. His mission is to observe and
inform. ~is behaviour must not lead the local population to expect that
the American Government could agree to support separatist trends going
beyond autonomy. On the contrary, the American Government trusts
that the population of the Baltic Provinces will help their Russian
brothers in their work of general state importance. The instructions are
based on the interpretation of the agreement of the Allied governments
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·th the Supreme Ruler as outlined in my memorandum of June 17 to
;e government. Gade has been giv~n extrac~ from the ~ecent speeches
of the President in which he fulmwates agamst Bolshevism.

So the American Government intimates that its representative
can issue any kind of instructions but may not support independence, i.e., may not guarantee the independe~ce of these state.s.
This is what directly or indirectly came to hght, and Esto?1a
could not be kept in ignorance of the fact that she was bemg
deceived by the Great Powers. Of course, everyone could have
guessed this, but now we have the documents and they will be ·
published:
Received October 12, 1919. File No. 3347.
Sukin to the Minister.
Omsk, October 9, 1919, No. 28.
(In code) Knox has given the Supreme Ruler the message of the
British War Office in which the latter warns of the inclination of the
Baltic states to conclude a peace with the Bolsheviks who guara~tee
them immediate recognition of their independence. At the . s~~ time
the British War Office raises the question of th~ adv1sab1hty of
paralysing this pledge by satisfying, in its turn, the w1s~es. of the s~ates
indicated. We replied to Knox by referring to the principles outlm~d
in the Note of the Supreme Ruler to the Powers on June 4, and, m
addition, . we pointed out that the conclusion of a peace between 1;he
Baltic states and the Bolsheviks would be undoubtedly frau~ht with
danger since this would permit the release of part of ~e '.5<>v1et forces
and would clear the way to the infiltration of. B.olshev1sm. 1~ the. West.
The mere fact that they are ready to talk peace is m ou.r opm1~n ev1d~n.ce
of the utter demoralisation of the parties of these self-.governmg enttt.1~s
which cannot protect themselves from the penetration of aggressive
Bolshevism.
Expressing the conviction that the Powers could n.ot appi:ive of ~e
further spread of Bolshevism, we pointed to. the necessity of withdraw.mg
all aid from the Baltic states since this would be a real means of ~~ert1~g
influence by the Powers, and is more advisable. than compet1t1on m
promises with the Bolsheviks, who now have nothing to lose.
. .
In transmitting the above, I would request you to ~ake s1m1lar
representations in Paris and London; we are making a special approach
to Bakhmetev.
Received October 9, 1919. File No. 3286.
Sablin to the Minister.
London, October 7, 1919, No. 677.
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(In code) In a letter to Guchkov th n·
..
of the War Office to whom G hk' e irector of Military Operations
order to facilitate' the delive u~f ov m_ade an offer _of our shipping in
states that in the o . .
f ryth supplies to Yudenich by the British
requires at the mo:C::on o
e W~r _Of~ce Yudenich has all that h~
in providing further s~panp~e:hak~ntaiddsn is hexperiencing some difficulty
. ·
·
a
, owever that as
h ,_
sh ippmg, we could · arrange
r f
'
we ave
basis, providing we obtain cre~~PP ies or Yuden'.ch on a commercial
admits that Yudenich's arm
the same b1;11e General Radcliffe
on!~ force among the Balti~ ::es :br:operly equ1p_1>ed si?ce it is ''.the
against the Bolsheviks".
to engage m active operations

ts;

:t

Mi~ister to Bakhmetev in Washington.
Pam, September 30, 1919, No. 244 2•
(In code) From a strictly co . fid "al S
.
the American envoy in Stockho~m er;:; . w~d1sh s~urce I learn that
sympathy in America towards th n' I h o~~s, is talking about growing
aid to Kolchak in order to en; ~st ev1 s and of_ intentions to cease
interests of American trade S her m o contacts with Moscow in the
.
· uc statements on the part f
ffi .
representative make a strange impression.
o an o c1al

Received October 5, 1919. File No. 3244.
Bakhmetev to the Minister.
Washington, October 4, 1919, No. 1021.
Further to your telegram No. 2442.
(In code) The State Department in~
d
.
.
is true that the envoy in Stockh lm M o~e me m confidence that it
in Copenhagen, are well known :or tltei;r{;fi and p~cularly Hapgood
have no influence or authority h
d th
sympathies, but that they
to admonish them from time t~reti:i.n
at t~e gove~e.nt is obliged
American policy is one of th
d ~· _categorically pomtmg out that
· h
e un ev1atmg support f
m t e struggle against the Bolsheviks.
o our government

cle~~re are all the docoments which we shall publish and which

y show how the battle went on around Est . h
h
Ente t B · ·
oma, ow t e
all b n e, h ntam and France, toget!ier with Kolchak and Ameruca
.roug t pressure to bear on Estonia with the one .
f
'
vent n th · ·
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1 g e s1gn~ng of a peace treaty with the Bolsheviks and
~~; the Bolshe;v1ks, .pledging themselves tCi territorial conce~sions
guaranteeing mdependence won thi trial f
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without
the use of force · Th"IS victory
.
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~:a::t~

~ictory.

histori~ signifi~c~~:~:~~
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sympathy of the whole world. This victory by no means denotes
that universal peace will be concluded immediately; but it does
show that we represent the peace interests of the majority of the
world's population against the imperialist war-mongers. Such
an assessment of the situation has induced boµrgeois Estonia, an
opponent of communism, to conclude peace with us. Since we,
a proletarian state, a Soviet republic, are concluding a peace
treaty, since we are acting in a spirit of peace towards bourgeois
governments oppressed by the great magnates of imperialism, we
must be able to decide from this how our international policy is
to be shaped.
The main task we set ourselves is to defeat the exploiters and
to win to our side the waverers-this is a task of historic significance. Among the waverers are a whole number of bourgeois states
which, as bourgeois states, detest us, but which, on the other
hand, as oppressed states, prefer peace with us. This explains the
peace with Estonia. This peace is, of course, only a first step, and
its influence will only be felt in the future, but that it will be felt
is a fact. Up to now we have negotiated with Latvia only through
the Red Cross113 and the same is true of our negotiations with
the Polish Government. I repeat-the peace with Estonia is
bound to influence events because the basis is identical; the same
attempts are being made to goad Latvia and Poland into making
war on Russia as were made in the case of Estonia. Perhaps these
attempts will prove successful, and since war with Poland is possible, we must be vigilant, but we are certain-this has been demonstrated by our main achievements-that we can conclude
peace and make concessions which permit the development of
any form of democracy. This is now especially important because
the Polish question .is particularly a.cute. We have received a
number of communications indicating that apart from bourgeois,
conservative, landowning Poland, apart from the pressure being
exerted by all capitalist parties in Poland, all the Entente powers
are doing their utmost to incite Poland to make war against us.
As you know, the Council of People's Commissars has issued
an appeal to the working people of Poland.m We are going to
ask you to endorse this appeal as a means of fighting that cam·
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paign of calumny in which Polish landowning circles are engaged.
We shall submit an additional text of an appeal to the working
people of Poland. This appeal will be a blow to the imperialist
powers, who are doing their utmost to incite Poland against us;
for us the interests of the majorfry of the people take first place.
I shall now acquaint you with a telegram intercepted by us
yesterday, which illustrates the attempts of American capital to
present us in a certain light and thereby drag us into a war with
Poland. The telegram says (reads). I have said and heard nothing of the sort, but they are able to lie because it is not for nothing that they spend their money on spreading lying rumours that
have a definite aim. Their bourgeois government guarantees them
this. (Continues reading the telegram.) This telegram was sent
from Europ~ to America and was paid for out of capitalist funds;
it serves as a shameless means of provoking a war w~th Poland.
American capital is doing its utmost to bring pressure to bear on
Poland and does this unashamedly, making it appear that the Bolsheviks want to finish with Kokhak and Denikin in order to throw
all their "iron troops" against Poland.
It is important that we should here and now endorse the decision of the Council of People's Commissars, and then we must do
what we did previously in relation to other states, and also what
we did in regard to the troops of Kolchak and Denikin. We must
immediately appeal to the Polish people and explain the real state
of affairs. We know full well that this method of ours has a most
positive effect in tending to disrupt the ranks of our enemy. And
in the end, this method will lead on to the path we need, the path
on to which it has led the working population of all countries.
This policy must make a definite beginning-no matter how difficult this may prove-and once a beginning is ma.de, we shall
carry it through to completion.

IN REPLY TO QUESTIONS PUT BY KARL WIEGAND,
BERLIN CORRESPONDENT
OF UNIVERSAL SERVICE115

• ?

1 Do we intend to attack Poland and Rumama.
.
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3. What would be the basis of peace with America.
Brief reports published
on February 3, 1920
in Prauda No. 23
and in Izuestia No, 23

Vol. 30, pp. 319-25

Let the American capitalists leave us alone. We shall no~~ouch
them. We are even ready to pay them in. gold£~ any mac ~~:d'
mdustnes. We are
y
too Is, etc., useful to our transport and "al
to pay not only in gold, but in raw maten s too,
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4. What are the obstacles to such a peace?
None on our part·, unpena
·
· rism on the part of the American
(and of any other) capitalists.
. 5. ~hat are our views of the deportation
t1onaries from America?
of Russian revolu-
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.
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9. What is our opinion regarding the . future development of
the Soviets as a world force?
The future belongs to the Soviet system all the world over. The
facts have proved it. One has only to count by quarterly periods,
say, the growth in the number of pamphlets, books, leaflets and
newspapers standing for or sympathising with the Soviets published in any country. It cannot be otherwise. Once the workers in
the cities, the workers, landless peasants and the handicraftsmen
in the villages as well as the small peasants (i.e., those who do
not exploit hired labour )-once this enormous majority of working people have understood that the Soviet system gives all power into their hands, releasing them from the yoke of landlords and
capitalists.-how could one prevent the victory of the Soviet system all over the world? I, for one, do not know of any means of

preventing it.
10. Has Russia still to fear counter-revolution from without?
Unfortunately, it has, for the capitalists are stupid, greedy people. They have made a number of such stupid, greedy attempts
at intervention and one has to fear repetitions until the workers
and peasants of all countries thoroughly re-educate their own
capitalists.
11. Is Russia ready to enter .into business relations with Amer·
ica?
Of course she is ready to do so, and with all other countries.
Peace with Estonia, to whom we have conceded a great deal, has
proved our readiness, for the sake of business relations, to give
even industrial concessions on certain conditions.
February is, 1920
V. Ul)Janov (N. Lenin)
Published on February 21, 1920
in the New York bvening Journal
No. 12671
First published in Russian on
April 22, 1950
in Pravda N~. 112

Vol. SO, pp. 365-67
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many troubles of her own, remember. And it is obvious that she
can get no help from any of her neighbours, including Rumania.

TALK WITH LINCOLN EYRE,
CORRESPONDENT OF THE WORLD (U.S.A.)116

Allies Playing "Chess ·Game"
Of the Allies' reported decision to lift the blockade111 Lenin said:

a

~t is ha.rd to see sincerity behind so vague proposal, coupled
as lt seems to be with preparations to attack us afresh through
Pola~d. At first glance the Supreme Council's proposition looks
plausible enough-the resumption of commercial relations
throug_h the medium of the Russian co-operatives. But the coo~eratives d~ not_ a~y !onger exist, ·having been linked up
with our Soviet distnbut1on organs. Therefore what is meant
~~en the Allies talk of dealing with the co-operatives? Certainly
1t is not clear.
Therefore I say that closer examination convinces us that this
Par~ decision_ is simply a move in the Alli-xi chess game the
motives of which are still obscure.
Lenin paused a moment, then added with a broad grin:

Far obscurer, for instance, than Marshal Foch's intended visit
to Warsaw.
I asked if h~ deemed the probability of a Polish offensive serious (it
be recalled that in Russia the talk was of a drive by the Poles
agamst the Bolsheviks, not vice versa).
mu~t

Beyon.d doubt, Lenin replied. Clemenceau and Foch are very,
serious gentlemen, and the one originated and the other is
gomg to carry out this offensive scheme. It is a grave menace, of
course, but we have faced graver on:!s. It does not cause us fear so
J?l':'c.h as disappoin~ent that the Allies should still pursue the impossible. For a Pohsh offensive can no more settle the Russian
problem for them than did Kolchak's and Denikin's. Poland has
ve~y

Yet peace seems nearer than before, I suggested.

· Yes, that's true. If peace is a corollary of trade with us, the
Allies cannot avoid it much longer. I have heard that Millerand,
Clemenceau's successor, expresses willingness to envisage commercial relations with the Russian people. Perhaps th~s heralds
a change of front among the French capitalists. But Churchill
is still strong in · England, and Lloyd George, who probably
wants to do business with us, dare not risk an open rupture with
the political and financial interests supporting the Churchill policy.

United States Oppresses Socialists
And America?

It is hard to see clearly what is going on there. Your bankers
seem to fear us more than ever. At any rate, your government
is instituting more violently repressive measures not only against
the socialists but against the working class in ·general than any
other government, even the reactionary French. Apparently it is
persecuting foreigners. And yet, what would America be without
her foreign workers? They a.re an absolute necessity to your economic development.
Still, some American manufacturers appear to have pegun to
realise that making money in Russia is wiser than making war
against Russia, which is a good sign. We shall need American
manufactures--locomotives, automobiles, etc.-more than those
of any other country.
And your peace terins?

It is idle to talk further about them, Lenin returned emphatically. All the world knows that we are prepared to make peace
on terms the fairness of which even the most imperialistic capitalists could not dispute. We have reiterated and reiterated our
desire for peace, our need for peace and our readiness to give for·
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eign capital the most generous concessions and guarantees. But
we do not propose to be strangled to death for the sake of peace.
I know of no reason why a socialist state like ours cannot do
business indefinitely with capitalist countries. We don't mind taking the capitali~t locomotives and farming machinery, so why
should they mind taking our socialist wheat, flax and platinum.
Socialist grain tastes the sa,me as any other grain, does it not? Of
course, they will have to have business relations with the dreadful Bolsheviks, that is, the Soviet Government. But it should not
be harder for American steel manufacturers, for instance, to deal
with the Soviets than it was for them to deal with Entente governments in their war-time munition deals.

Europe Dependent on Russia
That is wliy this talk of reopening trade wi.th Russia through
co-operatives seems to us insincere, or, at least, obscure--a move
in a game of chess rather than a frank, straightforward propooition that would be immediately grasped and acted upon. Moreover, if the Supreme Council really means to lift the blockade,
why doesn't it tell us of its intentions? We a.re without official
word from Paris. What little we know is derived from newspaper
dispatches picked up by our wireles.s....
The statesmen of the Entente and the United States do not
seem to understand that Russia's present economic distress
is simply a pa.rt of the world's economic distress. Until the economic problem is faced from a world standpoint and not merely
from the standpoint of certain nations or a group of nations, a solution is impossible. Without Russia, Europe cannot get on her
feet. And with Europe prostrate, America's position b~omes critical. What good is America's wealth if she cannot buy with it that
which .she needs? America cannot eat or wear the gold she has
accumulated, can she? She can't trade profitably, that is, on a
basis that will be of real value to her, with Europe until Europe
is able to give her the things she wants in exchange for that which
she has to give. And Europe cannot give her those things until
she is on her feet economically.
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World Needs Russian Goods
In Russia we have wheat, flax, platinum, potash and many
minerals of which the whole world stands in desperate need. The
world must come to us for them in the end, Bolshevism or no
Bolshevism. There are signs that a realisation of this truth is
gradually ·awakening. But meanwhile not only Russia but all Europe is going to pieces, and the Supreme Council still indulges in
tergiversation. Russia can be saved from utter ruin and Europe
too but it must be done soon and quickly. And the Supreme
Council is so slow, so very slow. In fact, it has already been dissolved, I believe, in favour of a Council of Ambassadors, leaving
nothing settled and with only a League of Nations118 which is
non-existent, still-born, to take its place. How can the League of
Nations possibly come to life without the United States to give
it backbone!
I inquired as to whether the Soviet Government was satisfied with
the military situation..

Very much so, Lenin replied promptly. The only symptoms
of further military aggression against us are those I spoke of in
Poland. If Poland embarks on such an adventure there will be
more suffering on both sides, more lives needlessly sacrificed. But
even Foch could not give the Poles victory. They could not defeat
our Red Army even if Churchill himself fought with them.
Here Lenin threw back his head and laughed grimly. Then he went
on in a graver vein;

We can be crushed, of course, by any one of the big Allied
powers if they can send their own armies against us. But that they
dare not do. The extraordinary paradox is that weak as Russia
is compared with the Allies' boundless resources, she has not only
been able to shatter every armed force, including British, American and French troops that they managed to send against
her, but to win diplomatic and moral victories as well over the
cordon sanitaire countries. Finland refused .to fight against us.
l5-56d
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We have peace with Estonia and peace with Serbia* and Lithuania is at hand. Despite material inducements offered to and sinister threats made against these small countries by the Entente,
they preferred to establish pacific relations with us.

Internal Situation Hopeful
This assuredly . demonstrates the tremendous moral force we
hold. The Baltic states, our nearest neighbours, appreciate that
.we alone have no designs against their independence and well·
being.
And Russia's internal situation?

It is critical but hopeful. With spring the food shortage will
be overcome to the extent at least of sav.ing the cities from fa.
mine. There will be sufficient fuel then too. The reconstruction
period is under way, than.ks to the Red Army's stupendous performances. Now parts of that army are transformed into armies
of labour, an extraordinary phenomenon only possible in a country struggling toward a high ideal. Certainly it could not be done
in capitalist countries. We have sacrificed everything to victory
over our armed antagonists in the past; and now we shall turn
all our strength to economic rehabilliation. It will take years, but
we shall win out in the end.
When do you think communism will be complete in Russia?
The question was a poser, I thought, but Lenin replied immediately:

We mean to electrify our entire industrial system through power
stations in the Urals and elsewhere. Our engineers tell us it w.ill
take ten years. When the electrification is accomplished ·it will
be the first important stage on the road to the communist organi·
sation of public economic life. All our industries wilI receive their
motive p<>wer from a common source, capable of supplying them
all adequately. This will eliminate wasteful competition in the

* This was an error in the newspaper text. Serbia was not at war
with Soviet Russia. Apparently Lenin spoke of Latvia.-Ed.
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es t of fuel ' and place manufacturing enterprise on ah'sound ecoqu
nomic footing,
without which we cannot hope to ac ieve a f ~ll
measure of interchange of essential products in accordance with
communist principles.
.
Incidentally, in three years we expect to have 50,000,000 ~ncandescent lamps burning in Russia. There are 70,00?,?00. l~ t~e
United States, I believe, but in a land where electricity is m its
infancy more than two-thirds of that number is a very high figure
to achieve. Electrification is to my mind the most momentous of
the great tasks that confront us .

Scores Socialist Leaders
At the close of our talk Lenin delivered himself, not for publication,
however of some cutting criticism of certain socialist leaders in Europe
and ·Am~rica which revealed his lack of faith in the ability or even the.
desire of these gentry to promote world revolution effectively. He
evidently feels that Bolshevism will come to pass in spite of, rather than
because of, the "official" chieftains of socialism.

The World No. 21368,
February 21, 1920

Published according
to the newspaper text

FROM A SPEECH DELIVERED AT THE FIRST
ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS OF WORKING COSSACKS
MARCH 1, 19io

PRELIMINARY DRAFf THESES
ON THE AGRARIAN QUESTION
FOR THE SECOND CONGRESS
OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

{Excerpt)
A big tussle is developing among the bourgeois countries themselves. America and Japan are on the verge of flinging themselves
at each otli.er's throats because Japan sat snug during the imperialist war and has grabbed nearly .the whole of China, which has
a population of fow· 'hundred million. The imperialist gentlemen
say, "We are in favour of a republic, we are in favour of democracy; but why did the Japanese grab more than they should
under our very nooes?" Japan and America are on the verge of
war, and there is absolutely no possibility of preventing that war,
in which another ten million will be killed and twenty million
crippled. France, too, says, "Who got the colonies?-Britain."
France was victorious, but she is up to her ears in debt; she is
in a hopeless position, whereas Britain has piled up wealth. Over
there, new combinations and alliances are already being engineered. They want to fling themselves at each other's throats again
over the 'division·of colonies. And an imperialist war is again brewing and cannot be prevented. It cannot be prevented, not because
the capitalists, taken individually, a.re vicious-individually they
are just like other people-but bt,cause they ·cannot free themselves of the financial meshes in any other way, because the whole
world is in debt, in bondage, and because private property has
led and always will lead to war.

Pravda Nos. 47, 48 and 49,
March 2, 3 and 4, 1920

Vol. 30, pp. 393-94

6) The revolutionary proletariat must inunediately and unreservedly confiscate all landed estates, those of the big landowners,
who, in capitalist _countries-directly or through their tenant f~
ers-systematically exploit wage-labour and the neighbounng
small (and, not infrequently, part of the middle) peasantry, do
not themselves engage in manual labour, and are in the main
descended from the feudal lords (the nobles in Russia, Germany,
and Hungary, t4e restored seigneurs in France, the lords in Britain and the former slave-owners in America), or are rich financiai magnates, or else a mixture of both these categories of exploit·
ers and parasites.
Under no circumstances is it permissible for Communist parties
to advocate or practise compensa;ting the big landowners for the
confiscated lands, for under present-day <:onditions in Europe and
America this would be tantamount to a betrayal of socialism and
the imposition of ne~ tribute upon the masses of working and
exploited people, to whom the war has ~eant the greatest hardships, while it has increased the number of millionaires and enriched them.
As to the mode of cultivation of the land that the victorious
proletariat confiscates from . the big landowners, the distribution
of that land among the peasantry for their use has been predominant in Russia, owing to her economic backwardness; it is only
in relatively rare and exceptional cases that state farms have been
organised on the former estates which the proletarian state runs
at its own expense, converting the former wage-labourers into
workers for the state and members of the Soviets, which admi-
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nister the state. The Communist International is of the opinion
that in the <:ase of the advanced capitalist countries it would be
correct to keep most of the big agricultural enterprises intact and
to conduct them on the lines of the "state farms" in Russia.
It would, however, be grossly erroneous to exaggerate or to
stereotype this rule and never to permit the free grant of part
of the land that belonged to the expropriated expropriators to
the neighbouring small and sometimes middle peasants.
First, the objection usually raised to this, namely, that Iargescale farming is technically superior, often amounts to an indisputable theoretical truth being replaced by the worst kind of opportunism and betrayal of the revolution. To achieve the success
of this revolution, the proletariat should not shrink from a temporary decline .in production, any more than the bourgeois opponents of slavery in North America shrank from a temporary decline in cotton production as a consequence of the Civil War of
1863-65. What is most important to the bourgeois is production
for the sake of production; what is most important to the working and exploited population is the overthrow of the exploiters
and the creation of conditions that will permit the working people
to work for themselves, and not for the capitalists. It is the primary and fundamental task of the proletariat to ensure the proletarian victory and its stability. There can, however, be no stable
proletarian government unless the middle peasantry is neutralised and the support is secured of a very considerable section of
the small peasantry, if not all of them.
·
Second, l"!Ot merely an increase but even the preservation of
large-scale production in agriculture presupposes the e:icistence of
a fully developed and revqlutionarily conscious rural proletariait
with considerable experience of trade union and political organisation behind it. Where this condition does not yet exist, or where
this work cannot expediently be entrusted to class-conscious and
competent industrial workers, hasty attempts to set up large
state-conducted farms can only discredit the proletarian government. Under such conditions, the utmost caution must be
exercised and the most thorough preparations made when state
farms are set up.
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Third, an all capitalist countries, even the most advanced, there
still exist survivals of medieval, semi-feudal exploitation of the
neighbouring small peasants by the big landowners as in the case
of the lnstleute* in Germany, the metayers in France, and the
sharecroppers in the United States (not only Negroes, who, in the
Southern States, are mostly exploited in this way, but sometimes
whites too). In such cases it is incumbent on the proletarian state
to grant the small peasants free use of the lands they formerly
rented, since no other economic or techniqal basis exists, and it
cannot be created at one stroke.
The implements and stock of the big farms must be confiscated
without fail and converted .into state property, wiith the absolute
condition that, after the requirements of the big state farms have
been met, the neighbouring small peasants may have the use of
these implements gratis, in compliance with conditions drawn up
by the proletarian state.
In the period immediately following the proletarian revolution,
it is absolutely necessary, not only to confiscate the estates of
the big landowners at once, but also to deport or to intern them
all as leaders of counter-revolution and ruthless oppressors of the
entire rural population. However, with the consolidation of the
proletarian power in the countryside as well as in the cities, systematic efforts should be made to employ (under the special control of highly reliable communist workers) those forces within
th.is class that possess valuable experience, know-how, and organising skill, to build large-scale socialist agriculture.

Written in early June 1920
Published in July 1929

*Tenant fanners.-E.d.

Vol. 31, PP.· 159-61
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revolutionary seizure of printshops), and providing the proletariat
with outspoken revolutionary information and revoluttonary slo-

THESES ON THE FUNDAMENTAL TASKS
OF THE SECOND CONGRESS
OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

(Excerpts)

13. In particular, the conditions of the working-class press
in most advanced capitalist countries strikingly reveal the utter
fraudulency of liberty and equality under bourgeois democracy,
as well as the necessity of systematically combining legal work
with illeg<i.l work. Both in vanquished Germany and in victorious
America, the entire power of the bourgeoisie's machinery of state
and all the machinations of the financial magnates are employed to deprive the workers of their press, these including legal
proceedings, the arrest (or murder by hired assassins) of editors,
denial of mailing privileges, the cutting off of paper supplies, and
so on and so forth. Besides, the news services essential to daily
newspapers are run by bourgeois telegraph agencies, while advertisements, without which a large newspaper cannot pay its way,
depend on the "good will" of the capitalists. To sum up: through
skulduggery and the pressure of capital and the bourgeois state,
the bourgeoisie is depriving the revolutionary proletariat of its
press.
To combat this, the Communist parties must create a new
type of periodical press for mass distribution among the workers: first, legal publications, which, without calling themselves
communist and without publicising their links with the Party,
must learn to make use of any legal opportunity, however slight,
just as the Bolsheviks did under the tsar, after 1905; secondly, illegal leaflets, even the briefest and published at irregular intervals, but reprinted at numerous printshops by workers
(secretly, or, if the movement has become strong enough, by the

gans.
•
.
Preparations for the di~tatorship of th~ prolet~nat are unpoosible without a revolutionary struggle, mto. which the masses are drawn, for the freedom of the commurust press. _ - .
18. The Second Congress of the Third International considers
erroneous the views on the Party's relation to the class and to t?e
masses and the view that it is not obligatory for Commurust.
partie; to participate in bourgeois parliaments .and in. r~action~
trade unions. These views have been refuted m detail m special
decisions of the present Congress, and advocated most
fully by the Communist Workers' Party of Germany,119 and.partly by the Communist Party of Switzerland, by Kommumsmus,
organ of the East-European Secretariat of the Communist International in Vienna, by the now dissolved secretariat in Amste~
dam, by several Dutch comrades, by several Commun~t o~a~1sations in Great Britain, as, for example, the Workers Socialist
Federation, etc., and also by the Industrial Workers of the World
in the U.S.A. and the Shop Stewards' Committees in Great Brit·
ain,120 etc.
Nevertheless the second Congress of the Third International
considers it p~sible and desirable that those of the above-mentioned organisations which have not yet officially affiliated to the
Communist International should do so immediately; for in the
present instance, particularly as regards the Industrial Workers of
the World in the U.S.A. and Australia, as well as the Shop Stewards' Committees in Great Britain, we are dealing with a profoundly proletarian and mass movement, which in a~I essentials.
actually stands by the basic principles of the Co?1m.umst Inte~a
tional. The erroneous views held by these orgamsations regardi.ng
participation in bourgeois parliaments can be explained, no~ .so
much by the fofluence of elements coming from the bourgeolSle,
who bring their essentially petty-bourgeois views into the ~~ve
ment-views such as anarchists often hold-as by the pohttcal
inexperience of proletarians who are quite revolutionary and connected with the masses.
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For this reason, the Second Congress of the Third International requests all Communist organisations and groups in the
Anglo-Saxon countries, even if the Industrial Workers of the
World and the Shop Stewards' Committees do not immediately affiliate to the Third International, to pursue a very friendly policy towards· these organisations, to establish closer contacts
with them and the masses that sympathise with them, and to
explain to them in a friendly spirit..,-on the basis of the experience of all revolutions, and particularly of the three Russian
revolutions of the twentieth century-the erroneousness of their
views as set forth above, and not to desist from further efforts
to amalgamate with these organisations to form a single Communist party.

Published in July 1920

Vol. 31, pp. 196-97,
199-201

FROM THE REPORT TO THE SECOND CONGRESS
OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
ON THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION
AND THE FUNDAMENTAL TASKS OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
JULY 19, 1920
This domination by a handful of capitalists achieved full development when the whole world had been partitioned, not only
in the sense that the various sources of raw materials and means
of production· had been seized by the biggest capitalists, but also
in the sense ·that the preliminary partition of the colonies had
been completed. Some forty years ago, the population of the
colonies stood at somewhat over 250,000,000, who were subordinated to six capitalists powers. Before the war of 1914; the population of the colonies was estimated at about 600,000,000, and if
we add countries ·like Persia, Turkey, and China, which were
already semi-colonies, we shall get, in round figures, a population
of a thousand million people oppressed through colonial dependence by the richest, most civilised and freest countries. And you
know that, apart from direct political and juridical dependence,
colonial dependence presumes a number of relations of financial
and economic dependence, a number of wars, which were not regarded as wars because very often they amounted to sheer massacres, when European and American imperialist troops, armed
with the most up-to-date weapons of destruction, slaughtered the
unarmed and defenceless inhabitants of colonial countries.
The first imperialist war of 1914-18 was the inevitable outcome
r,( this partition of the whole world, of this domination by the
capitalist monopolies, of this great power wielded by an insi?nificant number of very big banks-two, three, four or five m
each country. This war was waged for the repartitioning of the
whole world. It was waged in order to decide which of the small
groups of the biggest states-the British or the German-was
to obtain the opportunity and the right to rob, strangle and ex-
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~loit. the whole world. ~~u know that the war settled this question m favour of the Bnttsh group. And as a result of this war
all capitalist contradictions have become immeasurably more ac:
ute. At a single stroke the war relegated about 250 000 000 of
the world's inhabitants to what is equivalent to col;nial' status
viz., Russia, whose population can be taken at about 130 000 000'
and Austria-Hungary, Germany and Bulgaria, with a t~tal 'pop~
ulati?~ of ~ot less t~n 120,000,000. That means 250,000,000 people hvmg m countries, of which some, like Germany, are among
the m~t advanced,. most enlightened, most cultured, and on a
level wit~ modern tec~nical progress. By means of the Treaty
of Versa1lles, the war rmposed such terms upon these countries
that advanced peoples have been reduced to a state of colonial
depend~~ce, poverty, starvation, ruin, and loss of rights: this
t:i:eaty hmds them for many generations, placing them in con?itions that no ~vilised nation has ever lived in. The following
is the post-war picture of the world: at least 1,250 million people are at o~ce. brough~ under the colonial yoke, exploited by
a brutal cap1tahsm, which JOnce boasted of its love for peace
and had some right .to do so some fifty years ago, when the world
~~ not yet p~tioned, the monopolies did not yet rule, and capitalism could ~~ll develop in a relatively peaceful way, without
tremendous military conflicts.
Today, after this "peaceful" period, we see a monstrous intensificatio.n of oppression, .the reversion to a colonial and military
oppression that is far worse than before. The Treaty of Versailles
~~ placed Germany and the other defea~ countries in a pos1tio~ that make~ th~ir economic existence physically impossible,
depnves them of all rights, and humiliates them.
. How many nations are the beneficiaries? To answer this question we must recall that the population of the United Statesthe only full beneficiary from the war, a country which, from a
heavy debtor, has become a general creditor-is no more than
100,000,000..The population of Japan-which gained a great
d~a~ by keeping out of the European-American conflict and by
se~ng the e~o~ous .Asian continent-is 50,000,000. The popu·
lation of Bntam, which next to the above-mentioned countries
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ained most, is about 50,000,000. If we add the neutral countries

~th their very small populations, countries which were enriched

by the war, we shall get, in round figures, some 250,000,000 people.
Thus you get the broad outlines of the picture of the world
as it appeared after the imperialist war. In the oppressed colo.n·
ies-countries which are being dismembered such as Perna,
Turkey and China, and in countries that were defeated and ha~e
been relegated to the position of colonies-there are 1,250 million inhabitants. Not more than 250,000,000 inhabit countries
that have retained their old positions, but have become economically dependent upon America, and all of which, during the
war, were militarily dependent, once the war involved the whole
world and did not permit a single state to remain really neutral.
And, finally, we have not more than 250,000,000 inhabitants in
countries whose top stratum, the capitalists alone, benefited from
the partition of the world. We thus get a total of about 1,750
million comprising the entire population of the world. I woul.d
like to remind you of this picture of the world, for all the basic
contradictions of capitalism, of imperialism, which are leading
up to revolution, all the basic contradictions in the wor~g
class movement that have led up to the furious struggle agamst
the Second International, facts our chairman has referred to,
are all connected with this partitioning of the world's population.
Of course, these figures give the economic picture of the world
only approximately, in broad outline. And, comrades, it is natural that, with the population of the world divided in this way,
exploitation by finance capital, the capitalist monopolies, has
increased many times over.
Not only have the colonial and the defeated countries been
reduced to a stat~ of dependence; within each victor state the
contradictions have grown more acute; all the capitalist contradictions have become aggravated. I shall illustrate this briefly
with few examples.
Let us take the national debts. We know that the debts of the
principal European states increased no less than sevenfold in ~e
period between 191.4 and 1920. I shall quote another ~?°non_iic
source, one of particular sigdificance-Keynes, the Bntish dip-

a
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lomat and
. author
. of T he E conomic Consequences of th e p eace,
w.ho, on instructions from his government, took part in the Versailles peace n~goti~tions, ?b~erved them on the spot from the
purely bourgeois pomt of view, studied the subject in detail st
by step~ and took part in the conferences as an economis~. ~~
~as arrived at conclusions which are more weighty, more strikmg and more instructive than any a Communist revolutiona
could draw, because they are the conclusions of a well-kn ry
b
·
d ·
own
ourge~~s an . ~~placable enemy of Bolshevism, which he, like
the. British ph1lis~me he is, imagines as something monstrous, ferocious, and bestial. KeYJles has /:'eached the conclusion that after
~e Peace of Versailles, Europe and the whole world are heading for bankruptcy. He has resigned, and. thrown his book in the
gove~runent's face w~th the words: "What you are doing is madness. I shall quote his figures, which can be summed up as follows.
What are ~he. debtor-creditor relations that have developed between the pmncipal powers? I shall convert pounds sterling into
gold .rubles, at a rate. of ten .gold rubles to one pound. Here is
w~.t we. get.: t~7 _Dmted States has assets amounting to 19,000
million, its. liabilities are nil · Before the ""ar
· Bn·tam
· •s
• 1"t was in
debt. In ~ report on April 14, 1920, to the last congress of the
Commumst
Party of Germany, C omrad e Levi· very correctly
.
pointed out t.hat there are now only two powers in the world
that can act mdependently, viz. Britain and Ameri"ca Am ·
· b l '
'
.
enca
a lone IS a so ute1y independent financially. Before the war she
~as a debtor; she is now a creditor only. All the other powers
~n the. world_are debtors. Britain has been reduced to a position
m. ~hich her ~sets total 17,000 million, and her liabilities 8 000
mtlhon. She is alrea?y half-way to becoming a debtor na;ion.
Mor7over, her ass~ts mclude about 6,000 million owed to her by
Russ~a. In~luded m the debt are military supplies received by
Russ~a dun~g the war. When Krasin, as representative of the
Russian Sovte~ Government, recently had occasion to discuss with
Lloyd .Ge~rge the subject of debt agreements, he made it plain to
the scientists and politicians, to the British Government's leaders, that th.ey were la~ouring under a strange delusion if they
were counting on gettmg these debts repaid. The British diplo-
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rnat Keynes has already laid this delusion bare.
Of course, it is not only or even not at all a question of the
Russian revolutionary government having no wish to pay the
debts. No government would pay, because these debts are usurious interest on a sum that has been paid twenty times over,
and the selfsame bourgeois Keynes, who does not in the least
sympathise with the Russian revolutionary movement, says: "It
is clear that these debts cannot be taken into account."
In regard to France, Keynes quotes the following figures: her
assets amount to 3,500 million, arid her liabilities to 10,500 million! And this is a country which the French themselves called
the world's money-lender, because her "savings" were enormous;
the proceeds of colonial and financial pillage-a gigantic capital-enabled her to grant thousands upon thousands of millions
in loans, particularly to Russia. T~ese loans b~oug~t ~n an. enormous revenue. Notwithstanding this and notw1thstandmg victory,
France has been reduced to debtor status.
A bourgeois American source, quoted by Comrade Braun, a
Communist, in his book Who Must Pay the War Debts? (Leipzig, 1920) , estimates the ratio of debts to national wealth ~fol
lows: in the victor countries, Britain and France, the ratio of
debts to aggregate national wealth is over 50 per cent; in Italy
the percentage is between 60 and 70, and in Russia 90. As you
know however these debts do not disturb us, because we follow'
'
ed Keynes's
excellent
advice just a little before his book appeared-we annulled all our debts. (Stormy applause.)
In this, however, Keynes reveals the usual crankiness of the.
philistine: while advising that _all debts should be annulled, he
goes on to say that, of course, France only stands to gai? by it,
that of course Britain will not lose very much, as nothmg can
' out of Russia
'
. a~ount,
be got
in any case; America will lose a f'."'1r
but Keynes counts on American "generosity"! On thts po~t our
views differ {rom those of Keynes and other petty-bourge01s pacifists. We think that to get the debts annulled they will have to
wait for something else to happen, and will have to try working
in a direction other than counting on the "generosity" of the
capitalists.
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These few figures go to show that the imperialist war has cre~ted an impossible situation for the victor powers as well. This

IS .fur~e.r shown by the eno~ous disparity between wages and
pnce ~JSeS. ~n ~ar.ch 8 of this year, the Supreme Economic
Council, an msututlon charged with protecting the bourgeois
system throu~hout ~e world from the mounting revolution, adopted a r~oluuon .which ended with an appeal for order, industry
and thnft, provided, .of course, the workers remain the slaves of
capital. This Supreme Economic Council, organ of the Entente
~nd of the capitalists of the whole world, presented the followmg summary.
In the United States of America food prices have risen, on
the average, by 120 per. c~nt, whereas wages have increased only
by 100 per cent. In Bntam, food prices have gone up ·by ·170
per cent, and wages 130 per cent; in France, food prices--300
per cent, and wages 200 per cent; in Japan, food prices-130 per
cent, and wages 60 per cent (I have analysed Comrade Braun's
figures in his pamphlet and those of the Supr~e Economic
Council as ~ublished in The Times of March 10, 1920).
In such crrcumstances, the workers' mounting resentment the
~owth of a revolutionary temper and ideas, and the in~ease
~~ spontaneous mass strikes are obviously inevitable since the position of the workers is becoming intolerable. The workers' own experience is convincing them that the capitalists have become
prodigiously enrich~d by the war and are placing the burden of
war costs and debts upon the workers' shoulders. We recently
learnt by cable that America wants to deport another 500 Communists ~o Russia so as to get rid of "dangerous agitators".
E~en if Ame.rica deports to our country, not 500 but 500,000
Russian, ~encan, Japanese and French "agitators" that will
make no. difference, because. there will still be the disparity between pnces and wages, which they can do nothing about. The
reason why they can do nothing about it is because
private property is most strictly safeguarded, is "sacred"
there. That should not be forgotten, because it is only in Russia
~ha~ the exploiters' ~rivate property has been abolished. The capitalists can do nothing about the gap between prices and wages,
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and the workers cannot live on their previ9us wages. The old
methods are useless against th.is calamity. Nothing can be achieved by isolated strikes, the parliamentary struggle, or the vote,
because "private prpperty is sacred", and the capitalists have accumulated such qebts that the whole world is in bondage to a
handful of men. Meanwhile the workers' living conditions are
becoming·more and more unbearable. There is no other way out
but to abolish the exploiters' "private property".
In his pamphlet Britain ·and the World Revolu.tion, valuable
extracts from which were publishe~ by our Bulletin of the People's Commissariat pf Foreign Affairs of February.1920, Comrade
Lapinsky points out that in Britain coal e':P°r~ pnces. hav~ doubl·
ed as against ·those anticipated by official mdustnal circles.
In Lancashire things have gone so far that shares .are at a
premium of 400 per cent. Bank profits are at least 40-50 per
cent. It should, moreover, be noted that, in determining bank
profits, all bank officials are able to conceal the lion's s~~ of
profits by calling them, not profits but bonuses, commlSSions,
etc. So here too, indisputable economic facts prove that the
wealth of a tlny hantl~ul of people has gro':"n prodigiously and
that their luxury beggars description, while the poverty of the
working class is steadily growing. We must particularly note th~
further circumstance brought out very clearly by Comrade Levi
in the report I have just referred to, namely, the change in the
value of money. Money has everywhere depreciated as a resu~t
of the debts, the issue of paper currency, etc. The same bourgeois
source I have already mentioned, namely, the statement of the
Supreme Economic Council of March 8, 1920, has calcula.ted
that in Britain the depreciation in the value of currency as agamst
the dollar is approximately one-third, in France and Italy
two-thirds and in Germany as much as 96 per cent.
This fa~t shows that the "mechanism" of the world capitalist
economy is falling ap~t. The trade relations on which the acquisition of raw materials and the sale of commodities hinge under
capitalism cannot go on; they cannot continue to be based on the
subordination of a number of countries to a single country-the
reason being the change in the value of money. No wealthy coun-
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try can exist or trade unless it sells its goods and obtains raw
materials.
Thus we have a situation in which America, a wealthy country that.all countries are subordinate to, cannot buy or sell. And
the selfsame Keynes who went ·through the entire gamut of the
Versailles negotiations has been compelled to acknowledge this
impossibility despite his unyielding determination to defend capitalism, and all his hatred of Bolshevism. Incidentally, I do not
think any communist manifesto, or one that is revolutionary in
general, could compare in forcefulness with those pages in Keynes's book which depict Wilson and "Wilsonism" in action. Wilson
was lhe idol of philistines and pacifists like Keynes and a number
of heroes of the Second International (and even. of the "Two-and·
a-Half" International, 121 who exalted the "Fourteen Points"122
and even wrote "learned" books about the "roots" of Wilson's
policy; they hoped that Wilson would save "social peace'!, reconcile ~plQiters and exploited, and bring about social reforms.
Keynes showed vividly how Wilson was made a fool of, and all
illusipns were shattered at the first impact with the practical,
mercantile and huckster policy of capital as personified by Clemenceau and Lloyd George. The ma.sSes of the workers now see
more clearly than ever, from their own experience-and the learned pedants could see it just by reading Keynes's book-that the
"roots" of Wilson's policy lay in sanctimonious piffle, petty·
bourgeois phrase-mongering, and an utter inability to understand
the class struggle..
In consequence of all this, two conditions, two fundamental
situations, have inevitably and naturally emerged.. On the one
hand, the impoverishment of the masses has grown incredibly,
primarily among 1,250 million people, i.e., 70 per. cent of. the
world's population. These are the colonial and dependent countries whose inhabitants possess no legal rights, countries "mandated" to the brigands of finance. Besides, the enslavement of
the defeated countries has been sanctioned by the Treaty of Versailles and by existing secret treaties· regarding Russia, whose validity, it is true, is sometimes about as real as that of the scraps of
paper stating that we owe s.o many thousands of millions. For
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the first time in world history, we see robbery, slavery, dependence,
poverty and starvation imposed upon 1,250 million people by a
legal act.
On the other hand, the workers in each of the creditor countries have found themselves in conditions that are intolerable.
The war has led to an unprecedented aggravation of all capitalist contradictions, this being the origin of the intense revolu·
tionary ferment that is ever growing. During the war people were
put under military discipline, hurled into the ranks of death, or
threatened with immediate wartime punishment. Because of the
war conditions people could not see the economic realities. Writers, poets, the clergy, the whole press were engaged in nothing
but glorifying the war. Now that the war has ended, the exposures
have begun: German imperialism with its Peace of Brest-Litovsk
has been laid bare; the Treaty of .Versailles, which was to have
been a victory for imperialism but proved its defeat, has .been
exposed. Incidentally, the example of Keynes shows that in Eu·
rope and America tens and hundreds of thousands of petty bourgeois, intellectuals, and simply more or less literate and educated
people, have had to follow the road taken by Keynes, who resigned and threw in the face of the government a book exposing ·
it. Keynes has shown what is taking place and will take place
in the minds of thousands and hundreds of thousands of people
when they realise that all the speeches about a "war for liberty",
etc., were sheer deception; a:nd that as a result only a handful of
people were enriched, while the others were ruined and reduced
to slavery. Is it not a fact that the bourgeois Keynes declares that,
to survive and save the British economy, the British must secure
the resumption of free commerical intercourse between Germany
and Russia? How can this be achieved? By cancelling all debts,
as Keynes proposes. This is an idea that has been arrived at not
only by Keynes, the learned economist; millions of people are or
will be getting the same idea. And millions of people hear bo~r
geois economists declare that there is no way out except annulling
the debts; therefore "damn the Bol~heviks" (who have annulled
the debts), and let us appeal to America's "generosity"! I think
that, on behalf of the Congress of the Communist International,
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we should send a message of thanks to these economists, who have
been agitating for Bolshevism.
If, on the one hand, the economic position of the masses has
become intolerable, and, on the other hand, the disintegration
described by Keynes has set in and is growing among the negligible minority of all-powerf\11 victor countries, then we are in the
presence of the maturing of the two conditions for the world
revolution.
We now have before us a somewhat more complete picture of
the whole world. We know what dependence upon a handful of
rich men means to 1,250 million people who have been placed
in intolerable conditions of existence. On the other hand, when
the peoples were presented with the League of Nations Covenant, declaring that the League had put an end to war and would
henceforth not permit anyone to break the peace, and when
this Covenant, the last hope of working people all over the world,
came into force, it proved to be a victory. of · the first order for
us. Before it came into force, people used to say that it was impoosible not to impose special conditions on a country like Germany, but when the Covenant was drawn up, everything would
come out all right. Yet, when the Covenant was published, the bitterest opponents of Bolshevism were obliged to repudiate it! When
the Covenant came info operation, it appeared that a small group
of the richest countries, the "Big Four"-in the persons of Clemenceau, Lloyd George, Orlando and Wilson-had been put on
the job of creating the new relations! When the machinery of the
Covenant was put into operation, this led to a complete
breakdown.
We saw this in the case of the wars against Russia. Weak,
ruined and crushed, Russia, a most backward country, fought
against all the nations, against a league of the rich and powerful
states that dominate the world, and emerged victorious. We could
not put up a force that was anything like the equal of theirs, and
yet we proved the victors. Why was that? Because there was not
a jot of unity among them, because each power worked against
the other. France wanted Russia to pay her debts and become
a formidable force against Germany; Britain wanted to partition
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Russia, and attempted to seiz.e the B~u oilfields and c?nclu?e
a treaty with the border states of Russia. Among the official Bntish documents there is a Paper which scrupulously enumerates
all the states (fourteen in all) which some six months ago, in
December 1919, pledged themselves to take Moscow and Petrograd. Britain based her policy on these states, to V.:hom she
granted loans running into ~illions. All these calculations have
now misfired, and all the loans are unrecoverable.
Such is the situation created by the League of Nations. Every
day of this Covenant's existence provides the best propagan~a f~r
Bolshevism since the most powerful adherents of the cap1tahst
"order» ~ revealing that, on every question, they put spokes in
one another's wheels. Furious wrangling over the partitioning
of Turkey, Persia, Mesopotainia and China is going on between
Japan, Britain, America and France. The bourgeois pre~s in these
countries is full of the bitterest attacks and the angnest statements against their "colleagues" for trying to snatch the booty
from under theu noses. We see complete discord at the top, among
this handful, thil> yery small number . of extremely rich countries. There are 1,250 million people who find it impossible to
live in the conditions of servitude which "advanced" and civilised
capitalism wishes to impose on them: after all, these represent
70 per cent of the world's population. This handful of the
richest states-Britain, America and Japan (though Japan was
able to plunder the Eastern, the Asian countries, she cannot constitute an independent financial and military force without support from another country)-these two or three countries are
unable to organise economic relations, and are directing their
policies towards disrupting policies of their colleagues and partners in the League of Nations. Hence the world crisis; it is these
economic roots ·of the crisi~ that provide the chief reason of
the brilliant successes the Communist International is achieving.
First published in full in 1921
in the book The Second Congress of
the Communist International. Verbatim
Report, published by the Communist
International, Petrograd
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SPEECH TO CHAIRMEN OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEPS

FROM A SPEECH DELIVERED AT A CONFERENCE
OF CHAIRMEN OF UYEZD, VOLOST AND VILLAGE
EXECUTIVE COMMIITEES OF MOSCOW GUBERNIA
OCTOBER 15, 1920

Comrades, in my report on the domestic and the external position of the Republic, which you wished to hear, I shall naturally have to devote most of my remarks to the war with Poland
and its causes. It was this war which in the main determined
the Republic's domestic and external position during the past six
months. Now that the preliminaries for a peace with Poland have
just been signed, it is possible and necessary to take a general
look at this war and its significance and try to give thought to the
lessons we have all learnt from the war which has just ended,
though nobody knows whether it has ended for good. I would
therefore like first to remind you that it was on April 26 of this
year that the Poles began their offensive. The Soviet Republic
solemnly and formally proposed a peace to the Poles, the Polish
landowners and the Polish bourgeoisie, on terms more favourable
than those we have offered them now, despite the tremendous
reverses our troops suffered at Warsaw, and the even greater
reverses during the retreat from Warsaw. At the end of the April
of this year, the Poles held a line between 50 and 150 versts to
the east of the one they now regard as the line of a preliminary
peace; though at that time the line was manifestly an unfair one,
we solemnly proposed peace to them on behalf of the All-Russia
Central Executive Committee, since, as you all of course know
and remember, the Soviet government was mainly concerned at
the time with ensuring the transition to peaceful construction.
We had no reason for wishing to resort to arms in settling questions in dispute between ourselves and the Polish state. We were
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fully aware that the Polish state was, and still is, a state of the
landowners and capitalists, and that it is fully dependent on the
capitalists of the Entente countries, in particular on France.
Though at the time Poland controlled, not only the whole of
Lithuania but also Byelorussia, to say nothing of.Eastern Galicia,
we considered it our duty to do everything possible to avert a
war, so as to give the working class and the peasantry of Russia
at least a brief respite from imperialist and civil wars, and at
last enable them to get down in earnest to peaceful work. The
events that ensued have happened all too frequently: our straightforward and public offer of peace on the line the Poles actu·
ally held was taken as a sign of weakness. Bourgeois diplomats
of all countries are unaccustomed to s_u ch frank statements and
our readiness to accept a peace along a line so disadvantageous
to us was taken and interpreted as proof of our extreme weakness. The French capitalists succeded in inciting the Polish capitalists to go to war. You will remember how, after a brief interval following upon the Polish offensive, we replied by dealing a
counter-blow and almost reached Warsaw, after which our troops
suffered a heavy defeat, and were thrown back.
For over a month and right down to the present, our troops
were retreating and suffered reverses, for they were utterly worn
out, exhausted by their unparalleled advance from Polotsk to
Warsaw. But, I repeat, despite this difficult situation, peace was
signed on temis less advantageous to Poland than the earlier
ones. The earlier frontier lay 50 versts to the east, whereas it is
now 50 versts to the west. Thus, though we signed a peace at a
time favourable only to the enemy, when our troops were on the
retreat and Wrangel was building up his offensive, we signed a
. peace treaty on more favourable terms. This once again proves
to you that when the Soviet Government proposes peace, its
words and statements have to be treated seriously; otherwise
what will happen is that we shall offer peace on terms less favourable to us, and get this peace on better terms. This is a lesson
the Polish landowners and capitalists will not, of course, forget;
they realised that they have gone too far; the peace terms now
give them less territory than was offered previously. This is not
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the first lesson either. You all probably remember that in the
spring of 1919, a representative of the U.S. Government 'came to
Moscow and proposed a preliminary peace with us and with all the
whiteguard commanders at the time: Kolchak, Denikin and others
a peace which would have been extremely unfavourable t~
us. When he returned and reported on our peace terms they were
not considered advantageous, and the war went o~. You are
aware of the Qutcome of the war. This is not the first time that
~he Soviet state has proved that it is considerably stronger than
1t appears, and that our diplomatic Notes do not contain the
boasts and threat.s t~at are usual with all bourgeois governments;
consequently, reJeCtmg an offer of peace from Soviet Russia
means getting that peace some time later on terms that are far
wor~. Such things ~re not forgotten in international politics; after
proVIng to the Pohsh landowners that they have now obtained
a peace worse than the one which we originally offered we shall
teach the Polish people, the Polish peasants and workers: to weigh
a~d compare the statements of 'their government and ours.
Many of you may have read in the newspapers the American
Government's Note, in which it declares: "we do not wish to
have any dealings with the Soviet Government beca\lse it does
not honour ~ts obligations." This does not surprise us, because it
has. been said for .many years, the only outcome being that all
their attempts to mvade Soviet Russia have ended in disaster.
The Po1ish newspapers, nearly all of which are in the pay of the
landowners and the capitalists-there this is called freedom of
the press--assert that the Soviet government cannot be trusted
. ..
'
smce it IS a government of tyrants and frauds. All Polish newspapers say the same thing, but the Polish workers and peasants compare these words with the facts, and the facts show that we demonstrated our attachment to peace the very first time we made
peace ~ffer; by concluding peace in October we proved this again.
Yo~ will not find proof of this kind in the history of any bourge.01s government'. a fact that cannot but leave its impress on the
mmds of the Pohsh workers and peasants. The Soviet Government signed a peace when it was not to its advantage to do so.
It is only in this way that we shall teach the governments that
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are controlled by the landowners and capitalists to stop lying;
only in this way shall we destroy the faith the workers and peasants have in them. We must give more thought to this than to
anything else. Soviet power in Russia is surrounded by countless
enemies, and yet these enemies are impotent. Think of the course
and outcome.of the Polish ~ar. We now know that the French
capitalists stood behind Poland, that they supplied Poland with
money and munitions, and sent them French officers. We quite
recently received information that African' troops, namely, French
colonial troops, had appeared on the Polish front. This means
that the war was waged by France with aid from Britain and
America. At the same time, France recognised the lawful government of Russia in the person of Wrangel-so Wrangel too was
backed by France, who provided him with the means to equip
and maintain an army. Britain and America are also aiding
Wrangel's army. Consequently, three allies stood against us:
France, supported by the world's wealthy countries, Poland, and
Wr~ngel-yet we have emerged from this war by concluding a
favourable peace. In other words, we have won. Anyone who
examines the map will see that we have won, that we have emerged from this war vvith more territory than we had before it started. But is the enemy weaker than we are? Is he weaker in the
military sense? Has he got fewer men and munitions? No, he has
more of everything. This enemy is stronger than we are, and yet
he has been beaten. This is what we must give thought to in order to understand Soviet Russia's position with respect to all other
countries.

Published in 1920 in the book;
Verbatim Reports of the Plenary
Sessions of the Moscow Soviet of
Workers', Peasants' and Red Army
Deputies
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OUR FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC POSITION
AND THE TASKS OF THE PARTY
FROM A SPEECH DELIVERED TO THE MOSCOW GUBERNIA
CONFERENCE OF THE R.C.P.(B.), NOVEMBER U, 1920

The entry of the socialist country into trade relations with capitalist countries is a most important factor ensuring our existence in such a complex and absolutely exceptional situation.
I have had occasion to observe a certain Spargo, an American
social-chauvinist close to our Right Socialist-Revolutionaries and
Mensheviks, one of the leaders the Second International and
member of the American Socialist Party, a kind of American
Alexinsky, and author of a number of anti-Bolshevik books, who
has reproached us-and has quoted the fact as evidence of the
complete collapse of communism-for speaking of transactions
with capitalist powers. He has written that he cannot imagine
better proof of the complete collapse of communism and. the
breakdown of its programme. I think that anybody who has given
thought to the matter will say the reverse. ~o better proof of
the Russian Soviet Republic's material and moral victory over
the capitalists 0f the whole world can be found than the fact that
the powers that took up arrns against us because of our terror
and our entire system have been compelled, against their will,
to enter into trade relations with us in the knowledge that by so
doing they are strengthening us. This might have been advanced
a.~ proof of the collapse of communism only if we had promised,
with the forces of Russia alone, to transform the whole world,
or had dreamed of doing so. However, we have never harboured
such crazy ideas and have always said that our revolution will
be victorious when it is supported by the workers of all lands.
In fact, they went half-way in their support, for they weakened
the hand raised against us, yet in doing so they were helping us.
Published in 1920 in the pamphlet: .
Current Questions of the Party's
Present Work, published by the
Moscow Committee, R.C.P. (B.)

Vol. 31, p. 414

FROM A SPEECH DELIVERED AT A MEETING
OF CELLS' SECRETARIES OF THE MOSCOW
ORGANISATION OF TIIE R.C.P.(B.)
NOVEMBER 26, 1920
In one of his books, Spargo, the American Socialist, a man
who is something like our Alexinsky, and has a vindictive hate
of the Bolsheviks, speaks of concessions as proof of the collapse
of communism. Our Mensheviks say the same thing. The challenge has been made, and we are ready to take it up. Let us
consider the question in terms of the facts. Who has got the worse
of it, we or th~ European bourgeoisie? For three years they have
been calumniating us, calling us usurpers and bandits; they have
had recourse to all and every means to overthrow us, but have
now had to co~ess to failure, which is in itself a victory for us.
The Mensheviks assert that we are pledged to defeating the world
bourgeoisie on our own. We have, however, always said that we
are only a single link in the chain of the world revolution, and
have never set ourselves the aim of achieving victory by our own
means. The world revolution has not yet come about, but then
we have not yet been overcome. While militarism is decaying,
we are growing stronger; not we, but they have had the worse of
it.
They now want to subdue us by means of a treaty. Until the revolution comes about; bourgeois capital will be useful to us. How
can we speed up ~e development of our economy w~ilst we a:e
an economically weaker country? We can do that with the aid
of bourgeois capital: We now have before us two drafts of concessions. One of them is for a ten-year concession in Kamchatka.
We were recently visited by an American multimillionaire, who
told us very frankly of the reasons behind the treaty, viz., t~1at
America wants to have .a base in Asia in case of a war agamst
Japan. This multimillionaire said that if we sold Kamchatka to
America, he could promise us such enthusiasm among the people of the United States that the American Government would
immediately recognise the Soviets of Russia. If we gave them
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only the lease, there would be less enthusiasm. He is now on his
way to America, where he will make it known that Soviet Russia
is a far cry from what people believed her to be.
We have till now been more than a match for the world bourgeoisie, because they are incapable of uniting. The Treaties of
Brest-Litovsk and Versailles have both divided them. An intense
hos~lity is now ~eveloping between America and Japan. We are
makmg use of this and are offering a lease of Kamchatka instead
of giving it. away. gratis; after all, Japan has taken a huge expanse
of our territory m the Far East, this by force of arms. It is far
more to our advantage to run no risk, grant a lease of Kamchatka
~nd receive part of its products, the more so for our being unable:
m a?Y. case, to run. or exploit it. The treaty has not been signed,
but it 1s alr~ady bemg spoken of in Japan with the utmost anger.
Through this treaty we have aggravated the differences between
our enemies.
·

Pravda No. 269,
November 30, 1920

Vol. 31, pp. 430-31

FROM A SPEECH DELIVERED AT A MEETING
OF ACTIVISTS OF THE MOSCOW ORGANISATION
OF THE R.C.P.(B.)
DECEMBER 6, 1920

Are there any radical . antagonisms in the present-day capitalist world. that must be utilised? Yes, there are three principal
ones, which I should like to enumerate. The first, the one that
affects us closest, is the relations between Japan and ~erica.
War is brewing between them. They cannot live together in peace
on the shores of the Pacific, although those shores are three thousand versts apart. This rivalry arises incontestably from the relation between ·their capitalisms. A vast literature exists on the
future Japanese-American war. It is beyond doubt that war is
'brewing, that it is inevitable. The pacifists are trying to ignore the
matter and obscure it with general phrases, but no student of
the history of economic relations and diplomacy can have the
slightest doubt that war is ripe from the economic viewpoint and
is being prepared politically. One cannot open a single book on
this subject without seeing that a war is brewing. The world has
been partitiorred. Japan has seized vast colonies. Japan has a population of fifty million, and she is comparatively weak economically. America has a population of a hundred and ten million,
and although she is many times richer 'than Japan she has no
colonies. Japan has seized China, which has a population of four
hundred million and the richest coal reserves in the world. How
can this plum be kept? It is absurd to think that a stronger capitalism will not deprive a weaker capitalism of the latter's spoils.
Can the Americans remain-indifferent under such circumstances?
Caµ strong capitalists remain side by side With weak capitalists
and nof be expected to grab everything they can from the latter? What would .they be good for if .they did not? But that being
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the case, can we, as Communists, remain indifferent and merely
say: "We shall carry on propaganda for communism in these
countries." That is correct, but it is not everything. The practical
task of communist policy is to, take advantage of this hostility and
to play one side off against the other. Here a new situation arises.
Take the two imperialist countries, Japan and America. They
want to fight and will fight for world supremacy, for the right
to loot. Japan will fight so as to continue to plunder Korea which
she is doing with unprecedented brutality, combining all' the latest .technical inventions with purely Asiatic tortures. We recently
re'ceived a Korean newspaper which gives an account of what
the Japanese are ,doing. ·Here we find all the methods of tsarism
an~ ~l the latest technical perfections combined with a purely
Asiatic system of torture and unparalleled brutality. But the
Americans would like to grab this Korean titbit. Of course defence of country in such a war would be a heinous crime, ~ betrayal of socialism. Of course, to support one of these countries
against the other would be a crime against communism· we Com. have to play one off against the other. Are we' not commumsts
mitting a crime against communism? No, ~cause we are doing
that as a s.ociali~t state which is carrying on communist propag1
anda and IS obliged to take advantage of every hour granted it
by circumstances in order to gain strength as rapidly as possible.
We have begun .to gain strength, but very slowly. America and
the other capitalist countries are growing in economic and military
might at tremendous speed. We shall develop far more sl~wly,
however we muster our forces.
We must take advantage of the situation that has arisen. That
is the whole purpose of the Kamchatka concessions. We have had
a visit from Vandetlip, a distant relative of the well-known mult~ill.ionaire, if he is to be believed; but since our intelligence service m the Cheka, although splendidly organised, unfortunately
does not yet extend to the United States of America, we have not
yet established the exact kinship of these Vanderlips. Some even
say there is no kinship at all. I do not preswne to judge: my
knowledge .is confined to having read a book by Vanderlip, not
the one that was in our oountry and is. said to be such -a very imp-
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tant person that he has been received with all the honours by
and ministers-from which one must. infer that his pock.et
is very well lined indeed. He spoke to the~ m the way people discuss matters at meetings such as ours, for instance, and tol~ ~em
in the calmest tones how Europe should be restored. If mmiste~s
spoke to him with so muc? ~e~pect.' it mu.st mean that Vanderlip
is in touch with the multumlhonaires. His book revea~s the outlook of a man of business who knows nothing else but business and
who after observing Europe, says: "It looks as if nothing will
com~ of it and everything will go to the devil." The book is ~ull
of hatred of Bolshevism, but it does take up the matter of establt~h
ing business contacts. It is a most interesting book from ~e pomt
of view of agitation, too, better than many a com~un~t .book,
because its final conclusion is: "I'm afraid this pauent lS mcurable-though w~ have lots of money and the means for his treatment."
.
,
Well, Vanderlip brought a letter to the Council. of Peoples
Commissars. It was a very interesting letter, for, with the utter
frankness, cynicism and crudity of an American ~ightfist, the
writer of the letter said: "We ·are very strong now, m 1920, and
in 1923 our navy will be still stronger. However, Japan stands in
the way of our growing might and we shall have to fight her, and
you cannot fight without oil. Sell .us Kamchatk~, and I can vouch
that the enthusiasm of the American people will be so great th~t
we shall recognise you. The presidential elections in March will
result in a victory for our party. If, however, you let us have only
the lease of Kamchatka, I assure you there will be no such enthusiasm." That is almost literary what he said in his letter. ~ere
we have an unblushing imperialism, which d~s n?t·ev~n. cons1de~
it necessary to .veil itself in any way because. it thinks 1~ 1S magmficent just as it is. When this ·letter was received, we said ~ha~ we
must grasp at the opportunity with both hands. T?at he 1~ right,
economically speaking, is shown by the fact that m A~enc;a the
Republican Party is on the eve ofvictory. For the first tun~ m the
history of America, people in the South have voted against ~e
Democrats. It is therefore clear .that here we have the econorrucally correct reasoning of an imperialist. Kamchatka belonged to

~~ngs
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the former Russian Empire. That is true. Who it belongs to at
the present moment is ·not clear. It seems to be the property ·of
a state called the Far Eastern Republic, but the boundaries of that
state have not been precisely fixed. True, certain docwnents are
being drawn up on the subject, but, first, they have not yet been
drawn up, and second, they have not yet been ratified. The Far
East is dominated by Japan, who can do anything she pleases
there. If we lease to ·America Kamchatka, which legally belongs
to us but has actually been seized by Japan, we shall clearly be
the gain.ers. That is the basis of my political reasoning, and on
that ·basis we at once decided to conclude an immediate agreement with America. 0£ course, we have to bargain, as no businessman will respect us if we do not. Comrade Rykov accordingly
began to bargain, and we drafted an agreement. But when it
came to the actual signing, we said: "Everybody knows who we
a:e, but who are you?" It transpired that Vanderlip could provtde no guarantee, whereupon we said that we were ready to accommodate. Why, we said, this is merely a draft, and you said
yourself that it would come into force .when your party gamed
the upper hand; it has not gained the upper hand as yet so we
shall wait. Things worked out as follows: we drew up a draft of
the .t.rE.i.ty, as yet unsigned, giving Kamchatka-a big slice of the
territory of the Far East and North-East Siberia-to America for
a period of sixty years, with the right to build a naval harbour
in a port that is ice.free the year round, and has oil and coal.
A draft agreement is not binding in any way. We can always
say that it coµtains unclear passages, and back out at any moment.
In 1?at case we shall only have lost time in negotiating with Vanderlip, and a few sheets of paper; yet we have already gained something. One has only to take the reports from Europe to see that.
There is hardl'y a report from Japan which does not speak of
the great concern caused by the expected concessions. "We shall
not tQ!erate it," Japan declares, "it infringes our interests." Go
ahead then, and defeat America; we have no object.ions. We have
already set Japan and America at loggerheads, to put it crudely,
and have thereby gained a point. We have also gained as far as
the Americans are concerned.
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Who is Yanderlip? We have not established who he ~but it
is a fact that in the capitalist world telegrams are not dispatched

all over the world about rank-and-file citi:zens. And when he left
us, telegrams went to all corners of the earth. Well, he went
about saying that he had obtained a good concession and, wherever he went, began to praise Lenin. That was rather funny,
but let me tell you that there is a bit of politics in this funny situation. When Vanderlip had concluded all his negotiations
here, he wanted to meet me. I consulted representatives of t~e
appropriate departments and aske~ whether I shou~d re~e1~~
him. They said, "Let ·him leave with a sense of . sat1sfact1on.
.Vanderlip· came to see me. We talked about all these things, and
when he began to tell me that he had been in Siberia, that he
knew Siberia and came of a worker's family, just like most American multimillionaires, and so on, that they valued only practical
things, and that they believed a thing only when they saw it, I
replied, "Well, you :are a practical people, and when you see the
Soviet system you will introduce it in your own country." He
stared at me in amazement at this turn in the conversation, and
said to me in Russian (the whole conversation had been in
English), "Mozhet byt."* I asked in surprise where he. ha? got
his knowledge of Russian. "Why, I covered most of S1bena on
horseback when I was twenty-five." I will tell you of a remark
by Vanderlip which belongs to the sphere of the humorous. At
parting he said: "I shall have to tell them in America that Mr.
Lenin has no horns." I did not grasp his meaning at once, as
I don't understand English very. well. "What did you say? Will
you please repeat that?" He is a spry old fellmy; poin~g to his·
temple he said "No horns here." There was an mterpreter
'
'
.
Present who said , "That is exactly what he says." In America
they 1are 'convinced that I have horns here, that is, the bourgeois
say that I have been marked by the devil. "And now I shall
have to tell them that you have no honis," said Vanderlip. We
parted very amicably. I expressed the hope that friendly relations between the two states would be a basis not only for the
.

*
16- 563

Perhaps.- Ed.

.
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granting of a concession, but also for the normal development
of reciprocal economic assistance. It all went off in that kind
of vein. Then telegrams came telling what Vanderlip had said
on arriving home from abroad. Vanderlip had compared
Lenin· with Washington and Lincoln. Vanderlip had
asked for my autographed portrait. I had declined, because
when you present a portrait you write, "To Comrade So-andso", and I could not write, "To Comrade Vanderlip". Neither
was it possible to write: "To the Vanderlip we are signing a
concession with", because that concession agreement would be
concluded by the Administration when it took office. I did not
know what to write. It would have been illogical to give my
photograph to an out-and-out imperialist. Yet these were the
kind of telegrams that arrived; this affair has clearly played a
certain part in imperialist politics. When the news of the V~nd
erlip concessions came out, Harding-the man who has been
elected President, but who will take office only next Marchissued an official denial, declaring that he knew nothing about
it, had no dealings with the Bolsheviks and had heard nothing
about any concessions. That was during the elections, and, for
all we know, to confess, during elections, that you have dealings
with the Bolsheviks may cost you votes. That was why he issued
an official denial. He had this report sent to all the newspapers that
are hostile to the Bolsheviks and are on the pay roll of the imperialist parties. The political advantages we can gain in respect
of America and Japan are perfectly clear to us. This report is
significant because it concretely shows the kind of concessions
we want to sign, and on what terms. Of course this cannot be
told to the press. It can be told only to a Party meeting. We
must not be silent in the press about this agreement. It is to our
advantage, and we must not say a single word that may hamper
the conclusion of such an agreement because it promises us tremendous advantages and a weakening of both U.S. and Japanese
imperialism with regard to us.
All this deal means deflecting the imperialist forces away
from us--while the imperiaHsts are sighing and waiting for an
opportune moment to strangle the Bolsheviks, we are deferring
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that moment. When Japan was becoming involved in the Korean
"Of course, we
enture' the Japanese said to the Americans:
v
·
can
beat the Bolsheviks, but what will you give
us f or .it.? Ch'ma.?
We shall take her anyway, whereas here we have to ~o ten. thousand versts to beat the Bolsheviks, with you Americans m our
rear. No, that is not poHtics." Even then the Japanese could _have
beaten us in a few weeks, hacl there been a double-track railway
and America's aid in transport facilities. What saved us was the
fact that while Japan was gobbling up Chin.a she co~ld n.ot advance westward, through all of Siberia, with Arnenca m her
rear; moreover, she did not want to pull America's chestnuts out of
the fire.
A war between the imperialist powers would have saved us
even, more. If we are obliged to put up with such sc.oundrel.s ~s
the capitalist robbers, each of whom is ready to kmfe us, it is
our prime duty to make them turn their knives ag~st eac~
other. Whenever thieves fall out, honest men come mto ~eir
own. The second gain is purely political. Even if this concession
agreement does not materialise, it will be to our advantage. As
for the economic gain,_ it will provide us with part of ~he products. If the Americans received part of the products, it would
be to our advantage. There is so much oil and ore in Kamchatka
that we are obviously not in a position to work them.
I have shown you one of the imperialist antagonisms we must
take advantage of-that which exists between Japan an~ America. There is another-the antagonism between Amenca and
the rest of the capitalist world. Practically the entire capitalist
world of "victors" emerged from the war tremendously enrich~d.
America is strong; she is everybody's creditor and everythin~
depends on her; she is being more and more detested; she is
robbing all and sundry and doing so in a unique. fashion. She
has no colonies. Britain emerged from the war with vast colonies. So did France. Britain offered America a mandate-that
is the langtiage they use nowadays--for one of t~e colonies s~e had
seized but America did not accept it. U.S. busmessmen evidently
reaso~ in some other way. They have seen that, in the devastation it produces and the temper it arouses among the workers, war
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has very definite consequences, and they have come to the conclusion that there is nothing to be gained by accepting a mandate. Naturally, however, they will not permit this colony to be
used by any other state. All bourgeois literature testifies to a
rising hatred of America, while in America there is a growing
demand. for an agreement with Russia. America signed an agreement with Kolchak giving him recognition and support but here
th~ have already ~me to grief, the only reward for their pains
being. losses and disgr~ce. Thus we have before us the greatest
state i~ the world, which by 1923 will have a navy stronger than
the Bntish, and this state is meeting with growing enmity from
~he other capitalist .countries. We must take this trend of things
mto account. Amenca cannot come to terms with the rest of
Europe-that i~ a fact proved by history. Nowhere has the Versai.ll~s Treaty bee~ analysed so well as in the hook by Keynes, a
Br~bsh representative at Versailles. In bis book Keynes ridicules
W~n and the part he played in the Treaty of Versailles. Here,
Wilson proved to· be an utter simpleton, whom Clemenceau and
Lloyd George twisted round their little fingers. Thus everything
goes to show that America cannot come to terms with the other
countries because of the profound economic antagonism between
them, since America is richer than the rest.
We shall therefore examine all questions of concessions from
this angle: if the least opportunity arises of aggravating the differences between Am~rica and the other capitalist countries, it
should be grasped w.ith both hands. America stands in inevitable
contra~iction with the colonies, and if she attempts to become
more involved there she will be helping us ten times as much.
The colonies are seething with unrest, and when you touch them,
whether or not you like it, whether or not you are rich-and
the richer you are the better-you will be helping us, and the
~anderlips will be sent packing. That is why to us this antagonism is the main consideration.
The third antagonism is that between the Entente and Germany'. Germany has been vanquished, crushed by the Treaty of
Versail.les, but she possesses vast economic potentialities. Germany is . the world's second country in economic development,
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if America is taken as the first. The experts even say that as far
as the electrical industry is concerned she is superior to America,
and you know that the electrical industry is tremendously imPortant. As regards the extent of the application of electricity,
America is superior, but Germany has surpassed her in technical
perfection. It is on such a country that the Treaty of Versailles
has been imposed, a treaty she cannot possibly live under. Germany is one of the most powerful and advanced of the capitalist
countries. She cannot put up with the Treaty of Versailles.
Although she is herself imperialist, Germany is obliged to seek
for an ally against world imperialism, because she has been
crushed. That is the situation we must turn to our advantage.
Everything that increases the antagonism between America and
the rest of the Entente or between the entire Entente and Germany should be used by us from the viewpoint of the concessions.
That is why· we must try and attract their interest; that is why
the pamphlet Milyutin promised to bring, and has brought and
will distribute, contains the decrees of the Council of People's
Commissars written in a way that will attract prospective concessionaires. The booklet contains maps with explanations. We
sh.all get it translated into all languages and encourage its distribution with the aim of setting Germany against Britain, because
concessions will be a lifeline to Germany. We shall likewise set
America against Japan, the entire Entente against America, and
all Germany against the Entente.
These, then, are the three antiagonisms that are upsetting
the imperialists' apple-cart. That is the crux of the matter; that
is why, from the political standpoint, we should be heart and
soul-or rather with all our wits-in favour of concessions.
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FROM TIIE REPORT ON CONCESSIONS DELIVERED
TO TIIE R,C.P.(B.) GROUP AT TIIE EIGHTII
CONGRESS OF SOVIETS
DECEMBER 21, 1920

Com~ades, I t?ink you have made a fully correct decision by
preferrmg the dJSCuss1on on concessions to be held · first in the
~arty group. To the best of our knowledge, the question of concess1o~s has everywhere aroused considerable concern and even
aruuety, not only in Party circles and among ·the working-class
masses ~ut also among the masses of the peasantry. All comrades
have pointed o.ut that, since the decree of November 23 of this
~ear, the ~uest1ons most frequently raised and the written questJons su?nutted at ~ost meetings held on a variety of subjects have
dealt with concessions, and the general tone of the questions as
'Well .~s ?f talk on the -subject, has been one of apprehension:' we
have dnven out our own capitalis~, and now we want to admit
?thers. I ~elieve that this apprehension, this widespread interest
m concess1on~isplayed, not only by Party comrades but by
ma~y ot~ers--1s a good sign, which shows that in three years
of mc~edibly hard struggle the workers' :1;nd peasants' state power has becom~ so strong and our experience of the capitalists
has become so fixed in the mind that the broad masses consider
th.e workers' an~ peasants' state power stable enough to manage
without conce~10ns; they also consider their lesson learnt well
e~ugh to .avoid any deals with the capitalists unless there is a
d.1re necessity to d~ so. This sort of supervision from below, this
kmd o~ apprehension emanating from the masses, and this kind
of a.ruuety a~ong. non-~arty circles show the highly vigilant attention
that. 1s bemg paid to relations between
·
I'
. us and th e capita 1sts. I believe that on this score we should absolutely welcome
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this apprehension as revealing the temper of the masses.
Yet I think that we shall come to the conclusion that, in
the question of concessions, we cannot be guided by this
revolutionary instinct alone. When we have analysed all aspects
of the question we shall see that the policy we have adopted-the
policy of offering concessions-is the correct one. I can tell you
briefly that the main subject of my report-or rather the
repetition of a talk I had very recently in Moscow with several
hundred leading executives, because I have not prepared a
report and cannot; present it to you-the main subject of this
talk is to 'Offer proof of two premises: first, that any war is
merely the continuation of peacetime politics by other means,
and second, that the concessions which we are giving, which
we are forced to give, are a continuation of war in another fonn,
using other means. To prove these two premises, or rather to
prove only the second because the first does not require any
special proof, I shall begin with the political aspect of the
question. I shall dwell on those relations existing between the
present-day imperialist powers, which are important for an
understanding of present-day foreign policy in its entirety, and
of our reasons for adopting this policy.
The American Vanderlip sent a letter to the Council of
People's Commissars in which he said that the Republicans,
members of the Republican Party of America, the party of the
banking interests, which is linked with memories of the war
against the Southern States for liberation, were not in power
at the time. He wrote this before the November elections, which
he hoped the Republicans would win (they have won them)
and have their own president in March. The Republicans'
policy, he went on, would not repeat the follies that had involved
America in European affairs, they would look after their own
interests. American interests would lead them to a clash with
Japan, and they would fight Japan.. It might interest you to
know, he went on, that in 1923 the U.S. navy would be strnnger
than Britain's: To fight, they n~eded control of oil, without which
they could not wage a modern war. They not only needed oil,
but also had to take steps to. ensure that the enemy did not get
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any. Japan was in a bad way in that respect. Somewhere near
K.amc~atka th~re is an inlet (whose name he had forgotten )
with ~il deposits, and they did not want the Japanese to get
that oil. r.f we sold them that land, Vanderlip could vouch that
~he ~encans would grow so enthusiastic that the U.S. would
unmed1~tely reco'?nise our govermnent. If we offered a
conceSSion, and did not sell them the land, he could not say
that they. would refuse to examine the project; but he could
not prom~se the enthusiasm that would guarantee recognition
of the Soviet Government.
~a!1derlip's l~tter is q~te outspoken; with unparalleled
cynicism he outlines the .pomt of view of an imperialist who
clearl.y sees that a wa.r with Japan is imminent, and poses the
question
openly
'll
. and d1rectly--enter into a deal with us and you
WI
get certam advantages from it. The issue is the following:
the Far E~st, Kamchatka and a piece of Siberia are de facto in
the p~c;sess1on of Japan insofar as her troops are in control there,
and circwns~nces made necessary the creation of a buffer state,
the F~r Eastern Republic. We are well aware of the unbelievable
suffermgs that the Siberian peasants are endunng· at the h d
of the. Japanese 1mperialtsts
·
. . and the atrocities the Japanese have
an s
con:m1tted in Siberia. The comrades from Siberia know th ..
their recent publications have given details of it. Neverthel~:·
we cannot go to war with Japan and must make every effort'
~ot only to put off a war with Japan but, if poosible, to aver~
it because, for ;easons known to you, it is beyond our strength.
At 1?~ same time J~pan ~s causing us tremendous losses by
depnvmg us of our Imks with world . trade through the Pacific
Ocean.. Under ~uch conditions, when we are confronted with
a growmg conflict, an imminent clash between America and
Japan-for a most stubborn struggle has been going on for
many de~des between Japan and America over the Pacific
Ocean ~nd the mastery of its shores, and the entire diplomatic,
econonuc and trade history of the Pacific Ocean and ·t h
· f 11 f ·
. .
1 s s ores
is u o ~u1te definite mdications that the struggle is developing
and makmg ~ar ?etween America and Japan inevitable-we
return to a s1tuation we were in for three years: we are a
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Socialist Republic surrounded by imperialist countries that are
far stronger than us in the military sense, are using every means
of agitation and propaganda to increase hatred for the Soviet
Republic, and will never miss an opportunity for military
intervention, as they put it, i.e., to strangle Soviet power.
If, remembering this, we cast a glance over the history of
the past three years from the point of view of the international situation of the Soviet Republic, it becomes clear that we
have been able to hold out and have been able to defeat the
Entente powers-an alliance of unparalleled might that was
supported by our whiteguards-only because there has been no
unity among these powers. We have so far been victorious only
because of the most profound discord among the imperialist
powers, and only because that ·discord has not been a fortuitous
and internal dissension between parties, but a most deep-seated
and ineradicable conflict of economic interests among the
imperialist ·countries which, based on private property in land
and capital, cannot but pursue a predatory policy which has
stultified their efforts to unite their forces against the Soviets.
I take Japan, who controlled almost the whole of Siberia and
could, of course, have helped Kolchak at any time. The main
reason she did not do so was that her interests differ radically
from those of America, and she did not want to pull chestnuts
out of the fire for U.S. capital. Knowing this weakness, we
could of course pursue no other policy than that of taking advantage of tllls enmity between America and Japan so as to
strengthen ourselves and delay any possibility of an agreement
between Japan and America against us; we have had an instance
of the possibility of such an agreement: American newspapers
carried the text of an agreement between all countries who had
promised to support Kolchak.
That agreement fell through, of course, but it is not impossible
that an attempt will be made to restore it at the first opportunity..
The deeper and more formidable the communist movement
grows, fue greater will be the nwnber of new attempts to
strangle our Republic. Hence our policy of utilising the discord
among the imperialist powers so as to hamper an agreement
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or to make one temporarily impossible. This has been the
fund~ental line of our policy for three years; it necessitated the
~nclusio~ of the Peace of Brest-Litovsk, as well as the signing,
w:ith Bullitt, of a peace treaty and an armistice agreement most
disadvantageous to us. This political line of conduct enjoins us
to grasp ~~ a prop~! on the granting of concessions. Today
we are giving Amenca Kamchatka, which in any case is not
actually ours because it is held by Japanese troops. At the
mom~nt we are in no condition to fight Japan. We ·are giving
Amenca, for economic exploitation, a territory where we have
absolutely no naval or military forces, and where we cannot
sen? ·them. By d?ing ~o . we arc setting American imperialism
agamst Japanese impenahsm and against the bourgeoisie closest
to us, the Japanese bourgeoisie, which still maintains its hold
on the Far Eastern Republic.
Thus, our main interests were political at the concessions
negotiations. Recent events, moreover, have shown with the
greatest clarity that we have been the gainers from the mere
fact of ne~otiations on concessions. We have not. yet granted
any concessions, and shall not be able to do so until the American
president takes office, which will not be before March· besides
,
'
we reserve the possibility of renouncing the agreement when
the details are being worked out.
It follows, therefore, that in this matter the economic interest
is secondary, its real value lying in its political interest. The
contents of the press we have received goes to show that we
have been the gainers. Vanderlip himself .insisted that the
concessions .plan should be kept secret for the time being, until
the ~ep~bhcan. Party had won the elections. y.le agreed not to
publish either hIS le.tter or the entire preliminary draft. However,
it appeared that such a secret could not be kept for long. No
soo~er h~d Vanderlip returned to America than exposures of
vanous kmds began. Before the elections Harding was candidate
for the presidency: he has now been elected. The selfsame
Harding ·published in the press a denial of the report that he
was iin touch with the Soviets through Vanderlip. That denial
was categorical, almost in the following words: I don't know
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Vanderlip and recognise no relations with the Soviets. The
son behind this denial is quite obvious. On the eve of the
rea
·
· m1g
'ht h ave mean t losmg
'
elections
in bourgeois America,
it
several hundred thousand votes for Harding .to become known
as a supporter of an agreement with the S~viets, and so he
hastened to announce in the press that he did not know any
Vanderlip. As soon as the elections were over, ~owever,
infonnation of a quite different .k ind began to come m from
America. In a number of newspaper articles Vanderlip came out
in foll support of an agreement with the Soviets and even wrote
in one article that he compared Lenin' to Washington. It turns
out, therefore; that in the bourgeois countries we have
propagandists for an agreement with ~s, and have. won these
propagandists from among representatives of exploiters of the
worst type, such as Vanderlip, and not in the person of the
Soviet ambassador or among certain journalists.
When I told a meeting of leading executives what I am now
telling you, a comrade just back from America, where he. had
worked in Vanderlip's factories, sai~ he had b~n, homfi~d;
nowhere had he seen such exploitation as at Vanderhp s factories.
And now in the person of this capitalist shark we have won a
propagandist for trade relations with Soviet Russia, and even
if we do not get anything except the proposed agreemen~ on
concessions we shall still be able to say that we have gamed
something. We have received a nwnber of reports, secret ones,
of course to the effect that the capitalist countries have not
given up 'the idea of launching a new w~r ~gainst Soviet Ru~sia
in the spring. We have learnt that preliminary steps are bemg
taken by . some capitalist states, while whiteguard eleme.nts
are, it may be said, making preparations in all c~untnes.
Our chief interest, therefore, lies in achieving the re-estabhshment
of trade relations, and for that purpose we need to have at least
a section of the capitalists on our side.
.
In Britain the struggle has been going on for a long tune.
We have gained by the mere fact that among those who
represent the worst capitalist exploitation we h.ave peoi:ile who
back the policy of restoring trade relations with Russia. The
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agreement with Britain-a trade
signed. Krasin is now
t" I
~ent-has not yet been
..
ac 1ve y negottatin · · L
Bntish Government has s b "t d .
g It m ondon. T he
u m1 te its draft to
d
presented our counterdraft but 11 th
us an we have
British Government is d ' .
a
e same we see that the
there is a reactionary mil~;:gmg out the negotiations and that
hindering the conclusion
!:~~p hard at work there which is
been succes.rlul It .
.
. agreements and has so far
·
IS our pnme mte t
d
.
support anything that can stren t} res an prrme duty to
working for the conclusion of ~h.1en· the parties and groups
Vanderlip we have gained s h
is agreement with us. In
or because Vanderlip i·s uc t~ sluppl.orter, not by mere chance
. .
par tcu ar y enterp ·. ·
..
nsmg or knows
S. tbena very well · The causes here lie
h d
linked with the develo
f
m~c eeper and are
imperialism, which posscss!:me~t o the interests of British
between American and B .t. ah .uge ~~iber of colonies. This rift
. ,
n is Irnpenabsm . d
d . .
rmperative duty to base ourselves on it
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with Vanderlip ended by his saying as he was leaving, "Yes, it
is true Mr. Lenin has no horns and I must tell that to my friends
iQ America." It would have seemed simply ridiculous had it not
been £or the further reports in the European press to the effect
that the Soviets are a monster no relations can be established
with. We were given an opportunity to throw into that swamp
a stone in the person of Vanderlip, who favours the
re-establishment of trade relations with us.
There has not been a single report from Japan that has ·not
spoken of the extraordinary alarm in Japanese commercial
circles. The Japanese public say that they will 'never go against
their own interests, and are opposed to concessions in ·soviet
Russia. In short, we have a terrific aggravation of the enmity
between Japan and America and thus an undoubted slackening
of both Japanese and American pressure on us.
At the meeting of executives in Moscow· where I had to
mention the fact, the following question was asked. "It appears,"
one of the comrades wrote, "that we are driving Japan · and
America to war, but it is the workers and peasants who will do
the fighting. Although. these are imperialist powers, is it worthy
of us socialists to drive two power11 into a war against each other,
which will lead to the shedding of workers' blood?" I replied
that if we were really driving workers and peasants to war that
would be a crime. All our politics and propaganda, however,
are directed towards putting an end to war and in no way towards
driving nations to war. Experience has shown sufficiently that
the socialist revolution is the only way out of eternal warfare. Our
policy, therefore, is not that of involving others in a war. We
have not done anything justifying, directly or indirectly, a war
between Japan and America. All our propaganda and all
our newspaper articles try to drive home the truth that a war
between America and Japan would be just as much an imperialist
war as the one betwe-en the British and the German groups in
1914, and that socialists should think, not of defending their
respective countries but of overthrowing the power of the
capitalists; they should think of the workers' revolution. Is it
the correct policy for us to use the discord between the
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imperialist bandits to make it more difficult for them to unite
against us, who are doiqg everything in our power to accelerate
· that revolution, but are in the position of a weak sociaJist
republic that is being attacked by imperialist bandits? Of course,
it is the correct policy. We have pursued that policy for four
years. The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk was the chief expression of
this policy. While the German imperialists were offering
resistance, we were able to hold out even when the R~ Army
had not yet been formed, by. using the contradictions existing
between the imperialists.
Such was the situation in which our concessions policy in
respect to Kamchatka emerged. This type of concession is quite
exceptional. I shall speak later of the way the other concessions
~re taking shape. For the moment I shall confine myself to the
political aspect of the question, I want to point out that the
relations between Japan and America ~how why it is to our
advantage to offer concessions or to use them as .an inducement.
Concessions presume some kind of re-establishment . of peaceful
agreements, the restoration of trade relations; they presume the
possibility for us to begin direct and extensive purchases of the
machinery we need. We must turn all our efforts to achieving
this. That has not yet been done.
We have been told that the concessionaires will create exclusive
conditions for their workers, and supply them with better clothes,
better footwear, and better food. That will be their propaganda
among ~ur workers, who are suffering privation and will have
to suffer privation for a long time to. come. We shall then have
a socialist republic in which the workers are poverty-stricken and
next to it a capitalist island, in which the workers get an excellent
livelihood. This apprehension is frequently voiced at our Party
meetings. Of course, there is a danger of that kind, and it shows
.that concessions are a continuation of .w ar and do not constitute
peace. We have, however, experienced far greater deprivations
and have seen that workers from capitalist countries nevertheless
come to our country, knowing that the economic conditions
awaiting them in Russia are far worse; surely, then, we ought
to be able to defend ourselves against such propaganda with
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counter-propaganda; surely we should be. able to sho~ . the
workers that capitalism can, of course, provtde better co~ditions
for certain groups of its workers, but that this does not imp~ov_e
. the ronditions of the ,rest of the workers. And lastly, w~y is it
that at every contact with bourgeois Europe. and ~enca we,
not they, have always won? Why is it that to this day it 1.s the! who
fear to send delegations to us, and not we to them? To th1s day
we have always managed to win over to our side at least a ~all
part of the delegations, despite the fact that such delegations
consisted in the main of Menshevik elements,. and that they we~
peopl who came to us for short periods. Should we be afraid
of be~ unable to explain the truth to the workers?! We should
be in a bad way if we had such fears, if ~e ~ere to place such
considerations above the direct interest which is a matter of the
greatest significance as far as concessions are concerned. The
position of our peasants and workers remains a difficult one.
It must be improved. We cannot have any do~bt ~n ·that .score.
I think we shall agree that the concessions pobcy is a pohcy of
continuation of the war, but we must also agree that it is_ o~
task to ensure the continued existence of an isolated soc~t
republic surrounded by capitalist enemies, to preserve a repu~hc
th.at is infinitely weaker than the capitalist enemies ~urroun~ng
it thereby eliminating any possibility of .our enennes formmg
a~ alliance among themselves for the struggle against ~· and ~
hamper their policies and not give them an opportumty to wm
a victory. It is our task to secure for Russia the necessary
machinery and funds for the restoration of the economy; when
we have obtained that, we shall stand SO. firmly O~ our OW~ feet
th:3.t no capitalist enemies can overawe us. That ~s· the pomt. of
view which has.guided us in our policy on concessions, the pohcy
I have outlined.

First published in 1930
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INTERNATIONAL WORKING WOMEN'S DAY

IN DEFENCE OF THE TACTICS
OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAi:

(Excerpt)
FROM THE SPEECH AT THE THIRD CONGRESS
OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
JULY 1, 1921

And so on this international working women's day countless
meetings of working women in all countries of the world will
send greetings to Soviet Russia, which has been the first to tackle
this unparalleled and incredibly hard but great task, a task that is
universally great and truly liberatory. There will be bracing calls
not to lose hearr in face of the fierce and frequently savage
bourgeois reaction. The "freer'' or "more democratic" a bourgeois
country is, the wilder the rampage of its gang of capitalist against
the workers' revolution, an example of this being the democratic
republic of the United States of North America. But the mass of
workers have already awakened. The dormant, somnolent and
inert masses in America, Europe and even in backward Asia
were finally roused by the imperialist war.

Published in a Supplement to
Pravda No. 51, March 8, 1921
Signed: N. Lenin

i

Vol. 32, p. 162

I have been speaking too long as it is; hence I wish to say
only a few words about the concept of "masses". It is one that
changes in accordance with the c..11anges in the nature of the
struggle. At the beginning of the struggle it took only a few
thousand genuinely revolutionary workers to warrant talk of the
masses. If the party succeeds in drawing into the struggle not
only its own members, if it also succeeds in arousing non-party
people, it is well· on the way to winning the masses. During our
revolutions there were instances when several theusand workers
represented the masses. In the history of our movement, and of
our struggle against the Mensheviks, you will find many examples
where several thousand workers in a town were enough to give
a clearly mass character to the movement~ You have a mass
when several thousand non-party workers, who usually live · a
philistine life and drag out a miserable existence, and who have
never heard anything about politics, begin to act in a
revolutionary way. If the movement spreads and intensifies, it
gradually develops into a real revolution. We saw this in 1905
and 1917 during three revolutions, and you too will have to go
through all this. When the revolution has been sufficiently
prepared, the concept "masses" becomes different: several
thousand workers no longer constitute the masses. This word
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begins to denote something else. The concept of "masses"
underg~s a change so that it implies the majority, and not
simply a majority of the workers alone, but the majority of all
the exploited. Any other kind of interpretation is impermissible
for a revolutionary, and. any other sense of the word becomes
incomprehensible. It is possible. that even a small party, the
British or American party, for example, after it has thoroughly
studied the course of political development and become
acquainted with the life and customs of the non-party masses,
will at a favourable moment evoke a revolutionary movement
(Comrade Radek has' pointed to the miners' strike as a good
example). You will have a mass movement if such a party comes
forward with its slogans at such a moment and succeeds in
getting millions of workers to follow it. I would not altogether
deny that a revolution can be started by a very small party and
brought to a victorious conclusion. But one must have a
knowledge of the methods by which the masses can be won over.
For this thoroughgoing preparation of revolution is essential. But
here you have comrade$ coming forward with the assertion that
we should immediately give up the demand for "big" masses.
They must be challenged. Without thoroughgoing preparation
you will not achieve victory in any country. Quite a small party
is sufficient to lead the masses. At certain times there is no
necessity for big organisations.
But to win, we must have the sympathy of the masses. An
absolute majority is not always essential;· but what is essential
to win and retain power is not only the majority of the working
class--! use the term "working class" in its West-European sense,
i.e., in the sense of the industrial proletariat-but also the
majority of the working and exploited rural population. Have
you thought about this? Do we find in Terracini's speech even
a hint at this thought? He speaks only of "dynamic tendency"
and the "transition from passivity to activity". Does he devote
even a single word to the food question? And yet the workers
demand their victuals, although they can put up with a great
deal and go hungry, as we have seen to a certain extent in Russia.
We must, therefore, win over to our side not only the majority
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of the working class, but also the majority of the working and
exploited rural population. Have you prepared for this? Almost
nowhere.

First published in 1922 in the book:
Third World Congress of the Communist
International. Verbatim Report,
Petrograd, 1922
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HOME AND FOREIGN POLICY OF THE REPUBLIC

THE HOME AND FOREIGN POUCY
OF THE REPUBUC
FROM A REPORT OF THE ALL-RUSSIA
CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITI'EE AND TIIE COUNCIL
OF PEOPLE'S COMMISSARS TO THE NINTH ALL-RUSSIA
CONGRESS OF SOVIETS
DECEMBER 25, 1921

Today we see how the representatives of the most moderate
bourgeoisie, who are definitely and without doubt far removed
from socialist ideas, to say nothing of "that awful Bolshevism",
change their tune; this con~ns even people like the famous
writer Keynes, whose book has been translated into all languages,
who took part in the Versailles nego.tiations, at;ld who devoted
himself heart and soul to helping the governments-even he,
subsequently, bas had to change his tune, to give it up, although
he continues to curse socialism. I repeat, he does not mention,
nor does he wish even to think about Bolshevism-but he tells
the capitalist world: "What you are doing will lead you into a
hopeless situation'', and he even proposes something like the
annulment of all debts. .
That is excellent, gentlemen! You should have followed our
example long ago.
Only a few days ago we read a. short report in the newspapers
to the effect ~hat one of the most experienced, exceedingly skilful
and astute leaders of a capitalist government, Lloyd George, is,
it appears, beginning to propose a similar step; and that
seemingly the U.S.A. wishes to reply by saying: "Sorry, but we
want to be repaid in full." That being so, we say to ourselves
that things are not going too well in these advanced and mighty
states since they are discussing such a simple measure s0 many
years after the war. This was one of the easiest things we did-it
was nothing to some of the other difficulties we overcame.
(Applause.) When we see the growing confusion on this question
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we say that we are not afraid of their propagand~; although we
by no means forget either the dangers surrounding us or our
economic and military weakness compared to any one of these
states, who, jointly, quite openly and frequent~y expre~ their
hatred for us. Whenever we express somewhat different views as
to whether the existence of landowners and capitalists is justified
they do not like it, and these views are dec~ared to be criminal
propaganda. I simply cannot understand this, for the same sort
of propaganda is conducted legally in all states that do ?ot share
our economic views and opinions. Propaganda which calls
Bolshevism monstrous, criminal, usurpatory-this monster defies
description-this propaganda is conducted openly in all these
countries. Recently I had a meeting with Christensen, who was
a candidate for the U.S. Presidency on behalf of the farmers'
and workers' party there. Do not be misled by this name,
comrades. It does not in the least resemble the workers' and
peasants' party in Russia. It is a purely. ~w-geois ~arty, o~nly
and resolutely hostile to any kind of SOCialism, ~d is ~ecogrure?
as being perfectly respectable by all bourgeois parties. This
Danish-born American, who received almost a million votes at
the presidential electiOns (and this, after all, .is someth~ng in the
:United States), told me how in Denmark, when he tned to ~ay
among people "dressed like I am", and he was well dressed, like
a bourgeois that the Bolsheviks were not criminals, "they nearly
killed me".' They told him that the Bolsheviks were monsters,
usurpers, and that they were s~rprised ~h~t anyone. could mention such people in decent sOCiety. This 1s the type of propaganda atmosphere surrounding us.
We see · nevertheless, that a certain equilibrium has been
created. This is the objective political situation; quite independent
of our victories which proves that we have fathomed the depth
of the contradictions connected with the imperiali~t war, and
that we are gauging them more correctly than ever before and
more ~rrectly than other powers, who, despite all their victories,
despite all their strength, have not ~et fou~d a w~y o~t, nor ;iee
any That is the substance of the mternational situation whiclll
acc~unts for what we now see. We have before us a highly
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unstable equilibrium but one that is, nevertheless, certain, obvious,
indisputable. I do not know whether this is for long, and I do
not think that anyone can know. That is why, for our part, we
must display the utmost caution. And the first precept of our
policy, the first lesson that emerges from our governmental
activities for the past year, the lesson which must be learned by
all workers and peasants, is to be on the alert, to remember that
we are surrounded by people, classes, governments who openly
express the utmost hatred for us. We must remember that we
are always a hair's breadth away from invasion. We shall do all
iQ our power to prevent this misfortune. It is doubtful that any
nation has experienced such a burden of the imperialist war as
we have. Then we bore the ;burden of the Civil War forced on
us by the ruling classes, who fought for the Russia of the bnigres,
the Russia of the landowners, the Russia of the capitalists. We
know, we knpw only too well, the incredible misfortunes that war
brings to the workers and peasants. For that reason our attitude
to this question must be most cautious and circumspect. We are
ready 1'to make the greatest concessions and sacrifices in order to
preserve the peace for which we have paid such a high price. We
are ready to make huge concessions and sacrifices, but not any
kind and not for ever. Let those, fortunately not numerous,
representatives of the war parties and aggressive cliques of
Finland, Poland and Rumania who make great play of this-let
them mark it well. (Applause.)
Anyone who has any political sense or acumen will say that
there has not been-nor can there be-a government in Russia
other than the Soviet Government prepared to make such
concessions and sacrifices in relation to nationalities within our
state, and also to tnose which had joined the Russian Empire.
There :is not, and cannot be, another government which would
recognise as clearly as we do and declare so distinctly to one and
all that the attitude of old Russia (tsarist Russia, Russia of the
war parties) to the nationalities populating Russia was criminal,
that this attitude was impermissible, that it aroused the rightful
and indignant protest and discontent of the oppressed
natiorialitie8. There is not, and cannot be, another government
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which would so openly admit this, which would conduct this
anti-chauvinist propaganda, a propaganda that recognises the
guilt of old Russia, tsarist Russia, Kerensky Russia-a
government which would conduct propaganda against the forcible
incorporation of other nationalities into Russia. This is not mere
words-this is an obvious political fact, absolutely indisputable
and plain for all to see. As long as no nationalities engage in
intrigues against us which bind them to the imperialist oppressi.on, as long as they do not help to crush us, we shall not be
deterred by formalities. We shall not forget that we are
revolutionaries. (Applause.) But there are facts incontrovertibly
and indisputably showing that in Russia, that 1u:.s defeated the
Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries, the smallest, completely
unarmed nationality, however weak it may be, may and must absolutely rest assured that we have nothing but peaceful intentions
towards it, that our propaganda about the criminality of the old
policy of the old governments is not weakening, and that we are as
firm as ever in our desire at all costs, and at the price of enormous
sacrifices and concessions, to maintain peace with all nationalities
that belonged to the former Russian Empire, but who did not
wish to remain with us. We have proved this. And we shall prove
this no matter how great the curses rained on us from all sides.
It seems to us that we have given excellent proof of it, and we
declare to the meeting of representatives of the workers and
peasants of Russia, to the many millions of workers and peasants,
that we shall do our utmost to preserve peace in the future, that
we shall not shrink from great sacrifices and concessions in order
to safeguard this peace.
There are, however, limits beyond which one cannot go. We
shall not permit peace treaties to be flouted. We shall not permit
attempts to interfere with our peaceful work. On no account
shall we permit this, and we shall rise to a man to defend our
existence. (Applause.)
Comrades, what I have just said is perfectly clear and
comprehensible to you, and you could not expect anything else
from anyone reporting to you on our policy. You know that
such, and no other, is our policy. But, unfortunately, there are
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now two worlds: the old world of capitalism, that is in a state
of confusion but which will never surrender voluntarily, and
the rising new world, which is still very weak," but which will
grow, for it is invincible. This old world has its old diplomacy,
which cannot believe that it is possible to speak frankly and
forthrightly. This old diplomacy thinks there must be a trap of
some sort here. (Applause, laughter.) When this economically
and militarily all-powerful old world sent us-that was some time
ago-Bullitt, a representative of the United States Government,
who came to us with the proposal that we should conclude peace
with Kolchak arid Denikin on terms that were most unfavourable
to us-we said that we held so dear the blood of the workers
and peasants shed for so long in Russia that although the terms
were extremely unfavourable we were prepared to accept them,
because we were convinced that the forces of Kolchak and
Denikin would disintegrate from within. We said this quite frankly, with the minimum of diplomatic subtlety, and so they
concluded that we must be trying to dupe them. And Bullitt,
who had held th~se friendly, round-table conversations with us,
was met with reproach and compelled to resign as soon ,as he
got home. I am surprised that he has not yet been thrown into
gaol, in keeping with the imperialist custom, for secretly
sympathising with the Bolsheviks. (Laughter, applause.) But the
upshot was that we, who at that time had proposed peace to our
disadvantage, obtained peace on much more favourable terms.
That was something of a lesson. I know that we can no more
learn the old diplomacy than we can remould ourselves; but the
lessons in diplomacy that we have given since then and that have
been learned by the other powers must have had some effect;
they must have remained in the memory of some people.
(Laughter.) Hence, our straightforward . statement that our
workers and peasants prired above all the blessings of peace, but
that there were limits to the concessions they were prepared to
make to preserve it, was taken to mean that they had not for a
moment, not for a second, forgotten the hardships they had
suffered in the imperialist war and the Civil War. .This reminder,
which I am sure this Congress, and the whole mass of workers
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and peasants all Russia, will endorse and express-this reminder
will surely h~ve some effect and play a ce~ain rol~, no mattc:r
how the powers take it, no matter what diplomatic ruse therr
old diplomatic habits make them suspect.
.
This, comrades, is what I think must be . s_ai~ about our
international situation. A certain unstable eqW!t~n';11° has been
reached. Materially-economically and nuhtanly-we are
extremely weak; but morally-by which, of course, I mean not
bstract morals but the aligrunent of the real forces of all classes
all countries-'.-we are the strongest of all. This has been proved
in practice; it has been proved not merely by words but. by deed~;
it has been proved once and, if history ~kes a ~rtam tum, tt
will, perhaps, be proved many times again. That IS why we say
that having started on our work of peaceful ~evelopm~nt we
shall exert every effort to continue it without mterrupt1on. At
L.
tue
same tun'e , comrades, be vigt'lant, safeguard the defence
potential of our country, strengthen our Red Army. to the. utmos~,
and remember that we have no right to permit ~ t~tant s
siackening where our workers and peasants and their gams are
concerned. (Applause.)

:i
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there is no reason to fear this. The quiet, steady, calm! not v~ry
pid but profound work of creating genuine Communist Parties,
:nuine revolutionary vanguards of t~e proletariat, has begun and
is proceeding in Europe and Amenca.

NOTES OF A PUBLICIST
(Excerpt)

The development of the German alld Italian Communist
Parties since the Third Congress of the Comintern has shown
that the mistakes committed by the Lefts at that Congress have
been noted and are being rectified-little by little, slowly, but
steadily; the decisions of the Third Congress of the Communist
International are being loyally carried out. The process of
transforming the old type of European parliamentary partywhich in fact is reformist and only slightly tinted with revolutionary colours--into a new type of party, into a genu,inely
revolutionary, genuinely Communist Party, is an extremely
arduous one. This is demonstrated most clearly, perhaps, by the
example of France. The process of changing the type of Party
work in everyday life, of getting it out of the humdrwn channel;
the process of converting the Party into the vanguard of the
revolutionary proletariat without permitting it to become divorced
from the masses, but, on the contrary, by linking it more and
more closely with them, imbuing them with revolutionary
consciousness and rousing them for the revolutionary struggle,
is a very difficult, but most important one. If the European
Communists do not take advantage of the intervals (probably
very short) between the periods of particularly acute revolutionary
battles--such as took place in many capitalist countries of Europe
and America in 1921 and the beginning of 1922-for the purpose
of bringing about this fundamental, internal, profound
reorganisation of the whole structure of their Parties and of their
work, they will be committing-the gravest of crimes. Fortunately,

Written late in February 1922
First published in Pravda No. 87,
April 16, 1924

Vol. 33, pp. 209-10

ON TIIE SIGNIFICANCE
OF MILITANT MATERIALISM
A FLY IN THE OINTMENT

(Excerpt)

Pod Znamenem Marksizma, which sets out to be an organ of
militant materialism, should devote much of its space to atheist
propaganda, to reviews of the literature on the subject and to
correcting the immense shortcomings of our governmental work
in this field. It is particularly important to utilise books and
pamphlets which contain many concrete facts and comparisons
showing how the class interests and class organisations of the
modem bourgeoisie are connected with the organisations of
religious institutions and religious propaganda.
All material relating to the United States of America, where
the official, state connection between religion and capital is less
manifest, is extremely important. But, on the other hand, it
becomes all the clearer to us that so-called modern democracy
(which the Mensheviks, the Socialist-Revqlutionaries, partly also
the anarchists, etc., so unreasonably worship) is nothing but the
freedom to preach whatever is to the advantage of the bourgeoisie,
to preach, namely, the most reactionary ideas, religion, obscurantism, defence of the exploiters, etc.

Pod Znamenem Marksizma No. 3,
March 1922
Signed: N. Lenin

Vol. 33, pp. 231-32

Citizen 0. A. Yennansky has written a very good, useful book:
The Taylor System and the Scientific Organisation of Labour
(Gosizdat, 1922). It is a revised edition of h1s book, The Taylor
System, which first appeared in 1918. The book has· been
substantially enlarged; very important supplements have been
added: I. "Productive Labour and Culture"; II. "The Prob!~ of
Fatigue". One of the most important sections, earlier enutled
"Labour and Leisure", only 16 pages long, has now been e!llarged
to 70 pages (Chapter III: "Human Labour").
The book gives a detailed exposition of the Taylor system and,
this is especially important, both its positive and n~gati~e as_pects,
and also the principal scientific data on the phys1ologtcal mtak~
and output in the human machine. On the whole the ~ is
quite suitable, I think, as a standard textbook for all trade umon
schools and for all secondary schools in general. To learn h~w
to work is now the main, the truly national task of the Sov1~t
Republic. Our primary and most ~portant. task is to at!a1~
universal literacy, but we should m no circumstances . hnut
ourselves to this target. We must at all costs go beyond it and
adopt everything that is truly valuable in European and
American science.
Citi:zen Yermansky's book has serious f:law which ma~ make
it unacceptable as a t~xtbook. It is the author's verbos1~. He
repeats the same thing again and again without. any conceivable
need. I suppose · the author may be vindicated to some extent
by the fact that he was not trying to write a textbook. However, he
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says on p. VIII that he regards the popular exposition of scientific
quest~o~ as one of the merits of his book. He is right. But popular
exposit.ton should also shun repetition. The people have no time
to waste on bulky volumes. Without g00d reason Citizen
Yermansky's book is much too bulky. That is what p~events it
from being a popular book ....*

\Yritten after September 10, 1922
First published in 1928
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*

Here the manuscript breaks off.-Ed.

FROM A SPEECH AT TIIE FOURTH SESSION
OF TIIE ALL-RUSSIA
CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
NINTH CONVOCATION
OCTOBER 81, 1922

Vol. 33, pp. 368-69

(Stormy, prolOnged applause. All rise.) Comrades, permit me
to confine myself to a few words of greeting. We should first of
all, of course, send our greetings to the Red Army, which has
recently given further proof of its valour by capturing Vladivostok
and clearing the entire territory of the last of the republics linked
with Soviet Russia. I am sure that I am expressing the general
opinion when I say that we all welcome this new feat of. the Red
Army, and also the fact that apparently a very important step
has been taken towards bringing the war to a close; the last of
the whiteguard forces have been· driven into the sea. (Applause.)
I think that our Red Army has rid us for a long time of the
possibility of another whiteguard attack on Russia or on any of
the republics that are directly or indirectly, closely or more or
less remotely, connected with us.
At the same time, however, in order to avoid adopting a tone
of inordinate self-adulation, we must say that the strength of
the Red Army and its recent victory were not the only factors
in this; other factors were the international situation and our
diplomacy.
Some time ago Japan and the United States signed a pact to
support Kolchak. But that was so long ago that many people
have probably forgotten it completely. But that was the case.
We have made such pacts impo.ssible now, and, due to our efforts,
the Japanese, in spite of their military strength, d~lared that
they would withdraw, and have kept their promise; our diplomacy
must also be given credit for this. I shall not drag out my brief
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greeting by saying what brought us that success. I shall only say
that in the near future our diplomats will once again have to
display their skill in a matter of immense importance, and one
in which we are vitally interested. I have in mind the Middle
East Conference that Great Britain is convening in Lausanne on
November 13 123 I am sure that there, too, our diplomats will
prove their mettle, and that we shall be able to vindicate the
interests of all our federated republics, and of the R.S.F .S.R.
At all events, we shall succeed in revealing to the masses where
and what the obstacle is, and to what extent it is an obstacle to
the legitimate desires and aspirations not only of ourselves, but
of all countries interested in the question of the Straits.
I shall limit niy utterances on foreign politics to these brief
remarks and shall now deal with the proceedings of this session.
I think that here we have achieved no small success in spite
of the fact that to some people the questions dealt with may at
first sight appear to be not so very important. Take the first
code of laws that you have already passed-the Code of Labour
Laws. Our adoption of a code of laws which firmly lays down
the principles of labour legislation such as the eight-hour day
at a time when in all other countries the working class iS being
heavily attacked is a tremendous achievement for Soviet rule.
True, there are people who, perhaps, would desire something
more from this code; but I think that such a desire would be
totally unjustified.
We must bear in mind that compared with ·all the countries
where fierce capitalist competition is raging, where there are
millions and tens of millions of unemployed, and where the
capitalists are forming vast combinations and are launching an
offensive against the working class-if we compare ourselves with
those countries, we are the least cultured, our productivity of
labour is the lowest, and we are the least efficient. This is, I
would say, a very unpleasant thing to have to admit. I think,
however, that precisely besause we do not disguise such things
with platitudes and stereotyped catchwords, but candidly admit
them, precisely because we all admit, and are not afraid to
proclaim from this rostrum, that we are exerting more efforts
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than any other country to rectify all this, we shall succeed in
catching up with these countries faster than they ever dreamed
possible.
.
.
This will not be done at a fantastic speed, of course, 1t will
naturally take us several years of laborious effort to ac:iueve it.
It goes without saying that nothing can be done overmght. We
have been in existence for five years, we have seen at what speed
social relations change, and have learned to appreciate what time
means· and we must go on learning what it means. Nobody
believ:s that' any important change can be achieved at a fantastic
speed; but we :clo believe in real speed, speed compared with the
rate of development in any period in h.istory you like to takeespecially if progress is guided by a genuinely revolutionary party;
and this speed we shall achieve at all costs.

Pravda No. 247,
November 1, 1922

Vol. 33, pp. 390-92

LETTERS AND NOTES

TO ISAAC A. HOURWICH

Cracow, February 27, 1914
Dear Colleague,
I have long since received your book, Immigration and
Labour,124 and have been looking for your address to send you
my thanks. But it proved far from easy to find your address. I
got it only today, and hasten to express my gratitude to you for
sending me the book. I have already written an articlem about
it, and on the basis of it, in our St. Petersburg Social-Democratic
newspaper Pravda, and intend to write again. I believe that
this work provides a mass of valuable material for the study of
capitalism, being at the same time something of an application
of the best methods of our Zemstvo statisticians on Western soil.
The comrade who sent me your address (Mr. John Ellert)
has written to tell me that you could use your influence to help
obtain all kinds of material from the Bureau of the Census in
Washington. May I, therefore, ask you to do me a favour, provided
of course that this will not give you much trouble or inter·
fere with your work.
When I made a study of American agricultural statistics (Vol.
V. Agriculture-Census of 1900) in Paris, I found a great deal
of interesting matter; Now, in Cracow, I am unable to obtain
these publications. Cahan, editor of the Jewish socialist paper
in New York, who w~s over here a year ago, promised to have
them128 sent, but has apparently forgotten to do so.
They say that when requested by the right people the American Bureau of the Census will send its publications free of
charge even to foreign countries. If that .is so, could you put in
a 'word? (I could send the Bureau of the Census library my
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~ks, The Development of Capitalism in Russia and the A
Q
·
)
graruin uestion.121 What I need most is Agriculture, Vol. V,
Cens_us of 1900, and the same volume of the Census of 1910 (if
that 1s not yet out, then the bulletins).
If that is impossible, would you be so kind as to send a postcard
to Mr. John Ellert. Cc[o Novy Mir. 140. East 4th Street, New
York)-! shall send him the money to buy the things r need
most.
I thank you once again for the book, and hope you will pardon
the trouble.
With Social-Democratic greetings,

N. Lenin ( V. Ulyanov)
Address: WI. Ulianow. 51. Ulica Lubomirskiego. Krakau
( Galizien). Austria.

Sent to New York
Fint published in 1930
in Lenin Miscellany XIII

Vol. 36, pp. 271-72

TO ALEXANDRA KOLLONTAI

November 9, 1915
DearA.M.,
Only yesterday did we get your letter of October tn from
Milwaukee. Letters take a terribly long time! You have nol yet
received my letter (and Nos. 45-46 and 47 of Sotsial-D1:mukrat)
about Zimmerwald,128 and containing all the replies to your
questions; yet that letter was written more than a month ago.
T ry at any rate to calculate where you will ,be (approximately,
in six weeks' time) and give us addresses (for letters to you), so
that they arrive nearer.
As regards the New York Volkszeitung, Grimm assured me
today that they are quite Kautskian! Is that the case? I think
our German pamphlet* might help you to determine the
"strength" of their internationalism. Have you had it? (500 copies
were sent to you.)
In a few days we are publishing here (in German, amJ then
we hope to put it out in French and, if we can manage the money,
in Italian) a little pamphlet on behalf of the Zimmerwald Left.
Under this name we should like to launch into international circulation, as widely as possible, our Left group at Zimmerwald
(the C.C.+ the Polish Social-Democrats+ The Letts+ the

* Reference is to the pamphlet Socialism and War (The Attitude of
the R. S. D. L. P. Towards the War) (see V. I. Lenin, Collected Works,
Vol. 21, pp. 295-338).- Ed.
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Swedes + the Norwegians+ 1 German + 1 Swiss) with its draft
resolution and manifesto (printed in No. 45-46 of Sotsial-Demokrat) . The little pamphlet ( 20-30-35 thousand letters and spaces)
will contain these two documents and a small introduction. We
rely on you to publish it in America in English too (for it is hopeless to do this in England: it has to be brought there from America) and, if possible, in other languages. This is ·to be the first
publication by the nucleus of Left Social-Democrats of all countries, who have a clear, exact and full reply to the question of
what is to be done and in which direction to go. It would be
most important if you could succeed in publishing this in America, circulating it as widely as possible and establishing firm publishing links (Charles Kerr (N.B.) at Chicago; the Appeal to
Reason* at Kansas, etc.), for it is generally most important for
us to come out in various languages (you could do a great deal
in this respect) .
As regards I}'loney, I see with distress from your letter that so
far you have not managed to collect anything for the Central
Committee. Perhaps this "Manifesto of the Left" will
help....
I never doubted that Hillquit would be for Kautsky and ·even
to the right of him, because I saw him at Stuttgart ( 1907) 129
and heard how afterwards he defended the prohibition against
bringing yellow people into America (an "internationalist") ... .
The Zimmerwald Manifest150 itself is inadequate; Kautsky
and Co. are readily to put up with it, on condition that there is
"not a step further". We don't accept this, because it is complete
hypocrisy. So that if there are people in America who are afraid
even of the Zimmerwald Manifesto, you can brush them aside,

* Try establishing contact with them-if only in writing, should you
not get to Kansas. Their little paper is sometimes not bad. Be sure to
sound them out with our resolution of the "Zjmmerwald Left". And
what is Eugen'e {D ebs? He sometimes writes in a revolutionary way. Or
is he also a wet rag a la Kautsky?
Write when you will again be in New York, and for how many days.
Try everywhere to see (if only for 5 minutes) the local Bolsheviks, to
"refresh" them and get them in touch with us,
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and bring in only those who are m ore Left than the Zimmerwala
Manifesto.
I shake you by the hand and wish you every success.1

Yours ,
Lenin

(Ulianow. Seidenweg. 4a. III. Bern)

Sent from Berne ·to New York
First published in 1924
in Lenin Miscellany II

Vol. 35, pp. 210-11

TO ALEXANDRA KOLLONTAI
TO MAXIM GORKY
March 19, 1916
January 11; 1916

'

!,

Dear Alexei Maximovich,
I am srm~i 11~ yon at the Letopis address, not for Letopis but
for tlw puhlisl1111g house, the manuscript of a pamphlet and request you to publish it.131
I ltav<.' tried in as popular a form as possible to set forth new
data about Arnr~i~a which, I am convinced, are particularly suitable for pop11lans111g Marxism and substantiating it by means of
facts. I lropr I have suc~eedcd in setting out these impo~tant da~a
clr~rly and rnm_pre~ens_ibly for the sections of the reacting public
wl11r1 1 <llT 11111lt1plymg m Russia and need an explanation of the
world's l'l'n110111ir evolution.
I should like lo continue, and subsequently also to publish a
second part-about Germany.
'
I ai_u selling to_ work on a pamphlet about imperialism.m
. Ow111!-! to war-time conditions I am in extreme need of earnmgs, and would therefore ask, if it is possible and will not embarrass you too much, to speed up publication of the pamphlet.
Yours with respect,

It

V. Ilyin
The address 1s Mr. WI. Oulianoff, Seidenweg, 4-a, Berne,
(Suisse).
Sent to Pctrrn;rad

First published in 1925
in Le11i11 Miscellany III

Vol. 35, p. 212

Dear A. M.,
We have received your letter, and once again congratulate
you on your success,
I was terribly irritated by the fact that "noble" France had
(actually! ) confiscated some of my registered letters to you in
America. Well, we can't help that, can we? Now you must do
your very best about contacts with America.
.
You did write me that while in America you received Internationale Flugbliitter133 No. 1 in German, and that you would
try to publish it in English! And now there's not a word about it?
What does it mean?
·
Is that to say that no sympathisers are to be found in America and that Internationale Flugbliitter cannot be published in
English?
This is incredible!
But if that is so, it should be published in Norway (in English).
Would you unde~e to translate it, and how much will it cost
to publish it?
.
. .
I alsa wrote to you in America that I had received a Socialist
Propaganda League leaflet from Boston, Mass. (signed by 20
Socialists with addresses, mostly in Massachusetts). This League
is internationalist, with a programme clearly tending to the left.
I sent them the longest letter in English134 (and Internationale Flugbliitter in German). There has been no reply. I
wonder i( "noble" France has confiscated the lot.
If you received nothing and know nothing about them, I shall
send you their address and a copy of my letter. Will you undertake
to send it on to America?
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And what of the Socialist Labour Party? After all, .they are
internationalists (even if there is something narrowly sectarian
about them). Have they got their copy of Internationale Flugbliitter? Have you any contacts with them?
Furthermore, you also wrote that you had started negotiations
with Charles H. Kerr. What's the result? He did promise to
publish a part of our pamphlet (by Lenin and Zinoviev). m
Now you say nothing more about it.... How are we to understand this?
Internationale Korrespondenz 136 reported that the New Review in America had undertaken to publish articles by the Zimmerwald Left. Is that true? Do you know the New Review?
Reply as soon and as circumstantially as you can. You will,
of course, find out everything in great detail about direct mail
steamers from Norway to America.
As for Hoglund and the Norwegians, I am still unable to find
out whether or not they have received Internationale Flugbliitter,
whether or not they have published it in Swedish and Norwegian,
whether or not they have offi.cially affiliated to the Zimmerwald
Left (like the Rev. Soc. Verband of Roland-Holst). Please take
the trouble to find out, get things done, give them a piece of your
mind, make them do it, foll~w it through! Let Bukharin inform
you of the contents of our special letter to him about the Zimrnerwald ·people, and please see that this is done.
Regards,
Yours,
Lenin
My address is: Herrn Uljanow (Schuhladen Kammerer).
Spiegelgasse. 12. Zurich. I.
P.S. What interesting books and pamphlets have you brought
along? Schliiter's history of Chartism? What else?
P. S. Am sending you our "theses" ~from Vorbote No. 2).
Drive this home to the Scandinavians.
Sent from Zurich to Christiania
(Oslo)
First published in 1924
in Lenin Miscellany II

Vol. 36, pp. 373-74

TO ALEXANDRA KOLLONTAI

De~~~~:-1;~u

very much for your .letter. I shall send you the
address of the ~cialist Propaganda League, unless ~ hav~left
it behind in Berne: in that case I shall send it over rom
me
(i e in 2 or 3 weeks' time).
· I
.Do you think Appeal to Reason would ref~? to reprint nternationale Flugbliitter No. 1? Is it worth tryi~g · .
the
w·u the Socialist Labour Party agree to publish, if we pay
~ Are these people hopeless sectarians or not? Have: you
costs.
.
.
? Wh don't they send us copies of
any connecuons with them·
Y
K
· · ;>u1
. ale Sozialistische . ommission.
their papers in the lnternation
.h
'd,
(I saw some quite by chance.) Or
~ey maniacs w1~ an i ee
abo t s cial "economic" orgarusation of workers.
fixye
asuk row desirable it is that the Norwegian party shoul~
ou
nf
Of course it
send its official representative to the co e~ence. d intelli~ent
. 1 000 times better to have a class-conscious an .
is
'
Le/t-winger
from among the you th' than a Right-wmger or a
l / 2-Kautskyite from the party·
·
·f ou can
That is clear. Use your influence on these Imes, 1 y
.
I am very much distressed that we do not see eye ~o e~~ o~
self-determination. Let's try to argue this out in d:~il w~oro:S
a squabble (which someone is trying very hardd to s .1lrl uhpow you
s
on this score). . . . Entre nous, perhaps
. Alexanh er .w1 being
this
my reply to N. I. Bukharin's remarks (for t e tune
d.
. stnctly
.
discord must remam
confidenu·al' but I trust to your tscretion).

ar:
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question
· f th e utmost impor
.
tanThis Be
"d
. ("self-determination")
.
IS o
ce.
s1 es, it is organically bound up with th
.
•
annexations.
e question of
T he best of everything,
Yours,

TO THE PRESS BUREAU OF THE C.P.C.

P:S. I sent Alexander a great big letter a few da
HLenin
got it?
ys ago. as he

27. IV. 1918
To the Press Bureau
Written after March 19, 1916
Sent from Zurich to Christiania
First published in 1924 ,
in Lenin Miscellany JI

Vol. 36, pp. 375-76

Comrade Axelrod,
Will you please help the bearer, Comrade Gomberg, to collect
all (printed) materials concerning our revolution. This is a matter of great social importance, for on it depends the information
of America and of the world at large.
Greetings,
Lenin

First published in 1959
in L enin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 44, p. 81

TO RAYMOND ROBINS

TO RAYMOND ROBINS

May 14, 1918

30. IV. 1918
Dear Mr. Robins
I thank you very
'
much for your letter I
democracy,
that
js
•
· am sure the new
.
' the p ro1etanan
democr
.
.
countnes .and will crush all ob ta I
acy, ts conung in all
ist system in the new and th Ids . c es and the imperialist-capital.
.
eo world
With kindly regards and th anks,
·
Yours truly,
Lenin
~irst

published in Russian
m 1957 in the book:
Dokumenty vneshnei po/itiki SSSR
(D?Cuments of the Foreign
Policy of the U.S.S.R.), Vol. I

To Colonel Robins
Dear Mr. Roqins,
I enclose. the preliminary plan of our economic relations with
America. This preliminary plan was elaborated in the Council of
Export Trade 1n our highest Council of National Economy.
I hope this preliminary can be useful for 'you in your conversation with the American Foreign Office and American Export Specialists.

With best thanks,
Yours truly,

Lenin

Vol. 44, p. 82

First published in 1920
in English in the book:
Russian-American Relationt.
March 1917-March 1920, Documents
and Papers, New York
First published in Russian
in 1957 in the book:
Dokumenty vneshnei politiki SSSR, Vol. 1

Vol. 44, p. 87

TO ALL PEOPLE'S COMMISSARS
AND MEMBERS OF COLLEGIUMS
RE JACK TANNER'S SPEECH
AT THE SECOND CONGRESS OF THE COMINTERN
August. 17, 1920
Tanner's speech (Shop Stewards) has made it quite clear that:
1) a place should be made within the Third International for
sympathisers;
2) a special reservation should be made for Britain and America to the effect that . in spite of our contradictions on
parliamentarism we propose that
(a) the mass movement in the form of the !.W.W. and
the Shop Stewards should remafo affiliated to the Third
International; and
(b) the question should be threshed out once more and
a practical test made to improve the. socialist parties which
had agitated among the masses insufficiently and failed to
establish ties with them.
·

Comrade Louis Fraina, an American Communist, who is staying in Moscow and who is the author of some extremely valuable writings (about Bolshevism, its history and tactics) in English,
will need several comrades able to interpret from Russian into
English to work with him permanently.
Non-Party members will do.
I request you to find the right people with a good knowledge
of English, and to inform our secretariat accordingly.

V. Ulyanov (Lenin)
Chairman, Council· of
People's Commissars

Lenin
First published in 1957
Written on July 23, 1920
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 42, p. 202

lnostrannaya Literatura
No. 11, 1957, p. 21

pocciitcK.A.ll

nPEACt.AATEJlb
GO'inlT.X

pPOll!ID KOKHttl10Bb.

TON. I. BUKHARIN

Comrade Bukharin,
I think we should publish in Russian De Leon's Two Pages,
etc.,138 with Fraina's foreword and notes. I shall also write a few
words.
If you agree, will you give the word through the State Publishing House.
If you don't, let's discuss it.
Lenin
Written in the late summer of 1920
First published in 1924 in the
magazine Zhizn No. 1

Vol. 36, p. 528

Lenin's letter to Edward Martin. August 27, 1920
Reduced

TO COMRADE EDWARD MARTIN

NOTE TO M. V. KOBETSKY
(Excerpt)

August 27, 1920
Comrade Edward Martin
Dear Comrade,
I understand that you are ill having worked too hard for the
Communist International. Comrade John Reed spoke about it
with me.
I beg you to accept my best wishes, my sincerest thanks to you
and my assurance that I am ready to do my possible in order to
help you.

Comrade Kobetsky,
Your report (i.e., the doctor's report which you sent in) and
this note•3o should be translated into English and sent abroad.
October 18
Lenin

With best wishes,
Yours,
Wl. Oulianoff (Lenin)

First published in 1957
in the magazine
Inostrannaya Literatura No. II

Written in English
First published in 1957
in the magazine
Inostran11aya Literatura No. 11

Written on October 18, 1920

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 51, pp. 269-70

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 51, p. 309

TO N. P. GORBUNOV
TO WASHINGTON VANDERLIP
February 21, 1921

I
I

Comrade Gorbunov,
Martens, our former representative in America is here H
needs help. See him today. You will find him a/ the L~eH~
through my telephone operators.
1) Electr~echnical textbooks at Goelro.
Call up Krzhizhanovsky.
2) About the American workers (in Russia)lH with A · t
3) About a tour of the plants and factories
nix ·
?Find out through Rykov.·}
{ ?Who could arrange it.
4) About technical aid groups
for us m America
(with the S.T.D*?
or also with the Supreme Economic Council
and the People's Commissariat for Foreign Trade?
find out who can arrange this) .
5) Reset~lement of various persons and groups in this country
from Amenca
(great care must be taken. Is there any commission on
this question ?m).
Lenin
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

*

Scientific and Technical Department.-Ed.

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian
Edition,
Vol. 52.• pp. 77-78

Moscow, March 17, 1921

Mr. Washington B. Vanderlip
Dear Sir,
I thank you for your kind letter of the 14th, and am very glad
to hear of President Harding's favourable views as to our trade
with America. You know what value we attach to our future
American business relations. We fully recognise the part played in
this respect by your syndicate and also the great importance of
your personal efforts.m Your new proposals are highly interesting and I have asked the Supreme Council of National Economy
to report to me at short intervals about the progress of the negotiations. You tan be sure that we will treat every reasonable suggestion with the greatest attention and care. It is on production
and trade that our efforts are principally concentrated and your
help is to us of the greatest value.
If you have to complain of some officials please send your
complaint to the. respective People's Commissar who will investigate the matter and report if necessary. I have already ordered
special investigation concerning the person you mention in your
letter.
The Congress of the Communist Party1 u hac; taken so much
of my time and forces that I am very tired and ill. Will you kind-
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ly excuse .me if I am unable to have an interview wi"th yo U JUSt
·
now.. I .will beg Comrade Chicherin to speak with you shortly
Wishing you much success I remain
·
Yours truly,
Wl. Oulianotf (Lenin)

TO L. K. MARTENS
First published in 1932

·vol. 45, pp. 98-99

in Lenin Miscellany XX

22. VI. 1921
Comrade Martens:
I must reproach you for having misdirected the papers on the
American colonies in Russia.
I read them only on 20/VI. You should not have sent them
through Bukharin, but should have formulated some 20 lines of
practical proposals in Russian, and se~t them up to the C.L.D.,
and a copy for me personally and a short letter.
The delay was due to the misdirection of the file.
In substance: I am in favour, provided the American workers
and settlers in general will bring along with them:
1) foodstuffs for two years (you say that this has been done
before, which means that it is possible) ;
2) clothes, for a-similar period;
3) implements of labour.
No. 1 (and No. 2) are the most important. The$ 200 is less important. If we have No. 1, I agree to give every support.
To speed things, draw up a draft C.L.D. decision right away
and table it today (if you can, before 3.00 p.m.), this very day
in the C.L.D., and we shall decide at 6.00;140 even if you arc late,
table it in the C.L.D. at 6.00, we shall !'et up a commission
and decide it on Friday, 24 /VI.
Draft decision: 1) terms-the three afore-mentioned, 2) management (you + 1 American worker + 1 from the People's Commissariat for Labour?), 3) we help (give land, timber, pits, etc.),
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4 ) financial relations such-and-such.
Please reply by bearer.

.J:. Ulyanov (Lenin)
Chairman, C.P.C
P.S After writing this letter, I saw that the question i~
on today's C.L.D. agenda. Please elaborate the points
I have indicated.

First published in 1932

TO L. K. MARTENS

Vol. 45, p. 191

in Lenin Miscellany XX

Comrade Martens:
I ask you to give full and resolute assistance in the organisation
of garment factory No. 36 by American workers.
Eliminate all delays in obtaining the necessary materials, especially pipes and fittings for them (T-joints, couplings, etc.), and
electric wiring.
Help the collective of workers to obtain housing, a matter that
must be settled without any delays on the part of the housing department.
The completion and the earliest starting of the factory must be
achieved in the shortest possible period. Inadmissible negligence
and red tape have been displayed in this whole business.
Chairman, Council
of Labour and Defence

Written on June 27, 1921
First published in 1932
in Lenin Miscellany XX.

Vol. 45, pp. 196-97

TO M. M. BORODIN
TO V. M. LIKHACHOV
· Comrade Borodin
Comrade Likhachov,
Chainnan of the Moscow City Economic Council
Please give the fullest and most resolute assistance in the work
of the group of American workers in organising garment factory
No. 36.
Please )ssue the necessary instructions to the chief of Moskvoshvei,*Comrade Seryakov.
Eliminate all red tape in obtaining materials, especially pipes,
and armatures to them and electrical wire.
. T~ere can be no excuse for any unwarranted delay or red tape
m this case.
Help the group of workers to obtain housing without any un·
warranted delay oo the part of the Housing Department.
The factory must be completed and run in as soon as possible.
Chairman of the Council
of Labour and Defence

Written on June 27, 1921
First published in 1932

*

Moscow Garment Board.-Ed.

Lenin Miscellany XX,
p. 201

Dear Comrade:
Could you get me some material relating to the American third
party of the workers' and peasants', or the workers' and farmers',
union, or the non-partisan party, and its activity in the State of
North Dakota, which is in this party's hands" 0 • I should like to
have a few but the most important documents on this party and
its activity in North Dakota and, what would be even better, a
short note from you on this question, in addition to these documents. If it is not too much trouble, write ~e soon, whether you
arc able to do this and when.

V. Ulyanov (Lenin)
Chairman, C.P.C.
Written on July 13, 1921
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

· Vol. 45, p. 210

TELEPHONE MESSAGE
TO V. A. SMOLYANINOV

TO L. K. MARTENS
Martens

Smolyaninov
I have received a telegram from Riga about the congress
of societies in the United States and Canada for technical aid
to Soviet Russia, which Golas Rossii of New York says was held
there early in July.w
. According to this report, the congress sent a telegram of greetings to Martens and the People's Commissars, and announced in
~is telegram its decision to start organising technical teams for
dispatch to Soviet Russia right away.
I think I shou.ld send them a telegram on these lines:
"Having learned from the New York Golos Rossii about
your congress and its telegram of greetings to Soviet Russia
I express, on behalf of the C.P.C., ·our heart-felt gratitude. '
"Let me add, on my own behalf: we are greatly in need of
technical aid from the United States and Canada. If teams are
to be sent without agreement in advance concerning the place
of settlement, factory, etc., the team must have a two-year supply of food, clothing, etc. Each team must be prepared to do
both agricultural and industrial work. The best thing is to have
delegates sent ahead for an on-the-spot inspection of land
tracts for settlement, forest tracts, mines, factories, etc., for lease."
Lenin
Chairman, C.P.C.
.Thi~ requires the signatures of Martens and the People's Comm1ssanat for Labour, and Bogdanov's and Chicherin's are also desirable.

In view of the detailed and formal protest lodged by Comrade
Chicherin against the dispatch of the enc.losed telegramu8 please
call an additional conference consisting of Comrade Martens, a
representative of the People's Commissariat for Labour who is
informed on the question, and a representative of .the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, also informed on the question.
A total of four persons, including yourself.
Please have the confcrence 14 9 discuss Chicherin's objections and
pay special attention to the demand stated in the telegram that
enough food should be brought along for two years.
I think that if we were to add a few words about the fight
against hardship and privation in Russia and the uselel!Sness of
sending over people who are unable to bear them, the telegram
would be only to the good. Please send me a very short resolution in writing not later than tomorrow night.
Lenin
Dictated by phone
on August 4, 1921
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Written on August 2, 1921
First published in 1933
in Lenin Miscellany XX//!

Vol. 45, pp. 236-37
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Vol. 45, p. 240

TOG. V. CHICHERIN AND L.B. KAMENEV150

TO V. V. KUIBYSHEV
19. IX. 1921

In view of the fact that the low-down American hucksters are
trying to create the impression that we could be expected to
cheat,
I propose that we should immediately telegraph them official
ly, on behalf of the government, over the signatures of Kamenev
and Chicherin (and if necessary Kalinin's and mine as well),
the following:
· we shall deposit with a New York bank an amount in gold constituting 120 per cent of what they will supply in the course of a
month for one million starving children and sick persons. But in
that case, considering such- a complete material guarantee, we
stipulate that the Americans must absolutely refrain not only
from political but also from administrative interference, and must
make no claims whatsoever. This means that in that case all the
terms of the treaty giving them the least right to interfere even if
only administratively shall be void. On-the-spot check-ups are to be
made by parity commissions (representing our government and
them).
This proposal will show the hucksters just where they stand,
and subsequently disgrace them in the eyes of the whole world.
We should not forget that we have never had rationing of any
kind in the countryside. If we are to make no mistake on this
score, I suggest we invite someone from the People's Commissariat for Food to discuss the matter.
13/VIII-21
Lenin
First published i'n 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVJ

Vol, 45, pp. 253-54

Comrade Kuibyshev:
I have just had a visit from
Rutgers,
Calvert
and Heywood
representing the American workers' colony group who wish
to take the Nadezhdinsk Works and several enterprises in the
Kuznetsk basin.
They want their representative (with an interpreter) to attend
the Council of Labour and Defence on Friday. I think we should
let them come.
I also ~raw your attention to and request you to inform all
members of the commission and subcommissions of the following:
.
( I ) The Nadezhdinsk Works, in their opinion, is both economically and technically connected with a group of enterprises in
Kuzbas, for it will provide tractors for their farms; tractors and
all other farming implements for the peasants; repair of machinery for their group's enterprises in Kuzbas; equipment. for water
transport communications with Siberia, etc.
(2) In Kuznetsk basin they are taking 12,000 dessiatines of
land and several enterprises, wishing to set up a large and complete economic whole.
(3) They want only 300,000 doll~rs in cash. It would be wrong
to think otherwise.
( 4) In addition, they want' grain and clothing, in order to start
the necessary building operations at once. They say ~ork should be
started this very winter to have time to finish it by the spring of
1922.
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(5) They stress that they will have a finn administrative set-up
for their workers' group; and the whole group (3,000-6,000 workers) selected from among the best workers, m05tJy young and unmarried men, who have had practical experience in theidine, and
have lived in a climate similar to that of Russia (Canada and the
Northern United States).
(6) They want to be directly subordinate to the Council of Labour and Defence. Something like an autonomous state trust consisting of a workers' association. ·
They say, by the way, that 200 American lumberjacks are living here in the "emigre house". Most of them are without work.
They are itching. to get to work. They say that if you send about
30 of them to the ~adezhdinsk Works and 15 to Kuznetsk basin
at once-with full equipment and food, they will start building
log cabins immediatel')I. (The rest of the 200 will go there later.)
They want us to hurry up with sending them off.
They say that Gerbek (?I did not quite catch the English pro·
nunciation of the name) from the Urals Industrial Bureau had
agreed to their plan verbally, and the Siberians (the Siberian Industrial Bureau), in writing.
They intend to take along 10-15 per cent of Russian-speaking
workers. They could take niore.
Please take all this into account.
V. Ul')lanov (Lenin)
Chairman, Council of Labour and Defence

First published in 1933
in Lenin Miscellany XX/II

Vol. 45, pp. 304-06

A LETTER TO V. V. KUIBYSHEV
AND A DRAFf ENGAGEMENT FOR WORKERS
GOING TO RUSSIA FROM AMERICA

Comrade Kuibyshev,
I am sending you the draft of an undertaking which Rutgers
and all his people down to each individual worker have to give
(in the event of an agreement being signed151 ).
If you are agreeable, put it to them.
Find a reliable interpreter (for all negotiations) who knows
both languages well.
An agreement is essential, ·and it must be very precisely worded.
We must get our own lawyer {a Communist) to draw it up.
I suggest it be called an agreement for handing over the
management of a number of factories, etc.
The technical examination results should be signed by Stunkel
and several other experts of repute.
With communist greetings,
Lenin
Do the leaders and organisers of the enterprise agree to sign
the following engagement and obtain the signatures of all the
other people going to Russia from America:
.
1. We undertake to see to it and collectively answer for it that
only such people shall go to Russia as are capable and wi.ll!ng. to
face a number of severe hardships involved in the rehab1lttat1on
of industry in a very backward and utterly ruined ~ountry.
2. Those going to Russia undertake to work their hardest and
with the greatest efficiency and discipline exceeding those of ca~i
talist standards, as otherwise Russia will not be able to outstrip
capitalism or even catch up with it.
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3. yYe undertake, in the event of any conHicts whatsoever to
sub~1t them ~or settlement to the supreme Soviet authority of

RuSSla and faithfully abide by its decisions.
4. We_undertake not to forget the extremely nervous state of
the .starving a~d exhausted. Russian workers and peasants involvm our business and to render them every assistance with
view to establishing friendly relations and overcoming any di:
trust or envy.

e?

TELEGRAM TO L. K. MARTENS

Yekaterinburg
Written on September 22, 1921
~irst

published on January 20, 1929
the newspaper Torgovo·
Promyshlennaya Gazeta No. 17
111

Vol. 42, pp. 344.45

Telegraph Martens [in] Nizhni Tagil that Rutgers insists on
an immediate decision on the matter of leasing a part of Kuznetsk basin and the Nadezhdinsk W~rks to the group of Ameri·
can workers saying the urgency springs from the need for a representative of Calvert's group to go to America immediately. I
am at a loss, in view of your request to put it off until your re·
turn, for I should 'not like to decide without you. Let us know:
first, when you are arriving in Moscow; second, your opinion in
essence of Rutgers's haste; do you believe it absolutely imperative
to make an .immediate decision or advise to insist that Rutgers
should await your return? In spite of your telegram Rutgers
says that you agree with him.

Lenin
Chairman of the C.L.D.
Wri ttcn on September 2 7, 1921
First published in 1933
in Lenin Miscellany XXIII

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 53, p. 218

TO V. V. KUIBYSHEV, SEPTEMBER 12, 1921
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Please send me your reply ( +the English pledge) and return
this letter to Molotou, C. C. Secretary, tomorrow, Thursday, October 13.
With communist greetings,

Lenin

TO V. V. KUIBYSHEV
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

12.

1.

x.

1921

Comrade Kuibyshev:
Please let me have the following additional explanations on the
Rutgers case 1 G~:
I) everyone seems to think we shall have to spend 300,000 dollars.
But § 4 a) says:
"The Soviet Government shall allocate 100 dollars for each
worker coming to settle",
while § 5 a) and b) say that 2,800+3;000=5,800 are due to
settle.
Doesn't that make our expenditure 600,000 dollars?
Or should we add clearly: 100 dollars each for 3,000 men for
the Nadezhdinsk Works and nothing more?
2) Why is there no written statement from all three, Rutgers,
Heywood and Calvert, that they are willing to sign the enclosed
"undertaking" ? 1 ~ 3
Please order this today and be sure to have it done in English.
3) End of § 8 (our pledge to repay expenses) should be set
out more precisely in a special §: "The Soviet Government undertakes to reimburse expenses only on the following principles
and in the following cases."
4) Is there any sign of an ultimatum in the amendments made
by Rutgers and the others to the text adopted by the Supreme
Economic Presidium?

Vol. 45, pp. 334.35

LETTER TO MEMBERS OF TIIE POLITBUREAU
WITH A DRAFT RESOLUTION
OF THE R.C.P.(B.) C.C.
AND C.L.D. ON S. RUTGERS'S PROPOSALS

TO SIDNEY HILLMAN

October 13, 1921

In my opinion we cannot accept Rutgers's proposals now, in
their present shape. But let's try the following: make him alter
the group (Rutgers+Heywood+Calvert). And amend the financial terms. I suggest the following resolution:
Rejecting Comrade Rutgers's proposals in their present form,
i.e., the proposals of Comi:ade Bogdanov and the members of the
Supreme Economic Counc'il Presidium who voted with him,
The Central Committee (followed by the Council of Labour
and Defence, as is the Soviet practice) expresses the insistent desire that Comrade Rutgers's group shoUld not regard· this refusal
as final, but should rework its proposals on the following principles: ( a) change the composition of the group; the leading group
of initiators, by co-opting 5-8 prominent members of the American trade union movement or other labour organisations;
( ~) reduce our government's expenditures down to a maximum
of $300,000; ( y) reduce and specify our expenditures in the event
the contract is cancelled.

Lenin

Written between October
12 and 15, 1921
Fjrst published in 1959

Lenin Miscellany XXXVI,
p. 333

Comrade Hillman,
I thank you with all my heart for your help. Thanks to you an
agreement was rapidly achieved on organisation of help for Soviet
Russia by the American workers.m Particularly important is the
fact that the organisation of this aid has now been arranged in respect also of those workers who are not Communists. Throughout
the world, and particularly in the most advanced capitalist countries, millions of workers do not at the present time share the views
of the Communists, but nonetheless are ready to help Soviet Russia, to help and feed the staiving, if only some of them, and to
help the cause of restoring the economy of the Russian Socialist
Federative Soviet Republic. Such workers repeat with complete
conviction the words-and what is more important not only repeat the words _but give th.em practical expression in life--of the
leaders of the Amsterdam Trade Union International ( unquestionably hostile to communism), namely, that any victory of the
international bourgeoisie over Soviet Russia would mean the
greatest possible victory of world reaction over the working class
in general.
Soviet Russia is exerting all her strength to overcome starvation,
ruin and dislocation. The financial aid of the workers of the whole
world is infinitely important for us in this respect, side by side with
moral help and political help. America, naturally, is at the head
of the states where the workers can help us, are already helping
us and will help-I am profoundly convinced--on a far greater
scale.
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Devoted to the cause, the energetic advanced workers of America will be taking the lead of all the workers of a number of industrial countries who are bringing Soviet Russia their technical
knowledge, and their determination to make sacrifices in order
to help the Workers' and Peasants' Republic to restore its economy. Among the peaceful means of struggle against the yoke
of international finance capital, against international reaction
there is no other means with such rapid and certain promise of
victory as aid in the restoration of the economy of Soviet Russia.
With best greetings to all workers who are bringing aid, in one
form or another, to Soviet Russia.

First published in 1930
in the second and third editions of
Lenjn's Collected Works, Vol. XXVII

Vol. 35, pp. 526-27

TO THE MEMBERS
OF THE R.C.P.(B.) C.C.

Attention, all members of the C.C.
Reinstein informed me yesterday that the American millionaire Hammer, who is Russian-born (is in prison on a charge
of illegally procuring an abortion; actually, it is said, in revenge
for his communism), is prepared to give the Urals workers
1,000,000 poods of grain on very easy terms (5 per cent) and to
take Urals valuables on commission for sale in America.
·This Hammer's son (and partner), a doctor, is in Russia, and
has brought Semashko $60,000 worth of surgical instruments as
a gift. The son has visited the Urals with Martens and has
decided to help rehabilitate the Urals industry.
An official report will soon be made by Martens.

14/X.
Lenin
Written on October 14, 1921
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 45, p. 337

TO L. K. MARTENS
TO L. K. MARTENS

Comrade Martens:
Can Hammer (Reinstein told me about him) be persuaded
to
undertake the financing of the Rutgers group to save the
Urals, improving the composition of the group? by including,
say, four efficient Americans?
Let me have an answer to this as soon as possible.
Second. Can yon get Hammer to take ·an interest in a scheme
to electrify the Urals, so that Hammer should provide not only
the grain, but also the electrical equipment (naturally on a loan
basis)?
Rutgers's plan must be corrected (try to do this through
Hammer), and not simply rejected.

Comrade Martens:
If Hammer is in earnest about his plan to supply 1 million
poods of grain to the Urals (and it is my impression from your
letter that your written confirmation of Reir:istein's words makes
one believe that he is, and that the plan is not just so much hot
air), you must try and give the whole matter the precise juridical form of a contract or concession.166
Let it be a concession, even if a fictitious one (asbestos or any
other Urals valuables or what have you). What we want to
show and have in print (~ater, when performance begins) is that
the Americans have gone in for concessions. Tl;lis is important
politically. Let me have your reply.
With communist greetings,

With communist greetings,

Lenin
Lenin
Written on October 19, 1921

Written on October 15, 1921
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 45, pp. 338-39

First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 4·5, pp. 346-47

A NOTE TO V. M. MIKHAILOV
WITH A DRAIT RESOLUTION
FOR THE C.C., R.C.P.(B.)
ON THE QUESTION OF AN AGREEMENT
WITII TIIE RUTGERS GROUP

TO L. K. MARTENS

19.X.
Comrade Martens,
I thll;ik this reply of Rutgers's1 1>8 leads to a positive decision
of the whole business.
The a.a. will decide today or tomorrow.
Please draw up a list of candidates157 and let me have it and
your opinion of them (and your respedive proposals) at 8.30
today.
With communist greetings,
Lenin

Written on October 19, 1921
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 53, p. 283

Comrade Mikhailov,
I enclose the reply of the Rutgers group to the decision of the
Council of Labour and Defence (i.e., the decision of the Cent11al
Committee).
I believe this is tantamount to an acceptance of our terms.
I am therefore enclosing a draft decision for the C.C. which
please circulate as quickly as possible among the members of the
Politbureau. Very urgent.
With communist greetings,
Lenin
In view of the fact that the group of sponsors (Comrades
Rutgers, Heywood and Calvert) have accepted the terms proposed in the decision of the C.L.D. of 17.X., the Central Committee resolves and directs the C.L.D. to resolve: ·
The C.L.D. resolves:
1) that the agreement with the group be considered concluded;
2) that Comrade Bogdanov be directed to immediately draw
up and submit to the chairman of the C.L.D. for signature telegrams giving the most urgent orders for laying in stocks of.wood,
timber, etc.;
3) that the Presidium of the S.E.C. be directed within two days
to draw up the final text of a modified agreement for endorsement
by the C.L.D. on Friday, 21.X.1921;
4) that $5,000 be issued to Comrade Rutgers on Saturday,
22.X., according to the agreement, immediately after its endorsement by the C.L.D. on 21.X.
19-568
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Further, without this being recorded as a decision of the C.L.D.,
the C.C instructs Comrade Bogdanov, the Kuibyshev Commission,
and the C.L.D. to modify the agreement in i;uch a 'way that ( 1)
the C.L.D. shall have the right to take part in the selection of extra candidates for the "Organising Committee" before and for the
purpose of the final endorsement of this.list; (2) the total sum of
all the Soviet government's expenses shall not exceed $300,000;
(3) in the event of the agreement being cancelled the Soviet
authorities shall not Incur any financial liabilities (or only such as
shall be recognised as lawful by a court of the R.S.F.S.R. or by the
Central Executive Committee' of the R.S.F.S.R). 158
Lenin

Wr.itten on October 19, 1921
First published in 1959
in ·Lenin M iscellany XXXVI

TELEGRAM
TO THE SIBERIAN INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

S.I.B., copy: Siberian Revolutionary Committee
Agreement [with] Rutgers has been reached. Under the contract, we undertake to strockpile [by the] spring 50,000 logs1 ~ 8 for
operations [in] Kuzbas. Take necessary steps [for] performance
without fail. Cable reports of measures taken (01290).

Vol. 42, pp. 352-53

Lenin*

Chairman,

Council of

People's Commissars

Sent on October 21, 1921
First published in 1933
in Lenin Miscellany XXIII

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 53, p. 292

* The telegram is also signed by P. A. Bogdanov, Chairman of the
Supreme Economic Council.-Ed.

NOTE TO V. M. MIKHAILOV
WITH A DRAFT TELEGRAM TO L. B. KRASIN
TO V. V. KUIBYSHEV

28/X.
Comrade Kuibyshev,
Here is a copy Of a telephone message from Comrade Reinstein
tome.
Re § 3: please let me have a merµo as to your final agreement.
with Rutgers.
Have you the text of the contract? Let me have it right away.
Re § 1: the business is very urgent. Please show § 1 to
Comrade Bogdanw and let me have his {and if necessary your
own ) opinion as soon as possible: what's the hitch?
Let us have the agreement with Hammer as soon as possible,
and conclude the concession contract.
With communist greetings,
Lenin
Written· on October 24, 1921
First published in 1933
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 53, pp. 302-03

Comrade Mikhailov:
.Please have this urgently circulated among the Politbureau
members (if they approve, agree with Bogdanov and Chicheri~
and send off this very day) .
Recognising it as being vastly important that Krasin should
manage to go to America before the Washington Conference160 ;
-recognising it as being equally important that American capital should take an interest in our oil, I propose that the following reply telegram should be sent to Krasin161 this very day
(coded, of course) :
"Agree to appropriate up to 100,000 dollars to pay for exploration by the Foundation Company, provided our workers and
specialists take part and all the details of the exploration are
delivered to us. We believe it to be vastly important to attract
American capital for the construction of a paraffin separation
plant and an oil pipeline in Grozny. We request that this matter
be got under way with utmost speed and vigour, because your
trip before the Washington Conference opens is of especial importance."
Lenin

Written on October 28, 1921
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXV I

Vol. 45, pp. 363-64
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NOTE TO P. P. GORBUNOV

29. A much faster exchange of telegrams between us must be arranged: the Foreign Trade apparatus is on the whole rather
sluggish.
Lenin

NOTE TO P. P. GORBUNOV
AND TELEGRAM TO L. B. KRASIN

Written on .November 7, 1921
Fin1t published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,

Vol. 54, pp. 5-6

1)

P. P. Gorbunov
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
Please check up and inform me precisely
1) when the Politbureau's decision in favour of the Foundation Company's proposal was sent to Krasin.
2) Let me have a copy of the text you sent about this.

Lenin
November 7, 1921
P. $. Return this telegram.

Lenin

2)

Comrade Gorbunov,
Please send this to Krasin in code:
Your cable of November 1 virtually hysterical. You forget that
even you did not propose that we should give in to Leslie Urquhart at once, whereas the Politbureau resolution is very well considered and is not a refusal. As for the Foundation Company,
full consent and instructions to hasten were sent you on October

TO N. P. GORBUNOV
TO V. V. KUIBYSHEV

{Excerpt)

1) Send Frye's162 letter according to my marking and check
up on return;
2) Remind me when it comes back;
3) The rest to be referred to the Commissariat for Agriculture;
see that it is not mislaid and is speedily returned to me.
Lenin

Comrade Kuibyshev,
The main thing in the Rutgers busine.5$ now is to try to
improve the composition of the Organising Committee.
I shall try to inquire from the Finnish Conununists through
K uusinen. Will you (and Bogdanov) also try to find new reliable
candidates through comrades who have a good knowledge of the
American labour movement. We shall co-opt them to the Organising Com.mitt~.

Written on November 15, 1921
First published in 1945
in Lenin Miscellany XXXV

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol 54, p. 19

Written in late November 1921
First published
on January 20, 1929
in the newspaper Torgovo-Pr.omyshlennaya
Gazeta No. 17

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 54, p. 44

TO COMRADES BALLISTER AND CARR
TO G. B. KRASNOSHCHOKOVA
5/ XII. 1921
Dear Comrades,
I sent you my book about the evolution of agriculture in the
United States.148
I should be very much obliged if I could have the opinion
of Comrade Carr, if my book can be read by him with the aid
of an English or German translator.
I should like also to receive from Comrade Ballister, if possible,
official publications of the census 1920 (I have analysed in my
book two censuses: 1900 & 1910).
If any publisher would like to publish my book in English 'in
Un. States, I should like to write small preface.

1)

December 3
Comrade Krasnoshchokova,
It appears that Beatty who visited me is the author of the
book Red Heart of Russia?
Could I have it for a couple of days to page through? Has
Beatty written any other books or pamphlets? Or a couple of her
articles on various topics?
If it's not too much trouble, I should very much like to have
them.

Yours truly,

With communist greetings,

Lenin

Lenin
Written on December 3, 1921

First published in 1945
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 45, p. 402

2)

December 15
Comrade Krasnoshchokova,
Here are my corrections. 184
I am not well at all and beg to be excused:. I just glanced at
the thing and am scribbling this in a hurry. I hope Mrs. Beatty
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will excuse me, and also for postponing our meeting for a photograph.

With communist greetings,

Lenin

TELEGRAM TO SIDNEY HILLMAN
Written on December 15, 1921
First published in 1957
in the magazine
Inostrannaya Literatura No. 11

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 5,4, pp. 51, 74

Rusaminco, President Hillman
New York
Heartiest greetings to all active workers on behalf economic
reconstruction Soviet Russia - RAIC 165 and amalgamated stop
Every precaution taken to insure investments American workers
against loss. Double your efforts, you are on the right road.
President Sovnarcom

Lenin

Written in English on February 9, 1922
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 54, p. 158

LETTER TOG. V. CHICHERIN, MARCH 14, 1922

LETTER TOG. V. CHICHERIN

· 14.III.1922.
Comrade Chicherin:
I have read your letter of 10 /III. I think yours is an excellent
exposition of the pacifist programme.
The whole point is .to have the skill to expound it and our
commercial proposals loudly and clearly before the fold-up166 (if
"they" do try to fold it up in haste).
You and our delegation have enough skill to .d o this.
I think you have made some 13 points {I enclose your letter
with my remarks), which are excellent.
We shall have everyone intrigued by saying: "We have a most
broad and comprehensive programme!" If they prevent us from
making it public, we shall P.r int it with our protest.
In every case we make this "little" reservation: we Communists have our own communist programme (the Third International); nevertheless we consider it to be our duty as businessmen
to support (even if the odds are 10,000 to 1) the pacifists in .the
other, i. e., bourgeois, camp (taking account of its Second and
Two-and-a-Half Internationals).
This will be "genteel" and have teeth, and will help to demoralise the enemy.
If we adopt such tactics we shall win out, even if Genoa is a
failure. We shall 1lOt accept any unprofitable deal.
With communist greetings,
Yours,
Lenin
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P.S. Comrade Chicherin:
Why not add even more "genteel" bite and say the following:
We propose ( § 14) abolition of all war debts and {§ 15) revision (on the basis of the 13§§) of the Versailles and all military
treaties,
but not through the majority riding roughshod over the minority, but on the basis of an agreement, because in this case we
are businessmen and cannot put forward any other principle he,re
than the commercial one! We don't want to have it all our way
with the United States through a majority; we ·are businessmen;
we want to persuade it!! A poll of all the states and an attempt
to persuade those who do not agree. This is· both genteel and
unacceptable to the bourgeois. We shall disgrace and humiliate
them in a very "genteel" way.
Here is a variant: submission of a minority of countries (in
population) to the majority can be proposed separately within
each of the two camps: the bourgeois and the Soviet (the one
recognising private property, and the other not recognising it).
Let us put forward both the project and the variant.
Les rieurs seront avec nous!*
X)** an additional point: an exemption to be made for
small-holders insofar as it can be precisely proved that
these are not fictitious but actual toiling small-holders.
MARGINAL NOTES
ON A LETIER FROM G. V. CHICHERIN
COMRADE LENIN
March 10, 1922
Esteemed Vladimir Ilyich:
I earnestly request you to read through the proposals made
below and let me have your instructions. We have to put
forward "a broad pacifist programme", that is one of the most
important elements of our forthcoming act"'; we have not,
however, got one. We have only the separate fragmentary

----• We shall have the last laugh.-Ed.
** This symbol is not

to

be found in the text.-Ed.
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points in the first directives of the Central Committee. I am
here making a fint attempt to approach the task.
The chief difficulty is that the present international
political and economic forms serve as permanent fig-leaves
covering the predatory acts of the imperialists; in particular,
these forms serve as a weapon against us. The League of
Nations is simply a tool of the Entente, which has already
used it against us. You have yourself pointed out that
arbitration between the bourgeois and Soviet states is impos·
sible; nevertheless arbitration is an indispensable weapon in
the pacifist arsenal. The internationalisation of the ChineseEastern Railway is a euphemism for its alienation from us
and from China and its seizure by the Entente. A foreign bank
of issue in Russia •and the introduction of the dollar into
Russia, like the introduction of a universal single gold unit
in general, would be the most effective weapon for Complete
~nomic bondage to America.
We have to introduce something new into the customary
modern international forms to prevent those forms from being
turned into a tool of imperialism. This new something is
provided by our experience and our creative activity as well
as by the creative action of life itself in the proeess of the
growing ruin and breakup of the imperialist world. The world
war has resulted in the intensification of the liberation
movement of all oppressed and colonial peoples. World states
are coming undone at the seams. Our international
programme must bring all oppressed colonial peoples into the
international scheme. The right of all peoples to secession or
to home rule must be recognised. The African Conference of
1885 resulted in the horron of the Belgian Congo, because
the European powers at that conference indulged in
·philanthropy towards the Negroes and . ·that philanthropy
turned out to be a fig-leaf covering the most barbaric
exploitation. The novelty of our international schr.me must
be that the Negro and other colonial peoples participate on
an equal footing with the European peoples in conferences

true!

2)

and commissions and have the right to prevent interference
in their internal affairs. Another novelty is the obligatory
participation of working·class organisations.
The demand for trade unions to take part in a fliture
European congress was very popular in British working-class
literature during the world war. We have actually realised
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thi~ by including three members of the All-Russia Central
T.U.C. in our delegation. We must lay down that one-third
of the votes in the international organisation we are going to
propose should belong to the working-class organisations
represented in each delegation. These two novelties, however,
are not sufficient to protect the oppressed peoples and
downtrodden countries from the domination of the imperialists
because the upper stratum of the colonial peoples may well
be puppets in the same way _as treacherous labour leaders are.
The inclusion of these two opens up the way for future struggles. Working-class organisations will be confronted with the
task of struggling for the liberation of the colonial peoples,
for aid to the Soviet power and against imperialist depredation.
The leaders, however, will try to betray them. The.refore another
thing to be established is the principle of non-intervention on
the part of international conferences or congresses in the
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internal affairs of various peoples. Voluntary co-operation and
aid for the weak on the part of the strong must be applied
without subordinating the former w the latter.
As a result we have a very bold and completely new
proposal-A WORLD CONGRESS with all peoples of the
world participating on a completely equal footing, on the
basis of the declaration of the right to self-determination, the
right to complete secession or home rule for all oppressed
peoples, and also with the participation of working-class
organisations to the extent 0£ one-third of the entire congress.
The purpose of the con~ will not be compulsion . of the

4))

minority but complete agreement. The congress will helPbY
its moral authority. In practice it will set up technical com·))
missions for the implementation of our extensive economic

=---=

programme of world·wide rehabilitation.
All the projects for a League of Nations or Association
, of Nations contain only two types of pfl)posals concerning
methods of compulsion to ensure fulfilment of the decisions
of an Association of Nations-either the establishment of
composite armies with contingents from all states or the
investment of a punitive mandate in a certain power or several
such powers. In the first case we would have something
incompetent because a composite army made up of contingents from numerous countries is of no use. In the second

precisely
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correct!

5)

6)

!
I

case. the League of Nations or Association of Nations is
~othmg. but an excuse to justify fresh conquests by the more
influential powers. And so it is essential to eliminate completely
the element of compulsion or punitive expeditions and leave
to the World Con~ress .only its moral authority, allowing it to
be an ~na for d1scu.ss1ons aimed at reaching agreement. The
prevention of war is a matter for arbitration, There are two
types of ~itration-the voluntary appeal of the two parties
to an arbiter,. ~o The Hague Tribunal, for instance-in such
cases the decision of the arbiter is binding--or the second
me~od! an exa~ple of which is to be found in the article on
arb1trat1?n' contamed in the treaty between Great Britain and
th~ Uruted States according to which, in the event of there
bemg a dan.ger of war, special conciliation commissions are
.set up to wh1~h the two parties must appeal but whose decision
is merely advuory al~ough for a definite period, for instance
a year, the proceedmgs of the commissions continue· this
sec~nd. method .~as as its purpose . the postponement of the
beg~nrung of ~ih~ary action to enable the passions of both
parties to. subside m the legally established interval and lessen
the. conflict. In the first case appeal to the arbiter is not
obligatory .but ~ecisi~ns are binding. In the second case appeal
to the arbiter is obligatory but decisions are not b'nd'
d
th
arf
bo d
i
mg, an
e P ies are
un only for the legally established period.
At the present moment we cannot avoid this alternative.
Th~ propo~ ~orld . Col_lgreSS could take over The Hague
Tribunal with its advJSOry arbitration and other services We·
shall, however! c.onsider that the only court of arbitr~tion
bet~een a cap1tal1St state and the Soviet state can be that in
which an equal number of me.rnbers is appointed by each
P~ty so that h~ the members wil1 be imperialists and half
will be Communists. At the same ·time we shall propose a
general reduction of armaments based on the theses we have

establis.hed with .the Revolutionary Military Council ·0 f the
Repubh~; developmg the traditions of the Hague and Geneva
conventions we shall propose adding a number of prohibitions
7)

to the rules of war-the abolition of submarines, chemical

8)

gases, mortars, flame-throwers and anned air battles
The technical commissions set up by the World 'congress
will gui~e the ~?lei:nentation of a broad programme of
world-wide rehab1htation. This programme will not be imposed by force. It will be a voluntary proposal that appeals
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to the advantage of every participant. Aid will be given to
the weak. In this way world railways, river and sea routes

9)

must be laid down. The internationalisation of those routes
will be a matter of gradual development since the compulsion of those who resist will not be allowed. International
technical commissions will propose to individual countries
economic and technical aid for the creation of super-main lines,
for the regulation of traffic on international rivers, for the
use of international harbours and for the technical improve·
ment of world sea routes. We shall propose that the capital
of the advanced countries should build a super-main line
London-Moscow-Vladivostok (Peking) and we shall explain

10)

that it will open up the incalculable wealth of Siberia for
the use of all. In general, aid from the strong for the weak
will be the basic principle of world rehabilitation which
must be based on economic geography and the planned distribution of resources. A world gold unit can make its ap·
pearance only as a result of the improvement of the economically weak countries with the aid of the strong: this
improvement is in the interest of all since ruin affects the
strong countries as well, gjving rise to unparalleled unem·
ployment, even in America. The strong, by helping the weak,
are opening up for themselves markets and sources of raw
materials. Proceeding from these premises we shall propose
the planned distribution of the gold that is at the moment
lying idle in the vaults of the American banks. This plan-

---Md
distribution

H)

of gold in all countries· must be combined

with the planned distribution of orders, trade, supplies of
scarce materia1s, in general, with all-round economic aid for
the ruined countries. This aid may take the form of loans,

.

=

since under a planned economy the return of the money
would begin in a few years. Under this heading we place the
Barter Institute plan (Keynes), or the Zentralstelle, or national trade centres. If Germany opposes us by a single
Zentralstelle in place of individual merchants it will be bad
for us since it would be a means of imposing bad goods on
us at high prices. If, however, the Zentralstellen are instru·
ments for the planned, world-wide distribution of essential
commodities and a means of rendering aid to weak countries

12)
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by the strong, they would be essential components of an
extensive programme of econQmic rehabilitation. The grain
~nt. to _us by A~erica is the beginning of the international
~1stnbut1on of f_oo~· ~ithin the Entente there was a partially planned .chstnbut1on of fuel during the war; one -of
the chie~ el~m~nts. of the broad programme should be the
systematic d1stnpution of oil and coal, but in this case, too,
the element of compulsion and repression must be eliminat~d. The international technical commissions must elaborate,
m ~ery general outline, a programme for the planned distribution of fuel. and ene~gy resources. All these points, taken
t~gether, provide a picture of what is theoretically possible . ~nder the . bo.~eois system, but which in historically
cond1t1oned reality Wiii come up against national egoism
and the predatory acts of the capitalist oligarchy.
With communist greeting~,
Georgi Chic/1erin

First published in part
in 1945 in the book
l storiya diplomatii, Vol. 3,
Moscow-Leningrad
Published in full in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 45, pp. 506-12

TO G. M. KRZHIZHANOVSKY

1)
March 31, 1922
Gleb Maximi1ianovich,
I enclose what I have received today.168 I remember you
telling me about Stei~etz that he is a world figure. Before you
told me about him I had never even heard his name.
Shall I send a kind reply? Shouldn't I make some practical
proposition in my reply? After all, he has offered his assistance.
In view of this shouldn't I specify some concrete types of assis·
tance?
Have all the works on electrification been sent !to him?
Do you think it is ~orth publishing his letter and my reply?1 &•
Please return the enclosure and this letter with your advice.
I think I should afso consult Martens. We must give more thought
to the best way of replying.
Yours,

Lenin
2)

April 2, 1922
Comrade Krzhizhanovsky,
.
Here is the draft of a reply to Steinmetz. Please return it with
your remarks or additions.
With communist greetings,
Lenin

First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany X.XXVI

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 54, pp. 222-23

TO A I. RYKOV

TO A I. RYKOV

Comrade Rykov
Copy to comrade Tsyurupa
Copy. to th~ C.P.C. Managing Department
This ~usmess of a concession granted to Rutgers and a group
of Amen~ w~rkers, 110 as Mar.tens informs me, is in a very bad
stat~. This reqwres a check-up and serious attention. It is an exceptional
granted by us to American workers by spe.
.concession
.
cial permission of the Politbureau.
The whole undertaking may go to pieces without special sup•
port and check-up.
Please ask Mart ens for information and st net
· 1y ch eck up on
the whole course of this business.

Lenin
Dictated by .phone
on April 5, 1922
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Comrade Rykov
Copy to Comrade Tsyurupa
Copy to the C.P.C. Managing Department
Please pay attention to the concession of the American Hammer,111 who is now in Russia, as Reinstein, who knows him personally, has informed roe.
According to Martens, we've already made one great blunder,
to put it mildly, namely: the goods sent to ~e?ca under ~he
contract with Hammer by the People's Comrrussanat for Foreign
Trade turned out to be of bad quality. We must demand
information about this business both from the P.C.F.T.
and the S.E.C. and also from Comrade Reinstein, who knows
Hamm er personally. We must see to it that our obligations under
this concession are performed with absolute strictness and accuracy, and in general we must pay greater attention to the whole
business.
Lenin

Vol. 45, p. 522

Dictated by phone
on April 5, 1922
First published in 1959 ·
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 45, p. 523

TO CHARLES P. STEINMETZ, APRIL 10, 1922
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f Soviet Russia against the entire capitalist world
of the strugg1e 0
h
lead to
t repel do not frighten away but, on t e contrary,
do no dersta~ding of the inevitability of the stru~le and the ne:;~ of taking what part in it they can, helpmg the new to

TO CHARLES P. STEINMETZ
\,

Moscow, April 10, 1922

I

I

I 1

.I

I

Dear Mr. Steinmetz,
I thank you cordially for your friendly letter of February 16,
1922.172 I must admit to my shame that I heard your name for
the first time only a few months ago from Comrade Krzhizhanovsky, who was the Chairman of our State Commission for Working out a Plan for the Electrification of Russia and is now Chairman of the Stare General Planning Commission. He told me of
the outstanding position which you have gained among the electrical engineers of the whole world.
Comrade Martens has now made me be~ter acquainted by his
accounts of you. I have seen from these accounts that your sympathies with Soviet Russia have been aroused, on the one hand,
by your social and political views. On the other hand, as a representative of electrical engineering and particularly in one of
the technically advanced countries, you have become convinced
of the necessity and inevitability of the replacement of capitalism by a new social order, which will establish the planned regulation of economy and ensure 'the welfare of the entire mass of
the people on the basis of the electrification of entire countries.
In all the countries of the world there is growing-more slowly
than one would like, but irresistibly and unswer\ringly-the number of representatives of science, technology, art, who are becoming convinced of the necessity of replacing capitalism by a different socio-economic system, and whom the "terrible difficulties"*

* These

words were writt en by Lenin in English.-Ed.

vercome the old.
h l R ·
oI
ti 1 r I want to thank you for your offer to e p uss1a
n par cu a '
.
A th absence of offical and
with your advice, suggestions, etc. Ss . e R .
d the United
1
ised relations between ov1et uss1a an
.
legal y rec~n th
actical realisation of your offer extremely difStates .ma es e pr
. all
self to publish both
fi lt both for us and for you, I w111 ow my
h
cu
l . the hope that many persons w o
rour. le=e~= ::i;e~o~~~es connected by commercial treaties
i:~hm •th the United States and with Russia, will then ~elp you
(by i:C~nnation, by translations from R~ssian in~o ~ng~h, e~~i~
to give effect to your intention of helpmg the ov1et epu
.
With very best greetings,
Yours fraternally,
Lenin
Sent to New York
Published in Prauda No. 85,

April 19, 1922

Vol. 35, pp. 552-53

TOG. Y. ZINOVIEV

TO G. Y. ZINOVIEV

May 22, 1922
11.V.1922
Comrade Zinoviev or his deputy
Petrograd
To Comrade Zinoviev
(to Comrade Zinoviev or his deputy)
I _beg You to help the comrade Armand H
..
ly rmportant for us that hi fi
~mmer; tt ts extremesuccess.
s rst concesston would be a full
Yours,
Lenin

First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVJ

Vol. 45, p. 543

Comrade Zinoviev,
Today, Reinstein showed me a letter from Armand Hammer
of whom I wrote you (an American, a millionaire's son, one of
the first to have taken a concession from us which is highly profit·
able to us). He says that in spite of my letter, his colleague
Mishell (Hammer's colleague) has bitterly complained about
"the rudeness and red tape on the part of Begge, who received
him in Petrograd".
I am going to complain about Begge's behaviour to the Cent·
ral Committ~ This is the limit! In spite of my special letter to
you and your deputy, they acted to the contrary!!
I was informed of nothing: neither of their disagreement with
me, nor of anything else.
Please make a special check-up and investigation of this case.
Did my letter (telephone message) to you or your deputy ever
reach~ge?

If it did, it's Begge's fault.
If not, one of your secretaries must be to blame.
Whose fault is it? This must be found out. Could you influence
Begge and clear up the matter? 173
Lenin

First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany X.XXVJ

Collected Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 54, pp. 270-71

TO J. V. STALIN FOR MEMBERS
OF THE R.C.P.(B.) C.C. POLITBUREAU

TO V. A. TRIFONOV

Urgent
Secret

To Comrade Stalin with a request to
circulate all Politbureau members
(being sure to include Comrade Zinoviev)
On the strength of this information from Comrade Reinsteinm
I am giving both Annand Hammer and B. Mishell a speciai
recommendation on my own behalf and request all C.C. members to give these persons and their enterprise particular support.
This is a small path leading to the American "business" world,
and this path should be made use of in every way. If there are
any objections, please telephone them to my secretary (Fotieva
or Lepeshinskaya), to enable me to clear up the matter (and
take a final decision through the Politbureau) before I leave,
that is, within the next few days.17$
24/V. Lenin
P.S. 27 /V. I have peld this back pending a reply from Comrade Zinoviev. The reply came in on 26/V.
Lenin

Written on May 24 and 27, 1922
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Vol. 45, pp. 559-60

To pomrade Trifonov, Deputy Chief of the C.F.A.
I have been informed of the considerable succ~s achie~ed
by the American tractor expedition for· the mechanical cultivation of land in the Toikino State Fann, Okhansk Uyeicl, Penn
Gubernia.11°
The .Penn Cubemia Executive Committee reports that they
would have scored an even greater success but for the sh~tage
of gasoline and lubricating oil (it is reported that ke{osene is being supplied instead of gasoline) .
.
Please issue urgent orders to your subordinate organ. (Perm
District Oil Office) handling the distribution and. s.ale of 011.pr~
ucts in the area to supply the American ex~dition wor~mg m
the Toikino State Fann with necessary quantity of gasoline and
lubricating oil on the easiest possible tennS.
.
Send a copy of your order to Comrade Smolyanmov.
.
Chairman of the Counc11
of People's Commissars
Written on October 10, 1922
First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

Coll1eled Works,
Fifth Russian Edition,
Vol. 54, pp. 296-97

TO CHAIRMAN OF PERM G.E.C., OCT. 20, 1922
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mainlY to help them carry out their ideas with the least possible

TO TIIE CHAIRMAN OF THE PERM GUBERNIA
EXECUTIVE COMMI1TEE

October 20, 1922
Chairman of the Perm
Gubernia Executive Committee
The America tractor team, led by Comrade Harold Ware, which
is working in Okhansk Uyeul, on the territory of Perm Gubernia, has achieved considerable results, although it has been working only short time. Altogether, up to 1,500 dessiatines has been
ploughed up, of which almost 1,000 dessiatines has been sown
to winter grain crops.
But for the usual drawbacks in our practice, the said group
would have undoubtedly succeeded in achieving even greater results.
Your report, however, mentions the shortage of gasoline and
lubricating oil and the shortage of building workers, but says
nothing about what the Gubernia Executive Committee has done
to straighten things out.
·
It is absolutely intolerable that such a useful undertaking does
not meet with every possible support, especially on the part of
local organisations, which are in a better position to analyse any
obstacles and help to remove them.
Please give the maximum support to this group, and in particular, help implement their proposals for the efficient use of tractors, supply of gasoline, establishment of a repair shop, housing
construction, etc.
The assistance being extended to us by the American agricultural f?foups is most desirable and ' timely. Our task in all this is

delay. . c
f the results of your measures through Com0
Please lDlOnn me
• 11
important current
rade Smolyaninov, and also of any spec1a y
needs which you are unable to meet yourself.

V. Ulyanov (Lenin)
Chairman, Council of People's Commissars

First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellan)' XXXVI

Vol. 45, p. 581

TO THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS OF SOVIET RUSSIA
(IN THE UNITED STATES)t77
October 20, 1922
Dear Comrades,
I have verified by special. inquiry to the Penn Gubernia Executive Committee the extremely favourable information that was
published in our ·newspapers about the work of the members of
your Society, headed by Harold Ware, with the tractor team at
the Toikino State Fann, Perm Gubernia.
ln spite of the immense difficulties, particularly in view of the
extreme remoteness of that locality from the centre and also the
devastation caused by Kolchak during the Civil War, you have
achieved successes that must be regarded as truly outstanding.
I hasten to express to you my profound gratitude and to ask
you to publish this in your Society's journal, and, if possible, in the
general press of the United States.
I am sending a recommendation to the Presidium of the AllRussia Central Executive Committee that it should recognise this
state farm as model farm, and ·r ender it special and extraordinary
assistance in building and also in supplying petrol, metal, and
other materials necessary for a repair shop.
Once again on behalf of our Republic I express to you our
profound gratitude, and ask you to bear in mind that no form
of assistance is as timely and as important for us as that which
you are rendering.

f'r«vda No. 24-0,
October 24, 1922

TO THE SOCIETY FOR TECHNICAL AID
FOR SOVIET RUSSIA11s
October 20, 1922
Dear Comrades,
Extremely fav6urable information has appeared in our press
about the work of members of your Society .at the state farms in
Kirsanov Uyezd, Tambov Gubernia, and at Mitino Station, Odessa .
Gubernia, and also about the work of the group of miners
in the Donets Basin.
In spite of the enormous difficulties, and particularly in view
of the devastation caused by tlle Civil War, you have achieved
successes that ·must be regarded as outstanding.
I hasten to express to you my profound gratitude and to ask
you to publish this in your Society'.s journal, and, if possible, in
the general press in the United States.
I am sending a recommendation to the Presidium of the AllRussia Central Executive Committee that it should recognise the
most successful farms as model farms, and render them special
and extraordinary assistance necessary for the successful promotion of their work..
Once again on· behalf of our Republic I express to you our
profound gratitude, and ask you to bear in mind that the work
you are doing to cultivate land with the aid of tractors is par·
ticularly timely and important for us.
It gives me particular satisfaction to be able to congratulate
you on your proposal to organise 200 agricultural communes.

Lenin

Lenin

Chairman, Council of People's Commissars

Chairman, Council of People's Commissars

Vol. 33, p. 380

Pravda No. 24-0,
October 24, 1922

Vol. 33, p. 381

TO PRESIDIUM OF ALL-RUSSIA C.E.C.
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and give them special and extraordinary assistance, both in respect
of building operations, and in the supply of gasoline, inetal, and
other material necessary for the extension of operations and the
starting of repair shops.
Please consider this question and grant my request.179

TO THE PRESIDIUM
OF THE ALL-RUSSIA CENTRAL EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

V. Ulyanov (Lenin)
Chairman, Council of People's Commissars

First published in 1959
in Lenin Miscellany XXXVI

24.X.1922
A number of newspaper articles have noted the absolutely
extraordinary success scored by some American agricultural communes and teams who had brought their tractors along with them.
It has been established in a special check-up that excellent work
has been done by the tractor t~ led by Harold Ware in the Toikino State Farm, Perm Gubernia. Besides, the Industrial Immigration Dt>partment of the Supreme Economic Council is in possession of similar information concerning the work of agricultural
communes in Kirsanov Uyezd, Tambov Gubernia, and in the village of Migayevo, Tiraspol Uyezd, Odessa Gubernia.
The American Society for Technical Aid to Russia is now organising nearly 200 artels with 800-1,000 tra~tors for dispatch to
Russia. If this goes through, we shall have at least one model farm
with American machinery in each uyezd, which I believe to be
of great importance.
With the object of encouraging th.is undertaking, I have written letters of thanks to the American Society of Friends of Soviet
Russia · and the American Society for Technical Aid to Soviet
Russia, telling them that no type of aid is as important to us or as
timely as that which they are extending to our agriculture. In
these letters I told them that I was sending a recommendation to
the Presidium of the Alf-Russia Central Executive Committee that
they should declare the Perm and other leading farms model ones

Vol. 45, pp. 582-83

TO COMRADE MONZENBERG, DECEMBER 2, 1922
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b the world proletariat is at present the best and .most pract~cal
s~pport of S.oviet Russia in her difficult economic war agamst
the imperialist concerns, and the best support for her work of
building a socialist economy.
V. Ulyanov (Lenin)

TO COMRADE MUNZENBERG,
SECRETARY OF THE INTERNATlONAL
WORKERS' AID1Bo

Supplementing your report at the Fourth Congress of the Comintern, I should like in a few words to point out the significance
of the organisation of ·aid.
The assistance given to the starving by the international working
class helped Soviet Russia in considerable measure to endure the
painful days of last year's famine and to overcome it. At the pres-.
ent time we have to heal the wounds inflicted by the famine, provide in the first place for many thousands of orphaned children,
and restore our agriculture and industry which have suffered
heavily as a result of the famine.
In this sphere, too, the fraternal aid of the international working class has already begun to operate. The American tractor column near Perm, the agricultural groups of the American Technical Aid, the agricultural and industrial undertakings of the International Workers' Aid, the allocation of and subscriptions to
the first proletarian loan, 'through the Workers' Aid to Soviet·
Russia-all these are very promising beginnings in the cause of
workers' fraternal aid to promote the economic restoration of
Soviet Russia.
The work of economic assistance, so happily begun by the International Workers' Aid to Soviet Russia, should be supported
in every possible way by the workers and toilers of the whole
world. Side by side with the continuing strong political pressure on
the governments of the bourgeois countries over the demand for
recognition of the Soviet government, widespread economic aid

Moscow, December 2, 1922

First published in 1924. in the book
Tri goda mezhdunarodnoi rabochei
pomoshchi, 1921-24,
Moscow, Mezhrabpom Publishers

Vol. 35, pp. 559-60

From NOTEBOOKS ON IMPERIALISM1s1

ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY

The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science, Vol. LVII-LIX (1915).
Return \ (Consists of separate booklets+ bibliography, etc.
to it
Vol. LIX ( 1915. May): The American Industrial
Opportunity. A collection of articles.)

Total wages in the U. S. A.
1/-$1,00 and> (p. 115)
2/ 10-$750-1,000
7 / l0-$<750
Includes an ar·ticle by William S. Kies, "Branch Banks and Our

I

Foreign Trade" (p. 301).
"Forty English banks operating in foreign countries have
1,325 branches; in South America five German banks have ij
forty branches and five English banks have seventy branches.... II
England and Germany have put into Argentina, Brazil, and Uru- 1
guay, in the last twenty.five years, approximately 4,000 million 11
dollars, and as a result enjoy together 46 per cent of the total U
trade of these three countries."*
((and further on New York's aspir::i.tions and attempts to replace them.... ) )

\

A special examination of the "opportunity:' for\
the U.S.A. to take advantage of the war to increase
its trade, etc: with South America.
.

*

N.B.

See V. I. Lenin, Collected Wo,.ks, Vol. 22, p. 245.-J?,d.
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200,000 million francs.
40,000 million d o l •

1

P· 331 {in another article)
"S'
Paish in the last annual of The S;atis:r ?eorge
t~at upwards of 40,000 million d II esftimated
pita! had been
.
.
o ars o the ca.
countries by th;u~~~e~ t~· the less developed
world, Great Britain Ge: mg nations of the

-=-; -z-;_6~ ,-sOO_O__ land Holland"....*
million
marks
cf. p. 2
here**

'

N.B.

'

-
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pATOUILLET, AMERICAN IMPERIALISM
Joseph Patouillet, American Imperialism, Dijon, 1904. (Thesis.)

(388 pp.)
A thesis. The.frail effort of a student. Of no scientific value,
apart from abundant quotations and a summary of certain facts.
Mostly legalistic prattle; economic coverage poor.

any, France, Belgium

I

Quotes (at the start) widely known passages. from Hobson

I
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.
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· ·
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.
country is
g_omg to get the most of the contracts f
rials
d ·
or mateuse m construction ente ·
.
building and th l"k
rpnses, railway
. .'
e I e, as well as the contracts f
pubhc improvements carried on b th
or
ments E 1 d' .
Y e govern·
.b ng an s investments in Argentine railways, anks and loans
th r .
.
this fact" ( 314). . . . are e ivmg evtdence of

(Imperialism).
Speaks of the fact of British imperialism (p. 33 et seq.) and
German (p. 36 et seq.) (sections I and II of Chapter II),
A few words about Japanese and Russian imperialism (p. 39

110 corporations own capital - 7 3
. .
of shareholders = 626 984
- ' 00 million dollars, nwnber

Figures for J 9 J O 'giv~n i
. .
Market". Total American s~oc~~er- al1a, m "~t~ks and Stock
without overlapping approximatel 3~500 m1lhon. ~ollars (but
and total wealth = 10? lOO . . yd) - 24,400 million dollars,
'
m111ion o11ars.
Vol. 39, pp. 48-50

* Ibid., p. 245.-Ed.
** See V. I. Lenin, Collected

Works, Vol. 39, pp. 66-67.

II

in fine).
p. 43: "In practice imperialism means a bid for the keys of the
world-not military keys as under the Roman Empire, but the
main economic and compiercial keys. It means not the rounding
off of territory, but the conquest and occupation ·of the big cross·
roads of world trade; it means acquiring advantageously located II?
rather than big colonies, so as to cover the globe with a dense and
continuous network of stations, coal depots and cables." (Quoted
from de Lapradelle: " Imperialism and Americanism in the Unit·
ed States", Revue du droit publique, 1900, Vol. XIII, pp. 65-66.
Quoted by Patouillet, p. 43.)
Driault (Political Problems, pp. 221-22): "The shattering defeat
of Spain was a revelation.... It had seemed to be established that
international equilibrium was a matter to be settled by five of six
of the chief European powers; now an unknown quantity was
introduced into the problem" (p. 49) .
"Thus the Cuban war was an economic war inasmuch as its
aim was the seizure of the island's sugar market; in the same way,
the purpose of annexing Hawaii and the Philippines was to gain
possession of the coffee and sugar produced by these tropical countries" (p. 51). (Idem, pp. 62-63) ....
"Thus, the conquest of markets, the drive for tropical producesuch is the prime cause of the policy of colonial expansion which
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has come to be known as im e . lis
~o as excellent strategic poin~ 7:e m. And th~ colonies serve
dtcate: ... to ensure Asian mark 't
value of which we shall in.
8
port points"... (p. ).
e • • • they had to have these sup64
Total exports
If mllhon)

857.9
i,394.5

EJ:ports from the
Year Europe

Nort.h
America

1870

13.03
8.31
i0.98
13.45
14.76

::g

19
020
. 190.

79.35

~~·7t04

.
774.60.
2.96

u s

· ·
South
America

A C
· percentages)

;·~~

4'52
2'79
.
2. 75

Ast.a

~·~~

•
42,6360
.
4.63

Oceania

Africa

00.8822 0.64
.
0.61
i.92 0.54
3.H ' 179
2.48 2:42

numerous indications of a commg
. struggle for control of the

IPacific

I

Hawaii is half-way between Pana
The Philippines are a ste tow
ma. and Hong Kong.
Idem 119-120-122.
P
ards Asia and Chin a (p. 118 ).
· h Spain over Cuba was . .
. The war wit
mterests of freedom the l'be .
1ust1fied by pleading the
'
i
ration of Cuba, etc (
The constitution calls f
ali
· P· 158 et seq.).
all the States of the U S ~r eq~ ty of all taxes, etc. in
sic!
as not applying to the. · ·
been
b t
co1omes for thes
u possessions of the U . d '
e are not part,
d
ll
'
mte States (p 175) "G
u a
y", we are told th . h
.
.
r abe enlarged (p. 190)
e ng .ts of. the colonies will
ed). . .
ut equality will not be grant-

~has

"interpre~d"

(b

Eanada. Economic subordination
integration" (p.198).
prepares the· way for political

"Germany ' ' (sic) wants to "
Europe" to the United St t
f oppos~ a United States of
111 U . d
"
a es o America (p 205)
mte
. . . Ever since 1897 W'lh
.
. ..
States of suggested a policy 0 /
~ elm II has repeatedly
Europe competition-a pol' ~mon to combat overseas
(and Wil- toms agreement icy ased on a European cus.
' a sort of conti
t 1 b
aimed against d U .
nen a
lockade
heIm II) F
ie mted States" (205)
"I
ranee, a European custom
.
. ..
n
..
vocated by Paul L
Be ~ umon has been aderoy- aubeu" (206) ....
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"happy \\
..."An entente between the European states
result"
would, perhaps, be one of the happy results of
American imperialism" ( 206).
In America, developments have led to a-struggle
of the "a n t i - i m p e r i a l i s t s" against the
imperialists (p. 268, Book II, Chapter I: "Imperialists and Anti-Imperialists"). . . Imperialism, he
says, contradicts freedom, etc., leads to the enslavement of the colonies, etc. (all the democratic arguments: a number of quotations). An American \\\
anti-imperialist quoted Lincoln's words:
"When the white man governs himself, that is self-government;
but when he governs himself and also governs others, it is no long-

\II

er self-government; it is despotism (272).
-Phelps, United States 1ntervention in Cuba (New York,
1898) and others have declared the Cuban war "criminal", etc.
Chapter Ill, p. 293, is headed: "Present United States Policy:
the Combination of Imperialism and the Monroe Doctrine": both
comhined, and interpreted!!!
The South Americans reject (p. 311 et seq.) the interpretation
of the Monroe Doctrine to mean · that America belongs to the
North Americans. They fear the United States and want independence. The United States has "designs" on South America and
combats Germany's growing influence there ....
(Cf. especially Novikov in the source references.*)
In annexing the Philippines, the United States cheated Filipino leader Aguinaldo by promising the country independence
(p. 373): "The annexation was described as· 'Jingo treachery'

".**
Atkinson,

Criminal Aggression, by Whom Committed?\\

Boston,
1899. American Review, 1899, September.Fili The North
p i n o: "Aguinaldo's Case Against the United States."
\\

*
**

See V. I. Len.in, Collected WoTks, Vol. 39,
See ibid., Vol. 22, p. 287.-Ed.

p.

213.-Ed.

N.B.
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In South America there is a growing trend towards
N .B. ~loser relations with Spain; the (Spanish-American) congress inMadr~d in 1900 was attended by delegates
from fifte~n Sou~ American states (p. 326) (*). More
contacts with Spam, gro~th of the latter's influence and of
"Latin" sympathies, etc. (**)

sic!

l/P· 379: "The era of national wars has evidently passed" . .. J
(wars over markets, etc.).

1.11

N .B.

II

('') Revue des deux mondes, 1901 (November 15.) .
(**) SIogan: "Spams
. h -American Union."

Vol. 39, pp. 209-12

J.
'
1

I

II

A. HOBSON, IMPERIALISM

pp. 82-84. A mer i c d s home market is saturated, capital no longer finds investment.
"It is this sudden demand for foreign markets for manufactures and ~or investments which is avowedly responsible
for the a~option of I mp e ~ i al ism as a political policy
N.B.~nd pr~cuce by the Republican Party to which the great
mdustnal and financial chiefs belong, and which belongs
to them. The adventurous enthusiasm of President Roosevelt and his 'manifest destiny' and 'mission of civilisation'
party must not deceive us. It is Messrs. Rockel e l le r, Pierpont Morgan, Hanna, Schwab, and their
associates w h o n e e d I m p e r i a l is m and who are
fastening it upon the shoulders of the great Republic of the
West. They need Imperialism because they desire to use
the public resources of their country to find profitable
employment for the capital which otherwise would be
~uperfluous. "It is not indeed necessary to own a country
m order to do trade with it or to invest capital in it and
doubtless the United States can find some vent f;r its
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urplus goods and capital in European countries. But these
:ountries are for the most part able to make provision
for themselves: most of them have erected tariffs against
rnanufacturing imports, and even Great Britain is being urged to defend herself by reverting to Protection. The big
American manufacturers and financiers will be compelled
to look to China and the Pacific and to South America for
their most profitable chances. Protectionists by principle and
111
practice they will insist upon getting as close a m~~opoly
1
of these markets as they can secure, a.nd the compet1Uon of
Germany, England, and other trading nations will .drive
them to the establishment of special political relations with
the markets they most prire Cuba, the Philippines, and
Hawaii are but the hors d'oeuvre to whet an appetite for
an ampler banquet. Moreover, the powerful hold upon politics which these industrial and financial magnates possess
forms a separate stimulus, which, as we have shown, is operative in Great Britain and elsewhere; the public expenditure in pursuit of an imperial career will be a separate immense source of profit to those men, as ~nancie~ ~egotiat·N.B.
ing loans, shipbuilders and owners handling subs1dies,. contractors and manufacturers of armaments and other unperialist appliances."

Vol. 39, pp. 413-14.

SOCIALISTS AND NEGROES
IN AMERICA
The. Socialist Part'Y and the Negroes
in America:
pp.
382-$3:
The Indus t ri al W or k ers of t h e
W orl d
is
(tir the Negroes. The attitude of the Socialist
Party is "not
quite
unanimous".
A single manifesto on behalf of the Negroes,
in 1901. Only one!!!

attitude
to
Negroes
N.B.:
Socialists
and
Negroes
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Ibidem, p. 592: in the state of Mississippi, the Socialists organise the Negroes "in separate local
groups"!!

Negr oes
and
So cia Ii st s! !

THE JAPANESE AND THE CHAUVINISM
OF THE AMERICAN WORKERS
Die Neue Zeit, 1913 (31, 2) pp. 410-12 (June 20, 1913).
N.B.
chauvinism
among workers

Vol. 39, pp. 590-91
i'

I

on Debs

Die Neue Zeit, 1913-14, 32, 1. pp. 10eJ7-08
Debs in the International Socialist Review
(1913, March) is for unity of the Socialist
Party + the Socialist Labour Party and the Industrial Workers of the World (of which Debs was
a founder) against the Ame_rican Federation of
Labour, The· New York Volkszeitung, March 7,
1913, comes out furiously against Debs, saying
that he is abusing his "privilege to make stupid
statements" (sic!), that the Industrial Workers of
the World=nought, that the American Federation
of Labour = "the American labour movement",
and that "it is impossible to 'educate in a progressive spirit' the workers' movement by the formation of S?·called revolutionary organisations with
radical programmes" (sic!). . . . (Obviously, in
America, too, one sees the usual picture: the New
York V olkszeiting = the orthodox, the Kautskyites, whereas Debs is a revolutionary, but without
a clear theory, not a Marxist.)

Vol. 39, p. 592
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Erwin Gu d de, "New Exceptional
Law against Japanese in the United
States" (Date: San Francisco, May
21, 1913) . .
This law, which forbids the Japanese to
buy ·land (it can be leased only for three
ch au u inyears) was signed by the Governor on May
ism
19, Hll3, despite objections by Woodrow
Wilson.
This is "an exceptional law of the worst
kind" (410)-"a policy even worse than the
Prussian' policy towards the Poles" (4~2).
towards
The American workers, too, are gwlty of
the
ch au u in ism (N.B.) (412). "The gentleJap anese
men of the American Federation of Labour
not only ~ant to deprive the 'yellows' of all
rights, but want to drive them out of the
N.B.
country altogether" (411).
Workers
This exceptional law "is proof that t?e
back impopulation of Californ~a, ~nd aboye all _its
perialworking class, are doing yeoman s service
ists. . .
for the American imp e r i al is t :S, who
Socialist
for years have been preparing for a war
Party
again~t Japan. The .Socialist Party, too, has
too!!!
been found wanting in this matter" (411).
This law is "only a link in a long chain of laws" (412). · · ·

American
workers
and their

II

Vol. 39, p. 627
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A.. B. HART,
THE MONROE DOCTRINE

A. B. Hart, The Monroe Doctrine, Boston 1916
Alippe~ to be an interesting account of United States foreign
.
po cy.

Contains' abibliography.
P. 373: the "anti-imperialists" defeated, 1898.
303-04: a table (very instructive) showin th d
the American state 1823-1915. (G
h f g .e ev~l~pment of
314: "The most strikin chan ro:wt o U.S..i:npenabsm, etc.).
the building up of large gunits ~ m ;~; ~ond1tion~ of nati?ns is
to banks and factories, and raUw;~SOb~t~IOn a~~hes not Simply
next century will see five Great p ,
Go wor powers:' The
R . C .
owers: reat Britain Ge
uss1a, hina and the United States (' I)
'
nnany,
Growth of protectorate and "influe~~ ;, . (..
. .
rests! 332). The United S
.
e and of financial mteN B "F .
.
tates m Central America!-332. ·
' x e d policy of protectorates" ( 335)
359: Roland G Usher p A
·
. ·
the lTJevitable Cl~h bet.:Vee:~~e m(t~tnism. A Forecast of
Victor, New York 1915 (419
) ni ed States and Europe's
Th
'
pp..
e author demolishes it but himself d f els th
trine"
f "
'
e en
e "doc
: · · o protectorates" (369) for: the "
.
Amencan!'! capital" ( 369) !!
safeguardmg of
I::E(402) in favour of militarism" (
.
§ 5 ) - particularly ( 111)
•
Ge
··
N.B.) (especially
N.B.
··· against
rmany and Japan (403).

EUG. PHILIPPOVICH, "MONOPOLIES,.
Eug. v. Philippovich, "M 0 n 0 P 01 1• es,,• •••
180 persons
I~ the United States ( 1912)-180 owners or
(families?)
pr~id~nts of firms ( 18 banks) held 7 4 6 director25,000
ships m ~3~ corporations with a total capital of
million
25,325
"This rmlhon dollars ( = 101 ' 300 m'lli
1 on marks) .
dollars
could be a third of the American nat1'0 I
wealth" (p.159).
na
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A.E.G. (Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gesellschaft). Capital ( 1912)
:::3 7 8 million marks. Its Supervisory Board has 3 2 members, who hold nearly 500 directorships in various enterprises.
Vol. 39, pp. 752-53

WIRTH, HISTORY OF THE MODERN WORLD
"In earlier overseas expansion, there was always a mar- I)
gin of elbow-room left; all Western nations had adequate
place for development in their respective 'New Europes' N.B.
and rivalry gave rise only to fruitful competition. But now
North America will not hear of more immigrants, Australia
is already closing its doors, Siberia is open only to citizens
of one particular country, while South Africa is
revealing, with horrible clarity, the grim fact that emigration can no longer help, as it has hitherto, to obtain a place ~
in a world, which has shrunk; one European will have to NB
strangle another. There is still plenty of land even now, but N.B.
the former small states have become big powers, and the
· ·
fom1er big powers have become world powers and must
already look about for adequate space for their future populations. The Yankees will not allow us a single acre of
Brazil, and the French envy the Italians' possession of the
barren wastes of Tripoli. The harder struggle for existence
aggravates hostility among the Europeans and leads to at-\ lllN B
tempts at mutual annihilation. That, in its turn.• is to the
· ·
advantage of the East" (215).
Chapter: "The War over Cuba":
"The Yankees started out by preaching the equality of
all men and aspiring for an ideal state full of peaceful,
complacent happiness. They are ending with the conviction
that men are incorrigibly unequal, and with a policy of
conquest by force. They began with freedom in everything,
freedom of trade and interco~rse, toleration of other religions, races and states. They have arrived at the steepest
protective tariffs, growing h05tility to Rom(\fi Catholics,
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and outright aggressiveness towards foreign races and states.
First they prohibited the immigration of Chinese and dep.
rived them of citizenship, then, factually, though not juri.
N.B. Ill dically, abolished the righ,ts of the Negroes, the very people
N.B.
for whom they have so useles.sly and foolishly fought the
ha-ha!! great Civil War, and, finally, by all kinds of petty methods
they have restricted the influx of those same white immigrants whom they previously so passionately desired. United
States world policy is attended by an increasingly intensive
policy of self-isolation. Only dictatorship is lacking to crown
this progressive exclusiveness and centralisation" (252) . . ..

NOTES

t

Idem, p. 345: "At bottom, the war (the Civil
War) had no meaning, for the Negro, on whose behalf
it was waged, is now again well on the way to being
deprived of all rights."
The sharpening friction between Germany and the United
States (Samoa), Germany and Great Britain, Great Britain and
France (Fashoda), the growth of armaments.... "The catch·
word used to denote all this general mood of aggres.siveness was
'imperialism.' " ( 253).

Vol. 39, pp. 520-21

·
Programme"
Lenin's article "On Our Agrar1an
newspaper Vperyod (Forward).

publ1·shed in the
p. 13

p. 13
• Marx' s art"1cle "The Anti-Kriege Circular''.
. . . "
ular peasant slogan under the tsan,
• "General redistribution -~ pop
f landed roperty.
p. 13
demanding a general sharing out o
p
.
of petty-bourgeois demo·
• Socialist-Revolutionaries (S.R.s)-a pardty
l902· it published the
d · Russia in late 1901 an ear1Y
'
. )
crats fonne in
R . a (Revolutionary Russia .
newspaper Revolutsionnaya oss:r
f "equalitarian labour use of
The S.R.s ~ut. forwardtha : : t:Cr ~f landed estates to the ~asants
the land" and insisted
t . .bu .
{ land at certain intervals
. " a1·w· an" redistn £t1on. d"
o
I
al of
and an equ 1 1 . . .
and socialism. n sever
1
would lead to the "soc1ahsat1on o. an
be wrong and proved that
· bowed these views to
d
uld not
his works, Lenm s
th land" if· implemente , wo
"equal'itarian labour use of e
r' . te the survivals of feudal
lead to socialism but would ~e~ly e~o:~:t of capitalism in agriculrelationships and accelerate t e ev
.
ture.
07 revolution a considerable iec!1on
After the defeat of the 1905- h"
t~d bourgeois liberalism.
·of the S.R.s and the party ~eaden l 1p. acc:f February 1917' the S.R.
After the bourgeois-d~mocrat1c revo ~t1~~visional Government, which
leadership took part m the bourgeois t The SR s fully supported
tried to suppress the peasant modvemen . . thelr . fight against the
· · and · the big lan. owners
m·alist revolution.
·
Af ter the
the bourgeome
h
working class, which was ~reparmg ~ ~ so~~ined the counter-revo~uthe . .s J
·n fighting the Soviet
october Socialist Revolution,
. . and the landownen-1
14
tionaries--the bourgeome
P·
people.
p. 21
' The Paris Commune of 1871.
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NOTEs

• The Social-D1mocratic F1d1ration of Britain was founded in 1884.
Among its members were reformists (Hyndman, etc.) and anarchist.
and a group of Marxist Social-Democrats (Harry Quelch, Tom Mann'
Edward Aveling, Eleanor Marx, and others), who constituted th~
Left wing of the British socialist movement.
Frederick Engels sharply criticised the Social-Democratic Federa.
tion for its dogmatism and sectarianism, its isolation from the mass
working-class movement in Britain and for ignoring its peculiarities.
In 1907, the Federation took name of the Social-Democratic
Party, which in 1911 merged with Leftist elements of the Independent Workers' Party t.o form the British Socialist Party. In 1920, most
of its members took part in founding the Communi'st Party of Great
Britain.
p. 22
• A letter from Engels to F. A. Sorge dated November 29, 1886.

p. 22

s The idea of a "labour congress" and a "broad labour party'' was put
forward by the liquidators, an opportunist trend in RUS5ia after the
defeat of the 1905-07 revolution. Larin was a leader of the liquidators.
They were so called because they wanted the illegal revolutionary
party of the working class disbanded and replaced by a "broad" opportunist petty-bourgeois labour party, on the lines of the British
Labour Party; it was not to have any programme and its highest or gan was to be a "labour congress" attended by Social-Democrats,
Socialist-Revolutionaries and anarchists. It was to abandon the revolutionary struggle against tsarism and confine itself to legal activity sanctioned by the tsarist government. Lenin exposed this very
harmful attempt to liquidate the Social-Democratic Labour Party
and to dissolve the vanguard of the working class in the petty-bourgeois mass. The liquidators failed to carry any section of the working class with them. The Prague Conference of the R.S.D.L.P., held
in January 1912, expelled the liquidators from the Party.
p. 22

• An American working-class organisation founded in Philadelphia in
1869. It remained a secret organisation, practising a mystical ritual
until 1881, when it came out into the open but retained some secret
rites. Membership was open to skilled and unskilled workers from all industries, without regard to sex, race, nationality or creed. Its main
purpose was to enlighten the workers and defend their interests
through working-class solidarity. The leadership was opposed to the
participation of workers in political struggle and to the establishment
of a political working-class party; it considered co-operatives to be
the best way of eliminating the evils of capitalism.
It flourished in the 1880s, when the U.S.A. was swept by a broad
wave of strikes. By 1886, it had almost 700,000 members, including

NOTES
--

.
,
.
d a nationwide w~rk~rs
N roes But the leadership op~ the strike by £orb1dd1ng
60,000 eg 8-hour day, and helped to
the rank and file too~
strike {o~an to take part. In spite of th; b~, 's opportunist policy it
its mem rs
"k Because of the lea ers ip d b ke up in the late
part in the stn e. the
after 1886, an
ro
P· 23 .
lost ground among

masses

nineties.

it

. . of German Workers,
of the General Assoc1at1on
d at the congress
Lassal~e~ns-mem~on of German worker~, fo~:d:ctive participation
o:!:ties in Leipzig. in £1863
o wor
The very fact of its orma l
Association along t e
of Lassalle.
h
as elected president, led the
ggle for universal
but Lass~l:, p:t~ ~t confined its aims .t~ ~h~~~~assal\eans regard·
opportun1s
. ful parliamentary achv1 . f
red the counter·
suffrage and peace a reactionary ~ass .and" avou above"' through
ed the peasantry as
ermany's umficat10~ .from . d until 1875.
revolutionary path dofbG Prussia. The Assoc1atlo~i existed government
·
ars wage
Y
t and mcreaae
dynastic
e of the labour movemen
the merger of the As·
The a vane the 1875 Gotha Congress, to. Workers' Party of
reprisals led, at
M ist Social-Democratl~
h
nd August
sociation an~ic~h:as ::nded by Wilhelm ~1~:::n~, athe Lassal·
Germany, w
S . alist Labour Party o
p. 25
OC1
·
Bebel . In .the new
d the opportunist wing.
Jeans constitute
{ German
kr tU 1 A History o
d deutschefl. Soziald1mo a
'
p. 26
u Geschichte
"
b Franz Mehring.
Social-Democracy)• Y
b the Bismarck
.
ed ·n Germany Y
. . L w was mtroduc . 1
1l mass labour
" The Anti-Soc1al1St a
•
d the Socialist Party, a
1 d by
· 1878. It vanne
s
ial-Democrats, e
gover~m~nt Ill the labour press. German oc ill al activities on
organ1Sations l andd Wilhelm Liebknecht, con~u.ct~den:: in the working
August Bebe ~th the result that the party s .in uto the Reichstag, the
a large scale, ~~ enhanced. In the 1890 elections d the government
class was actu Y Ued nearly 1,500,000 votes, an
p. 26
Social-Democrats po_ h 1 that very year.
was forced to repeal t e aw
26
f September 19, 1879.
P·
" F
Marx's letter to F. A. Sorge o
which
rom
.
Social-Democrats
1
.
. trend among internahona
and which got its
" An an~1-Marx1st
in the late nineteenth ce~turberman Social-Dem·
arose m Germany
· the opportunist
27
P·
name from Eduard Bernstein,

afpoht~~~·

t:~hw~ positi~e significan~,

':i

ocrat.

d d in the interests
R . hschanceller Bismarck dethn:_~n t~e' Reichstag should
,. In late 1884, e1cd
colonial policy,
of Germany's pre atory
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a~prove subsidies to private shipping companies to establish ate

.

Im~ to East Asia, Australia and Africa. Following the deb te ~hill
in the
fRe1chstag,
f the Right wing of the Social-Democrat"1c groupa voted
.
avour o ~e East Asia and Australia lines, and said they would in
for the Africa and other lines, if the orders for new ah·ps
vote
1
German sh"p
· was negatived and only then went
to
1 Yards. Th.11 motion
d"d
1 h
group vote against the subsidies as such.
'
t e
Engels censured this opportunist stand in a letter to Sorge dated
December 31, 1884.
p. 27

'" The International Socialist Workers' Congress was held · p ·
J~ly 14-20, 1889, on the initiative of the French socialists : d ·~;~
1
t e support of socialists from other countries. Opportun· ts ~
amon~ ~he ~rench Possibilists and the Social-Democratic ~~dera~o~
of Br1tam tried to control the preparations for and the c
·
self. They were vigorously opposed by Engels who took ongress .1tpart in prep ·
th C
'
an active
.
.
armg e oogress. Engels and the revolution
Marx
1sts exposed ~he moves of the Possibilists and the JeadeS: of th~
S.-D. Federation, and thwarted their efforts t
. th I ad
.
of the international working-class movement oThseize "ale . e ers~1p
· ed ·
.
·
e soc1 1st parties
were umt
internationally on the basis of revolutionary M ·
Although the International Socjalist Workers' Cong~- did
arxdJSm.
any formal d · ·
·
........
not a opt
ec1s1on to inaugurate the Second Jntemaf naJ ·
·
actual fact its constituent congress.
io , it was m
The Possibilists and the leaders of the Soc·al-Dem
.
1
rat"
f B· · h I
ocratic Fede1on o ritam e d a congress of opportunists in Paris.
p. 28

I

'' Possibilists
.
r . (Paul
d . Brousse, Benoit Malon, etc. )--a petty-bourgeo1s
~ oi;:n1s! tren m the French socialist movement. When the French
or. ~~ Party split up at the St. Etienne Congress in 1882 ihe
Poss1b1hsts .founded their Workers' Social R 1 f 0
p
'
opposed the revolutionary programme and ~:trC.: 0°:~ arty!. T~ey
and proposed th t th
k
e pro etanat
. .,
·
~
e wor ers should only strive to attain the " .
s1ble , hence their name.
pos
p. 28
" Bakuninists-followers of the anarchist Mikhail Bakuni
h . . d
the International Working Men's Association (the Fn'. wt ol Jome
tional)
h. h
f
d d
1rs
nterna. • w ic was oun e by Marx in 1864, but tried to disru t th
wor~1ng-class movement by fighting Marxism tooth and I p ;
settil\g up a secret anarchist alliance within the First Int c a~. an 1
Bakunin and his followers were expelled. from the F" t I terna J?naal.
by a d · ·
f · H
irs
n emation
ec1S1on o its ague Congress in 1872.
p. 29
.. A quotation fro~ Engels's letter to Florence
of May 2, 1888.
Kelley-Wischnewetzky
p. 29

• Fabians-members of the Fabian Society, a British reformist organisation, founped in 1884. It derived its name from the Roman commander, Fabius Maximus ( ( d. 203 B.C.), surnamed Cunctator, i.e.,
the Delayer, for his tactics of harassing Hanrubal's anny without risking a pitched battle. Among the members of the Fabian Society were
bou.rgeois intellectuals, including Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Bernard
Shaw, etc.
The Fabians denied the need for class struggle by the proletariat
or the socialist revolution, insisting that the transition from capitaliam to socialism could be made only through petty reform and gradual social change. The Fabian Society served , as a conductor of
bourgeois influence within the working class. Lenin said it was "an
extreme opportunist trend". In 1900, the Fabian Society was affiliated with the Labour Party. Fabian "socialism" is one of the ideological sources of the Labourites.
p. 29
A quotation from Engels's letter to F. A. Sorge dated January 18,

11

1893.

p. 30

" Decazeville strike-a French miners' strike in Decazeville in January
1886, which was suppressed by government troops. Mass protests were
organised by French socialists against the actions of the · government
and the employers. Bourgeois deputies, including the Radicals, supported the reprisals against the miners. As a result, the workers' deputies left the Radicals and formed an independent workers' group
in the Chamber of Deputies. Engels watched these developments in
France and attached great importance to "this first bold and independent action by the French proletariat in the Chamber."
p. 34
:a

Reference is to the Russian Mensheviks, who during the 1905-07
revolution opposed Social-Democratic participation in the provisional
revolutionary Government.
Mensheviks-an opportunist trend among Russian Social-Democrats.
In the elections to the central organs of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party (R.S.D.L.P.), at its Second Congress in 1903,
the revolutionary Social-Democrats, led by Lenin, won a majority
(Russ. bolshinstvo, hence the name Bolshevik) and the opportunists
were left in the minority (Russ. menshinstvo, hence Menshevik).
During the 1905-07 revolution, the Mensheviks opposed the
hegemony of the working class in the revolution, and its alliance
with the peasantry, and demanded an accord with the liberal bourgeoisie, which, they said, should lead the revolution. When reaction
set in after the defeat of the 1905-07 revolution, most of the Mensheviks became liquidators: they wanted the illegal revolutionary
working-class partY wsbanded. After the bourgeois-democratic rev-
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olution of February 1917, the Mensheviks took part in the bourgeois Provisional Government, supporting its imperialist policy and
fighting the socialist revolution which was then being prepared.
After the Socialist Revolution in October 1917, the Mensheviks
fought against the Soviet people on the side of the counter-revolutionary capitalists and landowners.
p. 35

•• The Russo-Turkish war of 1877-78.

.I

I
I

I

p. 35

" The State Duma- the representative assembly which the tsarist government was forced to set up after the 1905 revolution. It was nominally a iegislative body, but did not exercise real power. Elections
to it were not direct, equal or general. The electoral rights of the
labouring classes, and aiso of the non-Russian nationalities, were
whittled down, while a sizable section of the workers and peasants
had no electoral rights at all. Under the electoral law of December
11 (24), 1905, one big landowner vote was equal to 3 urban capitalist
votes, 15 peasant votes and 45 workers' votes.
The First Duma (April-July 1906) and the Second Duma (February-June 1907) were dissolved by the tsarist government. After
its June 3, 1907 coup, the government issued a new electoral law,
which made even greater inroads into the rights of the workers,
peasants and urban petty bourgeoisie and gave the ultra-reactionary
bloc of big landowners and capitalists complete control of the Third
(1907-12) and Fourth (1912-17) Dumas.
p. 36
"' In August 1879, the illegal revolutionary organisation Zemlya i Volya
(Land and Freedom) was split into two parties: Narodnaya Volya
(People's Will) and Chorny Peredel (General Redistribution).
Members of the Narodnaya Volya group (Narodovolt.si)-Zhe·
lyabov, Perovskaya, Mikhailov, Morozov, Figner, Frolenko, etc.took the path of political struggle, believing the overthrow of the
autocracy and the winning of political freedom to be their main task.
Their programme called for a "permanent people's representation"
elected on the basis of universal suffrage, democratic freedoms and
transfer of the land to the people. They fought tsarism mainly by
terroristic acts. The Narodovoltsi were wrong in believing that a
handful of revolutionaries could terrorise, disorganise and destroy the
autocracy, without massive support from a revolutionary movement.
They made several attempts to assassinate high-ranging officials and
on March I, 1881 assassinated Alexander II. The tsarist government
countered with savage reprisals and in the later. eighties the group
was broken up.
By contrast, members of the General Redistribution gMup underrated the importance of political struggle against tsarism and believed propaganda to be their main task. Some (Plekhanov, Axelrod,

NOTES
subsequently became Marxists, and
Zasulich, Deutsch and Ignatov)
Russian Marxist organisation, the
in 1883 set up abroad the first
p. 36
Emancipation of Labour group.
rt

Engels wrote about Plekhanov's book, .our Di[fer~nces, tnd a~ou~~=
of . the impending revolution m RuSS1a, m a etter o
36
nature
.
p.
Zasulich dated April 23, 1885·

bl' " from his series, The Ger"' Engels's essay, "To Die for ~e Repu .1c !
37
man Campaign for an Impenal Constitution.
p.
,.

Homestead Act of 1862 gave all U.S. citi~ens th~ right to
f m the state free of charge or for a nommal pnce, a tract
:f~~:d ~p . to 160 ~res, which became the farmer's propert~. n:~
more than five years later.

T.he .

.. The Stockholm (Unity) Congress of the R:S.D.L.P .. held from ~p~il
10 to 25 (April 23-~ay 8)_, 1906. The agrarian questlon was one;. t4~
principal items on its agenda.
·
.
·a1· t eekly founded in 1895.
.. Appeal to Reason-.an
encan soc.1 IS w p· t World War, and
It took an internationalist stand d unng, the irs
p. 47
ceased publication in 1919·
Am.

., Novoye Vremya (New T imes)-a monarchist newspaper
in Russia from 1868 to 1917.

pub~~h:~

.. The First Balkan War (October 1912-April 1913). The Balkanll~tates
-Bulgaria Greece, Serbia and Montenegro-fo~ed an a ian~e
and started military operations against Turkey to liberate M~cefdom:
and other areas inhabited by ~lavs a?d· Gre:ks. !u~ey ~~13 e l:~~e a
and under the peace treaty, s1~ed m accdLon o.n m
ided between
. d bl part of her possessions. M
oma was iv
cons1 ~ra e rbia and Greece, . a big part of Thrace went to Bulgaria,
!~f:rtib~~ia was declared an "independent" state under a Ge;~~

;.Y

prince.
.
ty f the Russian monarchist
.. Progressists, Progressist Party--a par o
'h
ted wrote
bo eoisie founded in November 1912. What t ey wa~ ' .
Le~~ was "a moderate constitution wit~ narrowly. rest~;cted r;p~ts
based' on a bicameral system and an anti-de~ocr~tl~ 'su ~age.
ey
wanted a 'strong authority' that would pursue pa~not~c !7h~ydo:t~'~;
uerin with sword and fire new markets for nation
t? u
.
fheir feadership included Moscow big ~usin~s~e\Ry~~s~i:: ;;:.
Konovalov. After the Socialist Revc:ilut10.n o. cto, er r 'ainst the
gressists joined the counter-revolut1onar1es m their wa ag
Soviet people.
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. Cadets, Constitutional-DemccraJic Part
th
.
liberal-monarchist bourgeoisie in Russ"
~he chief party of the
tober 1905. The Cadets wanted a ~~ti: t~ ri:;as founded in Octhe first Russian revolution of 1905-07
io
monarchy. During
people's freedom" party alth
h
• ey styled themselves "the
interests and conducted sec:~gne;:~:t:tual\:etrahyed t~e people's
ment on how to crush th
.
ns WI
t e tsanst governtion" in the Duma the Ceardevtolution. While acting as the "opposi•
e s wanted the tsa · t
.
ns government to
all ow them to take power a d
foreign policy issues.
' n supported it on key domestic and

d;

During the imperialist war of 1914 17 th
kov and others were the ch' f "d I . - ' e Cadet leaders, Milyu'
IC I CO Og1sts of th
J"
f
'
ment conducted by Russian impe . I'
Af e po icy o aggrandiselution of 1917' they joined the ~:ism.. ter .t?e February revoand fought the workers' and
r.geo1s P~vis1onal Government
fended big landed
peasa?ts revolutionary movement de·
.
property, and tned to mak th
'.
1
e. ~ peop e continue
th e imperialist war. After the S ·ar R
the Cadets joined the counter-:V~i:i~o e~olu~ion 1~ October 1917,
the Soviet people.
nanes m therr war against
p. 54
11

~: J~n~ b9~~a,th~:~~t !:v~:~=l~~=d ~coup: .it dissolved
sued a new electoral law which
ratic deputies, and isand capitalists and whittled d!:e :any more seats to the landowners
peasants' seats. It withdrew electo ale ~mall number of workers' and
tion of the Asian part of Russia a~d t~ghts fr?m the native populaand Stavropol gubernias, and halved
Turkic ~ple of Astrakhan
of Poland and the Caucasus. The Third ~presentation of ~e people
ber. 1907 on the basis of this electoral law ~a .convened m Nove~
nanes and dyed-in-th
1
.
~ons1sted of ultra-react10e-woo monarchists.
p. 63

th:

.. The Chinese Republic established as a result of the revoIu t:ion o f 1911.
p. 64
•• Lenin drafted the s eech "T
.
Policy" for a Bolsh~vik deput~e inQt~~t~n of Ministry of Education
4 (17), 1913 by Deputy Badayev in th : ; · It was made on June
Budgetary Commission on the Minis e e ate .on the re~ort of the
tes for 1913. Badayev delivered th try of Public Education estimaword fqr word but never finished ft·g~:ater part of the speech almost
he said· "Doesn't th"
'
was ruled out of order when
is government deserve to be d riven
·
people?"·
out by the
p. 70
,. The Black Hundreds were monarchist
.
police to fight the revolufo
gangs orgamsed by the tsarist
' nary movement. They a'ISassinated revo-

lutionaries, attaeked progressive intellectuals, and organised antiJewish pogroms.
p. 71

• Octobrists, Union of October Seventeenth-a monarchist party of big
capitalists, founded in November 1905, following the promulgation
of the tsar's manifesto of October 17, 1905, promising constitutional
liberties in Russia. The party was hostile to the people and was formed to safeguard the vested interests of big capitalists and landowners
who ran their estates on capitalist lines. It supported the tsar's reac·
tionary domestic and foreign policy. After the socialist revolution in
Russia, the Octobrists joined the Cadets in organising the armed
struggle against the Soviet people with the aid of foreign imperial-

~

~n

•• Bund-an abbreviation for the General Jewish Workers' Union in
Lithuania, Poland and Russia, which was founded in 1897, its members being in the main Jewish handicraftsmen in Russia's western
provinces. The Bundists followed an opportunist, Menshevist policy.
They were under the strong influence of the nationalistic Jewish
bourgeoisie and wanted to isolate Jewish workers from workers of
other nationalities in Russia. After the Socialist Revolution in October 1917, the Bund leadership joined the bourgeois and landowner
counter-revolutionaries in fighting against Soviet power. The .Bund
dissolved itself in 1921.
p. 86
" Engels's Anti-Duhring. Herr Eugen Diih.,.ing's Revolution in Scunce.
p. 94
., Lenin is referring to the tsarist bureaucracy's attitude towards the dem·
ocratic Zemstvo intellectuals--doctors, technicians, statisticians,
teachers, agriculturists, etc., called the "third element" in a speech
made in 1900 by the Samara Deputy Governor-General Kondoidi.
The expression was subsequently used in literature to designate the
Zemstvo democratic intelligentsia.
p. 102
0

The International Socialist Congress held in Stuttgart in August 1907.
In the debate on the colonial question, Van Kol, representing the
Dutch socialists, and the German opportunists, Bernstein and David,
speaking on behalf of the majority of the German delegation, motioned the inclusion in the resolution on the colonial question of the
following clause, which Lenin called "monstrous". It said: "The
Congress does not conde!lln in principle, and for all time, every colonial policy which, under a socialist regime, may become a work of
civilisation." Lenin said: "In reality this proposition was tantamount
to a direct retreat towards bourgeois policy and a bourgeois world
outlook that justifies colonial wars and atrocities. . . . The Congress
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quite rightly deleted the above-quoted words from the resolution
and substituted for them a condemnation of colonial policy that was
sharper than that contained in former resolutions."
p. 103
« See Note 8.

p. 103

.. The letter to the Secretary of the Socialist Propaganda League is in
response to a League leaflet which Lenin received in November 191 5
from its Secretary, Fitzgerald. The leaflet was signed by 20 ·American
Socialists.
p. 111

I
I

'

.. The Socialist Party of America--a reformist, opportunist party founded in 1901. During the Fir5t World War, its Right-wing majority
supported the policy of U.S. imperialism. The revolutionary minority,
which took an internationalist stand, opposed the war and subsequently formed the core of the Communist Party of the United
States, which was founded in 1921.
The Socialist Labour Party of America was founded in 1876
through the merger of the North American Section of the First International, the Social-Democratic Labour Party and a number of
socialist groups. Most of its members were foreign-born. It did not
have extensive ties with the pi;:oletarian masses and was of a secta·
rian nature. During the First World War. it inclined to internationalism.
p. 114

" Zimmerwald (Switzerland) was the scene of an international conference in September 1915 of internationalist socialists from 11 European countries, including Russia, Germany, France, Italy, etc.
Lenin said it was the "first step" in developing the international
movement against the imperialist war.
The conference was the scene of a struggle between the group
of real internationalists led by Lenin (Zimmerwald Left) and the
Centrist majority. The Zimmerwald Left tabled its own draft manifesto and a draft resolution on the world war and the tasks of Social-Democrats. They stressed the need for a complete break with
social-chauvinism, ,and urged the people to wage a revolutionary.
struggle against their imperialist governments.
The majority rejected the proposals of the Zimmerwald Left and
approved a manifesto which, while censuring the imperialist governments for starting the world war, said nothing of the revofutionary
tasks facing the working class. The manifesto served as a basis for
the formation of the Zimmerwald Association and the election of
the International Socialist Commission, its Executive.
The Zimmerwald Left elected a bureau, which after the conference continued the work to unify the revolutionary internationalist
groups.
p. 114

NOTES
.
. 1915. In early 1916, Lenin while .in ~rn.e,
.. The work was ~tten m
k
M im Gorky for publication m
sent the manuscript °.f the. boo to ax
Petrograd. It was P'.1bhshed m 1911~ and extracts from the stati~tical
The notes--vanants of the pf 1900 and 1910-were published
tables of the U.S. census .reports or
· Lenin Miscellany XIX m 1932·
··
th second part
m Lenin did not carry out his in~ention of wntmg e
P· 117
of the book, which was to deal with Germany.
. D
. t)
illegal' newspaper, the Cen" Sotsial-Demokrat (Social- emocrah'~an eared from 1908 to 1917.
tral Organ of the R.S.D.L.P., w ic a~p · ·
d Living SocialLenin re(ers to his article, "Dead C auvm1sm an b
12 1914.
. ,, published in Sotsial-Demokrat No. 35, Decern er
'
209
i{~e' Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 21, PP· 94-101).
P·· .
.
. d n November 1, 1914, in Sotsial.., Written by Lenm and pub~he ftlo "The War and Russian SocialDemokrat No. 33, u~derC
//works Vol. 21 pp. 25-34.) p. 209
Democracy". (See Lenin, o ec e
,
'
. ..
(IS D )- a group of Left-wing
" International Socialist.s of Germany : . ~he F'irst World War and
Social-Democrats which emerged dunng
t ch with the masses
joined the Zimmerwald Left. It was out of ou
P· 209
and soon broke up.
I d
{ the Centrists
., Kautskyites-the followers of Karl Kautskdy'· e~:r s:cond lntemaamong the German Social-Democrats an m

1t

tional.
.
. t nd in the international workingCentrism-an opportunist re .
took a middle-of-the-road
t
hose representatives
.
Lef
class movemen ' w
.
d the revolutionary
t
stand between ~e avowed o.ppo~~eru~~rs;nWorld War, the Centrists
wing, hence therr name. Dunng 'al h
. 'sts but also proclaimed
h
!'
,
.
0 f the SOC! •C auvmi
supported t e po icy
.
.
h
orkers from their revolutionpacifist slogans, thereby d.1vert1~~t e :r and spreading the illusion
ary struggle against the imi:>e~1
w ations" could be had while
that "a democratic ~ac~ wit out annex
p. 209
the imperialists rema.med m power.
·1 the Central Organ of the German So·
u Vorwarts (Forward)-a da1 y'.
W ld War it took a social-chauv. D
ts During the First
or
. .
.
c1al- emocra ·
G vernment's imperialist po1icy,
inist stand, supported the ?e~an °.
ats.
p. 209
and fought against internat1onahst Soc1al-Democr

.
I I 898-the imperialist war fought by
.. The Spanish-American War o.
.
h
b' t of seizing her colo.
S
· t Spam with t e o 1ec
.
the United tates agams
£
battles Spain admitted
d · April 1898 A ter severa1
b
nies. It starte m
f. h colonies in Latin America: Cu a,
defeat and gave up the last o t e
Puerto Rico, and also the Philippines and Guam.
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Under the peace treaty concluded in December 1898 Puerto Rico,
Guam and the Philippines became U.S. colonies. Cuba was nominally recognised as an independent republic, but the Platt Amendment
inserted in her constitution gave the U.S.A. the right of armed intervention in Cuba's internal affairs. The U.S. Government and monopolies became the virtual masters of Cuba.
The peoples of Cuba, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico, who had
long fought against the Spanish colonialists1 continued their strug. gle for independence against their new masters.
The Anglo-Boer War o/ 1899-1902-the war Britain fought against
the Boers of the South African republics of Transvaal and the Orange Free State to turn into British colonies and lay hands on their
rich deposits of gold and diamonds. The Boers gallantly fought
against the colonialists,. but were hopelessly outnumbered: there were
10 British soldiers to each Boer guerrilla. Under the peace treaty,
which the leaders of the Boers were forced to sign in May 1902, ·the
Boer republi~s lost their independence and were turned into British
colonies. They were subsequently included in the Union of South
Africa, a British dominion formed in 1910.
p. 211
• The Chemnitz Congress - a congress of German Social-Democrats held
in Chemnitz in September 1912.
The Basle Congress-an International Socialist Congress (Extraordinary Congress of the Second International) convoked in No·
vember 1912 to protest against the Balkan War, which bad broken
out, and the impending imperialist world war. The Congress adopted
a resolution (Manifesto) calling on the socialists of all countries to
"prevent the breaking out of war". The proletariat considers "it a
crime to shoot each other down in the interest· and for the profit of
capitalism, for the sake of dynastic honour and of diplomatic secret
treaties". But in case war should break out notwithstanding, socialists
"shall be bound to intervene for its being brought to a speedy end,
and to employ all their forces for utilising the economic and political crisis created by the war in order to rouse the masses of the people
and to hasten the downbre~ of the predominance of the capitalist
class".
When the imperialist world war broke out in July 1914, most of
the socialist leaders of the Second International betrayed the cause
of socialism; they refused to fulfil the Basie resolution, and sided
with their imperialist governments. The Russian Bolsheviks, led by
Lenin, the Liebknecht and Luxemburg group in Germany, John
MacLean and other internationalists in Britain and some groups in
other socialist parties remained true to the principles of internationalism and, in conformity with the Basie .Manifesto, called on ilie
workers of their countries to fight their imperialist governments and
the imperialist war.
p. 211
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., Fashoda-a populated locality on the White Nile in Eastern Sud~n,
and the scene of an incident in the imperialist struggle }or ~l~w:U
possessions in Africa which nearly sparked off a war between rit.am
and France.
ped. ·
troops ocIn July 1898 a detachment of French ex
itionary
..
cupied Fashoda 'and hoisted a French fiag. In Septem~r,F B~:h
troo
sent to Africa to conquer the Sudan, approach
as
a,
and ~emanded that the French evacuate it. The latter refused,
whereupon Britain adopted a belligerent posture and ~atened t~
fi ht In November the French Government backed own an
o~e~ed its detachm~nt to withdraw. Under the agreement concluded
between Britain and France in 1899, Eastern Sudan .becam~ .a con. ·
fB· ·
d Egypt which in fact made it a British coldomm1um o r1tam an
'
p. 278
ony.
"' The Seven Years' War (1756-63)-a war fought by dPru{nia 17a6n2d
. ·
· F
Russia and Sweden an rom
•
Britain agamst '."-ustna, ran~,
'
p. 288
also against Spam..

. h
h _Br••ma•re of Louis Bonaparte, Preface to
., See Marx, The E ig teent
p. 298
the Second Edition.
M

•

.. For their speeches against the imperialist war, the Bolshevik deputie~
to the State Duma, Badayev, Petrovsky, S~oilov, Muranov an
arrested by the tsarist government m 1915 and sentenced
Shagov, were
p. 301
to hard labour.
•• Th Workers' or Lcbour group-Arbeitsgemeinschaft-~n organisa. e f G
an Centrists formed in March 1916 by Re1chstag Deption o
enn
.
·
p ·n the
·
h had broken away from the Social-Democratic grou 1 •
~tl~hsw~ They formed the core of the Centrist Independent ~1:"
n::ocratic Party of ·Germany, which was formed in 19~ 7; It v~n
dicated social-chauvinists and favoured continuing the alhanc~. ~Ito
them.

•• Minoritaires or Longuetist~ (the followe~ of Jean Longue.t)l~l~i::rd
it of the French Socialist Party, which was ~ormed .m .
h:ld Centrist views. The Longue.tists were. left m a mm~~~~ ~h~1;:
French Socialist Party Congress m Tours m December.
rt
the Lefts won out. Together with the avowed opportum~ts err s~ I .
away from the party and joined the so-~all;!te~:::i -a~h:n t~e
ternational; they returned to the Secon
p. 310
former broke up.
.
f
ded by the
.. The Independent Labour Party-a refonrust party oun

kh
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leaders of the "new trade unions" . 189
.
strike struggle and a mounting d . m f ~' durm~ a revival of the
pendence from the bou eois . ~1ve o
e work1~g class for indeship of the "new trade rg . r,arttes. The party united the member1
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·
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•
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. .
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a.
Ink.pin, Theodore R~t:ei:Ctj:~: ~:CX:tern~~~~alist trend (Albert
and the social-chauvinist t~nd he d d ban, i tam Gallacher, etc. )'
of the internationalist trend werea .e
Y. J:lyndman.
Some elements
inconsistent
and took
C
.
stand on a number of issues.
. ·
a entnst
In February 1916, a group of BS p m be
paper, The Call which had a . . . . em rs founded the newsinternationalists.' The BS p n tm~rtant part to .play in uniting the
April 1916 condemned ~h~ ·:~uh co~f~rence held in Salford in
his followers, and they left the part1·C auv1rust stand of Hyndman and
Th e B.S.P. welcomed the Great
y. Octob S . .
Russia. Its members played
er. oc1altst :Revolution in
people's movement in defencea o~re~ .Part m . the ~ritish working
tervention. In 1919, the ma'ority of .v1et Rus~1a .against foreign incame out in favour of joi~ing the ~s organ~sations (98 against 4)
B.S.P., together with the Comm . t J~mun~st International. The
role in forming the Communist u;:,t n;ty Group'. P.layed the chief
unity congress in 1920 the
h yl ~ Great Bnta1n. At the first
. .
'
overw e mmg majority of l al B S
orgamsattons joined the ranks of the C<lmmumst
. Party. oc p. · 3lO
.P.
.. See Note 47.

p. 310

.. The. Internationale group (Spartacus Le u
. .
up m the early stages of th F'
W
ag e)-an orgamsatton set
e trst orld War by German Left-wing
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Social-Democrats, Karl Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg, Franz Mehring,
Clara Zetkin, etc. They [ought against German imperialism and ex·
posed before the working class the German Social-Democratic leaders
who had gone over to the imperialists' side. For their revolutionary
activities, they were fiercely persecuted by the German Government.
Rosa Luxemburg and other members of the group took a wrong
stand on a number of theoretical and political questions and their
mistakes were criticised by Lenin in his articles, "The Junius Pamph·
let", "A Caricature of Marxism and Imperialist Economism",
etc. In 1916, the Internationale group took the name of Spartacus
League. In December 1918, its members founded the Communist
Party of Germany.
p. 311

•• Tribunists-a Left-wing group of the Dutch Social-Democratic Labour Party, which in 1907 began to publish the newspaper De Tribune. In 1909, they were expelled from the Dutch Social-Democratic
Labour Party and fortned the Social-Democratic Party of Holland.
In 1918, they took part in forming the Oommunist Party of Holland.
p. 312
94

The Party of the Young, or the Lef I-the name used by Lenin to
denote the Left-wing trend among the Swedish Social-Democrats.
During the imperialist world war of 1914-18, the Young took an internationalist stand and sided with the Zimmerwald Left. In May
1917, they formed the Left-wing Social-Democratic Party of Sweden.
Its congress in 1919 decided to join the Communist International.
In 1921, the party's revolutionary wing formed the Swedish Communist party.
p. 312

., Tesnyaki-the revolutionary Social-Democratic Labour Party of
Bulgaria, founded in 1903 after the split within the Social-Democratic
Party. The founder and leader of the Tesnyak.i was Dmitry Blagoev;
subsequent leaders, Blagoev's disciples, were G. Dimitrov, V. Kolarov and others. In 1914-18, they opposed the imperialist war, and
in 1919 joined the Communist International and formed the Bulgarian Communist Party.
p. 312

•• Yedinstuo (Unity)-a newspaper, organ of the extreme Right group
of Menshevik defencists headed by Plekhanov, started in 191 7. It
fully supported the Provisional Government and fiercely fought the
Bolshevik Party.
p. 314
p. 314
" See Note 55.
" Rech (Speech)-the Central organ of the Cadet Party, published in Petrograd from 1906 to 1917. After the· February revolution of 1917,
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NOTES
The tsarist government crushed the revolutionary movement with
great savagery. Punitive expeditions, on a rampage in all major in·
dustrial centres and areas of peasant uprisings, killed thousands of
workers and peasants.
The first Russian revolution was defeated but it was historic. Lenin
said that for the people of tsarist Russia the 1905-07 revolution was
a "dress rehearsal", without which the working cla~s could not have
won out in October 1917. The Russian revolution of 1905-07 had a
great impact on the development of the revolutionary movement in
Asia, including Persia, Turkey, China and India.
p. 329
· " Approved by the Fourth (Extraordinary) AU-Russia Congress of
Soviets, convoked in March 1918 to ratify the Brest Peace Treaty.
The resolution· was ill reply to a message from President Woodrow
Wilson of the United States. It was an attempt to prevent Soviet
Russia from concluding peace with Gennany, to get her to side with
the Entente and to use . the Russian Army to divert German troops
from the Western front.
p. 331

" In the spring of l918, the imperialists of Great Britain, the U.S.A.,
France, and Japan began their intervention against Soviet Russia.
British and American troops were landed at Murmansk and Archangel in the Norili of Russia. In the Far East, a joint attack was
mounted by Japau, which landed a force in Vladivostok on April 5,
1918, and the bands of the counter.revolutionary Cossack chieftain,
Semyonov, who was supplied with Japanese arms.
On July 2, 1918, the Supreme Allied Council decided to step
up the intervention in Siberia. The Allies, it said, must "take advan·
tage of an opportunity of gaining control of Siberia. . . which may
never
return".
Fresh
Japanese units and also Canadian and French troops were
landed in Vladivostok in early August, followed a few days later by
the 27th and 31st regiments of the U.S. Army. The American General Graves arrived on September 1 on board the troopship Thomas.
According to U.S. sources, the American forces landed at Vladivos·
tok totrJ.led about 9,1)00 men. Under the overall command of the
Japanese General Otani the army of interve11tionists started its offen·
sive against Soviet Russia. .
While being united in their desire to overthrow the Soviets and
subjugate Russia, the interventionists squabbled over the bearskin
that was still on the bear's back. The contradictions between the
'O.S.A. and Japan were especially aggravated. The U.S. forces
wanted to take control of the Far Eastern railways, but Japan objected. The Americans were also discontented with the fact that the
Japanese had considerably more troops (72,000) in the Far East than
the Americans.
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NOTES
Secret treaties . concluded by tsarist Russia with the imperialist powers
were made public by Soviet Russia's People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs in December 1917 and early 1918, in virtue of a de·
cision of the Second All-Russia Congress of Soviets. More than 100
treaties and a great quantity of secret correspondence between the
tsarist and provisional governments, .on the one hand, and on the
other, France, Poland, Germany, Austria-Hungary and other states
were extracted from the archives of the former Russian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, deciphered and published, first in the newspapers
and then in nine separate volumes.·· The publiGation of the secret
treaties had a tremendous part to play in exposing the imperialist
nature of the First World War.
p. 337
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Lenin is referring to the following extract from N. G. Chernyshevsky's
review of Henry Charles Carey's book, Letters to the President on the
Foreign and Domestic Policy of the Union, and Its Elf ects: "The
path of history is not paved like Nevsky Prospekt; it runs across
fields, either dusty or muddy, and cuts through swamps or forest
thickets. Anyone who fears being covered with dust or muddying his
boots, should not engage in social activity."
p. 340

" Man in the muffler-a character in Chekhov's story of that name,
the epitome of everything that is inert, conservative, and hostile to
anything novel or progressive.
p. 341
" The bourgeois Provisional Government, formed in Russia after the
February 1917 revolution, announced on March 2 ( 15), 1917 its intention to convoke a Constituent Assembly but the elections were repeatedly deferred,. as the Provisional Government put off its convocation.
It was finally convened on January 5, 1918, after the October
Socialist Revolution, when the majority of the people w.ere behind
the socialist revolution and the Soviet government. But because the
elections had been held in early October 1917, there was a sharp
discrepancy between the political temper of the broad masses and
the composition of the Assembly. The vast majority of the peopleworkers, peasants and soldiers-demanded that the Constituent As·
sembly should recognise Soviet power and the Soviet decrees on land
and peace. Most of the deputies belonged to parties which had lost
popular support and refused to submit to the popular will, · and the
Constituent Assembly was dissolved.
p. 349
'" Congress of the French Socialist Party held in Paris on October
6-11, 1918.
p. 350
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. . See Engels's letter

to

A. Behel of March 18-28, 1875.

p. 364

• Marx and Engels said in several of their works that they thought in
certain circumstances a peaceful transition to socialism was possible
in Britain and ~erica. In his speech on the Hague Congress of the
First International delivered· at a meeting in Amsterdam on September 8, 1872, Marx said: "We know that the institutions, mores and
traditions of various countries have to be taken into account; and
we do not deny that there are countries, like America, Britain, and,
if I had had a better knowledge of your institutions, I might well
have added Holland, too, in which the workers may attain their
aim by peaceful means. But even if that is so, we must also recognise
that force must be the lever ·of our revolution in most countries of
the continent; force will have to be used for some time to come in
order to establish the rule of labour for good."
p. 365
" The revolution which broke out in Gennany in November 1918, when
Councils of workers' and soldiers' deputies were Conned as a result of
a aeries of revolutionary acts by the German workers' and seamen's
uprisings in Kiel. They took power in Hamburg, Lubeck, Bremen and
Kiel. A mammoth demonstration was staged by workers in Berlin on
November 9, 1918, Wilhelm II was overthrown and a republic was
proclaimed.
Social-Democrats Ebert, Scheidemann, etc., headed the new government (Council of People's Representatives}, whose aim was to
retain capitalism and curb the revolution. The Councils were stripped of all power. When the workers' uprising broke out in Berlin in
January 1919, it was drowned in blood by Social-Democrat Noske's
troops. The leaders of the German Communist Party, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, were arrested and brutally murde~d
in January 1919. The strike movement in the Ruhr was stamped out
by fierce reprisals. The Bavarian Soviet Republic was strangulated
in March 1919.
The German revolution was defeated. Power passed into the hands
of the bourgeoisie.
P· 367

"' Die Rote Fahne (The Red Flag)-a daily founded by Karl Liebknecht
and Rosa Luxemburg as the organ of the Spartacus League. It subsequently became the Central Organ of the Communist Party of
Germany. It was published in Berlin from November 9, 1918, and
was banned when Hitler came to power in 1933, but continued to
be printed secretly.
p. 371

~

The Dreyfus case-in 1894, Dreyfus, an officer of the French General Staff and a Jew by nationality, was falsely accused of espionage
and high treason, and sentenced by a military court to life imprison·
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text of an agreement was then drafted. All governm~nts existing in
Russia were to remain on their territories, trade relations we~ to be .
restored the Soviet Government was to be granted free transit on all
railways' and the use of all ports which had .belonged to the former
Russian Empire, etc. On the Soviet Government's proposal a clause
was inserted in the agreement to the effect that direc_tly ,after _t~e
agreement was signed (and not after .the Russian army was d~mob1hs
ed as the Allies proposed) all foreign troops would be withdrawn
fr~m Russia and all military support of the anti-Soviet governments

ment. The case was trumped up by the reactionary militarists a d
was
by
and the royalists to attack the republic
fan ant1-Scm1ttsm. Socialists, republicans and all progressives ·
France, including_ Emile . Zola, Anatole France,
Jean
de~anded a retrial. This brought on an acute political struggle.which lasted for se·Jeral years. Because of public pressure Dreyfus was
finally pardoned and released in 1899, but only in 1906 was he
cleared and reinstated in the army by a court of cassation.
p. 383

use~

t~~ clerical~

a~d

00

a~d
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would cease.
The Soviet proposals were not accepted by the governments of
the U.S.A. and Britain, for in the spring of 1919 Kolch~k's a~y
had launched an offensive and they were hoping that Soviet Russia
would be defeated. Wilson refused to see Bullitt, while Lloyd George
declared in Parliament that he had not empowered anyone to negotiate with the Bolsheviks.
P· 405

.
The
Berne lntern!Jtional was the name of the Second International

as reconstituted by a conference of social-chauvinist and Centrist
parties in Berne in February 1919.
p. 384
100

See pp. 332-46.

p. 394

101

Serfdom was abolished m Russia on Fei.>ruary 19, 1861.

p. 397

"" The' imperialist world war of 1914-18.

p. 401

,.. The. article was in reply to the following five questions submitted to
Lem~ by the United Press Agency: 1) Has the Russian Soviet Republic made any major or minor changes in the government's initial
domestic and foreig~ policy programme and the economic programme
when and what kmd? 2 ) What are the tactics of the Russian
Soviet Republic ·in respect of Afghanistan, India and other Moslem
countries outside Russia? 3) What political and economic alms do
you set yourself in respect of the United States and Japan? 4 ) O n
w_h~t terms arc you ~rcpared to conclude peace with Kolchak, Demkm, and Mannerhe1m? 5) What else would you like to convey to
American public opinion?
p. 4-03

'°'

'°'

' 00

The promise was not kept: the United Press Agency sent Lenin's
to the newspapers without his answer to the fifth question.
In October 1919, Lenin's answer to the fifth question was
by the Left-wing socialist magazine, The Liberator in an
entitled "A Statement and a Challenge".
'

article
carried
article
p. 403

A reference ~o the counter-revolutionary uprising of the Czechoslovak
Corps o~ganised by the ~ll_ied imperialists with the support of the
Menshev1ks and the Soc1ahst-Revolutionaries. For more details see
Note 92.
p_' 404
'!'he Soviet Government negotiated with William Bullitt in Moscow
1~ March 1919; ~: was assigned by U.S. President Wilson to negotiate on a peace. 1 he Soviet Government put forward a number of addenda and specifications to the U.S. and British proposals and the final

•

01

A radiogramme sent ·on May 7, 1919 by the People's Commissar for
Foreign Affairs, Chicherin, to the well-known polar ex~lorer and
public figure, Fridtjof Nansen. It was -in reply to Nansen s letter to
Lenin radioed on May 4, 1919. Nansen proposed the setting ~~ of
an intemational commission to help Russia ,vith food and med1cmc:s·
He said the Allied governments had agreed to assist such a co~m1s
sion, provided military operations in Russia ~ere halted.. In his radiogramme to Nansen, Chicherin, on behalf of the Soviet Govern·
ment accepted the plan but rejected the Allies' tcnns as an attempt
to p:.eserve the counter-revolutionary whitcguard govemments . on
the fringes of Russia. The Soviet Govemmen~ agreed to neg~ttate
on a cessation of military operations only simultaneously with a
discussion of all matters relative to the ending of the intervention a~d
the Civil War. The Allied· governments did not reply to the Soviet
Government's proposal.
P· 405

p. 414
• 08

See pp. 332-46.
p. 416

""' See Note 106.
•
11

The foreign policy resolution was motioned by Lenin at the Eighth
All-Russia Conference of the R.C.P.(B) on December 2, 1919, and
approved. It was read out by Lenin on. December 5 in his re~ort to
the Seventh All-Russia Congress of' Soviets and adopted una~imous~y
as a peace proposal to the Allies. The reso~ution was published m
the press on December 6 and sent to the Allied governments on De·
cember 10, 1919. The governments of Britain, France, the U.S.A.
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and Italy refused to examine the peace proposal of the Seventh Con.
gress of Soviets.
p. 423
111

m

Soviet Russia and Estonia opened their peace talks on December 5,
1919, and signed the peace treaty in Yuriev (Tartu) on February
2, 1920.
. p. 437
The documents Lenin mentions were received from a whiteguard
officer, Oleini,kov, who came over to the Soviet side. He was carrying
them via Sweden from S. D. Sazonov in Paris to Yudenich. Among
those mentioned in the documents were: Sazonov-tsarist and Kolchak Foreign Minister and a representative of 'Kolchak and Denikin
in Paris; Gulkevich-Kolchak's envoy in Sweden; BakhmetevKolchak's Ambassador to Washington; Sukin--cltief of the Foreign
Ministry in Omsk; Sablin-Kolchak's charge d'affaires in London;
Knox~general, representing the British Government with Kolchak.
p. 438

iu The reference is to negotiations conducted by the Red Cross on the
exchange ·of prisoners of war, return of refugees, etc.
p. 441
m
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A statement by the Council of People's Commissan of the R.S.F.S.R.
on the Principles of Soviet Policy in Respect of Poland. It was adopt·
ed on January 28, 1920, and broadcast and published in the central
press. On February 2, the fint session of the All-Russia Central Exec·
utive Committee, Seventh convocation, adopted a message to the
Polish people, exposing the imperialist slander that Soviet Russia had
predatory intentions with respect to Poland, and stressing the Soviet
Government's undeviating desire for peace and friendly good-neighbour relations with an independent Poland.
p. 441
After the Red Army's victory over Kolchak and Denikin, the Amer·
ican press, expressing the mood of business circles, twice asked
Lenin for an interview. On February 18, 1920, Lenin replied to the
questions put by Karl Wiegand, the Berlin correspondent of Univer·
sal Service. Lenin's answers were wired to Berlin and from there on
to New York on February 21, 1920. That same evening, they were
published in the New York Evening Journal. Lenin's answers were
reprinted in the German communist and socialist press.
p. 443

,,. Lenin was interviewed in English by Lincoln Eyre, a correspondent of
the American newspaper, The World, in mid-February 1920. The
hour-long interview began in Lenin's study and continued in hi~
Kremlin flat. The headlines are The World's.
p. 446
m

A press report of January 18, 1920 said the Allied governments in·
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a number of major working-class actions against the imperialist war
and for better living conditions.
After the October Socialist Revolution, during the foreign armed
intervention, the shop stewards' committees actively supported Soviet Russia. Many leaders of the shcp stewards' committees, among
them William Gallacher,.Harry Pollitt and Arthur MacManus, joined·
the Communist Party of Great Britain.
·
p. 457

"' Set up in Vienna in February 1912 by a conference of Centrist parties
and groups which had temporarily withdrawn from the Second International under the pressure of revolutionary-minded workers. In
1923, the two were reunited.
p. 466
in

'

0

President Wilson's programme announced in January 1918 as a basis
for peace between the Allies and the Austro-German coalition.
Wilson's 14 points were designed to weaken the effect on the
masses in the belligerent countries of the Decree on Peace adopted
after Lenin's report at the Second Congress of Soviets on October
26 (November 8), 1917, which proposed to all nations and belligerent governments the immediate conclusion of a peace without an·
nexations or indemnities.
Wilson's 14 points proposed a limitation on armaments, freedom
of the seas, establishment of a League of Nations, etc. Most of the
points were never implemented.
p. 466
A conference on Middle East questions, then in preparation, was
held at Lausanne from November 1922 to July 1923. Called on the
initiative of Britain, France and Italy, it was attended by Japan,
Rumania, Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey, and half observers from the
U.S.A. Soviet Russia was also ' to have attended, but on October 14,
1922, the British Government announced .that Russia would be allowed to discuss only one item of the agenda, namely, the Straits
(the Dardanelles and Bosporus).
The Soviet delegation to the Lausanne Conference motioned a
proposal that commercial navigation in the Bosporus, the sea of
Marmara and the Dardanelles should be absolutely free, but that
both in peace and war time the Dardanelles and the Bosporus should
be closed to the warships and aircraft of all states, with the exception
of Turkey. The Soviet proposal was rejected. The Conference adopted
the British prdposal giving warships free transit through the Straits.
p. 512

"' Isaac A. Hourwich, Immigration and Labour. The Economic Aspects
of European lmmi.11ration to the United States. New York and
London, 1912.
p. 517

p. 517
Immigration" (see PP· 82-85 )·
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.
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p. 517
United States of America (see PP·
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1905-1907 (ibid., Vol. · 13 )·
racy in the First Ruman Revo u ion,
p. 518
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1

p. 520

,,. See Note 47,
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P· 520
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p. 520
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See Note 47.
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,p. 522
A;riculture in the United States of America.
p. 522
. .
h H' h st Stage of Capitalism.
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p. 523

u• See pp. 111-15.
uo

p. 523

Nothing came of the talks .
cialist literature concemin with Ch~les Kerr, a publisher of sophld Socialis ' d W
.g the publication in English of the p~-.
m an
ar m Ami:rica.
- ..
p. 524

.,. Internationale
.
Germ
· Korrespondenz (I n t emat1onal
Co
d
an socia1-<:hauvinist weekly dealin
.
. rrespon ence )-a
labour movement. Published in Be r
with foreign affairs and the
rm rom 1914 to 1918.
p. 524

f

,., I

ue

uo

nternationale Sozial1stische Ko
. .
the Zimmerwald Association w{;":i1mon (I.S.K.-the executive of
Conference in September 19j5, .. ic was elected at the Zimmerwald
P· 525
The reference is to the book b . th
.
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e American revolutionary socialist
'
es rom
an d Labour Leaders
II aw
· Roman Hist ory. I · P lebs Leaders
National Executive Co~mit:ni~?~.the .Gracchi, published by the
1915, 89 pp. De Leon's book '
i ist ~abour Party, New York
was not published in Russian.
P· 532
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.
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oO e Execuuve Committee of the
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·
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f
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•
m Pravda on October 19
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o
Reeds death published
16· 17 Comrade John Reed
' wmemb
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"On
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·
f. h
e i;ught
of October
the Communist Internatio'nal an':: o t e Exe~uuve Committee of
Communist Party of America d' d f representative of the United
, ie o typhus."
p. 535

wo A hotel in Moscow.
"' In 1921
.
p. 536
. ' groups of American workers vol
Russia. to help in economic rehabTt t' unteered to go to Soviet
were Russians who had emi rated I I a ion.. A great part of them
Revolution. It was L K M gt
hto America before the October
· · ar ens w 0 p t bef
th
ment the question of their
.
u • ore e Soviet Govei:n·
commg to Russia.
•
p. 536

' • The commission was established b d ..
and Defence on February 25 {92:c1s1on of the Council of Labour
~~estions of worker rc-emigr~t th. Apart from considering the
1omtly with the People's C
.s _e commission was "to collect
omm1ssanat for Labour (Comrade Mar·
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tens) information on admission of emigrant workers coming back
from abroad (the number to be admitted and the tenns) ".
p. 536
,.. In the autumn of 1920, Washington Vanderlip, a representative of
the American Vanderlip Syndicate, came to Moscow for talks on
firsheries concessions, prospecting and extraction of oil in Kamchatka
and the rest of Siberia east of longitude 160° E. At the end of Oc·
tober, a treaty was drafted on a 60-year concession. The Soviet
Government had an option on all the concession enterprises within
35 years, and upon expiration of the treaty all the enterprises, com·
plete with plant, were to become the property of the R.S.F.S.R. But
the Vanderlip Syndicate did not get any support either from the
government or influential financial groups in the U.S.A. and the
agreement was not signed.
p. 537
"'The Tenth Congress of the R .C.P.(B) was held on March 8-16,
1921.
p. 537
'" The Council of Labour ·and Defence examined the question of Amer·
ican industrial emigration on J1,1ne 22, 1921. It was recognised as
desirable that "industrial enterprises or groups of enterprises should
be developed under lease to groups of American workers and industrially developed fannen under contractual terms assuring them
of a measure of economic autonomy".
p. 539
'" For details see p. 500.

p. 539

"' The Society was formed by Russian emigrants in New York in May
1919. Its branches were set up in other parts of the United States
and Canada. The aim of the Society was to send skilled workers and
technicians to help Russia restore her economy.
From late 1921 to October 1922, the Society sent to Soviet Russia
seven agricultural, two building and one miners' communities and
several groups which brought $500,000 worth of plant, seeds and
foodstuffs. By 1923, the Society numbered more than 20,900 members
and had 75 branches. Russia continued to receive economic help
from the Society until 1925.
the Society as a vivid manifestation
Lenin saw the activities of
and the fraternal solidarity of the
of proletarian internationalism
p. 544
working people.
" 1

Lenin's draft telegram to the American Society for Technical Aid to
Soviet Russia (seep. 544).
p. 545

'" Held on August 6, 1921. Because the votes were split, a poll was
taken of the members of the Council of People's Commissars, the
majority of whom were in favour of sending the telegram.
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.
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a. Soviet government delegation and the n~t1~tlons in. Riga between
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.
u e on ugust 20, •1921. p. 546
?n September 23, 1921, the Council of
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Labour and Defence decided
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, an instructed
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y utgers, Heywood and Calvert. p. 549
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.
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.
American workers' group (see Note 151
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of the Presidium of the S
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h
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e sent Lenin a progress report a d th draft
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nces are to this draft.
p. 552
The reference is to a draft led e
.
.
to come to Soviet Russia we: tog..w~ch American workers wishing
see pp. 550-51.
.
sign. or the text of the draft pledge
p. 552
'"' A draft agreement between the Sovie G
•
American and Industrial Corp
. t I overnment and the Russian·
ican Industrial Corporation) ~ratd1on ( ater renamed Russian-Amer.
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'
·
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m
e mted States and put

~n

~m

e agreement between the Soviet Government and the American
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Amalgamated Drug and Chemical Corporation, which was repre·
scnted by Hammer, on the delivery to Russia of one million poods of
wheat was concluded in Moscow on October 27, 1921.
Under another agreement, approved by the Council of People's
Commissars on November 1, 1921, the American Amalgamated Drug
and Chemical Corporation received a concession for the working of
asbestos mines in the Alapayevsk Dictrict in the Urals, this being
the nrst concession on the territory of the R.S.F.S.R.
p. 559
'"" Rutgers's letter to the Council of Labour and Defence of October
11, 1921, replying, on behalf of the sponsoring group of American
workers cOining to Soviet Russia, to all the remarks made by
Martens, who disagreed with Rutgers's proposals.
p. 560
m The candidates for the board of the spcnsoring group of American
workers.
p. 560
iaa

A draft resolution written by Lenin and adopted by the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the R.C.P.(B) on October 20,
1921. In November 1921, the Soviet Government concluded an ag·
reement with an American workers' group (the Rutgers group) under
which they were to bring with them specified quantities of materials,
implements of production and food, with the Soviet Government
earmarking the amount of $300,000 for the purchase of machinery
and implements abroad. That was the origin of the "Kuzbas Auto·
nomoUs Industrial Colony", which occupied a part of the Kuznetsk
coal basin.
p. 562
p. 563

"' To build houses for the American worken.
,.. Held from November 12, 1921 to February 6, 1922, convened on
the initiative of the U.S.A., and attended by Great B.r itain, Belgium,
Holland, Italy, China, Portugal, U.S.A., France and Japan. Its pur·
pose was to complete the redivision of colonial possession$ and spheres
of influence in the Far East and the Pacific. The major documents
signed at the conference were: Four-Power Treaty (U.S.A., Britain,
Japan and France) on the protection of territorial rights in the
Pacific area; Nine-Power Treaty on the open door principle in China;
and Five-Power Treaty (U.S.A., Britain, Japan, France and Italy)
limiting naval armaments.
p. 565

,., In his telegram from London dated October 19, 1921, Krasin reported
on the start of his .talks with the American Foundation Company,
which was prepared to build a paraffine separation .plant and an oil
pipeline to link Grozny with the Black Sea, provided the prospecting
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was done by the Company's engineers. Krasin proposed the allocation
of the necessary funds.
Lenin's draft telegram to Krasin was approved by the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the R.C.P.(B) on October 28,
1921.
p. 565
,.. A letter received by Lenin from the United States:
October 4, 1921
To Premier Nicklay Lennin.
Dear Sir: Enclosed find copy of my United States patent for
Plant Protector, which, along with my .compliments, permit me to
present to you and your people, in testimony of the warm sympathy
and gratitude I feel for your people who came to our relief with
their fieelj of warships during our civil war from 1861 to 1865, which
so surprised the British fleet, which had anchored in New York har·
· bor to shell New York City, that they hoisted their anchors and faded
away. The great masses of America have not forgotten this. I'm a
veteran of the Civil War and was left on the field for dead; recovered
and a prisoner for nine months. I'm in my 81st year of age, and
know what war is. With the present of my Plant Protector I also
extend to you the right to give to your people who may be living,
at present, outside of your jurisdiction the benefit of my Protector
at your discretion, free. AJI I wish in return, is that it may benefit
your people, and that you acknowledge the receipt of it and send me
your photograph. . . . With kindest wishes for the realisation of your
most ardent hopes for yourself and people, I remain your sincere
friend.
Robert B. Frye.
2731 Orman Avenue,
Pueblo, Colorado, U.S.A.
p. 568
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"' Chicherin refers to e .P al Economic Conference (Genoa P· 575
gation at the Intemabon A ·1 10 to May 19, 1922.
which wall held from pn
rence )
·
scientist
. from the well-known American
,.. A letter received by Lenm
Steinmetz:
electrical engineer, Charles P.
Steinmetz, Charles P.
and
b 16 1922
Schenectady, N.Y., Fe ·
'
Mr. w. Lenin,
.
.
M Dear Mr. Lenin:
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·ves me an opporturuty to
MY B W. Lassofrs return to Russia dg1 ful work of social and in·
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dmiration of the won er
d
h terrible
ex.press to you my a
. . R . is accomplishing un er sue
dustrial regeneration wh1ch ussta .
difficulties.
and have every confidence ~t
success .
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I wish you the dfullest
d ou must succee ,
you will succeed. 1n ee ' y allowed to fail.
.
.
Russia has started must not be
arti larly in electrical engm~ng
p
cu
. th advice suggestion or
If .m technical and .more
·
y manner w1
'
I
matters I can assist Russia ~an
pleased to do so as far as am
consultation, I shall always
very
Fratemally yours
able.
S .
tz
Charles p ~ temme
p. 581
d Lenin's reply (see PP· 580-581)
•• Stei[\ffietz's letter. (see Note Nl68) 8~ April 19, 1922.
P· 581
ublished m Pravda o.
'
P
were
52 156 and
,,. See PP· 549-59 and 563-68 and also Note1 151, 1 '
p. 582
158:
'" See P.P· 560, 561, 562, 568.

,.. New Data on the Laws Governing the Development of Capitalism in Agriculture. Part I. Capitalism and Agriculture in the United
States of America. See pp. 107-205.
p. 570
••• Lenin's corrections in the report written by the American correspondent Bessie Beatty of her interview with Lenin in early December
1921.
~ ~l
"'" The Russian-American Industrial Corporation (RAIC, Rusaminco )
was set up by the United Garment Workers of America with funds
collected by American workers to help in the economic rehabilitation
of Soviet Russia.
p. 573

p. 583
p. 584

m See Note 168.
.
ceived a telephone message from
'" In reply to this letter Lenm . re
lanation from Begge, an agent
Zinoviev in Petrograd and a written e~p Trade stating that Mishell's
of the People's Commissari_at for Fore~~n nd ~romising to straighten
complaint was due to a misunderstan mg a
p. 587
out things right away.
Hammer and his son
· ·
details about D r. J·
d D · and
.,, Reinstein's report g1vmg
. American Amalgamate
rug
.
Dr. Armand Hammer, and their
P· 588
Chemical Corporation.
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Lenin's proposal to support A. Hammer and B. Mishell's initiatives
was adopted by the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the
R.C.P.(B) on June 2, 1922.
p. 588

"' A tractor team sent by the American Society for Technical Aid to
Soviet Russia.
p. 589
"' The Society of Friends of Soviet Russia was set up in the U.S.A. in
1921 to organise industrial aid to Soviet Russia and tell the truth
about the country to counter the false reports. in the American bourgeois press. In 1921, the Society collected money to help the faminestricken Volga area. The U.S. Government hampered the Society's
activity and harassed its members.
In the summer of 1922, having collected almost $2 million, the
Society dispatched a 22-tractor team to Soviet Russia. It went to
the Toikino State Farm (Perm Gubemia), where it did good work
in teaching the peasants to cultivate land collectively with the aid
of tractors. Prauda No. 233 of October 15, 1922, carried an article
by Harold Ware, entitled "The American Tractor Team", describing
its operations. Lenin fully appreciated the work done by the team
and on November 9, 1922, the Presidium of the All-Russia Central
Executive Committee, on Lenin's proposal, adopted the following
resolution:
"The Perm and other most outstanding fanns directed by the
teams of the American Society for Technical Aid to Russia shall be
known as model farms."
p . .592

'" See Note 147.
1111

See Note I 77.

p. 593
p. 595

''" An international proletarian organisation set up in 1921 to help
famine-stricken areas after a crop failure on the Volga. Clara Zetkin
was its President, and Mi.inzenberg, its Secretary-General. It did
great work in collecting money and food f~r the starving, supplying
distress areas with medicines, organising children's homes, etc. In
1922, it started to set up a number of industrial and agricultural
enterprises in Soviet Russia, thereby promoting the country's economic regeneration. It subsequently became a powerful organisation
and gave a great deal of aid to the international labour movement.
p. 596
1 1
•

First published in 1939, Notebooks on Imperialism contain the preparatory material for Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism,
which Lenin wrote in 1916. Lenin made extracts from and sum·
marised hundreds of books, articles and statistical abstracts in Engli~h, French, German and other languages.
p. 599
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against Soviet Russi~267,
310
Axelrod, T. L. (1888-1938, _
chief of the Press Bureau of
th~ Council of People's Comm1SSars from October 1917 to
July 1918 and the Corointem's
Press Bureau in 1920-21. Later
worked in the press-527

B
Bakhmetev, B. A..-representative
~f Kolchak's counter-revolu·
tlo~ary
government in the
United States in 1919-438
439, 440
,
Bakunin, Mikhail Alexandrovich
(1814-1876)- leader of the
Russian revolutionary move~ent and founder and ideologist of anarchism. Took part in
the 1848-49 revolution in Germany. A member of the First
International where he attacked
Marxism. Marx and Engels
w~ed
a resolute struggle
~amst
Bakunin's anarchist
views-36
Ba/lister, D. (Mainor, Robert)
884-195 2 )-prominent Americ~n Socialist, journalist and
painter; met the October Re:'olution with enthusiasm. While
m Moscow, edited The Call a
newspa~~r distributed am~ng
the British and American interventionist forces; returned to
~h~ United States in 1920,
JOmed the Communist Party
and became one of its leaders-537
Barbusse, Henri (1873-1935)well-known French writer,

P

Communist, and outstanding
anti-fascist-436
Bauer, Otto (1882-1938)-leader
of the Austrian Social-Democ.rats and the Second International; the author of the oppor_runist theory of "culturalnational autonomy". In 191 8.
l 9, Foreign Minister of the
Austrian bourgeois Republic. In
19~9, 1927 and 1934 took an
achv~ part in crushing the rev~lutwnary action of the Austnan workers--87 304
Beatiy, . Bessie
n'886-1947)~m~ncan writer, visited Russia m 1917 and witnessed the
Oct?ber Revolution; met with
Lemn in 1918 and 1921. Her
b;><>k The Red Heart of Russia was imbued with sympathy
for the revolutionary masses.
~.n 1921 she travelled on the
~ctober Revolution" agitation
train through the famine-stricken Volga country. During the
last· years of her life she worked as a. radio commentator

-571
Behel, August (1840-1913)founder and prominent leader
of German Social-Democracy
and the international workingclass movement, a turner by
t~a.de.. Active opponent of rev1~10~1sm
and
reformism
w1thm the German workingclass movement-25, 26 28
33, 34, 207, 301
,
'
Becker, Johann Philipp ( 18091886)-leader of the German
and international working-class
movement, and a friend and
associate of Marx and Engel
20, 37
:;--
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Beer, Max (1864-1943)-German
Social-Democrat, historian of
socialism-237
Begge, Karl Mikkelevich ( 18841938)-member
of
the
R.S.D.L.P. from 1902; member
of the Collegium and an agent
of the Commissariat for Foreign
Trade in Petrograd in 1922587
Bentham, Jeremy (1748-1832)English bourgeois sociologist,
theoretician of utilitarianism.
He declared man of bourgeois
society to be the · model of
man in general, and bourgeois
society a system ensuring universal happiness. Marx called
him "an oracle of the ordinary
bourgeois intelligence of the
19th century" (Marie, Capital,
Vol. I, M06cow, 1965, p. 609)
-409
Berard, Victor ( 1864-1931 ) French petty-bourgeois economist, publicist and philologist
-270
Berger,
Victor-Louis
(1860·
1929)-American Right-wing
socialist and a founder of the
Socialist Party of America;
pacifist during the imperialist
world war; in 1916, actively
supported U.S. imperialism in
its fight against Mexico--309,
378
Bernstein, Eduard (1850-1932)leader of the opportunist wing
of German Social-Democracy
and the Second International,
a theoretician of revisionism;
in 1896-98 published a series
of articles entitled "Problems
of Socialism'', attacking the
key propositions of revolution22-Sliil
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ary Marxism: the doctrine of
socialist revolution, the dictatorship of the proletariat arid
the inevitable transition from
capitalism to socialism-25, 26,
28, 29
Bismarck, Otto ( 1815-1898)Prince, monarchist, Prussian
statesman;
Reichschancellor
from 1871 to 1890; carried out
the forcible unification of Germany under Prussian rule-36
Bissolati, Leonida (1857-1920)founder of the Italian Socialist
Party, headed its Right wing;
expelled from its ranks in 1912
and founded the Social-Reformist Party; social-chauvinist
during the imperialist world
war-308
Blatchford,
Robert
( 18511943 )-British socialist, reformist, journalist and writer;
in the early stages of the First
World War contributed to the
ultra-chauvinist organs of the
British press; in 1916 joined
Hyndman in founding the sectarian, chauvinist National Socialist Party-105, 106, 107
Bogdanou, Pyotr Alexeyevich
(1882-1939)-member of the·
Bolshevik Party from 1905; in
1921-25, Chairman of the
Supreme Economic Council
and member of the Council of
People's
Commissan--544,
554, 561, 562, 564, 565, 569
Borisov (Suvorov, S .. A.) .(18691918)-Social-Democrat and
delegate to the Fourth Unity
Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
( 1906), a rapporteur on the
agrarian question; defended the
demand for ll distribution of
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landed property and its transfer into the ownership of the
peasants-41
Borodin, Mikhail
Markovich
fGrusenberg)
(1884-1951)member of the Party from
1903; emigrated to the U.S.A.
in 1907; in 1918, returned to
Russia and worked at the Peo~
pie's Commissariat of Foreign
Affairs and the Comintem until 1922; from 1927, worked
for TASS~ the Supreme Economic Council and other organisations-54 3
Bourderon, Albert (b. 1858)French Socialist, leader of the
Left wing of the French syndicalist movement; took part in
the Zimmerwald Conference,
occupying a Centrist stand. After 1916 wa., in opposition to
the revolutionary working-class
movement-209, 31 l
Bracke, Wilhelm (1842-1880)German Social-Democrat, publisher and bookseller; a founder
and leader of the Social-Democratic Workers' Party of
Germany ( Eisenachers), asso·
date of Marx and Engels-26
Branting, Karl Hjalmar ( 18601925 )-leader of the SocialDemocratic Party of Sweden,
one of the leaders of the Second International; social-chauvinist during the First World
War-412
Braun (Bronsky Mechislau Centrikhovich) ( 1882-1941 )-participant in the revolutionary
movement from 1902; after the.
October Socialist Revolution a
diplomat, worked in various
st~te organisations; in 1920-22,
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Soviet representative in Austria; in 1924, member of the
Collegium of the People's Commissariat for Finance of the
U.S.S.R.; later, a teacher and
researcher-463, 464
Breshkouskaya
(Breshko-Breshkouskaya, Yekaterina Konstantinovna) (1844-1934)-organiser and leader of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party, belonged to its extreme Right wing;
after the October Socialist Revolution actively fought against
Soviet power; in 1919, fled ab·
road-395
Brizon, Pierre (1878-1923) French Socialist and lawyer,
participant in the Kienthal
Conference-299, 300
Brousse, Paril Louis Marie ( 1844·
1912)-French Socialist and
ideologist of social-reformism;
leader of the opportunist wing
of the French Workers' Party,
the Possibilists-29
Bukharin,
Nikolai
Ivanouich
(1888-1938)-member of the
Party from 1906; during the
First World War, opposed
Lenin on imperialism, the
state, and the right of nations
to self-determination; in 1917,
denied the possibility of a victory of the socialist revolution
in Russia; after the October
Socialist Revolution repeatedly
opposed the Party's general
line; in 1918, headed the antiParty group of "Left C.:ommunists"; in 1920-21, supported
Trotsky in the trade union discussion; from 1928 headed
the Right-wing opposition in
the Party; in 1937, was expel-
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led from the Party for anti·
Party activities-524,. 525, 532,
539
Bullitt, William (b. 189~ ) American diplomat and Journalist; in 1919, sent by ~e
U.S. President on a special
mission to Soviet Russia; had
talks with Lenin; in 1933-36,
u .S.
Ambassador to the
u.s.s.R.-405, 416, 417, 423,
434 490, 504
Burns'. John (1858-1943)-Bri·
tish politician; a leader of the
socialist movement in the 1880s
and 1890s; in 1905 he deserted the working-class cause,
joined the liberals and ~came
a Minister in the bourgeois -gov·
ernment-34-35

c
Cahan, Abram-editor of. t?e
New York Jewish socialist
newspaper V orwiirts-51 7
Calvert, H. s.-American worker,
member of the I.W.W.; took
part in setting up the ~utono·
mous Industrial Colo!lY in Kuz·
bas (1921)-547, 551, 552,
554, 561
Calwer, Richard (1868-1927)_prominent German economist,
reformist and revisionist, member of the German Social-Democratic Party; withdrew from
the Social-Democratic Party in
1909· in charge of economic.
'
surveys
and correspon dents•
leaflets of the Chief Commission of the German trade
unio11s-253

Carleson, Carl Nathaniel. ( 18651929)-Swedish Left-w~ng ~o
cial-Democrat; internat1onahst
during the First World War;
editor of Politiken, organ of
the Left-wing opposition in the
Social-Democratic Party of Sweden ( 1916-17); member of the
Communist Party of Sweden
(1917-24); in 1924 join~d the
opportunist group of. Hoglund
and rejoined the Social-Democrats-312
Carnegie, Andrew (18:5~1~19~
American
mult1m1l11ona1re,
born in Scqtland; founded a
steel corporation in 1889 and
in 1901 merged it with Morgan's U.S. Steel-264
Carr, John (b. 1880)-represe:itative of the U.S. Communist
Party in the Comintem (in
1921)-570
.
.
Ch~ikousky, Nikolai Vas1lyeu1ch
(1850-1926)-Narodnik; a~ter
the February 1917 revolution,
Right-wing
Socialist-Revolutionary. In 1918-19, member
of the whiteguard government
in Archangel which was sup·
ported by the British interven·
tionists; after the defeat of the
interventionists and counterrevolutionaries in northern Russia', fled abroad-319
Chamberlain,
Joseph
(18361914 )-British statesman; President of the Board of Trade
( 1880-85), Home Secretary
( 1886), Colonial Secretary
( 1895-1903) ; actively conducted the colonialist policy and
was one of the principal inspirers of the Anglo-Boer War of
1899-1902-238
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Champion, Henry Hyde (1857_
1928)-active member of the
Social-Democratic Federation
in Britain; expelled from the
Federation in 1887 for an election deal with the Conservatives-35
Charles I (Habsburg) (1887l922)-Emperor of Austria
(1916-18)-312
C~ase, Stuart (b. 1888)-'-Amerlcan bourgeois economist and
publicist-412
Chernov, Viktor Mikhailovich
(1876-1952)-leader and theoretician of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party; after the February 1917 revolution Minister
of Agriculture in the Provisional Government; conducted a
~olicy of savage reprisals aga~nst the peasants who were seizmg landed estates. After the
October Socialist Revolution
took part in organising counterrev~lutionary
plots against
Soviet power. Whiteguard emigre from 1920-349
41 2
413
'
'
Chernyshevsky Nikolai Gavrilovich
( 1828-1889)-great
Russian
~v~lutionary democrat, mater~ahst philosopher, writer and
literary critic, leader of the
Russi.an
revolutionary-democratic movement of the 1850s
and 1860s-340
Chicherin, Georgi Vasilyevich
( 1872-1936)-prominent Soviet statesman. From May 19!8
to. July 1930, People's Commissar for Foreibrn Affairs·
headed the Soviet delegation t~
~he International Conferences
m Genoa (1922) and Lausanne
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(1922-23); elected to the
Central Committee of the
C.P.S.U.(B.) by the 14th and
15th
Party
Congresses,
member of the All-Russia Central Executive Committee, and
Central Executive Committee
of the U.S.S.R.-434 492
S37, 544, 545, 546 565 574~
75, 580
'
'
Chkheidze, Nikolai Semyonovich
( 1865-1925 )-<me
o(
the
Me~shevik leaders; Centrist
durmg the First World War·
after . the February 1917 rev:
olution, Chairman of the Petro·
grad Soviet of Workers' and
Soldiers' Deputies; supported
the Provisional Government.
After the October Socialist Revolution headed the counter·
revolutionary Menshevik government in Georgia and fled
abroad in 1921, when Soviet
power was established there-267' 308, 310, 311
Chkhenkeli, Akaky Ivanovich
(1874-1959)-Georgian Soci·
al~Democ~t, Menshevik; Centnst dunng the First World
War; in 1918-21, Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the counterrevolutionary Menshevik gov·
ernm~nt in Georgia; afterv,.ards
a wh1teguard emigre-267
Christensen, Parley Parker (1869_
19~4_) -American lawye'r and
poht1cal and public figure·
candidate of the workers' and
farmers' party for the Presidency in the 1920 elections.
Subsequently retired from politics-SO I
Churchill, Winston ( 1874-1965)
-British statesman and a
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ist; during the First World
War took a social-chauvinist
stand-166, 238, 311
Debs, Eugene ( 1855-1926)prominent member of the American working-class movement
and leader of the Left wing
of the U.S. Socialist Labor
Party. In 1905, took part in
setting up the Industrial Work·
ers of the World. In 1918, for
his opposition to the imperialist
war, was sentenced to 10 years
in jail. Welcomed the Great
October Socialist Revolution
with enthusiasm-49, 207, 210,
301, 342, 376, 520, 608
De Leon, Danul (1852-1914)leader of the U.S. working-class
movement, leader and ideolog·
ist of the American Socialist
Labor Party; fought opportunism and betrayal of U.S. tradeunion leaders. Founder and one
of the leaders of the Industrial
Workers of the World532
Denikin, Anion Ivanovich ( 18721947)-tsarist army general;
with the aid of British, A.ml!rican and ;French imperialists set
up the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and landowners in the
South ·or Russia and the Ukraine ( 1919) ; started offensive
against Moscow in the sum·
mer and autumn of 1919; was
routed by the Red Army in
early
1920--404, 405, 409,
413, 414, 430, 437, 442, 446,
472, 504
D
Deutsch, Leo Grigoryevich ( 18551941 )-participant in the NaDavid, Eduard (1863-1930)roclnik and later the SocialRight-wing leader of the GerDemocratic movement in Rusman Social-Democrats, revision-

leader of the Conservative
Party; from 1908 held various
ministerial posts; one of the
.main instigators of the armed
intervention against Soviet Russia in 1918-20; Prime Minister
in 1940-45 and 1951-55-429,
447, 449
Clemenceau, Georges
(18411929)-Frech politician; Prime
Minister of France in 1906-09
and
1917-20;
safeguarded
the interests of big business and carried out a policy
of fierce reprisals against the
working class; one of the sponsors an.d organisers of the
armed intervention against Soviet Russia; tried to effect the
"economic encirclement" and
strangulation of the Soviet
Republic-368, 380, 392, 446,
.447, 466, 468, 484
Cromer, Evelyn (1841-1917)-reactlonary British statesman,
conducted British colonial policy in the East-241
Cunow, Heinrich ( 1862-1936)German Right-wing SocialDemocrat, historian, sociologist
and ethnographer; initially sid·
ed with the Marxists, later . a
revisionist and
falsifier of
Marxism; from 1917 to 1923,
editor of the German SocialDemocratic Party's Die Neue
Zeit; during the First World
War, a theoretician of socialimperialism-252
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~ia. In 1883, one of the
~rs of the first Russian

organMarxist group, Emancipation of
Labour. After the Second
Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
~ 1903)' a Menshevik; liquidator
m the years of reaction (190710); social-chauvinist during
the First World War. Withdrew from political activity after
the October Revolution-314
Dietzgen, Joseph ( 1828-1888)German worker, Social-Democrat, philosopher, who inde·
pe~d~ntly arrived at the basic
p_ru:~ctples of dialectical matenalism-20
Disraeli, Benjamin (Lord Bea~onsfield) ( 1804-1881 )-promme_nt British statesman and
''?"1ter, leader of the Conservative Party; Prime Minister
( 1868, 1874-80)-237
Dontsov,
. .
.
. Dmitro- Uk ra1ruan
nationalist, whiteguard cmigre
after the October R 1
tion-87
evo u-

Drey/us, Alfred ( 1859-1935 ) Jew, French General Staff
o_ffic~r, in 1894 sentenced to
hfe imprisonment on a trumped-~p charge of high treason;
verd1.ct was revised and Dreyfus cleared after years of
struggle waged by progressive
French forces-383
Driau~t, Edouard-French bour·
D ~eo~s historian-246, 603
,
uhnng, Karl Eugen ( 18331921 )--German
philosopher
and ~conomist; his views, an
eclectic mixture Qf 1"deal"ism
and :"1lgar materialism were
scathmgly criticised by 'Engels
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in his .Anti-Diihring-25 94
103
'
'

Dutov, Alexander llyich ( 18641921 )-colonl'l of the tsanst
.
G. eneral Staff, chief of the
Ore~urg Cossack troops; org~.nued several counter-revolu~onaxy uprisings against Soviet power in the Urals (191 7•
20)-361
E

Ebert, Friedrich (1871-1925)o~e of the leaders of the right
wmg of the German . SocialDen:ocratic Party. From 191 3,
Chairman of its Executive·
~e.aded the P~rty's social-chauv'.
irust wing during the First
World War. At the beginning
o_f the November 1918 revolutlon, became Reichschancellor
and headed the Council of
People's representatives; President of Germany (1919-25)·
f?ught against the revolu~
bonaxy movement of the German proletariat-373, 379
Engels, Frederick ( 1820-1895 ) 40, 94, 111, 114 265 266
272, 294, 323, 324, 325 326,
327, 364, 365, 399
•
'
Eschwege, L~dwig-German pett:r·bourgeo1s economist, published
. 1
. D" articles on finance capita
m 1e Bank-224, 270
Ey_re, Lincoln-American joumal1st, correspondent of the newspaper The World; in Febru
1920. visited Soviet Russia , me
aryt
Lenm and had a talk with h"
-446
Im
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F
Filene, Edward Albert (18601937)-merchant, founder of
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
and the World Trade Chamber-77, 18
Foch, Ferdinand ( 1851-1929)French military leader, Marshal
of France; chief of the General
Staff (from May 1917); Su·
preme Commander-in-Chief of
Allied Forces (from April
1918) ; one of the authors of
the plans for military interven·
tion against Soviet Russia in
1918-20-446, 449
Fotieua, Lydia Alexandrouna
(1881-1975)-member of the
Communist Party from 1904;
participated in the 1905-07 revolution and the October Socialist Revolution. From 1918, Secretaxy of the Council of Peo·
pie's Commissars and the Ooun•
cil of Labour and Defence, and
concurrently Lenin's secretaxy;
from 1939 to 1956 worked in
the Lenin Museum-588
Fraina, Louis (1892-1953)American Communist and publicist; delegate to the Second
Congress of the Comintem;
withdrew from the communist
movement in 1922-531, 532
G

Gade, ]ohn-U.S. Government
commissioner in the Baltic area
in 1919-438, 439
George, Henry (1839-1897)U.S. petty-bourgeois economist
and publicist; held chief reason
for people's poverty to be lack

of land; favoured nationalisation of all land by the bourgeois
state (without elimination of
private land holding); denied
antagonism between labour and
capital, believed profit on capital to be a law of nature22, 23
Gerbek, G. G. (b. 1890)--Deputy
Chairman of the Urals Industrial Bureau of the Supreme
Economic Council in 1921548
Giffen, Robert (1837-1910)Briti.sh bourgeois economist and
statistician, contributor to a
number of statistical publications. In 187 6-97, director of
the Department of Statistics of
the British Board of Trader259
Gompm, Samuel (1850-1924)leader of the U.S. trade union
movement, and opponent of socialism. From 1882 until his
death, he was President of the
American Federation of Labour.
Conducted a policy of class
collaboration with the capitalists and opposed the revolutionary struggle of the working
class-56, 100, 114, 348, 350,
374, 375, 378
Gorbunou, Nikolai Petrovich
(1892-1938)-member of the
Communist Party from 1917.
After the October Socialist
Revolution worked as Secretary
and then as Business Secretary
of the Council of People's
Commissars-536, 568
Gorbunov, P. P. ( 1885-1937)in 1921-22, Business Secretary
of the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs-566
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Gork,,, .Maxim (Peshkov, Alexei
Max1movich )
(1868-1936)Russian writer. After th~ October Socialist Revolution Gorky
did a great deal to rally intellectuals in support of the Soviet
power. He was one of the
founders of the Soviet Writers'
Union and its President until
his deat,h-522
Gorter, Herman ( 1864-1927) Dutch Left-wing Social-Democrat, poet and publicist. In
1907, was one of the founders of De Tribune
the
·organ of the Left wlng of
the Dutch Social-Democratic
~orkers' Party. During the
First World War-internationalist. From 1918 to 1921, member of the Communist Party of
Holland where he took an ultra;Left, sectarian position. In
1921, withdrew from the Communist Party and fro~ active
politics-312
Grimm, Robert ( 1881-1958)leader of the Swiss Social-Democrats. During the First World
War, Centrist and chairman of
the Zimmerwald and Kienthal
conferences. In 1945-46, President of the Swiss National
Council-519
Grot, Nikolai Yakovlevich ( 18521899 )-idealist
philosopher
and President of the Mosco~
Psychological Society--80
Guchkov, Alexander lvanovich
( l 862-1936)-representative of
th~ big commercial and indus·
trial bourgeoisie in Russia, monarchist and leader of the bourgeois Octobrist Party. After the
bourgeois-democratic revolution
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in February 1917, member £
the Provisional Governmen~
Afte~ the October Socialist Rev~
olution, a whiteguard in emigra~on actively fighting the
SoVtet power-534 315 349
440
'
,
'

Guesde, Jules (1845-1922)--one
of the organisers and leaders
of the French socialist movei:ient and the Second lntemauo~. Took a social-chauvinist
a:titude from the outset of the
First World War and was a
member of the bourgeois gove~ment in France-300, 308
Guilbeaux, H_en~i (1885-19 38 )Fre~ch Soc1altst and journalist.
Durmg the First World War
Centrist and publisher of th~
pacifist magazine Demain. In
1916, took part in the work of
the ~enthal Conference. From
the early 1920s, lived in Germany and worked as correspondent of l'Humanite-312
Gul~evich, Konstantin_ Nikolayevich (b. 1865 )-representative
~f the Kolchak counter-revolu~onary government in Sweden
m 1919-438
Gwinner, Arthur von ( 1856•
1931 )-prominent
German
financier. Director of Deutsche
Bank from 1894 to 1919-231

H
Ha~e,

Hugo (1863-1919)--Centrist and a leader of the Germa~
Social-Democrats.
In
April 1?17, joined Kautsky and
others m organising the Independent Social-Democratic Par·
ty of Gennany-310, 311, 369
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Hammer, Armand /.-representative of the American Amalgamated Drug and Chemical Cor·
poration. Between 1925 and
1930, headed the Corporation's
concession in the U.S.S.R.
which produced and supplied
statibnery-557, 558, 559, 564,
583, 584, 587' 588
Hammer, Julius (b. 1874)American millionaire; took a
favourable stand in regard to
the October Socialist Revolution. From 1921 to 1927, Chairman of the. Board of U.S. concession Alamerico for the development of the Alapayevsk asbestos mine in the Urals-557
Hanecki, Jakob (1879-1937)Social-Democrat and prominent
figure in the Polish and ·Rus·
sian revolutionary movements.
A Soviet diplomat aft~ the
October Socialist Revolution312
Hanna. Marcus Alonzo (18371904)-prominent American
financier, president of Union
National Bank, Cleveland City
Railway Co., and Chapin Mining Co.-606
Hapgood-American envoy to
Denmark in 1919-440
Harding, Warren Gamaliel (18651923)-American statesman,
President of the United States
from 1921 to 1923-482, 49091, 537
Hart, Albert B. (1854-1943)American historian-610
Hayes, Max (b. 1866)-publicist
and leader of the U.S. working-class movement. One of the
leaders of the U.S. Socialist
Labour Party ( 1900). In 1902,
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elected to the leadership of the
American Federation of Labour.
For many years held various
posts in trade union and socialist organisations-56
Heinig, Kurt (1886-1956)-Gcr·
man Social-Democrat, econom·
ist and publicist-229
Henderson, Arthur (1863-1935)
-British politician, a leader of
the Labour Party and the British trade uni<>n movement.
During the First World Wara chauvinist. Member of several British cabinets from 191!">
to 1931-348, 375, 378
Heymann, Haris Gideon-German
bourgeois economist-214, 215
Heywood, William (Bill) (18691928)-prominent figure of the
U.S. working-class movement;
one of the leaders of the American Socialist Party; founding
member and leader of the In·
dustrial Workers of the World
established in 1905. During the
First World War took an internationalist stand; welcomed the
Great October Socialist Revolu·
tion. From 1919, one of the
leaders of the U.S. Communist
Party; lived in the Soviet Union
from 1921 , worked in the Jn.
temational Organisation of
Help to the Revolutionary
Fighters and engaged in jour·
nalistic work-547, 552, 554,
561
Hildebrand, Gerhard-German
economist, publicist and mem·
ber of the Social-Democratic
Party of Germany; in 1912, ex·
pelled from tl)e party for opportunism-263
Hilferding, Rudulf (1877-1941)-
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opportunist leader of the German Social-Democrats and
the Second International; author of Finance Capital-211,
214, 244, 258, 271, 279, 290
Hill, Dauid (1850-1932)-American historian and diplomat;
author of the three-volume A
History of the ~iplomacy in
the International Deuelopment
of Europe~278
Hillman, Sidney (1887-1946)American trade union leader;
from 1914, headed the United
Garment Workers of America.
In 1921, visited Moscow and
met Lenin to discuss the setting
up of a Russian-American In·
dustrial Corporation for helping
Soviet Russia in economic rehabilitation-555, 573
Hillquit, Mor;is (1869-1933 ) American socialist, first adhered
to Marxism and then slipped
down to reformism and opportunism. One of the founders of
the U.S.. Socialist Party ( 1901);
member of the International
Socialist Bureau from 1904;
author of a number of reformist works on the history of socialism-20, 310, 520.
Rimmer, N. N. (Sukhanou) (b.
1882)-Russian Social-Democrat. ¥enshevik publicist. Author of several works on economic questions-118-19, 124,
125, 128, 129, 131, 132, 139,
144, 149, 158, 196
Hirsch, Max ( 1832-1905 )-German bourgeois economist and
publicist, and Reichstag deputy. Together with Franz Duncker founded several reformist
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trade union associations (the
so-called Hirsch-Duncker trade
unions). In his works attacked
the revolutionary tactics of the
proletariat and defended reformism-25
Hobson, John Atkinson ( 18581940)-British bourgeois economist, reformist and pacifist;
author of several books, including Imperialism (1902)-237,
250, 258, 259, 261, 263, 265,
268, 270, 276, 603, 606
Hochberg, Karl ( 1853-85 )-German journalist and Right-wing
Social-Democrat. At the time
of the Anti-Socialist Law
( 1878-90) censured the Party's
revolutionary tactics and urged
the 'workers to unite with the
bourgeoisie. His opportunistic
views were sharply criticised by
Marx and Engelr-24, 26, 27,
103
Hoglund, Carl Zeth (1884-1956)
Swedish Social-Democrat, leader of the Left wing of the
Social-Democratic movement.
Internationalist during the First
World War and member of the
Zimmerwald Left. From 1917
to 1924, one of the leaders of
the Communist Party of Sweden; expelled in 1924 for opportunism and opposition to the
decisions of the Fifth Congress
of the Comintern; rejoined the
Social-Democratic
Party in
1926-301, 312, 524
Hohenzollern--dynasty,
ruled
German Empire from 1871 to
1918-356
Hourwich, Isaac A. (1860-1924)
-economist. In 1889, emigrated from Russia to America
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where he was active in the trade
union and Social-Democratic movement. Lenin commended his books The Economic
Condition of the Russian Village (in Russian) and Immigration and Lab1>ur (1912). In
the early years of the 20th century he became a revisionist84, 265, 517
Hubner, Otto (1818-1877)Economist and statistician,
compiled and published geographical statistical annuals-239,
303
Huysmans, Camille ( 1871-1968)
-Belgian politician, and member of the Belgian Socialist
Party Bureau. In 1904-19, Secretary of the International Socialist Bureau of the Second ·
International; Centrist; member of several Belgian governments, Prime Minister in 194647; President of the Chamber
of Deputies from 1936 to 1939
and from 1954 to 1959. Lately
advocated contacts bet\veen socialist parties and the C.P.S.U.
and re-establishment of unity
of the international \vorkingclass mo~e~ent-284
Hyndman, Henry Mayers (18421921)-British socialist and reformist. In 1881, founded the
Democratic Federation, which
in 1884 was reorganised as the
Social-Democratic Federation.
Ile was one of the leaders of
the British Socialist Party,
which he left in 1916 after the
Party Conference held in Salford had condemned his socialchauvinist stand-29,
205,
301, 308

I

llyin, V. see Lenin, V. I.

J
Jaeckh, Gustau ( 1866-1907)German Social-Democrat and
journalist; author of a book on
the history of the First Inter11ationa1-20
Jeidels, Otto-German economist
specialising in the study of finance capital-225, 226, 227,
230
Junius-see Luxemburg, Rosa

K
Kaiinin
Mikhail
Iuanouich
( 187S-i946)-outstanding lead._4 er of the C.P.S.U. and the
Soviet state; member of the
· Communist Party from 1898;
member of the Political Bureau
of the C.P.S.U.(B.) from 1925;
Chairman of the All-Russia
Central Executive Committee
from 1919 and later of the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U .S.S.R.-546
Kameneu, Leu Borisouich (Rosen/eld) ( 1883-1936 )-member
of the R.S.D,L.P. from 1901;
joined the Bolsheviks after the
Second
Congress
of
the
R.S.D.L.P. ( 1903); during the
years of reaction ( 1907-10)
advocated reconciliation with
the liquidators, otzovists and
Trotskyi.tes; after the February
revolution of 1917, opposed
Lenin's April Theses and the
Party's course towards socialist
revolution; in October 1917,
together with Zinoviev, revealed the C.C. decision to stage
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an armed upris.ing. After the
October Revolution, repeatedly
opposed the Party's Leninist
poli.cy; in 1925, one of the organisers of the New Opposition·
in 1926, one of the leaders of
t~e anti-Party, Trotsky-Zinovtev bloc; in 1934, expelled
fro?1. the Party for anti-Party
act1v1ty-546
Kasso, Lev Aristidovich ( 18651?14)-rabid reactionary and
big landowner; tsarist Minister
of Public Education (191014 )_; resorted to harsh reprisals
agamst revolutionary students
and progressive teachers-70
Kautsky, Karl ( 1854-1938)-teader of the German Social-Democrats and the Second International; initially a Marxist, he
later became the ideologist of
the most dangerous and harmful varit'ty of opportunism
· Centrism (Kautskianism); edit~
or of Die Neue Zeit (New
Times)' the German SocialDemocrats' theoretical journal.
After the October Revolution
he opposed proletarian revolu~
tion and the dictatorship of the
f>roletariat--40, 87, 106, 107,
209, 211, 224, 234 242 249
2so, 251, 252, 253' 25 266'
269, 270, 271, 272.73 ' 275'
276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 284'.
2;9, 310, 311, 364, 365, 369,
379, 411, 412, 413 520 525
Kelley-Wischnewetzky,' Fl;rence
<.1859-1932)-American socia-.
ltst, translator of Engels's book
The C~ndition of the WorkingCla:s '~ England into English;
act~ve m the American cooperatJ.ve movement-22
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Kerensky, Alexander Fyodorovich
<.1881-1970)-Socialist-RevolutJ.onary; after the February
1917. bourgeois-democratic revo1~ti.on, a. Minister and later
~nme Mmister of the Provis10nal Government and the
Supreme Commander-in-Chief.
after the October Revolution'
actively fought against Sovie~
power, and fled
abroad in
1918-307, 341, 349, 403 413
503
'
'
Kestner,
Frilz--German bour.
.
geois economist; studied the
d~velopm:nt of trusts in capitahs~ society and their fight
agamst unorganised capitalist
enterprises-219, 222, 223
Keyness, John Maynard ( 1883l946)-British bourgeois economist . and politician; representatJ.ve of the British Government at the Paris Peace
~nference (1919); soon resigned becaUse he considered
~e Treaty of Versailles injunous to the European economy; set out his views in The
Economic Consequences of the
Peace--462, 463, 466, 467,
468, 484, 500, 579
Khuostov, Alexei Nikolayevich
(1872-1918)-big landowner
Governor of Vologda and the~
?f Nizhni-Novgorod (1906-10);
ill-famed for his reactionary
stand; Deputy to the Fourth
D~ma and leader of the Rightwmg group there· in 1915-16
Minister of Intern~ Affairs and
Chief of the Gendarmerie
Corps-67
Kievsky! P. (Pyatakov, Georgi
Leonidovich) (1890-1937)-
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member of the Communist Par·
ty from 1910; repeatedly opposed the Party's policy on the national question; after the .-February 1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution, opposed Lenin's
April Theses and the Party's
course towards socialist revolution; in 1918, one of the leaders of the Left-wing Communist anti-Party group in the
Ukraine; sided with Trotsky
during the trade-union discussion in 1920-21; expelled from
the Party by the 15th Co~gress
of the C.P.S.U.(B.) in 1927
as an active member of the
Trotskyite opposition; reinstated in 1928 and once again expelled in 1936 for anti-Party
activities-291, 292, 293, 294,
295
Knox-British general, head of
the British military mission to
the Kolchak counter-revolutionary government in 1919--4"39
Kobetsky, M. V. ( 1881-1937)member of the Communist Party from 1903; in 1~19-23,
worked in the Comintern, was
a member of the Small· Bureau
of the Executive Committee of
the Communist Intemational535
Kokovtsov, Vladimir Nikqlayevich
( 1853-1943)-tsarist statesman;
Minister of Finani:e from ,1904
to 1914 (with a short break in
1905-06); from 1911, concurrently Chairman of the Council
of Ministers; big banker during the First World War; whiteguard emigre after the October
Revolution-70
Kolchak, Alexander V asilyevich
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(1873-1920)-uarist admiral;
monarchist; in 1918, with the
support of the U.S.A., Britain
and France, proclaimed himself
supreme ruler of Russia and
headed the military dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and
landowners in the Urals, Siberia and the Far East; his troops
attacked Soviet Russia from
the East across Siberia and the
Urals and were routed by the
Red Army in early 192()-405,
409, 411, 412, 413, 414, 433,
437, 440, 442, 446, 472, 484,
489, 504, 592
Koilontai, Alexandra Mikhailovna
( 1872-1952 )-professional revolutionary from the 1890s;
member of the Communist Party from 1915; after the October
Revolution, People's Commissar
for Social Welfare; in 1921-22,
secretary of the International
Women's Secretariat under the
Comintern; diplomat from
1923-519, 523, 525
Krasin, Leonid Borisovich ( 18701926 )-prominent figure of the
Communist Party and the Soviet state; after the October
Revolution, member of the
Presidium of the Supreme Economic Council, and People's
Commissar for Communications;
from 1919, <liplomat, and from
1921, concurrently People's
Commissar for Foreign Trade
--462, 492
Krasnoshchokova, G. B. (Tobinson-Krasnoshchokova) ( 18891964 )-lived in emigratiop in
the United States from 1906 to
1917. On December 3, 1921
took part in the talk between
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Lenin and the American journalist Bessie Beatty as an interpreter;
member
of
the
C.P.S.U.(B.) from 1931-571

Krasnov, Pyotr
Nikolayevich
.( 1869-1947 )-tsarist general;
m 1917, took part in the armed
attempt to suppress the revolution in Petrograd but was de.
feated; in 1918, organised re·
volt.of Don Cossacks against the
Soviet Republic; defeated by
the Red Army at Tsaritsyn
(Volgograd) in the autumn of
1918; whiteguard emigre from
1919-403
Kriege, Hermann (1820-1850)<?enna.Q journali&t, representa~ive of the petty-bourgeois trend
m socialism in the 1840s, the
so-called "true socialism'" in
the latter part of the 1S40s
headed a group of Genna~
"true socialists" in New York·
publisher of the Volkstribu~
magazine; advocated equalitarian land tenure-40
Krupp-a dynasty of munition
makers in Germany-275
Krzhizhanovsky, Gleb M aximilianovich (1872-1959)-one of
the oldest members of the Communist Party, and prominent
Soviet 'cientist and power engineer; from 1929 to 1939, Vice.
President of the Academy of
Sciences of the U.S.S.R.; from
1930, Director of the Power
Institute of the Academy; autho: of s~veral papers on power
engmeenng- 536, 581, 584
Kugelmann, Ludwig ( 1830-1902)
-German doctor and SocialDemocrat, took part in the
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1848-49 revolution in Germany·
n;iember of the First Interna~
~onal; corresponded with Marx
~n Lon.don from 1862 to 1874,
mfonrung him of the state of
affairs in Germany-21, 3 27
Kuibyshev, Valerian Vladimirovich ( 1888-1935 )-prominent
leader of the Communist Party
and .the Soviet state; in 1921
member of the Presidium of th;
Supreme Economic Council and
concurrently chief of Glaveleiltro (Power Industry Board).
from 1923 to 1926, Chairma~
o.f the Central Control Commission of the C.P.S.U.(B.) People's Commissar of the W~rkers'
and Peasants' Inspection and
Deputy Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars and
the Council of Labour and
Defence of the U.S.S.R.; from
1926, Chairman of the Supreme Economic Council-547
549, 552, 562, 564, 569
'
Kuusinen, Otto Wilhelmovich
( 1881-1964 )-leader of the
~ommunist Party and the Soviet state, member of the Pre. sidium of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. and Secretary of the C.C. C.P.S.U.; a
founding member of the Communis.t Party of Finland ( 1918);
promment leader of the international working-class movement; from 1921 to 1939, secretary of the Executive Committee of the Comintern; author of numerous works on the
international
working-class
movement-569
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La/argue, Paul (1842-1911)outstanding leader of the
French and international work·
ing-class movement, a tale11.ted
publicist, one of the first followers of scientific communism
in France, and a close friend
·and associate of Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels; together
with Jules Guesde he founded
the French Worker&' Party, and
was editor of its organ, L'Egalite (Equality); actively fought
against opportunism in the
Second International; defended
and spread the ideas of Marxism in the sphere of political
economy, philosophy, history,
linguistics, and fought against
reformism and revisionism--30
Lansburgh, Alfred (1872-1940)Gennan bourgeois economist,
publisher of Die Bank ( 190835), which carried several of
his studies of finance capital260, 270, 273, 274, 27.5
Lapinsky, P. L. (Levinson, Y. )
( 1879-1937 )-Polish Communist, economist and publicist. In
the 1920s, was on diplomatic
work •. In the 1930s, engaged in
scientific and publicist work465
Larin, Y. (Lurye, Mikhail Alexandrovich) (1882-1932)-SocialDemocrat, Menshevik; in 1906,
supported the opportunist idea
of convoking a "labour congress" to set up a legal "broad
labour . party", which implied
elimination of the R.S.D.L.P.
and establishment of a nonParty organisation; in August

1917, joined the Commuiiist
Party, and after the October
Socialist Revolution worked in
Soviet government and economic agencies-22
Lassalle, Ferdinand ( 1825-1864)
--German petty-bourgeois socialist; one of the founders of
the General Association of German Workers ( 1863) which
had a positive effect on the
working-class movement. But
Lassalle, who was elected its
President, directed it along an
·opportunist path; Marx and
Engels sharply criticised the
theoretical and political views
of the Lassalleans-25
Lazzari, Constantino '(1854-1927)
-prominent Italian socialist;
one of the founders of the Italian Workers' Party (1882),
and the Italian Socialist Party
( 1892); General Secretary of
the Italian Socialist Party from
1912 to 1919-312, 376
Ledebour, Georg ( 1850-1947 ) one of the leaders of the German Social-Democrats, Centrist
and deputy of the Reichstag; in
1917, took part in setting up
the Centrist Independent Social-Democratic Party of Germany-299, 310, 311
Legien, Karl (1861-1920)-German Right-wing Social-Democrat, German trade union leader, revisionist; from 1893 to
1920 (intennittently), deputy
of the Reichstag from the Social-Democratic Party; took an
extreme social-chauvinist stand
during the First World War;
supported the policy of the
bourgeoisie and fought against
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the proletarian revolutionary
movement-100, 101, 102, 103,
104, 114, 311
Lenin, N.--see Lenin, V. I.
Lenin, V. I. ( 1870-1924 )-15,
111, 113, 328, 344, 350, 386,
407, 434, 446, 447, 449, 450,
451, 481, 482, 493, 519, 521,
524, 526, 527' 528, 529, 530,
531, 532, 534, 535, 536, 538,
540, 544, 545, 546, 548, 549,
550, 551, 552, 554, 557' 558,
539, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564,
565, 566, 568, 570, 572, 573,
574, 575, 581, 582, 583, 584,
585, 586, 587, 588, 591, 592,
593, 595, 597, 601, 602, 605
Lepeshinskaya, Natalia StepanolJna (1890-1923 )-worked in
Lenin's secretariat-588
Leroy-Beaulieu, Pierre-Paul ( 18431916 )-French liberal economist and sociologist, author of
several works against scientific
socialism-604
Le1Ji, Paul (1883-1930)--0ennan
Left-wing
Social-Democrat,
member of the Spartacus League; during the First World
War took an internationalist
stand; member of the Communist Party of Germany since
its foundation ( 1919); expelled
from the Party in 1921 for opportunism, factionalist activity
and subsequently returned to
the Social-Democratic Party462, 465
Le1Jy, Hermann (b. 1881 )-German bourgeois economist, professor of Heidelberg University;
from 1921, professor of the
Higher Technical School in
Berlin; author of several works
on finance capital-215, 216
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Liebknecht, Karl (1871-1919)outstanding leader of the German and international workingclass movement; one of the
founders of the Communist
Party of Germany; in January
1919, was savagely murdered
by
counter-revolutionaries100, 209, 299, 301, 369, 370,
371, 375, 377, 378, 379, 384,
Liebknecht,
Wilhelm
(18261900)-prominent leader of the
German and international working-class movement, one of the
founders and leaders of the
German Social-Democratic Party; from 1875 to his last days,
member of the Central Commitee of the German SocialDemocratic Party and executive
editor of its central organ,
Vorwiirts; took an active part
in the First International and
the establishment of the Second
lnternational-25, 26,28, 29, 33
Lubman, F. (Hersch, Peisakh)
(b. 1882)-one of the leaders
of the Bund, the Jewish pett)'bourgeois nationalist party;
Centrist during the First World
War-86
.
Liefmanri, Robert (1874-1941 ) German bourgeois economist;
author of several works on economic and social problems-219, 220, 234
Likhachov, v. M. (1882-1924)Jllember of the R.S.D.L.P. from
1902, Bolshevik. After the October Revolution was in charge
of the Administrative Department of ·the Moscow Soviet; in
1921-22, Chairman of the
Moscow Economic Council542
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Lincoln, Abraham ( 1809-1865 ) outstanding American statesman, President of the United
States from 1861 to 1865; led
the struggle of the Northern
States against the slave-holding
South, for abolition of Negro
slavery-262, 482, 605
Lindhagen, Karl (1860-1946)Swedish Social-Democrat, internationalist during the First
World War; from 1917 to 1921,
member of the Communist Party of Sweden; in 1921, expelled
from the Party for opposing
the decisions of the Second
Congress of the CominternS12
Lit1Jino1J, Maxim Maximo1Jich
(1876-1951)-Communist, prominent Soviet diplomat; from
1918, member of the Collegiuro
of the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs; from 1921,
Deputy People's Commissar for
Foreign Affairs; from 1930 to
1939, People's Commissar for
Foreign Affairs; later held
responsible posts in the Commissariat-4 23
Lloyd George, Da1Jid (1863-1945)
-British statesman, leader of
the Liberal Party; from 1916
to 1922, Prime Minister; made
efforts to build up British imperialist positions in the Middle East and the Balkans, and
crushed the natonal liberation
movement in the colonies and
dependent countries; after the
October Revolution, one of the
sponsors and organisers of the
armed intervention and blockade against the Soviet state--

392, 4'17, 463, 466, 468, 484,
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Longtiet, jean (1876-1938)publicist and member of the
French Socialist Party and the
Second International; during
the First World War, headed
the Centrist minority within the
French Socialist Party-299,
301, 310, 413
Loriot, F:irnand (1870-1930)French socialist; during the
First World War, internationalist and adherent of the Zim·
merwald Left; took part in
founding the Communist Party
of France-311, 376
Lube,.sac, j11an de-French lieu·
tenant, monarchist; member of
the French military mission in
Russia in 19i 7 and 1918; Lenin's talk with him occurred on
February 27, 1918-339
Luxemburg, Rosa ( 1871-1919)outstanding leader of the Ger·
man, Polish and international
working-class movement, leader
of the Left wing of the Second
International. From the outbreak of the First World War,
took an internationalist stand;
one of the initiators of the
founding in Germany of the
Internationale group, which
was subsequently renamed the
Spartacus group and then the
Spartacus League; after the
November 1918 revolution in
Germany, took a leading part
in the Constituent Congress of
the Communist Party of Germany; in Janury 1919, was savagely murdered by a band of
counter-revolu tio11aries - 311,
312, 371, 375, 379, 384
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M
MacDonald,
James
Ramsay
( 1866-1937)-British politician,
founder and leader of the Independent Labour Party and
the Labour Party; conducted
an extreme opportunist policy,
advocated the theory of class
collaboration and the gradual
growth of capitalism into
socialism; in 1924 and from
1929 to 1931, Prime Minister
-310
MacLean, John (1879-1923)prominent leader of the British
labour movement; during the
First World War, adopted an
internationalist stand and engaged in active revolutionary
anti-war propaganda; in April
1916, elected to the leadership
of the British Socialist Party; in
his later years withdrew from
active politics-301, 312, 369,
370, 37G
Maklakov, Vasily Alexeyevich
( 1870-1959)-big landowner,
deputy of the Second, Third
and Fourth Dumas, member of
the Cadet Party's Central
Committee; after the February
1917 revolution, Ambassador
of the bourgeois Provisional
Government to Paris, and later
whiteguard emigr~54, 70, 408
Mann, Tom ( 1856-1941 )-wellknown leader of the British
working-class movement; a
Communist from 1920-35
Mannerheim, Carl Gustaf (18671951 )-reactionary
Finnish
statesman; in 1918, commanded the counter-revolutionary
wthteguard Finnish Army which

joined forces with the German
interventionists in crushing the
workers' revolution in Finland;
one of the leaders of anti-Soviet
ventures undertaken by Finnish
reactionaries; from August 1944
to March 1946; President of
Fir\land; retired under the pressure of democratic forces-404,
.405, 411, 412, 413
Manning, Henry Edward ( l 808l892 )-cardinal, advocate of
stronger temporal power of the
Pope of Rome-35
Markov II, Nikolai Yevgenyevich
(b.
1876)-:-big landowner,
monarchist, and active member
of the ultra-reactionary Union
of the Russian People, leader of
the extreme Right-.wing group
in the Third and Fourth Dumas; emigrated after the February 1917 revolution--66, 67,
127
Martens,
Ludwig · Karlovich
(1875-1948)-prOminent Soviet
executive, scientist in machinebuilding and thermal power
engineering; member of the
R.S.D.L.P. from 1893. In 1899
he emigrated to Germany and
later to Britain. From January
1919, representative of the
R.S.F.S.R. in the U.S.A. In
1921, after unsuccessful attempt to normalise relations
with the U.S.A. was expelled
from that country. On his return to Soviet Russia became a
member of the Presidium of
the Supreme Economic Council-536, 539, 541, 544, 545,
551, 557, 558, 559, 560
Martin, Edward-delegate of the
American Communist Labour
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Party to the Second Congress of
the Communist International534
Martov, L. (Tsederbaum, Yuli
Osipovich) (1873-1923)-leader of the Menshevik opportunist trend among the Russian
Social-Democrats; took a Centrist attitude during the First
World War; after the October
Revolution, opposed Soviet
power; emigrated in 1920267, 284, 310, 412, 413
Marx, Karl (1818-1883)-13,
14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 78, 103,
111, 114, 122, 160, 162, 215,
216, 265, 266, 286, 298, 312,
326, 327, 328, 329, 330; 364,
365, 376
Maslov, Pyotr Pavlovich n861·
1946 )-economist and Russian
Social-Democrat; after the Second Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
( 1903) joined the Mensheviks;
author of several works on the
agrarian question in whi~ he
attempted to revise the basic
propositions of Marxist political economy; social-chauvinist
during the First World War;
after the October Revolution,
withdrew from politics and
engaged in teaching and
research-238, 267
Mehring, Franz (1846-1919)-·
outstanding leader of the
working-class movement in
Germany; one of the leaders
and theorists of the Left wing
of the German Social-Democrats, historian, publicist and
critic; actively opposed opportunism and revisionism within
the ranks of the Second Inter-
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national
and
consistently
defended
internationalism;
welcomed the October Socialist Revolution; one of the
leaders of the revolutionary
Spartacus League, and played
an important part in establishing the Communist Party of
Germany-13, 20, 24, 26, 27,
29, 40, 375
Meister-the owner of a big
chemical works in Jiochst and
Kassel (Germany)-221
Merrheim, Alphonse (1881-1925)
-French trade union leader;
internationalist at the outbreak
of the First World War, later
slid to social-chauvinist positions-311
Migulin,
Pyotr
Petrovich
(b.
1870)-professor
and
economist; from 1913 to 1917,
editor and publisher of the
Novy Ekonomist (New Economist)
magazine,
which
expressed the interests of the
big commercial and industrial
bourgeoisie-73
Mikhailov, Vasily Mikhailovich
( 1894-193 7 )-member of the
R.S.D.L.P. from 1915; in 1921,
secretary of the R.C.P.(B.)
Central Committee; later engaged in Party and trade union
work · in Moscow; from 1929,
economic executive-561, 565
Mikhailovsky, Nikolai Konstantinovich
(1842-1904)-Russian sociologist, publicist, lite·
rary critic; prominent Narodnik ideologist; waged a bitter
fight against Marxists-324
Millerand, Alexandre Etienne
(1859-1943)-French politician; in the 1880s, bourgeois
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radical; in the 1890s, joined
the Socialists, headed the op·portunist trend in the French
socialist movement; in 1899,
member of the reactionary
bourgeois
government
of
France; in 1909-10, 1912-13,
1914-15, held various portfolios; President of France
(1920-24)-447
Milyukov, Pavel Nikolayevich
(1859-1943)-founder
and
leader of the Cadet Party,
ideologist of the Russian imperialist bourgeoisie, historian
and publicist; after the bourgeois-democratic revolution in
February 1917, Minister of
Foreign Affairs in the first
bourgeois Provisional Government; conducted the imperialist "war to victory" policy;
after the October Revolution,
whiteguard ~migre-315, 349
Mirbach, Wilhelm (1871-1918)German diplomat; in 1918,
envoy to Moscow; on July 6,
1918, killed by Left-wing Socialist-Revolutionaries to' triger
off an armed conflict between
Germany and Soviet Russia492
Mishell, B.-representative of the
American Amalgamated Drug
and Chemical Corporation,
head manager of the Alamerico
conces~ion in Soviet Russia587, 588
Modigliani, Giuseppe Emmanuele
(1872-1947)-leader of the
Italian
Social-Democrats;
together with Turati led the
extreme Right wing of the
Italian Socialist Party-310
Monroe, James (1758-1831)-
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President of the United States
(1817-25); in 1823, issued a
declaration on the principles of
U.S. foreign policy (Monroe
Doctrine)-605, 610
Morgan-a dynasty of American
multimillionaires-51, 55, 232,
606
Morris, Henry C. (b. 1868)-American historian, author
of a big work, The History of
Colonization ( 1900)-440
Morris, Ira N.-in 1919~the
U.S. envoy to Sweden-44~
Most, Johann Josef (1846-1906)
German Social-Democrat, later
anarchist; journalist; in· the
1860s, joined the working-class
movement and .was close to
the Social-Democrats; elected
Reichstag deputy from 1874
to 1878; after the promulgation
of the Anti-Socialist Law in
1878, emigrated to London,
where he published the anarchist newspaper Freiheit-25, 26
Miin&enberg, Wilhelm
(18891940)-active in the worliingclass movement in Switzerland
and Germany. From 1914 to
1917, head of the Social-Democratic Youth Organisation in
Switzerland and, from 1915 to
1919, secretary of the Socialist Youth International and
editor of its organ JugendInternationale. From 1919 to
1921, secretary of the Communist Youth International.
He also occupied the post of
General Secretary of the Foreign Committee for the organisation of international assistance to the starving people of
Soviet Russia-596
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Nansen, Fridtjof ( 1861-1930)well-known Norwegian scientist
and Arctic explorer; after the
October Revolution, showed
deep· sympathy for the Soviet
state; in 1921-22, was one of
the organisers of assistance to.
the starving people of Soviet
Russia; winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1923-405, 423
Napoleon III (Bonaparte, Louis)
1808-1873)-Emperor of France from 1852 to 1870-303
Neymarck, Alfred-French bourgeois economist, statistician,·
worked mainly on problems of
state issues--270
Nicholas I (Romanov) ( 17961855 )-Emperor of Russia
( 1825-55 )-362
Nicholas' JI (Romanov) (18681918)-the last Emperor of
Russia (1894-17 )-315

0

Oleinikov-whiteguard
officer,
sided with Soviet power-438
Orlando, Vittorio Emmanuele
(1860-1952)-Italian
statesman, held several ministerial
posts. Prime Minister from
1917 to 1919-392, 468
Ornatsky--see Chicherin, G. V.
-209
Owens, Michael Joseph (18591923 )-American inventor of
the bottle-making machine
-258
p
Paish, Sir George (1867-1957)British bourgeois economist;

statistician; author of several
works on world economic and
political problems-602
Pannekoek, Anton ( 1873-1960) Dutch Social-Democrat; in
1918-21, member of the Dutch
Communist Party; took part in
the work of the Comintem;
took an ultra-Left sectarian
stand; in 1921 withdrew from
the Communist Party and from
politics-312
Phelps, Edward John (1822-1900)
-American lawyer and diplomat-605
Plekhanov, Georgi Valentinovich
(1856-1918)-oustanding leader of the Russian and international working-class movement, first propagandist of
Marxism in Russia, founder of
the first Russian Marxist group,
the Emancipation of Labour.
After the Second Congress of
the R.S.D.L.P. (1903), Menshevik; during the First World
War, took a social-chauvinist
attitude; took a negative stand
on the October Revolution but
did not take part in fighting
Soviet power-21, 36, 106,
107, 301, 307, 308, 311, 314,
320, 326
Poole, Dewitt
(1885-1952)American diplomat; from July
1917, Consul in Moscow; from
November 1918 to June 1919,
American charge d'affaires to
the whiteguard Provisional
Government of the Northern
Rcgion-423
Potresov, Alexander Nikolayevich
( 1869-1934 )-Menshevik lead-
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er; during the years of reaction (1907-10), led the li4uidators; social-chauvinist during
the First World War; whiteguard emigre after the October
Revolution-238, 267, • 307,
. 311, 320
Pressemane, Adrian (1879-1929)
-French socialist; in 1912,
permanent representative of
the French Socialist Party in
the International Socialist Bu·
reau; Centrist during the First
World War-299, 301, 310
Purishkevich, Vladimir Mitrofanovich ( 1870-1920 )-big landowner, monarchist; in 1905-07,
founder of the Black-Hundred
pogrom organisations set up to
fight the revolutionary movement; after the October Revolution, actively fought Soviet
power-58, 87, 89

R
Radcliffe, Percy de Blaquiere
( 1874-1934 )-British majorgeneral; Director of Military
Operations, War Office (191822)-440
Radek,
Karl
Berngardovich
(pseudonym-K. R.)
(18851939)-from the turn of the
century took part in the Social-Democratic movement of
Galicia, Poland and Germany;
during the First World War,
internationalist, but inclined to.
Centrism; took a wrong stand
on the right of nations to self·
determination;
joined
the
Communist Party in 191 7; during the discussion of the Peace

of Brest-Litovsk, Left Communist; from 1923, active leader
of the Trotskyite opposition,
for which he was expelled
from the Party by the 15th
Congress in 1927; reinstated
in 1930, but once again expelled in 1936 for anti-Party
activity-312, 427, 498
Reed, John (1887-1920)-American working-class leader, writer and publicist; in 1917,
came to Russia;· his book, Ten
Days That Shook the World,
deals with the events of the
October Socialist Revolution,
which he wholeheartedly accepted; Lenin wrote a foreword to his book. Reed was
one of the founders and first
leaders of the U.S. Communist Party; in 1920, took part
in the work of ihe Second
Congress of the Comintem;
died in Moscow, buried by
the Kremlin Wall-436, 534
Reinstein, B. I. ( 1866-1947)joined the revolutionary movement in 1884; emigrated to
the United States, worked in
the American Socialist Labour
Party and represented it in the
Second International; in 1917,
returned to Russia and, in
April 1918, was admitted to
the Bolshevik Party; worked
mainly in the Comintem and
in the Red International of
Labour Unions--557, 558, 559,
564, 583, 587' 588
Renaudel, Pierre ( 1871-1935 ) opportunist leader of the
French Socialist Party; socialchauvinist during the First
World War; in 1933, expelled
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from the Socialist Party-300,
3Ql, 308, 348, 375, 378
Renner, Karl (1870-1950)-Austrian politician, leader and
theoretician 0£ the Austrian
Right-wing Social-Democrats;
social-chauvinist during the
First World War; in 1919-20,
Chancellor 0£ Austria; in
1945-50, President of Austria
-304, 348, 374
Rhodes, Cecil John (1853-1902)
-reactionary British statesman
and politician, actively conducted British colonial policy
and preached imperialist expansion; chief perpetrator of
the Anglo-Boer War (18991902)-237, 238, 244
Riesser, Jacob ( 1853~1932)
Gerrnan economist and banker
-218, 221, 229, 233, 279,
283, 284
Robins, Raymond ( 1873-1954) colonel, American public figure; in 1917-18, chief of the
American Red Cross mission
in Russia; sympathised with
Soviet power, and met Lenin.
After the Second World War
worked to strengthen friendship between the peoples of the
U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A.-528,
529
Rocke/eller-dynasty of American multimillionaires-51, 55,
230, 231, 606
Roland-Holst, Henriette (18691952)-Dutch Socialist and
author; worked to organise
women's unions; adhered to the
Left wing of the Dutch SocialDemocrats, who from 1907
were grouped around De Tribune; at the outbreak of the

First World War she took a
Centrist stand, then joined the
internationalists; in 1918-27,
member of the Communist
Party o( Holland, and took
part in the work of the Comintern; in 1927, withdrew
from the Communist Party312, 524
Romanov, Nicholas--see Nicholas
II
Roosevelt, Theodore (1858-1919)
-U.S. statesman; President
from 1901 to 1909; his Administration conducted an aggressive policy in respect of Latin
America, seiied the Panama
Canal Zone in 1903 and occupied Cuba in 1906-09-47,
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 606
Rothschild-dynasty of big financial magnates in Western
Europe-230
Rothstein, Theodore (1871-1953)
-Russian
Social-Democrat;
in 1890, was forced to emigrate from Russia; took an
active part in the British
labour movement, and the
founding of. the Communist
Party of Great Britain ( 1920);
in 1920, returned to Soviet
Russia; a.uthor o( several works
on the history of imperialism
-209
Ruhle, Otto (b. 1874 )-German
Left-wing
Social-Democrat,
Reichstag Deputy; in March
1915, joined Karl Liebknecht
in voting against war credits209, 299, 311
Russell, Charles Edward ( 1860194.l )-American
socialist,
journalist and publicist, a literary editor of the New York
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American magazine--210
Rutgers, Sebald /. (1879-1961)
-Dutch engineer, Communist;
in 1921, joined Bill Heywood
in organising the Autonomous
Industrial Colony in the Kuznetsk Basin, cons1stmg ·of
American workers and engineers, which he led until
1927-547, 549, 551, 552, 554,
558, 560, 561, 562, 564, 569,
582
Rykov, Alexei Ivanovich (18811938)-joined the Party in
1899; during the period of
reaotion (1907-10), took a conciliatory stand in respect of the
liquidators, otzovists and Trotskyites; after the February
1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution opposed the Party's
Leninist course towards the
socialist revolution; after the
October Revolution, occupied
leading Party and government
posts; repeatedly opposed the
Party's Leninist policy; in 1928,
on.e of the leaders of the Rightwing deviationists in the Party;
in 1937, expelled from the
Party for anti-Party activities480, 536, 582, 583

s
Sablin--charge d'affaires of Kolchak's
counter-revolutionary
government in London--439
Sadoul, Jacques (1881-1956)French Communist, took part
in the work of the First Congress of the Comintern-339
Saint-Simon, Henri Claude ( 17601825)-great French utopian
Socialist-286

Sartorius von W altershausen,
August (b. 1852)-German
bourgeois economist; in 18881918, professor of Strassburg
University; author of several
works on world economy and
politics-245, 260
Sazonov,
Sergei
Dmitrievich
( 1861-1927 )-Russian diplomat; Foreign Minister in 1917.
Ambassador to London; after
the October Revolution, representative of the counter-revolutionary governments of Kolchak and Denikin in Paris408, 438
S cheidema11n, Philipp ( 18651939 )-<me of the leaders of
the extreme Right wing of
German
Social-Democracy;
headed the German bourgeois
government from February to
June 1919; one of the inspirers of the bloody suppression
of the German working-class
movement in 1918-21-308,
311, 348, 369, 373, 375, 376,
378, 379, 413, 444
Schilder, Siegmund (d. 1932)Gennan economist and author
of Trends of World Economic
Development and Prerequisites
of a World War in World
Economy, and other books242, 245, 260, 279
Schippel, Max (1859-1928)German Social-Democrat, revisionist; as Reichstag Deputy in
1890-1905, defended the German imperialist expansion.
Extreme social-chauvinist during the First World War-28
Sch/Uter, Hermann (d. 1919)German Social-Democrat; in
1889, emigrated to the United
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States and took part in the
Social-Democratic movement
there; author of a number of
books on the history of the
British and American workingclass movement-524
Schramm, Karl August-German
economist. Liberal during the
initial stage of his political
career; in the early 1870s,
joined the Social-Democrats;
opixirtunist-25, 27
Schwab, Charles M. (1862-1939)
-a big American capitalist;
President of the U.S. · Steel
Corporation.
In
1901-03,
Director of the General Shipbuilding-606
Schulze.Gaevernitz,
Gerhard
(1864-1943)-German bourgeois economist, professor of
political economy at Freiburg
University. In his works tried
to substantiate the possibility
of "social harmony" in capitalist society-244-45, 259, 260,
263, 264, 265, 285
Semashko, Nikolai Alexandrovich
( 1874-1949)-prominent figure
of the Soviet state, organiser
of the Soviet public health service; member of the R.S.D.L.P.
from 1893; in 1918-30, Peo·
pie's Commissar for Public
Health of the R.S.F.S.R.; in
1944-49, director of medical
research institutes; author of
many works on social hygiene
and organisation of public
health-557
Sembat, Marcel ( 1862-1922)leader of the French Socialist
Party; social-chauvinist during
the First World War, member
of the bourgeois government of
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France-300,-301, 308
Semyonov, Grigory ( 1890-1946)
--Cossack officer, organiser of ·
the counter-revolution in the
Trans-Baikal Area in 1918-20
-333
Semyonov, I. A.-Petersburg engineer and factory owner; emigrated after the October Rev·
olution-60
Serrati, Giaccinto Menotti (18721926)-prominent representative of the Italian socialist
movement; in 1924, joined the
Italian Communiit P<µty-312,
376
Seryakov, I. I. (b. 1884)-worker in the Moscow garmentmaking industry; from 1919 to
1923, headed a department and
later the board ·of the Moscow
Garment Trust-542
Shlyapnikov, Alexander Gavrilovich (1885-1937)-member of
the Communist Party from
1901. After the October Revolution held posts in trade
unions and economic organisations. Organiser and leader
of the anti-Party "Workers'
Opposition" group in 192()..22;
expelled from the Party during
the purge of 1933-525, 526
Sinclair, Upton (1878-1968)well-known ~erican author105, 106, 107
Sismondi, jean Charles Leonard
Simonde de (1773-1842)Swiss economist, petty-bourgeois critic of capitalism-298
Skobelev,
Matvei
/vanovich
( 1885-1939) -Socialist-Democrat, Menshevik; during the
First World War, Centrist;
Minister of Labour in Keren-
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sky's Provisional Government
(1917); after the October Revolution, withdrew from the
Mensheviks, worked in the
co-operative system, and later
in the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Trade; in 1936-37,
worked in the All-Union Radio
Committee - 267, 308
Smolyaninov, Vadim Alexandrovich (1890-1962)-a ·member
of the Communist Party from
1908; took an active part in
carrying out the October Revolution; from April 1921,
Deputy Business Secretary of
the Council of J ,abour and
Defence on economic matters,
later Business Secretary of the
Council of People's Commissars of the R.S.F.S.R.; from
1929, held leading economic
posts-545, 589, 591
Snowden, Philip (1864-1937)British politician, leader of the
Right wing of the Independent
Labour Party; in 1903-06 and
1917-20, its Chairman; Centrist during the First World
War, favoured a coalition with
the bourgeoisie; in 1924, member of the MacDonald government; in 1929-31, Chancellor
of the E~chequer-310
Sorge, Friedrich Adolf (18281906 )-German
socialist,
prominent figure of the international working-class and
socialist movement, friend and
associate of Marx and Engels.
Took part in the revolution of
1848-49 in Germany; after the
defeat of the revolution, el)l.igrated to America where he
was active in the working-class
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movement-20, 21 , 23, 25, 26,
27, 114
Sorokin, Pitirim Alexandrovich
( 1889-1968 )- reactionary Russian
bourgeois
sociologist;
from 1918 to 1922, assistant
professor at Petrograd University; in 1922, deported; from
1930, professor of sociology at
Harvard University, U.S.A.359
Souvarine, Boris-French socialist and journalist; Centrist
during the First World War;
in 1921, joined the French
Communist Party, from which
he was expelled in 1924 for
Trotskyite activity; at present
leader of the French Trotskyitcs-299
Spar~o, John (b. 1876)-American Right-wing socialist; socialchauvinist during the First
World War; in 1917, withdrew
from the Socialist Party;
author of a number of slanderous books about Soviet
Russia-474, 475
Spectator (Nakhimso11), M. I.
(b. 1880)-Russian economist
and publicist; Centrist during
the First World War, author
of a number of works on world
economic problems-271, 275
Spencer, Herbert ( 1820-1903 ) British philosopher, psychologist and sociologist, prominent
representative of positivism
and one of the founders of the
so-called organic theory of
society; tried to justify social
inequality by likening human
society to an animal organism
and applying the biological
theory of the struggle for
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existence to human history324
Stali11.
]ose/Jh
Vissario11ovich
(1879-1953)-588
Stauning, Thorwald August Marinus
( 1873-1942)-Danish
statesman, Right-wing leader of
the Danish Social-Democrats
and the Second International;
from 1910, Chairman of the
Danish Social-Democratic Party
and its parliamentary group;
social-chauvinist during the
First World War; in 1924-26
and 1929-42, Prime Minister of
Denmark; from the mid-thirties
conducted a policy of capitulation to nazi Germany and
from 1940 a policy of collaboration with the nazi invaders301, 309, 312
Stead, William Thomas (18491912)-British journalist; in
·1905, correspondent of the
Times in Russia-238
Steinmetz,
Charles
Proteus
(1865-1923)-prominent American scientist in the field of
electrical engineering. On February 16, 1922, wrote a letter
to Lenin, in which he \velcomed the social changes in Russia and promised his full assistance in carrying out the electrification projects-581, 584
Steklov,
Yuri
Mikhailovich
(1873-1941) - Social-Demo·
crat, took part in Bolshevik
publishing undertakin'gs abroad;
after the revolution of February . 191 7 favoured a continuation of the war; after the
October Revolution worked in
government bodies and engaged
in research; author of several
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books on the history of the
revolutionary movement-308
Strom, Frederick (1880-1948)Swedish Left Social-Democrat,
writer and publicist. In 191116, Secretary of the SocialDemocratic Party of Sweden;
internationalist during
the
First World War. In 1921-24,
Secretary of the Communist
Party of Sweden; joined the
Hoglund opportunist group in
1924, withdrew from the Communist Party and rejoined the
Social-Democratic Party in
1926-312
Struve,
Pyotr
Berngardovich
( 1870-1944 )-Russian bourgeois
economist and publicist, prominent representative of "legal
Marxism" in the 1890s, and
subsequently leader of the Cadet Party; ideologist of Russian imperialism; after the
October Revolution, enemy of
Soviet power, member of
Wrangel's counter-revolutionary
government, and whiteguard
emigre-329
Stunkel, B. E. (1882-1938)electrical engineer; member of
the 'State Commission for the
Electrification of Russia from
1920, worked on the plan for
the electrification of the Central Industrial Area-549
Sudekum, Albert ( 1871-1944 ) opportunist leader of the German Social-Democrats, revisionist; Reichstag Deputy ( 190018); social-chauvinist during
the First World War; Prussian
Minister of Finance (1918-20)
-238, 301, 375, 376, 378
Sukin, I. !.-business manager of
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the Foreign Ministry under
Kolchak's counter-revolutionary
government in 1919--438, 439
Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925)-outstanding Chinese revolutionary
democrat and statesman-65
Supan, Alexander (1847-1920)
-German
geographer-235,
239

T
Taft, William Howard ( 18571930)-American
statesman
and politician; in 1908, elected
President of the U.S. from the
Republican Party; in 1912,
ran for re-election but was
defeated; Chief Justice, U.S.
Supreme Court (1921-30)47, 49
Tanner, Jack (b. 1889)-one of
the British trade union leaders
active in the shop stewards
movement during the First
World War. Delegate to the
Second Congress of the Communist International, member
of the British Communist Party
in 1920-21. Afterwards adhered
to the Labour Party and took .
active part in its activities-530
Taylor, Frederick Winslow ( 18561915 )-American engineer, inventor of the systeJtl of labour
organisation designed to intensify labour operations to the
maximum; under capitalism
Taylor's system is used to intensify the exploitation of working people-60, 61, 97, 9~, 509
Terracini, Umberto (b. 1895)leader of the Italian workingclass movement, founder of the
Italian Communist Party, mem-

ber of its Central Committee
and
Executive
Committee
(from 1921); in 1926-43, imprisoned and exiled; took an
active part in the Italian people's national liberation struggle (1943-45); Chairman of
Italy's Constituent Assembly
in 1947; Senator from 1948;
member of the World Peace
Council from 1950--498
Thomas, Albert (1878-1932)French politician, social-reformist; social-chauvinist during the
First World War; Minister of
Munitions in the bourgeois
government of France; headed
the IntemationaI Labour Bureau of the League of Nations
(1919-32)-300
Treves, Claudio (1868-1933)reformL$t leader of the Italian
·Socialist Party; Centrist during
the First World War; took a
hostile attitude to the October
Revolution-310
Trier, Gerson (b. 1851 )-leader
of the I..eft wing of the Danish
Social-Democratic Party; fought
against the policy of conciliation conducted by the party's
reformist leadership; internationalist during the First
World War-312
Trifonov, V. A. (1888-1938)member of the Party from 1904.
From June 1921, Deputy
Chief of the Central Fuel Administration, Chairman of the
Oil Syndicate. Later held the
post of Chairman of the Central Concessions Committee of
the Supreme Economic Council-587
·
Troelst1a, Peter (1860-1930) -
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Right-wing socialist and leader
of the Dutch working-class
movement; founding member
( 1894) and leader of the Dutch
Social-Democratic
Workers'
Part}'; fought against the party's Left wing grouped round
De Tribune after 1907; socialchauvinist during the First
World War-308
Trotsky (Bronstein), Lev Davydovich (1879-1940)-worst enemy of Leninism; at the· Second
Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
(1903) a Menshevik; fought
against the Bolsheviks on all
questions of the theory and
practice of the socialist revolution; liquidator during the period of reaction ( 1907-10) ;
organiser of the anti-Party
August Bloc in 1912; during
the First World War, took a
Centrist stand, fought Lenin on
the questions of war, peace and
revolution; joined the Bolshev. ik Party on the eve of the October Revolution, but continued
to conduct his factionalist activity. In 1918 he opposed con·
clusion of the Peace of Brest•
Litovsk; in 1920-21 opposed
the Leninist policy in respect
of the trade unions and the
~de union movement; in 1923,
headed the opposition which
fought against the Party's
general line. The Communist
Party exposed Trotskyism as
a petty-bourgeois deviationist
trend within the Party, and
defeated it ideologically and
organisationally. In 1927 Trotsky was expelled from the
Party and in 1929 expelled
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from the U.S.S.R. for his antiSoviet activity, and subsequently deprived of Soviet citizenship-103, 350
Tschierschky, Siegfried (b. 1872)
-German bourgeois economist, worke.d in various trusts
and syndicates; author of
Cartel and Trust and publisher
of the magazine Kartell-Rundschau (Cartel Review)-221
Tsereteli,
Irakly
Georgievich
( 1882-1959 )-Menshevik lead·
er, Minister of Posts and Telegraph and later Minister for
Internal Affairs of the Provisional Government ( 1917).
After the October Revolution,
one of the leaders of the counter-revolutionary
Menshevik
govenunent in Georgia; fled
abroad after the victory of
Soviet power there (1921 ) 308, 310, 311
Tsyurupa, Alexander Dmitrievich
( 1'87~1928)-prominent figure
of the Communist Party and
the Soviet state; in 1918-21,
People's Commissar of Food;
from the end of 1921 on, Deputy Chairman of the Council
of People's Commissars and of
the Council of Labour and
Defence. Subsequently People's
Commissar of the Workers'
and
Peasants'
Inspection,
Chairman of the U.S.S.R.
State Planning Commission and
People's Commissar for Home
and Foreign Trade; was member of the Party's Central
Committee-582, 583
Tugan-Baranovsky, Mikhail Ivanovich (1865-1919)-Russian
bourgeois economist. promi-
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nent representative of "legal
Marxism" in the 1890s; during the 1905-07 revolution
a Cadet. After the Octobe;
Socialist Revolution, an active
leader of counter-revolution in
the Ukraine-93, 94, 95, 96
Turati, Filippo ( 1857-1932)leader of the Italian workingclass movement; one of the
founders of the Italian Socialist
Party (1892) and leader of
its reformist Right wing; conducted a policy of class collaboration between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie. Centrist
during the First World War310
Ture, Nerman (b. 1886)-Leftwing Swedish Socialist; during
the First World War adhered
to the Zimmerwald Left· later
one of the founders ~f th;
Communist Party of Sweden312
Tussy (Marx-Aveling, Eleanor)
( 1855-1896)-Marx's youngest
daughter, active in the British
labour movement-34
Tyszka (Jogiches, Leon) (18671919)-prominent figure of
the Polish and German working-class movement; one of the
founders of the Social-Democratic Party of Poland ( 1893)
and member of its Executive·
internationalist during the Firs~
World War; founding member
of the Spartacus League; took
part in establishing the Communist Party of Germany and
was Secretary of its Central
Committee; arrested and murdered in 1919 in a Berlin prison-312

u
Ulyanov, V., Wl. Oulianoff'
Wl. Ulianow, Uljanow--see
Lenin V. I._
Urquhart, John Leslie ( 18741933 )-British financial magnate and industrialist, Chairman of the Britain-Russia Creditor Society; organiser of counter-revolutionary plots against
Soviet power (1918-20). In
the 1920s, repeatedly attempted
to get back his former enterprises in Soviet Russia on conces·
sion terms-566
Usher, Roland G. (b. 1880)American historian-610

v
Vanderlip, Frank Arthur ( 18641937 )-U.S. financial magnate,
author of a number of books
on financial and economic
questions-481
Vanderlip, Washington (b. 1866)
-American capitalist representing U.S. business circles· in
1920-21, came to Soviet R~ia
to negotiate with the Soviet
Government on concessions in
Kamchatka; met and talked
with Lenin-478, 479, 480,
481, 482" 484, 487' 488, 490,
493, 537
Vandervelde, Emile
(18661938)-leader of the Belgian
Workers' Party; Chairman of
the International Socialist Bu·
reau of the Second Internation·
al, extreme opportunist; during
the First World War, socialchauvinist, and member of Belgium's bourgeois Cabinet-301,
375, 378
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Viereck, Louis (1851-1921 ) German Social-Democrat, opportunist; lived in the U.S.A.
from 1896; during the First
World War published pro·
German articles in the American press-28, 33
Voge/stein,
Theodor-German
economist and author of The
Financial Organisation of Capitalist Industry and the Rise
of Monopolies-216, 220, 233
Voinov,
Ivan
Avksentyevich
( 1884-1917 )-worker, Bolshevik and active contributor of
the
Bolshevik
newspapers,
Pravda and Borba. Killed by
cadets
in
Petrograd
on
July 19(6), 1917, as he was
distributing the Listok"Prnvdy"
(Pravda Leaflet)-380
Vollmar, Georg Heinrich ( 18501922)-leader of the opportunist wing in the German SocialDemocratic Party; since the beginning of the 90s, an ideolog·
ist of reformism and revisionism. A social-chauvinist during
the First World War-26, 31

w
Ware, Harold ( 1890-1935) member of the U.S. Communist Party from the time of its
foundation in 1919, agronomist
by profession. In the summer
of 1922 he visited Soviet Russia as head of a tractor team
he had organised. Afterwards
visited the Soviet Union several
times, consulting the organisation of big state farms--590,
592, 594
Washington, George (1732-99)outstanding American states·

man, and commander-in-chief
of the colonial forces in their
war for independence against
Britain ( 1775-83); the first
President of the United States
(1789-97)-482, 491
Webb, Beatrice (1858-1943) and
Sidney
(1859-1947)-wellknown British public figures
and founders of the Fabian
Society; authors of several
books on the history and theory
of the British labour movement. Took a social-chauvinist
attitude during the First World
War. After the October Socialist Revolution, the Webbs
greatly sympathised with the
Soviet Union-375, 378
Wiegand, Karl-Berlin correspondent o( the Universal Service news agency-443
Wijnkoop, David (1877-1941)Dutch Social-Democrat, later
Communist; in 1907, founder
and later editor-in-chief of
the newspaper De Tribune, the
organ of the Left wing of the
Dutch Social-Democratic Workers' Party; during the First
World War,internationalist-312
Wilhelm
II
(Hohenzollern)
(1859-1941 )-Emperor of Germany and King of Prussia
(1888-1918)-314, 315, 356,
375, 604
Williams, T. Russell-British Socialist, member of the British
Independent Labour Party;
took an anti-militarist stand
during the First World War,
and criticised the policy of the
leaders of the Second Internationat-209, 312
Wilson, Woodrow (1856-1924)-
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American statesman, President
of the U.S.A. from 1913 to
1921. One of the organisers of
the armed intervention against
Soviet Russia-47, 49, 329,
359, 362, 368, 369, 371, 375,
392, 423, 466, 468, 484
Wischnewetzky-see Kelley-Wischnewetzky, Florence
Wrangel, Pyotr Nikolayevich
( 1878-1928)-Russian
anny
general, one of the leaders of
the counter-revolution in the
South of Russia during the Civil War. In April 1920, succeded A. I. Denikin as comman·
der-in-chief of the counter-revolutionary armed forces in the
South of Russia. In the autumn
of 1920 Wrangel's forces were
routed by the Red Army-471,
473
y

Yermansky, Osip Arkadyevich
( 1866-1941) - Social-Democrat and Menshevik; broke
with the Mensbeviks in 1921;
engaged in public work and
scientific research-509, 510
Yudenich, Nikolai Nikolayevich
( 1862-1933)-tsarist general;
one of the inspirers of counterrevolution after the establish·
ment of Soviet power. In 1919
made two attempts to capture
Petrograd but was defeated b:y
the Red Army-430, 437, 440
Yurkevich, Lev ( 1885-1918 ) Ukrainian nationalist and pet·
ty-bourgeois Socialist-87

z
Zasulich, Vera I vanovna ( 1849·
1919 )- prominent participant

in the Narodnik and later the
Social-Democratic movement in
Russia; a Menshevik leader
after the Second Congress of
the R.S.D.L.P. ( 1903); social·
chauvinist during the First
World War-36, 314
Zetkin, Clara (1857-1933)-outstanding leader of the German
and international working-class
movement; one of the founders
of the Communist Party of
Germany. Elected by the Third
Congress of the Comintem to
its Executive Committee; headed the Corointem's International Women's Secretariat;
from 1924, permanent Chair·
man of the Executive Comm~t
tee of the International Organisation of Help to the Revolutionary Fighters-375
Zinoviev, Grigo1y Y evseyevich
( Radomyslsky)
( 1883-1936)
-member of the R.S.D.L.P.
from 1901 ; joined Bolsheviks
after the Second Congress cf
the R.S.D.L.P. ( 1903) ; repeat·
edly opposed Lenin and the
Party's policy; adV'Ocated compromise with the liquidators,
otzovists and Trotskyites in the
years of the Stolypin reaction
( 1907-10); together with Ka·
menev revealed the Central
Committee's decision to stage
an armed uprising (October
1917); an organiser of the New
Opposition ( 1925); a leader of
the anti-Party Trotsky-Zinoviev b1oc ( 1926) ; expelled
{rem the Party for anti-Party
actlvttles (1934)-367, 524,
586, 587' 588

